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"BRILLIANTLY REALIZED [the] fascinating story of a

difficult but astoundingly fruitful cross-cultural collabora-

tion."

—Kirkus Reviews

"THE MAN WHO KNEW INFINITY is an accessible look at

an almost romantic episode in the enormously rich intellec-

tual world of mathematics . . . Robert Kanigel also gives a

real sense of Ramanujan's creative compulsion which, like

Mozart's, contained the seeds of both success and tragedy/'

—Baltimore Evening Sun

".
. . more fascinating than a novel ... a verbal portrait, A

VIRTUAL MASTERPIECE, complete with vibrant scenes

from all the places graced by the presence of Ramanu-
jan ENCHANTING."

—Lexington Herald-Leader (Kentucky)

"THE MAN WHO KNEW INFINITY tells of the plight of

unrecognized genius. . . . this story of romance with mathe-

matics makes for lively reading . . . with a heartbreaking

end."
—Christian Science Monitor

"SPLENDID . . . One of Robert Kanigel's achievements in

THE MAN WHO KNEW INFINITY is to make the math
magic . . . accessible. ... a very human story. . . . EXCITING."

—San Diego Union



"[A] SUPERBLY CRAFTED biography. . . . Kanigel sue-
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but his exceptional triumph is in the telling of this wonderful

human story. ... a pleasure to read . . . THE MAN WHO
KNEW INFINITY is a thouerhtful and deeDlv movinsr account
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of a signal life."

—Science

"A simple story VIVIDLY TOLD. . . . Kanigel excels in

descriptions that will appeal to both the lay and scholarly

reader."
—San Francisco Chronicle

"PERSPICACIOUS, INFORMED, IMAGINATIVE, THE
MAN WHO KNEW INFINITY is . . . the best mathematical

biography I have ever read."

—The New York Review ofBooks

"[An] extremely well-researched and well-written biogra-

phy."
—LibraryJournal

"Mr. Kanigel has a wonderful gift. . . . The drama of

Ramanujan's 'Spring' and 'Autumn' comes through magnifi-

cently."

—Freeman Dyson,

author of Disturbing the Universe

"MOVING AND ASTONISHING."
—Publishers Weekly

UTHE MAN WHO KNEW INFINITY is a story at least as

compelling as Brian Epstein's discovery of the Beatles ... [a]

richly detailed road map to strange, wondrous foreign cul-

tures. . . . Kanigel expertly intertwines the details of Rama-
nujan's odd, doomed life with his soaring professional

accomplishments."
—Los Angeles Times Book Review
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One day in the summer of 1913, a twenty-year-old Bengali from an

old and prosperous Calcutta family stood in the chapel of King's College

in the medieval university town of Cambridge, England. A glorious,

grandly proportioned place, more cathedral than chapel, it was the work

of three kings of England going back to 1446. Light streamed in through

stained glass panels ranging across the south wall. Great fluted columns

reached heavenward, flaring out into the massive splayed vault of the

roof.

Prasantha Chandra Mahalanobis was smitten. Scarcely off the boat

from India and planning to study in London, he had come up on the train

for the day to sightsee. But now, having missed the last train back to

London and staying with friends, he couldn't stop talking about the

chapel and its splendors, how moved he'd been, how . . .

Perhaps, proposed a friend, he should forget London and come to

King's instead. That was all Mahalanobis needed to hear. The next day

he met with the provost, and soon, to his astonishment and delight, he

was a student at King's College, Cambridge.

He had been at Cambridge for about six months when his mathematics

tutor asked him, "Have you met your wonderful countryman Ramanu-
jan?"

He had not yet met him, but he had heard of him. Ramanujan was a

self-taught mathematical prodigy from a town outside Madras, in South

a nnjusajiu nines 11 urn 111c supinsixciticu \^cut;uiia uiai iviaiiaianu-

bis knew best, a world as different from his own as Mahalanobis's was
from England. The South, as educated North Indians were wont to see it,

was backward and superstitious, scarcely brushed by the enlightened

rationality of Bombay and Calcutta. And yet, somehow, out of such a

place, from a poor family, came a mathematician so alive with genius that

1
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share his gifts with the scholars of Trinity College and learn whatever

they could teach him.

a ^ . u .. — ii „ _rn u„: j— t i.,:. T"„: „ : .-. ...„„ ,u„ i^wueuig uic wucgca ui v^dMiiui luge uiavcisiiy, iiiimy wtxa cue laigcsi,

with the most lustrous heritage, home to kings, poets, geniuses. Isaac

Newton himself had studied there; since 1755, his marble likeness, hold-

: . u „ „„\c~ u ..'j „„„j * ... ( u „ ,„i ... r i:„u.Ulg LUC JJ1 1JIU |1C U LU CAJJ1U1 c iul pui yUUU11 1 a Lie UaLUlC UI llgUL,

stood in its chapel. Lord Byron had gone to Trinity. So had Tennyson,

Thackeray, and Fitzgerald. So had the historian Macaulay, and the phys-

t> . u ,.-r„ ..^i „„j . u „u:i,,„,.„i tj— *. a t>„„„„ii c ... u

„

j £. .,, i?„leiac i\uuiliiuiu, anu mc puiiuaupuci uci li ttnu ivuasLti, ju u<tu live J_ii
i"

glish prime ministers.

And now, Ramanujan was at Trinity, too.

Soon Mahalanobis did meet him, and the two became friends; on

Sunday mornings, after breakfast, they'd go for long walks, talk about

life, philosophy, mathematics. Later, looking back, Mahalanobis would
t^Ua. fl — :— „r A- r„: < j :„ r„n r„it—:„„uan. me uepwciujig ui Liieu n icinunijj Lei uuc ei<*y in lijc laii lemeiw nig

Ramanujan's arrival. He'd gone to see him at his place in Whewell's

Court, a three-story stone warren of rooms built around a grassy quad-

rangle laced with arched Gothic windows and pierced at intervals by

staircases leading to rooms. One such portal led to Ramanujan's small

suite, on the ground floor, a step or two off the court.

It had turned cold in Cambridge and as Mahalanobis came in, he saw

Ramanujan, with his fleshy, pockmarked face, sitting huddled by the fire.

Here was the pride of India, the man whom the English had moved
k,..,, „„,j *-„ k-;„^ n„m u„\A~a u..» i„:j „i„„„ u„a ~uea ven anu ea.ii.ii iu ui u ig ivj eiai 11 ui leig e. uui vvejj _ j<*iei pid.uo uaei geiue

awry. It was the shameful year of 1914, and Europe had gone to war. The

graceful arched cloisters of Nevile's Court, Sir Christopher Wren's eter-

nal stamp on Trinity, had become an open-air hospital. Thousands had

already left for the front. Cambridge was deserted. And cold.

Areyou warm at night? asked Mahalanobis, seeing Ramanujan beside the

fire. No, replied the mathematician from always-warm Madras, he slept

with his overcoat on, wrapped in a shawl. Figuring his friend hadn't

enough blankets, Mahalanobis stepped back into the little sleeping al-

v-v/ v v. yu tnv> uini.1 aiuv. ui iiiL ll i jj lck ii vui hil ji liiiil^ i uuj.il. a i iv, ij \.,
~

spread was loose, as if Ramanujan had just gotten up. Yet the blankets

lay perfectly undisturbed, tucked neatly under the mattress.

Yes, Ramanujan had enough blankets; he just didn't know what to do

with them. Gently, patiently, Mahalanobis showed him how you peeled

them back, made a little hollow for yourself, slipped inside . . .

2
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For five years, walled off from India by the war, Ramanujan would

remain in strange, cold, distant England, fashioning, through twenty-one

inaj vj i jjo.j^cio, an i,iiuuiiiig uiaiuciii au^oi n-g a.^ y . i iilu, i ii_ vhjuiu

home to India, to a hero's welcome, and die.

"Srinivasa Ramanujan," an Englishman would later say of him, "was

a uianiLiiiauLian o\j gicai luai 1110 iiaiuij uaiuv,niuo j luiijujico, uil *j

i

superlatively great mathematician whom India has produced in the last

thousand years." His leaps of intuition confound mathematicians even

f „ ^] - , ca,Tnr*. A A a.,. ViJc. A ,n U ninA^r. ill v-J .,rvi K„y-] {'„ »-
ivjLia. y , OLVCii uci.auv.^ aiiLi iiio ulo lh. hlo p

a

jj i_ i o ta. i v jliu j^iuihucu hji

their secrets. His theorems are being applied in areas—polymer chemis-

try, computers, even (it has recently been suggested) cancer—scarcely

imaginable during his lifetime. And always the nagging question: What

might have been, had he been discovered a few years earlier, or lived a few

years longer?

ixn 1 1 1 a iiuj a 1 1 vvao a. oiuipiL man, 1113 iilouj vh-il jiuiijh,. u\j wlil 1110

manners, his humor. He was no idiot savant; he was intelligent in realms

outside mathematics, persistent, hardworking, and even, in his own way,

charming. But by the lights ofCambridge or, for that matter, of Calcutta

or Bombay, he was supremely narrow and naive. Something so small as

Mahalanobis's lesson in the art of blanketing could leave him "extremely

touched." He was shamed by the most insignificant slight. His letters,

outside their mathematical content, are barren of grace or subtlety.

In this book I propose to tell Ramanujan's story, the story of an

It is a story of the clash of cultures between India and the West

—

between the world of Sarangapani Sannidhi Street in Kumbakonam in

South India, where Ramanujan grew up, and the glittering world of

Cambridge; between the pristine proofs of the Western mathematical

tradition and the mysterious powers of intuition with which Ramanujan

dazzled East and West alike.

It is a story of one man and his stubborn faith in his own abilities. But

it is not a story that concludes, Genius will out—though Ramanujan's, in

f h m '-% 1 ri rlirl R^*r*inC« C r\ r^f^r\\"\\i f\\r\ airAntc t urn rmt ^tVi/ir-nrio^* fVi 1 1 x i ii±HIV, J I I CA I I I ^ U1U< */V, V-«+ IAOVj JVJ 1 J-VvU.1 1 J UIU L I1W V U.R 1 i- Ulllbl VUilVv 111a I vvv.

need no imagination to see how the least bit less persistence, or the least

bit less luck, might have consigned him to obscurity. In a way, then, this

is also a story about social and educational systems, and about how they

matter, and how they can sometimes nurture talent and sometimes crush

it. How many Ramanujans, his life begs us to ask, dwell in India today,



Prologue

unknown and unrecognized? And how many in America and Britain,

locked away in racial or economic ghettos, scarcely aware of worlds

outside their own?

This is a story, too, about what you do with genius once you find it.

Ramanujan was brought to Cambridge by an English mathematician of

aristocratic mien and peerless academic credentials, G. H. Hardy, to

whom he had written for help. Hardy saw that Ramanujan was a rare

flower, one not apt to tolerate being stufFed methodically full of all the

mathematical knowledge he'd never acquired in India. "I was afraid," he

wrote, "that if i insisted unduly on matters which Ramanujan found

irksome, I might destroy his confidence and break the spell of his inspi-

ration."

Ramanujan was a man who grew up praying to stone deities; who for

most of his life took counsel from a family goddess, declaring it was she

to whom his mathematical insights were owed; whose theorems would, at

intellectually backbreaking cost, be proved true;—yet leave mathemati-

cians baffled that anyone could divine them in the first place. This is also

a book, then, about an uncommon and individual mind, and what its

quirks may suggest about creativity, intuition, and intelligence.

Like most books, this one started with an idea. Sadly, it was not mine, but

that of Barbara Grossman, then senior editor at Crown Publishers, now

publisher at Scribners. Barbara first encountered the name of Ramanu-

jan in late 1987, a time when magazines and newspapers in the United

States, India, and Britain were full of articles marking the hundredth

anniversary of his birth. Like Mahalanobis in King's College Chapel,

Barbara was smitten. First, with the sheer romance of his life—the story

in it. But also with how today, years after his death and long into the

computer age, some of his theorems were, as she put it later, being

"snatched back from history."

"Ramanujan who?" I said when my agent, Vicky Bijur, told me of Bar-

bara's interest in a biography of him. Though skeptical, I did some pre-

liminary research into his life, as recorded by his Indian biographers. And

the more I learned, the more I, too, came under Ramanujan's spell. His

was a rags-to-intellectual-riches story. Parts of it, wrote an English math-

ematician, B. M. Wilson, in the 1930s, "might be lifted almost unchanged

by a scenario-writer for the talkies." My doubts fell away. My excitement

mounted at the prospect of delving into the life of this strange genius.

Early on, I viewed a documentary about Ramanujan's life by the

4
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year as Letters from an Indian Clerk, Sykes's film superbly distilled, into a

single hour, something of the romance of Ramanujan's life. But watching
:^ t l :i i u.. r~< u tu_„j_. *„ tit i_. :^ t ] * t i_ „
ii, i gicw ucguncu uy vj. n. ueiiuy, luy. naiuy, it luhicu uui, was uic

third English mathematician to whom Ramanujan had appealed; the

other two declined to help. And Hardy did not just recognize Ramanu-
: >„ ,_:r. , . u * * * i *_ i : u:„ *_ r? t i „i t l :

Jan s giita, nc wem iu gicrti icngius iu uiing mm iu ungianu, suuuui linn

in the mathematics he had missed, and bring him to the attention of the

world.

IA/L.. U
vr ity nuruy:

Was it sheer mathematical acumen? Probably not; the other two math-

ematicians were equally distinguished. There must have been other, less

purely intellectual traits demanded of him—a special openness, perhaps,

a willingness to disrupt his life and stake his reputation on someone he'd

never seen.

Hardy, I learned, was a bizarre and fascinating character—a cricket

aficionado, a masterful prose stylist, a man blessed with gorgeous good

looks who to his own eyes was so repulsively ugly he couldn't look at

himself in the mirror. And this enfant terrible of English mathematics

was, at the time he heard from Ramanujan, working a revolution on his

field that would be felt for generations to come.

One is, of course, moved to praise Hardy's ability to see genius in the

tattered garb in which it was clothed, and to agree that the world was

enriched as a result. But, it struck me, Hardy was enriched, too. His whole
i:r,. ,.,„r. w,, u:„ . : .~ ,. „.,:*u d :„„ ...u:„u i it „j " * u ..jhc weio jimjjv.u uy ins unit, wmi nauian uj <*n, winui tic irtiicu uic uuc

romantic incident in my life." The story of Ramanujan, then, is a story

about two men, and what they meant to each other.

I must say one thing more, though in doing so I risk alienating a few

readers. To Americans, India and Cambridge are, indeed, foreign coun-

tries. And as L. P. Hartley has written, the past is alien territory, too:

"They do things differently there." Thus, the years around the turn of the

century when our story begins, a time when India was still British and

Victoria still queen, represent a second foreign country to explore. Now,

tv uii,ov, iwu w <j i iuo imiun, in j-nen-i^ anu LiuiL, ± mu^i auu <x mil u uic

mathematics that Ramanujan and Hardy did, alone and together, as

their life's work.

It is tempting to concentrate exclusively on the exotic and flavorful

elements of Ramanujan's life and skip the mathematics altogether. In-

deed, virtually all who have taken Ramanujan as their subject have

5
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severed his work from his life. Biographies as do exist either ignore the

mathematics, or banish it to the back of the book. Similarly, scholarly

papers devoted to Rarnanujan's mathematics normally limit to a few

paragraphs their attention to his life.

And yet, can we understand Rarnanujan's life without some appreci-

ation for the mathematics that he lived for and loved? Which is to say,

can we understand an artist without gaming a feel for his art? A philos-

opher without some glimpse into what he believed?

Mathematics, I am mindful, presents a special problem to the general

reader (and writer). Art, at least, you can see. Philosophy and literature,

too, have the advantage that, however recondite, they can at least be

rendered into English. Mathematics, however, is mired in a language of

symbols foreign to most of us, explores regions of the infinitesimally small

and the infinitely large that elude words, much less understanding. So

specialized is mathematics today, I am told, that most mathematical

papers appearing in most mathematics journals are indecipherable even

to most mathematicians. Pennsylvania State's George Andrews, who re-

discovered a long-forgotten Ramanujan manuscript at Trinity College,

says it took someone already expert in the narrow area of mathematics

with which it dealt to recognize it—that merely being a professional

mathematician with a Ph.D. would not have sufficed.

What hope, then, has the general reader faced with Rarnanujan's work?

Little, certainly, ifwe set as the task to follow one ofRarnanujan's proofs

through twenty pages ofhieroglyphics in a mathematicsjournal

—

especially

in the case ofRamanujan, who routinely telescoped a dozen steps into two,

leaving his reader to find the connections. But to come away with some

flavor of his work, the paths by which he got there, its historical roots?

These pose no insuperable problem—certainly no more than following a

philosophical argument, or a challenging literary exegesis.

In one sense, at least, Rarnanujan's mathematics is more accessible than

some other fields; much of it comes under the heading of number theory,

which seeks out properties of, and patterns among, the ordinary numbers

with which we deal every day; and 8s, 19s, and 376s are surely more
r *i i„ „„j „u i *:_„ u?l:i„ »l„ a.14IJUU4J 1114J1 ljU<*JH&, UrtSrtl a, dJiU pilUajJUU^l CdllllC. VVI11IC U1C uieiuic-

matical tools Ramanujan used were subtle and powerful, the problems to

which he applied them were often surprisingly easy to formulate.

In a note at the end of the book I mention by name many who have helped

me along the way. But here I wish to especially thank the people of South

6
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India aS a whole fur making my time there Skj personally Satisfying.

I spent five weeks in the South, traveling to places that figured in

Ramanujan's life. I rode trains and buses, toured temples, ate with my
i i_ -rri i t u..» i fU„ i

—

u.. „ _„ a„
Jianui on ud.iid.iLd. ictivcs. -i was uuucu in liic ucniiiu uy a ww un uic

streets ofKumbakonam, shared a room with a lizard in Kodumudi. I saw

Erode, the town where Ramanujan was born. I toured the house in which

he grew up, participated in opening exercises at his alma mater, wan-

dered through the grounds of the temple in Namakkal to which he came

at a turning point in his life, and saw the room in which he died in

at j i„ _r c...»u t_j:_ :„*_ tu„:„ u nri
iviauias. x nc jjcujjic ui ouum iiima iuw uic into uicn iiumcs. j. ncy

bestowed upon me every kindness. Auto rickshaw and bicycle rickshaw

drivers often went to extraordinary lengths to get me to out-of-the-way

places, forever struggling to understand what to them was my atrocious

pronunciation ofSouth Indian place-names. They stared at the whiteness

of my skin but always treated me with gentleness and goodwill.

c i i *u _r t : . tu„ „i „ _r c t u t„j:„ — j u :„
ojjciiu any leiigin oi tunc amung liic jjcujjic k>i juuui uiuia anu il is

hard not to come away with a heightened sense of spirituality, a deepened

respect for hidden realms, that implicitly questions Western values and

ways of life. In the West, all through the centuries, artists have sought to

give expression to religious feeling, creating Bach fugues and Gothic

cathedrals in thanks and tribute to their gods. In South India today, such

religious feeling hangs heavy in the air, and to discern a spiritual reso-

nance in Ramanujan's mathematics seems more natural by far than it

does in the secular West.
t> . :__>~ „i u_„j c j „*u„:„* ...u„„ u„jxamanuj an s ^uamjjiun, naiuy, was a tuniiiiucu amciat. i cl wncn uc

died, one mourner spoke of his

profound conviction that the truths of mathematics described a bright and

clear universe, exquisite and beautiful in its structure, in comparison with

which the physical world was turbid and confused. It was this which made

his friends . . . think that in his attitude to mathematics there was some-

thing which, being essentially spiritual, was near to religion.

The same, but more emphatically, goes for Ramanujan, who all his life

i— i : j :„ .-u „ u:„,j .. — j„ „„j a „ *u i-,„,j„„„„„ „f (i, 0 r „k „ : < :„ucnevcu in liic niiiuu guua anu mauc liic lauuo^apc kji liil. aiiiiiiilc, in

realms both mathematical and spiritual, his home. "An equation for me
has no meaning," he once said, "unless it expresses a thought of God."

Baltimore

May 1990
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CHAPTER ONE

[1887 to 1903]

1. DAKSHIN GANGE

He heard it all his life—the slow, measured thwap . . . thwap . . .

thwap . . . of wet clothes being pounded clean on rocks jutting up from

the waters of the Cauvery River. Born almost within sight of the river,

Ramanujan heard it even as an infant. Growing up, he heard it as he

fetched water from the Cauvery, or bathed in it, or played on its sandy

banks after school. Later, back in India after years abroad, fevered, sick,

i _i 4 „ j_„*u 1 . „ 1 j 1 „ ,i,„, ' „ „i : ianu ujusc lu ucaiu, uc WuUiu uceii mai 1 ny uiuiil, capping suunu unuc

more.

The Cauvery was a familiar, recurring constant ofRamanujan's life. At

some places along its length, palm trees, their trunks heavy with fruit,

leaned over the river at rakish angles. At others, leafy trees formed a

canopy of green over it, their gnarled, knotted roots snaking along the

riverbank. During the monsoon, its waters might rise ten, fifteen, twenty

feet, sometimes drowning cattle allowed to graze too long beside it. Come
the dry season, the torrent became a memory, the riverbanks wide sandy
1 „u 1 .u„ rt„ :..„if u... „ c ui„ *„:„i.i„ * „: *u„ j *ucauics, euiu me vjauvciy nacii uui a iccuic uilmc ua^uig 111c uccpcai

channels of the riverbed.

But always it was there. Drawing its waters from the Coorg Mountains

five hundred miles to the west, branching and rebranching across the

peninsula, its flow channeled by dams and canals some of which went

back fifteen hundred years, the Cauvery painted the surrounding coun-

9
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*. :_]„ __ r a „ j tL„* „: i„ r„ *iu yaiuc an micuac, muuigcticiuic green, nnu iiirtt anisic mn,, uiuic man

any other, made Ramanujan's world what it was.

Kumbakonam, his hometown, flanked by the Cauvery and one of its

•_:u..*_ i *u„ u _r ui.. — j:^ t c„..^u T

„

j :u lijLiuiicj, itty in uic iicdiuaiiu ui aiauii^niy urtuiuunai uuuui muw,
160 miles south of Madras, in the district then known as Tanjore. Half

the district's thirty-seven hundred square miles, an area the size of the

„i~j.„ „r rv.i „— „ * j a : .-i., u. , t u „ „ .„u^k r,.u *i.

,

sicilc ui uciitwaic, was wmcicu uiic^tiy uy tuc nvci, wuiui 11.11 gciiLiy,

three feet per mile, to the sea, spreading its rich alluvial soil across the

delta.

tu n— r,. a „( 11, a 1,1 i,\ :„ 1 qkq
± 11c \_ja 1.1 v c 1 y tuiiiuiicu annual uiioiiuycu uii^aanig. uvui uei^jv in iu.jj.

when it flooded, covering the delta with water and causing immense

damage, few lives were lost. More typically, the great river made the

surrounding land immune to year-to-year variation in the monsoon, upon

whose caprices most of the rest of India hung. In 1877, in the wake of two

straight years of failed monsoons, South India had been visited by

uiuugm, iv.a *mg uiuujanuj v vj . li'ui x anjvjn, L/nu l, iiuuiioji^u uy un,

unfailing Cauvery, had been scarcely touched; indeed, the rise in grain

prices accompanying the famine had brought the delta unprecedented

prosperity.

No wonder that the Cauvery, like the Ganges a thousand miles north,

was one of India's sacred rivers. India's legendary puranas told of a

mortal known as Kavera-muni who adopted one of Brahma's daughters.

In filial devotion to him, she turned herself into a river whose water

would purify from all sin. Even the holy Ganges, it was said, periodically

i i n f '-a iiira , t \im n rr \-t a Vi * a ** nnrl/it»iTmi 1 i *-s on *-» c*

purge itself of pollution borne of sinners bathing in its waters.

Dakshin Gauge, the Cauvery was called—the Ganges of the South.

And it made the delta the most densely populated and richest region in

all of South India. The whole edifice of the region's life, its wealth as

well as the rich spiritual and intellectual lives its wealth encouraged, all

depended on its waters. The Cauvery was a place for spiritual cleans-

ing; for agricultural surfeit; for drawing water and bathing each morn-

ing; for cattle, led into its shallow waters by men in white dhotis and
furKinc tr\ rl n n I" mrl ilxinirt? fVkY* \irj-im£in of Q n rl i n n- \r n AArt in 1 f c

waters, to let their snaking ribbons of cotton or silk drift out behind

them into the gentle current, then gather them up into sodden clumps

of cloth and slap them slowly, relentlessly, against the water-worn

rocks.
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2. SARANGAPANI SANNIDHI STREET

In September 1887, two months before her child was due Lo be born, a

nineteen-year-old Kurnbakonam girl named Kornalatamrnal traveled to

Erode, her parental home, 150 miles upriver, to prepare for the birth

of the child she carried. That a woman returned to her native home for

u:_*u _r u„_ „u:u ...„ r „ *.

—

au:^„ „ a „r
H1C Ull in Oi nci mat ^iiiiti wdJ ti Liaumuu ou vviuliv wjci vcu uiai ur

ficials charged with monitoring vital statistics made a point of allowing

for it.

V J „ _ *. U * ... „U *- C 1 t,uiuuc, d tA^uiiiy seen, iiuuil iu auuui uili^i,il inuusauu pCVJJJIC, vvtxo

located at the confluence of the Cauvery and one of its tributaries, the

Bhavani, about 250 miles southwest of Madras. At Erode— the word

means "wet skull," recalling a Hindu legend in which an enraged Siva

tears off one of Brahma's five heads—the Cauvery is broad, its stream

bed littered with great slabs of protruding rock. Not far from the river,

in "the fort," as the town's original trading area was known, was the

little house, on Teppukulam Street, that belonged to Komalatammal's

father.

It was here that a son was born to her and her husband Srinivasa, just

after sunset on the ninth day of the Indian month of Margasirsha—or

Thursday, December 22, 1887. On his eleventh day of life, again in

accordance with tradition, the child was formally named, and a year

almost to the day after his birth, Srinivasa Ramanujan Iyengar and his

mother returned to Kumbakonam, where he would spend most of the

next twenty years of his life.

"Srinivasa"—its initial syllable pronounced shri—was just his father's

name, automatically bestowed and rarely used; indeed, on formal docu-

ments, and when he signed his name, it usually atrophied into an initial

"S." "Iyengar," meanwhile, was a caste name, referring to the particular

branch of South Indian Brahmins to which he and his family belonged.

Thus, with one name that of his father and another that of his caste, only

"Ramanujan" was his alone. As he would later explain to a Westerner,

"I have no proper surname." His mother often called him Chinnaswami,
^ '<i:* t i,. i a " T}... .,tU„

—

u „ r,:.-^ x>„™^„..;„„

He got the name, by some accounts, because the Vaishnavite saint

Ramanuja, who lived around a.d. 1 100 and whose theological doctrines

injected new spiritual vitality into a withered Hinduism, was also born on

a Thursday and shared with him other astrological likenesses.

1
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"Ramanujan"—pronounced Rah-MAH-na-jun, with oniy light stress on

the second syllable, and the last syllable sometimes closer tojum—means

younger brother (anuja) of Rama, that model of Indian manhood whose

story has been handed down from generation to generation through the

Ramayana, India's national epic.

Ramanujan's mother, Komalatammal, sang bhajans, or devotional songs,

at a nearby temple. Half the proceeds from her group's performances

went to the temple, the other half to the singers. With her husband

earning oniy about twenty rupees per month, the five or ten she earned

this way mattered; never would she miss a rehearsal.

Yet now, in December 1889, she was missing them, four or five in a

row. So one day, the head of the singing group showed up at Komala-

tammal's house to investigate.

There she found, piled near the front door, leaves of the margosa tree;

someone, it was plain to her, had smallpox. Stepping inside, she saw a

small, dark figure lying atop a bed of margosa leaves. His mother, chant-

ing all the while, dipped the leaves in water laced with ground turmeric,

and gently scoured two-year-old Ramanujan's pox-ridden body—both to

relieve the infernal itching and, South Indian herbalists believed, subdue

the fever.

Ramanujan would bear the scars of his childhood smallpox all his life.

But he recovered, and in that was fortunate. For in Tanjore District,

around the time he was growing up, a bad year for smallpox meant four

thousand deaths. Fewer than one person in five was vaccinated. A chol-

era epidemic when Ramanujan was ten killed fifteen thousand people.

Three or four children in every ten died before they'd lived a year.

Ramanujan's family was a case study in the damning statistics. When
he was a year and a half, his mother bore a son, Sadagopan. Three

months later, Sadagopan was dead.

When Ramanujan was almost four, in November 1891 , a girl was born.

By the following February, she, too, was dead.

When Ramanujan was six and a half, his mother gave birth to yet

another child, Seshan—who also died before the year was out.

Much later, two brothers did survive—Lakshmi Narasimhan, born in

1898, when Ramanujan was ten, and Tirunarayanan, born when he was

seventeen. But the death of his infant brothers and sister during those

early years meant that he grew up with the solicitous regard and central

position of an only child.

12
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After the death of his paternal grandfather, who had suffered from

leprosy, Ramanujan, seven at the time, broke out in a bad case of itching

and boils. But this was not the first hint of a temperament inclined to

extreme and unexpected reactions to stress, indeed, Ramanujan was a

sensitive, stubborn, and—if a word more often reserved for adults in their

prime can be applied to a little boy—eccentric child. While yet an infant

back in Erode, he wouldn't eat except at the temple. Later, in Kumba-

konam, he'd take all the brass and copper vessels in the house and line

them up from one wall to the other. If he didn't get what he wanted to

eat, he was known to roil in the mud in frustration.

For Ramanujan's first three years, he scarcely spoke. Perhaps, it is

tempting to think, because he simply didn't choose to; he was an enor-

mously self-willed child. It was common in those days for a young wife to

shuttle back and forth between her husband's house and that of her

parents, and Komalatammal, worried by her son's muteness, took Ra-

manujan to see her father, then living in Kanchipuram, near Madras.

There, at the urging of an elderly friend of her father's, Ramanujan began

the ritual practice of Akshara Abhyasam: his hand, held and guided by his

grandfather, was made to trace out Tamil characters in a thick bed of rice

spread across the floor, as each character was spoken aloud.

Soon fears of Ramanujan's dumbness were dispelled and he began to

learn the 12 vowels, 18 consonants, and 216 combined consonant-vowel

forms of the Tamil alphabet. On October 1, 1892, the traditional opening

day of school, known as Vijayathasami, he was enrolled, to the accompa-

niment of ancient Vedic chants, in the local pial school. A pial is the little

porch in front of most South Indian houses; a pial school was just a

teacher meeting there with half a dozen or so pupils.

But five-year-old Ramanujan, disliking the teacher, bristled at attend-

ing. Even as a child, he was so self-directed that, it was fair to say, unless

he was ready to do something on his own, in his own time, he was

scarcely capable of doing it at all; school for him often meant not keys to

knowledge but shackles to throw off.

Quiet and contemplative, Ramanujan was fond of asking questions

like, Who was the first man in the world? Or, How far is it between

clouds? He liked to be by himself, a tendency abetted by parents who,

when friends called, discouraged him from going out to play; so he'd talk

to them from the window overlooking the street. He lacked all interest in

sports. And in a world where obesity was virtually unknown, where bones

protruded from humans and animals alike, he was, first as a child and
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then for most of his life, fat. He used to say—whether as boast, joke, or

lament remains unclear—that if he got into a fight with another boy he

had only to fall on him to crush him to pieces.
i 1-1. 4 i m ii. 11 T"v

Tor about two years, Kamanujan was snuinea between scnoois. De-

ginning in March 1894, while still at his mother's parents' house in

Kanchipuram, he briefly attended a school in which the language of

instruction was not his native Tamil but the related but distinct Telugu.

There, sometimes punished by having to sit with his arms folded in front

of him and one finger turned up to his lips in silence, he would at times

stalk out of ciass in a hull.

In a dispute over a loan, his grandfather quit his job and left Kan-

chipuram. Ramanujan and his mother returned to Kumbakonam, where

he enrolled in the Kangayan Primary School. But when his other grand-

father died, Ramanujan was bounced back to his maternal grandparents,

who by now were in Madras. There he so fiercely fought attending school

that the family enlisted a iocai constable to scare him back to class.

By mid- 1 895, after an unhappy six months in Madras, Ramanujan was

once more back in Kumbakonam.

Kumbakonam was flanked by the Cauvery and the Arasalar, its tributary.

Most streets ran parallel to these rivers or else marched straight down to

their banks, perpendicular to the first set, making for a surprisingly regular

grid system. And there, near the middle of this compact grid, on Saran-

gapani Sannidhi Street, a dirt road about thirty feet wide with squat little

buildings close packed on either side, was Ramanujan's house.

The one-story structure, thatched with palm leaves, stood back about

ten feet from the street, insulated, as it were, by its two-tiered, covered

pial: it was a step or two up from the dusty (or muddy) street, another few

up to the little porch. The stucco house faced the street with a twelve-

foot-wide wall broken by a window to the left and a door to the right. A
bystander in the street, peering through the open door and into the gloom

of the interior, could sight all the way through to the back, where his gaze

would be arrested by a splash of sunlight from the open rear court. The

rest of the house, meanwhile, was offset to the left, behind the front

window. Here was the main living area and, behind it, a small kitchen,

redolent with years of cooking smells.

South India was not always hot; but it was never cold. At a latitude of

about eleven degrees north. Kumbakonam lay comfortably within the

tropics; even on a January winter's night, the thermometer dropped, on
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an architectural fact, for it gave South Indian homes a kind of perme-

ability; their interiors always savored a little of the outside (a feeling

familiar to Americans with screened -in porches). Window's there were,

but these were merely cutouts in the wall, perhaps with bars or shutters,

never space-sealing panes of glass that left you conscious of being on one
_ j .. . u ... t„ . u .. „ r

^

„ r. . u„„„^„ „ „ „ ti *- a .u„
SiUC ui auuiuci , xii uic [iiiuun. kji muai ihjujlj wo.,3 a Lilian wunymu, nic

muttam, open to the sky—like a skylight but again without the glass—that

brought rain into the center of the house, where it was funneled to a drain

„ ^ i„j u„„i, *„:a,. t „ D m — ;„„'„ u„.. P, Q „^„u. a. +~:a~ j
Uleu icu uauv wuuiuc. 111 ivainauujau 3 uuuov-j suitiu iium uuisiut wrtiuu

inside. Lizards crawled, mosquitos flew unimpeded. The soft South In-

dian air, fragrant with roses, with incense, with cow dung burned as a

fuel, wafted over everything.

Just outside the door lay Kumbakonam, an ancient capital of the

Chola Empire. The Gholas had reached their zenith around a.d. 1000,

...i x? u a :„ *\, .1. a—„ — a u A „..i„,i „i lwiicii AJLiivpc vvanuwcu 111 liic x-/«aiiv iigca, anu iiau iuicu, aiuug wiui

northern Ceylon, most of what, during Ramanujan's day, was known as

the Madras Presidency (which, with those of Bombay and Calcutta,

constituted the chief administrative and political units of British-ruled

India). The dozen or so major temples dating from this period made

Kumbakonam a magnet to pilgrims from throughout South India.

Every twelve years, around February or March, they came for the

Mahammakham festival, commemorating a legendary post-Deluge event

in which the seeds of creation, drifting upon the waters in a sacred

yjyj*- \ji iku.in.uu
j)
ouui ui uil iuwii o uai 1 1 who jjili uy nn, guu uiva o

arrow. The nectar thus freed, it was said, had collected in the Maham-
makham "tank," the outdoor pool for ritual bathing that was part of

every temple. At such times—as in 1897, when Ramanujan was nine

—

three-quarters of a million pilgrims might descend on the town. And the

^ great tank, surrounded by picturesque mandapams, or halls, and cover-

ing an expanse of twenty acres, would be so filled with pilgrims that its

water level was said to rise several inches.

When not in use, temple tanks could seem anything but spiritually

K* l^llLLUlg , pUlij iJ IV 1 -IV, J1J1V>U V_.<J 1 V \J i.1 i_> } OVUl^lIUl^J <J VU^AVvU TV lill IIOII } LI L"

quently green with algae, they often served as breeding grounds for ma-

larial mosquitos. Situated on low ground between two rivers,

Kumbakonam was notorious for its bad water, its mosquitos, and its

filarial elephantiasis, a mosquito-borne disease that left its victims with

grotesquely deformed limbs, sometimes with scrota the size of basket-
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bculs. When R.tuucuiujtui w<ts six, the tuwn completed a drainage system.

But this was designed to carry off only surface water, not sewage, and

most of the town's health problems continued unabated.
v u„ i ™ „ j„,,'„ t.— : : j „ r rv i A „ ,.,u;„u „ „i„«„„* onn
f\. uni ua&uudui, a uay ;> n ttin iiuc iiuui mauiao, wni^ii waa annual

miles north and the nearest real metropolis, had a seventy-two-bed hos-

pital. It had four police stations, two lower secondary English schools,

t u „ j„„*; 1 „ t— -i „ u:,,u „„u^i ~f * . ;

—

mice ^unu u^iing uaosc^ in laiuii, <x nign j^uuui ui lalliilui lupuiauun,

and a college. Indeed, with a population during Ramanujan's day of

more than fifty thousand, it was no mere village, but a major town, sixth

laigL^i in nic iviauiaa i i Loiuijin y .

Just outside town and all through the surrounding districts ranged

some of the richest cropland in all of India. Two-thirds of the

population—including whole castes given over to agricultural labor

alone, like the Paraiyans and the Pallans—worked the land for a few

annas a day. Silt carried down to the delta by the Cauvery made the use

\jl LApLiioJ v l niaiiuiL o.o n,i iniiLi U11UU.U001 y. iiaiiuvv otiijjo \ji ianu up-

side the river, annually submerged in the silt-laden water of monsoon-

borne floods, were especially valued and used to raise bamboo, tobacco,

or banana. Meanwhile, most of the rest of the delta's arable cropland,

more than three-quarters of it, was given over to rice.

In many parts of South India, the land was, for much of the year, a bleak

brown. But here, midst the rice fields of the Cauvery, the landscape suddenly

thickened with lush greenery in a rich palette ofshades and textures. Farmers

nursed delicate infant rice seedlings in small, specially watered plots whose

nr"Vl \rf*]\7f*t\t crrft*ri s\/\r\ *inf o crci met n*»i rrViKnri n rr fiflrle \A/li*»n ^ftAr fVi irt\j nr^»^v^ "'ft >i"^>) mi**^ v.

forty days, the plants were healthy and strong, laborers individually scooped

them out with their root pods and transplanted them to large, flooded fields;

these made for a softer green. There the plants grew until a yellower hue

signaled they were ready for harvest.

Almost every square foot of the delta was under the plow, and had been

since time immemorial. Cattle and sheep found little room in which to

graze; the land was just too valuable. Forests were few, just isolated

coconut, banyan, or fig trees and, toward the coast, palmyra palms and

Alexandrian laurel The 342 square miles of the taluk} or county ofwhich

Kumbakonam was chief town, comprised just about that same number of

villages. Most were little more than tiny inhabited islands midst a sea of

waving crops—a couple of dozen thatched-roof huts and a few hundred

inhabitants, half-hidden by coconut palms, sitting on cramped little sites

a few feet above the neighboring rice fields.
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o/"the land. They were townspeople. They were poor, but they were urban

poor; they inhabited not just the ground on which they lived but a wider

preoccupation with the day's weather and the season's crops, bestowing

upon it a measure of wealth. And Ramanujan's family was among the

i-rtin\? lift-in i

n

A i VfC tK/ 1i\/*»H fifF itc hriiitit\/
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Like the American city of Des Moines, with its similar relationship to

the corn-rich countryside of Iowa, Kumbakonam was more cosmopolitan

than its surroundings, was a center for the work of eye hand, and brain

which needs a degree of leisure to pursue. A census taken around the time

Ramanujan was growing up found it had a higher proportion of profes-

sionals than anywhere in the presidency but Madras itself. The crafts

were especially strong. One specialty was fine metalwork; Kumbakonam
craftsmen, six hundred of them, it was estimated, kept European markets

c tr\rVf*A \\! i tVi A f>^t^f><i r\f thf» Hi n r) 1 1 nantfipnn pvpni tp-A in mnnff ciKjf»r.J- X»~« " — \' ^ -- ^ *XX VVJ-J-V. , » ~X
,

and brass.

Another specialty was silk saris, the product of two thousand small

looms manned by three thousand people. No place in South India was

better known for its fine silk saris, dazzling in bright colors, embroidered

in silver stripes, fringed with gold, than Kumbakonam and neighboring

Tanjore. Saris woven in Kumbakonam could cost as much as a hundred

rupees—a year's income to many poor families.

Bountiful harvests made the delta home to many wealthy farmers, and

the marriage of one of their daughters might mean the purchase of a

dozen or more saris. Before the wedding, the whole family would troop

into town, make their selections, only later to be billed for what they took

away; the merchants were happy to extend credit to such well-heeled

customers. Otherwise, though, it was normally the husbands who did the

buying, worried lest their wives, as one Kumbakonam sari weaver and

shop owner told an English visitor around this time, spent too much.

Srinivasa Iyengar, twenty-four at his son Ramanujan's birth and about

five years older than his wife, was a clerk in one such shop, just as his own
father, Kupuswamy, had been. Normally, such a clerk remained one all

his life—waiting on customers, taking orders, performing routine paper-

work, perhaps traveling to nearby villages to collect bills. Occasionally a

clerk might be taken into the business or would go off to start his own.

But that required some special drive or entrepreneurial temperament.

Apparently Srinivasa was good at appraising fabrics, a skill upon which
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job he could never muster.

Clerks like Srinivasa reported to work at eight or so in the morning and
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little across the year from about 6:00 p.m.). Sometimes they would return

home at midday for lunch, though more likely their wives packed food in
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were deemed unpropitious, weddings would often stack up in months

reckoned as lucky, making business quite seasonal and leaving clerks to

an
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found asleep in the shop in the middle of the day.

Day after day, year after year, he was at the shop, largely absent from

Ramanujan's early life. Indian society generally left the father little role

to play at home, casting him as an aloof, physically undemonstrative,

even unwelcoming figure whose relationship with his children was largely

iui inui< uiiiavaja vv a j annvj i mv ijiuil^ hil? nauiv> iaig^j j auj^nt u vui

family accounts. "Very quiet," a boyhood friend of Ramanujan called

him. Someone else would resort to the word "weightless." But even had

he been otherwise, he could scarcely have competed with Komalatammal

as an influence on their son.

Years later, while away in England, and with al least one letter to his

father confined to reminders to keep up the house and not let the gutter

run over, Ramanujan wrote his mother about the titanic struggle un-

leashed in Europe with the onset of the Great War, down to details of the

n it TY"l Vfc^r1 r\{ mon fi nrh t"i« rr th** \a?i rli r\f t\\f* hotfl** frnntC! r h »a nCA /-\ C rnl •» n PC

in combat, and the contribution of Indian rajas to the British war effort.

He must have known such an account would interest her. He and his

mother understood each other. They talked the same language, enjoyed

one another's intelligent company, shared the same intensity of feeling.

When he was young, the two of them dueled at Goats and Tigers, played

with pebbles, on a grid resembling a perspective view of railroad tracks

receding to the horizon, crossed by other tracks perpendicular to them.

Three "tigers" sought to kill fifteen "goats" by jumping them, as in

checkers while the goats tried to encircle the tigers, immobilizing them.

The game demanded logic, strategy, and fierce, chesslike concentration.

The two of them reveled in it.

Komalatammal, whom Ramanujan resembled physically, was, in the

words of one account, "a shrewd and cultured lady." Her family could

claim Sanskrit scholars in its line, scholars upon whom local kings had

18
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Erode as amin, an official in the district court charged with calling wit-

nesses, taking court notes, and conferring with lawyers. When Ramanu-

jan was about Tour her father offended some higher-up and lost his job

It was then that he and his wife, Rangammal, moved to Kanchipuram,

the temple city near Madras. There he managed a choultry, a temple

innav \ArVi/»r*» morrnrrpc arp Vi*»lrl *j n rl nrlirnmc nut tinailll^" YYAAI^IV, IHU.1 1 lU.g,1><J 'IV ^* Wl*^ J/..^11H.U Jt^"
V
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A picture of Komalatammal survives, probably taken in her forties or

fifties. It shows a woman whose corpulence even nine yards of sari cannot

(~)nl\/ hf»r hanrlc tv»c finer liorhrK/ nupr t]t (± -jrmc nf Vi/»r phair cnrrrr*»cr.ll^lV,- .1«- ~, .^~..1„& ..&l^i ;
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ease. The whole rest of her body conveys raw intensity: head cocked to

one side, eyes alive, almost glaring, mouth set, leaning a little forward in

the chair, only the balls of her bare feet touching the floor, poised as if

ready to spring. The overall impression is one of great personal force only

barely contained within her body.

Sh<> urac an inlpnce f^i//l rl nhcpccnrp wmrrlan rt(*\if*r ch\; aVlnilt rhrncrinrr""^ **" ""V"UV !
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her powerful personality onto objects of her interest. And her primary

object all the years he was growing up was her son, Chinnaswami. In

India, strong ties between son and mother are legendary; close indeed

must have been the relationship between Ramanujan and his mother that

even his Indian biographers invariably saw fit to comment upon it.

Komalatammal fed him his yogurt and rice, his spicy, pickled fruits

and vegetables, his lentil soup. She combed his hair and coiled it into the

traditional tuft, sometimes placing in it a flower. She tied his dhoti (or,

ae it wac lfnnwn in Tamil i)Pihti\ Htp Inner niwp nf rlnfh wranrtfH arnimrl—- •
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the waist and pulled up between the legs that all but the most Western-

ized men wore. She applied the namam, the powdery caste mark, to his

forehead. She walked him to school; before going, Ramanujan would

touch her feet in the traditional Indian sign of respect and secure her

blessing. She monitored his friends and his time, made his decisions.

Later, when Ramanujan didn't get the treatment at school she thought he

deserved, she stormed into the principal's office and protested. And when

she decided he ought to marry, she found him a wife and arranged for the

wedding—all without bothering to consult her husband.

She poured prodigious energy into her spiritual life. In Hindu families,

the women were apt to be more pious, and more scrupulous about ob-

serving tradition, than the men. So it had been in her own family; her

mother was said to have gone into hypnotic trances that placed her in

Communion with the gods. And so it was in Ramanujan's family. Ko-

9
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at the temple, pursued astrology and palmistry. Always, the name of their

family deity, the Goddess Namagiri of Namakkal, was on her lips. "An

nation" was how one friend of the family described her. She had "'a

remarkable repertoire of mythological stories and used to tell me stories

from ^ the J ancient N^Iahabharata and Ramayana to ^ the J later \^'kra~

maditya legends." Any pause in the telling was cause for yet another

murmured appeal to Namagiri.

trines of caste, learned the puranas. He learned to sing religious songs, to

attend pujas, or devotions, at the temple, to eat the right foods and

forswear the wrong ones—learned, in short, what he must do, and what

he must never do, in order to be a good Brahmin boy.

3. A BRAHMIN BOYHOOD

For thousands of years Brahmins had been the learned men, teachers,

and interpreters of Hindu life. Brahmins with heads so shaved in front

that they looked prematurely bald, prominent caste marks of dried, col-

ored paste upon their foreheads, locks of hair in the back like little po-

nytails, and thin, white, knotted threads worn diagonally across their

bare chests, were an everyday sight on the streets of Kumbakonam and

within its temples. Kumbakonam was a bedrock of Brahminism, the

traditional Hinduism associated with its highest, priestly caste.

Four percent of the South Indian population, Brahmins were to most

Hindus objects of veneration and respect; in pre-British India, at least,

wealthy patrons acquired religious merit and washed away sins by giving

them land, houses, gold. Brahmins were the temple priests, the astrolo-

gers, the gurus, the pandits specializing in sacred law and Vedic exegesis,

indispensable at every wedding and funeral, occupying the most exalted

niche in the Indian caste system.

Books about India by British writers around this time seemed to de-

light in regaling their readers with the horrors of the caste system—of

men and women punished for sins committed in past lives by being

consigned in this one to low and pitiable stations. There were four castes,

these accounts recorded: Brahmins, at the top of the heap; Kshatriyas, or

warriors; Vaisyas, or merchants and traders; and Sudras, or menials. A
fifth group, the untouchables, lay properly outside the caste system. The
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first three castes were entitled to wear the sacred thread that affirmed

them "twice-born." The Sudras could not, but could enter the temples.

The untouchables could not even do that. Nor could they draw water

from the village well. Nor, traditionally, could even their shadows cross

the path of a Brahmin without his having to undergo a purification ritual.

Even this rudimentary breakdown, based on caste law first set down in

the Institutes ofMann, a Sanskrit work dating to the third century, didn't

quite apply in South India; for the Kshatriyas went largely unrepresented

in the South. But more, it omitted the reality of India's several thousand

self-governing subcastes, each with rules as to who could eat with whom,

and whom one could marry. Most were originally, and often still, rooted

in occupational categories. Thus, there were castes of agricultural work-

ers, barbers, weavers, carpenters. It was these subcastes, orjatis, to which

one really belonged. One simply was a Vanniar, or a Ghettiar. Or, as in

Ramanujan's case, a Vaishnavite Brahmin; his very name, Iyengar, la-

beled him one.

From the Hindu pantheon of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva,

Vaishnavites—about one Brahmin in four—singled out Vishnu as object

of special devotion. Further theological nuances—for example, over just

how much human effort was needed to secure divine grace—lay in the

split between its Tengalai and Vedagalai, or northern and southern,

branches. Such distinctions were not unlike those marking off, first, Chris-

tians from Jews, then Protestants from Roman Catholics, and finally,

Lutherans from Methodists. And like their Western counterparts, the

differences were often as much matters of style, tone, ritual emphasis, and

historical accident as theological doctrine.

All Hindus believed in reincarnation and karma, heard the same tell-

ings of the great Indian epics, shared certain sensibilities, values, and

beliefs. But Vaishnavite Brahmins, as a rule, simply did not marry Shaivite

Brahmins, those devoted to Siva. Each group had its own temples, shrines,

and centers of religious teaching. Ramanujan wore a caste mark on his

forehead—the namam, a broad white "U" intersected by a red vertical

slash—wholly distinct from the three white horizontal stripes worn by

Shaivites.

Caste barriers rose highest at mealtime. A Brahmin ate only with other

Brahmins, could be served only by other Brahmins. In the cities, restau-

rants and hotels employing Brahmin chefs prominently advertised that

fact. A Brahmin away from home went to elaborate pains to verify the

source of food he ate. Brahmin families on pilgrimages to distant shrines
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would pull over to the side of the road to eat what they'd brought with

them rather than chance food prepared by who-knew-whom.

Most often, it was a Brahmin male's wife who prepared and served his

meals. But he never ate with her—another example of heathen ways the

English cited as repugnant to proper Christians: women prepared the

meals of the men and children of the household, serving them from

vessels of silver, copper, and brass (not chins., which was deemed insuf-

ficiently clean), and hovering over them during mealtime to dispense

fresh helpings. The men would eat, largely oblivious to them, then rise

together at meal's end. Only then, once having cleaned up, would the

women retreat to the kitchen and eat whatever remained.

Ramanujan ate while seated on the floor, from a round metal tray or,

more often, banana leaves set before him and later discarded, like paper

plates. He ate with his hands. This did not mean using bread to scoop or

sop up food. The staple food up North was wheat, that of the South rice;

bread played little role in its diet. So Ramanujan ate precisely as every

Western toddler learns not to eat—with his fingers.

Into the center of the banana leaf would be ladled a helping of rice.

Toward the periphery of the leaf—about the size of a place mat in a

Western household and still green and fresh, with a thick, muscular rib

running down the middle—would go dollops of sharply pickled fruits or

vegetables, like mangos, onions, or oranges; spiced fruit chutneys; sam-

bhar, a thick lentil soup stocked with potatoes; and yogurt. Sometimes

just a few selections, sometimes, for a festive meal, as many as a dozen.

With the fingers of his right hand (and only his right hand), Ramanujan

would mix rice with one or several other foods. Then, with four fingers

and thumb formed into a pincer, he'd shape some of the loose mixture

into a pasty ball and plop it onto his tongue.

South Indian cuisine was tasty and nutritious, if not always subtle. It

was never bland; the curried dishes were sharp and spicy, the others

almost maddeningly sweet. Rice and yogurt, beyond their nutritive value,

softened and blunted the bite of the spices themselves. Coconuts and

bananas (or actually plantains, a shorter, stubbier variety, tasting much
the same) were the main fruits, alon? with mantro and ffiiava.

" ~ -/ " ~~ j o - o" o

That Ramanujan never ate meat, then, was no act of painful self-

denial. Like virtually all Brahmins, he was a strict vegetarian. And yet to

say meat was "prohibited" to him subtly misses the point. It scarcely

needed to be prohibited, and for the same simple, invisible reason an

orthodox Jew or Muslim needn't be told not to eat pork: you just didn't do
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it. Others ate meat; he didn't. He would have gagged at the thought.

Some of his friends even avoided ingredients, like beetroot, that gave food

a reddish cast reminiscent of blood.

Ramanujan absorbed such dos and don'ts of Brahmin life as natu-

rally as he learned to walk and talk. "As the child learned to accept

responsibility for its own bodily cleanliness, it was also taught the im-

nortance of avoiding the invisible pollution conferred by the touch of

members of the lowest castes," is how one scholar, G. Morris Carstairs,

would later depict the Indian socializing process at work. "The mother

or grandmother would call him in and make him bathe and chansre his

clothes if this should happen, until his repugnance for a low caste per-

son's touch became as involuntary as his disgust for the smell and

touch of feces."

Every morning a Hindu male underwent an elaborate cleansing ritual.

He defecated, using his left hand only to clean himself with water. Then

he bathed, preferably in a holy river like the Cauvery, but always paying

special heed to ears, eyes, and nostrils. In drinking, he never brought a cup

to his lips but rather spilled water from it into his mouth. After a meal, he

got up, left the eating area, and ceremoniously poured water over his

hands. For all the dirt and lack ofmodern sanitary facilities which so both-

ered English visitors, there was a fastidiousness about Hindu life that no

one observed more scrupulously than orthodox Brahmins.

Though sometimes scorned as haughty, Brahmins felt pride that, in

their own estimation, even the poorest among them were cleaner and

purer than others; that the least educated Brahmin knew some Sanskrit,

the ancient language of Hinduism's sacred texts; that normally they were

accorded deference and respect by others; that educationally and profes-

sionally, they excelled. All this contributed to a sense almost universal

among them—and nothing suggests Ramanujan failed to share it—that

Brahmins were, in a real sense, chosen.

4. OFF-SCALE

Among Brahmins, traditionally, a sanyasi, or itinerant beggar who gave

up worldly interests for spiritual, was not deemed a failure. An ascetic

streak ran through Brahmin culture. As Sanskrit scholar Daniel Ingalls

has written in an essay, "The Brahmin Tradition," "Asceticism and

mysticism have been, for many centuries now, to the respectable Indian

classes what art has been for the last century and a half to the bourgeoisie
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selves or not, they at least gave lip service, and respected.

This tradition lifted an eyebrow toward any too-fevered a rush toward

worldly success lauded a life rich in rrisnd and spirit bereft though it

might be of physical comfort. Even wealthy Brahmin families often kept

homes that, both by Western standards and those of other well-off Indi-

ans, were conspicuous by their simplicity and spartan grace with bare

floors, the meanest of furniture. "Simple living and high thinking," is

how one South Indian Brahmin would, years later, characterize the tra-

dition.

But in the years Ramanujan was growing up, things were changing.

Brahmins were still the priests and gurus, the logicians and poets, the

Sanskrit scholars and sanyasis of Hindu life. But now the old contem-

plative bent was taking new form; the spiritual was being transmuted into

the secular. Like Jews in Europe and America at about the same time

{with urVinm Qnnfh Tn rl i -jn \*rr\ ii mnct 1 r^nhini l^itor r/-in_

tinely compare themselves), they were becoming professionals.

The census following Ramanujan's birth noted that of South India's

six hundred thousand male Brahmins, some 15 percent—an extraordi-

narily high number—held positions in the civil service, the learned pro-

fessions, and minor professional fields. They already dominated the ranks

of the college educated, and within a generation, by 1914, of 650 grad-

uates of the University of Madras no fewer than 452 would be

Brahmins—more than ten times their proportion of the population. The

old middle class of traders and barristers had traditionally been drawn

from their own distinct castes. But the British had helped build a new

middle class of brokers, agents, teachers, civil servants, journalists, writ-

ers, and government clerks. And these positions Brahmins now began to

fill.

In Brahminically steeped Kumbakonam, one in five adult males could

read and write, more than anywhere else in South India with the possible

exception of Tanjore, the district seat, and Madras itself. Kumbakonam
Brahmins had a taste for philosophical and intellectual inquiry, a delight

in mental exercise, that led one English observer to pronounce them

"proverbial for ability and subtlety." Ramanujan's parents, when not

mired in outright poverty, clung to the nethermost reaches of the middle

class and were illiterate in English, though not in their native Tamil; his

friends, however, mostly came from better-off families and were bound

for positions as lawyers, engineers, and government officials.
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was always marked in English.

Ramanujan's native language was Tamil, one of a family of Dravidian

l an(nia?es that includes Malavalam. Ganarese, and the musical-soundiner

Telugu. European scholars acclaimed Tamil for its clear-cut logic; "a lan-

guage made by lawyers and grammarians," someone once called it. Spo-

ken from just north of Madras within a broad, kidney-shaped region west

to the Nilgiri Hills and south to Cape Comorin at the tip of the subcon-

tinent, as well as in northern Ceylon, Tamil represented no out-of-the-way

linguistic outDOSt. It had its own rich literature, distinct from the Hindi of
o J

the north, going back to the fifth century B.C., boasted a verse form rem-

iniscent ofancient Greek, and was spoken by almost twenty million people.

But in the early 1900s, as now, English was ascendant in India. It was

the language of the country's rulers. It fueled the machinery of govern-

ment. It was the lingua franca to which Indians, who spoke more than a

dozen distinct languages, turned when thev did not otherwise understando u •» *

one another. Among Indians as a whole, to be sure, the proportion who

spoke English was small. Even among relatively well-educated Tamil

Brahmin males, only about 11 percent were (in 1911) literate in it. So,

those who did speak and read it were, in obedience to the law of supply

and demand, propelled onto the fast track. As a clerk, even a smattering

of it got you an extra few rupees' pay. It was the ticket ofadmission to the

professions.

While a DuDil at Kanffavan Primary School, Ramanuian studied English

from an early age, and in November 1897, just shy of ten, he passed his

primary examinations—in English, Tamil, arithmetic, and geography

—

scoring first in the district. The following January, he enrolled in the

English language high school, Town High.

Town High School had its origins in 1864 in two houses on Big Street,

a main thoroughfare near the heart of town. When, some years later, the

local college dropped its lower classes, a group of public-spirited citizens

rushed to fill the vacant academic niche from below, through an ex-

panded Town High. They would tear down the old buildings, erect a new

one on the existing site . . . No, pronounced Thambuswami Mudaliar, a

magnificently mustachioed eminence on the school's managing commit-

tee, better to start afresh. And for the school's new campus, he offered

seven prime acres then harboring a banana orchard. There, he personally

supervised construction of the first buildings.
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oasis of tropical charm insulated from the noisy street out front by a

sandy field shaded by tall margosa trees. At the time Ramanujan at-
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layered red clay tiles and porch overhangs of palm leaf thatching, had

gone up just a few years before. Its classrooms were laid end-to-end,
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catch any hint of breeze.

The windows would have caught any adolescent clamor, too, but there
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coats and turbans of the teachers and the respect they commanded among

the students. Headmaster during Ramanujan's time, and for twenty-two

years in all, was S. Krishnaswami Iyer, a severe-faced man partial to

impromptu strolls between classes. The tapping of his walking stick

would alert both teachers and students to his coming. Sometimes he'd

iJLL 111 CK ^ L(4AL V_f V V, 1 11VIJ1 tll^ lV,a<uUV.,l
j
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the rest of the class—with enough flair, it seems, that when he taught

Grey's "Eton College" one student imagined little Town High as Eton,

the irrigation ditch crossing the campus as the Thames.

The school, which stood about a five-minute walk from Ramanujan's

house, drew the cream of Kumbakonam youth and launched them into

college and career. Alumni would later recall it with genuine fondness.

And it nourished Ramanujan for six years, bringing him as close as he'd

ever come to a satisfying academic experience.
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exploit of the famous a harbinger of future greatness, it's plain that

Ramanujan's gifts became apparent early. Ramanujan entered Town
High's first form at the age of ten, corresponding to about an American

seventh grade. And already while he was in the second form, his class-

mates were coming to him for help with mathematics problems.

Soon, certainly by the third form, he was challenging his teachers. One
day, the math teacher pointed out that anything divided by itselfwas one:

Divide three fruits among three people, he was saying, and each would

CT(*t r\rtf* TiiviHf a t hn 1 1

c
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would get one. So Ramanujan piped up: "But is zero divided by zero also

one? If no fruits are divided among no one, will each still get one?"

Ramanujan's family, always strapped for cash, often took in boarders.

Around the time he was eleven, there were two of them, Brahmin boys,

one from the neighboring district of Trichinopoly, one from Tirunelveli
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Ramanujan's interest in mathematics, they fed it with whatever they

knew. Within months he had exhausted their knowledge and was pes-
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brought to him was an 1893 English textbook popular in South Indian

colleges and English preparatory schools, S. L. Loney's Trigonometry,
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jan was thirteen, he had mastered it.

Ramanujan learned from an older boy how to solve cubic equations.
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sides in a right triangle, as usually taught in school, but as far more

sophisticated concepts involving infinite series. He'd rattle off the numer-

ical values of tt and e, "transcendental" numbers appearing frequently in

higher mathematics, to any number of decimal places. He'd take exams

and finish in half the allotted time. Classmates two years ahead would

hand him problems they thought difficult, only to watch him solve them

at a glance.

Occasionally, his powers were put to good use. Some twelve hundred

students attended the school and each had to be assigned to classrooms,

and to the school's three dozen or so teachers, while satisfying any special

circumstances peculiar to particular students. At Town High, the senior

math teacher, Ganapathi Subbier, was regularly shackled with the mad-

dening job—and he would give it to Ramanujan.

By the time he was fourteen and in the fourth form, some of his class-

mates had begun to write Ramanujan off as someone off in the clouds

with whom they could scarcely hope to communicate. "We, including

teachers, rarely understood him," remembered one of his contemporaries

half a century later. Some of his teachers may already have felt uncom-

fortable in the face of his powers. But most of the school apparently stood

in something like respectful awe of him, whether they knew what he was

talking about or not.

He became something of a minor celebrity. All through his school

years, he walked off with merit certificates and volumes of English poetry

as scholastic prizes. Finally, at a ceremony in 1904, when Ramanujan

was being awarded the K. Ranganatha Rao prize for mathematics, head-

master Krishnaswami Iyer introduced him to the audience as a student

who, were it possible, deserved higher than the maximum possible marks.

An A-plus, or 100 percent, wouldn't do to rate him. Ramanujan, he

was saying, was off-scale.
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rough balance. At graduation, he was his mother's son, motivated and

successful in school, getting set to enroll the following year, with a schol-

arship, in the Government College at the other end of town, looking

ahead to academic achievement, a career, marriage . . .

But soon, very soon, that uneasy balance would be destroyed, and

Ramanujan would be led out into a new, mentally unsettling realm of

intellectual passion and fierce, unbending intensity that would rule the

rest of his life.

For beside the reasoned, rational side of R.amanujan lay an intuitive,

even irrational streak that most of his Western friends later could never

understand—but with which he was at ease, and to which he happily

surrendered himself.

5. THE GODDESS OF NAMAKKAL

It would take a few minutes for his eyes to adjust to the shadows. There,

in the Sarangapani temple's outer hall, it seemed gloomy after the bright

sun outside. What light there was swept in from the side, softly modeling

the intricate sculpted shapes, the lions and geometrically cut stone, of the

hall's closely spaced columns.

Away further from the light, nestled among the columns, were areas

favored by bats for nesting. Sometimes Ramanujan could hear the quick,

nervous swatting of their wings. Or even see them hanging from the

reilincr. chirninfr awav. then ahrnnflv fluttering info flifrhta , j 0 7 J J o O

Unlike Western churches which, architecturally, drew you higher and

higher, here the devout were pulled, as it were, inner and inner. Within

the high stone walls of the temple complex stood a broad court, open to

the sky and, within that, the roofed columned area. In further yet, you

came to the great chariot, its enormous wheels, several feet in diameter,

drawn by sculpted horses and elephants. Within the building-within-a-

building that was the chariot stood, in a dark stone cell where a lamp

burned night and day, the sanctum sanctorum, the primary deity

himself—the ffreat ?od Vishnu, rising un from his slumber beside the
_ _ 0 o - - J o - JT " "~ "

many-headed serpent representing Eternity.

Always the temple stirred with little bright devotional fires, the chant-

ing of mantras, the smell of incense in small shrines and dark niches

devoted to secondary deities. The closer one approached to the central

shrine itself, the darker it grew—more mysterious, more intimately
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era led. nroffressivelv smaller, tighter, closer. What from the noisv street

beyond the temple walls might have seemed a fit site for great public

spectacles, here, inside, within stone grottos blackened by centuries of

rifnal fire oresided over bv bare-chested Brahmin oriests. was a olace for— - V / I ' I

one man and his gods.

From the outside, the gopuram, or entrance tower, of this great temple

huilt hv Navak kinffs sometime before A.D. 1350 was a massive twelve-- / / o

story trapezoid of intricately sculpted figures, 90 feet across at its base

and rising 146 into the sky. It was so high you could scarcely discern the

images at the too. much less the facial exnressions UDOn which their0 r j j j

sculptors had lavished attention. There were figures clothed and naked,

figures sitting and standing, with human shapes and animal, realistic and

utterly fantastic. There were figures dancing, on horseback, making love,

strumming instruments—a full panoply of human activity, densely real-

ized in stone.

To Ramanuian. erowinff un within siffht of the temole. these were not
.
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neutral images. Each represented legends onto which, since his earliest

childhood, layers of imagery and significance had been heaped up

—

scenes and stories he had heard at his mother's knee, stories from the

great epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, stories meant to edify,

or amuse. Every Hindu child learned of mischievous little Krishna—

a

child now, not yet a god—coming upon a group of women bathing,

stealing their saris, and escaping up a tree with them, the women fran-

tically imploring him for their return. Here, Ramanujan had only to lift

his ffaze to the wall of the eroDuram to see Krishna Derched in the leer-

endary tree.

All his life, for festivals, or devotions, or just to pass the time, with his

family or by himself, Ramanujan came to the temple. He'd grown up

virtually in its shadow. Stepping out of his little house, he had but to turn

his head to see, at the head of the street, close enough that he could make

out the larger figures, the great gopuram. Indeed, the very street on

which he lived bore the temple's name. It was Sarangapani Sannidhi

Street; sannidhi meant entrance or procession way.

There was no SDecial Dremium on silence within the temole: it was

natural for Ramanujan to strike up conversations there. But the prevail-

ing feeling was that of quiet and calm, a stone oasis of serenity, while

Outside all India clamored with boisterous life.

Here, to the sheltered columned coolness, Ramanujan would come.

Here, away from the family, protected from the high hot sun outside, he
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would sometimes fall asleep in the middle of the day, his notebook, with

its pages of mathematical scrawl, tucked beneath his arm, the stone slabs

of the floor around him blanketed with equations inscribed in chalk.

More than a dozen major temples studded the town and nearby vil-

lages, some devoted to Lord Siva, some to Lord Vishnu. Each had its

prominent gopurams, its columned halls, its dark inner sanctums, its

tanks nr larorp ritual mirifvinor nnnls Th** town fairlv exuded sniritnalifv
> — --"©~J i / —© i

> 1 j
-

That once every twelve years the great Mahammakham tank received

water from the Ganges—from which geography books showed it hope-

lessly remote—was, in Kumbakonam, a truth stated not with apology to

secular sensibilities, or qualifiers like "tradition has it," or "according to

legend," but simply, baldly, as fact.

It was a world in which the spiritual, the mystical, and the metaphys-

ical weren't consigned to the fringes of life, but lay near its center. Ra-

manujan had but to step outside his house, wander along the street, or

loll about the temple, to find someone eager to listen to a monologue on

the traits of this or that deity, or the mystic qualities of the number 7, or

man's duties as set forth in the Bhagavad-Gita.

Not that practical matters were dismissed in the high-caste Brahmin

world in which Ramanujan grew up; money, comfort, and security had

their place. But so did Vishnu and his incarnations, and what they

meant, and how they might be propitiated, and upcoming festivals, and

the proper form for devotions. These were not mere distractions or di-

versions from the business of everyday life. They were integral to it, as

central to most South Indians as afternoon tea and cricket were to upper-

class Englishmen, or free enterprise and their automobiles to Americans.

Years later, after he was dead, some of his Western friends who thought

they knew him would say that Ramanujan was not really religious, that

his mind was indistinguishable from any brilliant Westerner's, that he

was a Hindu only by mechanical observance, or for form's sake alone.

They were wrong.

All the years he was growing up, he lived the life of a traditional

Hindu Brahmin. He wore the kutumi, the topknot. His forehead was

shaved. He was rigidly vegetarian. He frequented local temples. He

participated in ceremonies and rituals at home. He traveled all over

South India for pilgrimages. He regularly invoked the name of his fam-

ily deity, the goddess Namagiri of Namakkal, and based his actions on

what he took to be her wishes. He attributed to the gods his ability to
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navigate through the shoals of mathematical texts written in foreign

languages. He could recite from the Vedas, the Upanishads, and other

Hindu scriptures. He had a penchant for interpreting dreams, a taste

for occult phenomena, and a mystical bent upon which his Indian

friends unfailingly commented.

Once a year during the years he was growing up in Kumbakonam, he

would set out along the road heading east past the railroad station.

Outside of town, the mud houses with their thatched roofs hugging the

side of the road thinned out. He could see bullocks tied to stakes beside

the road, goats wandering in and out of houses, little roadside shrines,

trails leading off the road and into the flat, green countryside. About four

miles from Kumbakonam, he'd reach a broad looping curve in the road

where the town of Thirunageswaram began, and where the ancient Up-

piliapan Koil temple stood. Here Ramanujan came every year, at the

time of the full moon, in the month of Sravana (around August) to renew

his sacred thread.

When he was five years old, participating in a time-honored ceremony

of fire and chanting that typically lasted four days, Ramanujan had been

invested with the sacred thread—three intertwined strands of cotton

thread draped across the bare chest, from the left shoulder diagonally

down to the right hip, like a bandolier. The upanayanam ceremony solem-

nized his "twice-born" status as a Brahmin; the first birth, said the

ancient lawgiver Manu, is from the mother, the second from the taking of

the sacred thread. Thenceforth, he could read the sacred Vedas and

perform the rites of his caste. And each year during Sravanam, midst food

offerings and sacred fires and worship, he renewed it in the company of

other Brahmins at the Uppiliapan temple.

One time, a friend recalled later, he and Ramanujan walked through

the moonlight the six miles to the nearby town of Nachiarkovil, site of a

Vishnu temple, to witness a religious festival. All the while, Ramanujan

recited passages from the Vedas and the Shastras, ancient Sanskrit tomes,

and gave running commentaries on their meaning.

Another time, when lie was twenty-one, he showed up at the house of

a teacher, got drawn into conversation, and soon was expatiating on the

ties he s;iw between God, zero, and infinity—keeping everyone spell-

bound till two in the morning. It was that way often for Ramanujan.

Losing himself in philosophical and mystical monologues, he'd make
bizarre, fanciful leaps of the imagination that his friends did not under-
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stand but found fascinating anyway. So absorbed would they become

that later all they could recall was the penetrating set of his eyes.

"Immensely devout," R. Radhakrishna Iyer, a classmate of his, would

later term him. "A true mystic . . . intensely religious," recalled R. Srin-

ivasan, a former professor of mathematics. Toward the end of his life,

influenced by the West, Ramanujan may have edged toward more sec-

ular, narrowly rational values. But that came much later. And growing

up midst the dense and ubiquitous spirituality of South India, he could

scarcely have come away untouched by it—even if only in rebellion.

Ramanujan never did rebei. He did not deny the unseen realm of spirit,

nor even hold it at arm's length; rather, he embraced it. His was not a life

set in tension with the South India from which he came, but rather one

resonating to its rhythms.

South India was a world apart. All across India's northern plains, the

centuries had brought invasion, war, turmoil, and change. Around 1500

B.C. light-skinned Aryans swept in through mountain passes from the

north. For eight centuries, Buddhism competed with traditional Brah-

minism, before at last being overpowered by it. Beginning in the tenth

century, it was the Muslims who invaded, ultimately establishing their

own Moghul Empire. One empire gave way to another, the races min-

gled, religions competed, men fought.

And yet by all this, the South remained largely untouched, safe behind

its shield of mountains, rivers, and miles.

North of what would become the modern city of Bombay, stretching

across the western edge of the subcontinent at roughly the latitude of the

Tropic of Cancer, loomed the Vindhya mountains, a broken chain of

rugged hills rising as high as three thousand feet and reaching inland

almost seven hundred miles. At their base lay further obstacles to move-

ment south into the tapering Indian peninsula—the Narbada and Tapti

rivers, flowing west into the Arabian Sea, and the Mahanadi River,

flowing into the Bay of Bengal on the east. These, together with sheer

distance, exhausted most invaders before they reached very far south.

Thus, spared both the fury of the North and the fresh cultural winds

forever sweeping through it, the South remained a place unto itself, re-

markably "pure." No part of India was more homogenous. Racially, the

South was populated mostly by indigenous Dravidian peoples with black,

often curly hair, broad noses, and skin almost as dark as native Africans;
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light-skinned as those seen up North. Linguistically, North and South

were divided, too. Tamil and the other Dravidian languages bore few ties

h'_j: i *u „ i c„ „„u„.:* u„„ i i Q„ *u „ tvt^~*u t>-i:
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giously, the South was more purely Hindu than any other part of India;

nine in ten of those in Ramanujan's Tanjore District, for example, were
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South in the minds of its inhabitants that in writing overseas they were

apt to make "South India" part of the return address. On the political

map; no such place existed; yet it expressed a profound cultural truthi

In South India an undiluted spirituality had had a chance to blossom.

If the North was like Europe during the Enlightenment, the South was,

religiously, still rooted in the Middle Ages. If Bombay was known for

commerce, and Calcutta for politics, Madras was the most single-mind-

edly religious. It was a place where there was less, as it were, to distract

:..„* — £„u„ * — a u:jj„„ — Acyou jusi i n^c iiciua, icuipiua, ajiu uiuucn guua.

Here, in this setting, with the secular world held at bay, within a

traditional culture always willing to see mystical and magical forces at

work, Ramanujan's belief in the unseen workings of gods and goddesses,

his supreme comfort with a mental universe tied together by invisible

threads, came as naturally as breath itself.

All through South India, every village of a few dozen huts had a shrine

to Mariamma or Iyenar, Seliamma or Angalamma—gods and goddesses

*i huol yji igi i io wcni ua^iv iu cm~ vli j uavm vji a^ni<uiiuiai i~.vjiii[iiuiiiiii.3.

These deities represented powers which villagers hoped to propitiate, like

smallpox, cholera, and cattle plague. Most were reckoned as female. A
few were recent, incorporating the spirits of murder victims or women
who had died in childbirth. In 1904, some boys thought they heard

trumpets coming from an anthill, and soon the deity of the anthill was

attracting thousands of people from nearby villages, who would lie "pros-

trate on their faces, rapt in adoration."

Grama devata, or village gods, these deities were called, and they had

" ^uunj iivcmng uu vvilu tu^ iui uiai jji diiiitiiiiL 1.X111UU10H1 <x oiuucni yji

comparative religion might learn about in college. The villagers might

give lip service to Vishnu and Siva, the two pillars of orthodox worship.

But at time of pestilence or famine, they were apt to turn back to their

little shrines—perhaps a brick building three or four feet high, or a small
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enclosure with a few rude stones in the middle—where guardianship of

their village lay.

Mere idol worship? No more than a primitive, aboriginal animism?
c .*,.: tit: i . _ : . i a„j *_ * u .. .... *— i * u ( * t, r, „ r"ioo syuic uinius 01 iiaiuuism aigucu. .nnu w uic calchc mac mac x-/ia-

vidian gods were part of Hinduism, one could argue, the critics weren't

far ofT.
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in which Ramanujan was steeped, was a world apart from all this. In

Tanjore District, one English observer would note, "Brahminical Hin-
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by the worship of aboriginal godlings, demons and devils which it so often

is in other districts."

The great temples of the South fairly shouted out the difference. Tem-

ples in Kumbakonam, in Kanchipuram, in Tanjore, Madurai, and

Rameswaram, were, as one authority put it, as superior to more famous
:„ .
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other churches of London." One at Rameswaram, to which Ramanujan

and his father, mother, and baby brother went on a pilgrimage in 1901,

built over a hundred-year span during the seventeenth century on an

island off the coast opposite Ceylon, was 1000 feet long and 650 feet

across, built with gopurams 100 feet high on each face, with almost 4000

feet of corridors rich in extravagantly sculpted detail.

A Western observer to such a temple might still be brought up short by

the bewildering variety of deities he'd find there—sculpted figures, stat-
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ers, even dressed in rude clothing. But in mainstream Hinduism, these

could all be seen as part of a grand edifice of belief vastly more sophis-

ticated than the religion of the villages.

The three chief deities in the Hindu pantheon, Brahma, Siva, and

Vishnu, were traditionally represented as, respectively, the universe's

creative, destructive, and preserving forces. In practice, however, Brah-

ma, once having fashioned the world, was seen as cold and aloof, and

tended to be ignored. So the two great branches of Brahminic Hinduism
-rvi a CUiit^^ptvi i « /-I \/np1innriC"ivi
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Shaivism had a kind ofdemonic streak, a fierceness, a malignity, a raw

sexual energy embodied in the stylized phallic symbol known as a lingam

that was the centerpiece of every Shaivite temple. Think of sweeping

change, of cataclysmic destruction, and you invoked Lord Siva.
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nu, had more placid connotations. One contemporary English account

likened it to the Spirit of Man—a distinctly gentler idea. Figuring largely
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two of the incarnations, or avatars, in which Vishnu appears.

In Hindu lore, each of the three primal gods appeared in many forms.
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They had consorts and relatives, each ofwhom themselves had, over the

centuries, become the objects of worship, the centers of their own cults.
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and as the monkey god, Hanuman. Each was endowed with distinct

personalities; each gained its own adherents.

Some worshippers, certainly, construed those stone figures literally,

viewed them as gods, pure and simple, in a way not so different from the

grama devata worship of the villages. Indeed, one history of South India

back to around the beginning of the Christian era that had brought a

comingling of different forms of worship.

But sophisticated Hindus, at least, understood that these stone "dei-

ties" merely represented forms or facets of a single godhead; in contem-

plating them, you were reawakened to the Oneness of all things. For

those whose worship remained primitive, meanwhile, the garish stone

figures could be seen as hooks by which to snare the spiritually unso-

phisticated and direct them toward something higher and finer.

I h & rrf*nmc r\V T-Ii nrl 111C rvi fVnan uric fli-if it loft rnAm Ct~\i- Aiffln/nnA T t* 4 C^V^lllLAiJ \Jl A lO ***J iHV,Jlj TY (*J V11(4V It. ItH 1W 4- 1 I \v T \vl
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was a profoundly tolerant religion. It denied no other faiths. It set out no

single path. It prescribed no one canon of worship and belief. It em-

braced everything and everyone. Whatever your personality there was a

god or goddess, an incarnation, a figure, a deity, with which to identify,

from which to draw comfort, to rouse you to a higher or deeper spiritu-

ality. There were gods for every purpose, to suit any frame of mind, any

mood, any psyche, any stage or station of life. In taking on different

forms, God became formless; in different names, nameless.

Among the thousands of deities, most South Indian families tended to

invest special powers in a particular one—which became as much part of

the family's heritage as stories passed down through the generations, or

its treasured jewelry. This hula devata became the focal point of the fam-

ily's supplications in time of trouble, much as some Roman Catholics
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invoke a particular patron saint. Things would go wrong, and you'd

propitiate your family deity before you would any other. In South India,

many a well-traveled Brahmin with wide knowledge of the world

—

perhaps a scholar, a professional, fluent in English, well-read in Sanskrit,

who could intelligently discuss Indian nationalism, Tamil poetry, or

mathematics—routinely and ardently prayed before the shrine of his

family deity.

In Ramanujan's family, the family deity was the goddess Namagiri,

consort of the lion-god Narasimha. Her shrine at Namakkal was about a

hundred miles from Kumbakonam, about three-quarters of the way to

Erode, near where Komalatammal's family came from. It was Namagiri

whose name was always on his mother's lips, who was the object of those

first devotions, whose assumed views on matters great and small were

taken with the utmost seriousness.

It had been Namagiri to whom Ramanujan's mother and father,

„l:ui r_ . _rv__ i i i r__ _ j r>uunuiess lui some ycais anci nicy iiiamcu, uau piaycu iui a uunu. i\.a-

manujan's maternal grandmother, Rangammal, was a devotee of Na-

magiri and was said to enter a trance to speak to her. One time, a

vision of Namagiri warned her of a bizarre murder plot involving teach-

ers at the local school. Another time, many years earlier, before Ra-

manujan's birth, Namagiri revealed to her that the goddess would one

day speak through her daughter's son. Ramanujan grew up hearing

this story. And he, too, would utter Namagiri's name all his life, invoke

her blessings, seek her counsel. It was goddess Namagiri, he would tell

r_: i„ . .i i j u:„ »i, — i vr . :~: umenus, lu wiiuiu lie uwcu ma ni*tuicmauc<*i gnta. I'Ntiniagiii wyuiu wine

the equations on his tongue. Namagiri would bestow mathematical in-

sights in his dreams.

So he told his friends. Did he believe it?

His grandmother did, and so did his mother. Her son's birth, after long

prayer to Namagiri, had only intensified her devotion, made her more

fervent in her belief. That's how Komalatammal was: Why, she had

practically willed herself a child. The whole force of her personality, her

ferocious will, surged through all she did.

t> _] 1
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because it was imprinted in the example of her life. He learned from her

to heed the voice within himself and to exert the will to act on it. His

father was mired in the day-to-day, a slave to its routines, preoccupied

with rupees and annas; he would want Ramanujan married off, bringing

money into the family, well settled. But Komalatammal gave herself over
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to deeper forces, dwelt in a rich, inner world—and pulied Ramanujan

into it with her.

So that when a powerful new influence on Ramanujan's young life

came aiong, he had his mother's sanction to embrace it, to give his life

over to it, to follow it with abandon.
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CHAPTER TWO

[1903 to 1908]

1. THE BOOK OF CARR

T T-
11 niSL came miu nis nanus a lew monins ueiore ne icii lown mgn
School, sometime in 1903. Probably, college students staying with Ra-

manujan's family showed him the book. In any case, its title bore no hint

of the hold it would have on him: A Synopsis ofElementary Results in Pure and

Applied Mathematics.

In essence, the book was a compilation of five thousand or so equa-

tions, written out one after the other—theorems, formulas, geometric

diagrams, and other mathematical facts, marching down the page, tied

together by topic, with big, bold-faced numbers beside each for cross-

reference. Algebra, trigonometry, calculus, analytic geometry, differential

equations—great chunks of mathematics as it was known in the late

nineteenth century, ranged not over a whole shelf of textbooks, but com-

pressed within two modest volumes (the second of which Ramanujan

may not have seen until later).

"The book is not in any sense a great one," someone would later say

of it, "but Ramanujan has made it famous."

The Synopsis was a product of the genius of George Shoobridge Garr.
T? *. ^u_^ n _„ t t _ j:-..: 0.1..ijAtcpi uiai t^itu was uu gcmus. 11c was a ixittiiiciiiaucian 01 uisuuuiiy

middling rank who for years tutored privately in London; the book was

a distillation of his coaching notes.

Mathematics students in England during the late nineteenth century

were preoccupied to the point of obsession with a notoriously difficult

examination, known as the Tripos, one's ranking on which largely de-
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termined one's career. The Tripos system encouraged what educators

today might deride as "teaching to the test," and soon mathematicians

would clamor for its reform. But back in the 1860s, in the period giving

rise to the book, its hold went unchaiienged. Not surprisingly, given the

exam's importance, armies of private tutors had arisen to coach students

for it. Carr was one of them.

Garr himself had a peculiar academic history. Born in 1837 in Teign-

mouth, near where the Pilgrims sailed for the New World, he attended

school in Jersey, a Channel Island off the French coast, and later Uni-

versity College School in London. At least by 1866, and perhaps earlier,

he started tutoring. Apparently he took it quite seriously and was forever

updating his notes, refining his teaching methods, developing mnemonics

to help his pupils cover the vast range of material they were supposed to

master.

Then, at thirty-eight, more in the modern style than was common at

the time, he decided to go back to school. Admitted to Gonville and Caius

College, Cambridge University, he received his B.A. in 1880, and then

—

four years shy of fifty—his M.A.

He was no star student. In the Tripos, he was classed among the

"Senior Optimes," not the higher-ranking "Wranglers," and only twelfth

among them. He knew he was not the brightest light in the firmament of

English mathematics. In the preface to the Synopsis he suggested that

"abler hands than mine" might have done a better job with it, but that

"abler hands might also, perhaps, be more usefully employed"

—

presumably in making the original mathematical discoveries to which his

intellect or temperament failed to suit him.

But while Carr as a mathematician was no more than normally bright,

he had the enthusiasm and love of subject to teach it to those abler than

himself. In any case, it was just about the time he was granted his

Cambridge B.A. that, on May 23, 1880, from his desk in Hadley, outside

London, he put the finishing touches on the first volume—a second ap-

peared in 1886—of the Synopsis which would link his name to Ramanu-

jan's forever.

One strength of Carr's book was a movement, a flow to the formulas

seemingly laid down one after the other in artless profusion, that gave the

book a sly, seductive logic of its own.

Take, for example, the first statement on the first page:
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This is, first of all, an equation. It says

—

any equation says—that what-

ever is on the left-hand side of the equals sign is equivalent to what's on

the right, as in 2 + 2 = 4. Only in this case, it's not numbers, but

symbols—the letters a and b—that figure in the equation. That they are

symbols changes nothing. Some equations are true only when their vari-

ables take on certain values; the job, then, is to "solve" the equation, to

determine those values

—

x = 3, say, or z — —8.2—that make it valid. But

this one, an "identity," is always true; whatever you make a and b, the

statement still holds.

So, try it: Let a=\\, say, and b = 6. What happens?

Well, a + b is just 11+6, which is 1 7.

And a — b is 1 1 — 6, or 5.

Now, to set off quantities in parentheses, as they are in Carr's equa-

tion, means just to multiply them

—

(a + b) and (a — b)—together. In this

case, (17) (5) is just 17 X 5, or 85. That's the right-hand side of the

equation.

Now for the left, a2
, of course, is just a times <z, which is 11 X 11, or

121. b
2
is 36. a2 - b2

,
then, is just 121 - 36, or 85. Which is just what the

right-hand side of the equation comes to. Sure enough, the two sides

match. The equation holds.

You could keep on doing this forever—verifying that the equation

holds, with big numbers and little numbers, positive numbers and neg-

ative, fractions and decimals. You could do that, but who'd want to?

More sensible is to do what mathematicians do—prove the identity

holds generally, for any a and any b. To do that, you dispense with partic-

ular numbers and manipulate instead the symbols themselves. You add

and subtract the letters a and b
y
multiply and divide them, just as you

would numbers.

In this case, the equation tells us to multiply (a — b) times (a + b).

Doing that is about as simple as it looks. If you made $10 an hour, but

then got a pay cut of $1 per hour, you could multiply the number ofhours

you worked by 10, then by 1, and subtract one product from the other. Or
you could simply multiply the total hours worked by 9. Same thing. In

this case, you can multiply the whole second term, (a + £>), by a, then by

b, and then subtract one product from the other. Or, symbolically,

(a-b) (a + b) = a(a + b) - b(a + b)
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vv iidi iigw: wen, «^u~r c/ ^ is juai u i u,u . i xiiu i/^u 1 u / ll3
J
UJI

ba + b
2

. But £a (which means iXa) is just the same as ab. So we get:

(a-b) (a + b) = (a
2 + ab) - (ab + b

2
)

In manipulating their equations, mathematicians often get caught in a

clutter of numbers, letters, and symbols. And for the same reasons you do

around the house, they periodically take time to tidy up—so they're not

forever stepping over mounds of mathematical debris, and so any attrac-

tive qualities of their mathematical habitat are shown off to best advan-

tage. "Grouping like terms" is one form housecleaning takes; you cluster

mathematical entities in their appropriate categories. You place dirty

clothes in the laundry bin, freshly laundered napkins in the linen drawer,

cereal back in the pantry. You put things where they belong.

In this case, we bring everything out from behind the parentheses, add

up the a
2
terms, and the b

2
terms, and the ab terms. And when we do,

something interesting happens. The ab terms cancel each other; they

"drop out." The + ab and the — ab add up to a grand total of zero, so

that the quantity adjust disappears from the equation. Which leaves us

with a
2 ~b2

, which is just what's on the left-hand side of the original

equation—and just what we're supposed to prove.

What this simple exercise demonstrates is a "proof" of sorts, though a

mathematician might shudder at the claim. But at least on casual in-

spection, it seems that for any a and any b, the two sides of Garr's

equation are the same. We don't have to check a = 735 and b = .0231.

We know it will work because we proved the general case.

So much for Carr's first equation. His second is this:

a
3 -b 3 = (a-b) (a

2 + ab + b
2

)

Proving this differs little from proving the first. Working with the sym-

bols, you multiply, add, and subtract, line up like terms—add apples to

apples, and oranges to oranges, but never apples and oranges together

—

hope something cancels out, and soon are left with either side of the

pniiak cirrn thf camf \A/h\/ if'c harrlK; winrtli t~ri*=» Irniihl*1 tr\ rrn fhrnnrrh^ M •'"}•> * V - J
V" ""^ &~ v.

it. . . .

And right there, in the normal, natural—and appropriate—impulse to

say it's hardly worth the trouble, we gain a clue to Carr's pedagogical wisdom

(and to how mathematicians, generally, think). The second equation,

though different from the first, resembles it, seems an extension or natural
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:— r . t_ r_n : ...:^u *u„ „*u n
pi Ogi eaaiuu iiuni il. in lunuwiiig unc wiui mc uiiici, v^aii was going

somewhere. There was a direction, a development, not within the mathe-

matical statements he set down but implicit within the order in which he
* .1 . tu „ c j i«. ...:<. u «j l "

—

:„„j *_ *u j
SCI llicui uuwu, x uc nisi, ci^juainjn neon wiui a anu u laiacu w inc sctunu

power," in the form of a
2 — b

2
\ the second with a and b to the third power,

as a
3 — b

3
. What, one might now wonder, would be the equation for

a —
v '. naving worxeu out tne nrst two, you u suspect you couiu woric it

out easily, following the earlier examples. And you'd be right; the answer

holds no surprises.

c_ n j:j„>* „ „* a— „* „n "T"u * ,.,^.aa i u iU vjeiii uiuu i aci it uuwn ai an. x ukl wuuiu nave uccn icuiuua, anu

trivial. Instead, he generalized:

a"_bn =
(
a -b) (a

n_I +an~ 2
b + . . . b^ 1

)

This is the decisive step, for in taking it, the last ordinary number in the

equation disappears. It's not the second power to which a and b are raised

una nixie, kji me umu, ui mc cignni, uul uic «in.

Abruptly, we are in a new world. It's still simple algebra, but by daring

to replace those safe 2s and 3s by the more mysterious n, the equation

short-circuits routine mathematical manipulations. Now, you give me a

number and I can just write out the equation, merely by substituting for

the general n. The ellipsis appearing midway through the equation, the

three little dots, just means you continue in the pattern the first two terms

establish. O.K., so « = 8? Fine, plug it into Carr's general equation, and

the equation writes itself. Where Carr's equation says n, you write 8.

wk Q~Q : t- r.— r, „_ i ..,».:*,. n „„a r, „ —irin.il, u says it i, y kju wi nc /, anu jvj vjii.

As mathematicians might say, the equation with the ns is more general

than the previous two- Or, put another way, the first two equations were

merely special cases of the third. Were Ramanujan not already familiar

with it—and it's inconceivable that he wasn't—he could have confirmed

it at a glance. Still, it suggests how he was guided through mathematical

realms new to him; it wasn't just the statements Carr made that counted,

but the path he nudged the student along in making them.

And the way in which he set about proving them. Or, rather, not

In fact, Carr didn't prove much in his book, certainly not as mathe-

maticians normally do, and not even as we have here. Then, as now, the

typical mathematics text methodically worked through a subject, setting

out a theorem, then going through the steps of its proof. The student was

expected to dutifully follow along behind the author, tracking his logic,
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perhaps filling in small gaps in his reasoning. "Oh, yes, that follows ..."

the student thinks. "Yes, I see . .
."

But mathematics is not best learned passively; you don't sop it up like

a romance novel. You've got to go out to it, aggressive and alert, like a

chess master pursuing checkmate. And mechanically following a proof

laid out by another hardly encourages that, leaves scant opportunity to

bring much of yourself to it. Whatever its other merits, the trigonometry

text by S. L. Loney that Ramanujan had sailed through a few years

before had clung to the mold; it was a text you followed rather than one

which demanded you cut your own path.

Carr's was different.

There was no room for detailed proofs in the Synopsis. Many results

were stated without so much as a word of explanation. Sometimes, a little

note would be appended to the result. Theorem 245, for example, simply

notes, "by (243), (244)." That is, one can arrive at the conclusion of no.

nA c l --i i iL_ 1 r n ao i ci a a T1 nfiin i ten r
^i-j uy exiciiumg liic logic oi -;to anu ztt. liieuicm 4.^14. notes; riooi

—

By changing x into ttx in (291
1

)." In other words—mathematicians use

this trick all the time—by an astute change of variable, the result assumes

a clearer, more revealing form. In any case, Carr offered no elaborate

demonstrations, no step-by-step proofs, just a gentle pointing of the way.

Scholars would one day probe Carr's book, searching for the elusive

mathematical sophistication that might have inspired Ramanujan. Some

would point to how it covered, or failed to cover, this or that mathemat-

ical topic. Some would point to its unusually helpful index, others to its

i i

UlOrtU CUIIipelSS.

But in fact it's hard to imagine a book more apt to influence a mathe-

matically precocious sixteen-year-old, at least one like Ramanujan. For

in baldly stating its results it almost dared you tojump in and prove them

for yourself. To Ramanujan, each theorem was its own little research

project. Or like a crossword puzzle, with its empty grid begging to be

filled in. Or one of those irresistible little quizzes in popular magazines

that invite you to rate your creativity or your sex appeal.

Nor was all this just an accident, or a by-product of the concision any

wuipciiuiuni uiigut ucuiduu, jittu it in miiiu <*n ttiung, turn a<*iu so

in the preface. "I have, in many cases," he explained,

merely indicated the salient points of a demonstration, or merely referred

to the theorems by which the proposition is proved. . . . The difference in

the effect upon the mind between reading a mathematical demonstration,
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and originating one whoily or partly, is very great. It may be compared to

the difference between the pleasure experienced, and interest aroused,

when in the one case a traveller is passively conducted through the roads

of a novel and unexplored country, and in the other case he discovers the

roads for himself with the assistance of a map.

But it wasn't even a map Carr supplied; rather, advice like, Once out of

town, turn left.

A Western mathematician who knew Ramanujan's work well would

later observe that the Synopsis had given him direction, but had "nothing

to do with his methods, the most important of which were completely

original." In fact, there were no methods, at least not detailed ones, in

Garr's book. So Ramanujan, charging into the dense mathematical

thicket of its five thousand theorems, had largely to fashion his own.

That's what he now abandoned himself to doing. "Through the new

world thus opened to him," two of his Indian biographers later wrote,

"Ramanujan went ranging with delight."

2. THE CAMBRIDGE OF SOUTH INDIA

In 1904, soon after discovering Carr, Ramanujan graduated from high

school and entered Kumbakonam's Government College with a scholar-

ship awarded on the strength of his high school work. He was an F.A.

student, for First Arts, a course of study that, by years in school, might

today correspond to an associates degree but in India, then, counted for

considerably more.

From the center of town, the college was about a twenty-minute walk

—

along the street that ran by Town High, down to the Cauvery's edge,

then right, along the river to a point opposite the college. The bridge

today spanning the river dates only to 1944; before that, a little boat

ferried you across. Or else, you'd swim—a feat less daunting in March

and April, when the river had dried to a trickle.

Government College was small, its faculty consisting of barely a dozen

lecturers. And the best local students had begun to forsake it for larger

schools in Madras. Still, for its time and place, it was pretty good—good

enough, at any rate, to earn the moniker "the Cambridge of South In-

dia." Its link to the great English university rested in part on the cam-

pus's proximity to the Cauvery, which flowed beside it like the River Cam
in Cambridge. But also playing a role was the repute of its graduates and

the positions many of them held in South Indian life.
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The year 1854 saw the college's founding on land given by the maha-

rani of Tanjore; you could still see the steps, leading down from the

dressing cabin, that royal princesses took down to the river to bathe.

Beginning in 1871, existing buildings were repaired and enlarged, new

ones built. In the 1880s its last secondary classes were dropped, and it

became a full-blown college. Its grounds were enlarged and landscaped.

A gymnasium was built. While Ramanujan was there, a hostel for

seventy-two students was going up, complete with separate dining facil-

ities for Brahmins.

The college occupied a site of considerable natural beauty. The river

streamed by. Birds chirped. Groves of trees afforded shelter from the

high, hot sun. Luxuriant vines crawled everywhere, forever threatening

to overrun the college buildings. Even with the new construction since the

maharani's time, the college did not dominate its site but rather clung

there, at nature's sufferance. The place was lovely, idyllic, serene.

And the scene of Ramanujan's first academic debacle.

One can only guess at the effects of a book like Carr's Synopsis on a

mediocre, or even normally bright student. But in Ramanujan, it had

ignited a burst of fiercely single-minded intellectual activity. Until then,

he'd kept mathematics in balance with the rest of his life, had been

properly attentive to other claims on his energy and time. But now,

ensnared by pure mathematics, he lost interest in everything else. He was

all math. He couldn't get enough of it. "College regulations could secure

his bodily presence at a lecture on history or physiology," E. H. Neville,

an English mathematician who later befriended Ramanujan, would write,

"but his mind was free, or, shall we say, was the slave of his genius."

As his professor intoned about Roman history, Ramanujan would sit

manipulating mathematical formulas. "He was quite unmindful of what

was going on around him," recalled one classmate, N. Hari Rao. "He

had no inclination whatsoever for either following the class lessons or

taking an interest in any subject other than mathematics." He showed

Hari Rao how to construct "magic squares"—tic-tac-toe grids stuffed

with numbers which, in every direction, add up to the same quantity. He
worked problems in algebra, trigonometry, calculus. He played with

prime numbers, the building blocks of the number system, and explored

them for patterns. He got his hands on the few foreign-language math

texts in the library and made his way through at least some of them;

mathematical symbols, of course, are similar in all languages.
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One math professor, P, V, Seshu Iyer, sometimes left him to do as

he pleased in class, even encouraging him to tackle problems appearing

in mathematics journals like the London Mathematical Gazette. One day

Ramanujan showed him his work in an area of mathematics known as

infinite series; "ingenious and original," Seshu Iyer judged it. But at-

tention like that was rare, and Ramanujan's intellectual eccentricities

nfpw nn the whole, little indulged More tvnir.al was the nrofessor fromT»^»~j - - 7 0 -j i
- j

whom Ramanujan borrowed a calculus book who, once he saw how it

interfered with Ramanujan's other schoolwork, demanded its return.

Even Seshu Iyer may not have been as solicitious as he later remem-

bered; Ramanujan complained to one friend that he was "indifferent"

to him.

Meanwhile, he ignored the physiology, the English, the Greek and

Roman history he was supposed to be studying; he was no longer, if he'd

ever been, "well-rounded." Back in 1897, his high standing on the Pri-

mary Examination had deoended on excelling in manv snhier.ts inrlnH-
}

—
x

— — — -j ,

ing English. Letters known to be written by him later, while showing no

special grace, were competent enough, as were his mathematics note-

books when he used words, rather than symbols, to explain something.

Yet now, at Government College, he failed English composition. "To the

college authorities," E. H. Neville observed later, "he was just a student

who was neglecting flagrantly all but one of the subjects he was supposed

to be studying. The penalty was inevitable: his scholarship was taken

away."

His mother, of course, was incensed and went to see the nrincinal. How
could he refuse her son a scholarship? He was unequaled in mathematics.

They had never seen his like. The principal was polite, but firm. Rules

were rules. Her son had failed the English composition paper, and mis-

erably so. That was that.

Ramanujan's scholarship was no matter of mere prestige to him. Tu-

ition was thirty-two rupees per term—as much as his father made in a

month and a half. The scholarship insulated him from it; it enabled him

to attend. He needed it.

Still, he managed to haner on for a few months, showing ud for class

enough to earn a certificate in July 1905 attesting to his attendance. The
effort must have taxed him. He'd lost the scholarship, and everybody

knew it. His parents were under a heavy financial burden; he knew that,

too. He felt pressure to do well in his other subjects, yet he didn't want to

lay mathematics aside for their sake. He was torn and miserable.
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He endured the situation until he could endure it no longer. In early

August 1905, Ramanujan, seventeen years old, ran away from home.

3. FLIGHT

As the hot breeze poured through the open windows of the railway car,

Ramanujan watched the South Indian countryside slip by at twenty-five

miles an hour. Villages of thatched roofs weathered to a dull barn-gray;

intense pink flowers poking out, from bushes and trees; palm trees, like

exclamation points, punctuating the rice field flatness. From a distance,

the men in the fields beside the tracks were little more than brown sticks,

their dhotis and turbans white cotton puffs. The women were bright

splashes of color, their orange and red saris set off against the startling

green of the rice fields.

A snapshot might have recorded the scene as a charming bucolic tab-

leau hut Ramannian saw neonle everywhere enframed in nurnoseful ac-
, j

1 I
_ o _"0 —

i
--- r —

tivity. Men tending cattle. Women, stooped over in the fields, nursing the

crops. Sometimes they worked alone, sometimes together in groups of a

dozen or more, baskets perched atop their heads, fetching water from

streams. Occasionally, a child with its mother would glance up from the

surrounding fields and wave at the train bearing Ramanujan north to

Vizagapatnam.

For eons, transportation in India, by bullock cart or the one-horse vehicle

known as a mtka. had been oainfullv slow. Roads were terrihle. Even bv- j — - - j -------- r - j - - - — ...... __. ... .j

Ramanujan's time, only about an eighth of Tanjore District's seventeen

hundred miles of road were "metalled," or paved with limestone or other

rock. The difference was considerable. Cart drivers forced to travel on

bumpy dirt roads thickly covered by dust or mud, rather than a metalled

one, normally planned on carrying two-thirds the load, at two-thirds the

speed. Twenty-five miles was a good day's journey.

The coming of the railroad had changed Indian life. It was the crown-

ing engineering achievement of the British Raj, emerging in the mid-

nineteenth centurv to knit the far-flunsr countrv together. In the South,

the first lines had been laid in 1853, and in 1874 they began pushing

south from Madras. In 1892, with the line to Vizagapatnam still unfin-

ished, to get there from Kumbakonam could still take three weeks by

train, bullock cart, and canal boat. By the following year, construction

now complete, the trip took one day.
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TVjg railroads were the great leveler; everyone used them, irrespective

of caste. "When you get to the third-class railway carriage you override

even such a tough obstacle as caste," an English writer from this

period noted. "Into it are bundled Brahmin and Pariah* they si^t on the

same seat; they rub shoulders who might not mingle shadows. 'You

must drop your caste,' says the railway, 'if you want to travel at a

C--> rth'incr a milf*' 1 atiH it is HrnnnpH tn hp rpSiimpH aaain nnfcirlp fhf— ~ ' ri — — —» "

—

w —

—

station."

Ramanujan had grown up with the railways—as when, a child, he'd

been shuttled among schools in Kumbakonam, Kanchipuram, and Ma-

dras. And now, in 1905, in the wake of losing his scholarship at Govern-

ment College, the rails facilitated his flight.

Madras was 194 miles up the tracks of the South Indian Railways from

Kumbakonam. And Vizagapatnam, following the main line along the

coast, was 484 miles beyond that. A town of about forty thousand, it lay

in an angle of the Bay of Bengal formed by a promontory known as the

"Dolphin's Nose." Boasting the only natural harbor on India's east coast,

it was a flourishing seaport; through it, yarn and piece goods entered

India and manganese ore and raw sugar left. A new lighthouse had just

been built near the anchorage. Now the engineers were planning to

dredge the backwater and river and build new docks. Vizagapatnam was

on the move.

And it was for this largely Telugu-speaking town halfway up the coast

to Calcutta that Ramanujan, informing no one, set out. Fragmentary

accounts from the period variously give as reasons the influence of a

friend, the pursuit of a scholarship, the wish to find a patron, or—under

pressure from his father—a job. But invariably, they also use language

like "owing to disappointment," "ran away," and "too sensitive to ask

his parents for help," and it's plain that whatever Ramanujan may have

sought in Vizagapatnam, he was running from something, too.

There is evidence that the family, distraught over their son's disap-

pearance, advertised in newspapers for him; that his father went house to

house in Madras and Trichinopoly, looking for him. Otherwise, details of

Ramanuian's imnehioiis flitxht are sc.antv Excent that soon nrohahlv hvj _
1 0 /

_ r _
3 1 J

—
J

September, his parents had him safely back in Kumbakonam.

It was the first of the Great Disappearances, the first of numerous such

occasions on which Ramanujan would abruptly vanish, and about which

little subsequently became known. But it was not the first time he'd taken
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blow to his self-esteem.

Back in 1897, aged nine, when he took his primary exam at Town Hall

:„ l' . . ~, u „ i . , u „ u a a „ a o — t- „r /i c ^„ nriik^ah,. r-»^.

^

in lYuuiudAUiiain, iic uau jtuicu <* ii uui vji \jh mi. ain.uiin.iiv. jvvji uun,

while a friend, K. Sarangapani Iyengar, got a 43. Hurt and angry, Ra-

manujan refused to speak to him. Sarangapani was mystified; what was
t\- „ u:~ j „ „ i ^ tv. ^ „.„ii;a, u:™ u „„;„*0 ^i tk.,i ;„ ika „*k ar
tin- uig uucii- iiynig iu uiuniiy nun, iic pumiuu uui moi hi mv, uiuli

subjects Ramanujan had scored higher. Didn't matter, grumbled

Ramanujan—in arithmetic he always scored highest. This time he had
nn^ aii/1 Vi r ^ »-» ^ L^««¥*r « #" T + t*r*-»e* *^ T T iVk * h »-v Kflir 1 A TVl A 1™** I r\ s-* 1-1 h
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ran home crying to his mother.

Later, in high school, Ramanujan saw how trigonometric functions

could be expressed in a form unrelated to the right triangles in which,

superficially, they were rooted. It was a stunning discovery. But it turned

out that the great Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler had anticipated

4.1 uj j jri^cu.^. i v nv/ii ixaiiiajiujau ivuuu \jui,
;
nv, vvoj jv uiui tinv.u mat i*^

secreted the papers on which he had recorded the results in the roof of his

house.

Adolescent behavior quirks, irrelevant in the broad sweep of a genius's

life? Perhaps. But together, and coupled with many other such instances

later, they suggest an almost pathological sensitivity to the slightest

breath of public humiliation. When, years later, Ramanujan stopped

getting letters from a once-close friend, he wrote to the friend's brother

that perhaps "he is too sorry for his failure in the Exam to write to me."

Shame is what psychologists call this sensitivity to public disgrace,

something quite distinct from "guilt." Guilt, roughly speaking, comes

from doing wrong, shame at being discovered, or at the prospect of being

discovered, in some failure or vice; you're caught masturbating, say, or

with your hand in the till. "An obligatory aspect of shame is the role

discovery plays," writes Leon Wurmser, a University of Maryland psy-

chiatrist, in The Mask of Shame. "It is usually a more or less sudden

exposure, and exposure that abruptly brings to light the discrepancy

between expectation and failure." The feeling is that of sudden, sharp,

inescapable humiliation—of a yawning gap between who you say you are

and who your failures reveal you to be, of an ugly stain upon your public

face.

It is not necessary to actually be discovered, Wurmser points out; one

can feel shame before oneself, at the mere thought of discovery. "We may
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wince at ourselves in the mirror and despise and degrade ourselves for the

dishonor we feel within. . . . No one else has to see this stain—the shame

remains."

The single most reliable marker of the shame syndrome is the impulse

to flee. Writes Wurmser: "Hiding is intrinsic to and inseparable from the

concept of shame." One experiences "the wish to hide, to flee, to 'cover

c fo^f '
1 f~\ 'cinlr intn 1 h p- arnn n r\ '

1
' Anrl tVint-'c inct what T? -jm -j n n i a n

did when faced with the ignominy of scoring only second in the arithmetic

exam; in hiding evidence that his discovery was in fact rediscovery; and

rt mnninor nfF fn Vi7aoranatnam Orif -j r-Cr\n n t line Rnmaniiian c 1 1 fFr>r i n or»" » -~ • — ^ "~ — ~ J ~ ""'""'"ft

a "mental aberration" during this period. Another calls it "a temporary

unsoundness of mind." Whatever it was, acutely felt shame may have

triggered it.

Years later, the memory of his school failure would make Ramanujan

seek assurance that a scholarship he had been offered would not leave

him with another examination to pass. The Government College fiasco

humiliated him, apparently to the point of psychic trauma. His impulse,

as it would be all his life, was to escape. And in fleeing to Vizagapatnam,

he yielded to it.

Nor was it incongruous that one who, as mathematician, would prove

so free from the intellectual blinders of the crowd should care so deeply

how the crowd perceived him. Ramanujan was supremely self-assured

about his mathematical gifts. Yet socially, he was a thoroughgoing con-

formist. If he cared not at all to follow mathematical paths others had

trod, he cared deeply how others esteemed the path he had chosen.

Later, while in England and learning ofa mathematics prize, he breath-

lessly inquired whether he might apply for it; formal, outward acknowl-

edgment was no matter of indifference to him, and he never pretended

otherwise. Similarly, when the British awarded him a high honor, his

letter acknowledging word of it fairly bubbled over with excitement.

Was he respected as a mathematician? Was he deemed a dutiful son,

a good Brahmin? Did he hold an important scholarship? Had he won a

prize? The answers, as outward markers of acceptance or success,

counted—and certainly never more so than now, as a teenager, at an age

of exquisite sensitivity to the opinions of others.

Tales of Ramanujan's youth reveal a boy content to camp out on the

pial of his house and work at mathematics, outwardly oblivious to the

raucous play of his friends out on the street. Often, wrapped up in math-

ematics, he was oblivious. At other times, though, he must have wanted
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when denied it, and his sensitivity to social slight, show how deeply, at

another level, he really cared.

4. ANOTHER TRY

Pachaiyappa Mudaliar, born in 1784 of a destitute rural family, was a

dubash, a master of two languages, who thereby served as a vital link in

commerce with the British. By the time he was twenty-one he had

amassed a fortune. At his death, aged forty-six, he left great heaps of it to

charity. The college bearing his name, founded in 1889 and open only to

Hindus, was by 1906 a respectable institution. Surely the building in

which it was housed did nothing to sully its reputation—a great col-

umned structure modeled on the Temple of Theseus in Athens, located

on what was then known as China Bazaar Road in the busy Georgetown

section of Madras.

It was to Pachaiyappa's—pronounced Pa-^<y-a-pas—College that Ra-

manujan was bound when, one day early in 1906, he arrived at Egmore

Station in Madras, so tired and disoriented that he fell asleep in the

waiting room. A man woke him, took him back to his house, fed him,

gave him directions, and sent him on his way to the college.

In India a college degree was no mere prerequisite for a good job; it

virtually guaranteed you one, and a good start in your career. You earned

a degree not by taking so many courses, or accumulating so many credits,

but bv oassinff an examination administered bv the Universitv of Ma-
J l u j j

dras; the "university" was not teachers and students, but merely an

examining body. "To appear and succeed at the university examinations

has been the ambition of every youth of promise," an English writer from

the period noted. Some of Ramanujan's contemporaries at the college in

Kumbakonam transferred to Presidency College in Madras, the crown

jewel of the South Indian educational system, in hopes of better prepar-

ing for the all-important examination.

For most who sought a degree, though, it was all in vain. Of those

takiner the matriculation exam—eauivalent to a hierh school dioloma but

more eagerly sought—half failed. A similar proportion fell out at each

degree step along the way; failures of Pachaiyappa's students on the F.A,

exam ran to 80 percent. In 1904, fewer than five thousand boys—and just

forty-nine girls—were enrolled in the presidency's colleges and profes-
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sional schools. And among all its forty-three million people, the number

earning an F.A. degree each year came to barely a thousand.

Ramanujan, eighteen years old now, aimed to be one of them. A year

after his failure in Kumbakonam, he was giving college another try in

Madras.

For a time, he lived a few blocks away from Pachaiyappa's in a small

lane off the fruit bazaar on Broadway in his grandmother's house. It was

dingy and dark. And the air seemed to hang, static and close. But at least

he was back in school.

Ramanuian's new math teacher, shown his notebooks, came away so

impressed that he introduced him to the principal—who, on the spot,

awarded him a partial scholarship. Though interrupted by a bad bout of

dysentery that brought him back to Kumbakonam for three months,

Ramanujan's early days at Pachaiyappa's College seemed filled with new

promise.

N. Ramanujachariar, the math teacher, would take two sliding black-

boards to work out a problem in algebra or trigonometry, reaching the

solution in a dozen scrawled mathematical steps; Ramanujan would get

up and show how to solve it in three or four. "Uh, what was that?"

Ramanujachariar, who was a little deaf, would have to ask. So Ramanu-

jan would obligingly run through it again. Sometimes the teacher would

interrupt the lecture, turn to Ramanujan, and ask, "And what do you

think, Ramanujan?" The prodigy from Kumbakonam tended to jump

around the problem, working out key steps in his head but omitting them

from his exposition—leaving his classmates thoroughly confused.

Sometimes he'd get together with the college's senior math professor,

P. Singaravelu Mudaliar. Singaravelu—something ofa catch for Pachaiy-

appa's, having formerly been an assistant professor of mathematics at the

more prestigious Presidency College across town—was struck by Ra-

manujan's gifts. Together the two of them would tackle problems ap-

pearing in mathematical journals. If Ramanujan couldn't crack one of

them, he'd give it to Singaravelu to work on overnight; invariably the

professor couldn't solve it, either.

Everyone was struck by Ramanujan's gifts; but there was nothing

new in that. Nor was there anything new in that nothing tangible came of

it. For his experience in Kumbakonam now repeated itself at Pachaiyap-

pa's. At Government College, it was English that had been his undo-

ing. Now, among other subjects remote from mathematics he had to
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master, there was physiology. And this he found not merely boring, but

repellent.

The text was a small book, Physiology for Beginners, written by two

Cambridge dons, Michael Foster and Lewis E, Shore, published in 1894,

and consisting mostly of the kind of flat descriptive accounts that passed

for science in the late nineteenth century: "At the upper left-hand part of

the stomach is the opening into it of the esophagus, a tube which passes

from the mouth down the neck, through the thorax, and piercing the

diaphragm, enters the stomach." It was full of elaborate drawings show-

ing a rabbit with its skin peeled back, its internal organs revealed in

graphic detail; a sheep's heart filling most of one page, a cutaway of a

human mouth and tongue on another.

This was as far from the abstract heights of mathematics as you could

get; if mathematics was art deco, with its cool geometric elegance, phys-

iology was a kind of art nouveau, fluid and sumptuous. It was a world for

which Ramanujan. as a strict vegetarian, could scarcely have had much
taste: "Procure a rabbit which has been recently killed, but not skinned,"

chapter 3 of the text began. "Fasten the rabbit on its back by its four

limbs to a board, and then, with a small sharp and pointed knife and a

pair of scissors . .

."

Ramanujan reacted to all this with a skittish—and uncharacteristic

—

sarcasm. The professor would dissect a big, anesthetized frog, earnestly

pointing out physiological similarities to humans, only to have Ramanu-

jan pipe up with, And where is the serpent in this frog?—apparently a

reference to the nade. or seroent Dower, that Hindu tradition ascribes to
' I I j - _____

human nature. Another time, on an exam covering the digestive system,

Ramanujan simply wrote a few lines in the answer book and handed it

back unsigned: "Sir, this is my undigested product of the Digestion chap-

ter." The professor had no trouble figuring whose it was.

Ramanujan, it need hardly be said, flunked physiology. Except for

math he did poorly in all his subjects, but in physiology he reached

particularly impressive lows, often scoring less than 10 percent on exams.

He'd take the three-hour math exam and finish it in thirty minutes. But

that eot him exactly nowhere. In December 1906. he aDDeared asrain for
/ ' 1 1 tj

the F.A. examination and failed. The following year, he took it again.

And failed again.

Government College, Kumbakonam, 1904 and 1905 . . . Pachaiyap-

pa's College, Madras, 1906 and 1907 ... In the first decade of the twen-

tieth century, there was no room for Srinivasa Ramanujan in the higher
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education system of South India. He was gifted, and everyone knew it.

But that hardly sufficed to keep him in school or get him a degree.

The System wouldn't budge.

Describing the obsession with college degrees among ambitious young

Indians around this time, an English writer, Herbert Compton, noted

how "the loaves and fishes fall far short of the multitude, and the result

is the creation of armies of hungry 'hopefuls'—the name is a literal trans-

lation of the vernacular generic term omedwar used in describing them

—

who pass their lives in absolute idleness, waiting on the skirts of chance,

or gravitate to courses entirely opposed to those which education in-

tended." Ramanujan, it might have seemed in 1908, was just such an

omedwar. Out of school, without a job, he hung around the house in

Kumbakonam.

Times were hard. One day back at Pachaiyappa's, the wind had blown

off Ramanujan's cap as he boarded the electric train for school, and

Ramanujan's Sanskrit teacher, who insisted that boys wear their tradi-

tional tufts covered, asked him to step back out to the market and buy

one. Ramanujan apologized that he lacked even the few annas it cost.

(His classmates, who'd observed his often-threadbare dress, chipped in

to buy it for him.)

Ramanujan's father never made more than about twenty rupees a

month; a rupee bought about twenty-five pounds of rice. Agricultural

workers in surrounding villages earned four or five annas, or about a

quarter rupee, per day; so many families were far worse off than Ra-

manujan's. But by the standards of the Brahmin professional community

in which Ramanujan moved, it was close to penury.

The family took in boarders; that brought in another ten rupees per

month. And Komalatammal sang at the temple, bringing in a few more.

Still, Ramanujan occasionally went hungry. Sometimes, an old woman in

the neighborhood would invite him in for a midday meal. Another family,

that of Ramanujan's friend S. M. Subramanian, would also take him in,

feeding him dosai, the lentil pancakes that are a staple of South Indian

cooking. One time in 1908, Ramanujan's mother stopped by the Subra-

manian house lamenting that she had no rice. The boy's mother fed her

and sent her younger son, Anantharaman, to find Ramanujan. Anan-
tharaman led him to the house of his aunt, who filled him up on rice and
butter.

To bring in money, Ramanujan approached friends of the family;
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tutor? One student, for seven rupees a month, was Viswanatha Sastri,

son of a Government College philosophy professor. Early each morning,

Ramanuian would walk to the bov's house on SolaiaoDa Mudali Street,

at the other end of town, to coach him in algebra, geometry, and trigo-

nometry. The only trouble was, he couldn't stick to the course material.

He'd teach the standard method today and then, if Viswanatha forgot it,

would improvise a wholly new one tomorrow. Soon he'd be lost in areas

the boy's regular teacher never touched.

Sometimes he would fly off onto philosophical tangents. They'd be

discussing the height of a wall, perhaps for a trigonometry problem, and

Ramanujan would insist that its height was, of course, only relative: who

could say how high it seemed to an ant or a buffalo? One time he asked

how the world would look when first created, before there was anyone to

view it. He took delight, too, in posing sly little problems: If you take a

belt, he asked Viswanatha and his father, and cinch it tight around the

earth's twenty-five-thousand-mile-long equator, then let it out just 2tt

feet—about two yards—how far off the earth's surface would it stand?

Some tiny fraction of an inch? Nope, one foot.

Viswanatha Sastri found Ramanujan inspiring; other students, how-

ever, did not. One classmate from high school, N. Govindaraja Iyengar,

asked Ramanujan to help him with differential calculus for his B.A.

exam. The arrangement lasted all of two weeks. You can think of calculus

as a set of powerful mathematical tools; that's how most students learn it

and what most exams require. Or else you can appreciate it for the subtle

questions it poses about the nature of the infinitesimally small and the

infinitely large. Ramanujan, either unmindful of his students' practical

needs or unwilling to cater to them, stressed the latter. "He would talk

only of infinity and infinitesimals," wrote Govindaraja, who was no

slouch intellectually and wound up as chairman of India's public service

commission. "I felt that his tuition [teaching] might not be of real use to

me in the examination, and so I gave it up."

Ramanujan had lost all his scholarships. He had failed in school. Even

as a tutor of the subject he loved most, he'd been found wanting.

He had nothing.

And yet, viewed a little differently, he had everything. For now there

was nothing to distract him from his notebooks—notebooks, crammed

with theorems, that each day, each week, bulged wider.
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5. THE NOTEBOOKS

"In proving one formula, he discovered many others, and he began to

comDile a note-book" to record his results. That's how Ramanujan's

friend Neville put it many years later, and it remains as concise a distil-

lation as any of how his notebooks came to be. Certainly, it was in

working through Carr's Synopsis, as he tottered through college during the

years from 1904 to 1907, that he began keeping them in earliest form.

After Ramanujan's death, his brother prepared a succession of hand-

written accounts of the raw facts, data, and dates of his life. And pre-

served in their original form as they are, they remind us of a world before

computers and word processors made revision easy and routine: we see

rude scrawls growing neater, more digested and refined, as they are

copied and recopied through successive versions.

Such was the likely genesis of Ramanujan's notebooks.

The first of the published Notebooks that come down to us today, which

Ramanujan may have prepared around the time he left Pachaiyappa's

College in 1907, was written in what someone later called "a peculiar

green ink," its more than two hundred large pages stuffed with formulas

on hypergeometric series, continued fractions, singular moduli . . .

But this "first" notebook, which was later expanded and revised into

a second, is much more than mere odd notes. Broken into discrete chap-

ters devoted to particular topics, its theorems numbered consecutively, it

suggests Ramanujan looking back on what he has done and prettying it

up for formal presentation, perhaps to help him find a job. It is, in other

words, edited. It contains few outright errors; mostly, Ramanujan caught

them earlier. And most of its contents, arrayed across fifteen or twenty

lines per page, are entirely legible; one needn't squint to make out what

they say. No, this is no impromptu record, no pile of sketches or snap-

shots; rather, it is like a museum retrospective, the viewer being guided

through well-marked galleries lined with the artist's work.

Or so they were intended. At first, Ramanujan proceeded methodi-

cally, in neatly organized chapters, writing only on the right-hand side of

the page. But ultimately, it seems, his resolve broke down. He began to

use the reverse sides ofsome pages for scratch work, or for results he'd not

yet categorized. Mathematical jottings piled up, now in a more impetu-

ous hand, with some of it struck out, and sometimes with script marching
up and down the page rather than across it. One can imagine Ramanujan
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vowing thar. ves. this time he is eroinff to keeo his notebook Dristine . . .- 0 - - — o O I 1

when, working on an idea and finding neither scratch paper nor slate at

hand, he abruptly reaches for the notebook with its beckoning blank

sheets—the result coming down to us todav as flurries of thouerht trans-

muted into paper and ink.

In those flurries, we can imagine the very earliest notebooks, those

oredatinff the nublished ones, cominsr into beiner. Ramanuian had set out

to prove the theorems in Garr's book but soon left his remote mentor

behind. Experimenting, he saw new theorems, went where Garr had

never—or. in manv cases, no one had ever—erone before. At some ooint.

as his mind daily spun offnew theorems, he thought to record them. Only

over the course of years, and subsequent editions, did those early, hap-

hazard scribblings evolve into the published Notebooks that today sustain

a veritable cottage industry of mathematicians devoted to their study.

"Two monkevs having robbed an orchard of 3 times as manv dantains

as guavas, are about to begin their feast when they espy the injured owner

of the fruits stealthily approaching with a stick. They calculate that it will

take him 2V4 minutes to reach them. One monkey who can eat 10 guavas

per minute finishes them in Vz of the time, and then helps the other to eat

the plantains. They just finish in time. If the first monkey eats plantains

twice as fast as guavas, how fast can the second monkey eat plantains?"

This charming little problem had appeared some years before Ra-

manujan's time in an Indian mathematical textbook. Exotic as it might

seem at first, one has but to chanere the monkevs to foxes, and the eruavas

to grapes, to recognize one of those exercises, beloved of some educators,

supposed to inject life and color into mathematics' presumably airless

tracts. Needless to say, this sort of trifle, however tricky to solve, bears no

kinship to the brand of mathematics that filled Ramanujan's notebooks.

Ramanujan needed no vision of monkeys chomping on guavas to spur

his interest. For him, it wasn't what his equation stood for that mattered,

but the equation itself, as pattern and form. And his pleasure lay not in

finding in it a numerical answer, but from turning it upside down and

inside out, seeing in it new possibilities, playing with it as the poet does

words and images, the artist color and line, the philosopher ideas.

Ramanujan's world was one in which numbers had properties built

into them. Chemistry students learn the properties of the various ele-

ments, the positions in the periodic table they occupy, the classes to

which they belong, and just how their chemical properties arise from
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fhfir atomic structure. Numbers, too. have Drooerties which Dlace them

in distinct classes and categories.

For starters, there are even numbers, like 2, 4, and 6; and odd num-

bers, like 1. 3, and 5.

There are the integers—whole numbers, like 2, 3, and 1 7; and nonin-

tegers, like 17 'A and 3.778.

Numbers like 4. 9. 16. and 25 are the product of multiolviner the

integers 2, 3, 4, and 5 by themselves; they are "squares," whereas 3, 10,

and 24, for example, are not.

A 6 differs fundamentally from a 5. in that vou can eret it bv multiolviner

two other numbers, 2 and 3; whereas a 5 is the product only of itself and

1. Mathematicians call 5 and numbers like it (2, 3, 7, and 1 1, but not 9)

"prime." Meanwhile, 6 and other numbers built up from primes are

termed "composite."

Then, there are "irrational" numbers, which can't be expressed as in-

tegers or the ratio of integers, like V2. which is aDDroximatelv 1.414 ... .W ' 11 J !

but which, however many decimal places you take to express it, re-

mains approximate. Numbers like 3, V2, and 9n/i6, on the other hand, are

"rational."

And what about numbers, like the square root of — 1, which seem

impossible or absurd? A negative number times a negative number, after

all, by mathematical convention is positive; so how can any number

multiplied by itself give you a negative number? No ordinary number, of

course, can; those so defined are called "imaginary," and assigned the

label i; V —
"l6 = 4V — 1 = 4i. Such numbers, it turns out, can be

manipulated like any other and find wide use in such fields as aerody-

namics and electronics.

That happens often in mathematics; a notion at first glance arbitrary,

or trivial, or paradoxical turns out to be mathematically profound, or

even of practical value. After an innocent childhood of ordinary numbers

like 1, 2, and 7, one's initial exposure to negative numbers, like — 1 or
—

11, can be unsettling. Here, it doesn't require much arm-twisting to

accept the idea: If t represents a temperature rise, but the temperature

drops 6 degrees, you certainly couldn't assign the same / = 6 that you

would for an equivalent temperature rise; some other number, — 6,

seems demanded. Somewhat analogously, imaginary numbers—as well

as many other seemingly arbitrary or downright bizarre mathematical

Concepts—turn out to make solid sense.

Ramanujan's notebooks ranged over vast terrain. But this terrain was
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virtually all "pure" mathematics. Whatever use to which it might one

day be put, Ramanujan gave no thought to its practical applications. He

might have laughed out loud over the monkey and the guava problem,

hut hp thniiorht nnt at all it ic cafii tn ca\/ ahnut raicincr thp VipIH nf Smith" ~ ' "-vv.& v - « - " — -— vv, — ; , o /

Indian rice. Or improving the water system. Or even making an impact

on theoretical physics; that, too, was "applied."

Rather hp rliH i t inct tn Hn it Rama n i lia n wa S a n artist AnH nnmhprs
, .^j— . j

and the mathematical language expressing their relationships—were his

medium.

Ramanujan's notebooks formed a distinctly idiosyncratic record. In them

even widely standardized terms sometimes acquired new meaning. Thus,

an "example"—normally, as in everyday usage, an illustration of a gen-

eral principle—was for Ramanujan often a wholly new theorem. A
"corollary"—a theorem flowing naturally from another theorem and so

rpniiirincr nn tpnaratp nrnnf—was fnr him Snmpfimps a crpnpraliya tmn
1" o w

~i I — - ~ o J

which did require its own proof. As for his mathematical notation, it

sometimes bore scant resemblance to anyone else's.

In mathematics, the assignment of #'s and j's need conform to no

particular rule; while an equation may reveal profound mathematical

truths, just how it is couched—the letters and symbols assigned to its

various entities, for example—is quite arbitrary. Still, in a mature field,

one or very few notational systems normally take hold. A mathematician

laying open a new field picks the Greek letter tt, say, to stand for a certain

variable; soon, through historical accident or force of habit, it's become

enshrined in the mathematical literature.

To pick an example familiar from high school algebra, the two roots of

a quadratic equation (which describes the geometric figure known as a

parabola) are given by

-b± VV-4acX=
2a"

where a, b, and c are constants, x a variable. So entrenched is this form

of the enuation that it's hard to imagine anvthiner else. And vet. there's_ . — —j _._ _. . . _. 0 _ . _
/

. 0 ._. .
y

_ . . ._

no reason why the constants couldn't be p, q, and r. Or m,, m2 , and m
3 .

And the quantity within the square root sign could be seen as the differ-

ence of two squares and broken up into two terms. And the square root

itself could be expressed as a fractional power. And each of the two roots

could get its own equation. The result would be:
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x _ l/
2
_£ +
rrio 17m n 4- 2 Vrn/m^ (m*~~2 Vm,mJl 1/2

m, 2mj

_ ^ m2 [(m 2 + 2 Vm^g) (m2
— 2 Vm^j)] 1/6

" A ~ rtij 2m!

The mathematical gymnastics don't matter here, only that this is iden-

tical to the more canonical version—and yet, on its face, unrecognizable.

Someone coming up with the result on his own, and expressing it in this

alien notation because he did not know the established one, would face

wfra roadblocks to beinff understood and miffht be written off as unor-
' ~ " "" o o

thodox or strange.

Which is just how Ramanujan's notebooks would tend to be regarded

by mathematicians, both of his own day and of our own. In the area of

elliptic functions, where everybody used k for the modulus, an important

constant, Ramanujan used the Greek letter Vet, or Vx. Sometimes n

was in his notebooks, a continuous variable, which for nrofessional math-., , - • . .. J" - - 1 i

ematicians it never was. As for the quantity tt(x), by which everyone else

meant the number of prime numbers among the first x integers, it never

appeared at all.

There was nothing "wrong" in what Ramanujan did; it was just weird.

Ramanujan was not in contact with other mathematicians. He hadn't

read last month's Proceedings ofthe London Mathematical Society. He was not

a member of the mathematical community. So that today, scholars citing

his work must invariably say, "In Ramanujan's notation," or "Express-

ing Ramanuian's idea in standard notation." or use similar such lan-

guage.

He was like a species that had branched off from the main evolutionary

line and, like an Australian echidna or Galapagos tortoise, had come to

occupy a biological niche all his own.

If offbeat to other mathematicians, the parade of symbols in Ramanu-
jan's notebooks amounted to a foreign language to most lay people. And
yet, as arcane a language as it was, the concepts it expressed often turned

out to be surorisinerlv straightforward.

Take, for example, the7(jf)'s and other examples of "functional nota-

tion" that litter Ramanujan's notebooks. Here, J{x), read "ef of ex,"

doesn't mean/ times x, but rather some unspecified function of x\ some-

thing, in other words, depends on x. Without defining the function we
don't know how it depends. Later, we may specify, for example, that^*)
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tells us, describing its mathematical behavior: In this case, when x = 1,

y( at) = 4; when a: = 2,f(x) ~ 7; and so on. But often, the mathematician

rl /-men ' f 7*i/jm/ f /-i (TAf flniim f /-i i;n*rifirc I< 1 1 n r» 1 1 /-»n -j 1 nnla hnn l*»tc him \A/nrlr

in the more abstract realms he prefers, free from slavery to particular

cases.

In funrhnnal nnt^hnn fk / /? A ^ "nhi nf a \r anH h*»p " met mpanc^v^i^^w^^x "vu«i.vu, '
"

i v* - ; —" '-"-^5 j"""

some unspecified function,
(J>,

that depends on the variables a and And

/(3) just means/(A:) evaluated when x = 3. And £( — x) just means ^(at)

with — 1 m1 1 1 CT(rt*r\ intn flip f*n iiQtinn u/hpn^v^r v ^ 1 — 9 u/lipn v = 9

and so on. With such broad brush strokes, sometimes never stooping to

particular functions at all, the mathematician fashions his world.

Or sometimes he does make _/"(#) a specific function, then goes on to

discover its odd or revealing properties. On page 75 of the first notebook,

for example, Ramanujan writes

<J)(x) +
<J>

(~X) = V-2
(f>
(-X 2

)

for a particular function defined previously. Evaluate $>(x) at, say, x =

V2, then at x = — Vi. Add up the two results. And that will equal half of

what you get ifyou evaluate the function at x — — lA. But Ramanujan's

equation says it more generally, reveals the function's mathematical id-

iosyncrasies. And says it without so many words.

Which is one reason why Ramanujan, and all mathematicians, use

their seemingly alien language in the first place—as a stand-in for long-

winded vprhiacrp Whpn nn nacrp Rfi nf fhp first nntphnnlf and in manv
. 0 _. . . —

I
—0 ~ — ~- , —

j

other places, Ramanujan writes S, the Greek letter sigma, he means,

simply, "the sum of. .
." A notational fragment like

00 k

k=i
K

may be read as "the sum of all the terms of the form x to the kth power

divided by k„ when k goes from 1 to infinity." That means, "whenever you

see a k, replace it by 1, and note it; then by a 2, and add it to the

first. . , Continue in this way forever." And that is equivalent to

x
2

x
3

x
4

x + T+ 7 + T+

Mathematics is full of similarly simple ideas lurking behind alien ter-

minology. Want to specify a series of terms that alternate between pos-
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itive and negative? That's easy: Just include the fragment (— 1)*. As k

marches up through the integers one by one, the sign alternates auto-

matically between plus and minus, because minus-times-minus is plus

and minus-times-plus is minus. Or maybe you wish to specify only odd

numbers, like 1, 3, 5, 7, and so on? The expression 2n + 1 churns them

out. For n equals 0, 2n+\ equals 1. For n—\, 2«+r=3. For n = 2,

2n+ 1 =5 . . .

Short, sweet, concise.

If you don't know English, you can't write a job application, and you

can't write King Lear. But just knowing English isn't enough to write

Shakespeare's play. The same applies to Ramanujan's notebooks: its

pages of mathematical scrawl were, to professional mathematicians, what

was least difficult about them. As with the English of Lear, it was what

they said that took all the work.

And work it was—in expressing mathematical entities, performing op-

erations on them, trying special cases, applying existing theorems to new

realms. But some of the work, too, was numerical computation. "Every

rational integer was his personal friend," someone once said of Ramanu-

jan; as with friends, he liked numbers, enjoyed being in their company.

Even in the published notebooks, you can see Ramanujan giving con-

crete numerical form to what others might have left abstract—plugging

in numbers, getting a feel for how functions "behaved." Some pages, with

their dearth of S's andj{xys, and their profusion of 61s and 3533s, look

less like mathematical treatise, more like the homework assignment of a

fourth-grader. Numerical elbow grease it was. And he put in plenty of it.

One Ramanujan scholar, B. M. Wilson, later told how Ramanujan's

research into number theory was often "preceded by a table of numer-

ical results, carried usually to a length from which most of us would

shrink."

From which most ofus would shrink. There's admiration there, but maybe
a wisp of derision, too—as if in wonder that Ramanujan, of all people,

Could stoop so willingly to the realm of the merely arithmetical. And yet,

Ramanujan was doing what great artists always do—diving into his

material. He was building an intimacy with numbers, for the same reason

that the painter lingers over the mixing of his paints, or the musician

endlessly practices his scales.

And his insight profited. He was like the biological researcher who sees

things others miss because he's there in the lab every night to see them.
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His friends might later choose to recall how he made short work of

school problems, could see instantly into those they found most dif-

ficult. But the problems Ramanujan took up were as tough slogging to

him as school problems were to them. His successes did not come entirely

through flashes of inspiration. It was hard work. It was full of false starts.

It took time.

And that was the irony: in the wake of his failure at school, time was

one thing he had plenty of.

6. A THOUGHT OF GOD

In 1807, a hundred years before Ramanujan was to fail his F.A. exam for

the last time and experience India's educational system in all its oppres-

sive rigidity, William Thackeray, an Englishman with experience in In-

dia as translator, judge, and civil servant, concluded his Report on Canara,

Malabar, and Ceded Districts. In it, he wrote:

It is very proper that in England, a good share of the produce of the earth

should be appropriated to support certain families in affluence, to produce

senators, sages and heroes for the service and defense of the state; or in

other words, that a great part of the rent should go to opulent nobility and

gentry, who are to serve their country in Parliament, in the army, in the

navy, in the departments of science and liberal professions. The leisure,

independence and high ideals which the enjoyment of this rent affords has

enabled them to raise Britain to pinnacles of glory. Long may they enjoy it.

But in India that haughty spirit, independence and deep thought which the

possession of great wealth sometimes gives ought to be suppressed. They

are directly averse to our power and interest. The nature of things, the past

experience of all governments, renders it unnecessary to enlarge on this

subject. We do not want generals, statesmen and legislators; we want

industrious husbandmen. If we wanted restless and ambitious spirits there

are enough of them in Malabar to supply the whole peninsula.

If Thackeray's sentiments mirrored British educational policy in In-

dia, no better evidence for it could be found than Ramanujan, for whom
college might have seemed aimed at suppressing "haughty spirit, inde-

pendence, and deep thought." Indeed, Indian higher education's failure

to nurture one of such undoubted, but idiosyncratic, gifts could serve as

textbook example of how bureaucratic systems, policies, and rules really

do matter. People, as individuals, appreciated and respected Ramanujan;
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but the System failed to find a place for him. It was designed, after all, to

churn out bright, well-rounded young men who could help their British

masters run the country, not the "restless and ambitious spirits" Thack-

eray warned against.

Viewed one way, then, for at least the five years between 1904 and

1909, Ramanujan floundered—mostly out of school, without a degree,

without a job, without contact with other mathematicians.

And yet, was the cup half-empty—or half-full?

The great nineteenth-century mathematician Jacobi believed, as E. T.

Bell put it in Men of Mathematics, that young mathematicians ought to be

pitched "into the icy water to learn to swim or drown by themselves.

Many students put offattempting anything on their own account till they

have mastered everything relating to their problem that has been done by

others. The result is that but few ever acquire the knack of independent

work."

Ramanujan tossed alone in the icy waters for years. The hardship and

intellectual isolation would do him good? They would spur his indepen-

dent thinking and hone his talents? No one in India, surely, thought

anything of the kind. And yet, that was the effect. His academic failure

forced him to develop unconventionally, free of the social straitjacket that

might have constrained his progress to well-worn paths.

For five solid years, Ramanujan was left alone to pursue mathematics.

He received no guidance, no stimulation, no money beyond the few

rupees he made from tutoring. But for all the economic deadweight he

represented, his family apparently discouraged him little—not enough, in

any case, to stop him. India, it might be said, left room for the solitary

genius in him as it would for the sage, the mystic, the sanyasi. His friends,

his mother, and even his father tolerated him, made no unduly urgent

demands that he find work and make something of himself. Indeed, in

looking back to Ramanujan's early years, Neville would refer to "the

carefree days before 1909." And, in a sense, they were. In some ways,

they were the most productive of his life. Ramanujan had found a home
in mathematics, one so thoroughly comfortable he scarcely ever wished to

leave it. It satisfied him intellectually, aesthetically, emotionally.

And, the evidence suggests, spiritually, as well. Countless stories would

later attest to how, in Ramanujan, the mathematical and the metaphys-

ical lay side by side, inextricably intertwined. Once, while a student at

Pachaiyappa's College, he is said to have warned the parents of a sick

child to move him away; "the death of a person," he told them, "can
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occur only in a certain space-time junction point." Another time, in a

dream, he saw a hand write across a screen made red by flowing blood,

tracing out elliptic integrals.

One idea Ramanujan bruited about dealt with the quantity 2" — 1.

That, a friend remembered him explaining, stood for "the primordial

God and several divinities. When n is zero the expression denotes zero,

there is nothing; when n is I the expression denotes unity, the Infinite

God. When n is 2, the expression denotes Trinity; when n is 3, the

expression denotes 7, the Saptha Rishis, and so on."

Ramanujan was unfailingly congenial to metaphysical speculation. In

Kumbakonam, there was a gymnastics teacher, Satyapriya Rao, whose

fevered outpourings even tolerant South Indians dismissed. He would

stand there, by the Cauvery, staring into the sun, raving; sometimes he'd

have to be chained up when he got too hysterical. Most people ignored

him. But not Ramanujan, who would sometimes collect food for him;

some thought he must be mad to indulge him so. Yes, Ramanujan ex-

plained, he knew the man had visions, saw tiny creatures. But in an

earlier birth, he was sure, Satyapriya had earned great merit. What
others wrote offas the ravings of a madman was actually a highly evolved

vision of the cosmos.

Later, in England, Ramanujan would build a theory of reality around

Zero and Infinity, though his friends never quite figured out what he was

getting at. Zero, it seemed, represented Absolute Reality. Infinity, or °c,

was the myriad manifestations of that Reality. Their mathematical prod-

uct, X 0, was not one number, but all numbers, each of which corre-

sponded to individual acts of creation. To philosophers, perhaps—and to

mathematicians, certainly—the idea might have seemed silly. But Ra-

manujan found meaning in it. One friend, P. C. Mahalanobis—the man
who discovered him shivering in his Cambridge room—later wrote how

Ramanujan "spoke with such enthusiasm about the philosophical ques-

tions that sometimes I felt he would have been better pleased to have

succeeded in establishing his philosophical theories than in supplying

rigorous proofs of his mathematical conjectures."

In the West, there was an old debate as to whether mathematical

reality was made by mathematicians or, existing independently, was

merely discovered by them. Ramanujan was squarely in the latter camp;

for him, numbers and their mathematical relationships fairly threw

off clues to how the universe fit together. Each new theorem was one

more piece of the Infinite unfathomed. So he wasn't being silly, or sly, or
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uuic "when later he told a fnend, "An equation for me has no iue<*niug

unless it expresses a thought of God."

7. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

At the age of twenty, Ramanujan was, as he'd been most of his life, fat,

n . T „ „„,j ,.,;+u „ „„„„ „„*„ „ fl

„
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marked face, bare of mustache or beard. His shaved forehead, with its

prominent red and white caste mark, and the rest of his full black hair
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fleshier, and fuller than he was.

But there was no thick, lumbering sluggishness to Ramanujan's bulk;

if anything it was more like that of a sumo wrestler, or a Buddha, with a

lightness to it, even a delicacy. He walked with head erect, a sprightliness

in his gait, body pitched forward onto his toes. He had long arms, hands

of o. surprising, velvety smoothness, and slender, tapering fingers forever

in motion as he talked.

When he grew animated, the words tumbled out. Even eating, which

he did with gusto, rarely staunched the flow; he'd go on with an idea or

a joke even with his mouth full. And always, his dark eyes glowed; the

rest of him could sometimes seem to fall away, leaving only the light in

his eyes.

Occasionally he'd drop by the college that had flunked him, to borrow

a book, or see a professor, or hear a lecture. Or he'd wander over to the

.,1^ u.. t— t> ~— u c.u i,:„„ ^„ t u „ „ru:. uiA-nijjie. uui nivjony, ivaiuaiiujait wuuiu on. wvjiiving vjn tncjL/j-ui kji ul<s ihjujl

on Sarangapani Sannidhi Street, legs pulled into his body, a large slate

spread across his lap, madly scribbling, seemingly oblivious to the squeak

of the hard slate pencil upon it. For all the noisy activity of the street, the

procession of cattle, of sari-garbed women, of half-naked men pulling

carts, he inhabited an island of serenity. Human activity passed close by,

yet left him alone, and free, unperturbed by exams he had no wish to

take, or subjects he had no wish to study.

The Hindu, South India's premier English language newspaper, had
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wanting in examples of what may be called passive virtues. Patience,

personal attachment, gentleness and such like have always been promi-

nent. But for ages together, India has not had amongst her sons one like

Gordon, Garibaldi, or Washington. ... In all departments of life," it

went on, "the Hindus require a vigorous individuality, a determination to
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succeed and to sacrifice everything in the attempt." And despite his

seeming indifference to worldly success, Ramanujan, inwardly, was a

model of all the Hindu editorial writer could have wanted.

A determination to succeed and to sacrifice everything in the attempt. That could

be a prescription for an unhappy life; certainly for a life out of balance,

sneering at timidity and restraint. Sometimes, as Ramanujan sat or squat-

ted on the pial, he'd look up to watch the children playing in the street

with what one neighbor remembered as "a blank and vacant look." But

inside, he was on fire.

When he thought hard, his face scrunched up, his eyes narrowed into

a squint. When he figured something out, he sometimes seemed to talk to

himself, smile, shake his head with pleasure. When he made a mistake,

too impatient to lay down his slate pencil, he twisted his forearm toward

his body in a single fluid motion and used his elbow, now aimed at the

slate, as an eraser.

Ramanujan's was no cool, steady Intelligence, solemnly applied to the

problem at hand; he was all energy, animation, force.

He was also a young man who hung around the house, who had

flunked out of two colleges, who had no job, who indulged in mystical

disquisitions that few understood, and in mathematics that no one did.

What value was his work to anyone? Maybe he was a genius, maybe a

crank. But in any case, why waste one's time and energy in activity so

divorced from the common purposes of life? Didn't his father, working as

a lowly clerk in a silk shop, do the world and himself more good than he?

For a long time his parents put up with him. But in the end they too

reached their limits, grew irritated and impatient. Enough is enough, his

mother decided. And sometime probably late in 1908 she moved deci-

sively to invoke what the Indian psychologist Ashis Nandy has called

"that time-tested Indian psychotherapy"—an arranged marriage.
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[1908 to 1913]

I . JANAKI

One day late in 1908, Ramanujan's mother was visiting friends in the

village of Rajendram, about sixty miles west of Kumbakonam. There she

spied a bright-eyed wisp of a girl, Janaki, daughter of a distant relative.

She asked for the girl's horoscope—the first step in virtually every ar-

ranged marriage in India—drew her son's horoscope on the wall of the

house, compared it to that of the girl, and concluded that yes, this would

make a good match. Negotiations ensued for the marriage of Ramanujan

and Janaki, then about nine years old.

It was in many ways an apt match, between two persons ofequally mea-

ger social standing. Janaki was an unassuming, only ordinarily pretty girl

from a village so tiny it appears on none but the most detailed maps. The

family had once been better off; her father dealt injewelry-making supplies

and had once owned a little property. But now, fallen on harder times, they

could offer only a modest dowry, perhaps a few polished copper vessels.

They could not afford to be choosy about a husband, especially since Ja-

naki was but one of five daughters (along with one son). Most of all, they

sought a family for their daughter apt to treat her kindly during those early

years when, still without children, she toiled under the imperious eye and

unquestioned authority of her mother-in-law.

Ramanujan, meanwhile, was no great catch. Outwardly, he was a total

failure, lacking degree, job, or prospects. Janaki knew nothing of the man
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who was to become her husband; she would not so much as glimpse his

face until their wedding. He was an ordinary young man from an ordi-

nary family. Maybe, she thought later, her parents had heard Komala-

tammal tout her son as a mathematical genius; if so, she'd known nothing

of it.

So far as Komalatammal was concerned it was all set, which in Ra-

manujan's family meant it was. But when husband Srinivasa learned of

the arrangements, he fumed. The boy can do better than that, he pro-

tested. Many families in Kumbakonam would be proud to count him as

son-in-law; in fact, two years before, when Ramanujan was offat Fachaiy-

appa's College, a family in Kanchipuram had come forward with an

offer, and only a death in the bride's family had gotten in the way. What
really riled Srinivasa, though, was that he'd had no say in the plans.

Nothing mollified him. So the following July, when it came time to travel

to Rajendram for the wedding, he stayed home.

In these events, Srinivasa's exclusion was unusual. Arranged mar-

riages, without a say for the bride or groom, were virtually universal, the

institution of child-brides almost as much so; most girls married before

puberty, though they didn't actually live with their husbands, consum-

mating the marriage, until later. The practice was repugnant to most

Europeans, but the British, ever sensitive to local custom, did nothing to

change it. In 1894, the state of Mysore had passed a law barring the

marriage of girls younger than eight; a similar provision in Madras had

failed.

Extending over four or five days, an Indian wedding was a glory of

color and tinsel, music and ceremony. The whole economy was influ-

enced by the scale and expense of these grand affairs, on which six

months' income might be blown with scarcely a thought. Even the poor-

est families unblinkingly assumed every burden—saved every spare ru-

pee, indebted themselves to local usurers—to provide their daughters'

dowries, to buy new saris, and to pay for the meals and music of the

wedding itself.

Ramanujan's was a double wedding, Janaki's sister Vijayalakshmi

being set to marry the same day. (By December, she would be dead, prey

to a severe fever.) The other bridegroom showed up on schedule. But

long into the day before the wedding, and then into the night, Ramanujan

and his family failed to appear. Janaki's father, Rangaswamy, had never

been entirely won over by the prospect of the match. Now, Janaki heard
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him say, if Ramanujan didn't show up soon, they'd marry her 01T, then

and there, to someone else, maybe his nephew. . . .

The train from Kumbakonam rolled into Kulittalai, the station nearest

Rajendram, hours late. And so it was long past midnight before Ramanu-

jan and his mother, on a bullock cart from the station, reached the

village. Rangaswamy, his nerves stretched to the breaking point, railed,

spoke of calling off the wedding. But Komalatammal, marshaling her

considerable persuasive powers, wondered out loud whether a father of

five daughters ought to hesitate when opportunity knocked. . . .

As usual, Koinalatammal had her way. The bridegroom's reception

took place at one o'clock in the morning. Then came the kasiyatra, in

which the bridegroom makes a show of renouncing domestic pleasures,

even starts off for Benares, the sacred city of the North, to become a

sanyasi; he gets maybe a hundred yards before being headed off by the

bride's family, who wash his feet in supplication and beg him to return,

rinany, on juiy it, i^u^janajti look me sapiapaui, oi seven steps, uiai

made the marriage irrevocable.

Inauspicious incidents, however, marred the wedding. While Ra-

manujan and Janaki, in the finest silk sari her family could afford, sat

together on the traditional swing being serenaded by singers, the

screams of a retarded girl from town shattered the moment's harmony.

At another point, a garland Janaki sought to place around Ramanu-

jan's neck fell to the ground. Finally, as drummers and musicians en-

tertained them, a fire broke out in a corner of the choultry where the

wedding was being held. Though quickly extinguished, it was deemed

an ill omen.

Through it all, the doughty Komalatammal remained cheerful, her

unflappability winning her sympathy and not a little wonder.

At first, Ramanujan's marriage changed nothing, at least outwardly.

Janaki wouldn't actually join him for three years, until after she'd reached

puberty. Rather, after a brief spell with his family in Kumbakonam, she

would return to her own in Rajendram, there to work with her mother
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schooled in the arts of obedience and respect for her parents-in-law and

husband.

But though outward circumstances had changed little, Ramanujan

had entered a new stage of life. Hindu thinking sees life passing through
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four stages. As brahmacharya, you are a student, learning the spiritual

and intellectual ropes. As grihasta, occupying the longest span, you are

a householder, with responsibilities to home and family. As vana prastha,

or "inhabitant of the forest," you begin to throw on the bustle of family

life and seek solitude, introspective calm. Finally, as sanyasi, you relin-

quish everything—family, possessions, attachments—in pursuit of spiri-

tual fulfillment. At his wedding, in heading off for Benares, Ramanujan

had ritually opted for this last stage. But in fact, he was now a grihasta.

He had responsibilities now. He had a wife. His father was pushing fifty.

No longer was he a free spirit, left "ranging with delight" through math-

ematics, happily on his own. It was time that he assume the mantle of

adulthood.

But now a medical problem intervened. Some accounts later found it

more delicate to refer vaguely to "kidney trouble," but in fact Ramanujan

had developed a hydrocele, an abnormal swelling of the scrotal sac.

"Hydrocele" is a physical finding, not some particular illness. A sub-

tle, and otherwise harmless, imbalance in the rate of absorption of scro-

tal fluid can cause it. So can filariasis, endemic in South India, an

infection of the lymph system by mosquito-borne parasites. So can

other infections, among them tubercular. Usually, there are no symp-

toms, not even sexual; men sometimes carry a small hydrocele around

with them for years. Only when one reaches the size of, say, a tennis

ball, does sheer mechanical inconvenience make it a problem and de-

mand surgery. The operation is simple; an incision is made in the scro-

tal sac to release the blocked fluid. Because the area is so rich in blood

vessels, healing is normally rapid, and infection rare, even under poor

sanitary conditions.

There was one problem; the family had no money for the operation.

Komalatammal asked friends for help, but none was forthcoming. Fi-

nally, in January 1910, a certain Dr. Kuppuswami volunteered to do the

surgery for free. As the chloroform was being administered, a friend later

recalled in wonder, Ramanujan noted the order in which his five senses

were blocked.
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legs again too soon, he walked with his friend Anantharaman to a village

a few miles out of town; the wound began to bleed. But soon, recovered,

fueled by the new resolve a long rest can bring, Ramanujan began to go

out to the wider world beyond the pial.
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Since discovering Carr, he had turned his back on anything—school,

family, friends—that took him away from mathematics. During that pe-

riod, he'd probably needed to be left alone, undistracted, free to follow his

mathematicai muse. But now, after six years, maybe it was time to stitch

himself into the broader social fabric again. It is tempting, of course, to

see the hand of his mother in all this—that, consciously or not, she'd

realized that ifher son was to achieve anything, he had to reach out to the

world, and that his marriage would force him to do that. In any event,

that's what happened. Ramanujan was a grihasta now, and even if in-

wardly kicking and screaming, he gave up the social wilderness that had

long been his home.

2. DOOR-TO-DOOR

Ramanujan sought now not a scholarship, nor even the chance to be a

mathematician, but just a job, a chance at a future, a new life. For the

next two years, the sheer desperation of his lot sent him across South

India, first from Kumbakonam as his base and then, increasingly, Ma-

dras.

Once again, he took to the rails, though he would often have to depend

for his ticket on friends and well-wishers. To the English, even first-class

seats were a bargain. But for Ramanujan, round-trip to Madras at a

quarter-anna or so per mile for the crowded third-class carriage was

worth more than a week's pay to his father, the equivalent of more than

a hundred pounds of rice.

Early during this period, at least, he had no real home, but camped

out with friends. At one point, he showed up at the house of a friend

begging for a place to stay and was directed to quarters he might share

with an old monk. For a while in 1910, he stayed with Viswanatha

Sastri, whom he had tutored in Kumbakonam and who was now a

student at Presidency College in Madras. Viswanatha lived at the Vic-

toria Student Hostel near the college, a large red and black brick

structure whose turrets and three stories of brick-columned arches

looked as if they had been transplanted intact from England. Ramanu-
jan joined him there, heading out each morning in search of students to

tutor.

But apparently his reputation as a tutor of unworldly bent preceded

him, for he drew few students. At night, Viswanatha Sastri recalled later,
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he used to bemoan his wretched condition in life. When I encouraged him

by saying that being endowed with a valuable gift he need not be sorry but

only had to wait for recognition, he would reply that many a great man like

Galileo died in inquisition and his lot would be to die in poverty. But I

continued to encourage him that God, who is great, would surely help him

and he ought not to give way to sorrow.

It was an emotionally fragile period; even so thin a ray of pleasure as the

thin, peppery soup, or rasam, the hostel served, would loom large in

Ramanujan's memory across the years.

Later in 1910 and on into the following year, Ramanujan lived on

Venkatanarayan Lane, in a neighborhood called Park Town near the red

buildings ofCentral Railway Station. This time he lived on the sufferance

of two old Kumbakonam friends, K. Narasimha Iyengar and his brother,

K. Sarangapani Iyengar (whom he'd apparently forgiven for scoring

higher than he on the arithmetic exam ten years before). Back in Kum-
bakonam, the brothers had sometimes footed the bill for his clothes and

rail fares. Now, they were helping him again.

Narasimha was a student at Madras Christian College, a school run by

Scottish missionaries, and Ramanujan tutored him in math. As the F.A.

examination approached, Narasimha, who was no mathematician, be-

came nervous and depressed, even weighed skipping it altogether. On the

day of the exam, Ramanujan walked the four miles from Park Town to

Presidency College, where it was being held. There, he located his friend,

convinced him to take the exam, gave him a little pep talk, and supplied

a few last-minute tips. Whatever he said worked, if only barely:

Narasimha squeaked by with the lowest passing score.

One day probably soon after this Ramanujan appeared, delivered by

horse cart, at the doorstep of his friend from Pachaiyappa's days, R.

Radhakrishna Iyer. He was sick again, perhaps suffering the effects of

his operation earlier that year. Radhakrishna took him in, saw that he

was properly fed, and called in a doctor. Ramanujan, advised Dr.

Narayanaswami, needed constant nursing. So Radhakrishna took Ra-

manujan to Beach Station, near the harbor, and put him on the tram

back to his family in Kumbakonam. But before he left, in a moment

that Radhakrishna would remember always, Ramanujan turned to him

and said, "If I die, please hand these over to Professor Singaravelu

Mudaliar [from Pachaiyappa's] or to the British professor, Edward B.
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Ross, of the Madras Christian College," to whom he'd recently been

introduced.

And with that, Ramanujan handed him two large notebooks stuffed

with mathematics.

Ramanujan's notebooks were no longer for him merely a private record

of his mathematical thought. As the preceding incident suggests, they

were his legacy. And they were a selling document, his ticket to a job

—

"evidence," as his English friend Neville would later put it, "that he was

not the incorrigible idler his failures seemed to imply." Propelled by

necessity, he had begun calling on influential men who, he thought, could

give him a job. And slung under his arm as he called were—just as

photographers have their portfolios, or salesmen their display cases—his

notebooks. Ramanujan had become, in the year and a half since his

marriage, a door-to-door salesman. His product was himself.

In India more than elsewhere, it wasn't elaborate correspondence and

formal application to anonymous bureaucrats that got you a hearing or

landed you a job, but personal connections to someone at the top. Armed

with an introduction from a friend of the family, or the family of a friend,

you'd plunk yourself down at his doorstep. The physical blurring of the

line between inside and outside in South Indian homes was matched by

the permeability of South Indian social life; private and public realms

were not so rigidly walled off as in the West. Often, you'd be admitted

into the Great Man's presence. No day was so crowded, it seemed, no

time so squeezed, that it couldn't accommodate one more job-seeker.

Ramanujan's refrain was always the same—that his parents had made

him marry, that now he needed a job, that he had no degree but that he'd

been conducting mathematical researches on his own. And here . . . well,

why didn't the good sir just examine his notebooks.

His notebooks were his sole credential in a society where, even more

than in the West, credentials mattered; where academic degrees usually

appeared on letterheads and were mentioned as part of any introduction;

where, when they were not, you'd take care to slip them into the con-

versation. "Like regiments we have to carry our drums, and tambou-

rinage is as essential a thing to the march of our careers as it is to the

march of soldiers in the West," Indian novelist and critic Nirad C.

Chaudhuri has written of his countrymen's bent for self-promotion. "In

our society, a man is always what his designation makes him." Ramanu-
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jan's only designations were unemployed, and flunk-out. Without his b.A.,

one prominent mathematics professor told him straight out, he would

simply never amount to anything.

Ramanujan, then, had the toughest sort of selling job. But he brought

to it qualities that, as he hawked his wares across South India, brought

him a warm reception. People liked him.

"He was so friendly and gregarious," one who knew him later in Madras

would say of him. He was "always so full of fun, ever punning on Tamil

and English words, telling jokes, sometimes long stories, and going into

fits of laughter when relating them. His tuft would come undone and he

would try to knot it back as he continued to tell the story." Sometimes

he'd start laughing before reaching the punch line, garble its telling, and

have to repeat it. "He was so full of life and his eyes were mischievous and

sparkling. . . . He could talk on any subject. It was hard not to like him."

Not that Ramanujan was the hail-fellow-well-met type. More often he

seemed shy, his geniality emerging more among a few friends than in a

crowd. Nor was he particularly attuned to interpersonal nuance. More

than one otherwise fond reminiscence is like that ofN. Hari Rao, a college

classmate from Kumbakonam, who visited Ramanujan in Madras during

this period. "He would open his notebooks and explain to me intricate

theorems and formulae without in the least suspecting that they were be-

yond my understanding or knowledge." He just didn't pick up. Once Ra-

manujan was lost in mathematics, the other person was as good as gone.

And yet, ironically, this same want of social sensitivity conferred on

him a species of charm. For its flip side was an innocence, a sincerity,

upon which all who knew him invariably remarked.

"Ramanujan was such a simple soul that one could never be unfriendly

toward him," recalled N. Raghunathan, a high school classmate who

himself went on to become a mathematics professor. His humor ran

toward the obvious. His puns were crude. His idea of entertainment was

puppet shows, or bommalattam; or else simple street dramas, terrukutu, that

ran all night during village festivals and to which Ramanujan would go

with friends, cracking jokes and telling stories along the way. Ramanujan

wore his spirits on his sleeve. There was something so direct, so unas-

suming, so transparent about him that it melted distrust, made you want

to like him, made you want to help him.

In Kumbakonam a few years before, an old woman from the neigh-

borhood had taken Ramanujan under her wing, often inviting him in for
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midday snacks. "She knew nothing of mathematics," one of Ramanu-

jan's Indian biographers would note. But it was "the gleam in the eyes of

Ramanujan and his total absorption in something—it is these that had

endeared Ramanujan to her." And that unstudied absorption drew oth-

ers to him, too.

People didn't take to Ramanujan because he was sensitive to them, or

because he was especially considerate. They might not understand his

mathematics. They might even flirt with the idea that he was a crank.

And they might, in the end, be unable to help him. But, somehow, they

couldn't help but like him.

Sometime late in 1910, Ramanujan boarded a northbound train from

Kumbakonam and, about halfway to Madras, got ofFat Villupuram, just

west of Pondicherry, the coastal city then still in French hands. At Vil-

lupuram, he changed trains for the twenty-mile trip west to Tirukoilur, a

town of about nine thousand that was headquarters of its district. In

Tirukoilur, V. Ramaswami Iyer held the midlevel government post of

deputy collector. (Iyer, also spelled Aiyar, was the caste name of Brah-

mins who worshipped Siva, and was ubiquitous in South India.)

What made Ramaswami especially worth traveling to see was that he

was a mathematician; in particular, he had recently founded the Indian

Mathematical Society. Everyone called him "Professor," though he held

no academic post. Back while a student at Presidency College, it seems,

he had contributed mathematical articles to the Educational Times in En-

gland. Its editors, assuming he was a college professor, addressed him as

such, and the name stuck.

Now, as ever, Ramanujan came armed with his notebook. The Pro-

fessor looked at it. He was a geometer, and the mathematics he saw

before him was mostly unfamiliar. Still, at least in the glow of memory,

"I was struck by the extraordinary mathematical results contained in

it." Did that mean he would give Ramanujan a job in the taluk office?

Hardly. "I had no mind to smother his genius by an appointment in

the lowest rungs of the revenue department," he wrote later. So he sent

him on his way, with notes of introduction, to mathematical friends in

Madras.

One of them, a charter member of the Mathematical Society, was P. V.

Seshu Iyer, a pinch-faced man with glasses who'd been one of Ramanu-

jan's professors at Government College. Since about 1906, they'd not

seen one another. Now, four years later, Seshu Iyer had moved up to
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Presidency College in Madras. Ramanujan met him there, notebooks in

hand, but also this time with Ramaswami Iyer's recommendation. He left

with leads and yet other notes of introduction.

He went to see S. Baiakrishna Iyer, then himseifjust starting his career

as a mathematics lecturer at Teachers' College in the Madras suburb of

Saidapet. Would he, Ramanujan asked, recommend him to his English

boss, a certain Dodweii, for a job as a clerk? It didn't matter how poorly

it paid; anything would do. Baiakrishna served him coffee, looked at his

notebooks, which he didn't understand, and later went to see Dodweii

three or four times on Ramanujan's behalf. Nothing came of it. "I was

not big enough," apologized Baiakrishna Iyer later—not important

enough to exert any influence.

In December, Ramanujan went to see R. Ramachandra Rao, who was

indeed "big enough." Educated at Madras's Presidency College, he had

joined the provincial civil service in 1890, at the age of nineteen, and in

time rose to become registrar of the city's Cooperative Credit Societies.

Now he was district collector of Nellore, a town of about thirty-five

thousand, a hundred miles up the East Coast Railway from Madras.

Earlier in the year, he had been named "Dewan Bahadur," which was

something like a British knight. All this, and he was a mathematician,

too, serving as secretary of the Indian Mathematical Society, the group

Ramaswami Iyer had founded four years earlier, and even sometimes

contributing solutions to problems posed in its Journal. Intelligent,

wealthy, and well connected, R. Ramachandra Rao was just the kind of

paternal figure, at the head of a retinue of family and friends, through

whose offices one got things done in India.

Just how Ramanujan got an audience with him is unclear, though

accounts agree that Ramachandra Rao's nephew, R. Krishna Rao, was

the final intermediary. Ramanujan's friend, Radhakrishna Iyer, to whom
he'd earlier given his notebooks for safekeeping, said he wrote his father-

in-law, an engineer in Nellore, to arrange the meeting. Seshu Iyer said

later that he paved the way. Ramanujan's English friend, Neville, later

speculated that Seshu Iyer did indeed supply Ramanujan with a letter of

introduction to Ramachandra Rao—but that Ramanujan was "too tim-

id" to use it. He may, then, have needed some extra push to go and meet

this powerful man. If so, he got it from C. V. Rajagopalachari.

Rajagopalachari was just a few months older than Ramanujan, had

grown up in the same town, frequented the same temple, attended Town
High with him. One afternoon back in 1902, during recess, an older
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student, said to be the smartest in his class, handed him a math problem.

Ramanujan was so smart? Well, then, let him solve this:

Vx~+y=7

Vy + x= 11

At first glance failing under the familiar heading of "two simultaneous

equations in two unknowns," the problem actually confronted Ramanu-

jan with a difficult fourth-degree equation and meant recalling a theorem

applicable to a particular class of them. To any ordinarily smart fourteen-

year-old, it would be exceedingly difficult. "To my astonishment," Ra-

jagopalachari remembered later, "Ramanujan worked it out in half a

minute and arrived at the answer by two steps."

In fact, he probably didn't "work it out" at all, but simply looked at it,

guessed the answer might be one where each was a square, tried a couple

of possibilities in his head, and saw the solution, x~9 andj>= 4, jump out

at him; in other words, it was a piece of fancy footwork, nothing math-

ematically profound. Still, it impressed Rajagopalachari, and he and

Ramanujan became friends.

Over the years, Rajagopalachari had followed a straight career trajec-

tory toward becoming a lawyer, while Ramanujan floundered. The two

lost contact. But now, in 1910, almost a decade later, they met again by

chance in Madras. Despondent, Ramanujan told Rajagopalachari about

his school failure. He had no future, he said. No one appreciated him.

He'd written a famous mathematician in Bombay, Professor Saidhana,

with samples of his work. He'd written the Indian Mathematical Society.

Nothing had come of any of it. So, thanks to a friend who was supplying

the ticket, he was taking a train back to Kumbakonam that very night.

Don't go, said Rajagopalachari. Ramanujan may have mentioned he

had a letter of introduction to Ramachandra Rao, but had not yet acted

on it. In any case, Rajagopalachari said that he would take him to meet

Ramachandra Rao. When Ramanujan protested that he had no money to

remain in Madras, his friend said he'd foot the expenses.

The meeting occurred. Ramachandra Rao wrote about it later, in these

words:

Several years ago, a nephew of mine, perfectly innocent of mathematics,

spoke to me, "Uncle, I have a visitor who talks of mathematics; I do not

understand him; can you see if there is anything to his talk?" And in the
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plenitude ofmy mathematical wisdom, I condescended to permit Ramanu-

jan to walk into my presence. A short uncouth figure, stout, unshaved, not

overclean, with one conspicuous feature—shining eyes—walked in, with a

fraved notebook under his arm.— j — — _ _— _ _ . —— —

Three times, according to Rajagopalachari, Ramanujan met with the

erreat man. The first time. Ramachandra Rao asked to keen Ramanuian's

papers a few days. The second time, having perused them, he said he'd

never seen anything like Ramanujan's theorems, but since he could make

nothing of them, he honed thev would not trouble him affain. Thev did." O " 7 ~ "J 'J ------ ...
/ - - 3

of course, so now, on this third occasion, Ramachandra Rao put things

more plainly. Perhaps Ramanujan was sincere, he allowed; but if no

moral fraud, he was more than likely an intellectual one. In other words,

he doubted that Ramanujan knew what he was talking about.

As the two friends left, Ramanujan mentioned that with him he had his

corresnondence with Professor Saldhana. the eminent Bombav mathe-

matician. Saldhana, too, had concluded that he couldn't help him. But

many of Ramanujan's formulas, he'd written in the margins of the sheet

of paper Ramanujan had sent him, seemed intriguing indeed. It was just

that he could hardly throw the weight of his reputation behind someone

working in areas so unfamiliar to him.

This was hardly a ringing endorsement; indeed it differed only slightly

from what Ramanujan would hear all through his early years—that his

work was not well enough understood to classify as either the fulmina-

tions of a crank or the outDourinffs of a genius. Ramachandra Rao him-
1 o o

self, in so many words, had said that; dubious, he'd erred on the side of

caution, and decided not to take up Ramanujan's case. But Saldhana,

erring even further on the side of caution, had at least made clear that,

whatever else he was, Ramanujan was no crank.

That was enough for the tenacious Rajagopalachari, who saw in Sald-

hana's comments a way to allay Ramachandra Rao's doubts. Back they

went—on so fine a knife edge did Ramanujan's fate hinge—a fourth time.

At first, Ramachandra Rao was angry. Here again? Just a few minutes

later? But then he was shown the Saldhana corresDondence. as well as

some of Ramanujan's easier, more accessible results. "These," he wrote

later, "transcended existing books and I had no doubt that he was a

remarkable man. Then, step by step he led me to elliptic integrals, and

hypergeometric series. At last, his theory of divergent series, not yet

announced to the world, converted me. I asked him what he wanted."
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What he wanted. Ramanuian reDlied. was a Dittance on which to live

and work. Or, as Ramachandra Rao later put it, "He wanted leisure, in

other words, simple food to be provided to him without exertion on his

nart. and that he should be allowed to dream on."
j
— '

3. "LEISURE" IN MADRAS

He wanted leisure . . .

The word leisure has undergone a shift since the time Ramachandra

Rao used it in this context. Todav. in Dhrases like leisure activitv or- - - - / ' JL /

leisure suit, it implies recreation or play. But the word actually goes back

to the Middle English leisour, meaning freedom or opportunity. And as

the Oxford English Dictionary makes clear, it's freedom notfrom but "/o do

something specified or implied" [emphasis added]. Thus, E. T. Bell

writes of a famous seventeenth-century French mathematician, Pierre de

Fermat, that he found in the King's service "plenty of leisure"—leisure,

that is, for mathematics.

So it was with Ramanujan. It was not self-indulgence that fueled his

quest for leisure; rather, he sought freedom to employ his gifts. In his

Report on Canara, Malabar and Ceded Districts, Thackeray spoke of the "lei-

sure, independence and high ideals" that had propelled Britain to its

cultural heights. The European "gentleman of leisure," free from the

need to earn a livelihood, presumably channeled his time and energy into

higher moral and intellectual realms. Ramanujan did not belong to such

an aristocracy of birth, but he claimed membership in an aristocracy of

the intellect. In seeking "leisure," he sought nothing more than what

thousands born to elite status around the world took as their due.

And remarkably—in a testament to his stubbornness as much as his

brains—he found it.

That he was a Brahmin probably helped. Ramanujan was poor, from

a family that sometimes lacked enough to eat. But in India, economic

class counted for less than caste. Being a Brahmin gave him access to

circles otherwise closed to him. In fact, virtually all those whom Ra-

manujan met during these years were Brahmins. Ramaswami Iyer was a

Brahmin. So was Seshu Iyer. So was Ramachandra Rao. Had Ramanu-

jan been of another caste, he might likewise have sought, and received,

help from wealthy and influential castemen. But in no other caste did

prestige, connections, and a taste for the life of the mind merge so natu-

rally as they did among Brahmins.
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As a Brahmin. Ramanujan may also have felt freer to seek the sort of

constructive idleness he thought he needed—and perhaps even, in some

measure, conceived as his due. Traditionally, Brahmins were recipients

of alms and temnle sacrifices: earning a livelihood was for them never
1 ' o

quite the high and urgent calling it was for others. Uncharitably, it might

be said that Ramanujan exhibited a prima donna-like self-importance

that left him unwilling to studv what he had no wish to studv. or to work

for any reason but to support his mathematics. Less harshly—and, on

balance, with greater justice—he was a secular sanyasi.

Ramachandra Rao sent Ramanujan back to Seshu Iyer, saying it would

be cruel to let him rot in a backwater like Nellore. No, he would not give

him a job in the local taluk office but rather would seek for him some

scholarship to which, despite his penchant for failing examinations, he

might be eligible. Meanwhile, let him stay in Madras; he, Ramachandra

Rao. would Dav his wav.

Monthly, from then on, Ramanujan began receiving a money order for

twenty-five rupees. It wasn't much. But it was enough to free him from

economic cares. Life opened up for him. Now, more decisively than

before, he left the Kumbakonam of his youth behind and, from early 1911

and for the next three years, stepped into the wider world ofSouth India's

capital, Madras.

It was the fifth-largest city in the British Empire and, after Calcutta and

Bombay, third-largest on the subcontinent. Some traced its name to the

legend of a fisherman named Madarasen; others to a corruption of Man-

darajya, meaning realm of the stupid, or even Madre de Dios, Portuguese

for mother of God. The city itself, however, was an invention of British

colonial policy. The British East India Company bought land at the

mouth of the Cooum River, and Fort St. George, which they constructed

there in 1642, became the administrative hub of the British presence in

South India.

Madras was not a compact city. The 550,000 people who inhabited it

in 1910 were spread up and down along the Bay of Bengal for miles,

dispersed in quite distinct population centers—Georgetown, Triplicane,

Mylapore, Chepauk, and others. Many of these places went back hun-

dreds or thousands of years. Three and a half miles south of the ragged

center of town, for example, was Mylapore, site of the revered Kapa-

laswara Temple. There, St. Thomas the Apostle, patron saint of India,
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had settled in the first century a.d. But the area was known to the ancient

Greeks and Romans, as a port, long before that.

The modern city of Madras slung low over the land, only the occa-

sional ffoDuram of a thousand-vear-old temole Dunctuatine the flatness:OA / X X '

no part of the city rose more than fifty feet above sea level. Spread all

across it, especially at the sites of old villages, were clusters of "hut-

ments." one-room dwellings of mud and thatch, tens of thousands of

them. But even the more substantial structures with red tile roofs almost

never rose higher than the second floor. Over the years, the city had

exDanded horizontally, not vertically: vou'd add an extension to the front

or back of the house rather than build another story. Madras, then, was

more like a leisurely, sprawling Phoenix or San Diego than a restless,

densely packed New York.

There were still large rural tracts within the city, with palm trees and

paddy fields, buffalo and washermen in rivers and lagoons, fishermen's

thatched huts and catamarans idled on the beach. Save for a few more

crowded districts, the crush of people squeezed onto every square inch

that the Westerner today associates with Indian cities was still in the

future. The city retained an easygoing village slowness.

It was possible to gaze down from the top of the lighthouse overlooking

the harbor and note, as one English visitor did around the turn of the

century, that

Madras is more lost in green than the greenest city further north. Under

your feet the red huddled roofs of the Black Town [the adjacent native

quarter] are only a speck. On one side is the bosom of the turquoise sea, the

white line of surf, the leagues of broad, empty, yellow beach; on the other,

the forest of European Madras, dense, round-polled green rolling away

southwards and inland till you can hardly see where it passes into the paler

green of the fields.

That was a European perspective, of course. But among Indians, too,

Madras was regarded as slower and more congenial, greener and more

spacious than a Calcutta or Bombay. It was hard being poor anywhere

in India. But it was a little easier in Madras. There was never the cold to

bear. And being so removed from the North, so much a regional capital,

so much South Indian, the city felt comfortable and familiar to the thou-

sands who, like Ramanujan, had moved to it from towns and villages

across the South.

* * *
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In May 1911, Ramanujan left the place he shared on Venkatanarayan

Lane and moved to a little alley boarding house, on Swami Pillai Street,

bearing the inflated name "Summer House." There he lived for the rest

of the year and much of 1912 with close to a dozen others, mostly stu-

dents, who frequented a Brahmin-run restaurant on Pycroft's Road, the

main street of a neighborhood known as Triplicane.

A few minutes' walk down Pycroft's, right beside Presidency College,

lay the beach. Even then it was a Madras landmark, a place anyone

who'd visited the city for even a few days always remembered. It was not

just a beach, but a freak of nature, a sweep ofsand piled up by the roaring

surf over the eons, that then had been refined, manicured, and developed

by an otherwise obscure Madras governor, one Mountstuart George

Grant-Duff, back in the 1880s. At the end of the long sloping sand, the

breakers rumbled. Yet so deep was the beach that, having once stepped

onto it, it was as if you still had a great desert to cross to reach them.

It was here that Ramanujan would come, letting his mathematical

ruminations percolate as he strolled along by the sea. Or else, come the

cooler hours of the evening, he would come with his friends, plunking

himself down on the light brown sand, flecked with tiny fragments of

seashell, and spin occult stories until long after dark.

There was an openness out here, away from the hot, dusty streets of

Triplicane, a delightful coolness. Looking inland, Ramanujan could see

the domed clock tower of Presidency College, made gold by the setting

sun. Looking out to sea, he could spy merchant vessels—distant gray

shapes, and others, closer to shore, all cargo booms and bright paint

—

plying their way up the coast from Colombo, in Ceylon, and from around

the southern tip of India, bound for Madras.

Lightened by the load Ramachandra Rao's generosity had lifted from

his shoulders, Ramanujan was happy, or something close to it. Now, after

that anxious, groping two years following his marriage, he was sur-

rounded by friends, doing what he liked to do, carefree and cheerful.

C. R. Krishnaswami Iyer, who'd known him at Pachaiyappa's and now

shared a room with him in Summer House, remembered how once Ra-

manujan stayed up exclaiming on astronomical wonders till late into the

night. Finally, Krishnaswami's cousin, his sleep shattered by Ramanu-

jan's monologue, poured a pot of water over him; that would cool his

fevered brain, he said. But Ramanujan took it all in stride. Ah, yes, a

refreshing Gangasnanam—a purging bath in the River Ganges; could he

have another?
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1911 was a good and hopeful year. It was the year the capital of India

was shifted, with great pomp and ceremony, from Calcutta to Delhi. The

year a new sewer system, complete with underground conduits, sand

filters, and pumps, was being installed in Madras. The year its oil-lit

streets began to give way to electricity. And it was the year Siinivasa

Ramanujan's first paper appeared, in the Journal ofthe Indian Mathematical

Society—representing his initial step onto the stage of Indian mathemat-

ics, and the world's.

4. JACOB BERNOULLI AND HIS NUMBERS

Five years before, in late 1906, several dozen professors at colleges in

Madras, Mysore, Coimbatore, and elsewhere in South India received a

letter from V. Ramaswami Iyer, in which he proposed the formation of a

mathematical society. Behind the idea lay simple want. Just as Ramanu-

jan had so depended on whatever few mathematical books had come his

way, so did Indian mathematicians generally suffer a lack of books and

journals from Europe and America. The society, in Ramaswami's con-

ception, would subscribe to journals and buy books, then circulate them

to members. Twenty-five rupees per year from even half a dozen mem-

bers would be enough to get the society off the ground.

He wound up with 20 founding members, all hungry for mathematical

fellowship, and what was known first as the Analytical Club, then the

Indian Mathematical Society, was born. Soon it was publishing a journal

of its own. Just a dozen years later, at its second conference in Bombay,

it would claim 197 members and be circulating 35 European and Amer-

ican journals.

These events awaited modern times. But a thousand years before the

British came, Indians were doing mathematics. Before the seventh cen-

tury, while the West was still mired in awkward Roman numerals, In-

dia had introduced the numerals we use today. The zero, a symbol

expressing nothingness, represented a particular triumph; it may go

back to as early as the second century B.C. but definitely appeared in a

book in the third century and on the wall of a temple near Gwalior, in

central India, in the ninth (where it helped specify a flower garden as

270 units long).

Many of India's contributions to mathematics were spurred by the

need to know, based on astronomical factors, the correct times for Vedic

ceremonies. Algebra, geometry, and trigonometry were all thereby en-
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riched. Figures like Aryabhata, born in a.d. 476, who established one of

the earliest and best values for ir, and Brahmagupta, 150 years later, left

theorems even now associated with their names.

It was a rich tradition, but one quite different from that of Greece,

the cradle of Western mathematics. Whereas the Greeks, especially Eu-

clid, emphasized formal proof, as in the step-by-step process high

school students first encounter in geometry, Indian mathematics

stressed the results themselves, however obtained. And without that

winnowing out of mathematical dross that formal proof achieved, In-

dian mathematics was wildly uneven; some of it was just plain wrong.

One Muslim writer noted in a book about India that Hindu mathe-

matics was "a mixture of pearl shells and sour dates ... of costly crys-

tal and common pebbles."

By the twentieth century, the pearl shells and crystal had long lain

buried in the dust of time. For centuries, India had stood its mathemati-

cal ground against the rest of the world. But now, that was ancient history;

of late it had added little to the world's mathematical treasure. Only a

line of brilliant mathematicians in Kerala, on the subcontinent's south-

west tip, broke the gloom that otherwise extended back to the great Bhas-

kara of the twelfth century. The birth of the Mathematical Society could

not ensure a rebirth. But its founders— hungry to connect with the West,

proud of their country's heritage yet soberly aware that reverence for the

past was no substitute for present achievement— surely hoped it did.

It was into this nascent new world that Ramanujan "came out," as it

were, as a mathematician in 1911. He had met Ramaswami Iyer, the

society's founder, the previous year when, in search of a job, he had

traveled to Tirukoilur. Now Ramanujan's work was appearing in volume

3 of Ramaswami Iyer's new Journal—which, like most mathematics pub-

lications, opened its pages to provocative or entertaining problems from

its readers.

One of two problems Ramanujan posed, as question 289, simply asked

the reader to evaluate

Seemingly straightforward arithmetic, with not so much as an x or y to

complicate it? Well, three issues of the Journal came and went—six months

—with no solution offered; in the end, Ramanujan supplied it himself. The

problem was those three little dots, indicating that the nesting of square
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roots, 3.rid the secjuence of numbers begun, was to continue ad infinitum.

Ramanujan had generated the problem years before in the form of an

example illustrating a more general theorem. The fourth equation down
In nhantpr 19 nn naorp 10^ nf hie fircf n nffhnnLr rpaH"
111 ^""^ - ^' - ' ~~ } . ' ^ ^ ........ V W VV.. j ' ^ ~* — .

x + n + a = Vax + (n + a)
2 + x Va(x + n) + (n + a)

2 + (x + n) Vetc!

Break any number into three components, x, n} and a, the equation

said, and you could represent it in the form of those endlessly nesting

c rtti -j i p rnntc Rnr PYamnlp ^ rnnlrl bf» imacrmprl s« ( y A- n 4- n\ in0^|V.c*x^ .v,~..~. -...-j, , -
f, v

-. . - —J ...

which x = 2, n — 1, and a = 0. Plug those values into the equation

and you wind up with just what Ramanujan had, in question 289,

asked to have evaluated. The answer, in other words, was just plain 3.

Of course, how you'd figure it out without Ramanujan's equation was

scarcely obvious.

In its small way, Ramanujan's deceptively difficult problem rose up

from mathematical terrain that had fascinated him for as long as he had

worked in mathematics. A superficially similar problem might have asked

the reader to take the nested square roots only so far, out to, say, 10,

or 100, or 1000. That way, you could plug in the numbers, run through

the computation, and be finished. But this wasn't the problem Ramanu-

jan posed. He asked, what happened if you were never finished? What if

the number of nested square roots was infinite?

This was, in a sense, a contradiction in terms: how could any number

"equal" infinity? Infinity was no place you could reach, no quantity you

could plug into an equation; there was no "last number." So to under-

stand how a mathematical expression behaved "at" infinity was to ex-

plore an elusive and mysterious terrain out beyond all seeing.

And no one explored this terrain more ardently, or knew it more

intimately, than Ramanujan.

Many kinds of mathematical processes can be ordered to proceed ad

infinitum. Ramanujan's problem in the Mathematical Society Journal was

built around "nested radicals"—square roots of square roots of square

roots of ... , an area little studied then or now. But Ramanujan also

studied continued fractions—fractions offractions effractions of . . . Most

of all, he explored infinite series, which appeared on virtually every page

of his notebooks and would fairly litter his first substantial paper in the

Journal later in 1911. "Infinite series," one mathematician has written,

"were Ramanujan's first love."
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The telltale three dots heralding their presence showed up early in his

notebooks, though more often he simply wrote "&c," which meant the

same thing: numbers or algebraic terms, following some particular pat-

tern, were to be added to one another forever. Thus,

1+2 + 3+ ...

clearly suggests that the next term is to be 4, then 5, and so on.

Of course, this is not very interesting because, here, an infinite number

of terms just adds up to infinity. What makes infinite series so intriguing,

so valuable, and the object of so much study, is when they don't build up

without bound, when they add up to something finite. As mathematicians

put it, the series "converges" to a particular value. For example,

1 + ]/2 + lA + Vs + ...

Here, the next term is !/i6, the next V32, and so on. And the curious thing,

known even to the Greeks, is that even though you add terms forever,

each term diminishes so rapidly from the preceding one that the sum,

even after an infinite number of terms, is a quite manageable 2—the

value to which the series is said to converge. The more terms you add, the

closer you get to 2.

But just because each successive term in a series is smaller than the one

before doesn't mean it converges. For example,

1 + V2 + '/3 + >/4 + ...

is superficially similar to the earlier convergent series, but doesn't con-

verge; go as far out into the series as you like, but so soon as you think it's

adding up to something, more terms always take you beyond it. For

example, is the sum of this series perhaps 2, as it was for the previous one?

No—four terms are enough to exceed it. Maybe 3? Here it takes a little

longer, but already by the eleventh term, you've passed it. Perhaps 10?

Twelve thousand, three hundred ninety terms add up to more than 10. It

turns out—and can be proven—that whatever number you pick, the

same holds: The sum of the series is infinite: it doesn't converere.

The series of interest to mathematicians, then, are those that do con-

verge, or that converge under certain circumstances. And it's what they

converge to that is often the wonderful thing about them.

Take, for example, the trigonometric functions that many remember

from high school, which teachers practically always first introduce as the
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tangent, and so on—are all computed by taking the length of one or

another side of a right triangle and dividing it by the length of another.

the corresponding values of their trig functions. Give me an angle, the

tables say, and I'll give you the value, for example, of the sine of that

in hand, navigators cross oceans, engineers design machines.

And yet these same trigonometric functions, historically rooted in right

^1 Idllt^iv_.o anu lauvoj Vvt*ii LvaiLiaiLu xn « wo j JVvVvUiingi^ uuiv^iaiLu do

the sums of infinite series. If, say, the angle 9 (theta, the Greek letter) is

expressed not in degrees but in another measure of angularity that math-

ematicians find more convenient (radians), then:

e
3

e
3

e
7

(Here, 5!, read "factorial five," just means 5 X 4 X 3 X 2 X 1 = 120.)

Want the sine of 30 degrees? Just plug into the equation its radian

equivalent (it/6, or about .5236), and add up as many terms as you want

to get a value as accurate as you want. Here, even three terms are enough

to get you to .500002—quite close to the correct .500000; the series con-

verges rapidly.

Thus, this alternating infinite series—adding a bit here, subtracting

something a little smaller there, and so on through an infinite number of

fprmc i n r\1 i V\1t/ onnilc litct **rVi t \?/\n rr**t Prri»vi rliwirlin/r aha 1 arr jrvT *-»

v*- a uu ii*v,iA|^nv^a vjl
y ^vjuau j uot w nat j uu v, v n \jhl ui v iun viiv^ i \jl ck.

triangle by another.

Just this sort of seemingly unexpected connection shows up all the time

with infinite series, which is what has made them so attractive to math-

ematicians, Ramanujan most particularly. Bernoulli numbers, the sub-

ject of his first published paper, were defined in terms of infinite series.

And every page of his paper was riddled with more of them.

Jacob Bernoulli was among the first in a line of eminent seventeenth-

and eighteenth-century mathematicians derived from a merchant family

thill" liar] fl f*A Tnti. Prz-kfAC t-trtt m TCCQ^rpc irt A n tuwrn ntrtA catt^aA in" - X A LM mitl * V/ 1.V . I.tA HI' AAlC4.J«JUiV»*l^Lj 111 1 1111T¥V,1 U4 1U .J V. t HVM All t^FVVAL

zerland. He helped extend calculus, the powerful set of mathematical

tools for dealing with continuously varying quantities, beyond the point

that Germany's Gottfried von Leibniz, along with England's Sir Isaac

Newton, had taken it two decades before. Along the way, he derived the

numbers that have since borne his name.
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is a number whose special properties make it ubiquitous in mathematics.

It is defined as

1 1 I

e =
1 +

n
+

2!
+ ^ + -

Now, when a particular algebraic expression involving 6 is expressed 3.s

an infinite series, the coefficients of each term turn out to have special

significance. (Coefficients are just the ordinary numbers by which the

~t—u „ : „„Q m .,u:«i:„^i. :~ ±u„ q„ _i_ i/„„ 2 — i o ct „„j i/,

are the coefficients.) These coefficients were the Bernoulli numbers, which

first appeared in his book Ars Conjectandi, published after his death in

1713. Notational inconsistencies confuse matters some, but in one system

the first few Bernoulli numbers, generically B„, are B, = — V2, B2
= Vk,

B4
= — V30, B6 = V42. (The odd-numbered ones, except for the first, are

Ramanujan had stumbled on Bernoulli numbers for the first time about

eight years before, though probably without having ever heard of them as

such. The second volume of Carr's Synopsis contained references to them

in various guises, but Ramanujan may not have seen it until 1904, when

he was at Government College—a year after he apparently began work-

ing with them. In any case, he'd worked with them ever since, using them

repeatedly, through the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula, to approx-

imate the values of mathematical entities known as "definite integrals"

/ linratata/^ ts\ ^intflfroro" \ in C PifroO ^ Ci tTI^ ^ 1 t Vi firrt fit jh_
y uui liuilu iu 11 ± t^i o y 111 v^ai^uiuo^ a. a 1^o «ju ai^u ji \jl lhv/ uioi i^viv>

book cited them. So did much of chapter 5 of his second.

Now Ramanujan was making them the subject of his first formal con-

tribution to the mathematical literature. Children take the Salk or the

Sabin vaccine to protect them against polio. Supersonic aircraft exceed

Mach 1, the speed of sound in the measurement system named for Aus-

trian physicist Ernst Mach. In science and medicine, immortality is hav-

ing something—a treatment, a unit of measurement, a theory—named

after you. So, too, in mathematics. Bernoulli numbers bear his name
Kornico t Y\ t±\7 innmr -» rr-»m inrl 'lfrun in o iririuf\/ nT mi tfipmo fif*^!

applications. They weren't just flukes of mathematical nature, meaning-

less chains of digits; there were relationships among them, and Ramanu-

jan had discovered—or, in some cases, rediscovered—what some of them

were.

"Some Properties of Bernoulli's Numbers," he called his paper, and it
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was 3^ aP*-
t 1 tie. The physical properties of a metal, like its melting point

or specific gravity, appear in any chemical handbook; Ramanujan was

discovering mathematical properties of these numbers. Bernoulli numbers

were expressed as fractions; for example, r> 32
=

. Well,

Ramanujan found that the denominators (the bottom parts) of those

i i:..:_:ui„ u.. c tlt , r j „i, t ; r
iraCUUiis wcic rtiwrtya uivisiuic uy u. uc lyuuu rtiici iirtti vc wrtya ui Articu-

lating B„ based on earlier Bernoulli numbers. The sixth of eighteen num-

bered sections began:

6. It will be observed that if n is even but not equal to zero,

(i) Bn is a fraction and the numerator of —2
in its lowest terms is a prime

number,

(ii) the denominator of B„ contains each of the factors 2 and 3 once and

only once,

(iii) 2
n(2"-l)—- is an integer and consequently 2(2"-l)B n is an

odd integer.

On and on Ramanujan's paper went like that, filling seventeen pages

of the Journal. By one reckoning, it stated eight theorems, offering proofs,

of a sort, for three of them; two were stated as corollaries of two other

theorems, three more as mere conjectures.

Ramanujan's manuscript had problems when it first reached the edi-

j„„i, <<\/r„ T> :„„>„ „„ * i „ i i u :„
iv-ii a ucan.. iv.ii. rvauirt wujrtii a iiicmuus wcic su icisc rtiiu iwjvu rtliu ilia

presentation so lacking in clearness and precision," it would later be

observed, "that the ordinary [mathematical] reader, unaccustomed to

such intellectual gymnastics, could hardly follow him." In other words,

his paper was a mess. And this was written by a champion of Ramanujan's

work. M. T. Narayana Iyengar, a math professor at Central College,

Bangalore and the Journal's editor during the early years, confessed later

"that the editor's work in connection with Ramanujan's contributions

was by no means light," and that the manuscript went back and forth

"-UYLLll 111111 rttlU 1LJ aUlllUl HULL UIUC3,

In this first paper, as all through his work, Ramanujan found connec-

tions between things that seemed unconnected. Other mathematicians

would later prove most of them true; Ramanujan, though, either couldn't

be bothered, or didn't see the need to. What proofs he did offer were

sketchy or incomplete.
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A testament to the influence on him ofGeorge Shoobridge Carr? That's

what most scholars later concluded. Carr, writing a synopsis of results

rather than making original contributions, had given proofs, where he did

so at all, only in bare outline. Now Ramanujan, who was making original

contributions, clung to the pattern. He had asserted, for example, that

the numerator of the nth Bernoulli number divided by n was always a

prime number. Proof? Not a shred. Another mathematician later ob-

served, "He takes the numerical evidence as sufficient, and there is no

trace of any suggestion that there is need of other proof." Whether Ra-

manujan cared about proof is debatable; that normally he didn't furnish

it, sometimes offering the most provocative results without a scintilla of

evidence to support them, is not.

In this particular case, as it happens, Ramanujan was wrong. For

example, the numerator of B20 / 20 = 174611, which is not a prime

number at all, as he claimed, but equal to 283 X 617.

This, though, was the exception to prove the rule; much more often,

Ramanujan's trust in himself was wholly justified. In his paper on

Bernoulli numbers, in the notebooks, in his mathematical correspon-

dence, in his other published papers—he was, with astounding consis-

tency, right.

5. THE PORT TRUST

Appearing in the Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society, Ramanujan was

on the world's mathematical map at last, if tucked into an obscure corner

of it. He was starting to be noticed.

Early the following year, K. S. Srinivasan, a student at Madras Chris-

tian College who'd known Ramanujan back in Kumbakonam, dropped

by to see him at Summer House.

"Ramanju," he said, "they call you a genius."

Hardly a genius, replied Ramanujan, "Look at my elbow. That will tell

you the story." It was rough, dirty, and black. Working from his large

slate, he found the quick flip between writing hand and erasing elbow a

t„* f„ ...u u„ :„ *u„ *u „ _fu: i. u:
1UI IrtSlU, WI1CI1 I1C WrtS LdUglll U-p 111 IIIC lllUJCd Ktl 1113 WUllV, UleUl ICrtCIllllg

for a rag. "My elbow is making a genius of me," he said.

Why, Srinivasan asked, didn't he just use paper? Can't afford it, re-

plied Ramanujan. He was getting money from Ramachandra Rao. But

that only went so far. Paper? He'd need four reams of it a month.
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[no relationship to the "Professor"] also recalled Ramanujan's "huge

appetite" for paper. Ramaswami pictured him lying on a mat, his shirt

"U^rv l„«i-ir Inir /"imlafolii 1.1-1 i.rl*t-l ~i ^in/^/i tt-lii-i nt-r^vtrr "
tOm, Ilia 1,J11g iia.il v.ai Lii.jji y uvunu u jj wnii a. ui uiui aniiigj

working feverishly, notebooks and loose sheets of plain white paper

piled up around him. A friend from Pachaiyappa's who met him in

IViaUl <a.3 <* uiiiL iait i , x . ui 1111 vooamai y a., illoiii,u mai, iiji vva.ui <ji pa, -

per, Ramanujan would sometimes write in red ink on paper already

written upon.

T 4- ..T*mf /Junii/y (Kin /il>i ^ tkl* 'i *~\ *~\ t f flti *1i / t . T/At'»'t ZA/-] r> iM at Vl i« rt- i^iirrUf
11 weio uui nig uiio pLiivJU tiiai, appan.nuv vv ui i i\. ovnn^i.iinig iiugiii

happen to Ramanujan's notebook, Ramachandra Rao prevailed on him

to copy it over. Ramanujan did so, though not without revising and

expanding it as he did, incorporating the notes appended to it into ap-

propriate sections of the new one—which comes down to us today as the

"second" Notebook.

u l r i , .,f.av D i — ^ a^.a ;„ „r fK,. »«^„., mQ—
iid.il a. ^inuiy am-i ivauianujaii vv a.j u^au, ill uiil kji hic many nimnj-

rial books honoring him, one sponsor would be a manufacturer of writing

and printing papers in Erode, Ramanujan's place of birth. "Paper, The

Great Immortalizer," its one-page ad was headed. "Good Paper," it

went on, "has helped preserve and propagate the great thoughts ofMan."

It would be a fitting tribute.

For about a year, Ramanujan lived on Ramachandra Rao's generosity.

He was mathematically productive, peppering the Mathematical Society

7/1 1 i vv\ si I until ^ « a. m fflfapfiHrt1 *-*m ± r Y^r< *-*\-\ \ £nvi *-» -fY a. -r> *-» ** * \-i A f> *-» « /^»m»vi «f<« iv ™Ji/Kf/(Ul V V 1 LI I U11V.. llliLl V>OLlllg 1 1 VV pi ailV^l aUVLilL.1 ^ «3. 11 V-l K'\Jl II JJlCLUJ-fc^ <x

second paper. But he was, after all, unemployed, and this grew to bother

him. Not long before, through one of his patrons, Ramanujan got a

temporary job in the Madras Accountant General's Office, making

twenty rupees per month, but held it only a few weeks. Now, early in

1912, Ramachandra Rao had turned to others among his influential

friends, and Ramanujan was applying for a new job:

Sir,

T i m^AivtmA ikard i f o /.|dfL pVi i*-v in^^nl In i »j~ii . »- ^ff^^-a in/^ T k/w* * , . rt ,
jl uuuLioianu ljii j u c4 VyiLiaoiup vacant in yuui uiu^i., aiiia jl I*-**- lu ayjyriy

for the same. I have passed the Matriculation Examination and studied up

to the F.A. but was prevented from pursuing my studies further owing to

several untoward circumstances. I have, however, been devoting all my

time to Mathematics and developing the subject. I can say I am quite
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confident I can do justice to my work if I am appointed to the post. I

therefore beg to request that you will be good enough to confer the ap-

pointment on me.

I beg to remain,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

S. Ramanujan

Ramanujan's letter was written in a neat, schoolboy hand unremark-

able in every way save for i's whose horizontal arms rarely intersected the

vertical stems they were meant to cross, but floated off instead to their

right. Appended to it was a hand-copied version of a recommendation by

a mathematics professor at Presidency College, E. W. Middlemast, who

described him as "a young man of quite exceptional capacity in Math-

ematics." In fact, recommendation and letter were probably both a mat-
t- rr : l. r„_ ...lj.l i i: _ j j lj u.-_ 11 _i *i i._
ici ui lomi, uie jou iui wuiun nc appueu uouuncss nia an aiong, liicuiks lu

Ramachandra Rao.

The letter was dated 9th February 1912. It listed Ramanujan's return

address as 7, Summer House, Triplicane. It was addressed to The Chief

Accountant, Madras Port Trust.

From its beginnings, Madras had been a trading settlement and port,

though nature had equipped it poorly for the job. An uncommonly rough

surf crashed relentlessly. There were insidiously tricky ocean currents

~ i 1 t* l„j * i l„„i _^ ...u:„u
(3.11U JJCLUHdl UUUUUpS, XI UdU UO 114 1 UI 41 lldl UU1 dl WIlI^ll C41 gO

vessels might unload. Instead, ships would anchor a quarter mile off-

shore, and masula boats—flat-bottomed craft about twenty-five feet long

made from thin planks stitched together with coconut fiber—piloted by

daring men expert in reading the surf, would row out to the ships, load

cargo a few tons at a time, and return with it to the beach. Ninety percent

of all losses suffered by ships calling at Madras came in that treacherous

last quarter mile.

Yet somehow they'd made a port out of it. In 1796, a lighthouse had
u . . ; l * . :+ u a ^„„„„„f „;i : „ i „^

„
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away. In 1861, a pier extending eleven hundred feet into the Bay of

Bengal was completed, and 1876 saw construction begin on a rectangular

artificial harbor, twelve hundred yards on a side, built up from twenty-

seven-ton concrete blocks. The new harbor improved matters little. Un-

loading losses remained high, and the entrance rapidly began silting up,
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a year into the bay.

The port of Madras carried more than 60 percent of the Madras Pres-
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called there, bringing in iron and steel, machinery, and railway equip-

ment, and leaving with hides, piece goods, indigo, and raw cotton. Still,

by early in the century, it was a troubled operation needing major

changes. Placed in charge of the Port Trust in 1904, and as its chief

engineer charged with overseeing those changes, was Sir Francis Spring.

A bald man with sleepy eyes, white mustache, and goatee, known in

Madras as among the first in South India to own his own motorcar, Sir

Francis was in his second career. Born in Ireland in 1849, a graduate of

Trinity College in Dublin, he had joined the India Government engi-

neering service in 1870 and for more than thirty years had played a key

role in the development of the South Indian Railways System, where he
i i „ *u c *„ j .u „ ( - a i> :,,— ...: tu „ u: :i jnau, aiming uuici icais, spuuucu liic uuunvmi imvci wiui a uig itmiwu

bridge. For these accomplishments, he had been named knight com-

mander of the Indian Empire in 191 1. Seven years before, he'd come to

the Port Trust, and with him he'd brought S. Narayana Iyer.

Narayana Iyer was not an engineer by training; the British had set up

Indian colleges to train bright clerks to administer the bureaucracy, not

equip them to get along without European technical expertise. The son of

a Brahmin priest, he held an M.A. from St. Joseph's College, in Trichi-

nopoly, where he'd stayed on to become a lecturer in mathematics. There
U^A C;- I? „\c A . t \, D .... T + U~ „„ J
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then as chief accountant, the highest-ranking Indian. Sir Francis relied

on him heavily.

Narayana Iyer never succumbed to Western dress but wore the tradi-

tional dhoti and turban until his death in 1937; years later, his family

would point to that as testimony to his personal strength. All during these

years, winds of change from the West influenced even matters of dress.

While some ridiculed Indians who adopted European trousers, coat,

collared tie, and boots or shoes, more common was the attitude reflected

in o t-TirtJtl arl.'tnMTl in *-Tiq latu 1 QQfir "Tlinra r>^-n Ko J^,,kt tlinf K„ „ * o»** 1 i tUUl* LUltVl ICll ill LI1L laLL 1 U JV/J. I 1 1 V. 1 V. V^CUl LTU 11U ^iwwi^t iiiai U\J\J\.&

and trousers with the European coat constitute the most convenient dress

for moving about quickly. The oriental dress is suited to a life of leisure,

indolence, and slow locomotion, whereas the Western costume indicates

an active and self-confident life." By the 1910s, educated, upwardly mo-

bile Indians had gotten the message. In a formal photo taken at an
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example, wore Western garb, as did more than half the others. Narayana

Iyer, also in the photo, sitting on the ground in the first row, in full turban
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His family would tell of a scrupulously honest, restrained, and digni-

fied man, not a little forbidding in aspect, who championed Indian
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than two dozen cousins, brothers, sisters, and assorted hangers-on de-

pended on him, always helped those who came to him for money—but
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ward behavior conforming in every respect to traditional Hinduism.

These two men, Sir Francis Spring and Narayana Iyer, were to play an

important role in Ramanujan's life over the coming years. But now, on

March 1, 1912, three weeks after he'd applied for the job, Ramanujan

knew only that he worked under them as a Class III, Grade IV clerk in

the accounts section, earning thirty rupees per month.

During all this time, Janaki had been far from her husband's side, shut-

tling back and forth between her parents in Rajendram and her mother-

in-law's house in Kumbakonam for "training" in the wifely arts. Now,

late in 1912, past puberty and with Ramanujan in a steady job, the two

finally became man and wife in something more than name.

Summer House in Triplicane was about three miles from Ramanujan's

new job at the offices of the Port Trust opposite the harbor complex north

VI JL \Jl L KJ\m t_,\Jl . KJ\J CK. L\, VV 1 11\J 11 tl_Ct <X 1 1 01.0.1 HHg -.111- J\J IJ ^ IVa 11 1C111 UJ 0, H

had moved much closer, joining his grandmother in a little house on

Saiva Muthiah Mudali Street, off Broadway, in the district known as

Georgetown. And it was there that, three years after their marriage,

Janaki—along with Ramanujan's mother, Komalatammal—joined him.

Until the visit to Madras in 1906 of the Prince of Wales, the future

King George V, Georgetown was still Black Town, the original area set

aside for the native, or "black," population; the area within the Fort, set

aside for Europeans, was White Town. Its teeming streets held a third of

t"Vl#* r»l t\/'c nnni 1 1 'ltinn _rn 0 r\f±rrt£*n t j-*C 1 1 c 1 -_. n r\ f^.rwiio mrl h n 1 1 rt/^lfc /n,lnr, lriinC

and goats, roamed freely. In one street, metalworkers would squat in

front of their tiny stalls, hammering out shapes, or tossing scraps of tin

into little buckets to be melted. The next street would be clogged with

bullocks, shouldering huge sacks of grain. Then streets ofjewelry stalls,
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q#" textile shops, oilmongers, basketweavers, fruit and vegetable whole-

salers . . . And everywhere, driving it all, was muscle power, black-haired

men, shoeless and shirtless, clad only in their dhotis, ribs and muscles
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carts, or bent low under heavy loads upon their backs, or whipping their

animals through the dusty streets.

On Saiva Muthiah Mudali Street, in the tiny house for which they paid

three rupees per month, Ramanujan and his family were right or. top of

each other. Yet he and Janaki, not even a teenager yet, had little contact.

They scarcely spoke. During the day, he might ask her to fetch him soap

or an article of clothing. At nights, she'd recall, she mostly slept beside

Komalatammal—at her mother-in-law's insistence. They were never

alone. If Komalatammal had to go to Kumbakonam, his grandmother,

Rangammal, remained behind, monitoring their contact.

None of this was uncommon. Until she had children of her own, a new

wife's position in the family of her husband verged on that of a slave. She

was there only to serve, to do her mother-in-law's bidding.

Later, Ramachandra Rao would say he helped Ramanujan get "a

sinecure post" at the Port Trust. And sinecure it was, though whether

intended as such from the beginning or becoming that later is not clear.

Still, even just putting in the hours made for a life more hectic than

Ramanujan was used to. "I used to see him many times running to his

office via the Beach Road," recalled a friend from Summer House days,

referring to the road that ran right up beside the Port Trust offices. "With

his coat, tail and all, flying in the breeze, and his long hair coining

undone, a bright namam [his trident-shaped caste mark] adorning his

forehead, the young genius had no time to waste; he was always in a

hurry."

Janaki would later recall how before going to work in the morning he

worked on mathematics; and how when he came home he worked on

mathematics. Sometimes, he'd stay up till six the next morning, then

sleep for two or three hours before heading in to work. At the office, his

job probably included verifying accounts and establishing cash balances.

At one point, some months after he started, he replaced another clerk, on

leave for a month, as "pilotage fund clerk." In any event, the work was

hardly taxing, and soon he was being left alone to work on mathematics,

being tolerated in this, if not explicitly encouraged, by both Narayana

Iyer and Sir Francis.
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working hours, prowling for packing paper on which to work calcula-

tions. Another time, Sir Francis called Narayana Iyer into his office.

of mathematical results gotten mixed into this important file? Was he,

perhaps, using office time to dabble in mathematics? Narayana Iyer
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perhaps it was Ramanujan's work. Sir Francis laughed. Of course it was

Ramanujan's work. He'd known as much all along.

N/araysna Iyer, a member of the ^lathematical Society and long its

treasurer, was not just Ramanujan's immediate superior, but his col-

league. In the evenings, they would retire to the elder man's house on

Pycroft's Road in Triplicane. There, they'd sit out on the porch upstairs

overlooking the street, slates propped on their knees, sometimes until

midnight, the interminable scraping of their slate-pencils often keeping

others up. Sometimes after they had gone to sleep, Ramanujan would

wake and, in the feeble light of a hurricane lamp, record something that

had come to him, he'd explain, in a dream.

Narayana Iyer was no mean mathematician. But in working with

him he found that Ramanujan's penchant for collapsing many steps

into one left him as lost as a dazed Watson in the wake of a run of

Sherlock Holmes logic. How, Narayana Iyer would ask, could he ex-

pect others to understand and accept him? "You must descend to my
level of understanding and write at least ten steps between the two

steps of yours." What for? Ramanujan would ask. Wasn't it obvious?

No, Narayana Iyer would reply, it was not obvious. Patiently, he wouid

persist, cajoling him, in the end sometimes getting him to expand a

little on his thinking.

It wasn't long before Narayana Iyer was not just a boss to Ramanujan,

nor even just a colleague, but advisor, mentor, and friend. "Some peo-

ple," Janaki later recalled him saying, "look upon him [Ramanujan] as

ordinary glass, but they will remain to see him soon to be a diamond." He

brought Sir Francis around to his view, too, making him Ramanujan's

rhamninn ac wrp-l

And it was in coming to the attention of Sir Francis and to the web of

contacts radiating out from him that, sometime around the middle of

1912, Ramanujan stepped into British India. He had grown up and lived

almost his entire life with only the barest contact with the British. Now
that was about to change.
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6. THE BRITISH RAJ

West of the Madras Presidency, high in the Nilgiri Hills, was Ootaco-
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men and their families, more steeled to frigid winds blowing in off the

North Sea than to the tropical heat, fled to escape the lowland summer.

On the far side of the hills lay a narrow north-to~south strip of wet, rainy

country, the Malabar coast, dense with tropical vegetation and rich with

the pepper, nutmeg, and other spices that had drawn the eyes of Europe

to India in the first place. In nearby N^ysore, thick forests were home to

exotic sandal and rosewood, and animals like the tiger and elephant that

had so inflamed the English imagination.

A British presence in India went back to 1600, when the East India

Company was formed. For two centuries Britain clashed with the French,

Dutch, Portuguese, and others for control of the subcontinent and, in
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century had elapsed since the Sepoy Mutiny—Indian nationalists called

it the First War of Independence—had last challenged British rule. The

year before, King George had passed through the Gateway of India

erected to his honor in Bombay, then traveled to the new capital, Delhi,

to assume his throne. The very notion of India without Britain was, in the

words of Lord Curzon, the viceroy, "treason to our trust." Who could

imagine that India, led by Gandhi and Nehru, would wrest independence

from the Crown in 1947? And that the fair-skinned few now in power

wprp nrpciHitior nvpr tViR la<^ Have r\f tYit* Rritich Rai?... , v . „ —- j ~ — — -~ " ,J" J
"

The marvel of British rule was that so few administered it. The Indian

Civil Service, the legendary ICS, numbered barely a thousand men. It

was India's central nervous system, quietly controlling mechanical arms

wielded by Indian clerks and British engineers, physicians, and police.

The viceroy and the governors of Madras and the other presidencies were

not ICS, but everyone else who mattered was. Evolving out of the East

India Company's staffof commercial agents, the ICS was in 1853 thrown

open by competitive exam to Indians. But they never held more than a

few dozen positions throughout the country. And their salaries were

limited to two-thirds those of the British.

Only lexical accident links the ICS to the bureaucratic inefficiency and

mediocrity today conjured up by "civil service." In fact, the Indian Civil

Service attracted many of Britain's best. Its members were culled from

the upper classes and intellectual elite. They were products of the finest
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arduous examinations. In their spare time, they translated works from

Sanskrit, deciphered temple inscriptions, wrote grammars, compiled die-
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thinking of themselves as Plato's ideal rulers." Reared with patrician

values, imbued with a sense of responsibility and public trust, they es-
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But there was another side to them—an insufferable smugness, a tow-

ering sense of moral superiority. "The members of this service," wrote a
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have generally shown the capacity which is awakened by responsibility in

men of British race: with ample salaries they have hardly been tempted by

dishonesty, and their detached impartiality has not been disturbed by the

importunity of relations or friends. To the credit of their nation they have

established and maintained a government, which, for its resources, is ex-

ceedingly efficient.

At the district level, the government representative was called a collector,

and he wielded the power of a prince. But, as one late nineteenth-century

account noted, "The collector and his English staff hardly ever know the

vernacular. By the natives they are regarded with awe, not affection."

Observed another: "The collector is separated by an impassable gulf

from the people of the country. ... To the eyes of a native, the English

official is an incomprehensible being, inaccessible, selfish, overbearing,

irresistible
"

The central fact of the British presence in India, then, was distance.

Prints and engravings today on view at Fort St. George in Madras show

British life walled off from India, marked by a well-ordered calm remi-

niscent of nothing so much as an English garden. One view shows tur-

baned Indians surrounding a snake charmer, as an Englishman, attended

by a native servant, looks on from the safe remove of a second-floor porch.

In these scenes, natives work—bearing palanquins, or balancing loads

atop their heads, or urging masula boats out into the angry surf. The

English, invariably at their ease stand shielded from the sun under an

umbrella or, in top hat, lean languidly against a column.

An Englishman typically had his own washerman, who got four or five

rupees a month, lived on his premises, and functioned as something like

his private property. After long enough in India, the Englishman forgot

how to so much as brush and fold his clothes. When he finally took the
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serve him tea. (Indeed, years later, asked as part of a survey what most

struck them about England, students from former Asian and African

colonies invariably mentioned the sight of white men doing manual la -

bor.)

That there was an ineradicable split between Englishman and Indian
.1. ~ vi. '.t.^u t\- — t^, ,,l „.,i„,j— " rr f
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is West and never the twain shall meet," wrote Kipling. Indians might

work, even live with you in your bungalow, noted one old India hand,
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and white. They are, and always must remain, races foreign to one

another in sentiment, sympathies, feelings, and habits. Between you and

a native friend there is a great gulf which no intimacy can bridge—the

gulf of caste and custom. Amalgamation is utterly impossible in any but

the most superficial sense, and affinity out of the question."
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Ramanujan would, of necessity, confront. He had grown up during the

reign of Queen Victoria. Coins in his pocket bore likenesses of the British

sovereign; until 1902, they'd said victoria empress, while after her death,

they bore the profile of Edward VII, king and emperor. In high school,

Ramanujan's scholastic prizes included an anthology of patriotic English

verse, a collection of Lord Macaulay's essays, and a volume of Words-

worth's poetry—certainly nothing Indian. Later, while he attended Gov-

ernment College in Kumbakonam, the sixty thousand rupees that

Pnnctrnfhnn t~\ C -» v-iAtir ctnrlzint Vij-^et**! y&rt in r-f*r\ rucorl in morrtrtn/ « /\t

of some Indian notable but of Queen Victoria.

Yet all this had left England for Ramanujan no more than symbol,

image, and abstraction; English people he had scarcely known. Now,

however, that was changing. His friend Narasimha had introduced him

to E. B. Ross, of Madras Christian College. He had met E. W. Middle-

mast of Presidency College and secured from him a recommendation.

Now, at the Port Trust, he had met Sir Francis; soon he would meet

Spring's friends.

Whatever prejudices rnay have distorted the British view of Ramanu-

jan did not likely extend to his intellect. Of the Indian, one English writer

noted around this time, "he is cunning and contentious in argument, and

his intellectual powers, when educated, are capable of considerable de-

velopment. ... In this respect, he puts the Englishman to shame, and

were all posts in the Indian Government thrown open to examination in
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Baboos and Mahratta Brahmins."

But that's as far as British esteem for the Indian temperament went.
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book published in 1904 that "whilst you can polish the Hindu intel-

lect to a very high pitch, you cannot temper the Hindu character with
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seeks to fill." A retired member of the Indian Civil Service, Sir Bamp-

fylde Fuller, marveled at how Hindu boys could flock to classrooms
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countably cling to . . . well, Indian ways. Indians, he said, were unduly

sentimental, wildly inconsistent. "An Englishman is constantly discon-

certed by the extraordinary contradictions which he observes between

the words and the actions of an educated Indian, who seems untouched

by inconsistencies which to him appear scandalous. . . . They give

a~*rrf*r i n t f±\ 1 f±r* 1 i 1 1 icCAnt i\r\ r i ir/srvAi *-i
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changed."

Other laudable traits the British discerned in the Indian personality

verged on damning with faint praise. Of the South's Dravidian stock, one

Briton wrote, they were "hardworking, docile and enduring. They are

more sober, self-denying and less brutish in their habits than Europeans.

They show greater respect for animal life, they have more natural cour-

tesy of manner, and, as servants, attach themselves to those who treat

them well with far greater affection than English servants." However

seemingly admirable these were hardly traits that left Indians the ecjuals

of their British masters.

It was with some such blend ofdue regard for his intellect, coupled with

a lingering dubiety about his character and temperament, all seen across

a vast social divide, that the British would tend to view Ramanujan.

7. THE LETTER

Through Narayana Iyer, Ramachandra Rao, Presidency College math-

ematics professor Middlemast, and others testifying to his mathematical

gifts, it had become clear around Port Trust offices by late 1912 that

Ramanujan was something special. The question facing Sir Francis and

other British officials was how special? And in just what way special? And

what, in any case, were they to do with him? Were his gifts trivial, or
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shaman? Was Ramanujan a minor oddity who could be safely dismissed,

or a prodigy demanding nurture and guidance?

firm opinions, they were afraid to, on the chance that events might prove

them wrong and history judge them harshly. The kinder and simpler
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knew they didn't know.

Narayana Iyer, of course, thought he did know; he worked with Ra-
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achieve his promise, it was clear, he needed the British solidly in his

corner. Narayana Iyer lobbied on his behalf with Sir Francis.

Drawing on his connections, Ramachandra Rao also tried to gain

Spring's ear. "Dear Sir Francis," wrote G. L. T. Griffith, a forty-year-old

civil engineering professor at Madras Engineering College, on November
10 1Q19

office an Accountant, on Rs 25, a young man named S. Ramanujan, who

is a most remarkable mathematician. He may be a very poor accountant,

but I hope you will see that he is left happily employed until something

can be done to make use of his extraordinary gifts." Since few could

follow, much less meaningfully critique, Ramanujan's work, he went on,

he was writing another mathematician (M. J. M. Hill, in London) for

advice, and sending him some of Ramanujan's papers. "If there is any

real genius in him," wrote Griffith, "he will have to be provided with

money for books and with leisure but until I hear from home " he added

hedging his bets, "I don't feel sure that it is worthwhile spending much

time or money on him."

Among those to whom Spring turned for advice was A. G. Bourne,

Madras's director of public instruction, who advised that Ramanujan be

sent to see one or both of two Madras mathematicians he indicated by

name. Then, he added: "If his genius is so elusive or mysterious that good

mathematicians, possessed besides of much common sense, cannot rec-

ognize and appreciate it even if it carries them beyond their scope, I

should doubt its existence."

Two weeks later Ramanujan went to see W. Graham, Madras's ac-

countant general, one of those Bourne had suggested. "Whether [Ra-

manujan] has the stuff of great mathematicians or not I do not know,"

Graham wrote after seeing him. "He gives me the impression of having
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sessment, no one could possibly fault him should he prove wrong. Con-

fusing matters more, he suggested that "it is possible his brains are akin
*-„ r „„i„..t„^— "
iu uiuac kji liic ^.aibuiauug u\jy.

Graham was referring to those freaks of nature, some of them today

described as idiot savants, who though lacking real understanding of

iiigiii_i maiiicmaiiua, pvjooL-^o a. jjn.unai aunuj iu pv,nvji 111 lauliih,ij 1 cijjuj

calculations—to unerringly multiply and divide long strings of ten-digit

numbers, or give the day of the week on which a thousand-year-old battle

ui 1 * \ji ivji 111 oiuinai 1 j Li 1 viai v<vnipuLiiig LaoAo,

In fact, just as some artists of surpassing brilliance are no good at

drawing straight lines or representing the human figure, so does mere

facility in arithmetic—whether extracting square roots, or balancing

books, or working out tricky word problems—have nothing to do with

real mathematics. A mathematician may be adept at such skills, just as

ftai iiai 111a
j

auiv|^L i uuujiv. ui ai lj hick x t-oki l^j ui ngui l w x i ±^ , L4 c

possession of such skills does not predict mathematical talent.

Ramanujan was more than ordinarily good in arithmetic calculation;

on the other hand, his wasn't a skill developed to freakish proportions.

And certainly in no other way did he resemble the "calculating boy"

model. Nonetheless, it was one more among various possibilities as, dur-

ing late 1912, British officialdom in Madras groped with the question of

what to do with Ramanujan.

Griffith, to whom Graham had also written, wrote Spring the next day:

"I think I was right »n writing to Prof Hill," said he
;
"and we must wait

his opinion."

Micaiah John Muller Hill was Griffith's professor from twenty years

before, at University College in London, and a teacher known more for

the patience and care he lavished on his students than for his mathemat-

ical researches. Around mid-December Griffith heard from him at last.

He could not look through all Griffith had sent him just now,

Hill apologized, but a glance was sufficient to show that Ramanujan had

fallen into some pitfalls; some of his results were simply absurd. Should

he want to overcome his evident lacks, Bromwich's Thsoxy of Infinits Ssyiss

was the text to consult. If still interested in publication, he ought to write

the secretary of the London Mathematical Society. But, Hill warned,

"He should be very careful with his [manuscripts. They] should be very

clearly written, and should be free from errors; and he should not use
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on Bernoulli numbers Griffith had sent him.

But Hill's letter didn't answer the question: Had Ramanujan something

—.tt-onrrlinarv tn nflfipr tnf* wnrlrl? Y'Vh -j t wj c r Vif nature -jtifl pvfpnt nf Kic

genius, if genius it was? "What you say about him personally is very

interesting"—presumably a reference to his unusual intellectual history

—

"and I hope something may come of his work," was about all Hil! would

add.

A few days later, Hill wrote his former student again. It was a curious

lottpr cfill nnt H#»fi«i ("I vp hut tnic hmp mnrp pnrniirnnrinn' On tli*» nn*»

hand, Ramanujan's paper on Bernoulli numbers, he said, was riddled

with holes. "He has in fact observed certain properties of the earlier

Bernoulli numbers and assumed them to be true of them all without

proof. For [this and other] reasons, I feel sure that the London Mathe-

matical Society would not have accepted the paper for their Proceed-

ings." On the other hand, he said, "Mr. Ramanujan is evidently a man

with a taste for mathematics, and with some ability." His educational

deficit was hurting him. He needed to get that Bromwich book, he said

again, this time citing the specific chapter that would clear up Ramanu-

jan's misunderstandings.

And then, in a personal aside, Hill said perhaps the most revealing

thing of all. "When I was a student in Cambridge, 1876—9, these things

were not properly understood," he wrote, referring to the subtle but

crucial points undermining Ramanujan's work, "and the modern theory

has only recently been established on a firm basis. NT 3. riy illustrious

mathematicians of earlier days stumbled over these difficulties, so it is not

surprising that Mr. Ramanujan, working by himself, has obtained erro-

neous results. I hope he will not be discouraged."

1876-9. Hill's Cambridge years, as it happened, coincided exactly with

those of George Shoobridge Carr, author of the book so important to

Ramanujan. Here, then, was the first hint of the price Ramanujan had

paid in finding no more recent inspiration: he had missed out on all that

had been learned in the mathematical capitals of Europe over the past

fnrtv \/f»arc Ramanman'c mathpmatir? in pfTprt wac irannprl in a timf„ „.„ ... .--.JJ^^^ ... ^ ^

warp. No wonder he had gone astray.

Hill, who scarcely remembered his old student Griffith, had been suf-

ficiently intrigued by Ramanujan's work to write two long letters in

response to it. Of course, it came to nothing more than that. He was not
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Ramanujan's first paper unfit for publication. Still, though he did not

fully understand all Ramanujan had done, his reply probably contained

more serious, reasoned, professions! advice than Ramanujan had gotten

all his life. And it was encouraging enough to quell most lingering sus-

picion among the British in Madras that maybe Ramanujan was more

crank than genius.

For some time now, many had advised Ramanujan that no one in India

properly understood him, that he'd not be able to find there the expertise

and encouragement he needed, that he should instead write to Cambridge,

or elsewhere in the West, for help. One who did was Singaravelu Mu-
daliar, his old professor at Pachaiyappa's College, to whom he had drawn

close during his brief time there. Another was Bhavaniswami Rao, one of

Ramanujan's professors at Kumbakonam College. A third was his friend

Narasimha, with whom he had lived in Park Town a couple ofyears before.

^ ^ j „ - 7 — r ; ft>«'~ " ~-

If Ramanujan needed convincing to look toward the West, now, in the

wake of Hill's letter from England, he needed no more. Events had

conspired to tell him that he was, in effect, too big for Indian mathemat-

ics, and that he was apt to get a more sympathetic hearing from Euro-

pean mathematicians.

India was a quarter of the way around the globe from Europe, but the

mail was cheap, reliable, and—long before airmail shrank the world

—

surprisingly fast; people grumbled if letters to England took as long as

two weeks. And so, in late 1912 and early 1913, it was to the international

mails that Ramanujan turned. In letters drafted with the help of Nara-

yana Iyer, Sir Francis Spring, and perhaps P. V. Seshu Iyer, he began to

write leading mathematicians at Cambridge University, including with

his letters samples of his work.

He wrote to H. F. Baker, who held a long string of high honors as a

mathematician, including a fellowship of the Royal Society, and had been

president of the London Mathematical Society until two years before.

Could Baker offer him help or advice?

Either through the kind of formulaic letter of polite discouragement

that important men learn to write, or by returning his unsolicited mate-

rial without comment, or by ignoring his letter altogether, Baker said no.

Ramanujan wrote to E. W. Hobson, an equally distinguished mathe-

matician, also a Fellow of the Royal Society, and holder of Cambridge's

Sadleirian chair in pure mathematics.
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On January 16, 1913, Ramanujan wrote to still another Cambridge

mathematician, G. H. Hardy, who at thirty-five, a generation younger

than the other men, was already setting the mathematical world of En-

gland on its ear. Gould Hardy help him?

And Hardy said yes.
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CHAPTER FOUR

[G. H. Hardy to 1913]

1. FOREVER YOUNG

He was a study in perpetual youth.

One day in the spring of 1901, Hardy took his friend Lytton Strachey

to the private green behind Trinity College, to which as a fellow of the

college he enjoyed access, for a game of bowls. "He is the mathematical

genius," Strachey wrote his mother, "and looks a babe of three." Even

into his thirties, Hardy was sometimes refused beer and at least once,

while at lunch with other Trinity dons, he was mistaken for an under-

graduate.

He had ice-clear eyes, a finely chiseled face, and in 1913, straight,

„i i u u *:r..i u. *u:„i, _r „„ „„jduac-u iiiiuicu 11411. iac wrta uceiutiiui. tie uiun i uuiia. au, k>i luuisc, anu

could scarcely bear to look at himself. His college rooms had no mirrors,

and in a hotel room he would cover any with towels, shaving by touch.

But he alone was deceived. Even when past fifty, his looks were arresting.

His skin, wrote a friend from those years, the novelist C. P. Snow, was

tanned to "a kind of Red Indian bronze. His face was beautiful—with

high cheek bones, thin nose, spiritual and austere. . . . [Cambridge] was

full of unusual and distinguished faces, but even there Hardy's could not

help but stand out." He was not, by every yardstick, handsome, at least

nOc i uggcuiy iO, ma icaiuiu vVcil lGkj ucm-aic 1O1 tiiac. i^nu puiacu,

ungenerously thin lips, turned down a little at the corners, hinted at a

judgmental streak in him.

Hardy was forever judging, weighing, comparing. He rated mathema-

ticians, the work they did, the books and papers they wrote. He held firm

opinions on everything, and expressed them. When a Cambridge club to
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which he'd belonged moved to change its official colors, Hardy took six

pages to attack the plan. He faulted a sacrosanct academic tradition of

almost two centuries' standing, and condemned it, unrelentingly, for

more than twenty years. AH his enthusiasms, peeves, and idiosyncrasies

were like that—sharp, unwavering, vehement. He hated war, politicians

as a class, and the English climate. He loved the sun. He loved cats, hated

dogs, ne naieu waicnes aiiu luuiiiain pens, iuvcu i n€ i lines oi j-iojiuoii

crossword puzzles.

In The Case of the Philosophers' Ring, a Sherlock Holmes mystery written
i if i. r ..l _ _i * l _r A ii i_ _i ^nan a ccniuiy anci uie ucaui ui ruuiui ^unaii uuyic, mc unaiacLcis

include Ramanujan and Hardy. In it, author Randall Collins pictures

Hardy as a sort of White Rabbit hopping around the Fellows Garden at

Trinity in white flannels and cap, cricket bat in hand, frantically search-

ing for his cricket gloves, crying, "There's a match due to begin, and I

can't find them. I'm late, I'm late!" In a prefatory note, Collins abjures
_ii u:_ J.„_* i r> . . i. :_ tr i_. u„'_ _i *i_ „ i.an uiann lu nisiuucai accuictuy. jjui in naiuy, nc » ciusc lu mc iiicua.

Hardy was a cricket aficionado of almost pathological proportion. He
played it, watched it, studied it, lived it. He analyzed its tactics, rated its

champions. He included cricket metaphors in his math papers. "The

problem is most easily grasped in the language of cricket," he would write

in a Swedish mathematical journal; foreigners failed to grasp it at all. His

highest accolade was to rate a mathematical proof, say, as being "in the

Hobbs class"—leaving the benighted to imagine the philosopher Thomas

Hobbes, not the legendary Surrey cricketer Jack Hobbs. Hardy would
~t ±u : _

.
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cricket when he died.

Hardy judged God, and found Him wanting. He was not just an

atheist; he was a devout one. As an undergraduate, he was told that to be

excused from chapel he had to inform his devout parents; he agonized

over what to do—but ultimately wrote them with the crushing news.

God, it would be said of him, was his personal enemy. Yet his friends

included clerics, and some of his infidel posturing was just that—another

of the harmless games he never tired of playing. "It's rather unfortu-
" uD ui„j < „ „ ru:— a „ „u..„„u>„ „;„ „u: „uai-Lj ii^ uiii.c; gi uuiuilu iu a. n it-nu tnzs <x ^nui^ii s sia kj t,iu^iv tinnier

sounded the end of a sunny day of cricket at Fenner's cricket ground in

Cambridge, "that some of the happiest hours ofmy life should have been

spent within sound of a Roman Catholic Church."

Shy and self-conscious, he disliked small talk; cricket, of course, was not

small talk. He abhorred formal introductions, would not shake hands,
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him to exchange how-do-you-dos. He was "one of the most strange and

charming of men," wrote Leonard Woolf, who knew him at Cambridge
i u„r w__ir :„j \r:—:„:~ c* u— „„ j Cf u„.. jlung uciuic cvw" iiwnicu viigiinti kjicpnui anu, wini utia^iicy anu

others, launched the Bloomsbury literary movement. His eccentricities

would ossify with age, become caricatures of themselves, the stufF ofstory.

But his personality, temperament, and values were already largely formed

when he heard from Ramanujan.

Ramanujan knew nothing of this side of Hardy, of course. He knew
u _„i., „„ „ tU . : ,,: a „ j :„ ioiq „ ( „ „r j-u:..*. , c...inui umy aa a uminciimuuaii. r-vnu in i^jlj, at tnc age yi inn ty-nvc,

Hardy was already a famous one. He had appeared in the mathematical

literature for fifteen years, counted more than a hundred papers, and

three books, to his credit. He was a Fellow of Trinity College, the mecca

of Cambridge mathematics, and hence English mathematics. He had

been named to the Royal Society, Britain's most elite body of scientists,

:„ i ri i a t „ j „ r,A „ .l.,„ . c „ a — a „i:„u»; :„ —:„i,„+ —in iuuclu, muic tnan sniping at vjuu, vji uciigiiting in i.i h.jvcl, ui

fashioning sly conversational gambits over dinner, Hardy cared about

discovering mathematical truth. A brilliant mathematician, he was also

a major influence on other mathematicians. A whole school had begun to

form around him. He had served on the Council of the London Mathe-

matical Society for three years, would later occupy numerous other posts

within the mathematical community. "My devotion to mathematics is

indeed of the most extravagant and fanatical kind," he would write. "I

believe in it, and love it, and should be utterly miserable without it." His
m n fUnMn H/>n l caCnnr/iU l-i a > . i „ . . 1A nm > . . , i C "fUil „ „ *i rrv,*.r\*- >^ ^.-.^luduicuiaii^ai iLocaiuij 1 il w*juiu dhj, wao tin., vjin., gicai pLiniaiicui

happiness of my life."

Hardy spoke beautifully. He batted out sparkling bons mots the way he

did cricket balls from the popping crease—provoking, challenging, as-

serting. He was scrupulously honest, fastidious about giving others their

due, once even admitted that the pro-God position in a debate had been

better argued. He was endlessly amusing—but it was all like the gauzy

silken shimmer of a woman's dress, meant to distract and disguise more

than reveal. Conversation, one of his research students would say, was to

Viim * ^ s-\r*t s\V #-Viz* inr *-» -rv-i c tirVii/^Vi Vi*» 1 /\i 1 i^r\ \ r'\ r\l ti; if Tine n f Tliiriiro £x**ic\t
111111 vn^ \jl Liiv, gauivo vviiiv/ii nv* ivy v,u 1w ^jitxyy anu it. vvaa 11^1 ai vva yo luoj

to make out what his real opinions were."

C. P. Snow once reported that the longer you spent in Einstein's com-

pany, the more extraordinary he seemed; whereas Snow found that the

longer you spent with Hardy, the more familiar a figure he seemed to

become—more like most people, only "more delicate, less padded, finer-

1 1
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mensely fragile ego; that within lay someone simple, caring, and kind.

There is a picture of Hardy from middle age that shows him slouched
:_ ..„L_1„* J 1 „„„J *U ..VUt U Ain dn upnuiaici cu wiujvci uimn, unc icg ciuascu uvci me umci

,
iigut iianu

cocked at the wrJ!st, lightly gripping a cigarette, left arm suspended at an

unlikely angle across the back of the chair. A wisp ofhair slips down over

r u„„j u . a — i j. : „ „_ „u_* . r u„ jma njicucttu. iac uuca iiul iuuk icwacu, in nu pnuiugi apii ui naiuy UUCJ

he ever look relaxed. Always there's that haunted look in his eyes, like "a

slightly startled fawn," as Leonard Woolfonce said of him. There he sits,

brows knitted, lips pursed, peering out over the tops ofhis reading glasses,

imperious and forbidding. Someone spying this picture once said, "To sit

that way you have to have been educated in a public school" (or what to

Americans is a private boarding school).

Hardy was the product of the finest British public school education.

But he hadn't come by it in the usual way. There were no viscounts in the

Hardy line, no country scjuires. His family was neither rich nor

wellborn—was of humbler lineage, in a sense, than Ramanujan's: in

caste-bound India
;
Ramanujan was a Brahmin, while in England, where

social class counted, Hardy came from schoolteacher stock. Indeed,

Hardy would later be offered as an "example of how far the English

educational system can bring out the personal powers and capabilities of

a man." His intellect was so luminous, he was marked from the start. His

success implied a blurring of the traditional British class system, a fil-

tering down into the middle classes of opportunities once largely limited

iu a umi auaiuiii vji juliu y tx i me tup.

2. HORSESHOE LANE

In 1896, when Hardy and his new classmates took turns signing the great

leather-bound book, with quarter-inch-thick covers, that had been used

since 1882 to register each new class at Trinity College, they noted the

schools they'd attended previously—Eton, Harrow, Marlborough, and in

Hardy's case, Winchester. But a few students, one or two per page of

tuFOnfv.dv ~>>vt LirAfa .1-. n ^.y^l t -.11 K. . t nnK, "v.^infa fnfnr ' ' ^.r~
t vv Vjin v jia nai 1 1 lj , vv i \j i v. in 1 1w j\ .i a i an uui \jiuy pnvaiiv iuiui j vi

just "private," in the space provided. It was in this sense, then, that Eton,

Harrow, and Winchester were "public" schools, not private. Though

many went back centuries, public schools as a powerful social institution

had blossomed only in the wake of reforms achieved by Thomas Arnold

at the Rugby School in the early part of the century. By Hardy's time
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acters (and accents) of upper-class boys.

But England, all during Queen Victoria's sixty-four-year reign, was

changing. Newly prosperous farmers and tradesmen could hardly send

their sons to Eton and Harrow yet were not content, either, with the

bare-bones grammar school education afforded the poor. The 1850s and
i oca ™ u A„\— * u— * u„... u „ r, ( * „ A„> r. ,i, : :jji„
1 ovjua saw uiulii ucuaic auuui uuw ucoi iu atLumHiuuaa una new uiiuuic

class and the establishment of new schools to serve them.

One was Cranleigh School, located in the county southwest of London
i c "lA/u :i„ „i„„„ r

—
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and much has been done and still continues to be done to improve the

education of the lower orders, the provision for the sons of farmers, and

others engaged in commercial pursuits is so inadequate that the labour-

er's son often receives a better education than the son of his employer."

So advised the school's prospectus at its founding in 1863. Then still

u i c ri *.. c „u „ „i :* „ : a * j— tu:„ : i— i a :„tttucu juncy vjuuniy ji-iiuui, n amicu iu icuicu tina nnucii*in.c auu, in

its early years, did: of 113 boys entering around 1880, for example, 55

were the sons of tradesmen, 20 of clerks, 14 of farmers.

In 1871, taking up the post ofassistant master, teaching geography and

drawing, was twenty-nine-year-old Isaac Hardy, who had earlier taught

at a grammar school in Lincolnshire. Three years later, the school

awarded him an extra fifty pounds per year—probably more than half

again as much as he then earned; he was getting married, and would be

living off school premises. In January 1875, Sophia Hall, three years

— *u„„ u ~ — *u „— „«- t ,™— t-„:„juuugLi man nt, auu Liic.ii oLJUui [moil Loo at tut uiiiLLini L'luvA.ja ii i lam-

ing College, became his wife. Little more than a year later, she was

pregnant, and on February 7, 1877 she gave birth to Godfrey Harold

Hardy. Two years later, he was joined by a sister, Gertrude Edith. There,

across the road from the school, on the outskirts of Cranleigh, a village of

two thousand souls, they grew up.

Surrey's northern border was formed by the River Thames which,

further east, meandered through London. In the 1840s, the railroad had

begun pushing out from the great metropolis and in forty years had
ui^i tU a , f„ Q/i o nnn- k,, tu~ fk„uuuuiLU lilt v.f 1.111 1- y o jjupuianuu, iw jTijUuu, u y im, y ai ujih,a \ji i i it

centuries, that was breakneck growth. But in Cranleigh, at the other end

of the county, things changed more slowly. True, the railroad had in 1865

left Cranleigh just a quick forty miles, by the Guildford and Horsham

branch of the Brighton Railway, from London. And rich industrialists

had begun to buy farms here and build new homes on them. But during
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Hardy's youth, the rolling countryside around Granleigh remained

largely unspoiled, a peaceful tableau of dirt roads, windmills, old manors,

and thatched-roof cottages.

Hardy's parents lived midst the old Surrey charm, but were not of it,

having moved there from the other side of London, 150 miles away. They

had had no money for a university education. Isaac Hardy's father had

been a laborer and foundryman. Sophia's, once a turnkey at the county

jail, was a baker at the time ofher marriage. But both were bright, sought

something better in life—and, as schoolteachers, had found a niche in the

humbler reaches of the academic world.

Isaac Hardy, as C. P. Snow pictured him, was "a gentle, indulgent,

somewhat ineffectual man with more than a touch of the White Knight

about him." He was probably a happy man as well, with a refined

aesthetic sense and a buoyant attitude toward life. He was the leading

tenor in the school choir and, soon after coming to Cranleigh, was giv-

ing twice-a-week singing lessons. He edited the school magazine, played

football (soccer, to Americans), was active in fraternal organizations,

was a member of the Royal Geographic Society. When he died, at age

fifty-nine, he was earnestly and sincerely mourned, the shops along

High Street closed, their blinds drawn. He was "one of those rare and

precious souls," the headmaster would say, who "never uttered an un-

kind word, never pained any living being, never had an enemy." You

might chalk it up to inflated Victorian sentimentalism except for a pho-

tograph of him, taken when Harold was a child. It shows a man with
r — U „ „„j *u„ i . : i _r *u:„i, i 1 u„auuuy eyes, Limiiiiiig 11411, auu uic miiu ui ini^tv ucaiu lu<*i LdU iiJrtJVC

a man seem forbidding; on Isaac Hardy, though, it looks as welcoming

as it does on Santa Glaus.

The grim formality Victorian photographers more normally found in

their subjects returns, however, in a portrait of his wife taken in Cran-

leigh at about the same time. In it, Sophia Hall Hardy wears an ornate,

embroidered dress, her hair combed and piled back onto her head. The

small lips, turned down a little at the corners, the startled look in the eyes,

would reappear in her son. She was, like Ramanujan's mother, a pious

Q 1 / r- pUa 1 ^] A *• sr U 1 A A nintar ( ' ^ i A + ~ . „wuiuoij. uuiiuajo, oiil wuuiu uiag naiuiu auu i<^i uu uuul wj 1,11 u 1 n 1

two or three times. When she left the Lincoln Diocesan College in De-

cember 1874 to get married, the school thanked her for the "high reli-

gious tone, and consistent Christian conduct" with which she had

influenced her students over the past four years; for the good performance
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and kindness displayed ... in the management of the Students, together

with the quietness with which she has maintained her authority over

^.L nnn " A 1 f^froflicir if 1 c h o rr\ m-*t tr\ 1 klriU t Vi -» t Q/\nrin u;ii> i el-artl im„
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right, surpassingly competent woman.

Like her husband, she had a taste for cultural pursuits. She taught

C i #< ffhtt /J A/4 ^An^arro lilr** riarfArivnn^P f\P 1—1 1 « z*l ' c A/fsi c c? sr Ji
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held at the school, when Harold was one. As schoolteachers, embracing

a world of Art and Learning, both she and Isaac had transcended their

they approached their own children's education with the utmost earnest-

ness and care.

And the sensibilities they hoped to bequeath, at least the intellectual

ones, took.

sister school, about five miles up the road in Bramley. There, she ex-

celled, earning prize certificates in drawing and Latin. In 1903, after

earning a B.A. from the University of London, she returned to her alma

mater as art mistress, remaining there most of the rest of her life. In 1926,

she became editor of the school magazine, which she filled with poetry,

stories, and essays better by far than anything that small had a right to

expect. Her editorials were graceful. Her own poems, many of them rich

with literary and scholarly allusion, were suffused with an extravagant

comfort and love of the whole world of learning In this uncharac-

teristic attempt at doggerel, she swiped at the self-satisfied ignorance she

found among some students:

There is a girl I can't abide.

Her name? I'll be discreet.

Ifeel I'd need some savoir dire

Should I her parents meet!

She says "I never could do Maths.

When Daddy was at school

He could not add!" Vd love to say

"Then Daddy was a fool!"

1 1 ^
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"In dictee I got minus two;

There's not a verb I know;

I always write the future tense

Oj regit, regeuu.

"But then my Mother cannot write

Or speak a foreign tongue.

"

Sweet maid, how much the world had gained

If they had both diedyoung!"

Whatever Mr. and Mrs. Hardy laid on their children, it must have

come in massive doses, relentlessly administered, to have sired a poem

like that. Indeed, the Hardys held firm theories about education, quite

definite ideas about raising children that moved Snow to call them "a

little obsessive." Harold and his sister had no governess; a nurse taught
4^1 . * i j u~ tu„. , l„ j .„i.. r— u.. t tu„.. j:j
H1CIX1 HJ 1CAU rtllU wine, xiicy lldU icitttivciy icw uuuivs, uui tmjac Liicy uiu

have were always "good" ones; as a boy, Harold would read Don Quixote

and Gulliver's Travels to his sister. They were never allowed to play with

broken toys. It was as if there were an invisible standard of integrity and

excellence to which they were invited to compare everything—and to

sternly discard or reject anything that failed to measure up.

When Hardy was two, he was writing down numbers into the millions,

a common marker of mathematical talent. At church, he'd busy himself

seeking the factors in the hymn numbers: Hymn 84? That's 2x2x 3 X 7. At

school, young Hardy apparently never sat in a regular math class, but

was rather coached privately by Eustace Thomas Clarke, who presided

over the school's mathematics instruction. Clarke came to Cranleigh

fresh from St. John's College, Cambridge, where, as a "Wrangler," he'd

ranked among the top mathematics students. Coupled to his mathemat-

ical abilities was uncommon energy and drive, and he won a reputation

for instilling those traits in his students.

It was not just mathematics in which Hardy was gifted, but all to

which he took his hand. Yet a fragility, a diffidence, sometimes under-

^ r\ a.r\ if t-Tck t»n f r\ -f\ * T 1 * t r> \-t -* t r- ^ t^s^r-tc^ts-v-m^c- *-» iA i f p * r i *^iiiiiiLu it.. vv clj panuuji y ony cum. oui'wnouvuj cuj.u. wmu a * i y l_/v>cii

going up before the whole school to accept a prize. Sometimes he'd give

wrong answers to ensure he wouldn't have to do so. "Over-delicate," his

friend Snow described him later. "He seems to have been born with three

skins too few."

So was his sister, whom one ofher students would describe as "shy and
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diffident," When she entered St. Catherine's School Gertrude would

recall, "I was very shy, and the atmosphere in which I had been brought

up was a poor preparation for a girls' school of that age." Whatever made

fnr that "atmosnhere." it grinned both children. Neither ever married.r - -j o JTI "

Both spent their lives in academic settings. Both emerged as delicate,

enchanted by intellect, and—apparently reacting to their mother's

zealotry—r.ontemotuous of relienon.j _ _ 0

Hardy was an atheist even as a boy. Once, as he and a clergyman

walked in the fog, they saw a boy with a string and stick. The clergyman

likened God's oresence to a kite, felt but unseen. In the foff. he told vounp. -j- .__ -J-- - - xjr - / ' ' ' CD

Hardy, "you cannot see the kite flying, but you feel the pull on the

string." But in fog, Hardy thought, there is no wind and no kite can fly.

Gertrude felt much the same. Once, as an old woman confined to a

nursing home, she was asked her religious preference. She replied "Mo-

hammedan," bewailed the want of a mosque close by, even set about

trvinfr to locate a nraver ru? to enhance the decention.
j
—0 r j

- o -
1

When in the 1920s a photo was taken of the faculty at St. Catherine's

School, all twenty or so stared straight ahead into the camera. All, that

is, save for "Gertie," as she was known, who gazed off camera to her left,

leaving her almost in profile, her left side hidden. Gertrude lost her eye

as a child, when Harold, playing carelessly with a cricket bat, struck her;

she had to wear a glass eye for the rest of her life. The incident, however,

did nothing to disrupt their sibling closeness, and may even have en-

hanced it. They were devoted to one another all their lives, kept in close

touch almost as twins are said to. and for manv vears shared an anart-

ment in London.

In 1880, when Hardy was three, the board ofCranleigh School approved

taking twenty-four of the youngest students and boarding them sepa-

rately in what had been the sick house across the road, thus freeing up

places in the main school and increasing its income. Running it would be

Mr. and Mrs. Hardy, helped by a governess. This preparatory school

(which may have existed in some form earlier) was a distinct operation,

keot seoarate in the school's account books. In 1881. Mrs. Hardv was

paid 281 pounds, 12 shillings, from which, presumably, she met the

House's operating expenses.

The House, as the preparatory school came to be known, was a sprawl-

ing, barrackslike affair with a double-gabled roof that stood up the slope

from Horseshoe Lane opposite the school. At least around 1881, when

1

1
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road, in a small, two-story brick semidetached house, trimmed with the

black and red scalloped clay tiling ubiquitous in Surrey since the seven-

t— , 1 ' N 1 1 Dl ^" tU„ i:^1„ U„„ r r. „J1,, 11^-1 It U„JLccntii li.jilu] y. ivii, x ictiaeun. tiic iiLLJc iiuujc w cij gianuiy i-aiiLu. il nau

two small bedrooms on the second floor, and a low-ceilinged sitting room

and kitchen, dominated by a big brick fireplace, on the first. From the

Ol I IIug 1 VJUU1, yVJU lyUUIU aCL. H1L V^HJ^/V IUWU (Jl II1C ;_H_-1HJVJJ ai,lVJ33 Lllt^. i vjtua

and the rose window of its chapel.

Around 1881, census records tell, the house was home not just to

j. ...a,* auu 1110 iiiulhi^i
j
idiiiLij auu sui^i j uu i <\ia\j lu un^a x^t^ii tun, inn iy

years old, who helped Mrs. Hardy at the House; twenty- two-year-old

Catherine Maynard, who may have been the children's nurse; Alice Lee,

an eighteen-year-old servant; and another servant, Laura Chandler, a

widowed thirty-eight-year-old—eight people, in all, packed into what

amounted to a cottage. By today's standards, it must have made for a

t-i rr\~L t- c j-i . , aain tin*- t-l-iii n tliur c^'mAst. „f tka £mnl ~« /-a i v-i „ iHirrnn „ TUglll aiJULLH,, 1JUL Ull kJHILl OIUL VJl LilL IllLJ/lOV-l,, ill d Ulldg^ K>1

the Hardy house, lived a still larger family—an agricultural laborer and

his wife, her father, two sons already at work as laborer and ploughboy,

and six other children ranging from eleven down to four months.

Indeed, with only two children, the house might have seemed to Mr.

and Mrs. Hardy scandalously empty—making it natural, with the chil-

dren still young and the family's finances precarious, to rent out sleeping

space, probably in the basement, to local servants, some of whom may
have worked at the school. During the day, presumably, the servants

i a r /~\ ill f~\ cfiHor t /-\ fVi-cur- Ij-vKc IV/fr- 1—1 i rrA t. r tr\ c /•<\~ir\^\\ Tnrl A/Tt-p 1—Ti rf\ * r f*-v

minister to her flock at the House, leaving Harold and his sister with Miss

Maynard.

The Hardys were better off than many others who lived along Horse-

shoe Lane—farmers and laborers with five or six children, most ofwhom
had lived their whole lives in Cranleigh or nearby towns like Alfold,

Woking, or Dorking. But Isaac's modest position left them by no means

flush. The school's headmaster (principal) made a thousand pounds a

year. But at a time when workmen made sixty or seventy pounds a year

and an upper-middle-class person three hundred the school's second

master made only a hundred. Assistant master Hardy, it is safe to say,

made even less.

The Hardy children, someone later wrote, were brought up in "a

typical Victorian nursery"; typical is the key word. When he was six,

Harold was photographed in a standard-issue Victorian sailor suit, with
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a bow tie. He grew up on a road that a few years before had been little

more than a mud track. His hometown, spreading out haphazardly from

its little High Street of gabled, half-timbered shops, was unprepossessing.

Meanwhile, the school to which his family had such close ties sent a

kindred message: its modest red brick buildings, situated at the end of a

sloping driveway up from Horseshoe Lane, were handsome enough, but

bore none of the weight of history and tradition boasted by older public

schools.

Indeed, the atmosphere at Cranleigh School differed from anything

Hardy would meet later. It was not there to groom England's elite. It was

ordinary and unpretentious, shot through with a kind of youthful fresh-

ness. One visitor in 1875 noted that "Cranleigh boys may wander where

they please, and this freedom is characteristic of the establishment

throughout." Teachers played on school teams until 1888. Absent were

the rigid hierarchies of the older public schools, the tight restrictions on

student behavior. Boys went off on their own, smoked pipes, hung out

behind the gym.

Snow wrote that Hardy enjoyed a fortunate childhood, "enlightened,

cultivated, highly literate. . . . He knew what privilege meant, and he

knew that he had possessed it." Indeed, at home, he grew up with an

emphasis on intellect and learning that, in ages past, only the aristocracy

enjoyed. But at school, his teachers were mostly not public school boys

and everyone was aware of being not Eton, not Harrow, not Winchester.

And so, if "privilege" it was, it was of a rare and perhaps ideal sort—in

circumstances at once economically modest and culturally enriched, like

the immigrantJews of two generations ago, say, or the immigrant Asians

of today. And if Hardy grew up, as he did, insistent on intellectual

excellence, yet sensitive to those socially scorned or economically un-

lucky, Cranleigh may have helped make him that way.

In July 1889, J. T. Ward, a fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge,

reported to the headmaster at Cranleigh the results of his yearly exam-

inations of students in the school's upper forms. Students at Cranleigh

advanced throuerh each "form." or grade, based lar^elv on merit, not aere:

indeed, one year among the school's 347 boys was a sixth-former who was

twenty. Hardy reached the sixth form at twelve. But though five years

younger than most other boys, reported Ward, he surpassed most of them

in algebra, geometry, and trigonometry. A much older boy came in first

that year. But Hardy came next, "far ahead of the third boy, although he
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has rj ^studied] no Conic Sections yet, and a very little Nlechanics [the

science, not the trade]; taking into account his present age, I am confi-

dent," wrote Ward, "that he ought to distinguish himself greatly in the

future."

Distinguish himself he did. Granleigh had nourished him but now

offered him, at age twelve, nothing more. His parents, who had the

hiorhpct acm ratinne fnr fVi^ir rirnrlicrinnclv int-plliorpnf enn fane nn-"(5"~~- — ———
i* 0 ; 0~"~ -v,,-, r - — v,,.

scholarships for which he might be eligible. Around this time, about the

scarcest and most coveted scholarship of all was to Winchester, one of

England's most hallowed public schools and a traditional proving ground

for the mathematically gifted. Its scholarship exam was among the tough-

est of its kind; one year in the 1860s, 137 boys competed for seven schol-

arships. To prepare for it, you normally went lo a coach or special school.

Ifyou won it, you turned down anything else you might also have won.

It was the ultimate feather in a boy's academic cap.

Hardy applied for it and in 1890, among a field of 102 candidates,

placed first.

By the early 1890s, Cranleigh School was beginning to shed the easy-

going openness of its early years, Hardy's father had been named bursar,

or treasurer, and the family was living in what was probably a more

spacious home, "Connel." But by then, G. H. Hardy was gone from

Cranleigh, headed off to the wider world.

3. FLINT AND STONE

If originally endowed, as were many venerable public schools, to educate

poor scholars, Winchester had long ago evolved into a preserve for the

gentry. A few hours by rail from London's Waterloo Station, in the

cathedral city bearing the same name, Winchester was the real thing

—

the sort of place you conjured up, along with Eton, Harrow, and Rugby,

when you thought of public school, and which occupied heights to which

Cranleigh's founders could only dream of aspiring.

Over the years, the school graduated more than its share of those

whom one school historian could aptly class as "gentlemanly rebels and

intellectual reformers." And twenty years later, it would be fair to de-

scribe Hardy as one of them. Winchester didn't try to, of course; its more

usual products were reserved, patrician, conservative social and political

leaders. But those who did rebel often became distinguished rebels.

At Winchester, Hardy found much against which to rebel. From out-
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and stone, pierced by tiny slotted windows; these formidable architec-

tural details stemmed from the Peasants' Revolt, and from bloody town-

century when the school was founded. Scholarship students like Hardy

lived in a sort of intellectual ghetto within the college, a fortresslike

^mrtlov ji-±P ivtAr)iziiril frrQ\? ctnno Vm i 1 rl nnre i a r /-k r1 1 rl C omrt fVirm fVl** dinn\/
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openness of Cranleigh.

As a new student, Hardy was grilled on "notions"—a vast lexicon of

• i r-» /-l clinnr nA/inli '»r tr\ \\J l n r>h**e tar Qrvm j^if* t-h**TVi u/An t Vior,Lr friAjdic^\jji anu Jiang jj^^ujim v-v t t iunn,jn,i . ^/ v/n iv, wx tuvui vnv w v*i^

Latin, some were submerged in the mists of the school's medieval past.

Collectively, they defined good form and bad, as Winchester, across the

span of centuries, had come to see them. "Tugs" was stale news. To

"brock" was to bully. A "remedy," derived from the Latin remedium,

meant "a holiday." A "tunding" was a flogging at the hands of a prefect,

I'-**- oa« ptn^fltif r^flrij^^T' T oirnminr i/nnr n/\hnnc mirl a fr\r nr\ i rWt* ctnrli/
\ji ovvinvi otuvaniL . xj^ui jvwi nuuvno muuv- *w* u\/ iuiv jvuuj.

There were thousands of words, with whole published glossaries given

over to them, some graced with exquisite drawings and illuminated cap-

itals. All had to be memorized.

Making sure they learned their notions and otherwise conformed were

the prefects. It was Student Power run amok. Even after Matthew Ar-

nold's reforms, expressly aimed at curbing the power of the older boys at

English public schools, Winchester lay in the grip of these prefects, who

lorded it over the younger and weaker students. Conditions were better

frVnn rt** *%rt **r rpnrnn/ h**/r"i»v* urli tin o r\*» r*f l nn 1 1 r\ \i j^r, ii^*l m/M^Anf r\fLliail CX. V^Uai 1^1 V-V-HlWl y «^V> IV* V> j VY HLH U. |^CV1 t*VyUJt*l 1 jf V/l UV> J X X X VvX \_4 V, »1V V/ X

tunding—thirty strokes, with a ground-ash stick, across the back and

shoulders of a student who bristled at taking his notions exam—had

outraged a parent and brought in the press. But Winchester was still

reckoned among the most brutal of the public schools. Beatings were the

rule, not the exception. And student prefects were still left free by school

officials to exercise a Lord of the Flies-like savagery. The place was a vast

adolescent hierarchy, a tribal society built on power, privilege, and force.

And tradition. If anything, the current headmaster, W. A. Fearon, was

began "Morning Hills," a twice-yearly schoolwide trek to the top of St.

Catherine's Hill culminating in prayers and a calling of the school roll.

He also revived the ancient processions around the Cloisters, where stu-

dents sang the morning hymn, lam lucis orto sidere, as they solemnly circled

through the stone-arched walkways. After the sweet, soft air of Cranleigh,
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matics teacher, Sarah Richardson, known by everyone as "Mrs. Dick, 1 '

who held open house on Sunday with cakes and back issues of the Illus-
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could Fearon's humanizing little trips to London. Neither, amazingly,

could cricket.

Back when Hardy was eight, even then the budding writer, he put out his

own little newspaper, complete with editorial, advertisements, a speech

ku D»!>vtA TV jfi r.* ay f^L\ ™ A c t n« a in/1 <-i f*,.11 va-nsw* /-if ~. s*]r >*v-. it^l-i
i
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As a child growing up in Cranleigh, all through his Winchester years,

and beyond, Hardy's world resonated to the sound of cricket bats and the

whirl of white flannel under the summer sun. In Britain's more gentle-

manly circles, cricket was as ubiquitous and important as basketball is in

American inner-city neighborhoods, or as baseball once was in Brooklyn.

T «iri p flio rr*-J\ fA a-ry sm. /*/-mi«H/ r'ri/^l'ot- +s Curraif »-s /! *-» c* *-k ^ ;An *- Vi U" *-» * r

would go to the Kennington Oval in London to see cricket greats Rich-

ardson and Abel, then in their prime. Back at school, practices were

sacrosanct; even detention didn't interfere. The school magazine was

heavy with accounts of matches—like this one between school and village

in 1888, when Hardy was eleven:

Played at Cranleigh, July 21st, on a very slow wicket. The village batted

first, and were opposed by Robinson and Blaker. Robinson bowled ex-

U, r, Ki it
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the side being dismissed for 53. In the School's innings, Douglas was

bowled in the first over and this was only the commencement of a series of

disasters, our total only reaching 4-5, Warner being the only one to obtain

double figures. In the 2nd innings, the village did much better. . . .

In cricket, one man hurls a ball, another bats it, and fielders rush to

catch it. Sounds like baseball, as does its penchant for statistics. But

cricket is a more leisurely game, one inspired by quite a different spirit.

The ball is delivered "bowled" with a straight arm at the end of a

curious loping run, normally first striking the ground in front of the

batter. The "batsman," as he is properly called, uses a paddlelike wooden

implement to "defend" the "wicket," a two-foot-high tridentlike affair,

stuck in the ground, atop which lie lightly balanced rods. If the bowler

dislodges these rods or induces the batsman to do so, the wicket is lost.
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"dismissed."

Such an account scarcely does justice to a game whose roots, by Har-

uy o Lini^^ vv^iit uu\^j\ jia nunuiivU jv^ai iiiat 111 ui ganj£j^u iv^i 111 nau

dominated English summers for two hundred, that had its own rich lore,

its own etiquette, its own arcane language. (A "sticky wicket/' for ex-

-rvh y\ 1 a tvioin C *~h i f fli/i nrrtiinrl i *-i ^V-.*-* t\~i 4* V\i win l c ura^ wi ilrimv ft-i^i
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ball's bounce more difficult to estimate.) Cricket, one connoisseur of the

game, Neville Cardus, once wrote, "is a thing of personal art and skill; it

*-1 a r\an /A c n /"\ t tvi unlir /" \ fl r/iC nl fc lin t / \r\ fViJi imnnnt rrz»m 1 1 c i « /-I /iKi^i^tflrnut ixiaiLii j i VvO w x ^ uut un viib anivuiii \jl gvyinuj anu v^iiai a^Lv^i

which is put into it." Genius and character: the English took the game

seriously.

And no Englishman more so than Hardy, to whose days cricket gave

almost as much meaning as did mathematics. He devotedly studied his

Wisden, the cricket annual crammed with bowling averages, test-match

iljuiljj auu uuili aiv^ajna ui mi. t^aiiiv^ a li j. i Vj tm. uuiiu llo vi <x

bridge club would alliteratively cite his command of "the University

Constitution, the methods of Canvassing, Clarendon type, and profes-

sional cricket." As a young Fellow of Trinity College, he'd play a bas-

tardized form of it in his rooms, with walking stick and tennis ball. He'd

play it more seriously into his sixties. He reveled in the batsman's back-

swing, in tactical nuance, in the logic behind changing bowlers or posi-

tioning fielders . . .

But now at Winchester, even cricket gave him little pleasure. Win-
^«t»r „r,c „ko«cc^ k,, <k„

grown alarmed by the rampant athleticism embodied in cricket's hold on

students. Come summer, one writer for the school paper lamented in

June 1893, three years into Hardy's tenure, "we proceed as if life were

one long game of cricket."

But though Hardy was a natural athlete, his cricket skills atrophied at

Winchester. He was, as someone later described him, "small, taut, and

wiry," and played other sports well, especially soccer. "Hardy made an

excellent rush . . . Hardy moved neatly . . . Hardy was magnificent,"

the team, and left Winchester feeling slighted. Denied the coaching to

which he felt his talents entitled him, Snow remembers him grumbling,

his defects as a batsman persisted—thus frustrating, at least in his imag-

inings, a brilliant cricket career.

That was one grudge Hardy bore against Winchester; given his fixa-
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place. But there were others. Poor teaching crushed any artistic ability he

inherited from his father. He was shy and sometimes sickly, in a setting

with scant tolerance for such frailties. One winter he got so sick he almost

died. Later he would feel a shock of envy for the happier experience of a

friend who attended school from home, as a day student. After Hardy left

vviuuicjici, nc tuuiun l crti uiiiuuu, wim^ii waj olivcu uiLic, uy siatuic,

five days a week. He never returned to visit. He never attended a reunion.

At Winchester, in those days, the classics were still lopsidedly repre-
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Latin, and history, three to French, two to divinity, two to science, and

four to mathematics. But Hardy probably never attended mathematics

classes as such, instead working alone with the second master, George

("Dick") Richardson. Something of an anomaly at Winchester, Rich-

ardson had attended Cambridge, ranking high in the mathematical Tri-

pvji cAaui Lucie, u'u i. vva^ j iu i iiiiu^cn a jju uiil auiuOi giauuaii,. iil vveu 11O

model teacher, hardly bothering with any but the better students. These,

of course, included Hardy, who in 1893 walked off with the school's

Duncan Prize in mathematics.

But Hardy was not just interested in mathematics. He studied physics

on his own, read Tyndall and Huxley, was a devotee of Ruskin, enjoyed

headmaster Fearon's brand of history. So midway through his six years

at Winchester, it was not yet clear where his future lay.

inn-±>unng iat.1,1 uil, ± iam y nau a. vv loauloj iui uhllii h, o iui iv.o , ouu uvli iiiv,

course of one boring London weekend reputedly consumed several dozen

of them; so while he enjoyed good literature, he was not above escapist

fare. One day when he was about fifteen, he came upon a book written a

few years before under the name Alan St. Aubyn, a pseudonym for a

certain Mrs. Frances Marshall who, displaying able judgment, chose not

to associate her name with it. The book was called A Fellow of Trinity. It

was about university life at Trinity College, Cambridge. And it was

awful, its characters silly, its prose insipid. Yet, somehow, it touched a

i" Vi / \ »" 1*1 irAii nrt- 1—T i r/A / z*c napi 1 1 * / l tr /'rtripliirltn/r c-s^and t » r t~i i / 1 pUrturP^nm u in
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Herbert Flowers, the earnest hero, rejoicing in academic victory.

Herbert was back again at Trinity. He wore a long B.A. gown now, with

ribbons on it, that he made no attempt to hide, and a fur hood over
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his Surplice, and sat in great dignity in the Bachelors' seats in chapel and

at the Fellows' table in Hall.

He was a Fellow of Trinity!

He sat at the high table now, and the grave portraits of the founders and

the illustrious dead looked down upon him approvingly.

The ardours, the sorrows, the struggles of the race, were all over; only

the brilliant achievement remained. The great cloud of witnesses that

looked down from those old rafters overhead upon those who feasted there

had never approved a more nobly earned success in the rich intellectual

history of the past of Trinity.

He wore his honours as he had worn his misfortunes, with becoming

modesty, and was warmly welcomed by the grave, scholarly old Fellows

who sat around the great horseshoe table in the Combination Room.

Perhaps he never quite realized until he sat there, on that first night of

his Fellowship after Hall, mute and wondering, enjoying the walnuts and

the wine—and ail that the walnuts and the wine round that horseshoe table

represented of scholarly and philosophical learning and culture—how great

had been his success!

Hardy was bewitched. "Flowers was a decent enough fellow (so far as

'Alan St. Aubyn' could draw one)," Hardy reminisced later, "but even

my unsophisticated mind refused to accept him as clever. If he could do

these things, why not I?" He, Hardy, would become a Fellow of Trinity,

and mathematics would be his ticket to it.

Omitted from Hardy's account was that Trinity was, after all, Gam-

bridge's crown jewel, enjoying the richest mathematical tradition of any

Cambridge or Oxford college. Still, for a Wykehamist, as Winchester

men were known, New College, Oxford, was the more orthodox choice.

Both Winchester and New College had been founded by William of

Wykeham, bishop of Winchester and twice lord chancellor, who con-

ceived the two institutions as one, encompassing all the years of school

and university. So of the two great universities, Wykehamists normally

picked Oxford, in particular New College. In Hardy's year, 1896, forty-

^ ^_ : r^..r_„j eft „r »u . ^_ vr
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College. Only eight went to all the Cambridge colleges combined.

Hardy was one of them, and on a scholarship to boot. "Congratula-

tions are due to Smyth and Hardy for their brilliant success," noted The

Wykehamist, the school newspaper, with uncharacteristic fervor. "It is an
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chester has certainly never accomplished it before, and we doubt if any

other school can boast such a performance."
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students had done so well in the big art examination, gushed headmaster

Rev. G. C. Allen at the school's annual Speech Day, that the examiner
u„j ..^ „ i «-u— r„. ui.. . „ ( u u~„* ;„ a, ~ „„_.„*..., rv,, i
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warm applause erupted from the audience. And now, Allen went on, Mr.

Hardy's son had won a Major Scholarship to Trinity—an achievement
...u;„u iU i „— i „„„— * ., "— r. r +u tU:—„ — w:„wiin^n, me lULai papci wiyic, waa vjne ui i.nc ingiicac iiiingo even »» m-

chester could expect to get."

4. A FELLOW OF TRINITY

It would be impossible to exaggerate the role in British life of Cambridge

anu v/aiuiu. i v iilu navi.id.iv unu in i pi i„pa.i t,u ino uiuujr Oj unnj/i

Genius, based on a thousand or so eminent Britons, of the half who had

been to university, 74 percent had been to one or the other of them.

Cambridge, like Oxford eighty miles to the southwest, was first a

town—a midsized trading settlement that grew out of a Roman encamp-

ment on a hill north of the River Cam. Beginning in the thirteenth

century, scholars congregated there and formed colleges. What ultimately

emerged was a federation of colleges more like America under the Articles

of Confederation—states unto themselves exercising a jealous grip on
f Vi qi r t*i nrVi t~c *-i /A r-k * » ror r* fVi-^i-i A w» or * ivv^^-la** t"Vi£t pfr>rvnfr r^o*s f 1 n-rMr£irn_Lilian iignto anu pv vvLri j mail J. lin^i lK^a kah\j.\^l t-i iv, Jti^ng v^n ti <xi gvvi.iii~

ment of the Constitution; you were first a student of your college, only

then of the university. Until the Senate House was built in 1720, the

university had no central meeting place.

Each college had its own history, its own endowment, its own faculty

with its own academic strengths, its own predominant architectural style.

Each attracted its own mix of students, who wore their own distinctive

undergraduate gowns. Each had its own roster of distinguished gradu-

ates. There was Peterhouse, oldest of the Cambridge colleges, established
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"immense and glorious work of fine intelligence!" And Magdalene,

pronounced "maudlin," at the north end of town across the River

Cam, founded by Benedictine monks in 1428 and whose Samuel Pepys

Library contained his famous Diary. There were St. John's, Jesus,

Gonville and Caius, Pembroke ... by Hardy's time close to twenty in all.
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Some had just one or two hundred undergraduates and feiiows; some, like

Trinity, closer to a thousand.

Architecturally, the colleges could be imagined as variations on a pow-

erful and persistent theme: facing the street was a more or less continuous

wall of two- or three-story buildings in stone or brick. Entering the college

through a great arched gate, you found yourself in a dark passage, to one

side of which stood the Porter's Lodge. There a man in a bowler hat,

whose accent instantly marked him as porter and not student, saw to the

daily workings of the college—admitting visitors, delivering messages,

keeping track of keys. Past the Porter's Lodge was the enclosed court of

the college, whose smartly coiffed grass plot would, even on the grayest of

English days, leap at you with green. Around the court, typically on all

four sides, were walls of buildings. These included the chapel, the library,

and the dining hall, typically a grand, high-ceilinged affair, richly pan-

eled in wood, and studded with framed portraits of college luminaries.

A student might attend university lectures, but he mostly learned

through "supervisions," at the elbow of a college tutor, in his rooms

within the college, two or three students at a time. He also had a tutor

who watched over his "moral" development, and a director of studies,

who monitored his scholarly progress; these, too, were members of the

college, not drawn from the university at large. Likely as not, the under-

graduate lived "in college"—in a set of rooms off a court of the college

reached through one of the staircases spaced every dozen or so paces

around it.

"Rooms" at Cambridge did not mean the bare furnished room con-

jured up by Americans today in "room for rent." In fact, they were often

small apartments of their own, some of them well furnished and ornate,

with fine wallpaper, rugs, framed paintings, sometimes even formal

dining-room tables. Cambridge men were deemed wholly unable to cook,

clean, or otherwise care for themselves. They were served by bedmakers

and "gyps," who brought coal up to feed the fireplace, took in the mail,

fetched lunch, set out bed linen, towels, and tea cloths, served tea. Stu-

dents were invariably addressed as Mister and treated with no little

respect. But perks at Cambridge did not extend to the modern plumbing

and conveniences that ordinary middle-class Americans were enjoying by

this time. The few baths were clustered together, often across a wind-

swept court from the student's room. Hot and cold running water were

unknown. The gyp's first job, upon showing up at seven in the morning,

was to fill a tin saucer with cold water for washing.
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Trinity was among the oldest of the Cambridge colleges; it was cer-

tainly the largest, and the most famous, formed from two smaller colleges

each of which went back to the fourteenth century. It had taken its

present form under Henry VIII, whose plump, strutting sculpted figure

faced Hardy each time he walked past the bicycles massed outside the

gate to Great Court.

uominaieu uy a picturesque uomeu luuniam uiai went uacx 10 iou^,

Great Court was the largest among Trinity's five courts and, indeed, the

largest enclosed quadrangle in Europe, more than four hundred feet

diagonally across; you could drop a baseball diamond within it and its

walls would make for respectably distant outfield fences.

Hardy was assigned a room in Whewell's Court, across cobblestoned

Trinity Street from Great Court, in a complex of buildings completed just

thirty years earlier. More intimately scaled than most of the rest of Trin-

ity, and a little isolated, Whewell's Court was its own quiet preserve of

stone and lawn. From his room on the second floor of Staircase M, Hardy

could look out through arched Gothic windows to the busy sidewalk, or

to the stone ramparts of Sidney Sussex College across the street. Yet

within the inner sanctum of the court itself, the sound of bicycles clat-

tering down Bridge Street or of excited conversation among students in

Jesus Lane did not penetrate.

After Winchester, of course, Trinity was not primarily an aesthetic

delight for Hardy. Winchester was even older than Trinity, or almost

anyplace else at Cambridge for that matter, its chapel as stately, its

courts as tradition bound, its cloisters as imposing. So for nineteen-year-

old Hardy, as he signed the Trinity Admissions Book in 1896, it was what

Cambridge and Trinity represented that mattered. And what it represented

was being at the top of the intellectual heap.

Hardy, however, had a shock coming—a disillusioning that would lead

him to weigh dropping mathematics. It came in the form of a venerable

Cambridge institution called the Tripos.

The word is pronounced trp-poss, and it originally referred to a three-
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to dispute, sometimes humorously, sometimes aggressively, the candi-

date for the degree in mathematics. The word subsequently came to refer

generally to the examinations mathematical candidates took to earn their

degrees. Still later, the word was extended to examinations in other

fields—a Classical Tripos, a Natural Sciences Tripos, and so on.
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The mathematical Tiipus Was impussibly aiduuus. Yuu sat fur fum

days of problems, often late into the evening, took a week's break, then

came back for four more days. The first half, which stressed quickness

and counted even mere arithmetical facility, covered the easy stuff; show-

ing even modest aptitude was enough to earn a degree. The second half

weighed doubly and encompassed more difficult material. Here, some-

times on problem after problem, the brightest students, destined for dis-

tinguished mathematical careers, would not even know where to begin. It

was a frightful ordeal. Recollections invariably lapse into awed hyper-

bole. The Tripos, wrote one Enghsh-born mathematician years later,

"became far and away the most difficult mathematical test that the world

has ever known, one to which no university of the present day can show

any parallel."

But the Tripos was more than an examination. It was an institution.

By the time Hardy arrived in Cambridge in 1896, it comprised the aca-

demic rituals surrounding it, the esteem accorded it, the system built to

support it, even the style of mathematics it encouraged, all rolled into

one. The Tripos went back, in earliest form, to 1730 and had always been

difficult. But over the years, as it grew more demanding and more im-

portant, it also, in inimitable English fashion, took on the luster—and

deadweight—of Tradition.

Tripos candidates were ranked on the basis of their performance, and

a whole ritual surrounded the reading of the Order of Merit at the Senate

House. Those ranking in the first of three classes were deemed "Wran-

glers," the topmost among thern being named Senior Wrangler; in the

early days of the Tripos, the disputants "wrangled" over points of logic.

To learn who the Senior Wrangler was, everyone flocked to the Senate

House. Even women, normally banished to the fringes of Cambridge life,

showed up. Mingled reverence and sex appeal, if it can be imagined,

accrued to the Wranglers, who "usually expected," a Cambridge vice-

chancellor was advised back in 1751, "that all the young Ladies of their

Acquaintance . . . should wish them Joy of their Honour."

If anything, the Joy and Honour were greater by Hardy's time, the

Senior Wrangler and those j ust behind him in the order of merit earning

applause and hurrahs from friends and college mates. At graduation, the

vice-chancellor sat on the dais at one end of the Senate House, and

college tutors presented to him those taking their degrees. The recipient

kneeled before him, and the vice-chancellor took his hand between his

own and repeated in Latin the awarding of the degree.
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Standing below the Wranglers were the Senior Optimes, or second

class, and the Junior Optimes, or third. When the lowest scoring of the

Junior Optimes—the bottom-ranking man in the class—went to receive

his degree, his friends solemnly lowered from the Senate House gallery

the Wooden Spoon. In fact it was a huge malting shovel, as large as the

man receiving it, inscribed in Greek, and flamboyantly decorated. Upon
rising to his feet, he'd take the ungainly thing and, shouldering it trium-

phantly, stride from the hall with his friends.

Of course, the Wooden Spoon was strictly a consolation prize. The

honor accorded the Senior Wrangler, on the other hand, was no laughing

matter, but clung to him, like an aura, for a lifetime. "If one person were

consensus Ail-American, a Rhodes scholar, and Bachelor of the Year,"

observed one account aimed at American readers, "he would not come

close to commanding the lasting distinction that came to the Senior

Wrangler." To a lesser extent, Wranglers among the first ten or so shared

some of the glory and were virtually guaranteed distinguished careers.

Obituaries of English mathematicians half a century later invariably

noted that you had once been Senior Wrangler, or Second Wrangler, or

Fourth. As a history of the Cambridge Philosophical Society accurately

noted, "the Senior Wrangler was not invariably a great mathematician

. . . [but] it was virtually certain that he could, if he wished, be an

influential one."

Around Cambridge and to an extent elsewhere in Britain, the Senior

Wrangler was a celebrity. People related to him much as they do the

winner of the Kentucky Derby—without knowing the first thing about

horseflesh. He was a star. The Times of London invariably recorded his

elevation. Picture postcards bearing his photographic likeness were sold

around town. One from around the turn of the century shows the victor

sitting outside, posed on an ornate chair, polished shoes gleaming, hands

demurely clasped together—the Derby winner shown off to the press.

All this was very nice in its way, very British. No one questioned that

Tripos success reflected, more or less, mathematical ability. Nor that, if

anyone was to become a great mathematician, it would be the Wrangler

and not the Wooden Spoon. On the other hand, precise ranking in the

Order of Merit, everyone knew, meant far less than it seemed. Indeed, it

was an open secret that Second Wranglers seemed to distinguish them-

selves more than Senior Wranglers. Maxwell, the great mathematical

physicist who united electricity and magnetism, had been Second Wran-

gler. So had J. J. Thomson, discoverer of the electron. Then there was
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thermodynamicist Lord Kelvin, then still William Thomson, surely the

best mathematician of his year. Everyone, including himself, thought he

was a shoo-in for Senior Wrangler. "Oh, just run down to the Senate

House, will you, and see who is Second Wrangler," he asked his servant.

The servant returned and said, "You, sir." Someone else, his name today

forgotten, had proved better able to master Tripos mathematics.

And that was the problem: there was such a thing as "Tripos mathe-

matics," and it bore little kinship to anything of interest to serious,

working mathematicians. The Tripos was tricky and challenging, and

certainly separated the Wranglers from the Wooden Spoon; in 1881, for

example, the Senior Wrangler got a score of 16,368 "marks," out of a

possible 33,541, the Wooden Spoon 247. But there was a datedness to the

problems, a preoccupation with Euclid, and Newton, and exercises in

mathematical physics—a sphere spinning on a cylinder with the candi-

date asked to establish the equations governing its motion, or a problem

based on Carnot's Cycle in thermodynamics, and so on. They demanded

accuracy and speed in the manipulation of mathematical formulas, a

shallow cleverness, perhaps, but not real insight.

And not even stubborn persistence; a proof demanded by a Tripos

question couldn't be too long or too involved; so you learned to look for

that hidden Tripos twist. During one Tripos exam, a top student—that

year's Senior Wrangler—observed a less capable candidate making short

work of a problem over which he agonized. Must be a trick, he realized

—

and went back and found it himself. The personal qualities encouraged

by the Tripos, J. J. Thomson would make so bold as to suggest, made it

excellent training—for the bar.

In homage to the Tripos, an alternative educational system had sprung

up. In the nineteenth century, university lecturers at Oxford and Cam-
bridge inhabited a world of their own with scant contact with students.

Teaching was left to tutors in the individual colleges, who were hardly up

to the task of preparing students for the Tripos. So a Third Force had

emerged to fill the vacuum—private coaches.

These coaches were not out to teach you mathematics for its own sake,

but to school you, for handsome fees, in Tripos mathematics. You were

trained, one future Senior Wrangler wrote, like a racehorse. In groups of

four or five, you and your coach went over problems. Maybe three times

a week, he lectured to you. He pored over old examinations, wrote little

private tracts, codifying mathematical knowledge into neat bundles. Only

rarely did a coach himself produce important new mathematical results.
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But "produce" he did—Senior Wranglers. At one point, coach E. J.

Routh churned out some two dozen of them in as many years.

For students, the work load was prodigious. One distinguished math-

ematician, J. E. Littlewood, wrote that "to be in the running for Senior

Wrangler one had to spend two-thirds of the time practicing how to solve

difficult problems against time." Attending lectures became a luxury. Of

his professors in the late 1870s, A. R. Forsyth has written that they

did not teach us; we did not give them the chance. We did not read their

work: it was asserted, and was believed, to be of no help in the Tripos.

Probably, many of the students did not know the professors by sight. Such

an odd situation, for mathematical students in a University famed for

mathematics, was due mainly, if not entirely, to the Tripos and its sur-

roundings which, as undefined as is the British constitution, had settled

into a position beyond the pale of accessible criticism.

That was how things stood m Forsyth's time, and that's how they

remained during Hardy's. The Tripos system discouraged exploration of

any area of mathematics, however personally satisfying, not apt to show

up on the examination. It granted professional success—a fellowship at a

good college, say—to those doing well on the exam, not those demon-

strating a bent for research, or boldness in pursuing it. Tripos success

became, like marriage for the prototypical Southern belle, not a happy

prelude to one's life but its culmination.

Hardy was drawn up into the system, in his first term being handed
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Cambridge, the academic year consisted of three terms of seven or eight

weeks. Typically, for ten straight terms the coaches did their work, and

their students did theirs. Until finally, on a cold January in the unhealed

Senate House, the student would sit down to begin the Tripos ordeal.

This was what Hardy had to look forward to.

He was not alone among the mathematically gifted revolted by the

banality of the Tripos. Bertrand Russell, who ranked as Seventh Wran-

gler when he took the Tripos in 1893, and who would make numerous
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how preparing for it "led me to think of mathematics as consisting of

artful dodges and ingenious devices and as altogether too much like a

crossword puzzle." The Tripos over, he swore he'd never look at math-

ematics again, and at one point sold all his math books.

But Russell did go through it. And so did most others. Hardy's future
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ematics as empty. But he simply gritted his teeth and, as Hardy told the

story years later, "decided deliberately to postpone his mathematical

education, and to devote two years to the acquisition of a complete

mastery of all the Tripos technique, resuming his studies later with the

Senior Wranglership to his credit and, he hoped, without serious preju-
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was precisely what he did.

But the young Hardy, new to Cambridge and deeply disenchanted,
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Maybe he would quit mathematics altogether.

"I cannot remember ever having wanted to be anything but a mathe-

matician," Hardy would later write. "I suppose that it was always clear

that my specific abilities lay that way, and it never occurred to me to
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disclaim all artistic ability. As a philosopher, he decided, he would have

been insufficiently original. Only as a journalist might he have made a go

of it. But these ruminations lay almost half a century in the future. At the

time, it was none of these fields that he weighed entering, but history . . .

In about 1064, two years before being killed by an arrow in the eye at

the Battle of Hastings, Harold, son of Godwin, swore to Prince William

of Normandy not to contest the English throne, and in return was

crowned Earl of Wessex. The scene was depicted in the famous Bayeux
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model for a brightly colored illumination of surpassing grace, onto which

he dutifully calligraphed the caption "Ye Crowninge of Ye Earl Harold."

Later, Winston Churchill, among others, would also tell the story of

Harold, in The Birth of Britain, the first of his epic four-volume History of

the English-Speaking Peoples. And it was a comprehensive history something

like that which Hardy, at the age of about ten, dared undertake. Unfor-

tunately, he approached it in overmuch detail and so never got much past

the good Earl Harold.
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his examiners so much he could as well have gotten his scholarship in

history as in math. Now, recalling Headmaster Fearon's treatment of the

subject as a bright spot of the drab Winchester years, he flirted with

changing fields. He might well have gone ahead with it. But in the midst

of his confusion, he went to his director of studies, who brought another
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influence to bear on his malleable young mind in the person of Augustus

Edward Hough Love.

A thirty-three-year-old man with a huge, bushy mustache, mutton-

chop sideburns, and a vast bald oval of a head, Love had been named, a

few years before, a Fellow of the Royal Society, Britain's most distin-

guished scientific body. In 1893, he'd finished his two-volume Treatise on

the Mathematical Theory ofElasticity, summarizing what was then known of

how materials deform under impact, twisting, and heavy loads. But Love

did not push Hardy into his own field. Though an applied mathemati-

cian, he had a bent for fundamentals, basic principles, abstract formu-

lations. Once, talking with a friend who was explaining something

geometrically, Love shook his head, and said he didn't follow. "You see

it is all x, yy z for me, and not your pictures at all." And so, perhaps

attuned to Hardy's natural bent, he suggested Hardy read a mathemat-

ical text alien to the libraries ofmost applied mathematicians, the French-
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When Jordan died almost three decades later, it would be Hardy who

wrote his obituary in Proceedings of the Royal Society and took the opportu-

nity to comment on the book that changed his life: "To have read it and

mastered it is a mathematical education in itself," Hardy wrote, "and it

is hardly possible to overstate the influence which it has had on those

who, coming to it as I did from the elaborate futilities of 'Tripos' math-

ematics, have found themselves at last in [the] presence of the real thing."

Jordan and other Continental mathematicians were taking seemingly

obvious mathematical concepts and subjecting them to the most search-

ing scrutiny. For example, mathematicians spoke of "continuous

functions"—relationships between variables unmarked by weird and

abrupt lurches. And in just such vague, intuitive ways did they tend to

think of them. But what, exactly, was a function? And what did it mean

to say it was continuous? Among "analysts," as this breed of mathema-

tician was known, just such questions were their meat.

Say you draw a circle on a piece of paper; obviously, the circle divides

the paper into two regions—within the circle, and outside it. Now, say
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surely you can connect them (not necessarily with a straight line) without

cutting the circle, right? And just as surely, if one point lies outside the

circle and the other inside, then any continuous line linking them has to

cut the circle . . .

"Surely?" "Just as surely?" For English mathematicians untouched by
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the precision of the Continent, such notions were obvious, scarcely worthy

of another thought. But Jordan actually stated these seemingly self-

evident truths as theorems and set about trying to prove them rigorously.

In fact, he couldn't do it, or at least not completely; his proofs were laced

with flaws, and his successors had later to correct them. But they invoked

just the kind of close, sophisticated reasoning that Hardy, coming upon

Jordan now, at the age of barely twenty, found beguiling. "I shall never

forget," Hardy later wrote of Jordan's book, whose second, much-

improved edition had just appeared in 1896, "the astonishment with

which I read that remarkable work, the first inspiration for so many

mathematicians of my generation, and learnt for the first time as I read

it what mathematics really meant."

Of course none of this had anything in the least to do with the Tripos,

which—now a mathematician again more than ever—Hardy would have

to take. And that, realistically speaking, meant studying with a coach. So

Hardy—yes, his friend Littlewood later seemed to gloat, "even the rebel

Hardy"—surrendered. It was a bitter pill; "real" mathematics was put

aside, Tripos mathematics reluctantly embraced. "When I look back

upon those two years of intensive study," he would recall later, "it seems

to me almost incredible that anyone not destitute of ability or enthusiasm

should have found it possible to take so much trouble and to learn no

more."

Inaugurating something of a trend among the better students, Hardy

took the Tripos at the end of his second year, rather than his third, thus

freeing himself from its grip that much sooner. Still he managed to come

in fourth—by any measure a superb performance. "Hurrah," one friend,

the future historian G. M. Trevelyan, wrote when Hardy notified him.

"It is a great triumph, not only for you but the good cause of taking the

triposes in the second year." And yet for all his contempt for the Tripos

system, Hardy told his friend Snow later, it rankled that he wasn't Senior

Wrangler. "He was enough of a natural competitor," wrote Snow, "to

feel that, though the race was ridiculous, he ought to have won it."

From then on, though, Hardy's stature among his generation of En-

glish mathematicians steadily rose. In 1898, when he was twenty-one, his

first mathematical publication appeared; like Ramanujan's, it was in the

form of a question, followed three issues later by its solution. Hardy

graduated in 1899 and the following year took Part II of the Tripos; Part

I was the one for which the coaches groomed their students and which

determined Wrangler standing, Part II the more provocative and more
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challenging. On it, Hardy scored first and was promptly named a Feiiow

of Trinity.

5. "THE MAGIC AIR"

At its two-hundred-fiftieth meeting, on May 23, 1901, the Cambridge

Shakespeare Society held a reading of the first three acts of Twelfth Night.

Hardy was there—not to perform but, as hi" friends deemed his role, as

"critic." With him was his close friend K. K. Gaye, a classical scholar,

who played Malvolio. Others lending retrospective luster to the evening

were Lytton Strachey, playing Maria, Leonard Woolfm the dual role of

Valentine and the Captain, and J. T. Stephen, the future Virginia

Woolf 's brother, who played Sir Toby Belch. James Hopwood Jeans,

who came up to Trinity the same year as Hardy and would enjoy almost

as distinguished a career in applied mathematics as Hardy would in pure,

took photographs by magnesium light. What a pity they don't survive!
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expended on the ladies' gowns some of them wore. Gaye wore the yellow

stockings, cross-gartered of Shakespeare's text. Stephen wore a stom-

acher, an elaborately embroidered chest piece. Woolfwore his old bowler

hat. It was a madcap evening. The reading went well enough but, as the

secretary was delighted to record, "elementary stage rules, such as facing

the audience, were neglected by those who should have known better. Let

us hope it was modesty!"

A few months before, on January 22, Queen Victoria had died; the
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fervor, was over, and the first stirrings of the new, more relaxed era

heralded by Edward's reign could be felt.

On September 3, Hardy was in Cranleigh for the funeral of his father,

who'd died four days before, at the age of fifty-nine. There he joined his

sister and mother in the procession which bore his father's body, in a

wheeled bier covered with wreaths and laced with ivy, from the House,

to the school chapel, and thence through the village to the parish church,

in the shadow of whose squat, stone tower it was laid to rest.
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four-year-old Hardy took up his old life again. Shy and sensitive though

he was, Hardy had, since taking the Tripos in 1898, become something

of a social animal. He was now part of a circle to which the sons of

schoolteachers normally did not belong and whose values his family

might scarcely have been able to imagine. He attended Shakespeare
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Cambridge debating societies, which took up such questions as "An

enlightened selfishness is the highest virtue," and "The complete degra-
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to another group, which neither advertised its meetings, nor openly re-

cruited members, nor even proclaimed its existence.
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intellectual society known as the Apostles. So were two others in the

Twelfth Night cast. And so was Hardy.
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Cambridge student groups devoted to debate and good fellowship.

Founded as it was by twelve men, it soon became known as the Apostles,

and in time as simply the Society. By the time Hardy joined, its ranks had

included some of the most brilliant men Cambridge had ever produced.

There was Tennyson, the poet; Whitehead, the philosopher; James Clerk
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are less recognizable today. Of the ten whom Leonard Woolfwould later

count as the nucleus of "Old Bloomsbury," the iconoclastic intellectual

community that would reach full flower in the 1920s and 1930s, no fewer

than seven were Apostles.

A scientist, as one Apostle noted round this time, was elected only if

"he was a very nice scientist." Hardy, apparently, was nice enough; his

crystalline intellect, his sly charm, his aesthetic sensibilities, his good

looks, his love of good conversation—all these would have endeared him

to such men. Actually, for reasons unknown, he first declined member-

ship. But finally, in a gala, well-attended meeting of the Society on the

evening of February 19, 1898, he was inducted.

His "father," the man putting him up for membership, was G. E.

Moore. Leonard Woolf would later write of Moore that he pursued truth

"with the tenacity of a bulldog and the integrity of a saint." An Apostle

since 1894, he was a charismatic philosopher who brooked no impreci-

sion in thought, feeling, or expression; always he was asking, What do

you exactly mean to say? His philosophy, set out in Principia Ethica in

lonct „^..„i„,j ,.,uu w^„ir..™.i,j „„u "u:^ — r ...... .-u
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for clarity and common sense," made him the dominant influence on his

whole generation of Cambridge intellectuals, and ultimately on

Bloomsbury as a whole.

Each Saturday night the Apostles met. (The normal fare was "whales,"

the name given to sardines or anchovies on toast.) One of them read a
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paper on some intellectual topic, such as, "Is Any Event Necessary?" Or,

"Can Moral Philosophy Provide Any Antidote for Unhappiness?" Or,

"Does Youth Approve ofAge?" The question would then be debated and

put to the floor for a vote. (On that last one, Hardy voted no.) The group

wanted for nothing in arrogance and preciousness, as its peculiar jargon

suggested: An "embryo" was a candidate for membership, a "birth" his

induction ceremony. "Phenomena" was the rest of the world—anything

or anyone not an Apostle; "reality" was the Society, its members and

activities.

"There were to be no taboos, no limitations, nothing considered shock-

ing, no barriers to absolute freedom of speculation," wrote Bertrand

Russell, who was inducted six years before Hardy. "We discussed all

manner of things, no doubt with a certain immaturity, but with a de-

tachment and interest scarcely possible in later life." Meetings lasted till

about one in the morning, followed by informal discussion up and down

the cloisters of Neviie's Court, at Trinity, which along with King's sup-

plied most of the group's members during this period. "The soul of the

thing, as I felt it," wrote Goldsworthy Lowes Dickinson, who had joined

in 1885, "is incommunicable. When young men are growing in mind and

soul, when speculation is a passion, when discussion is made profound by

love, there happens something [that would be unbelievable] to any but

those who . . . breathe the magic air."

A classical scholar by way of King's, a short, vigorous man of formi-

dable charm who had briefly swerved into medicine and later would

become a peace activist, Dickinson was also a homosexual. Not all the

Apostles were homosexual, perhaps not even most; and yet a homosexual

current ran through the Society and, in the years after Hardy joined,

intensified. In 1901, E. M. Forster, who was to write A Passage to India,

joined; he was homosexual. In 1902, Lytton Strachey joined, and in 1903

John Maynard Keynes, the economist (who once advised Hardy that had

he followed stocks as avidly as he did cricket, he would have become

rich). Both were homosexual, too, and their election, as one chronicler of

the Society later put it, transmuted "its naughty verbal mannerisms and

Walt Whitmanesque feelings of comradeship into overt full-blooded

—

almost aggressive—homosexuality." Homosexuality was elevated almost

to the status of an art form or aesthetic doctrine. "The Higher Sodomy,"

Apostles termed it—the assertion that the love between man and man

could be higher and finer than that of man for woman, thus raising

homosexual relationships to an almost spiritual plane.
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At the time Hardy joined, the Apostles had not yet reached the point

where, as Duncan Grant would put it, "even the womanisers pretend to

be sods, lest they shouldn't be thought respectable." But while he for-

mally "took wings" from the Society just before Strachey and Keynes

joined, Hardy maintained friendships with "brethren," many of them

homosexual, for years thereafter.

That Hardy himself was at least of homosexual disposition is scarcely

in doubt. No woman, aside from his mother and sister, played the slight-

est substantive role in his life. And he had numerous male friends of

whom he was passionately fond.

In 1903, for example, he shared a double suite of rooms at Trinity with

R. K. Gaye, who was also a fellow of the college. Gaye, who had joined

in the Twelfth Night revelry two years before, entered Trinity the same

year as Hardy and showed evidence of being as brilliant a classical

scholar as Hardy was a mathematician. Already, at twenty-five, he had

received a host of medals and prizes, soon to include the Hare Prize for

his Platonic Conception ofImmortality and Its Connexion with the Theory ofIdeas.

Much later, he would commit suicide. But for now, Leonard Woolfwould

write, he and Hardy "were absolutely inseparable; they were never seen

apart and rarely talked to other people." Woolf records them in their

rooms sitting in domestic tranquility beside the fire, quiet and dejected

after returning from the veterinarian with their emaciated, worm-ridden

cat.

A younger mathematician who knew Hardy much later, when during

the 1920s he was at Oxford, says that there was indeed a "rumor of a

young man" then. Later, when Hardy visited America in the 1930s, he

would impress the mathematician Alan Turing, himself homosexual, as,

in the words of his biographer, Andrew Hodges, "just another English

intellectual homosexual atheist." And during this period, too, he would

meet an Oxford man many years his junior to whom he would later

dedicate a book and whom one account simply refers to as "his beloved

John Lomas."

But all that came later, and if Hardy was a practicing homosexual

during his early days as a Trinity undergraduate and fellow, he was

remarkably discreet about it. Several of those who knew him well, while

willing to see in him homosexual leanings, note that he never displayed

any of the stereotyped mannerisms of dress and behavior imputed to

homosexuals. Littlewood, who worked with him for almost forty years,

called him "a non-practicing homosexual." Then, too, no explicit record
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of homosexual activity comes down to us, none of the kind of biunt,

gossipy X-was-Iovers-with-Y tales that, in recent years, surround other

venerable Cambridge figures. Indeed, the only sure knowledge we have

of Hardy as sexual being is that one Saturday night in i 899, when the

Apostles debated whether masturbation (they called it "self-abuse") was

bad as an end, as opposed to a means, Hardy voted with the ayes.

Hardy was a product of the English public schools, a monastic envi-

ronment that served as a crucible for homosexual relations among the

boys. Everyone knew it, everyone accepted it, no one took it seriously,

and for most, such adolescent flings didn't carry into adult life. In their

pioneering look at homosexuality, Sexual Inversion, published in 1897, the

year after Hardy left Winchester, Havelock Ellis and John Addington

Symonds took note of "these school-boy affections and passions," noting

that most passed with time.

If Hardy did have homosexual experiences during this time, he would

scarcely have been likely to bruit the news about. A suggestion that

homosexuality might be instinctual, and was no proper matter for the

exercise of moral control, came through Edward Carpenter in Homogenic

Love, published in 1896, and The Intermediate Sex, published in 1908. But

these were no more than bubbles of tolerance in a sea of homophobia.

Indeed, the year 1895, while Hardy was in his teens, brought the anguish

of the Oscar Wilde trials, in which the great dramatist was sentenced to

two years' hard labor for homosexual acts; his wife changed her name

and those of her two sons as well, and Wilde's plays stopped being

produced. That was the norm; Carpenter and Havelock Ellis, who also

wrote of homosexuality as natural, were the barest breath in the cultural

wind. "The last five years of the century were much less open to discus-

sions of love, sex, and marriage," one chronicler of the era, Samuel

Hynes, has written in The Edwardian Turn of Mind. "It was as though the

Victorian age, in its last years, had determined to be relentlessly Victo-

rian while it could."

Hardy reached young adulthood in the early 1900s, with its freer Ed-

wardian sensibilities. But his attitudes had been formed earlier, in the

Victorian era, a time preoccupied with public morality. It was a time

when the face you put on things, as Gertrude Himmelfarb has stressed in

Manners and Morals Among the Victorians, was taken with the utmost seri-

ousness. Whatever people did on the sly, they were careful to keep it

quiet, and led whole lives that way; it wasn't "hypocrisy," but simple

propriety. Vastly less play was given "natural" drives. If anything, the
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idea was to bottle them up, or channel them, but in any case to control

them; whatever your private fantasies, you didn't have to act on them, for

goodness sake, and shouldn't.

Hardy's Cambridge in the early 1900s was a curious blend of the old

Victorianism and the new, freer Edwardianism. If within the Apostles

and in Cambridge generally the homosexual undercurrent surged toward

the surface, it never broke through. Even among these, the most avant of

the avant-garde, Victorian echoes sounded. As Himmelfarb has pointed

out, referring to the Bloomsbury movement that largely grew out of the

Apostles:

It is ironic that people who prided themselves on their honesty and

candor, especially in regard to their much-vaunted "personal affections"

—

in contrast, as they thought, to Victorian hypocrisy and duplicity—should

have succeeded for so long in concealing the truth about those personal

affections. Even so perceptive and psychoanalytic-minded a critic as Lionel

Trilling was able to write a full-length study of Forster in 1943 without

realizing that he was a homosexual. Nor did Roy Harrod, in his biography

of Keynes published in 1951 (the definitive biography, as it seemed at the

time and as it remained for more than thirty years), see fit to mention

Keynes' homosexuality—a deliberate suppression, since Harrod was a

friend of Keynes and was perfectly well aware of his sexual proclivities and

activities. Nor did Leonard Woolf, in a five-volume autobiography that

was entirely candid about his wife's mental breakdowns, give any indica-

tion of the frenetic sexual affairs of everyone around him.

Given the times out of which they came, then, that Hardy's long-time

friend, Littlewood, called him "a non-practicing homosexual" may mean

little. Littlewood was himselfknown to have fathered a child by a married

woman but would not publicly acknowledge her until near his death in

1977. (When he did idly mention it one day in the Combination Room at

Trinity, he was stunned that no one seemed to care.) Homosexuality,

of course, defied a yet more rigid taboo. So if Hardy did lead a homo-

sexual life about which Littlewood knew, Littlewood might well have
j :„j :*ucmcu ii.

Then again, Littlewood may have known nothing, Hardy keeping the

various parts of his life scrupulously walled off from one another. Hardy

knew all the Apostles, went to meetings. And his name shows up in

diaries, memoirs, and biographies of Strachey, Forster, Woolf, Russell,

and the others. But it doesn't show up much; one senses him at the edge
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of their world, not its center. Being a mathematician, and a pure math-

ematician at that, may have isolated him; within the Shakespeare Soci-

ety, for example, he was gently ribbed for putting "his knowledge of

higher mathematics" to use in calculating the tab for a recent dinner at

five shillings, one penny—an "alarming sum." In the avant-garde world

ofwhich he was part, Hardy was tolerated, respected, appreciated for his

inimitable personal charm; but the core of his life, one gathers, lay else-

where.

In mathematics? Certainly.

In a homosexual underworld? Only perhaps.

That Hardy's life was spent almost exclusively in the company of other

men, that he scarcely ever saw a woman, was, in those days, not uncom-

mon. After all, among Havelock Ellis's thousand or so British "geniuses,"

26 percent never married. In the academic and intellectual circles of

which Hardy was a part, such a monastic sort of life actually represented

one pole of common practice.

Thus, at Cranleigh School, all the teachers, except for the House staff,

were men, most of them bachelors; dormitory masters had to be bache-

lors. Winchester was the same way. So was Cambridge. "In my day we

were a society of bachelors," wrote Leslie Stephen in Some Early Impres-

sions of his time at Cambridge during the early 1860s. "I do not remember

during my career to have spoken to a single woman at Cambridge except

my bed-maker and the wives of one or two heads of houses."

Not much had changed by the time Hardy reached Cambridge a gen-

eration later. Among the twenty or so colleges, two—Girton and

Newnham—had been established for women in the previous two de-

cades. But though women, with the lecturer's consent and chaperoned by

a woman don, could attend university lectures, by 1913 they still kept

mostly to themselves and played little part in undergraduate life. Until

1882, college fellows couldn't marry, but even after that most fellows re-

mained bachelors. In 1887, a proposal was made to offer degrees to

women; it was soundly defeated. Ten years later, on a May day in 1897,

a straw-hatted mob thronged outside the Senate House, where the matter

was again being taken up, demonstrating against the measure. A woman
was hanged in effigy. A large banner advised (after Act II, Scene I of

Much Ado About Nothing) "Get you to Girton, Beatrice. Get you to Newn-

ham. Here's no place for you maids."

It was an almost laughably artificial environment, with dons left woe-

fully ignorant of domestic life. One time at St. John's College, the story
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birth of his son. "How old is the little man?" he asked.

"Six weeks," came the reply.
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together, I suppose."

About the only time Hardy and other fellows encountered women was
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to be selected for their plainness, age, and safely married status, presum-

ably so as to minimize the distraction they represented to students and
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Within so exclusively male a setting, steeped in a sterner sense of

public morality, and free of today's pervasive sexual drumbeat, even

passionate and devoted friendships took physical form less frequently.

David Newsome, writing of late Victorian Cambridge, alludes to

rorns. n tic fricndsh p within exclusively mslc cornrniinitjeSj 3. phenomenon

so normal and respected throughout the period . . . that the greatest care

must be taken to avoid slick and dismissive judgements. ... In the nine-

teenth century the normality of both men and women forming highly

emotional relationships with those of their own sex, of the same age or

sometimes older or younger . . . was neither questioned as necessarily un-

wholesome, nor felt to inhibit the same relationship with the opposite sex

leading to perfectly happy marriage.
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such cases of passionate, yet presumably nonphysical relationships:

In all these, I imagine, the physical impulse of sex is less imperative than

in the average man. The emotional impulse, on the other hand, is very

strong. It has given birth to friendships of which I find no adequate de-

scription anywhere but in the dialogues of Plato; and beyond a certain

feeling of strangeness at the gradual discovery of a temperament appar-

ently different to that of most men, it has provoked no kind of self-reproach

or shame. On the contrary the feelsng has been rather one of elation in the

consciousness of a capacity of affection which appears to be finer and more

spiritual than that which commonly subsists between persons of different

sexes. ... In all these cases, a physical sexual attraction is recognized as

the basis of the relation, but as a matter of feeling, and partly also of theory,

the ascetic ideal is adopted.
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It was just such kinds of relationships, remote to American life today,

that C. P. Snow, who knew Hardy as well as anyone, imputes to him.

Hardy, he wrote, did not normally form close, demonstrative bonds

among even those he called his friends.

But he had, scattered through his life, two or three other relationships,

different in kind. These were intense affections, absorbing, non-physical

but exalted. The one I knew about was for a young man whose nature was

as spiritually delicate as his own. I believe, though I only picked this up

from chance remarks, that the same was true of the others. To many people

of my generation, such relationships would seem either unsatisfactory or

impossible. They were neither the one nor the other; and unless one takes

them for granted, one doesn't begin to understand the temperament ofmen

like Hardy . . . nor the Cambridge society of his time.

Despite suggestive evidence, then, one cannot conclude that Hardy

was a practicing homosexual. And yet, in one sense, it doesn't matter.

Either he led an almost wholly asexual life, scarcely knowing what he was

as a sexual being, and submerging any sexual desires behind a screen of

Victorian propriety, or he led a secret sexual life so elaborately and

successfully hidden that even friends knew nothing of it and those who

did kept quiet. In either case, he would have required a vast architecture

of personal defenseworks to pull it off, heroic acts of will performed day

in and day out over the years. And though made somewhat easier and
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had to exact its toll.

And it did. There was a hauntedness to Hardy that you could see in his

eyes. "I suspect," remembered an Oxford economist, Lionel Charles

Robbins, who knew him later, that "Hardy found many forms of contact

with life very painful and that, from a very early stage, he had taken

extensive measures to guard himself against them. Certainly in his friend-

lier moments—and he could be very friendly indeed—one was conscious

of immense reserves." Always, he kept the world at bay. The obsession

with cricket, the bright conversation, the studied eccentricity, the fierce

devotion to mathematics—all of these made for a beguiling public per-

sona; but none encouraged real closeness. He was a friend of many in

Cambridge, an intimate of few.

In the years after 1913, Hardy would befriend a poor Indian clerk.

Their friendship, too, would never ripen into intimacy.
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6. THE HARDY SCHOOL

In 1900, Hardy became a Fellow of Trinity College. In 1901, he won one
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and since 1769 the blue ribbon of Cambridge mathematics.

In 1903, he was named an M.A., which at English universities was

torate, a German innovation, until after World War I, hoping to lure

Americans otherwise drawn to Germany.)
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lectures, usually in two courses, elementary analysis and the theory of

functions. He occasionally gave informal classes during this period, but

he was never actually a college tutor. He was there to do research.

Hardy would later say he blossomed slowly. In a sense, that was true;

most of his more important mathematical contributions lay in the future.
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papers at a prodigious clip, ten or a dozen a year, most of them on

integrals and series. Like "Research in the Theory of Divergent Series

and Divergent Integrals," which appeared in Quarterly Journal of Mathe-

matics in 1904; and "On the Zeros of Certain Classes of Integral Taylor

Series," in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society in 1905. In

much of this work, he was refining and enhancing ideas suggested by

Camille Jordan in the book that had so inspired Hardy as an undergrad-

uate.
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during this period. "I wrote a great deal during the next ten years, but

very little of importance," he would say of the period before he met

Littlewood and Ramanujan; "there are not more than four or five papers

which I can still remember with some satisfaction." Still, by 1907, they

added up to a corpus substantial enough that, on October 31 of that year,

he was put up for membership in the Royal Society.

Many of the top names in the Cambridge mathematical establishment

went to bat for him. A. E. H. Love, who had introduced Hardy to Camille
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one of those who would, in a few years, hear from Ramanujan. So did

T.J. I'A. Bromwich, whose book on infinite series Ramanujan had been

urged to consult just before he wrote Hardy. Like most who would place

the coveted F.R.S. after their names, Hardy didn't get it first time out.

But in 1910, he was elected, at the age of thirty-three. A London pho-
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around the eyes and mouth. But it was probably a reflex action; Hardy

still looked boyish.
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had done during his career was ever in the least "useful." But around

now came one exception. During the previous century an Austrian monk

named Grcgor Mendel had done experiments in crossing tall pea plants

with dwarfs, found that each generation of the progeny bore fixed, pre-

dictable proportions ofdwarfand tall, and so laid the basis for the science
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ments lay forgotten. But the publication of his work in 1900, sixteen years

after his death, sparked a flurry of interest in his insights, and the next

few years saw them the subject of much active debate.

One controversy surrounded the fate of recessive and dominant traits

in succeeding generations. A recessive trait was normally "silent"; it
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dominant trait, on the other hand, needed only one copy of the gene. An

article in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine argued that Men-

delian genetics predicted that a dominant trait, like the stunted finger

growth known as brachydactylism, would tend to proliferate in the pop-

ulation. That this ran flatly counter to the evidence, the author asserted,

undermined MendeL

But no, showed Hardy, in a brief letter to the American scholarly

journal Science in 1908, a dominant trait would not proliferate in the
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work through the simple algebra, and you'd find that the proportion of

each gene would tend to stay fixed generation after generation. In other

words, if matings took place randomly—that is, not skewed one way or

the other by Darwinian natural selection—dominant traits would not

take over and recessive traits would not die out. A German physician,

Wilhelm Weinberg, showed something similar the same year, and the

principle became known as the Hardy-Weinberg Law. It exerted a

marked impact on population genetics. It was applied to the study of the
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in any scientific dictionary or genetics textbook.

Hardy himself, of course, set no great store by it. As for the mathe-

matics, it was trivial. Besides, it was not, well, useless. And in Hardy's

mind that made it verge on the execrable.

Havelock Ellis once wrote that "by inborn temperament, I was, and
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have remained, an English amateur; I have never been able to pursue any

aim that no passionate instinct has drawn me towards." There was, as in

Ellis, a streak of disdain in the English character for mere necessity; the
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or truth, not because necessity compelled it. This streak had gained more

reasoned form in the philosophy of G. E. Moore, Hardy's Apostolic

"father," His Pvincipid Ethico. represented, in the words of Gertrude Him-

melfarb, a "manifesto of liberation" stressing love, beauty, and truth.

"And even love, beauty, and truth were carefully delineated as to remove

any taint of utility or morality. Useless knowledge was deemed preferable

to useful, corporeal beauty to mental qualities, present and immediately

realizable goods to remote or indirect ones."

G. H. Hardy's mathematics would emerge as the consummate mani-

festation, within his own field, of Moore's credo.

"I have never done anything 'useful,' " is how he would put it years

later, "No discovery of mine has made or is likely to make, directly or

indirectly, for good or ill, the least difference to the amenity of the world."

He would never say so, perhaps he did not even see it, but he had taken

Moore's sensibilities and applied them to mathematics. "Hardyism,"

someone would later dignify this doctrine, so hostile to practical appli-

cations; and Hardy's Mathematician's Apology, written almost half a cen-

tury later, would embody it on every page.

That mathematics might aid the design of bridges or enhance the

material comfort of millions, he wrote, was scarcely to say anything in its
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It is undeniable that a good deal of elementary mathematics . . . has con-

siderable practical utility. [But] these parts of mathematics are, on the

whole, rather dull; they are just the parts which have least aesthetic value.

The "real" mathematics of the "real" mathematicians, the mathematics of

Fermat and Euler and Gauss and Abel and Riemann, is almost wholly

"useless."

Hardy went on to pity the mathematical physicist who might use math-

ematical tools to understand the workings of the universe: was not his lot

in life a little pathetic?

If he wants to be useful, he must work in a humdrum way, and he cannot

give full play to his fancy even when he wishes to rise to the heights.

"Imaginary" universes are so much more beautiful than this stupidly con-
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matician's fancy must be rejected, as soon as they have been created, for

the brutal but sufficient reason that they do not fit the facts.

Not so in real mathematics, Hardy continued, which "must be justified

as art if it can be justified at all." It was in this light that the Hardy-

least mathematically beautiful, violated his principles.

While these aesthetic principles, as it were, may not yet have been so
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manujan in early 1913, they had certainly by then jelled—and had begun

to find an outlet in the school of English mathematics forming around

him. It was a school with scant interest in anything so dull and pragmatic

as, say, genetics; or even, for that matter, with the mathematical physics

that had for years been the special English strength. It was a school,
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Alone in their island kingdom, cut off from the Continent, the British

were an insular people, suspicious and intolerant of all things foreign. At

the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth, how-

ever, they were probably even more so, basking in the glow of empire, fat

and happy. "It must have seemed like a long garden party on a golden

afternoon—to those who were inside the garden," Samuel Hynes has

written, in The Edwardian Turn of Mind, of British attitudes during this
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garden: it was there that the twentieth-century world was being made"

—

in mathematics, he might have added, as elsewhere.

Since the seventeenth century, Britain had stood, mathematically, with

its back toward Europe, scarcely deigning to glance over its shoulder at

it. Back then, Isaac Newton and the German mathematician Gottfried

Wilhelm von Leibniz had each, more or less independently, discovered

calculus. Controversy over who deserved the credit erupted even while

both men lived, then mushroomed after their deaths, with mathemati-

rnnt in F.nrrlanrl ir\A r\r\ f!nnhn*»nt *»or"h rhimninninrt t V~i**i r rnm r^i *j _
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triots. Newton was the premier genius of his age, the most fertile mind,

with the possible exception of Shakespeare's, ever to issue from English

soil. And yet he would later be called "the greatest disaster that ever

befell not merely Cambridge mathematics in particular but British math-

ematical science as a whole." For to defend his intellectual honor, as it
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were, generations of English mathematicians boycotted Europe

—

steadfastly clung to Newton's awkward notational system, ignored math-

ematical trails blazed abroad, professed disregard for the Continent's

achievements, "The Great Sulk," one chronicler of these events would

call it.

In calculus as in mathematics generally, the effects were felt all through

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and on into the twentieth. Con-

tinental mathematics laid stress on what mathematicians call "rigor," the

kind to which Hardy had first been exposed through Jordan's Cows

d'analyse and which insisted on refining mathematical concepts intuitively

"obvious" but often littered with hidden intellectual pitfalls. Perhaps

reinforced by a strain in their national character that sniffed at Germanic

theorizing and hairsplitting, the English had largely spurned this new

rigor. Looking back on his Cambridge preparation, Bertrand Russell,

who ranked as Seventh Wrangler in the Tripos of 1 893, noted that "those

who taught me the infinitesimal Calculus did not know the valid proofs

of its fundamental theorems and tried to persuade me to accept the

official sophistries as an act of faith. I realized that the Calculus works in

practice but I was at a loss to understand why it should do so." So, it is

safe to say, were most other Cambridge undergraduates.

Calculus rests on a strategy of dividing quantities into smaller and

smaller pieces that are said to "approach," yet never quite reach, zero.

Taking a "limit," the process is called, and it's fundamental to an un-

derstanding of calculus—but also, typically, alien and slippery territory

to students raised on the firm ground of algebra and geometry. And yet,

it is possible to blithely sail on past these intellectual perils, concentrate

on the many practical applications that fairly erupt out of calculus, and

never look back.

In textbooks even today you can see vestiges of the split—which neatly

parallels that between Britain and the Continent in the nineteenth cen-

tury: the author briefly introduces the limit, assumes a hazy intuitive

understanding, then spends six chapters charging ahead with standard

differentiation techniques, maxima-minima problems, and all the other

mainstays of Calc 101 ... until finally, come chapter 7 or so, he steps

back and reintroduces the elusive concept, this time covering mine-strewn

terrain previously sidestepped, tackling conceptual difficulties—and

stretching the student's mind beyond anything he's used to.

Well, the first six chapters of this generic calculus text, it could be said,

were English mathematics without the Continental influence. Chapter 7
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was the new rigor supplied by French O'srman, and Swiss mathemati-

cians. "Analysis" was the generic name for this precise, fine-grained

approach. It was a world of Greek letters, of epsilons and deltas repre-

senting infinitesnil ally small cjuantities that nonetheless the mathemati-

cians found a way to work with. It was a world in which mathematics,

logic, and Talmudic hairsplitting merged.

First Gauss, Abel, and Cauchy had risen above the looser, intuitive

nostrums of the past; later in the century, Weierstrass and Dedekind went

further yet. None of them were English. And the English professed not to
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Louis Gauchy, the Gauchy who had launched the French school of anal-

ysis, the Gauchy of the Cauchy integral formula—was commonly referred

to around Cambridge as "Corky."

Since Newton's time, British mathematics had diverged off on a de-

cidedly applied road. Mathematical physics had become the British spe-
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Thomson. Pure math, though, had stultified, with the whole nineteenth

century leaving England with few figures of note. "Rigor in argument,"

J. E. Littlewood would recall, "was generally regarded—there were rare

exceptions—with what it is no exaggeration to call contempt; niggling

over trifles instead ofgetting on with the real job." Newton had said it all;

why resurrect these arcane fine points? Calculus, and the whole archi-

tecture of mathematical physics that emanated from it, worked.

And so, England slept in the dead calm of its Tripos system, where

Newton was enshrined as God, his Principia Afathetnatica the Bible. "In my
own Tripos in 1881, we were expected to know any lemma [a theorem

needed to prove another theorem] in that great work by its number

alone," wrote one prominent mathematician later, "as if it were one of

the commandments or the 100th Psalm. . . . Cambridge became a school

that was self-satisfied, self-supporting, self-content, almost marooned in

its limitations." Replied a distinguished European mathematician when

asked whether he had seen recent work by an Englishman: "Oh, we never

read anything the English mathematicians do."

The first winds of change came in the person of Andrew Russell For-

syth, whose Theory of Functions had begun, in 1893, to introduce some of

the new thinking—though by this time it wasn't so new anymore—from

Paris, Gottingen, and Berlin. Written in a magisterial style, it burst on

Cambridge, as E. H. Neville once wrote, "with the splendour of a reve-

lation"; some would argue it had as great an influence on British math-
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The passport photo.

Ramanujan in 1919, on
his way back to India.

"He looks rather ill,"

G. H. Hardy wrote when
he first saw the photo in

1937, "but he looks all

over the genius he was."

Master and Fellows of Trinity

College, Cambridge

Komalatammal, Ramanujan's
mother, and the decisive

influence on him in his youth.

No photo of K. Srinivasa

Iyengar, Ramanujan's father,

is known tO exist. Ragami's



Ramanujan's house, on
Sarangapani Sannidhi Street,

Kumbakonam, South India.

Once, while in high school, he
found that a formula he had

thought original with him
actually went back 150 years.

Mortified, he hid the paper on
which he had written it in the

roof Of the house. Ragami's Collections,

Madras, South India

A recent photo of the

pied, or front porch, of
Ramanujan's house in

Kumbakonam. Here he
would sit for hours and
work on mathematics
while his friends played

in the street.

Ramanujan scored high on this

examination, which he took when
he was nine. But later, once he

discovered mathematics and lost

interest in all else, he regularly

failed his exams. (Here, the

English spelling of his Tamil
name was rendered as

Ramanujam.) Ragami's Collections,

Madras, South India
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A recent photo of
the Sarangapani
Temple, just up the

street from
Ramanujan's house,
which is visible on
the right.

At Town High
School, in his

hometown of
Kumbakonam,
Ramanujan was

still a

conventionally

good student,

earning prizes and
winning praise

from his elders.

Here, the school's

campus in a recent

photograph.

r-

They call it Ramanujan Hall

today, in honor ofTown High
School's most distinguished

alumnus. The "m" at the end
reflects how Ramanujan's Tamil
name often gets transliterated

into English. It was under this

spelling that it first appeared in

Indian mathematical journals.



S. Tirunarayanan, born in 1905
when Ramanujan was 17. His

older brother would tease him,
carry him on his shoulders, tell

him Stories. Ragami's Collections, Madras,

South India

Janaki, Ramanujan's
wife, in a picture
taken after

Ramanujan's death.
As a widow, and
mosdy cut off from
Ramanujan's family,
she supported
herself as a
seamstress. Ragami's

Collections, Madras, South

India



Narayana Iyer, Ramanujan's
immediate boss at the Madras
Port Trust, one of his most ardent

champions, and himself a fine

mathematician. When the two
worked on mathematics, often

until late into the night,

Ramanujan's penchant for

collapsing many steps into one
left him dazed. "You must
descend to my level of
understanding," he would
complain. Ragami's Collections, Madras,

South India

R V. Seshu Iyer. One of
Ramanujan's mathematics
teachers at Government College

in Kumbakonam and later one of

his supporters. But one friend

recalled Ramanujan complaining

that Seshu Iyer, like everyone
else, had at first been
"indifferent" to him and his

work. Ragami's Collections, Madras, South

India

After Ramanujan married, he
scoured Soutn India for ajob
or a patron, his friends often

putting him up for a while.

One night, while staying with a

friend at Victoria Hostel in

Madras, shown here in a
recent photo, he compared his

impoverished lot to that of
Galileo, persecuted by the

Inquisition and misunderstood
in his own time.



Soon after Ramanujan
received his first encouraging

letter from Hardy in

Cambridge, he was named
research scholar at the

University of Madras. Freed

from money worries for the

first time in his life, he would
come here, to the Connemara
Library, seen here in a recent

photo, and lose himself in

mathematics.

Shrine to the goddess Namagiri, Ramanujan's family deity, in a recent

photo. It was here in the South Indian town of Namakkal that

Ramanujan came in late 1913 with Narayana Iyer. He stayed on the

temple grounds for three nights and by the end had resolved to go to

England, in defiance of Hindu tradition.



E. W. Hobson and H. F. Baker.

Both were eminent Cambridge
mathematicians. Both received

Ramanujan's appeals for help.

Both dismissed them. Master and

FeUows of Trinity College, Cambridge



The tank, a large ritual pool, opposite the Parthasarathy Temple, the

central religious shrine of the Thplicane district of Madras. It was in

Triplicane, down the street from the tank, that Ramanujan lived in the

period before he left for England.
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The first of nine pages of
mathematical results Ramanujan
sent G. H. Hardy from India in

1913. Syndics ofCambridge University

Library
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ematics as any work since Newton's Principia. By the standards of the

Continent, however, it was hopelessly sloppy and was soundly con-

demned there. "Forsyth was not very good at delta and epsilon," Little-

wood once said of him, referring to the Greek letters normally used for

dealing with infinitesimally small quantities. Still, it helped redirect the

gaze of English mathematicians toward the Continent. It charted a course

to the future, but did not actually follow it.

That was left to Hardy.

As a spokesman for the new rigor, Hardy exerted his impact not alone by

what he had to say, but through the force, grace, and elegance with which

he said it, both in print and in person.

In lectures, his enthusiasm and delight in the subject fairly spilled over.

"One felt," wrote one of his later students, E. C. Titchmarsh, "that

nothing else in the world but the proof of these theorems really mat-

tered." Norbert Wiener, the American mathematical prodigy who would

later create the field known as "cybernetics," attended Hardy's lectures.

"In all my years of listening to lectures in mathematics," he would write,

"I have never heard the equal of Hardy for clarity, for interest, or for

intellectual power." Around this time, a pupil of E. W. Barnes, director

of mathematical studies at Trinity, sought Barnes's advice about what

lectures to attend. Go to Hardy's, he recommended. The pupil hesitated.

"Well," replied Barnes, "you need not go to Hardy's lectures ifyou don't

want, but you will regret it—as indeed," recalled the pupil many years

later, "I have." Others who missed his lectures may not, in retrospect,

have felt such regret: so great was Hardy's personal magnetism and

enthusiasm, it was said, that he sometimes diverted to mathematics those

without the necessary ability and temperament.

But as lucid as were his lectures, it was his writing that probably had

more impact. Later, speculating about what career he might have chosen

other than mathematics, Hardy noted that "Journalism is the only pro-

fession, outside academic life, in which I should have felt really confident

ofmy chances." Indeed, no field demanding literary craftsmanship could

fail to have profited from his attention. "He wrote, in his own clear and

unadorned fashion, some of the most perfect English of his time," C. P.

Snow once said of him. That Hardy's impressions of Ramanujan would

be so relentlessly quoted, and would go so far toward fixing Ramanujan's

place in history, owes not alone to his close relationship with Ramanujan

but to the sheer grace with which he wrote about him.
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Hardy didn't much iike his early style, he decided later, terming it

"vulgar." Of course, he didn't much like his glorious good looks, either.

"Everything Hardy did," Snow once wrote of him, "was light with grace,

order, a sense of style." And his writing exemplified that. He wrote, for

the Cambridge Review, about the philosophy of Bertrand Russell. His obit-

uaries of famous mathematicians were rounded, gracious, and wise. He
could write about geometry and number theory for lay audiences. And
his Mathematician's Apology, which became a classic, is almost mesmerizing

in its language's hold on the reader.

He applied his gifts even to the most densely mathematical of his

work. In collaborations, it was almost always he who wrote up the joint

paper and shepherded it through publication. "He supplied the gas,"

recalled Littlewood, who was content if what he had to say was simply

correct. Hardy wanted more; the "gas," as he once defined it, was the

"rhetorical flourishes," the equivalent of "pictures on the board in the

lecture, devices to stimulate the imagination of pupils." A reviewer

would say of one of his mathematical texts that Hardy had "shown in

this book and elsewhere a power of being interesting, which is to my
mind unequalled."

Thought, Hardy used to say, was for him impossible without words.

The very act of writing out his lecture notes and mathematical papers

gave him pleasure, merged his aesthetic and purely intellectual sides.

Why, ifyou didn't know math was supposed to be dry and cold, and had

only a page from one of his manuscripts to go on, you might think you'd

stumbled on a specimen of some new art form behoiden to Chinese

calligraphy. Here were inequality symbols that slashed across the page,

sweeping integral signs an inch and a quarter high, sigmas that resonated

like the key signatures on a musical staff. There was a spaciousness about

how he wrote out mathematics, a lightness, as if rejecting the cramped,

ungenerous formalities of the printed notation. He was like a French

impressionist, intimating worlds with a few splashes of color, not a maker

of austere English miniatures.

All through the first decade of the twentieth century Hardy used his

pen to seduce a generation of young English mathematical students into

taking seriously the new Continental rigor. When a review of Bertrand

Russell's Principles of Mathematics ran in the Times Literary Supplement in

1903, it was Hardy who wrote it. While English mathematics often turned

a deaf ear to events across the Channel, Hardy used the pages of the

Mathematical Gazette to comment on foreign books. In 1903, he reviewed
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Einleitung in die Funkioneniheorie
y by Stoiz and Gmeiner; in 1905 Lecons sur

les fonctions des variables reeles, by Borel.

Meanwhile, he held English and American texts to strict account for

their lapses, in one Mathematical Gazette review in 1907, for example, he

wrote ofan American calculus text by W. Woolsey Johnson. Oh, it wasn't

bad of its type, he allowed. But its type was a breed of English book that,

while forgivable thirty years before, was no longer. Perhaps it was all

right to pass over theoretical difficulties in laying the foundations of

calculus, he wrote.

But there are different ways of passing over difficulties. We may simply and

absolutely ignore them: that is a course for which there is often much to be

said. We may point them out and avowedly pass them by; or we may

expand a little about them and endeavour to make our conclusions plau-

sible without professing to make our reasoning exact.

But, Hardy went on:

There is only one course for which no good defence can ever be found. This

course is to give what profess to be proofs and are not proofs, reasoning

which is ostensibly exact, but which really misses all the essential difficul-

ties of the problem. This was Todhunter's [the author of a kindred text]

method, and it is one which Prof. Johnson too often adopts.

Whereupon Hardy launched into a mathematical example to show how

the author employed arguments "entirely destitute of validity."

Hardy felt he could do better, and in September i 908 completed A

Course ofPure Mathematics, the first rigorous exposition in English ofmath-

ematical concepts other texts sloughed over in their rush to get to prac-

tical applications or cover broad expanses of mathematical ground. Such

rigor was sorely needed, said Hardy in his preface. "I have [very rarely]

encountered a pupil who could face the simplest problem involving the

ideas of infinity, limit, or continuity with a vestige of the confidence with

which he could deal with questions of a different character and of far

greater intrinsic difficulty."

Like everything else Hardy ever wrote, his textbook was readable. This

was not simply page after gray page of formula. His were real explana-

tions of difficult ideas presented in clear, cogent English prose. What in

other hands would be buried in a sea of abstractions, in Hardy's fairly

jumped out at you, sometimes as the culmination of a passage actually

verging on suspenseful.
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Early on, for example, he addressed "rational" numbers, numbers like

6, %, n2
/3890, or 19 that can be expressed as ordinary fractions or integers.

Between any two numbers representing points on a line segment, he

showed that more rational points can always be squeezed in. Between V2

and you can fit a Between 3A and you can fit ¥&. And so on,

forever, resulting in an infinity of such points. Then he goes on:

From these considerations the reader might be tempted to infer that these

rational points account for all the points of the line, i.e. that every point on

the line is a rational point. And it is certainly the case that if we imagine

the line as being made up solely of the rational points, all other points (if

any such there be) being imagined to be eliminated, the figure which

remained would possess most of the properties which common sense at-

tributes to the straight line and would, to put the matter roughly, look and

behave very much like a line.

Something is coming, the reader rightly suspects, without knowing just

what.

Hardy then showed that within the same line segment there was,

roughly speaking, another infinity of points that could be crowded into the

interstices between these rational numbers—the "irrational" numbers,

which cannot be expressed as fractions, and whose properties he then

proceeded to explore.

This loving attention to fundamentals was just what English mathe-

matics needed. As one review of the book commented, "When Mr. Hardy

sets out to prove something, then, unlike the writers of too many widely

read textbooks, he really does prove it. . . . If the book is widely read, I

for one shall hope to avoid in the future the many weary hours that have

usually to be spent in convincing University students that 'proofs' which

they have laboriously learned at school are little better than nonsense."

Hardy's book was widely read. For the next three-quarters of a century,

and through ten editions and numerous reprints, it became the single

greatest influence on the teaching of English mathematics at the univer-

sity levei. Through it—and through his iectures at Cambridge, through

his papers and reviews, through his relationships with other

mathematicians—Hardy made rigor no longer the preserve of a few Teu-

tonic zealots but something that bordered on the mathematically fash-

ionable.
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At the root of Britain's mathematical backwardness, Hardy was sure, lay

the Tripos system. Originally the means to a modest end—determining

the fitness of candidates for degrees—the Tripos had become an end in

itself. As Hardy saw it, English mathematics was being sapped by the

very system designed to select its future leaders.

Around 1907, he became secretary of a panel established to reform it.

But in fact, he championed its reform only as a first step toward doing

away with it altogether, and only because he saw no hope, just then, for

more radical change. As he later told a meeting of the Mathematical

Association, "I adhere to the view . . . that the system is vicious in

principle, and that the vice is too radical for what is usually called reform.

I do not want to reform the Tripos but to destroy it."

Hardy did not oppose examinations in general; he saw a place for

them, a sharply limited one—as a floor, a minimum standard necessary to

earn a degree. "An examination," said he, "can do little harm, so long as

its standard is low." But the Tripos laid no such meager claims; it meant

to appraise, to sift, to grade. Undergraduates, as Hardy pictured them,

exhausted "themselves and their tutors in the struggle to turn a comfort-

able second [class] into a marginal first." That, in his view, was the

problem: the Tripos distorted teaching and learning alike, and English

mathematics was the loser for it.

With others among the younger dons, Hardy succeeded in forcing

changes through a reluctant senate, the university's governing arm. Chief

among them was abolishment of the Order of Merit; a degree candidate

still took the Tripos but, beginning in 19 iO, was ranked only by broad

category—as Wrangler, Senior Optime, or Junior Optime. There would

no longer be a Senior Wrangler to which to aspire, no longer the merciless

pressure it created, no longer the ambition-driven need for coaches. Over-

night, the most notorious abuses of the Tripos system were eliminated.

But Hardy's more ambitious goal was futile; the Tripos, in modified

form, exists still—in part because while many pointed out its failings, few

did so with Hardy's ferocity. There was a mild-manneredness in the

English personality that Hardy, when it came to the Tripos, trespassed.

"It is useless to propose anything revolutionary to Englishmen," it would

be pointed out to a mathematical audience some few years later. "Exist-

ing institutions always have merits, which are as deep-seated as their

defects are patent. . . Our English way is to alter the defective institu-

tion a little bit at a time, so that it comes a little nearer to what we

desire." Hardy's friend Littlewood, while no fan of the Tripos, was also
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less heated about it. "I do not claim to have suffered high-souied frus-

tration," he wrote of his experience with it. "I took things as they came;

the game we were playing came easily to me, and I even felt a satisfaction

of a sort in successful craftsmanship."

Hardy's enmity, then, was something different, almost beyond rea-

son. Plainly, his own experience influenced him. Back in 1896, the pros-

pect of two years of Tripos tedium had nearly deflected him from

mathematics altogether. But in the end, he had meekly surrendered; he

had acquiesced to a coach, climbed on board the System, put "real"

mathematics aside. When he did at last pit himself against the Tripos,

he could almost be said to have "failed" it; for someone as competitive

as he, that's what being Fourth Wrangler meant. The Tripos, in a

sense, had beaten him.

Hardy's vehemence suggests a peculiar rift within his personality. Here

was a man—a friend would one day liken him to "an acrobat perpetually

testing himself for his next feat"—who set up rating scales at the least

provocation, loved competitive games, grilled new acquaintances on what

they knew, held up mathematical work to the highest standards—yet

swore eternal enmity to the Tripos system which, in a sense, was the

ultimate rating scale, the ultimate test.

In Hardy coexisted a stern, demanding streak with an indulgent

liberal-mindedness, a formidable and forbidding exterior with a soft and

fragile core. He would later claim to have scant interest in his less able

students. But this, by all accounts, was nine-tenths bluster; he never

failed any of them. "He simply couldn't think that way," Mary Cart-

wright, a former research student, told a friend, "because he was so kind

to the weak ones."

Hardy disdained social niceties, ever kept his distance, arrogantly dis-

missed God. Yet he could be kind and endlessly obliging. Even the

obituaries he wrote showed a largeness of spirit that, as someone once put

it, "must have made every mathematician wish that he could have seen

his own career described in the same generous terms."

So he was demanding, distant, emotionally astringent

—

and large-

hearted, caring, and kind. It takes no straining of the facts to lay this split

to the respective influences of his mother and father. But whatever their

source, these two contrasting strands wound through his personality al-

ways. And both would emerge in his relationship with Ramanujan over

the next seven fateful years.
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Winter 191 3. Europe stirred, armies marshaled. The world was restless

with change. Picasso's first cubist drawings had appeared barely a year

before. In Paris, Diaghilev, whose Russian Ballet had given its first Lon-

don performance two years before, prepared for the premiere of Stravin-

sky's tempestuous Le Sacre du Printemps, in which a maiden dances herself

to death. In England, George V was King, Edward having died suddenly

in 1910. In 191 i, the Parliament Bill had stripped the House of Lords of

its veto power on acts of Commons. All through Britain, workers struck

and militant suffragettes smashed windows. Ireland seethed.

But in Cambridge, things were as they always were. Hardy neared his

thirty-sixth birthday with his face bearing scarcely a mark of it. He'd visit

Bertrand Russell in Nevile's Court and discuss Bergson and the philos-

ophy of religion; once, Norbert Wiener and his father met him there and

took him to be an undergraduate. In 1912, Hardy published nine more

papers, including his first collaborative one with Littlewood, "Some Prob-

lems of Diophantine Approximation." His first key paper on Fourier

series was coming out later in 1913, the revised edition of his popular

textbook the following year. Hardy's friend from the Apostles, Leonard

Woolf, recently back from Ceylon, found Cambridge much as he'd left it;

on the train back to London, he wrote, '*I felt the warmth of a kind of

reassurance. I had enjoyed my week-end. There was Cambridge and

Lytton and Bertie Russell and Goldie, the Society and the Great Court of

Trinity, and Hardy and bowls—all the eternal truths and values of my
youth—going on just as I had left them seven years ago."

Hardy held to a regular routine. He read the London Times over break-

fast, especially the cricket scores. He worked for four hours or so in the

morning, then had a light lunch in Hall, perhaps played a little tennis in

the afternoon. His career was well in place, his life comfortable, his future

secure.

Then the letter came from India.
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CHAPTER FIVE

[1913 to 1914]

1. THE LETTER

The letter, borne in a large envelope covered with Indian stamps, was

dated "Madras, 16th January 1913," and began:

Dear Sir,

I beg to introduce myself to you as a clerk in the Accounts Depart-

ment of the Port Trust Office at Madras on a salary of only £20 per

annum. I am now about 23 years of age. I have had no University ed-

ucation but I have undergone the ordinary school course. After leaving

school I have been employing the spare time at my disposal to work at

Mathematics. I have not trodden through the conventional regular

course which is followed in a University course, but I am striking out a

new path for myself. I have made a special investigation of divergent

series in general and the results I get are termed by the local mathema-

ticians as "startling."

Some insignificant clerk in some backwater of an office five thousand

miles away apparently sought to incite both pity and wonder. There was

a nerviness about him: / have not trodden through the conventional regular course.

By the second paragraph he was insisting he could give meaning to

negative values of the gamma function. By the third he was disputing an

assertion in a mathematical pamphlet Hardy had written three years
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before, part of a series called the Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics and

Mathematical Physics.

It was called Orders of Infinity: The 'Infinitarcalcul
3

of Paul Du Bois-

Reymond, and in it Hardy dealt with how mathematical functions can

grow toward infinity more or less rapidly. For example, f[x) = x
3

ap-

proaches infinity faster than g(x) =3x. Both functions, as x grows larger,

grow without bound; both, it can be crudely said, "reach" infinity. But

the first does so more quickly than the second. By the time x~ 100, for

example, the first function has exploded to 1,000,000, while the second is

stili mired at 300. At one point, Hardy had cited a familiar mathematical

expression from the theory of prime numbers. This expression consisted

of, first, a term involving logarithms and, second, an error term, p{x),

that simply represented how far wrong the first term was. On page 36,

Hardy had asserted that "the precise order of p(x) has not been deter-

mined."

Well, Ramanujan now wrote Hardy, it had been determined; he had

determined it. "I have found an expression [for the number of prime

numbers] which very nearly approximates to the real result, the error

being negligible." He was saying that the prime number theorem, as it

was known in the mathematical world, and as it had first been given form

by Legendre and then more precisely by Gauss, was inadequate and

incomplete, and that he, an unknown Indian clerk, had something better.

This was the hook with which Ramanujan set out to snare Hardy's

attention. He concluded:

I would request you to go through the enclosed papers. Being poor, if

you are convinced that there is anything of value I would like to have my

theorems published. I have not given the actual investigations nor the

expressions that I get but I have indicated the lines on which I proceed.

Being inexperienced I would very highly value any advice you give me.

Requesting to be excused for the trouble I give you.

I remain,

Dear Sir,

\7 ,._..)_.
i uuis n uiy,

S. Ramanujan

This was not, of course, the end of the matter, but the beginning.

The "enclosed papers" to which Ramanujan referred went on for nine

pages (and also probably included a copy of his published paper on
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Bernoulli numbers). The first page or so read like an inventor's patent

claim, and with the same almost rhythmic ring of brash certainty:

I have found a function which exactly represents the no. of prime nos.

Jess than x, "exactly" in the sense that the difference between the function

and the actual no. of primes is generally 0 or some small finite value even

when x hecomes infinite. I have got the function in the form of infinite series

and have expressed it in two ways.

I have also got expressions to find the actual no. of prime nos. of the form

An + B, which are less than any given number however large.

I have found out expressions for finding not only irregularly increasing

functions but also irregular functions without increase (e.g. the no. of

divisors of natural nos.) not merely the order but the exact form. The

following are a few examples from my theorems. . . .

Now ordinary English virtually disappeared, giving way to the lan-

guage of algebra, trigonometry, and calculus. There were theorems in

number theory, theorems devoted to evaluating definite integrals, theo-

rems on summing infinite series, theorems on transforming series and

integrals, theorems offering intriguing approximations to series and

integrals—perhaps fifty of them in all.

The whole letter, all ten pages of it, was written out in large, legible,

rounded schoolboy script distinguished only by crossed fs that didn't

cross. His handwriting had always been neat; but here, if possible, it was

neater still, as if he realized the gulf of skepticism that divided him from

Hardy and dared not let an illegible scrawl widen it.

It was a wise precaution; the gulf was indeed great. For Hardy, Ra-

manujan's pages of theorems were like an alien forest whose trees were

familiar enough to call trees, yet so strange they seemed to have come

from another planet; it was the strangeness of Ramanujan's theorems

that struck him first, not their brilliance. The Indian, he supposed, was

just another crank. He was forever getting bizarre manuscripts from

strangers that, as his friend Snow later put it, "pretended to prove the

prophetic wisdom of the Great Pyramid, the revelations of the Elders of

Zion, or the cryptograms that Bacon had inserted in the plays of the

so-called Shakespeare."

And so, after a perfunctory glance, he put the manuscript aside and

soon lost himself in the day's London Times which, in late January 1913,

told of opium abuse in China, port hands in Lisbon gone on strike, the
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French battling Arab rebels near Mogador, the House of Lords debating

home rule for Ireland. . . . He may have skipped over the account of the

Buxton divorce trial, where Mrs. Buxton was accused of adultery with

Henry Arthur Mornington Weliesley, Lord Crowley. But he likely didn't

miss the news of England's one-goal rugby victory over the French before

twelve thousand spectators at Twickenham.

Around nine that morning, he set to work on mathematics, kept at ir

until about one, then ambled over to Hall for lunch. Then it was off to the

university courts on Grange Road for a game of "real" tennis (which is

what the English called the indoor variant that antedated the lawn tennis

more popular today). But that day, in the corner of his mind normally left

serene by vigorous athletics, something was wrong. The Indian manu-

script scraped and tugged at his composure with, as Snow wrote, its

"wild theorems. Theorems such as he had never seen before, nor imag-

ined."

Were they wild and unimaginable because they were siliy, or trivial, or

just plain wrong, with nothing to support them? Or because they were the

work of some rare flower of exotic genius?

Or maybe they were merely well-known theorems the Indian had found

in some book and cleverly disguised by expressing in slightly different

form—making it just a matter of time before Hardy found them out?

Or perhaps it was all a practical joke? Hoaxes, after all, were much in

vogue just then. Many Englishmen holding high positions in the Indian

Civil Service had endured the mathematical Tripos or were otherwise

versed in mathematics—well versed enough, perhaps, to pull off such a

stunt. And how best to dupe your old Cambridge friend Hardy? Why,

you'd garb familiar "theorems" in unfamiliar attire, purposely twist them

into weird shapes. But who in India was adept enough to do it? Maybe

the hoax had originated in Europe. But would the perpetrator have gone

to the trouble of securing a genuine Madras postmark . . . ?

Vagrant, fragmentary thoughts like these bubbled through Hardy's

head as, returning from tennis, he walked back across one of the Cam
bridges, then over the expanse of lawn that was the Backs, and through

the gateway into New Court. Back in his second-floor suite of rooms,

which were built over one of the gateways, he again sat down with the

letter from India. Outside the Gothic mullioned windows of his room, the

winter light began to fade.

Years later, most of the formulas in Ramanujan's letter would become

the subjects of papers in the Journal of the London Mathematical Society and
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other mathematical journais. In them, their authors, including Hardy

himself, would take two, or five, or ten pages to formally prove those not

already known. But now, proving them wasn't Hardy's aim. Now he was

content to see if there was anything to them at ail. And even that was not

apparent—in part because, as Hardy wrote later, "some curious special-

ization of a constant or a parameter made the real meaning of a formula

difficult to grasp." Roughly speaking, it was as if, instead of stating the

aphorism "penny-wise, pound-foolish," Ramanujan had for his own rea-

sons expressed it as "two pennies wise, seven-and-a-half pounds

foolish"—leaving the listener, distracted by the particulars, harder

pressed to extract its meaning. In any case, it only compounded Hardy's

perplexity.

Darkness fell. It was almost time for dinner. The formulas grew no

more straightforward, the quality of the man who had written them no

clearer. Genius or fraud? You couldn't idly riffle through these pages and

tell. Yes, Hardy decided, Littlewood would have to see them, too.

John Edensor Littlewood was just two years older than Ramanujan, but

while Ramanujan foundered in India, he had been mathematically

schooled by England's best.

He came from old English yeoman stock; Littlewood archers, it was

said, fought at the Battle of Agincourt in 1415. More recently, his an-

cestors had been robustly middle-class professionals—ministers, school-

masters, publishers, doctors and the like. Both his grandfather and father

had studied mathematics at Cambridge; his grandfather became a theo-

logian, his father headmaster of a school in South Africa, where John

lived for eight years. Back in England when he was fourteen, he attended

St. Paul's School. There he caught the mathematics bug.

In his memoir, A Mathematician's Miscellany, Littlewood would assert,

without artifice or conceit, that he was a "prodigy." Prodigy or not, he

profited from an education that was everything Ramanujan's was not.

About the time Ramanujan was studying S. L. Loney's Trigonometry, so

was Littlewood. But whereas Ramanujan's formal exposure to mathe-

matical ideas ended there, Littlewood's had just begun. Over the next

three years he made his way through Macaulay's Geometrical Conies,

Smith's Analytical Conies, Edwards's Differential Calculus, Williamson's In-

tegral Calculus, Casey's Sequel to Euclid, Hobson's Trigonometry, Routh's

Dynamics of a Particle, Murray's Differential Equations, Smith's Solid Geom-

etry, Burnside and Panton's Theory of Equations, and more—all before so
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much as sitting for the Trinity College entrance scholarship exam in

December 1902. By this time, Ramanujan had not even encountered

Carr.

Two years later, in 1905, Littiewood was Senior Wrangler. But the

fellowship normally his almost by right mysteriously went to someone

else. For three years, he left to assume a lectureship at the University of

Manchester. There, in "exile," he endured an oppressive load of lectur-

ing, conferences, and paperwork—the normal lot of faculty members at

provincial universities. After that, beginning in 1910, he was back at

Trinity for good.

In the words of two of his biographers, he was "a rough-hewn earthy

person with a charm of his own." He was strong, virile, vigorous. He had

been a crack gymnast at school, had played cricket, would become an

accomplished rock climber and skier and, even into his eighties, could be

seen hiking through the East Anglian countryside around Cambridge. He
wasn't especially tall, but a photograph of him lecturing in academic

robes suggests an enormous, hulking masculinity. Another of him and

Hardy together shows Littiewood dominating the picture, hat planted

firmly atop his head, slope-shouldered, feet spread as if ready for a fight;

the smaller Hardy seems to recede into the background.

Like Hardy, Littiewood remained a bachelor. But unlike Hardy, he

thoroughly enjoyed the company ofwomen. While at Manchester, he was

the best dancer in his group. He would write of his grandmother that she

was "a remarkable woman from an able family, but unfortunately very

saintly." He was not. His long-term relationship with a married woman,

with whose family he long shared a house in Cornwall, and with whom
he had a daughter, would become well known in Cambridge.

As a mathematician, Littiewood was "the man most likely to storm

and smash a really deep and formidable problem: there is no one else who

can command such a combination of insight, technique, and power." So

said Hardy himself. The two men first met, at least intellectually, in 1906

when an early Littiewood paper to the London Mathematical Society

sparked disagreement as to its merits and it went to Hardy as referee.

When Littiewood returned to Trinity in 19 10, he worked cioseiy enough

with him for Hardy to acknowledge his help in the preface to Orders of

Infinity, the booH that had caught Ramanujan's eye in India.

Their actual collaboration began inauspiciously, when a proof they

submitted to the London Mathematical Society in June 1911 turned out

to be flawed. But then, the first of their more than one hundred papers
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appeared in 1912, and after that they were mathematically inseparable.

"Nowadays," somebody said later, "there are only three really great

English mathematicians: Hardy, Littlewood, and Hardy-Littlewood."

Because Littlewood disdained bright, sparkling company and stayed

away from mathematics conferences, some—at least in jest—doubted he

existed at all. But exist he did, and in 1913, when Ramanujan's letter

arrived, it was natural that Hardy thought to show it to him.

Littlewood had recently moved into rooms on D Staircase of Nevile's

Court. Pausing in the arched doorway at the staircase's base, he could

sight through the portico to the arches across the court framed within it.

It was an arresting view—perhaps one reason he remained there for

sixty-five years, until his death in 1977. From Hardy's rooms, it was just

nineteen steps down the winding stone staircase, then forty paces through

the gate into Nevile's Court and around to D Staircase. Yet normally the

two men communicated by mail or college messenger and did not, in any

case, routinely run off to confer with one another in person.

And so, that winter evening in 1913, to let Littlewood know he wished

to meet with him after Hall, Hardy sent word by messenger.

About nine o'clock, as Snow reconstructed the day's events, they met,

probably in Littlewood's rooms, and soon the manuscript lay stretched

out before them. Some of the formulas were familiar while others, Hardy

would write, "seemed scarcely possible to believe." Twenty years later, in

a talk at Harvard University, he would invite his audience into the day

that had so enriched his life. '"I should like you to begin," he said, "by

trying to reconstruct the immediate reactions of an ordinary professional

mathematician who receives a letter like this from an unknown Hindu

clerk." It was a mathematical audience, so Hardy introduced them to

some of Ramanujan's theorems. Like this one, on the bottom of page

three:
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The elongated S-like symbol appearing on the left-hand side of this

equation, and in many other equations all through the letter, was an

integral sign, a notation originating with Newton's competitor Leibniz.

An integral—the idea goes back to the Greeks—is essentially an addition,
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a sum, but one of a peculiar, precise, and, at first glance, infuriating kind.

Imagine cutting a hot dog into disclike slices. You could wind up with

ten sections half an inch thick or a thousand paper-thin slices. But how-

ever thin you sliced it, you could, presumably, reassemble the pieces back

into a hot dog. Integral calculus, as this branch of mathematics is called,

adopts the strategy of taking an infinite number of infinitesimally thin

slices and generating mathematical expressions for putting them back

together again—for making them whole, or "integral." This powerful

additive process can be used to determine the drag force buffeting a wing

as it slices through the air, or the gravitational effects of the earth on a

man-made satellite, or indeed to solve any problem where the object is to

piece together the contributions of many small influences.

You don't need integral calculus to determine the area of a neat rect-

angular plot of farmland; you just multiply length times width. But you

could use it. And you could use the same additive methods applicable to

wings and satellites to calculate the area of an irregularly shaped plot

where length-times-width won't work. Furnish the function that mathe-

matically defines its shape, and in principle you can get its area by

"integrating" it—that is, by performing the additive process in a partic-

ular, precisely defined way.

Calculus books come littered with hundreds of ways to integrate func-

tions. And yet, pick a function at random and chances are it can't be

integrated—at least not straightforwardly. With "definite integrals" like

those Ramanujan offered in his letter to Hardy, however, you're offered

a back-door route to a solution.

A definite integral is "definite" in that you seek to integrate the func-

tion over a definite numerical range; the little numbers at top and bottom

of the elongated S—the 00 and 0 in Ramanujan's equation— tell what it is.

(In other words, you mark off a piece of the farm plot whose area you

want reckoned.) When you evaluate a definite integral, you don't wind

up with a general algebraic formula (as you do with indefinite integrals)

but, in principle, an actual number. And sometimes, by applying the

right mathematical tools, you can determine this number without inte-

grating the function first—indeed, without being able to integrate it at ail.

Broadly, this was what Ramanujan was doing in the theorem on page

3 of his letter to Hardy and all through the section labeled "IV. Theo-

rems on Integrals."

This particular integral, he was saying, could be represented in terms
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"factorial"—4!, read "four factorial," = 4X 3 X 2 X 1—except that it ex-

tends the idea to numbers other than integers.) Hardy figured he could

prove this theorem Later he tried, and succeeded, though it proved

harder than he thought. None of Ramanujan's other integrals were tri-

fling exercises, either, and all would wind up, years later, the object of
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impressive of Ramanujan's results.

More so were the infinite series, two of which were:

f
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The first wasn't new to Hardy, who recognized it as going back to a

mathematician named Bauer. The second seemed little different. To a

layman, in fact, it and kindred ones in Ramanujan's letter might seem

scarcely intimidating at all; save for pi and the gamma function they were

nothing but ordinary numbers. But Hardy and others would show how

these series were derived from a class of functions called hypergeometric

series first explored by Leonhard Euler and Carl Friedrich Gauss and as

algebraically formidable as anybody could want.

Sometime before 1910, Hardy learned later, Ramanujan had come up

with a general formula, later to be known as the Dougall-Ramanujan

Identity, which under the right conditions could be made to fairly spew

out infinite series. Just as an ordinary beer can is made in a huge factory,

the ordinary numbers in Ramanujan's series were the deceptively simple

end product of complex mathematical machinery. Of course, on the day

he got Ramanujan's letter, Hardy knew nothing of this. He knew only

that these series formulas weren't what they seemed. Compared to the

integrals, they struck him as "much more intriguing, and it soon became

obvious that Ramanujan must possess much more general theorems and

was keeping a great deal up his sleeve."

Some theorems in Ramanujan's letter, of course, did look comfortably

familiar. For example,
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Hardy had proved theorems like it, had even offered a similar one as a

mathematical question in the Education Times fourteen years before. Some

of Ramanujan's formulas actually went back to the days of Laplace and

Jacobi a century before. Of course, it was quite something that this

Indian had rediscovered them.
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the last page of Ramanujan's letter?
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This was a relationship between continued fractions, in which the com-

pressed notation for, say, the function u actually means this:

x

1 -fx

l+x 1Q

1+x 15

1 +

The publication of this result some years hence would set off a flurry of

work by English mathematicians. Rogers would furnish one ten-page

proof for it in 1921. Darling would explore it, too. In 1929, Watson would

approach it from a different angle, trying to steer clear of the tricky

mathematical terrain of theta functions. But in 1913, Hardy could make

nothing of it, classing it among a group of Ramanujan's theorems which,

he would write, "defeated me completely; I had never seen anything in

the least like them before. A single look at them is enough to show that

they could only be written down by a mathematician of the highest

class." And then, in a classic Hardy flourish, he added: "They must be

true because, if they were not true, no one would have the imagination to

invent them."

As Hardy and Littlewood probed the theorems before them, trying to

make out what they said, where they fit into the mathematical canon, and
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That the Indian's mathematics was strange and individual had been

evident from the start. But now they were coming to see his work as

something more. It was not "individual" in the way a rebellious teenager

tries to be, camouflaging his ordinariness behind bizarre dress or hair. It

was much more. "There is always more in one of Ramanujan's formulae

than meets the eye, as anyone who sets to work to verify those which look

the easiest will soon discover," Hardy would write later. "In some the

interest lies very deep, in others comparatively near the surface; but there

is not one which is not curious and entertaining."

The more they looked, the more dazzled they became. "Of the theo-

rems sent without demonstration, by this clerk of whom we had never

heard," one of their Trinity colleagues, E. H. Neville, would later write,

"not one could have been set in the most advanced mathematical exam-

ination in the world." Hardy would rank Ramanujan's letter as "cer-

tainly the most remarkable I have ever received," its author "a

mathematician of the highest quality, a man of altogether exceptional

originality and power."

And so, before midnight, Hardy and Littlewood began to appreciate

that for the past three hours they had been rummaging through the

papers of a mathematical genius.

It wasn't the first time a letter had launched the career of a famous

mathematician. Indeed, as the mathematician Louis J. Mordell would

later insist, "It is really an easy matter for anyone who has done brilliant

mathematical work to bring himself to the attention of the mathematical

world, no matter how obscure or unknown he is or how insignificant a

position he occupies. All he need do is to send an account of his results

to a leading authority," as Jacobi had in writing Legendre on elliptic

functions, or as Hermite had in writing Jacobi on number theory.

And yet, if Moidell was right—if "it is really an easy matter"—why

had Gauss spurned Abel? Carl Friedrich Gauss was the premier math-

ematician of his time, and, perhaps, of all time. The Norwegian Niels

Henrik Abel, just twenty-two at the time he wrote Gauss, had proved that

some equations of the fifth degree (like x
5 + 3x

4 + ... =0) could never be

solved algebraically. That was a real coup, especially since leading math-

ematicians had for years sought a general solution that, Abel now showed,

didn't exist. Yet when he sent his proof to Gauss, the man history records
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"Here," one account has him saying, dismissing Abel's paper as the work

of a crank, "is another of those monstrosities."
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brilliance failed to cast an equal spell on Baker and Hobson, the other

two Cambridge mathematicians to whom he had written?

Ramanujan, qualified as the kind of "leading authority" Mordell had in

mind. He held a special Cayley lectureship. He had been elected a Fellow

Sylvester Medal in 1910. He had been president of the London Mathe-

matical Society until the year before.

But as one biographer noted after his death, Baker "was little affected

by the revolution brought about amongst the Cambridge mathematical

analysts by G. H. Hardy in the first decade of the twentieth century.

leaders of the older generation.
1

' That he was immune to Hardy, of

course, did not itself explain his indifference to Ramanujan; it did, how-

ever, suggest some reticence about embracing new ideas. Indeed, Baker

was said to so revere the great mathematicians of the past that it choked

his own originality. His upcoming second marriage, which took place in

1913, may also have left him less open to the importunings ofan unknown

Indian clerk.

The other Cambridge mathematician, a Senior Wrangler, was E. W.

Hobson, who was in his late fifties when he heard from Ramanujan and

more eminent even than Baker. His high forehead, prominent mustache,

and striking eyes helped make him, in Hardy's words, "a distinguished

and conspicuous figure" around Cambridge.

But he was remembered, too, as a dull lecturer, and after he died his

most important book was described in words like "systematic," "exhaus-

tive," and "comprehensive," never in language suggesting great imagi-

nation or flair. "An old stick-in-the-mud," someone once called him. For

some years, he was a Tripos coach (one student was John Maynard

Keynes), largely ignoring mathematical research. He would take a con-

ventional stand on the coming war, and vehemently opposed granting

degrees to women. These were sensibilities, then, hardly primed for un-

familiar theorems coming from an unorthodox source.

Of course, Ramanujan's fate had always hung on a knife edge, and it

had never taken more than the slightest want of imagination, the briefest
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sistence on the part of his friend Rajagopalachari had gained him the

sympathy of Ramachandra Rao. And Hardy himself was put off by Ra-

manujan's letter before he was won over by it. The cards are stacked,

against any original mind, and perhaps properly so. After all, many who

claim the mantle of "new and original" are indeed new, and original

—

but not better. So, in a sense, it should be neither surprising nor reason

for any but the mildest rebuke that Hobson and Baker said no.

Nor should it be surprising that no one in India had made much of

Ramanujan's work. Hardy was perhaps England's premier mathemati-

cian, the beneficiary of the finest education, in touch with the latest

mathematical thought and, to boot, an expert in several fields Ramanujan

plowed. . . . And yet a day with Ramanujan's theorems had left him

bewildered. / had never seen anything in the least like them before. Like the

Indians, Hardy did not know what to make of Ramanujan's work. Like

them, he doubted his own judgment of it. Indeed, it is not just that he

discerned genius in Ramanujan that redounds to his credit today; it is

that he battered down his own wall of skepticism to do so.

That Ramanujan was Indian probably didn't taint him in Hardy's

eyes. True, Hardy's knowledge of India may have been as mired in

imperial stereotypes as that of most other Englishmen; when he was ten,

back in Cranleigh, the school magazine had featured a day at "An Indian

Bazaar," rife with bejeweled maidens, dagger-bearing Ghurkas, and

filthy fakirs cursing "English dogs" under their breaths. But by 1913,

Hardy had already made mathematical contact with several Indians. A
professor of mathematics at Allahabad, Umes Chandra Ghosh, had, in

1899, given the solution to one of his earliest questions in the Educational

Times. And in 1908, another of Hardy's questions, on infinite series, had

drawn a response by V. Ramaswami Iyer, who two years before had

founded the Indian Mathematical Society and two years later would

befriend Ramanujan. (Then, too, the Indian cricket sensation Ranjitsin-

jhi had been in his prime when Hardy was an undergraduate, perhaps

also helping to overturn any lingering prejudices.)

Growing up along Horseshoe Lane and attending Cranleigh School

may have made Hardy readier than other Cambridge dons to see merit

dressed in exotic garb. All his life, certainly, he was sympathetic to the

underdog. Mary Cartwright, who met him a few years after his Ramanu-

jan period, recalled that, as a woman mathematician, "I was a depressed

class"—and so enjoyed Hardy's favor. Snow wrote that Hardy preferred
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bottomed: the description was more psychological than physiologi-

cal. . . . [They] were the confident, booming, imperialist bourgeois En-

glish The designation included most bishops, headmasters, judges

and . . . politicians." When Hardy attended a cricket match and knew

none of the competitors, he would tap his own favorites on the spot.

These "had to be the under-privileged, young men from obscure schools

Indians, the unlucky and diffident. He wished for their success and,

alternatively, for the downfall of their opposites."

Further tipping the balance in Ramanujan's favor was Hardy's willing-

ness to stray from safe, familiar paths. Hobson and Baker were both from

an earlier generation, more settled, perhaps at a time in their lives when

they were less eager to take on something new. Hardy, on the other hand,

was a generation younger and had a penchant for the unorthodox and the

unexpected. He had left familiar Cranleigh for Winchester. He had al-

1q H q six th _ rsi tc novelist, "Alan St. Aubyn," to deflect him toward Trin-

ity. He had weighed leaving mathematics; then, he had embraced

Professor Love's suggestion that he dip into Camille Jordan's Corns d'an-

alyse. He had joined the Apostles. He had broken precedent to take the

Tripos after his second year instead of his third.

Each time Hardy had opened himself, he had come away enriched.

Now, something wildly new and alien had presented itself to him in the

form of a long, mathematics-dense letter from India. Once again,

he opened his heart and mind to it. Once again, he would be the better

for it.

2. "I HAVE FOUND IN YOU A FRIEND . .

."

"No one who was in the mathematical circles in Cambridge at that time

can forget the sensation" caused by [Ramanujan's] letter, wrote E. H.

Neville years later. Hardy showed it to everyone, sent parts of it to

experts in particular fields. (Midst all the excitement, Ramanujan's orig-

inal cover letter, along with one page of formulas, got lost.) Meanwhile,
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interest in Ramanujan and of his wish to bring him to Cambridge.

It was not until a windy Saturday, February eighth, the day following

his birthday, that Hardy sat down to deliver to Ramanujan the verdict on

his gifts that Cambridge already knew. "Trinity College, Cambridge," he

wrote at the top, and the date, then began: "Dear Sir, I was exceedingly
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interested by your letter and by the theorems ." With an opening like

that, Ramanujan would, at least, have to read on.

But in the very next sentence, Hardy threw out his first caveat: "You

will however understand that before I can judge properly of the value of

what you have done, it is essential that I should see proofs ofsome ofyour

assertions."

Proof. It wasn't the first time the word had come up in Ramanujan's

mathematical life. But it had never before borne such weight and emi-

nence. Carr's Synopsis, Ramanujan's model for presenting mathematical

results, had set out no proofs, at least none more involved than a word or

two in outline. That had been enough for Carr, and enough for Ramanu-

jan. Now, Hardy was saying, it was not enough. The mere assertion of a

result, however true it might seem to be, did not suffice. And all through

his letter to Ramanujan he would sound the same insistent theme:

I want particularly to see your proofs of your assertions here. You will

understand that, in this theory, everything depends on rigorous exactitude of

proof.

And again:

assuming your proofs to be rigorous . . .

And:

Of course in all these questions everything depends on absolute rigour.

On the whole. Hardv's letter was lavish with encouragement. True.
- - 7 J \J J

some of Ramanujan's theorems were already well known, or were simple

extensions of known theorems. But even these, Hardy allowed, repre-

sented an achievement. "I need not say that if what you say about your

lack of training is to be taken literally, the fact that you should have

rediscovered such interesting results is all to your credit."

Then, too, Hardy hazarded, some of Ramanujan's results, while them-

selves of little note, were perhaps examples of general methods and thus

more important than they seemed. "You always state your results in such

Darticular forms that it is difficult to be sure about this."
x

Littlewood was also intrigued by Ramanujan's work, Hardy men-

tioned, even adding as a sort of appendix, "Further Notes Suggested by

Mr. Littlewood." Most of these dealt with Ramanujan's work on prime

numbers, a subject in which Littlewood had recently made a stunning, if

not yet published, advance. So Hardy's message from Littlewood carried
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»n especially fervent plea. "Please send the ^QXtnula for the no. of* primes

& . .
."—here it was again

—
"as much proof as possible quickly."

Hardy's whole letter was like that—shot through with urgency, with a

barely contained excitement, that Ramanujan would have been dull in-

deed not to sense. At the bottom of page 6, Hardy wrote, "I hope very

much that you will send me as quickly as possible"—he underlined it with

a veritable slash across the page
—

"a few of your proofs, and follow this

more at your leisure by a more detailed account of your work on primes

and divergent series."

And he went on j "It seems to me cjuite likely that you have done a good

deal of work worth publication; and if you can produce satisfactory dem-

onstration, I should be very glad to do what I can to secure it."

Hardy's letter probably arrived late in the third week of February. But

his endorsement of Ramanujan had reached Madras earlier. Almost a

week before writing Ramanujan, Hardy had contacted the India Office

and, by February 3, a certain Mr. Mallet had already written Arthur

Davies, secretary to the Advisory Committee for Indian Students in Ma-

dras. Later in the month, Davies met with Ramanujan and, at Sir Francis

Spring's behest, Narayana Iyer, apprising him of Hardy's wish that Ra-

manujan come to Cambridge.

But as Hardy soon learned, Ramanujan wasn't coming. Religious scru-

ples, or a cultural resistance that verged on it, got in the way; Brahmins

and other observant Hindus were enjoined not to cross the seas. And
that it c^RimRrl fXr a Inner tim*» wac that„...,,., .„ „^ „ — „ - & „„.^, .......

Meanwhile, in Madras, the balance delicately poised since Ramanu-

jan's meeting with Ramachandra Rao in late 1910, teetering inconclu-

sively between success and failure, now came down firmly on Ramanujan's

side. All that had been wanting was for a mathematician ofunimpeachable

credentials to weigh in with a verdict. Now Hardy had delivered it.

On February 25, Gilbert Walker was shown Ramanujan's work.

Walker was a former Senior Wrangler, a former fellow and mathematical

lecturer at Trinity, and was now, at the age of forty-five, head of the

Indian Meteorological Department in Simla. At the time of his appoint-

ment, he had no meteorological background whatever. But so crucial was

predicting the onset of the monsoon in India, and so lively the press furor

in the wake of several years of bad predictions, that it was thought a

professional mathematician of Walker's standing—he had just been

named a Fellow of the Royal Society—might help defuse the situation.
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him to look through Ramanujan's notebooks. The next day, Walker

wrote Madras University, asking it to support Ramanujan as a research
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registrar,

impressed me as comparable in originality with that of a Mathematics

fellow in a Cambridge College; it appears to lack, however, as might be

expected in the circumstances, the completeness and precision necessary

before the universal validity of the results could be accepted. I have not

specialised in the branches of pure mathematics at which he has worked,

and could not therefore form a reliable estimate of his abilities, which

might be of an order to bring him a European reputation. But it was

perfectly clear to me that the University would be justified in enabling S.

Ramanujan for a few years at least to spend the whole of his time on

mathematics without any anxiety as to his livelihood.

Walker, his letter as much as said, was as mystified by Ramanujan's

work as everyone else was. Heaven knows, he was no pure mathemati-

cian. As a young man, he'd shown interest in gyroscopes and electro-

magnetics. Early prominence had come from his studies of aerodynamic

forces on the boomerang, which as an undergraduate he liked to throw on

the Cambridge Backs. Now, as India's chiefweatherman, his most recent

paper was entitled "The Gold Weather Storms of Northern India." In

other words, he was a mathematician of applied bent whose work lay as
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have not specialised . . . was gross understatement, his admission that he

could notform a reliable estimate of his abilities the plain, simple truth.

And yet none of this discouraged him from eagerly recommending

Ramanujan for a special scholarship. Because now, in any appraisal of

Ramanujan, there was a new factor to consider: Hardy. Spring, who had

introduced Walker to Ramanujan's work, and everyone else at the Port

Trust knew that Ramanujan had Hardy's imprimatur. If Walker har-

bored any doubt as to Ramanujan's merits, Hardy's verdict erased it.

* xxv, ...x ~x x^^^-^j^w u --"-^
>
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now, greased by Hardy's approval, began to whirr and whine like a finely

tuned race car engine.

If Ramanujan had doubts about what Hardy's endorsement might

mean to him, they had been dispelled by the last two days and Walker's

ringing endorsement. On February twenty-seventh, he wrote Hardy a
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perusing your letter of 8th February 1913," he wrote. "I have found a

friend in you who views my labours sympathetically."

In fact it was not just Walker Spring and others in the IVdadras

mathematical community who had been fortified by Hardy's letter. It

was Ramanujan himself. For all his confidence in his mathematical prow-
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Hardy's letter took him seriously. And the pronouncement delivered by this

unseen F.R.S., this man reputed to be the finest pure mathematician in
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Ramanujan might, in an anxious moment, dismiss, but rather nine pages

of specific, richly detailed comment: a statement Ramanujan had written

on his sixth page of theorems about a series expressible in terms of pi and

the Eulerian constant could be deduced from a theorem in Bromwich's

Infinite Series (the book M.J. M. Hill, in his letter of two months before,

had advised that he consult). A theorem on the same page involving

hyperbolic cosines Hardy himself had proved in Quarterly Journal ofMath-

ematics. Hardy knew.

That Ramanujan had every bit the "invincible originality" with which

Hardy would later credit him didn't mean he didn't care what others

thought of him. He did care. In assessing Ramanujan's work, Hardy had

informally broken it down into three broad categories—those results al-

ready known or easily derived from known theorems; those curious, and

perhaps even difficult, but not terribly important; and those promising to
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it was those in this third category that weighed most heavily.

But not in Ramanujan's.

"What I want at this stage," he wrote Hardy, "is for eminent profes-

sors like you to recognize that there is some worth in me." And such

"worth," he felt, accrued not alone, or even primarily, through the the-

orems Hardy saw as novel and important, but those he'd ranked in the

first category, as already known. It was these, he wrote, "which encour-

age me now to proceed onward. For my results are verified to be true even

though I may take my stand upon slender basis," Before the world whose

judgment mattered so much to him, he could stand tall and declare, / have

been pronounced by competent authority to be just as I said I was—which was

more, for example, than his repeated flunking out of school had seemed

to say.
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In his second loner letter to Hardv. Ramanuian seemed buovanL

pumped up, cocky. Hardy wanted proof? Well, he wrote

If I had given you my methods of proof I am sure you will follow the

London Professor [Hill]. But as a fact, I did not give him any proof but

made some assertions as the following under my new theory. I told him

that the sum of an infinite no. of terms of the series:-

1 + 2 + 3 + 4+ ... — —Vi2 under my theory. If I tell you this you will at

once point out to me the lunatic asylum as my goal. I dilate on this simply

to convince you that you will not be able to follow my methods of proof if

I indicate the lines on which I proceed in a single letter. You may ask how

you can accept results based upon wrong premises. What I tell you is this:

Verify the results I give and if they agree with your results, got by treading

on the groove in which the present day mathematicians move, you should

at least grant that there may be some truths in my fundamental basis.

Got by treading on the groove! Ramanuian was flying high. Four years of

hawking his mathematical wares had left him neither shy about going

after what he needed nor above stooping to self-pity: "I am already a

half-starving man," he wrote Hardy now. "To preserve my brains I want

food and this is now my first consideration. Any sympathetic letter from

you will be helpful to me here to get a scholarship either from the Uni-

versity or from Government."

In this vein Ramanujan continued for two pages, then proceeded to pile

up more theorems, expanding on the ideas about prime numbers on which

Hardy had challenged him, and going on to new work—in all. nine more

theorem-stuffed pages. "I have also given meanings to the fractional and

negative no. of terms in a series as well as in a product," he wrote, "and

I have got theorems to calculate such values exactly and approximately.

Many wonderful results have been got from such theorems. . .

."

Later, many would see in Ramanujan an appealing and genuine hu-

mility. But here were hints of another Ramanujan, one already dreaming

of a place for himself in mathematical history: "You may judge me hard

that I am silent on the methods of proof," he wrote. But his silence was

due only to lack of space in which to set them down, not unwillingness to

do so. No, he wrote, "I do not mean that the methods should be buried

with me."

Humble? E. H. Neville would later describe Ramanujan as "perfect in

manners, simple in manner, resigned in trouble and unspoilt by renown,
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grateful to a fault and devoted beyond measure to his friends," Nowhere,

though, did he call him humble, or suggest that Ramanujan shrank from

a sanguine assessment of his own gifts. Nor does his later remark to

Janaki that, in her words, "his name would live for one hundred years,"

suggest undue humility. There had been a stubborn, self-confident streak

in Ramanujan all along; for him to work, unrecognized and alone for

years, fortified only by his delight in the work itself, it had to have been

there. And here, in his second letter to Hardy, it unabashedly surfaced.

Hardy, we may be sure, was not put off by any of this. "Good work,"

he once wrote, "is not done by 'humble' men."

On March 13, spurred by Walker's letter, B. Hanumantha Rao, profes-

sor of mathematics at the engineering college, invited Narayana Iyer to

a meeting of the Board of Studies in Mathematics to discuss "what we

can do for S. Ramanujan. , . . You have seen some of his results & can

help us to understand them better than the author himself." On the

nineteenth, the board met and recommended to the syndicate, the uni-

versity's governing body, that Ramanujan receive a research scholarship

of seventy-five rupees a month—more than twice his Port Trust salary

—

for the next two years.

But when the syndicate met on April 7, Ramanujan's case encountered

a setback. Such scholarships were reserved for those with master's de-

grees, and Ramanujan lacked even a bachelor's; why, he'd flunked out of

every college he'd ever attended. By one Indian account, it was the

Enerlish—led bv Richard Littlehailes. an Oxford-educated nrofessor of

mathematics at Presidency College and later portrayed as one of Ra-

manujan's champions—who invoked this technicality and, "with all their

vehement speeches," lined up against him. In any case, the syndicate's

vice-chancellor, P. R. Sundaram Iyer, chiefjustice of the Madras High

Court, then rose. Did not the preamble of the act establishing the uni-

versity, he asked, specify that one of its functions was to promote research?

And, whatever the lapses ofRamanujan's education, was he not a proven

quantity as a mathematical researcher?

That argument won the dav. "The regulations of the University do not

at present provide for such a special scholarship," the registrar later

wrote. "But the Syndicate assumes that Section XV of the Act of Incor-

poration and Section 3 of the Indian Universities Act, 1904, allow of the

grant of such a scholarship, subject to the express consent of the Gover-

nor of Fort St. George in Council."
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It was a measure of how far six weeks after receipt of Hardy's letter

Madras opinion had swung behind Ramanujan: now, the authorities

were stretching the rules to accommodate him.
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set him free to do mathematics, to attend lectures at the university, to use

its library. So that now, as Neville would write, he "entered the Presi-
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tion to mathematics which had been a vice in Kumbakonam nine years

earlier."

3. "DOES RAMANUJAN KNOW POLISH?"

It was a great open space that, as you came out of the alleys leading to

it, offered a broad blue sweep of sky, a little as the piazza ofan Italian hill

town does. But it was not a piazza, or a square, or a park. It was a

"tank," a sort of religious swimming pool—an expanse of water, nor-

mally almost square, with a sandy bottom, granite steps leading down to

the water on several sides, and a man-made island of richly detailed

religious sculpture at its center.

This one was large, perhaps a hundred yards across, and notably

handsome. Its legendary predecessor gave the whole district its name

—

Triplicane, a corruption of Tiru Alii Keni, meaning "sacred lily tank."

Adjacent to it stood the ancient Parthasarathy Temple, a Vaishnavite

shrine whose principal deity was Krishna as the "sarathi," or charioteer,
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tion of a Pallava king's gift of land in a.d. 792. Here Muslim, Dutch, and

French soldiers had encamped over the centuries. Here the faithful would

bathe on ritual occasions—sometimes a few at a time, occasionally hun-

dreds or thousands of them, closely packed together, a sea of bare-chested

brown men.

Off one street bordering the tank to the south ran a little lane, Hanu-

mantharayan Koil Street. And a few doors down, almost where the street

turned abruptly left, was a little house, set back a courtyard's depth from

the rppf Hprp ahnnf a milp anH a half frnm Prpcirlpnrv PnJJpo-p T?a-

manujan and his family now lived. With research scholarship in hand

and on leave from the Port Trust, they no longer had to stay in congested

Georgetown, and probably around May had moved back to Triplicane.

Ramanujan had nothing to do now but pursue mathematics and, every

three months, submit a progress report. For this he received seventy-five
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got monthly from boarders made for a sizable chunk of their income.

Even at the Port Trust, he'd still only made twenty-five or thirty rupees,
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Komalatammal, and Komalatammal's own mother to provide for, that

didn't go far; sometimes he'd had to moonlight, tutoring college students
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rupees a month, for example, that the Indian Mathematical Society set as

its threshold for paying full dues. Ramanujan had friends in high places
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one of the West's top mathematicians.

During the early mornings, and then again at night, he'd work with

Narayana Iyer, no longer boss now, but colleague. Sometimes he'd bor-

row math books from K. B. Madhava, a statistician who lived down the

street. Often, he could be found in the alcoves of the Connemara Library,
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named for a former governor of Madras, was like a secular church, a

soaring chamber of arching stained-glass windows, filled with wood en-

gravings and columns and arches rich with molded plaster ornamenta-

tion, an Indo-Saracenic temple of learning. Here Ramanujan would lose

himself on some of those deliciously free days after his scholarship had set

him free.

It was a little like the period before his marriage. More completely than

ever he was able to throw himself into mathematics, leaving day-to-day

cares to others Sometimes Janaki would recall "he would ask his mother

or grandmother to wake him up after midnight so that he could go on

with his work in the silent and cooler hours of the after-night." Some-

times he "had to be reminded about his food. On some occasions his

grandmother or mother would serve, in his hand, food made of cooked

rice mixed with sambhar, rasam, and curd successively. This they did so

that his current of thought might not be broken." At other times, she or

his mother would prepare brinjal in just the way he liked. Normally this

teardrop-shaped vegetable, about the size of a peach, was eaten cooked.

Rut Vi/=» li -j A 1 f*a rri(*A tr\ Invp it t hf» crwrial urau liic mntVi^r marlp it Fnr— *~ ~ - — " " '—
him—quartered, then quartered again, but with a tab of flesh keeping all

eight segments together, the junction steeped in tamarind and masala for

an hour or so, then eaten raw.

Ramanujan now had his own workroom upstairs. He and Janaki usu-

ally slept at separate times, but it seemed that "whenever I opened my
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on slate sounding through the house. Once, on the spur of the moment,

he rigged up a little science experiment for her; from a jug of water and

some kind of tubing, he made a siphon and showed her how gravity drew

the water to lower points. But otherwise, contact between them was

slight. Janaki was barely fourteen. He worked in the heady realms ofpure
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Occasionally, when he took a break, he would ask her to later jog his

memory with language like, "the one you were working on downstairs,"
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could share nothing. Nor did he try to force-feed her. She didn't ask him

to, and he didn't volunteer.

Ramanujan and Hardy, meanwhile, danced around one another uncer-

tainly. In their correspondence, Hardy was defending the mathematical
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from Ramanujan. Ramanujan held back, offering excuses. At least that

was how his stance could be read, and by mid-March the situation verged

on a real row. "How maddening his letter is in the circumstances,"

Littlewood wrote Hardy. "I rather suspect he's afraid that you'll steal his

work." Taking up the issue in his next letter, Hardy took pains to reas-

sure him:

Let me put the matter quite plainly to you. You have in your possession

now 3 [Ramanujan had only two] long letters of mine, in which I speak

quite plainly about what you have proved or claim to be able to prove. I

have shown your letters to Mr. Littlewood, Dr. Barnes, Mr. Berry, and

other mathematicians. Surely it is obvious that, if I were to attempt to

make any illegitimate use of your results, nothing would be easier for you

than to expose me. You will, I am sure, excuse my stating the case with

such bluntness. I should not do so if I were not genuinely anxious to see

what can be done to give you a better chance of making the best of your

obvious mathematical gifts.

Whether Hardy and Littlewood had misread Ramanujan's letter or

not, Ramanujan now denied misgivings and even managed, rather suc-

cessfully, to seem hurt. "I am a little pained to see what you have written

at the suggestion of Mr. Littlewood," he wrote in mid-April.

I am not in the least apprehensive of my method being utilised by others.

On the contrary my method has been in my possession for the last eight

1 8
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years and I have not found anyone to appreciate the method. As I wrote in

my last letter I have found a sympathetic friend in you and I am willing to

place unreservedly in your possession what little I have.

Ramanujan the special research student, Ramanujan the friend ofGam-

bridge was now a hot topic in Madrasi circles, and people were forever

trooping through his house, as if to do him homage. In August, his name

came up at a get-together of professors and their students; everyone mar-

veled how Ramanujan had garnered such intellectual standing "without,"

as one there that evening put it, "the help of books or teachers.

"

In September, Narayana Iyer submitted some theorems on the sum-

mation of series to the Journal ofthe Indian Mathematical Society, at one point

adding: "The following theorem is due to Mr. S. Ramanujan, the Math-

ematics Research Student of the Madras University."

On October 26, perhaps out to win over one who had before cam-

paigned against Ramanujan's scholarship, Narayana Iyer took Ramanu-

jan to see Richard Littlehailes, professor of mathematics at Presidency

College and soon to become Madras's director of public instruction.

Ramanujan was never good at explaining his own methods, so Narayana

Iyer did the talking. Littlehailes assured them that, after the first of

December, he looked forward to studying Ramanujan's results.

In November, the mathematician E. B. Ross of Madras Christian

College, whom Ramanujan had met a few years before, stormed into

class, his eyes glowing. "Does Ramanujan know Polish?!?" he asked his

students. Ramanujan didn't, of course. Yet his most recent quarterly

report had anticipated the work of a Polish mathematician whose paper

had just arrived by the day's mail.

As a research scholarship holder, Ramanujan's only obligation was to

prepare reports every three months detailing his progress. He delivered

three ofthem in late 1913 and early 1914, all dutifully on time. Like much

of his work, the theorems he described had their roots in his notebooks;

some went back to notes appearing around page 180 of his first notebook,

some to chapters 3 and 4 of the second. Most of them dealt, with evalu-

ating definite integrals.

"At present," he wrote in his first report, addressed to the Board of

Studies in Mathematics and dated August 5, 1913, "there are many
definite integrals the values of which we know to be finite but still not

possible of evaluation by the present known methods." The theorem he

offered—it would later be called "Ramanujan's Master Theorem"

—
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would provide means of evaluating many of them. "This paper," his

cover letter noted, "may be considered the first installment of the results

I have got out of the theorem." More, he promised, were coming soon

—

as indeed they were in the second and third reports.

As in his letters to Hardy earlier that year, Ramanujan was attacking

definite integrals that resisted every effort to reduce them to simpler,

more useful forms, defeated the whole arsenal of mathematical tools

brought to bear on them. Ramanujan was fashioning new tools.

Like a screwdriver, saw, or lathe, a mathematical "tool" is supposed to

do something; those used to evaluate a definite integral perform mathe-

matical operations on it that, one hopes, get it ready for the next tool

—

the next theorem or technique—and ultimately lead to a solution. But

just as a screwdriver tightens screws but can't saw wood, a mathematical

tool may work for evaluating one integral but not others. If you don't

know in advance, you try it. If it doesn't work, you try something else.

One tool, which Ramanujan had apparently encountered in an 1896

textbook on integral calculus, was Frullani's integral theorem. Now, in

late 1913, Ramanujan was telling of a powerful generalization of it that

could defeat a wider range of formerly unyielding integrals. To apply,

Frullani's theorem demanded that two particular functions be equal; in

Ramanujan's generalization, they didn't have to be, thus expanding its

applicability to many more cases. Back in 1902, Hardy had written a

paper on the Frullani integral. But he had never seen in it what Ramanu-

jan saw now.

While this time Ramanujan furnished proofs for many of his assertions,

more analytical mathematicians would later shoot them full of holes. Yet

the results themselves—the theorems Ramanujan offered as true

—

were

true. Bruce Berndt, an American Ramanujan scholar, would see in that

curious split a message for mathematicians today: "We might allow our

thoughts to occasionally escape from the chains of rigor," he advised,

"and, in their freedom, to discover new pathways through the forest."

4. A DREAM AT NAMAKKAL

While life was sweet to Ramanujan during this period, his long-distance

correspondence with Hardy had soured. In the cover letter to his first

quarterly report, in August, he cited Hardy much as the author of a book

might quote favorable review comment: "The integral treated in Ex. (v)

note Art. 5 in the paper, Mr. G. H. Hardy, M.S., F.R.S., of Trinity
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College, Cambridge, considers to be new and interesting.' " But by then,

in fact, the two of them were scarcely writing at all. Perhaps it was the

tartness in their earlier exchanges. Or Hardy's disappointment at Ra-

manujan's refusal to come to England, and frustration at communicating

across so formidable a physical and cultural gap. Or simply the press of

other work. In any case, while Ramanujan wrote him at least once during

this period, Hardy for months failed to respond.

Finally, though, in early January, Ramanujan found a long letter from

Hardy, responding to a proof he had earlier supplied, pointing out its

flaws, and showing how they had led him astray. "You will see that, with

all these gaps in the proof, it is no wonder that the result is wrong." But,

Hardy went on, walking on eggs, "I hope you will not be discouraged by

my criticisms. I think your argument a very remarkable and ingenious

one. To have proved what you claimed to have proved would have been

about the most remarkable mathematical feat in the whole history of

mathematics."

And oh yes, there was one more thing. "Try," he added almost care-

lessly, "to make the acquaintance of Mr. E. H. Neville, who is now in

Madras lecturing. He comes from my college and you might find his

advice as to reading and study invaluable."

This was not exactly a lie, but it wasn't the whole truth either. Hardy

had more in mind than getting Ramanujan the right books to read. He
had made Neville the instrument of his plan. He had deputized him to

bring Ramanujan to England.

Of course, that had been his intent from the beginning. As Snow put

it, "Once Hardy was determined, no human agency could have stopped

Ramanujan" from coming. Even before writing Ramanujan, he had con-

tacted the India Office to that effect. But then, the answer had come back

from Madras that, for religious reasons, Ramanujan had no intention of

coming.

The way Ramanujan told the story about a year later in a letter to

Hardy, he had gotten a letter in February 1913 from Arthur Davies,

secretary to the Advisory Committee for Indian Students \n Madras.

Could Ramanujan meet him in his office the following noon? Sir Francis

asked Ramanujan's "superior officer"—this, certainly, was Narayana

Iyer—to accompany him and answer any questions.

The next day, Davies dropped the big question: Was Ramanujan pre-

pared to go to England?
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Ramanujan's mind raced. What did the offer mean? Go to England

and study math? Go to England and take examinations, and doubtless

fail them? Would it mean . . . ?

But before he couid speak, Narayana Iyer—whom Ramanujan de-

picted as "a very orthodox Brahmin having scruples to go to foreign

land"—replied that no, of course Ramanujan could not go to England.

Then, according to Ramanujan, "the matter was dropped."

That, at least, was Ramanujan's later version of these events. But

almost certainly, it was a face-saving story concocted to explain his past

unwillingness to go. What blocked his going was, indeed, Brahminic

"scruples to go to foreign land." But it was not Narayana Iyer's scruples,

but those of Ramanujan's friends, and his family, and himself.

"His people shunned him for having lost his caste," it was recorded of

an early eighteenth-century South Indian who had traveled to Europe

in defiance of his caste. "He was practically a dead man in their esti-

mation." While abroad, the man had been granted numerous honors,

had been named Chevalier of the Order of St. Michael. But back in

India, none of it counted; he was despised. When, generations later,

another Indian, T. Ramakrishna, asked his mother whether he might

travel to England to study, the story was invoked in warning. Ra-

makrishna waited for his mother to die before defying her wishes and

making the trip.

For an orthodox Hindu—and Ramanujan came from a very orthodox

Hindu family—traveling to Europe or America represented a form of

pollution. It was in the same category as publicly discarding the sacred

thread, eating beef, or marrying a widow. And, traditionally, it had the

same outcome—exclusion from caste. That meant your friends and rel-

atives would not have you to their homes. You could find no bride or

bridegroom for your child. Your married daughter couldn't visit you

without herself risking excommunication. Sometimes, you couldn't go

into temples. You couldn't even get the help of a fellow casteman for the

funeral of a family member. Here was the grim, day-to-day meaning of

the word outcaste.

A quarter century before Ramanujan, Gandhi had met similar obsta-

cles in going to England for his education. "Will you disregard the orders

of the caste?" its Shetk, or headman, had asked him. He did—and was

pronounced an outcaste. By Ramanujan's time, scruples against foreign
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travel had relaxed but slightly; for all but the most adventurous, it was

still taboo.

However much he may have yearned for England, Ramanujan found

in Madras little reprieve from tradition's hold. Madras was no oil-fed

Houston, or railroad-driven Chicago, where ambitions surged and

dreams were meant to be lived. Its population was static, barely changing

in the past decade. It was flat, built low, spread out over the countryside;

there were no Himalayan peaks to draw the imagination upward, no

great towers to serve as symbols of human aspiration. More than the

other great cities of India, Madras clung in spirit to the villages and

towns of the surrounding countryside. Calcutta and Bombay roiled over

with unmarried workers from all over India, bore a sort of rude, mascu-

line, Wild West dynamism. But Madras was more socially cohesive, with

men from the villages bringing their wives and children with them. Like

Ramanujan, the one in sixteen Madrasis who were Brahmins mostly

inhabited the area around Triplicane's Parthasarathy Temple. All

around Ramanujan they lived—orthodox Brahmins who, like his mother,

buttressed tradition and encouraged conformity. All around him the

forces of social order were securely in place.

And Ramanujan was no rebel. If he wavered in his acceptance of the

bar on foreign travel, he was not about to say so—and was certainly not,

on his own, going to defy it. For him to go to England, strong outside

forces would have to be brought to bear. External voices he respected

would have to sanction it.

Around New Year's Day in 1914, Hardy's man, Eric Harold Neville,

arrived in Madras.

An able mathematician who had never done "anything which has

aroused any real enthusiasm": that's how Hardy assessed Neville a few

years later. "I should expect [his work] to be good, but he is not a man like

Littlewood ofwhom one would say it must be good." That said almost as

much about Hardy as it did Neville, of course, for Neville was already an

important young mathematician. Just twenty-five, he had been among

the last to take the old-style Tripos—sitting for it a year early in order to

have a shot at becoming the last Senior Wrangler before Hardy's reforms

took hold. (He came in second.) Two years later, in 191 1, Neville won the

Smith's Prize, and a year after that was named a Fellow of Trinity

College. Now, in the winter of 1913, he'd come to Madras to give a series

of lectures on differential geometry at the university.
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He had, of course, one additional charge—to convince Ramanujan to

come to England.

It was in the Senate House, the university's examination hall and

offices, located across the road from Marina Beach, that in early January

the two men met. On the outside, the Senate House was an extravagant

architectural blend of Italianate, Byzantine, and Indo-Saracenic influ-

ences, executed in brick and stone, shot through with rose windows,

minarets, parapets, and chiseled stone pillars. On the inside, it was little

more than a vast void—a great hall built to seat sixteen hundred people,

with only a carved, fifty-four-foot-high ceiiing and stained-glass windows

to recall its ornate exterior. Here Neville had come to deliver the twenty-

one lectures that, over the next month, would draw mathematicians from

all over South India.

After one of the first lectures, Ramanujan was introduced to him. This

was not "the uncouth, unshaven, unclean figure of Ramachandra Rao's

picture," Neville wouid write later, "but a man at once diffident and

eager." As for his English, once so poor it had undermined his school

career, "ten years had worked wonders, for a more fluent speaker or one

with a wider and better used vocabulary I have seldom met."

At least three times they sat down together with Ramanujan's note-

book. Neville was stunned—so much so that when, after their third meet-

ing, Ramanujan asked him whether he might like to take the notebook

away to peruse at his leisure, it struck him as "the most astounding

compliment ever paid to me. The priceless volume had never before [so

Neville assumed] been out of his hands: no Indian could understand it,

no Englishman could be trusted with it."

Perhaps, Neville came to think, Ramanujan mistrusted the English-

men he'd met in Madras. Perhaps he mistrusted Hardy, with whom he

had corresponded only at a continent's remove. But he, Neville, a fresh

wind from afar, bore none of the old baggage. A pure mathematician,

naturally sympathetic to Ramanujan's mathematics, within a year or so

of him in age, he had lavished three days on the notebooks that were

Ramanujan's life's work. He had gained Ramanujan's trust.

And so now he struck, acting on Hardy's charge to him: would Ra-

manujan come to Cambridge? Anticipating a negative response, Neville

silently marshaled his arguments. Yet now, unaccountably, he didn't

need them. "To my delight and surprise," he wrote later, he learned

"that Ramanujan needed no converting and that his parents' opposition

had been withdrawn."
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* * *

What miracle had wrought this transformation?

By one account it was K. Narasimha Iyengar, a family friend with

whom Ramanujan had stayed in Madras early in 1911 and with whom he

had remained in touch since, who helped get Ramanujan's mother, cer-

tainly a key obstacle, to acquiesce to the trip. Seshu Iyer also exerted

pressure on her, Ramaswami Iyer and Ramachandra Rao on Ramanu-

jan. "I lent all the weight of my influence to induce him to go," recalled

Ramachandra Rao later. So did M. T. Narayana Iyengar, the Bangalore

mathematician and editor of the Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society

who had worked closely with Ramanujan three years before to get his first

paper ready for publication; scrupulously orthodox himself, his argu-

ments carried added weight.

But if these influences may be said to have ultimately triumphed, they

did not by themselves change Ramanujan's mind. Something more was

needed—something, at least for public consumption, beyond his moth-

er's merely human will, or Ramanujan's. Neville learned what it was: "In

a vivid dream his mother had seen [Ramanujan] surrounded by Euro-

peans and heard the goddess Namagiri commanding her to stand no

longer between her son and the fulfillment of his life's purpose." Details

differ, but this and other versions of the story agree in substance—that

permission for Ramanujan to go came personally through the interven-

tion of the goddess Namagiri, residing in her shrine at Namakkal.

In the vicinity of Namakkal, eighty miles west of Kumbakonam, hills

abruptly push up from the otherwise flat plain. Palm and banana trees

can still be seen. So can rice fields. But overall, the vegetation is markedly

thinner than along the Cauvery. Mud and brick huts have given way to

stone, not much seen to the east, chiseled out of the surrounding hills and

from rocky outcroppings jutting out from the fields.

One of those outcroppings, more impressive by far than the rest, gave

Namakkal its name. A town of seven thousand people, about twenty

miles from the nearest train station (in Karur, near where Ramanujan's

mother and grandparents originally came from), Namakkal lay at the

foot of a great white rock, two hundred feet straight up and half a mile

around. Throughout the rock were tiny sacred grottos, jonais, formed over

the eons where rock-rooted greenery and rainfall had conspired to wear

away fissures. At the top, reached by narrow steps hewn into its south-

west slope, stood an old fort protected by brick battlements three feet
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thick. To someone, the vertical gash that the great rock made in the sky

suggested the vertical white streaks of the Vaishnavite caste mark, known

as the namam. Hence, Namakkal.

It was for here that in iate December of 1913, Ramanujan, his mother,

Narayana Iyer, and Narayana Iyer's son set out; Janaki had asked to go,

too, but Ramanujan told her she was too young. They got off the train in

Salem, a city of seventy thousand set in a picturesque valley rimmed by

mountains. There they stayed at the house of Ramaswami Iyer, who was

deputy collector as well as founder of the Indian Mathematical Society.

From there, Ramanujan wrote back home to Kumbakonam, then set out

alone with Narayana Iyer, probably in a bullock cart, for Namakkal,

about thirty miles due south.

In Namakkal, they took a little road, flanked with houses built up to

the edge of it, that gently climbed and curved up from the middle of town.

Soon, near the base of the great rock, they reached the stone-columned

facade and giant wooden doors that guarded the temple of Lord Na-

rasimha, the lion-faced, fourth incarnation ofVishnu—and, in a separate,

smaller, pillared shrine off to the left, his consort, the goddess Namagiri.

Ramanujan's family was not the only one upon whom the goddess

exerted a powerful hold. On certain days of the week, zealous, frenzied

women would wend their way to the shrine to be exorcised of devils. "The

hall in front of the goddess," according to one account, would be "filled

with their shrieks and convulsions, until a sprinkling of sacred water over

their heads by the pujaris [priests] silences them." Within the cramped

passage where the sweating priests performed their devotions, the air was

full of smoke, the stone walls black with incense.

For three nights, Narayana Iyer and Ramanujan slept on the temple

grounds. Sitting there on the stone slab floor, they could look up at the

sheer rock face that formed the back wall of the temple, see the scalloped

battlements of the old fort silhouetted against the sky. The first two

nights, nothing happened. But on the third, Ramanujan rose from a

dream and woke Narayana Iyer with word that, in a flash of brilliant

light or some such similar revelation, he had received the adesh, or com-

mand, to bypass the injunction against foreign travel.

Narayana Iyer's family today believes that, with shrewd insight into

Ramanujan's psyche and mindful of his devotion to the goddess Nama-

giri, he conceived the trip to Namakkal; that so strong was Ramanujan's

wish to go to England and so strong his devotion to Namagiri, that

something like what happened had to happen; and that when it did,
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Narayana Iyer calculated, he would be there to "correctly" interpret any

revelation Ramanujan might have.

Did a vision of Namagiri actually come to Ramanujan, in all earnest-

ness, while he slept on the columned temple grounds at Namakkal? Or,

as Neville heard it, did his mother have the dream, her importunings to

obey its message firmly settling matters? Or did both mother and son

dream of Namagiri? Or did Ramanujan now more ardently than ever

wish to go to England and, having deferred to his family for most of a

year, seek a socially acceptable way to do it?

Certainly Ramanujan always attributed his decision to divine inspira-

tion. (So did Joan of Arc attribute hers: "I locked myself up in the attic

for a day and a night and God told me that I was to become a General

ofHeaven and lead the armies of France and expel the English.") Known,

too, is that in February 1913, so far as the India Office was concerned,

Ramanujan refused to travel to England; that in December, he visited

Namakkal; that a week or two later he met Neville at the Senate House

and surprised him with his willingness to embark for England; that on

January 22, he wrote Hardy, asking him and Littlewood to "be good

enough to take the trouble of getting me there—within," he scribbled

between the lines, "a very few months."

In his letter, Ramanujan sought to distance himself from what, in

Cambridge's view, had been a year's obdurate refusal to go. "Now I learn

from your letter and Mr. Neville that you are anxious to get me to

Cambridge," Ramanujan wrote, as if hearing of it for the first time. "If

you had written to rne previously I would have expressed my thoughts

plainly to you." Meeting with Davies back in February, he suggested,

he'd been a helpless pawn under the sway of his "superior officer." Why,

he had not even supplied the language of his earlier letters; that, too, had

been the work of his superior. As for his own religious scruples, or that of

his family, or the trip to Namakkal, Ramanujan said nothing.

The whole scheme may have been the work of Narayana Iyer, or at

least carried out with his willing complicity. In any case, it would not be

the only time Ramanujan bent the truth to avert embarrassment. Visiting

v i— i i.. irtu u„r i : r_„ c i„_j u „ tU„
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family of his friends Anantharaman and Subramanian that he had come

to say good-bye. He was leaving, he announced—for Calcutta. Under the

circumstances, the lie may have been well-advised. When their father

learned the truth, and fearing that Ramanujan's example might lure his
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other doubts. Money to get to England and live there? Don't worry,

Neville assured him, that would be taken care of. His English was not
id i. vr_..:n_ _„:_] j u . : .d Tn,_*
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would be respected. And examinations? Having flunked virtually every

one he'd ever taken in college, he was pained at the prospect of taking any
* i j„: *u„ : i „n_j: :_
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Europe. No, Neville reassured him, he would not have to take any.

In opting for England, Ramanujan still went against a large body of

opinion. His father-in-law, for example, wondered why he could not

pursue mathematics in India. His mother worried that his finicky health

might suffer in the English cold; that remaining vegetarian, without good
t„j:__ r i :i_ui„ u u„ j:fc„..u. u„ *.xnuian iuuu avauauic, wuuiu uc uiiii^uil, mat nc ungni cntyumcj out-

right prejudice from the locals—or, on the other hand, that he'd be beset

by English girls. (Before he left, she was upset when some English women,

come to meet the dark genius bound for Cambridge, actually shook his

hand.)

Some of Ramanujan's friends, meanwhile, saw the trip, in Neville's

words, as "a mean attempt to transfer to the English university the glory

that belonged to Madras." Neville, taking no chances, set about wooing

them, too. "Lest he should be harassed by attempts to dissuade him, I

_jj j tr .._ *_„i, „r ,: : u t „ j : a.: j„ tu„ ( *u

„

auuicascu uiyscn to uic laaiv ui njiivmung ma xnuian incuua tnat luc

proposal was in Ramanujan's own interest, and in fact embodied the only

chance of placing him on the pinnacle where they longed to see him."

Next, Neville wrote Hardy to say that it was now time to address the

financial obstacles to Ramanujan's visit to England. He, Neville, would

try to find money in Madras. But should he fail, as he later paraphrased

his letter, "the money must somehow be found in England. . . . Financial

difficulties must not be allowed to interfere."

Hardy apparently forwarded Neville's pronouncement to the India

vyui^Lj uti-auoc iil own i vlu uuiii vj. i v i aiiti, ji„li y iui i nuian

students (who a year before had relayed word of Ramanujan's refusal to

go to England), a worried reply. "Mr. Neville's letter rather alarmed me,

because it seemed to me that he was encouraging Ramanujan to come to

England without any real prospect of providing for him when he got
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here." Too often, he had found, Indian students arrived without enough

money, only to meet with "disappointment and misery."

In the bluntest terms, Mallet advised Hardy that "no money for this

purpose can be got from the India Office." Furthermore, he doubted

whether Trinity or Cambridge would come up with any, and he didn't

think Madras could either. He was not sanguine. And he infected Hardy

with his pessimism. "I'm writing in a hurry to catch the mail," Hardy

wrote Neville, a bit frantically, "and warn you to be a little careful"; the

money had to be there, else Ramanujan couldn't come. He and Little-

wood might together contribute fifty pounds a year for the contemplated

two years of Rainanujan's visit
—

"Don't tell [Ramanujan] so"—but that

came to only about a fifth of Ramanujan's needs.

Perhaps influenced by correspondence with Hardy or the India Office

that does not survive, Neville would later cast Hardy's concern as a case

of intellectual, not financial, cold feet, as jitters about Ramanujan's real

tciA7_ i i i _r.i i • u _r n l_
ctuinucs. vvc nave ncaru oi mcse uiixnuwii geniuses ucioic, nc para-

phrased (or misconstrued, or misrepresented) the India Office letter

Hardy had forwarded. "They dazzle their friends in India, and when we

bring them to England we see them for the precocious schoolboys they

are; in a few weeks they fizzle out, and more harm than good has been

done by our benevolence." Neville would laugh at the timidity he im-

puted to Hardy for, presumably, endorsing such doubts. Of course, he

added, "I had seen the note-books and talked with Ramanujan, and

Hardy had not."

T_ U iU„ t-' .„ I ?J U J f . LJ ]., XT „ ;n„ _i j V. _ J
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money matters well in hand. Littlehailes had introduced him to people

influential in the university or government, and everywhere he talked up

Ramanujan. "The discovery of the genius of S. Ramanujan of Madras,"

he'd written Francis Dewsbury, registrar of the university, onJanuary 28,

"promises to be the most interesting event of our time in the mathemat-

ical world." It was a thoughtful, rather grandly stated letter, all aimed at

precisely one end—funding Ramanujan's stay in England. "I see no

reason to doubt," it concluded,

that Ramanujan himself will respond fully to the stimulus which contact

with Western mathematicians of the highest class will afford him. In that

case, his name will become one of the greatest in the history of mathemat-

ics, and the University and City of Madras will be proud to have assisted

in his passage from obscurity to fame.
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Next day, Littlehailes himselftook up the attack, formally asking Dews-

bury for a 250-pound-per-year scholarship, coupled with a 100-pound

grant to equip Ramanujan with Western clothes and book passage to

England. "Ramanujan," he wrote, "is a man of most remarkable math-

ematical ability, amounting I might say to genius, whose light is meta-

phorically hidden under a bushel in Madras."

The following week Lord Pentland himself, governor of Madras, be-

came the target of this bombardment of Madras officialdom on Ramanu-

jan's behalf. Sir Francis wrote Pentland's private secretary, C. B.

Cotterell:

I am anxious to interest him in a matter which I presume will come before

him within the next few days—a matter which under the circumstances is,

I believe, very urgent. It relates to the affairs of a clerk of my office named

S. Ramanujan, who, as I think His Excellency has already heard from me,

is nronnunred hv verv hi?h mathematical authorities to he a Mathemati-
l -j -j -o - - - -- --

cian of a new and high, if not transcendental, order of genius.

Spring had just learned that the university was prepared to set aside ten

thousand rupees, equivalent to more than six hundred pounds, or enough

for two years in England. But the decision hinged on higher approval.

And here, he said, "His Excellency may perhaps be able to interfere with

advantage."

"The best gentleman and by no means the worst brain we ever sent to

India," it was once said of Lord Pentland. Born John Sinclair, he was a

slim, slight man with a full mustache who had graduated from Sandhurst,

the British West Point, and served eight years in the Royal Irish Lancers.

Then he'd turned to politics, most recently serving as secretary for Scot-

land under Prime Minister David Lloyd George. Only the previous Oc-

tober he'd come to Madras as governor of Fort St. George, in which

capacity he ruled over forty million people. He believed that the state's

function, according to one who knew him, should be "to secure for all its

members the best procurable conditions for the full development of per-

sonality." Now, in the case ofRamanujan, he had the chance to act on it.

He had already gone to bat for Ramanujan once when, the year before,

he had consented to his special research scholarship. Now he was ready

to "interfere with advantage" again. "His Excellency cordially sympa-

thizes with your desire that the University should provide Ramanujan

with the means of continuing his researches at Cambridge," his secretary

wrote back to Spring, "and will be glad to do what he can to assist."
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The scholarship was approved. The last roadblock was gone. Kamanu-

jan was going to England.

5. AT THE DOCK

On February 26, Binny & Co. sent Ramanujan his second-class ticket.

On March 1 1, Sir Francis wrote the steamer agents to make sure he got

vegetarian food en route.

On March 14, Ramanujan accompanied his wife and mother to Ma-

dras's Egmore Station. There, in its compact waiting room, flanked by

two rows ofcolumned arches, they awaited the train. Ten years before, he

had arrived here to begin his studies at Pachaiyappa's College. Now, he

wept: he was dispatching his family to Kumbakonam, so they would not

have to witness his painful transformation into a European gentleman.

Janaki, one day while her mother-in-law was at the temple, had asked

him to take her with him to England. But influenced by Ramachandra

Rao, among others, Ramanujan said no, explaining to her that if he had

to tend to her in England he would not be able to concentrate on math-

ematics; that, besides, she was so young and pretty he'd have only to turn

his back and the Englishmen would be upon her. . . .

Nobody who saw Ramanujan during those last busy days recalled

seeing in him any exhilaration, anticipation, or joy. "He was not very

jubilant over his future journey," Ramachandra Rao would recall. "He

seemed to [move] as if . . . obeying a call."

His friends coached him in Western ways. Still taking a proprietary

interest in his young protege, Ramachandra Rao decreed that his kutumi,

the long bunched-up knot of hair at the back of his head, had to go. And
it was done. Further, Ramanujan must wear Western clothes. Soon Rich-

ard Littlehailes was driving him around town on his motorcycle, Ra-

manujan in the sidecar, shopping for collars and ties and stockings and

shoes and shirts.

For a few days Ramanujan stayed in the country, at the house of a

friend of Ramachandra Rao's who lived European-style, learning how to

use knife and fork—though "under the strict stipulation," as his patron

observed, "that nothing but vegetable food should be served." But even

this tentative step into alien ways left Ramanujan unhappy. "He did not

relish food being served by strange servants."

Ramanujan worried about how he would stay vegetarian in England.
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He hated his Western haircut. He was miserable about the ciothes he had

to wear. The day before he was to leave, he walked into the faculty

common room at Presidency College with a big suitcase, opened it up,

and laid out on the table the Western clothes purchased for him. How, he

pleaded, was he to wear them? Making the knot on his tie confounded

him, to everyone's amusement. Ramanujan tried to joke about it, but his

old Kumbakonam friend, Raghunathan, now on the staff of the college,

thought he looked distinctly uncomfortable. Later, when his mother got

a photo ofhim from England, all squeezed into collar, tie, and jacket, she

wouldn't recognize him.

That night, K. Narasimha Iyengar and his cousin had Ramanujan

over to their place in Triplicane. Outside, the streets were filled with carts

drawn by bullocks with bells jingling from painted horns, with bare-

chested men in dhotis, with women in saris, their nose-rings and bangles

gleaming against their dark skin. The pungent smell of burning cow dung

filled the air. To Ramanujan, it was ail he'd ever known. But England?

What was to come? All night his friends stayed up with him, tried to calm

his jitters, prepare him for the great adventure.

On March 15, the British India Lines ship S. S. Nevasa had arrived in

Madras through the new northern entrance of the harbor, built during

Sir Francis's tenure. Most ships still tied up within the protected break-

waters of the harbor, then had their cargoes transported by lighter to the

docks. But a special wharf to bring in passengers, troops, and horses had

been built at the south end of the harbor, with a timber-decked dock, like

a little boardwalk, projecting into the harbor from the breakwater. It was

here that the Nevasa tied up.

The Nevasa was brand-new, designed expressly for the India run. Her

hull was painted black, except for red accents and a thin ribbon of white

running fore and aft. She was a smart-looking vessel, graceful in her way,

her single funnel, about midships, set with a modest rake.

The morning of its departure, an official send-off was held in Ramanu-

jan's honor, organized by Srinivasa Iyengar, the advocate general. On
hand were Professor Middlemast and Sir Francis Spring, prominent

judges, and Kasturirangar Iyengar, publisher of the Hindu. So was Nara-

yana Iyer who had worked so closely with Ramanujan, the incessant

clicking and scraping on their slates keeping people in his house up

all night. "My father made a strange request to him," his son N. Sub-

banarayanan would record many years later. "As a memento my
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father wanted to exchange his slate with Ramanujan's slate, [a request

that] was granted. Perhaps my father thought that he may get an inspi-

ration from the slate during [Ramanujan's] absence."

Ramanujan was introduced around. Madras's director of public in-

struction, J. H. Stone, wished him success, told him he had written

friends in England who would take care of him. Among the passengers,

Ramanujan met a man in the Salvation Army bound for Southampton,

and a Dr. Muthu, a tuberculosis specialist. He met the captain, too, who

joked that they'd get along fine so long as Ramanujan didn't bother him

with mathematics.

For most everyone, it was a time of good cheer and light banter. But

not for Ramanujan who, recalled a friend, "was in tears."

Finally, there was nothing left to do. Ramanujan was on board, his

well-wishers left behind. At about ten o'clock on the morning of March

17, 1914, the Nevasa slipped slowly away from the dock.
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CHAPTER SIX

Vivi

[1914 to 1916]

1. OUT OF INDIA

The Nevasa' s paint still gleamed. Barely a year had elapsed since she'd

been delivered to her owners by a Glasgow shipyard and set out on her

maiden voyage to the East. At nine thousand tons, she was by far the

largest ship in the British India Lines fleet. Her four wide decks were airy

and comfortable. She had been designed expressly for service in the

tropics. Yet Ramanujan could find no comfort aboard her, no relief from

the pitching seas that left him, on his first ocean voyage, seasick and

unable to eat.

Temporary relief came with the ship's first stop in Colombo, capital of

Ceylon (today's Sri Lanka), the large island just off India's southeast

coast. Long before the Nevasa docked, passengers could smell Colombo's

cinnamon gardens. Blue hills rose above the harbor and the houses of the

city, with their red roofs and walls of shimmering white.

On March 19, the Nevasa steamed out of port, skirted south of Cape

Comorin, at the tip of the subcontinent, and made direct for Aden, a

week's passage across the Arabian Sea. For Ramanujan, now past his

seasickness, the voyage grew pleasant. Now he could enjoy the ship's

roominess. He had his vegetarian food. He'd met several among his two
1 1 i r„n c *i j. 1 :^t_jimnuicu ui au icnuw pasacngci a. ouuicuiiica, liic sioiy gucs, uc wiuiuicw

to his second-class cabin and played with numbers suggested by the

dimensions of the cabin or the number of passengers.

Ramanujan was not an introspective man—was not, as Hardy would

put it, "particularly interested in his own history or psychology." But

now, in the coat and collar that tortured him, midst a limitless expanse
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of sea, as day by day the Nevasa steamed west at fourteen knots and fresh

sea breezes swept across the dent, it would have been hard for half-

formed thoughts not to spill over into consciousness.

Five years ago, he was alone on the pial of his house in Kumbakonam

—

unknown, unmarried, boy more than man; now, the Madrasi elite had

turned out to see him off to England.

Then, he was a dropout from Government College, Kumbakonam;

now, he was bound for Trinity College, Cambridge.

Back then, getting to Madras by train, a matter of about three rupees,

was no trifling expense; now, to the four-hundred-rupee fare to England

aboard this great steamship he need give no thought.

Then, the thought ofviolating the bar on overseas travel would scarcely

have crossed his mind; now, influential men, orthodox Brahmins among

them, had urged him to break it.

What had wrought such changes? Plainly, he had not overnight be-

come a better mathematician. What had changed was that he had thrust

himself onto the world. His mother ordaining that he marry, he had set

out from door to mathematician's door in search of livelihood. Then, with

much persistence and a little luck, one thing had led to another. . . .

And the future—is it conceivable he never thought of it? Probably, he

felt a vague fear of the unknown. Possibly, his disquiet took more concrete

form. Until now, even in that impetuous flight to Vizagapatnam, he had

never left South India, where fair-skinned Englishmen were the one-in-

a-thousand exception; soon, in England, he would be the conspicuous

one, his face would stand out, his accent would seem alien. The future

meant Neville, and Hardy, and Littlewood, and Cambridge, and Trinity.

But only Neville was a face, a person; Hardy was just a few letters. The

rest were names, disembodied abstractions, mysteries.

After a week of steady steaming, more than two thousand miles out of

Colombo, the Nevasa put in at Aden, at the southernmost end of the Red

Sea. Now began the part of the journey that many among the English

passengers, at least, had learned to dread—the fourteen-hundred-mile

passage up the Red Sea, where day after day the ship baked in a desert

heat that never deviated much from a hundred degrees. The passage gave

the language a new word: if, outwardbound to India, you got stuck in a

starboard cabin, you absorbed the full heat of the sun all afternoon and

by bedtime your cabin smoldered; portside cabins, meanwhile, had the

whole afternoon to cool down. On the homeward passage, it was all

reversed. Not surprisingly, VIPs managed to land the cooler cabins,
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which were designated "Port Outward—Starboard Homeward" and

granted the acronym POSH.

Whether bored by the long voyage or inspired by the prospect of soon

breaking into the Mediterranean, Ramanujan grew expansive. From Su-

ez, at the entrance to the canal, and Port Said at its other end, exactly two

weeks out of Madras, he posted at least four letters back to India. One,

to Viswanatha Sastri, bore stamps showing the pyramids. One went to

R. Krishna Rao, nephew of Ramachandra Rao. "I do not know whether

I have to go to Cambridge directly or stay at London and then go," he

wrote after telling of the voyage thus far. "I shall write to you after I

reach England and everything is settled. My best compliments to your

brother and respects and warmest thanks to your uncle."

The next day, the Nevasa sailed from Port Said and steamed into the

Mediterranean. On April 7, after a stop in Genoa, from which Ramanu-

jan posted another letter home, she left Marseilles.

Then it was through the Strait of Gibraltar and up along the Spanish

coast through the Bay of Biscay to England. The Nevasa docked first at

Plymouth, then steamed up the English Channel and arrived at the

mouth of the Thames on April 14.

It was a bright, lovely day, a little warmer than usual, without so much

as a trace of overcast—more of the run of fine weather that, on Easter

Sunday, two days before, had brought Londoners out to the parks and

streets of the city by the hundreds of thousands. Now, waiting for Ra-

manujan at the dock was Neville and his older brother, who had arrived

there by car. They drove to 21 Cromwell Road, in the South Kensington

district of London, a reception center for Indian students just arrived in

England.

London was a city of five million people, spilling over its ancient

borders into the villages and hamlets of Surrey and Middlesex. In pop-

ulation, it was ten times larger than Madras. Madras was the capital of

South India? Then London was the capital of the world, the nerve center

from which the empire was directed. The clopping of horses' hooves, the

jingle of harnesses, and the clatter of hansom cabs over cobblestoned

streets could still be heard in London, but these had begun to give way

to the roar and smoke of Studebaker Cabriolets, of Wolsley "Torpedo

Phaetons," of double-decker buses bearing signs advertising Nestle's

chocolate. London was fast. Even Hardy's friend Leonard Woolf, who

had returned to London in 1911 after seven years in Ceylon, found Lon-
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uon aquiver, rnarcning to a tempo cieany iaster anu noisier tnan wnat

I was accustomed to."

Back in Madras, the Englishmen Ramanujan had known were mostly

educated and upper-class, with accents to match, never seen to stoop to

manual labor. Now, on the streets ofLondon, he heard the nasal Cockney

twang of rag merchants. He saw lamplighters who patrolled the streets at

dusk with their long poles, He saw knife grinders manning little two-

wheeled carts, men selling muffins who heralded their wares by ringing a

bell. Here, there was every sort of Englishman—men in bowlers and flat

workmgrnen's caps, women in finery and in rags.

Just off the boat and England was already a strange new world for any

Indian. Cromwell Road, to which Neville now took Ramanujan, was

supposed to ease the transition. Of course it didn't. The National India

Association had offices there. Several rooms in the stately Georgian-

styled corner building were available to students passing through. And
*u„ „* * *u„ : „: i:c _r *u„ vr„* i u : . .duuss me aucci, nic imposing cuiiilc 01 mc nmuiai miiui y museum,

fairly glowing in its two-toned stone and adorned with sculpted griffins,

lent an appropriately imperial luster to the immigrant's first days in

England. But Cromwell Road typically failed in its mission; a study a few

years later would chide the reception center for invariably making things

worse for newcomers, not better.

But unlike most Indians in England, Ramanujan had by his side, in

Neville, a Cambridge don to help smooth the way. He also met A. S.

Ramalingam, a twenty-three-year-old engineer from Cuddalore, south of

A A A »• ^ «.rli„ It A kiuin \ »i \* n rr\ ^ -nA f^ *' Lnr iiairo mA . i rV-i I n / \ t**1 £\A tr\ifiauias, wiiu nau tn-v.ii 111 uugiauu iui njui y v.cn o a lhi hhv cxijkj n n,u iu

help him feel at home. In any case, Ramanujan survived whatever rigors

Cromwell Road could inflict and on April 18 went with Neville to Cam-

bridge. Soon he was settled in Neville's house on Chestertown Road, in

a little suburb of Cambridge just across the River Cam from the town

itself.

Chestertown Road was a street of fine townhouses, some turreted and

cupolaed, their front yards typically set off from the street by wrought-

iron fences. The bay-windowed Neville house sat one in from the end of

L1IV- HJM\J\^i\ Vll CK V_.|l U1V. \Ji O V- V_. V, IMV^ HiVv 1 1 T V, X
j V^VWJ^/ j^l"^ ** |JV>VyU.lllAl 1 j

shaped plot just sixteen feet wide on the street side but fanning out to

more than fifty in the back. Neville and his new wife, Alice, had moved

in the year before and now, for two months in the spring of 1914, it was

Ramanujan's introduction to the English home.

It had been a modestly scaled two-story affair when first built around
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larged. A long, fingerlike projection, built of the same tan brick, jutted

out the back of the house and followed the oddly angled property line. An
_ AAaA tK i rA c tr\r\r \»ti t Vi thrpp mnr#» rnnmc daup thp ViniiCf a Vi #=» i rrVi * fVii t

made it like an exclamation point to the little group of houses at the end

of the block.

In any case, the Neville house was by now cjuite spacious, and wher-

ever they settled him in the sprawling place, Ramanujan was bound to

have a measure of privacy he had never enjoyed before. The back of the

j-iQiigg fgtced a large garden, which had once been a pear orchard. From

the second-floor sitting room, Ramanujan could look out over the River

Cam and Victoria Bridge and at the broad expanse of Midsummer Com-

mon with its crisscross of pedestrian paths leading to the old stone courts

and cloisters of the colleges.

There was, of course, business to attend to—fees to pay, paperwork to

wrQplr t J"jrough. Hardy and Neville took care of most of it. A printed list of

first-year students, prepared after Michaelmas Term (pronounced Mih-

kel-miss, and starting in mid-October) of the previous year, listed each

student alphabetically. Now, squeezing it in between Pugh, F. H. and

Rawlins, J. D., someone dipped his pen in black ink and wrote in Ra-

manujan's name by hand.

Those early weeks were rich with new promise, graced by a wondrous

spring. Day after day the weather was lovely and warm. May flowers

bloomed in April. Tracts ofopen countryside were transformed into great

spas nf hlii(»nf»llc At thf» pn rl nf fhp mnn in or ( 4pf ircrp i/icitf»rl f^am-— „l , & 0„

bridge, where he was greeted by thousands of schoolchildren, waving tiny

Union Jacks, trying to gain a glimpse of the royal Daimler.

Meanwhile, Ramanujan had already set to work with Hardy and Lit-

tlewood; Littlewood, for one, saw him about once a week, Hardy much

more often. Ramanujan was productive, working hard, happy. "Mr.

Hardy, Mr. Neville and others here are very unassuming, kind and oblig-

ing," he wrote home in June.

Ramanujan had not come to Cambridge to go to school. But arriving

in time for the Faster term, which began in late April, he did attend a few

lectures. Some were Hardy's. Others, on elliptic integrals, were given by

Arthur Berry, a King's College mathematician in his early fifties. One

morning early in the term, Berry stood at the blackboard working out

some formulas and at one point looked over to Ramanujan, whose face

fairly glowed with excitement. Was he, Berry inquired, following the

20
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lecture? Ramanujan nodded. Did he care to add anything? At that, Ra-

manujan stood, went to the blackboard, took the chalk, and wrote down

results Berry had not yet proved and which, Berry concluded later, he

cqiiIH not have known before.

Soon the word was getting out about Ramanujan. W. N. Bailey, then

an undergraduate, heard "strange rumors that he had been unable to

pass examinations, and that he had run away from such terrors. But

apart from these rumors we only knew that his name was Ramanujan,

and even this was pronounced wrongly," probably Rah-ma-noo-jn. Peo-

ple didn't often see him; he was usually busy in his rooms. But when they

did, they noticed him—remembered his squat, solitary figure as, in the

words of one, he "waddled" across Trinity's Great Court, his feet in

slippers, unable yet to wear Western shoes.

It was Hardy's rooms in New Court to which Ramanujan was apt to

be bound. This smaller quadrangle was "new" only by Cambridge stan-

dards, of course, having been built in 1823, two centuries or so after most

of the rest of the college. Hardy lived on the second floor of Staircase A,

just over the portal leading out to the Avenue, a double row of two-

hundred-year-old lime trees parading across the Backs. It was a long haul

from the Nevilles' to Hardy's rooms—across the bridge at the far end of

town to Midsummer Common, along one of several footpaths crossing it,

and onto Park Parade; then by one or another old cobblestoned street to

the Great Gate, and only then into the college itself. All in all, perhaps a

twenty-minute hike to New Court at the far southwestern edge of the

mllecrpo ~'

That, apparently, was too far. In early June, after about six weeks on

Chestertown Road, Ramanujan moved into rooms on Staircase P in

Whewell's Court. It would be "inconvenient for the professors and myself

if I stay outside the college," he wrote to a friend.

Probably, he was sad to leave the Nevilles. Neville was the first En-

glishman to win Ramanujan's confidence and, from the moment Ra-

manujan disembarked from the Nevasa, had done much to ease his

adjustment to English life. Then, too, if later accounts are any guide, he

and his wife Alice were the consummate hosts, their hosnitalitv a legend._ - - j - - -j - -j - o

They were young, liberal-minded, and by now had an emotional stake in

Ramanujan. In all likelihood, they doted on him.

In Whewell's Court, only about five minutes from Hardy's rooms,

Ramanujan could look out his window across to where Hardy had lived

as an undergraduate twenty years before. But Ramanujan had more than
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twenty years' worth of mathematical catchinsr ud to do. His education

had ended, in a sense, when George Shoobridge Carr put the finishing

touches on his Synopsis in 1886. And Carr's mathematics was old when it

was new. mostly barren of anything developed past about 1850.

Ramanujan, then, had much to learn. But, then again, so did Hardy.

2. TOGETHER

Together now in Cambridge, there was no longer the need for those long,

awkward letters, across a gulf of culture and geography, with all their

chance for misunderstanding. Now, as he would for the next few years,

Ramanujan saw Hardy nearly every day and could show him the meth-

ods he had developed in India that he'd been loath to describe by inter-

national post. Meanwhile, Hardy had the notebooks themselves before

him and, with their author by his side, could study them as much as he

wished.

Many of the 120 theorems Ramanujan had sent him in those first two

letters, Hardy could see now, had been plucked intact from the note-

books. Here, in chapter 5, section 30 of the second notebook, was what

Ramanujan had written in the first letter about a class of numbers built

up from "an odd number of dissimilar prime divisors." From chapter 5

also came much of the work going into Ramanujan's first published paper

on Bernoulli numbers. In chapter 6 was that bizarre stuff from the first

letter about divergent series that, Ramanujan had feared, might persuade

Hardy he was destined for the lunatic asylum—the one where 1+2 +
3 + 4+ ... unaccountably added up to — V\2. On its face, that was

ridiculous; yet it sought to give meaning to divergent series—which at

first glance added up to nothing more revealing or precise than infinity.

But now Hardy found something like Ramanujan's reasoning behind it,

which involved a "constant" that, as Ramanujan wrote, "is like the

center of gravity of a body"—a concept borrowed from, of all places,

elementary physics.

A few of Ramanujan's results were, Hardy could see, wrong. Some

were not as profound as Ramanujan liked to think. Some were indepen-

dent rediscoveries of what Western mathematicians had found fifty years

before, or a hundred, or two. But many—perhaps a third, Hardy would

reckon, perhaps two-thirds, later mathematicians would estimate—were

breathtakingly new. Ramanujan's fat, mathematics-rich letters, Hardy

now saw, represented but the thinnest sampling, the barest tip of the
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iceberg, of what had accumulated over the oast decade in his notebooksO? " ~" — - - - - r - - ...

There were thousands of theorems, corollaries, and examples. Maybe three

thousand, maybe four. For page after page, they stretched on, rarely

watered down bv Droof or exnlanation. almost aohoristic in their com-

pression, all their mathematical truths boiled down to a line or two.

The notebooks would frustrate whole generations of mathematicians,

who were forever underestimating the sheer densitv of mathematical

riches they contained. In 1921, after having for seven years been exposed

to them, Hardy would note that "a mass of unpublished material" still

awaited analvsis. Two vears later, haviner devoted a DaDer to Ramanu-

jan's work in chapters 12 and 13 of his first notebook, on hypergeometric

series, he had to report that those were, in fact, "the only two chapters

which, up to the present, I have been able to subject to a really searching

analysis."

Around that time, Hardy was visited by the Hungarian mathematician

George Polva. who borrowed from him his codv of Ramanuian's note-

books, not yet then published. A few days later, Polya, in something like

a panic, fairly threw them back at Hardy. No, he didn't want them.

Because, he said, once caught in the web of Ramanujan's bewitching

theorems, he would spend the rest of his life trying to prove them and

never discover anything of his own.

In 1929, G. N. Watson, professor of pure mathematics at the Univer-

sity of Birmingham and a former Trinity fellow, and B. M. Wilson, who

had known Ramanujan in Cambridge and was then at Liverpool Uni-

versity, set out on a mathematical odyssey through Ramanujan's note-

books. Two years later, recounting their progress, Watson admitted the

task was "not a light one." A single pair of modular equations, for

example, had taken him a month to prove. Yet Ramanujan was so re-

warding, he wrote, that he and Wilson thought it "worth while to spend

a fairly substantial fraction of our lives in editing the Note Books and

making Ramanujan's earlier discoveries accessible." He estimated the

job might take another five years. In fact, before his energy waned in the

late 1930s, Watson had devoted most of a decade to the job, producing

more than two dozen papers and masses of notes never published. (Wil-

son could give the project only fours years more; he died, after routine

surgery, in 1935.)

In 1977, the American mathematician Bruce Berndt took up where

Watson and Wilson left off. After thirteen years of work, having pub-
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lished three volumes devoted solely to the notebooks, he is still at it today,

the task unfinished.

Plainly, then, in the months after Ramanujan arrived in England,

Hardy and Littlewood could hardly have more than skimmed the surface

of the notebooks, dipping into them at points, lingering over particularly

intriguing results, trying to prove this one or simply understand that one.

Rut this first fiance was enouffh to reinforce the imnression left bv the— _ _- 0 .._ . 0 _.
J

_.

letters. After the second letter, Littlewood had written Hardy, "I can

believe that he's at least a Jacobi." Hardy was to weigh in with a tribute

more lavish vet. "It was his insiffht into algebraical formulae, transfor-" " "/" O O . -
? .

-

mation of infinite series, and so forth, that was most amazing," he would

write. In these areas, "I have never met his equal, and I can compare him

only with Euler or Jacobi."

Euler and Jacobi were both towering figures on the stage of mathematical

historv. Leonhard Euler has been called "the most Droductive mathema-

tician of the eighteenth century," the author of almost eight hundred

books and papers, many of them after he was blind, in every field of

mathematics known in his day. It was Euler who, in his 1 748 book,

Introductio in analysin infinitorum, gave the trigonometric functions the form

they have today. Today's mathematics texts fairly spill over with Euler's

constant, and Euler's criterion, and the Euler-Maclaurin formula, and

Eulerian integrals, and Euler numbers. Born twenty years after Euler's

death, Karl Gustav Jacob Jacobi was nearly his equal in genius. The son

of a Berlin banker, he pioneered elliptic functions and applied them to

number theory. His name, too, is enshrined in mathematics, in Jacobi's

theorem and Jacobi's polynomials.

But Euler and Jacobi were not just generic "great mathematicians"; it

was not capriciously that Hardy and Littlewood had compared Ramanu-

jan to them. Rather, these two men represented a particular mathemat-

ical tradition of which Ramanujan, too, was part—that of "formalism."

Formal, here, carries no suggestion of "stiff" or "stodgy." Euler, Jacobi,

and Ramanujan had (along with deep insight) a knack for manipulating

formulas, a delight in mathematical form for its own sake. A "formal

result" suggests one fairly bubbling up from the formulas themselves,

almost irrespective of what those formulas mean. Computers today ma-

nipulate three-dimensional contours regardless of whether they represent

economic forecasts or car bumpers. Some painters care as much for form,
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formalist works along similar lines.

All mathematicians, of course, manipulate formulas. But formalists

tt v«a uiuivkj^ uiugivmn^ l i. v
^
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niques needed to obtain intriguing new results. They would replace one

variable in an equation by another, thus reducing it to simpler form.
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when to construct a new function, when to worry about rigor, when to

ignore it.

miV/UUJ y 1-^1 1 j «* mint %/«Vl \JV 1 lOlVH ^1 WJ 1*^ K\J LHV.U1. J. \J± \Jl IV.

thing, mathematicians of more finicky tastes clucked at how formalists

sometimes steamrolled over certain mathematical niceties. By this light,

they were holdovers from a prerigorous past whose ingenious formulas

sometimes failed to stand the test of close reasoning.

But more, formalists were seen to inhabit a mathematical backwater.

Useful formulas tended to be found early m the development of a new

mathematical field, pointing the way to future work. But as a field ma-

tured and these early formulas were applied and extended, they often

grew too complicated to be useful. By Ramanujan's time, something like

this had happened in branch after branch of mathematics.

And so the smart money, as it were, had largely abandoned the search

for formulas. The formalist came to be seen as one who stopped short of

deep thinking and churned out narrow results, through mere conjurer's

tricks, that failed to turn over important new ground. His was a style of

mathematics not so much profound as cleverj that smacked not of High

Science but Low Art—or Black Magic.

Ramanujan's mathematics, if it fit any category, fit this one. And yet,

Hardy could see that ifRamanujan possessed conjurer's tricks, they were

ones of almost Mephistophelean potency. Ramanujan was a formalist

who undermined the stereotypes. "It is possible that the great days of

formulae are finished and that Ramanujan ought to have been born 100

years ago," Hardy would write. But, he acknowledged, "He was by far

the greatest formalist of his time," one whose mathematical sleight of

hand no one could match, and whose theorems, however he got them,

later generations ofmathematicians would esteem as elegant, unexpected,

and deep.

It was with some sense, then, of mingled mystery and awe that Hardy

and LittlewOod came away from their first long look at Ramanujan's

notebooks. "The beauty and singularity of his results is entirely un-
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published later. "Are they odder than one would expect things selected

for oddity to be? The moral seems to be that we never expect enough; the

»m/1pr if in \/ ritp pvnpripnfpc c Lrc /-if rl /=il i nrhi t-*»rl c iimncp "

For Hardy's part, confronting the mystery ofRamanujan' s mind would

constitute, as his friend Snow had it, "the most singular experience of his

IiIa- \atVi -» t A i A nrkr\A ^rn m Q f V~ipm q f ire 1 i^r^b- 1 i lr** fr* cnm n f» urKn It '» t Vi**JUL , VAAV1 AAAVUVvAlJ. U1U » MAI*. 1.1VJ A.WXli H"\- VSJ JVH «\'V 1 A »»liV AAC4V1 III V_.

deepest insight, but who had literally never heard of most of it?"

Ramanujan "combined a power of generalization, a feeling for form,

in^ o i^'inontw fXr ro r\irl m i fn r»o ti r*« r*f* Vi i c Vn/nrif Vi**c**c tlnf \*r**r»*» r*fY**ri

really startling, and made him, in his own peculiar field, without a rival

in his day," Hardy would conclude. As for his ultimate influence, Hardy

couldn't, at the time he wrote, say; in a sense, its very peculiarity under-

cut it. "It would be greater," he suggested, "if it were less strange."

But, he added, "One gift it has which no one can deny—profound and

invincible originality."

Having gone so out on a limb to bring Ramanujan to Cambridge, Hardy,

after familiarizing himself with the notebooks, probably felt a little re-

lieved, too. And proud. "Ramanujan was," he would write, "my discov-

ery. I did not invent him—like other great men, he invented himself—but

I was the first really competent person who had the chance to see some

of his work, and I can still remember with satisfaction that I could

recognize at once what a treasure I had found."

It didn't take long to see that much in Ramanujan's notebooks was

well worth publishing. Editorial work was needed, of course; his results

needed to be shaped, cast into lucid English, their notation made more

familiar. Hardy, ever the mathematical journalist, now proceeded to do

just that. "All of Ramanujan's manuscripts passed through my hands,"

he wrote, "and I edited them very carefully for publication. The earlier

ones I rewrote completely." (But, he added, he contributed nothing to the

mathematics itself—an assertion made entirely credible by his readiness

to take credit, in their jointly bylined papers, whenever he did contribute.

"Ramanujan," he wrote, "was almost absurdly scrupulous in his desire

to acknowledge the slightest help.") Now, in any event, Ramanujan's

bare notebook entries began to take new form, as mathematical papers fit

to be seen and read by the world. By June, he and Hardy had the

beginnings oftwo papers, one ofwhich was ready enough to show around.

The second Thursday of each month normally saw Hardy board the
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ematical Society meeting. When on one particular second Thursday

—

June 1 1, 1914—he greeted his friends at the society's meeting room near
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those there to hear them presented was Hobson, one of those to whom
Ramanujan had written a year and a half before. Bromwich was there,
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sternly advised to read. So was Professor Love, Hardy's advisor from his

undergraduate days. So was Littlewood.
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The following year, 1915, would see a flood of papers published by Ra-

manujan, including the one Hardy presented that June evening to the

London Mathematical Society. But 1914, the year of his arrival in En-

gland, saw only one. Comprising mostly Indian work, it appeared in the

n 7 / „r n.ii.™.*™ j ,. "\yr_j..i„„ x?— nt-: a
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Approximations to Pi."

Every schoolchild knows that pi gives the ratio of a circle's circumfer-

ence to its diameter, about 3.14. Why waste time pursuing new ways to

approximate it? Surely not for the sake of fixing it more precisely; even by

the midnineteenth century, mathematicians had determined pi to five

hundred decimal places, far in excess of any practical need. (Two Ca-

nadian mathematicians, the brothers Jonathan M. Borwein and Peter B.

Borwein, have noted that thirty-nine decimal places will fix the circum-

r „„„„ r t a i u i,„ „ ; „ ( *u " a ' „ riciujll, Oi 3 v.n i-ib EiO'uuu tuc ivnOvvii uiiivcuL lO w
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hydrogen atom.)

But pi is not merely the ubiquitous actor in high school geometry

problems; it is stitched across the whole tapestry of mathematics, not just

geometry's little corner of it. Since mathematicians find it more conve-

nient to express angles in pi-based "radians" than in everyday degrees,

pi occupies a key place in trigonometry, too. It is intimately related to

that other transcendental number, e, and to "imaginary" numbers

through Euler's elegant relationship,

e = — 1

which in a single, strange, beautiful statement of mathematical truth ties

trigonometry and geometry to natural logarithms and thence to the whole

world of "imaginary" numbers. Pi even shows up in the mathematics of
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nmhabilitv. DroD a needle onto a table finelv scored bv Darallel lines each

separated by the length of the needle and the chance of its intersecting a

line is 2/pi. Again and again pi pops up. So finding new ways to express

it can reveal hidden links between seemingly disparate mathematical

realms.

Ancient societies were usually content to figure pi at, simply, 3. The

seventh-century Indian mathematician Brahmagupta put it as the square

root of 10, which is about 3.16. In the West, early efforts to define pi were

pursued geometrically; you circumscribe circles, drop perpendiculars,

bisect anerles. draw Darallels and wind up with Di as the length of some

line segment. "Squaring the circle," as this classic problem is called,

turned out to be impossible. But Archimedes took another geometric

approach and came up with a value of pi equal to between 3w/70 and

In the midseventeenth century, the powerful tools of the calculus were

brouerht to bear, leadiner to a varietv of infinite series that converged to Di.

Newton himself came up with one that gave pi to fifteen decimal places.

"I am ashamed to tell you," he confessed to a colleague, "to how many

figures I carried these calculations, having no other business at the time."

Series yielding pi, or approximations to it, can be of surpassing grace,

like this one, attributed variously to Leibniz, or the Scottish mathemati-

cian James Gregory, or to mathematicians in Kerala:

TT 1111
4

Bsl -3 + 5"7 +
9
+ -"

John Wallis came up with this infinite product at about the same time:

it 2 2 4 4 6 6— = -X-X-XrX-X-X...
2 1 3 3 5 5 7

Another pretty one is:

TT - 3 1 1 1

+
4 2x3x4 4x5x6 6x7x8

Thus pi, about as unruly a number as you can imagine (no pattern in its

digits, even out to millions of decimal places, has ever been found), can

be represented by series of the most appealing simplicity.

Ramanujan's early letters to Hardy included several such series ap-

proximations. Now, his twenty-three-page paper was filled with other
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routes to pi. Many rested on modular equations, a subject, going back to

the work of the French mathematician Legendre in 1825, that he had

exhaustively surveyed in his notebooks. Roughly, a modular equation

relates a function of a variable, x, with the same function expressed in

terms of x raised to an integral power (x
3
or #

4
, for instance, but not x

32
).

The trick, of course, is to find a function, J[x), to satisfy it. Not surpris-

inerlv. thev are rare. But when thev do show uo. it turns Out. thev often
-•o / ' • ~ / - " — " - / " 1"' - -- j -j

display special properties mathematicians can exploit. Ramanujan found

that certain such functions, satisfying certain modular equations, gave

solutions that, under certain circumstances, could be used to closelv
•' j - - -

approximate pi.

Some of his results, it turned out, had been anticipated by European

mathematicians, like Kronecker, Hermite, and Weber. Still, Hardy would

write later, Ramanujan's paper was "of the greatest interest and contains

a large number of new results." If nothing else, it was astounding how

rabidlv some of his series converged to Di. Leibniz's series, on na?e 209. is

lovely—but almost worthless for getting pi; three-decimal-point accuracy

demands no fewer than five hundred terms. Some of Ramanujan's series,

on the other hand, converged with astonishing rapidity. In one, the very

first term gave pi to eight decimal places. Many years later, Ramanujan's

work would provide the basis for the fastest-known algorithm, or step-by-

step method, for determining pi by computer.

During most of the ten years since he'd encountered Garr's Synopsis,

Ramanujan had inhabited an intellectual wilderness. In India, he'd been

surrounded by family, friends, familiar faces. He was a South Indian

among other South Indians, a Tamil-speaker among other Tamil-

speakers, a Brahmin among other Brahmins. And yet, he was also a

mathematical genius of perhaps once-in-a-century standing cut off from

the mathematics of his time. He roused wonder and admiration among

those, like Narayana Iyer and Seshu Iyer, who could glimpse into his

theorems. Yet no one had been able to truly appreciate his work. He had

been alone. He had had no peers.

And now, in Littlewood and Hardy, he did have them. In Cambridge

he had at last found an intellectual home, a community of mathemati-

cians who saw in his work all that he saw in it. And, at least in the

beginning, that more than made up for being a stranger in an alien land.

The Cambridge into which he stepped that day in April 1914 was a

Cambridge where the Playhouse, on Mill Road, played The Fatal Legacy,
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billed as "a grand and absorbing drama, with an exciting foxhunt." A
barbed-wire fence was going up on the Old Chestertown Recreation

Ground to protect its green for the playing of bowls. And the big story in

*^ue paper was that Caesar, the late King Edward's favorite dog, the Irish

terrier who had accompanied his Royal Master everywhere, had died the

previous Saturday.

Tq a South Indian, the knives and forks the English used and in which

Ramachandra Rao had tried to school Ramanujan back in India seemed

like an invasion—hard metallic things penetrating the mouth. Feet long

unconstrained bv anything more than sandals felt pinched by shoes; it

took months to get used to them. English names all ran together in a blur.

And whether oval or square, topped with brown hair or blond, their faces

seemed so alike in their essential whiteness; you could talk for hours with

an Englishman yet fail to recognize him later on the street. Then, of

course, a South Indian found that when he gave that little undulating

jiggle of the head that back home meant something between a simple

acknowledgment and a. yes, the English were apt to take it as a no.

Still, in the glow of Ramanujan's arrival and his first few months, any

feelings of homesickness, loneliness, or frustration must have been fairly

swept under the emotional rug. Yes, wrote Neville, who witnessed

his adjustment up close, "He felt the petty miseries of life in a strange

civilization, the vegetables that were unpalatable because they were un-

familiar, the shoes that tormented feet that had been unconfined for

twenty-six years. But he was a happy man, reveling in the mathematical

societv which he was entering and idolized bv the Indian students." He
/ O - /

had all the money his tastes required. He had perfect leisure to pursue his

work. In this old town of cobbled walks, grassy courts, and medieval

chapels, whole universes away from Madras, Ramanujan had found a

kind of intellectual nirvana.

But then, the first cannon sounded.

3. THE FLAMES OF LOUVAIN

The Great War was both exDected and unexoected.
i i

Everyone knew it was coming. All during 1913 and 1914, Europe

seethed. The assassination of the Austrian crown prince Franz Ferdinand

on June 28, 1914 set in motion a chain of events which ultimately proved

irresistible. Germany and France, locked into alliances, declared war.

When German armies bound for France swept through Belgium, violat-
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ing its neutrality, England declared war, too. That came at 1 1 a.m. on

August 4, 1914. All Europe was soon engulfed, Germany and the Central

Powers marshaled against France, Britain, and the other Allied Powers.

To many, the war was something hotly sought, a chance to burn off

tensions built up over forty years of peace. Europe marched into war,

flags flying, to the sound of martial music. The uniforms were fresh, the

ranks and files still intact. The enemy would be taught its lesson and the

war itself would be over in a month or two. The troops, somebody said,

would be "home before the leaves fall."

That was the unexpected part, the war's terrible surprise—that it was

no brief but glorious orgasm of arms but rather ground along, month

after month, year after cruel year. During August, German armies roared

through Belgium, in obedience to the Schlieffen Plan with which they

hoped to humble France. The French, with their Plan Seventeen, took a

similarly offensive stance, aiming straight for Berlin. But hopes for rapid

victory on both sides were dashed within the war's first six weeks. The

great armies met, fought, bled. Plans went wrong. And after the Battle of

the Marne in September, trench warfare replaced great sweeping battle-

field maneuvers. "Running from Switzerland to the Channel like a gan-

grenous wound across French and Belgian territory," Barbara Tuchman

wrote in The Guns ofAugust, "the trenches determined the war of position

and attrition, the brutal, mud-filled, murderous insanity known as the

Western Front that was to last for four more years."

On September 1
1

, while Germany and France grappled at the Marne,

Ramanuian wrote his mother, reassuring her that "there is no war in this
"J ~ ~~

i O ~ " "
~ - -

-

country. War is going on only in the neighboring country. That is to say,

war is waged in a country that is as far as Rangoon is away from the city

[Madras]."

That wasn't true; the war was much closer. In fact, Cambridge had

already felt the war's impact. In its first week, back in early August, the

Sixth Division, from Ireland, converged on Cambridge and set up tents

on Midsummer Common, just across from Neville's house in Chester-

town. Corpus Christi College became temporary headquarters for the

Officers Training Corns: nrofessors. undergraduates, and fellows all vol-

unteered to help. At Trinity, the columned area under Wren's great

library was made into an open-air hospital; wooden boards laid on the

uneven stone floor, to keep the beds level, now muffled the echoes that

had been a fixture of those stone precincts for centuries. In the court's

northwest corner, near the winding staircase that climbed up to the
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library, bathrooms were instaiied. The south cloister, near where Littie-

wood lived, had lights strung from the ceiling and became an operating

theater. Meanwhile, in Hardy's New Court, rooms were made into of-

fices.

On August 14, an ambulance with a great red cross on its side bore the

first wounded patient to what was, officially, the First Eastern General

Hospital—the open-air hospital at Trinity. Later in the month, the Ger-

mans burned Louvain, and two British divisions retreated from positions

they had defended along the Mons Canal in Belgium. In the nine hours

of battle before the retreat began, the fighting cost sixteen hundred Brit-

ish casualties. Of the wounded, many were soon in Nevile's Court, in

double rows of beds under the library, where Henry Jackson, the college's

vice-master, a venerable classicist, would see them on his way to Hall.

"We have a new Cambridge," wrote Jackson, "with 1700 men in statu

pupillari instead of 3600. . . . Medical Colonels and Majors and Captains

dine in hall in khaki."

In early September, the Sixth Division left for France. But Cambridge

was still crowded with men under arms and would remain the final

training station for a whole succession of army divisions bound for the

front. When it rained, horse-drawn gun carriages and other army vehicles

churned up inches-deep mud on unasphalted roads.

On September 20, the Chapel Choir met on the lawn in the middle of

Nevile's Court to sing hymns to the wounded soldiers in the surrounding

cloisters.

In the early days of the war, jingoism had not yet been buried by

cynicism. "The depravation of Germany—its gospel of iniquity and

selfishness—is appalling," wrote Jackson. "For though I never thought

the Prussians gentlemen, I had a profound respect for their industry and

efficiency, and I attributed to them domestic virtues. As it is, their good

qualities subserve what is evil." Henry Butler, master of Trinity, had no

trouble believing "that the German infantry can neither shoot nor stand

the bayonet. As to the last, they turn and run and get stuck in the back.

Many of [the Nevile's Court wounded] assure me that they have seen

women and children driven in front of the enemy when they charge."

Feeling against Germany swelled. Even Ramanujan was caught up in

it, writing his mother about the German advance across Belgium. "Ger-

mans set fire to many a city, slaughter and throw away all the people, the

children, the women and the old."

* * *
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The popuiar English magazine Strand had iong carried a page, entitled

"Perplexities," devoted to intriguing puzzles, numbered and charmingly

titled, like "The Fly and the Honey," or "The Tessellated Tiles," the

answers being furnished the following month. Each Christmas, though,

"Perplexities" expanded, the author fitting his puzzles into a short story.

Now, in December 1914, "Puzzles at a Village Inn" took readers to the

imaginary town of Little Wurzelfold, where the main topic of interest was

what had just happened in Louvain.

In late August, pursuing an explicit policy of brutalization against

civilian populations, German troops began burning the medieval Beigian

city of Louvain, on the road between Liege and Brussels. House by house

and street by street they set Louvain to the torch, destroying its great

library, with its quarter million books and medieval manuscripts, and

killing many civilians. The burning of Louvain horrified the world, gal-

vanized public opinion against Germany, and united France, Russia, and

England more irrevocably yet. "The March of the Hun," English news-

papers declared. "Treason to Civilization." It was an early turning point

of the war, doing much to set its tone. Louvain came to symbolize the

breakdown of civilization. And now it reached even the "Perplexities"

page of Strand.

One Sunday morning soon after the December issue appeared, P. C.

Mahalanobis sat with it at a table in Ramanujan's rooms in Whewell's

Court. Mahalanobis was the King's College student, just then preparing

for the natural sciences Tripos, who had found Ramanujan shivering by

the fireplace and schooled him in the nuances of the English blanket.

Now, with Ramanujan in the little back room stirring vegetables over the

gas fire, Mahalanobis grew intrigued by the problem and figured he'd try

it out on his friend.

"Now here's a problem for you," he yelled into the next room

"What problem? Tell me," said Ramanujan, still stirring. And Ma-

halanobis read it to him.

"I was talking the other day," said William Rogers to the other villagers

gathered around the inn fire,
£4
to a gentleman about the place called Lou-

vain, what the Germans have burnt down. He said he knowed it well

—

used to visit a Belgian friend there. He said the house of his friend was in

a long street, numbered on this side one, two, three, and so on, and that all

the numbers on one side of him added up exactly the same as all the

numbers on the other side of him. Funny thing that! He said he knew there
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hundred. I made mention of the matter to our parson, and he took a pencil

and worked out the number of the house where the Belgian lived. I don't

i i™,, u„ ; t "

Perhaps the reader may like to discover the number of that house.
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the Indian Statistical Institute and become a Fellow of the Royal So-

ciety) had figured it out in a few minutes. Ramanujan figured it out,

too but with a twist. "Please take down the solution," he said—and

proceeded to dictate a continued fraction, a fraction whose denominator

consists of a number plus a fraction, that fraction's denominator con-

sisting of a number plus a fraction, ad infinitum. This wasn't just the

solution to the problem, it was the solution to the whole class of prob-

lems implicit in the puzzle. As stated, the problem had but one

solution house no. 204 in a street of 288 houses; 1 +2+ ... 203 -
-

205 + 206+ . . . 288. But without the 50-to-500 house constraint, there

were other solutions. For example, on an eight-house street, no, 6

would be the answer: 1+2 + 3 + 4 + 5 on its left equaled 7 + 8 on its

right. Ramanujan's continued fraction comprised within a single ex-

pression all the correct answers.

Mahalonobis was astounded. How, he asked Ramanujan, had he done

it?

"Immediately I heard the problem it was clear that the solution should

nhvinnclv hf» a rnnfinnfrl frartinn- T fVipn thnnaht Whirh mn f i n 1 1 f»H frar-— — _ * o""' — —
tion? And the answer came to my mind."

4. THE ZEROES OF THE ZETA FUNCTION

The answer came to my mind. That was the glory of Ramanujan—that so

much came to him so readily, whether through the divine offices of the

goddess Namagiri, as he sometimes said, or through what Westerners

might ascribe, with equal imprecision, to "intuition." And yet, it was the

very power of his intuition that, in one sense, undermined his mathemat-

ical development. For it blinded him to intuition's limits, gave him less

reason to learn modern mathematical tools, shielded him from his own

ignorance.

"The limitations of his knowledge were as startling as its profundity,"

Hardy would write.
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Hcic Wits it jiiitii whu cuuld wui k uut mudulai equations and theorems of

complex multiplication, to orders unheard of, whose mastery of continued

fractions was, on the formal side at any rate, beyond that of any mathe-

matician in the world, who had found for himself the functional equation

of the Zeta-function, and the dominant terms of many of the most famous

problems in the analytic theory of numbers; and he had never heard of a-
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vaguest idea of what a function of a complex variable was. His ideas as to

what constituted a mathematical proof were of the most shadowy descrip-
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process of mingled argument, intuition, and induction, of which he was

entirely unable to give any coherent account.

That mysterious "process" sometimes led him seriously astray. And

Hardy's reference to the zeta function embodied one notorious example
it

In Ramanujan's first letter, he'd referred to a statement in Hardy's

Orders of Infinity concerning prime numbers. He had, he wrote, "found a

function which exactly represents the number of prime numbers less than

#," in the form of an infinite series. Very interesting, Hardy had written

back, let's see some proof. In Ramanujan's next letter, he elaborated.

"The stuff about primes is wrong," Littlewood shot back to Hardy when

he saw it. And now, with Ramanujan in England, Hardy came to see, up

close, just how he had gone wrong.

x\auLaiiujan vvaJ iivi mv^ 111 ji iiiomv uiaii^ian i\j vv i luih.u vj y j_/± ±n iv,

numbers. The primes—numbers like 2, 3, 5, 7, and 11, but not 6 or 9

(respectively, 2x3 and 3x3, and so "composite")—were the building

blocks of the number system. Start counting and it was hard to help

wondering, when would you get to a prime? Was there any sort of pat-

tern? Ifyou laid out all the numbers on a giant grid, colored in the primes

and left the others blank, then stood back and took a picture of the

resulting pattern, would there be anything to see, any pattern you could

call a pattern?
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again, there was something there, right in front of your eyes: as you kept on

counting, you found more primes. There was no last prime. Euclid had

proved as much twenty-three hundred years ago. "The primes are the

raw material out of which we have to build arithmetic," Hardy would
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write, "and Euclid's theorem assures us that we have plenty of material

for the task"; just as you never run out of numbers, you never run out of

primes.

Well, then, that was something. But could you say anything more? Yes:

as you kept counting it looked, on average, as if you encountered a lower

density of primes. There were always more of them, but the rate at which

you encountered them dropped off. In the first one hundred numbers, for

example, there were twenty-five primes; in the second hundred, twenty-

one; in the ninth hundred, fifteen. Occasionally, you ran into a span of

higher density; there are sixteen primes between 1100 and 1200, for

example. But on average the falloff held.

Anything else? Yes, again. While the density of primes fell off, it fell off

slowly. Deliberately, inexorably, the slowing effect could be felt; but it

took hold oh-so-gradually. This was not like a campfire roaring away at

dusk that is nothing but embers by midnight, and cold by morning; but

rather one that by sunrise still burned brightly, only not quite so brightly.

With primes, by the time you were in the billions, you still got five of

them in every 100 numbers, compared to fifteen per hundred in the first

thousand. So the braking effect was a gentle one.

Could you be more precise than that? Could you say just how slow the

slowing was? Could you, to put it another way, make a mathematical

statement that gave the number of primes you encountered in counting to

any given number?

In time, mathematicians guessed that the restraining influence, the

mathematical "force" slowing the increase in the number of primes, was

logarithmic; that the mathematical function known as the logarithm was

somehow at work.

To say that something "drops off logarithmically" is the reverse of

saying that it "increases exponentially." Exponential growth implies a

kind of takeoff, rising and re-rising, ever more rapidly, on the strength of

its own growth; compound interest, the kind that yields those thick re-

tirement larders thirty years down the road, is an exponential process,

rising slowly at first, then accelerating. But with logarithmic growth,

quite the opposite occurs: you get less and less bang for the buck.

The logarithmic response is ubiquitous in nature, as, for example, in

the realm of the human senses. Double the amount of light in a room and

you scarcely notice; the eye can respond to both the glare of the noonday

sun and to the flicker of a match a mile away because its response is
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logarithmic. If light intensity rises by a factor of a thousand, which can

be written as 10
3

, the response, in principle, may be only about three

times as much instead of a thousand.

Weli, it was just such a slow logarithmic growth in this braking effect

that mathematicians long thought they saw with prime numbers. Or,

mathematically

Here tt(x)
)
read "pi of x," means the number of primes encountered in

the first x numbers. And this, the equation says, is equal to simply x

divided by the ("natural") logarithm of x. In fact, this is not quite right.

Rather,

This expresses the same idea except as an approximation, thought to get

better and better as x grows larger. (Gauss actually wrote it as a loga-

rithmic integral, which is similar in principle.)

In 1896, the French mathematician Hadamard and the Belgian de la

Vallee-Poussin proved the long-conjectured prime number theorem, as

this relationship was known. And that's where things stood in 1914; As

x grew large, the theorem said, a key ratio

—

tt(x) In x/x—approached

one. That was pretty good, certainly putting things on a firm mathemat-

ical basis. And yet, it was still an approximation, one that gave no clue

to its accuracy; it failed to specify how "fast" the ratio approached one,

much less give you a formula that said, give me the number to which you

counted, and I'll tell you how many primes you've passed along the way.

It couldn't say, for example, that among the first million integers there

are, exactly, 78,498 primes. And it was this that Ramanujan in his letters

to Hardy confidently declared he could do: / have found a function which

exactly represents the number ofprime numbers less than x.

Well, he hadn't.

Ramanujan's formula, three versions of which he gave in his second

letter, was an infinite series which, for values of x up to 1000 for example,

gave virtually exact agreement. Even larger values, Hardy found later,

were strikingly close. Of the first nine million numbers, it was known that

602,489 were prime. Ramanujan's formula gave a figure off by just 53

—

closer than the canonical version of the prime number theorem. What
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was more—and this was the crucial point—any error accompanying its

use, he claimed, was bounded, stayed within given limits. This was why,

in his first letter, he'd objected to Hardy's assertion that the "precise

order" of the error term "has not yet been determined"; his formulas, he

insisted, did determine it.

But they didn't. Back in 1913, shortly after Hardy's first encouraging

letter had arrived, Ramanujan's friend Narayana Iyer had slipped into

the Journal ofthe Indian Mathematical Society some of Ramanujan's results on

primes. "Proofs," he added, "will be supplied later." But they never

were. Because they didn't exist

—

couldn't exist. Because Ramanujan's con-

clusions were wrong.

Once Ramanujan was in England, Hardy studied Ramanujan's note-

books, listened as he worked through his arguments—and came to see

where he had stumbled. Ramanujan had been misled by undue reliance

on the low values of x for which he'd tried his formula; the error, for

higher values of x, was much larger than he thought. These, had he tried

them, might have alerted him to the more basic flaws in his approach,

which Hardy would find so illuminating that one day he'd build a whole

lecture around them. Ramanujan's theory, Hardy would write, "was (so

to say) what the theory might be if the zeta function had no complex

zeroes."

The Riemann zeta function was a simple enough looking infinite series

expressed in terms of a complex variable. Here, "complex" means not

difficult or complicated, but refers to a variable of two distinct compo-

nents, "real" arid "imaginary," which together could be thought to range

over a two-dimensional plane. In I860, Georg Friedrich Bernhard Rie-

mann made six conjectures concerning the zeta function. By Ramanu-

jan's time, five had been proven. One, enshrined today as the Riemann

hypothesis, had not.

If you set the zeta function equal to zero, Riemann conjectured, then

certain solutions to the resulting equation—its "complex zeroes"

—

would, when graphed, all lie along a particular line, one parallel to the

"imaginary" axis and half a unit to its right. And from this hypothesis,

if valid, certain important conclusions about the distribution of primes,

going beyond the prime number theorem itself, would automatically flow.

But was the Riemann hypothesis true? To this day, no one knows, and

it remains one of the great unproved conjectures in mathematics. Around

the time Ramanujan arrived in England, Hardy proved something just

short of it—that an infinite number of solutions lay on the crucial line.
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But this was not the same as saying they all did. The renowned German

mathematician David Hilbert once said that, were he awakened after

having slept for a thousand years, his first question would be, Has the

Riemann hypothesis been proved?

Ramanujan had come up with something like Riemann's zeta function

on his own but had misunderstood what he'd found. He had ignored the

crucial compiex zeroes, acted as if they didn't exist—leading to a version

of the prime number theorem that was, simply, wrong. "There are re-

gions of mathematics in which the precepts of modern rigour may be

disregarded with comparative safety," Hardy would write, "but the An-

alytic Theory of Numbers is not one of them."

As Littlewood would write of Ramanujan's effort on primes, "These

problems tax the last resources of analysis, took over a hundred years to

solve, and were not solved at all before 1890 [sic; he probably meant

1896, when the prime number theorem was proved]; Ramanujan could

not possibly have achieved complete success. What he did was to perceive

that an attack on the problems could at least be begun on the formal side,

and to reach a point at which the main results become plausible. The

formulae do not in the least lie on the surface, and his achievement, taken

as a whole, is most extraordinary."

Hardy would be similarly indulgent of Ramanujan's errors. "I am not

sure," he would write, "that, in some ways, his failure was not more

wonderful than any of his triumphs." He later regretted saying that,

dismissing it as unduly sentimental. But he was getting at something

—

that in reaching his faulty conclusions, Ramanujan had rediscovered the

prime number theorem; and that, in trying to reach beyond it, he had

pursued arguments that, though technically flawed, were, in their own

way, brilliant.

Still, Ramanujan was wrong, which now, in England, under Hardy's

tutelage, he came to understand. "His instincts misled him," wrote

Hardy. And that was the point. Ramanujan's "instincts," sure as they

were, in some ways better than those of any other mathematician of his

day, were not good enough.

A car mechanic reliant on mechanical instinct may "know" how an

engine works yet be unable to set down the physical and chemical prin-

ciples governing it. For a writer, it may be enough to "know" that one

scene should precede another and not follow it, without being able to

explain why. But mathematicians are not normally content to guess, or
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have—or as Hardy would put it, "exhibit the conclusion as the climax of

a conventional pattern of propositions, a sequence of propositions whose

truth is admitted and which are arranged in accordance with rules."

Proof is no mere icing on the cake. Take the sequence of integers 31,

331, 3331, 33331, 333331, 3333331. Each is a prime number. So is the

Havc wp hit nnnn cnmf* ViiHHf»n nattprn

pattern self-destructs with the next in line, the product of 17 and

19,607,843. Or what about numbers of the form 2
2V 1. For n = 0, 1, 2,

3, and 4, the resulting numbers are all prime. Are they for all n? Pierre de

Fermat conjectured as much. But he conjectured wrong. Because, as

Euler found, even the next number is not prime, but the product of 641

and 6,700,417.

Many other examples like this, where seemingly "obvious" patterns

prove not to be patterns at all, appear all through number theory and

elsewhere in mathematics. One Hardy liked to cite also emerged from the

theory of primes. Over the years, in comparing the approximations of the

prime number theorem with the actual number of primes calculation

revealed, the approximation always proved higher; the error was always

in the same direction. You could try a thousand, you could try a million,

you could try a billion, you could try a trillion, you could try a billion

trillion, and it always came out the same, making all the forces of intu-

ition argue that it was always so—and that a theorem embodying it

would be a great one to run off and prove. But no such theorem could
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simply wasn't true.

A year before he heard from Ramanujan, Littlewood had proved that,

if you went far enough, the prime number theorem was destined to

sometimes predict less, not more, than the actual number of primes.

Later, someone found the number below which this reversal was guar-

anteed to take place. And it was a number so big you had to laugh—

a

number more than the number of particles in the universe, more than the

possible games of chess. It was, Hardy would say, "the largest number

which has ever served any definite purpose in mathematics." And it

made for the ultimate illustration of how intuition could serve you badly,

and so must always be subject to proof.

To "prove" something, then, is a kind of guarantee—that, for math-

ematical entities A, B, and C, and subject to constraints D, E, and F, the

theorem holds. A theorem must stand up to hard use, will often be
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applied tu unanticipated new situations. Fail to precisely fix the condi-

tions under which it applies, and you're apt to go wrong. A mathemati-

cian with an insufficiently ironclad proof is a little like the brash young
— i:„„* *. :_ *u : i „ r *u „ ' :i* u..* i 1..
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up short by his boss's caution, Yeah, but that won't convince a jury.

Throughout his notebooks, all during his time in India, and all through
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butler did it. Most of the time he was right, and the butler had done it: his

results were true. And yet before coming to England, he would have been

uimuic i*j j^l uit a njuv illiuh. in., nau iu caichu ui»^ niLiapiiui ^Laui

knowledge of the rules of evidence, or the relevant criminal law, or even

the standards of sound legal argument. Ramanujan's "proof" of his new

version of the prime number theorem was no proof at all.

How can a "proof" be wrong? How can you dutifully march through

its reasoning, convince yourself that what you've said is right, only to

navi, juiul uun.1 uiaiiii-iiiaLiLiau onuvv n. ia »ui; r» nai, in uuii.i vvuiuoj L.an

go wrong with a mathematical proof seemingly laid out in obeisance to a

relentlessly "logical" sequence of clear-cut steps?

In a word, everything.

Perhaps the most familiar, if trivial, example of such a failure is the

"proof" that purports to show that 2 = 1. For starters, let a = b. Now,

multiply both sides of the equation by a, leaving

a
2 = ab

Add a
2 — 2ab to both sides of the equation:

a
2 +(a2 -2ab) = ab+(a 2 -2ab)

Which reduces to:

2(a
2 -ab) = a

2 -ab

Now divide both sides by <*
2 — ab

}
leaving

2 = 1.

Voila. Treating both sides of the equation with scrupulous equality we

reach a result defying common sense.
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proof: we have divided by zero, a mathematically impermissible opera-

tion that gives an "answer" devoid of meaning.

zero.

On the contrary: we started offwith a = b, then toward the end divided

Even at his most innocent, Ramanujan would never commit such a

gaffe. And yet it suggests how, busy manipulating symbols and without

nnnrflpntinnr mif*Y\i niionw r~>f o t h#» \*m G Hninff h*> r'nulH nrn urrnn fr

As a mathematician, you can slide into trouble in numerous ways.

You can differentiate a function without realizing the function cannot

be differentiated. Or you can write off later terms of a series on the

assumption that they are of a lower "order" than earlier terms, when,

in fact, they contribute substantially to the series sum. Or you can as-

c 1 1m p tVi at an nriAn t 1nn nnrr^ni fXr a fini'tp niimhpr nf 1-frmc tc rnrrprt

for an infinite number. Or you can integrate a function between two

points, yet fail to note where the integral may be undefined, and so

carry through your proof such meaningless quantities as "infinity mi-

nus infinity."

In his work with primes, Hardy wrote, Ramanujan's proofs

depended upon a wholesale use of divergent series. He disregarded entirely

all the difficulties which are involved in the interchange of double limit

operation; he did not distinguish, for example, between the sum of a series

X an and the value of the Abelian limit

lim Sanx

x-> 1

or that of any other limit which might be used for similar purposes by a

modern analyst.

These were all quite technical, of course—like legal loopholes ofwhich

the police lieutenant is unaware. Ramanujan's intuition steered him clear

of many obstacles of which his truncated education had failed to warn

him. But not all. The problem was not only that he was sometimes

wrong; it was that he lacked mathematical knowledge enough to tell

when he was right and when he was wrong. He stated correct and in-

correct theorems with the same aplomb, the same sweet, naive confi-
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For Ramanujan, Littlevvood wrote later, "the clear-cut idea of what is

meant by a proof, nowadays so familiar as to be taken for granted, he

perhaps did not possess at ail' if a significant piece of reasoning occurred

somewhere, and the total mixture of evidence and intuition gave him

certainty, he looked no further."
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insistence on rigor had sent him off almost single-handedly to reform

English mathematics and to write his classic text on pure mathematics;

wJ-in liar. tr»M RprtranH Rncc^ll twn wars hf=»fnrf» that fif=» wnn

to prove, raz//>> prove, anything: "If I could prove by logic that you would

die in five minutes, I should be sorry you were going to die, but my
sorrow would be very much mitigated by pleasure in the proof." Ra-

manujan, Intuition Incarnate, had run smack into Hardy, the Apostle of

Proof.

And now, as he would over the succeeding months and years. Hardy

set to work on him, trying to overcome the deficit that was the price

Ramanujan had paid for his intellectual isolation. At twenty-six, Ra-

manujan had long-established ways of doing things. Nonetheless, he re-

sponded. As Hardy wrote later,

His mind had hardened to some extent, and he never became at all an

"orthodox" mathematician, but he could still learn to do things, and do

them extremely well. It was impossible to teach him systematically, but he

gradually absorbed new points of view. In particular he learnt what was

meant by proof, and his later papers, while in some ways as odd and

individual as ever, read like the works of a well-informed mathematician.

By early 1915, about the time Mahalanobis read him the Louvain

street problem in Strand magazine, Ramanujan had already begun to shift

gears, to redirect his work in ways Hardy was urging. "I have changed

my plan of publishing my results," he wrote Krishna Rao in November

1914. "I am not going to publish any of the old results in my note book

till the war is over. After coming here I have learned some of their

methods. I am trvinff to ffet new results bv their methods." Bv earlv the

following year, he had literally set aside much of his old work, was

drinking in the new: "My notebook is sleeping in a corner for these four

or five months," he wrote his childhood friend S. M. Subramanian, with

whom he had briefly roomed in Summer House two years before. "I am
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publishing oniy my present researches as I have not yet proved the results

in my notebook rigorously."

Proof and rigor: he was absorbing the Gospel according to Hardy.

But while taking in the new, as Hardy would write, Ramanujan's "flow

of original ideas showed no symptom of abatement." In his letter to

Subramanian, for example, Ramanujan at one point abruptly broke into

a paragraph with: "I shall now tell you [about] a very curious function,"

then wrote this pattern of fractions across the page:

1, 1/2, 2/1, 1/3, 3/1, 2/3, 3/2, 1/4, 4/1, 2/4, 4/4, 3/4, 4/3

Guided by it, he ingeniously constructed a function which, bizarrely, was

mathematically undefined for the fractions in his series, and existed at all

only for "irrational" values, those not representable as a fraction. "A very

curious function," he had called it. Then, again: "There is another cu-

riosity here . .
." And "Just imagine [how] this function [behaves] . .

."

This was vintage Ramanujan, his delight in the function's peculiar be-

havior fairly spilling across the pages of the letter.

In what, in some ways, was his greatest achievement, then, Hardy

brought Ramanujan mathematically up to speed without muzzling his

creativity or damping the fires of his enthusiasm. It would have been easy

to sniff at his shortcomings and dutifully correct them, like a bad editor

who crudely blue-pencils his way through a delicate manuscript. But he

knew that Ramanujan's mathematical insight was rarer by far than even

the most formidable technical mastery. It was fine to know ail the math-

ematical tools needed to prove a theorem—but you had to have a theo-

rem to prove in the first place.

That was easy to forget as you flipped through the Proceedings of the

London Mathematical Society. There, as in any mathematics journal, the

proof was made to seem the culmination of a hundred closely reasoned

steps ranging over a dozen pages. There, mathematics could seem no

more than a neat lockstep march to certainty, B following directly from

A
t
C from B

}
. . . Z from Y. But no mathematician actually worked that

way; logic like that reflected the demands of formal proof but hinted little

at the insights leading to Z. Rather, as Hardy himself would write, "a

mathematician usually discovers a theorem by an effort of intuition; the

conclusion strikes him as plausible, and he sets to work to manufacture

a proof."
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The theorem itself was apt to emerge just as other creative products

do— in a flash of insight, or through a succession of small insights, pre-

ceded, by countless hours of slogging through the problem. You might,

early on, try a few special cases to informally "prove" the result to your

own satisfaction. Then later, you might go back and, with a full arsenal

of mathematical weapons, supply the kind of fine-textured proof Hardy

championed. But ail that came later—after you had something to prove.

Besides, it was mostly technical, like the laws of evidence; you could learn

it. Rigor, Littlewood would observe, "is not of first-rate importance in

analysis beyond the undergraduate state, and can be supplied, given a

real idea, by any competent professional."

Given a real idea—that was the rare commodity.

"Mathematics has been advanced most by those who are distinguished

more for intuition than for rigorous methods of proof," the German

mathematician Felix Klein once noted. (Added Louis J. Mordell, an

American mathematician who would ultimately succeed Hardy in his

chair at Cambridge: "To very few other mathematicians are Klein's

remarks ... so appropriate as to Ramanujan.") A "real idea" wasn't

dished up, like a Tripos problem, by some anonymous mathematical

Intelligence. It had to comefrom somewhere, had to be seen before it could

be proved. But where did it come from? That was the mystery, the source

of all the circular, empty, ultimately unsatisfying explanations that have

always beset students of the creative process. Here, "talent" came in, and

"genius," and "art." Certainly it couldn't be taught. And certainly, when

in hand, it had to be nurtured and protected.

Plenty of mathematical technicians, Hardy knew, could follow a step-

by-step discursus unflaggingly—yet counted for nothing beside Ramanu-

jan. Years later, he would contrive an informal scale of natural

mathematical ability on which he assigned himself a 25 and Littlewood

a 30. To David Hilbert, the most eminent mathematician of his day, he

assigned an 80.

To Ramanujan he gave 100.

"It was impossible to ask such a man to submit to systematic instruc-

tion, to try to learn mathematics from the beginning once more," Hardy

would write. "I was afraid too that, if I insisted unduly on matters which

Ramanujan found irksome, I might destroy his confidence or break the

spell of his inspiration." And so he sought an elusive middle ground

where, without crimping Ramanujan's creativity, he could teach him, as

he wrote, the "things ofwhich it was impossible that he should remain in
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ignorance. ... It was impossible to allow him to go through life suppos-

ing that all the zeroes of the zeta function were real. So I had to try to

teach him, and in a measure I succeeded, though obviously I learnt from

him much more than he learnt from me." Teaching Ramanujan, math-

ematician Laurence Young has written, "was like writing on a black-

board covered with excerpts from a more interesting lecture."

Hardy held in his hands a rare and delicate flower. And the respon-

sibility he bore for nurturing it was only redoubled by the war.

5. S. RAMANUJAN, BA.

"At Cambridge we are in darkness," wrote Trinity vice-master Jackson

in January 1915. "No gas in the streets or courts; few electric lights and

those shaded; candles on the high tables. The roads into Cambridge are

blocked to prevent the approach ofmotors such as those which guided the

East Coast Zeppelins. Rumor says that an attack on Windsor Castle was

expected last week."

In April, about a year after Ramanujan's arrival, Jackson wrote: "In

France and Flanders we make no progress. In the Dardanelles we are at

a standstill. The army does not grow as it ought. We have not got

ammunition for the existing army. The Germans have been preparing

villainies for years."

Wounded soldiers flooded Cambridge, almost twelve thousand being

admitted to the First Eastern General Hospital by July 1915. They'd

arrive on trains late in the evening at the station, where they were met by

white-hooded nurses and motorized ambulances. "When they succeeded

each other at frequent intervals for some time," a Cambridge schoolgirl

recalled later, "I knew that there must have been heavy fighting in

Flanders or France."

The maimed, hurt, and sick streamed into Cambridge, the healthy and

strong out. Of undergraduates, Cambridge was largely deserted; nor-

mally some thirty-five hundred, they now numbered five or six hundred.

College fellows served in the Foreign Office, in the War Office, in the

Treasury, as well as in the army itself. One Trinity man wrote, in Jack-

son's words, that "the front was like a first-rate club, as you met all your

friends there." The university's medical laboratories, meanwhile, were

put at the disposal of the First Eastern General Hospital. The chemical

laboratory did research in gas warfare. The engineering laboratories be-

gan making shells and gauges for the Ministry of Munitions.
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Among the many Trinity fellows to leave was Littiewood, now a second

lieutenant in the Royal Garrison Artillery. He had little use for the war,

but adapted, just as he had to the Tripos system, affecting a "cheerful

indifference.
5
' By late 1915, he'd been put to work on a fresh mathemat-

ical approach to fashioning antiaircraft range tables. ("Even Littiewood

could not make ballistics respectable," Hardy would write, in a gibe at

applied mathematics, "and if he could not, who can?") Almost alone

among Trinity fellows he was never promoted, and ultimately was re-

lieved of routine chores and allowed to live with friends in London.

"Ballistics," one biographer would gently put it, "did not fill all of Lit-

tlewood's working hours during the war years"; between 1915 and 1919,

he managed to collaborate with Hardy on ten joint papers, in areas of

mathematics as distant as could be imagined from the war.

Still, he was away from Cambridge—and away from Ramanujan. And

he, and his formidable mathematical powers, had been a prime reason to

bring Ramanujan to Cambridge in the first piace. So that almost before

he had caught his breath in England, after barely four months, Ramanu-

jan had been thrown, more dependently than ever, into the arms of

Hardy.

Hardy would later register for military service under the "Derby

Scheme," Lord Derby's politically shrewd move to forestall unpopular

conscription through a voluntary, but socially pressured, "attestation" of

readiness to serve. But Hardy, thirty-eight when the Derby Scheme was

launched in October 1915, was, according to Littiewood, deemed "unfit"

to serve, and spent most of the war in Cambridge.

In the First World War, unlike the Second, antiwar feeling ran high.

Hardy's activities would lead at least one obituary to assert he'd been a

conscientious objector. He was not; indeed, late in the war he would

write, "I don't like conscientious objectors as a class." Still, as Littiewood

tells it, Hardy "wrote passionately about the notorious ill-treatment [to

which] objectors were subject." He belonged to an earnest, high-minded

group called the Union of Democratic Control, which focused on the

peace to follow what was still assumed would be a brief, if bloody conflict.

Hardy was secretary of its Cambridge chapter, his old friend from the

Apostles, G. Lowes Dickinson, its president. Its first public meeting was

held on March 4, 1915. Later, in November, when it was announced that

a meeting would take place in the Trinity rooms of Littiewood—who was

a U.D.C. member in absentia and had supplied written permission—the

authorities moved to block it.
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closer day by day. Comely Cambridge had been transformed into a

training camp and hospital. In May 1915, the Lusitania had been sunk,

hardening sentiment against Germany. By June, food prices had risen 32

percent over the previous year's. Intellectual commerce with German

mathematicians was cut off. Littlewood and other mathematicians were
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And yet, so far, the war had not yet reached Ramanujan. Whatever his

private revulsion toward it, he yet basked in a kind of warm intellectual

cnntior
~r—a-

Since his arrival in England, he'd been writing home regularly—at

first, three or four times a month, and even now, during 1915, twice a

month or so, regularly assuring his family that he maintained his vege-

tarianism and his religious practices. His letters to friends back in India

scarcely mentioned the war, but rather told of his work and his progress,
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brothers back in India, he sent a parcel full of books of English literature.

The persistent bother of finding and preparing food for himself under-

mined his sense of well-being somewhat. So did the English chill, and the

clothes that cinched at his fat waist. And the peculiar absence of letters

from Janaki. But mostly, he still rode the crest, kept working, happily and

hard, at mathematics.

In his first letter to Hardy, he had sought help in publishing his results.

And now, during 1914 and 1915, letters home showed how preoccupied

he was with seeing his work in print. "I . . . have written two articles till

now," he wrote in June 1914. "Mr. Hardy is going to London today to

read a paper on one of my results before the London Math. Society."

"I have written three papers till now. The proof sheets have come. I

am writing three more papers. All will be published at the end of the

vacation, i.e. in October," he wrote in August.

"I am very slowly publishing my results owing to the present war," he

wrote in November 1914.

"It will take some months for me to write that paper systematically and

publish it," he wrote Narayana Iyer in November 1915.

After years as a mathematician known only to himself, then only to

Madras, Ramanujan plainly relished the prospect of appearing in pres-

tigious English mathematics journals. To appear in print was the only

tangible sign of recognition you could hold up to family and friends, the

only way the world would know what you'd done. At one point, when he
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learned that Ananda Rao, a mathematics student at King's who was the

son of a Madras judge and relative of R. Ramachandra Rao, was pre-

paring an essay for a Smith's Prize, he went straight to Hardy to ask
. l~ .'^l* r__ -.i- r\~: — *:„£„j jwncinci nc, iuu, migiiL 11 y iuj iL. uvuig maiiicnieiu^s aausucu uccjj emo-

tional and intellectual needs in Ramanujan. But credit, kudos, appreciation

satisfied quite other, just as insistent, needs. Intellectually, Ramanujan
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public realm, he was: he wanted recognition, needed it.

And now he got it. In 1915, no fewer than nine of his papers appeared,
c r . u . v : i„ „:.. „ti u..* c+u .i, _
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Journal ofthe Indian Mathematical Society—during the previous twenty-seven

years.

The advantages he now enjoyed in England were hardly lost upon him.

He had originally promised to return to India after two years. And when

he wrote his friend Subramanian in June 1915, he still talked of returning
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suggested his return might be only temporary. "I think it may be nec-

essary," he wrote, "to stay here a few years more as there is no help nor

references in Madras for my work."

For a while after he came to Cambridge, apparently, Ramanujan's shy-

ness was read as unfriendliness, and students sometimes taunted him.

But by now he was a more popular, even legendary figure, his room

accorded the status of a shrine. "It was a thrill to me to discover on
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of Ramanujan," recalled C. D. Deshmukh, until then a student at a

college in Bombay. "Ramanujan's current achievements were common
talk amongst us Indian students." Ananda Rao remembered Ramanujan

at tea parties and other social gatherings, mixing freely among both

English and Indians. Mahalanobis, with whom he took Sunday morning

strolls, recalled him as reserved in large groups, expansive in small ones.

In any case, he was the toast of the Indian students

—

the mathematical

genius, the man whom the English had moved heaven and earth to bring
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a group; in both he occupies the very center of the composition.

Ramanujan mostly stayed in Cambridge during the long periods be-

tween terms. (The academic calendar came to only about twenty-two

weeks a year.) But sometimes he'd get to London, where he visited the

zoo or the British Museum. One time, he and his friend G. C. Chatterji
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went to see Charley's Aunt, a farce about Oxbridge undergraduate life. In

it, young Lord Fancourt disguises himself as Charley's aunt from Brazil,

the requisite chaperone for the girl Charley has invited to his rooms for

lunch. Since its first performance in 1892, it had become a hardy annual

of the London stage, full of wigs and fluttering eyelashes, of tea poured in

hats, of silliness and comic confusion. It was, of course, just Ramanujan's

speed. He laughed until he cried.

By mid-October of 1915, Ramanujan had moved from his rooms in

Whewell's Court to new ones on Staircase D of Bishop's Hostel, just

behind Great Court. This wasn't the original Bishop's Hostel built in

1669, whose sharply sloping roof and gabled windows loomed just out-

side his east window. Two red-brick structures had been built adjacent to

the old building in 1878, on the site of what had once been the college

stables, and Ramanujan's rooms were on the second floor of one of them.

He had one large sitting room, perhaps fourteen feet wide by twenty long,

with a tiny bedroom and a small cooking area—actually the "gyp" room,

a combination coal cellar, pantry, and kitchen—just off it.

The layout was almost identical to his old rooms in WhewelFs Court.

But now, Hardy was closer yet. Kumbakonam . . . Madras . . . Chester-

town Road . . . Whewell's Court ... it was as ifsome relentless force drew

him ever closer to Hardy. Now, in Bishop's Hostel, all that divided them

was a hundred paces.

Late in 1915, Ramanujan's big paper on highly composite numbers, his

most important body of work during that first year or so in Cambridge,

appeared in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society. Back the

previous June, Hardy had introduced his friends at the Mathematical

Society to it. In November, a manuscript was ready. But revisions were

required, and it didn't reach final form until March 1915. Now, at last,

it was in print.

So long, and ranging over so vast a terrain, it was divided into discrete

numbered sections and even had its own table of contents page to guide

readers through it. Sometime earlier, Ramanujan had invited W. N.

Bailey and another mathematician, S. Pollard, to see it. "He started at

the beginning," Bailey would recall, "and quickly turned over the pages

as he explained the ideas and the arguments very briefly. Pollard wrestled

manfully with the argument and was rewarded by a severe headache. I

gave up the struggle earlier."

A composite number, recall, is a number that is not prime. The number
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21 is composite, the product of 3 and 7. So is 22, whereas 23 is prime, the

product only of itself and one. Now for each composite number, you can

list all the numbers that divide it. For example, 21 has the divisors 1, 3,

7, and 21. For 22, it's i, 2, 11, and 22. Twenty-four can be divided by 1,

or 2, or 3, or 4, or 6, or 8, or 12, or 24.

And this last one, 24, was the kind of number with which Ramanujan's

paper dealt. Its eight divisors numbered more than those of any other

composite number less than 24—and made it, in Ramanujan's terminol-

ogy, "highly composite." Twenty-two has four divisors, 21 has four, 20

six. None less than 24 has even as many as seven, much less eight. A
highly composite number, then, was in Hardy's phrase "as unlike a

prime as a number can be." Ramanujan had explored their properties for

some time; in the earliest pages of his second notebook he'd listed about

a hundred highly composite numbers—the first few are 2, 4, 6, 12, 24, 36,

48, 60, 120—searching for patterns. He found them.

The prime factors from which any composite number, N, was built

could be written in the form,

N = 2
a2 X 3

aa X 5
as

. . .

where a2l <z3 ,
a5 , and so on are just the powers to which the prime num-

bers, 2, 3, 5 ... , are raised. The highly composite number 24, for ex-

ample, can be viewed as 2
3 X3\ In this notation, then, a2 = 3, and a3

— 1. Ramanujan found that, for any highly composite number, a2 was

always equal to or larger than a3 ,
a3 was always equal to or larger than a5 ,

and so on. Count as high as you liked, you'd never find a highly composite

number like TV = 2 3 X 3 4 X .... Never. And he showed that, with two

exceptions (4 and 36), the last an necessary to construct a highly compos-

ite number was always 1. He went on to prove these and other truths

through fifty-two pages of reasoning that Hardy would term "of an ele-

mentary but highly ingenious character."

The problem Ramanujan had addressed, Hardy observed, "is a very

peculiar one, standing somewhat apart from the main channels of math-

ematical research. But there can be no question as to the extraordinary

insight and ingenuity which he has shown in treating it, nor any doubt

that his memoir is one of the most remarkable published in England for

many years."

* * *
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At Cambridge, everv student had a tutor who looked after him and0 } j . ... . .

monitored his progress. Ramanujan's was E. W. Barnes, who would

call Ramanujan perhaps the most brilliant of all the top Trinity stu-

dents (which included Littlewood^ to have come before him. Though

later to become a bishop in the Anglican church, Barnes was now a

mathematician of some standing; he had been one of Andrew Forsyth's

earliest discioles. had with Hardv been amoner the leading advocates of

Tripos reform, and had made substantial mathematical discoveries of

his own. Now, in November 1915, he wrote Francis Dewsbury, regis-

trar of the University of Madras, of Ramanuian's Droeress. which he

termed "excellent. He is entirely justifying the hopes entertained when

he came here." His two-year scholarship, soon coming to an end, ought

to be "extended until, as I confidently expect, he is elected to a Fel-

lowship at the College. Such an election I should expect in October

1917." Ramanujan, he was saying, was in line to become a Fellow of

Trinity.

A few days later, Hardy also wrote Dewsbury, calling Ramanujan

"beyond question the best Indian mathematician of modern

times. . . . He will always be rather eccentric in his choice of subjects and

methods of dealing with them. ... But of his extraordinary gifts there can

be no question; in some ways he is the most remarkable mathematician

I have ever known."

In Madras, Sir Francis Spring joined the chorus, specifically request-

ing a two-year extension of Ramanujan's scholarship. Through the late

fall and early winter of 1915-1916, Madras authorities debated whether

the scholarship should be extended for one year or two. Ifjust one, Spring

wrote Dewsbury, Ramanujan was inclined not to return to India during

the summer of 1916 as planned; for should his scholarship end in the

spring of 1917, he'd be back in India just nine months later anyway.

The university held, however, that, if the Trinity fellowship went

through, its own scholarship would overlap. So one year, with the pos-

sibility of further extensions, it was.

The Madras scholarship came to 250 pounds a year, which was sup-

plemented by a 60-pound-per-year "exhibition" from Trinity. In 1914,

the average English industrial worker made about 75 pounds per year.

The threshold for paying income taxes—reached by less than 7 percent of

the working population—was 160 pounds. So even with the 50 pounds he

sent to support his family in India, Ramanujan was comfortably fixed

—
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simple tastes."

Ramanujan had no official college duties. He could do as he pleased.

He could immerse himself in mathematics without fretting over financial

want, either his own or his family's. Yet something still nagged at him

—

his lack of a degree, the tangible public marker of academic achievement.

In his case, it was the merest formality. But he wanted it.

Admission as a research student normally meant you already held a

university diploma or certificate. But in his case, the requirement had

been waived. And now, in March 1916, he received a B.A. "by research,"

on the basis of his long paper on highly composite numbers. He'd put up

his five pounds dissertation fee. He'd paid two pounds each to his exam-

iners. And now, a dozen years and two college failures after leaving Town
High School, he had his degree.

In the early afternoon of March 18, Ramanujan posed for a photo-

graph to mark the occasion with a group of students in their academic

robes outside the Senate House. The shortest and stockiest of the lot, he

stood squarely at attention, like an army recruit in boot camp, his mor-

tarboard sitting flat atop his head. His trouser legs were a couple of

inches too short. His suit bulged, its buttons straining.

Whether because the scholarship had been extended for Only a single

year or for fear of the U-boats then ravaging British shipping, Ramanu-

jan didn't return to India in the spring. Over much of the next year, he

continued instead to work with Hardy on a problem that would indis-

solubly link their two names in the annals of mathematics.

That June, Hardy followed up his letter of the previous year to Dews-

bury with an official report, his delight in telling of Ramanujan's progress

marred only by the war:

In one respect Mr. Ramanujan has been most unfortunate. The war has

naturally had disastrous results on the progress of mathematical research.

It has distracted three-quarters of the interest that would otherwise have

been taken in his work, and has made it almost impossible to bring his

results to the notice of the continental mathematicians most certain to

appreciate it. It has moreover deprived him of the teaching of Mr. Little-

wood, one of the great benefits which his visit to England was intended to

secure. All this will pass; and, in spite of it, it is already safe to say that Mr.

Ramanujan has justified abundantly all the hopes that were based upon his
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work in India, and has shown that he Dossesses powers as remarkable in

their way as those of any living mathematician.

Hardy's account of Ramanujan's work was "necessarily fragmentary and

incomplete," he apologized. But

I have said enough, I hope, to give some idea of its astonishing individu-

ality and power. India has produced many talented mathematicians in

recent years, a number of whom have come to Cambridge and attained

high academical distinction. They will be the first to recognize that Mr.

Ramanujan's work is of a different category.

The previous December, British, Australian, and New Zealand troops

had suffered a catastrophic defeat at Gallipoli. U-boats continued to take

their bloody toll of Allied ships. The machine guns chattered away in

France. By the end of the year, lists ofsometimes four thousand casualties

per day would appear in the newspaper.

For Ramanujan, in mid-1916, things could hardly have been brighter.

But he, too, would ultimately be struck down by the war.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

[1916 to 1918]

1. HIGH TABLE
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England lay signs that his nerves were tautly strung, his sensitivities

balanced on a hair trigger.

Sometime probably in early 1916, he learned that his friend Gyanesh

Chandra Chatterji, a twenty-one-year-old from the Punjab region who

held a Government of India state scholarship to study in Cambridge,

planned soon to marry. To help celebrate the good news, he invited

Chatterji and his fiancee to dinner.

Back in India, Ramanujan had probably never cooked in his life, had

conceivably never even stepped into a kitchen. But here, with neither wife

nor mother to serve him and unwilling to trust to the vegetarian purity of

the college kitchen, he'd had to learn. Sometimes, on Sundays, he had

Indian friends over for rasam, a thin peppery soup, or other South Indian

fare. "Delicious," a friend later recalled. And once, S. Kasturirangar

Iyengar, owner and editor of South India's preeminent English-language

newspaper, the Hindu, visited him in Cambridge and lavished praise on

the ponged, a lentil and rice dish, that Ramanujan served him.

By now he took no little pride in his culinary skills and, to honor

Chatterji and his fiancee, set about preparing them a feast.

On the appointed day, Chatterji showed up at Ramanujan's rooms in

Bishop's Hostel. With him was his fiancee Ila Rudra, a student at the

local teacher's college; and, probably as chaperone, Mrilani Chattopadh-

yaha, a woman from Hyderabad in her early thirties then studying
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active in the Indian labor movement and run a school for untouchables.

With his guests seated and his apartment awash in the cooking smells

j'c„...L t„j:„ t>„™ :— „ a „^..v, ah ,.„»n

Did his friends wish to have more? asked Ramanujan after a time.

They did indeed.

j. ncti. a iniiu n^ipiug: vjnaLH^iji <*pp<*n-iiLiy aLLLpiuu, -u u l liiio uuu., ma

fiancee and the other woman declined. The dinner conversation contin-

ued. . . .
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were alone in Ramanujan's apartment. Their host had vanished.

For an hour, Chatterji and the others waited. Finally, he walked down

the single flight of stairs, out the door, through the gate into Great Court,

and across the cobbled courtyard to the porter's lodge, where he inquired

after Ramanujan. Why, yes, Chatterji was told, Mr. Ramanujan had
^~u~a r„..

Perplexed, he returned to Ramanujan's rooms and sat there with the

others, waiting. Until ten o'clock they waited, the time by which guests

had to leave. Still no Ramanujan.

And no Ramanujan, either, the next morning, when Chatterji checked

on him. For four days, he heard nothing, grew increasingly fearful. Then,

on the fifth day he received a telegram from Oxford, about eighty miles

away. Could Chatterji wire him five pounds? The amount was today's

equivalent of three or four hundred dollars.
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suited when the ladies didn't take the food I served," he told Chatterji.

"I did not want to come [back] in while they were in the house." He had

needed to get as far away, as fast as he could; with the money in his

pocket, that was Oxford.

It was the same impulse, in the face of what he viewed as humiliation,

that had driven him to Vizagapatnam ten years earlier. It was the rash,

precipitous gesture of a man stretched thin.

To all appearances, Ramanujan had made a splendid adjustment to a

frir*»irrn rniintrv o n rl an o 1 i t*n lifi» TV/T a thpma ti^alK/ ti -j r\ livf»rl nr» tr\ til^"«""; v...m.~v. , , -v. ~r —
fondest hopes of Hardy, Littlewood, Neville, and his other English

friends. Socially, too, he had seemed to adapt, at least at first. Neville

would tell of his delight in cracking jokes and discussing philosophy and

politics, would speak approvingly of his simplicity and "instinctive per-

fection of manners."
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But inside, Ramanujan was like 3. checking account from which funds

are only withdrawn, never deposited. Doing mathematics took vast per-

sonal energy. So did adjusting to his new life in England, as anyone will

att^ct wnn Viae cupr tri/=»H tn npnpfrafp a fnrficrn nillurf Tnor^th/^r t~hf»v" W ~ f," & ~» /

drained his physical and emotional reserves. Eventually, the account

must run dry.
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did. A constellation of forces had conspired to stretch thin his nerves,

weaken him physically, isolate him socially. Indeed, the meal he pre-

pared for Chatterji and his fiancee may have loomed far larger in his

mind than it ever did in theirs. For Ramanujan normally went without

mealtime company, unlike Hardy and the other Trinity fellows.

The college fellows in their black academic robes solemnly trooped into

the great candlelit Hall. A webbed understructure of wooden arches

orrar-Rrl thf* hlorh r^ilintr T~)ri/Hf»n anH Tpnnucnri Mpwfnn Tharkf»rav
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Francis Bacon, and other Trinity notables glowered down from their

portraits on the walls. Silver adorned bare wood tables; the tablecloths of

peacetime were gone now for fear the light they reflected might beckon

German zeppelins. Once all the fellows were seated, the senior among

them, sitting at one end of the long table, recited a Latin grace. And the

meal began.

This was High Table, so called because the tables at which the fellows

ate were set on a platform built up about four inches from the floor. At

Trinity, as elsewhere in Cambridge, it was the focal point of the college's

social life, and long-standing notions of conversational good form gov-

erned it.

For one thing, you never got too serious. "If one has done a hard day's

thinking one does not want to work at conversation," Littlewood would

say. "Dinner conversation is in fact easy and relaxed. No subject is

definitely barred, but we do not talk shop in mixed company, and,

Heaven be praised, we abstain from the important and boring subject of

politics." It was a place not of great profundity but of wit, wine, and

release—release from the high tension of translating ancient Greek
5
or

writing about the fall of Constantinople, or proving a new theorem in the

theory of numbers. Here, the Important receded into distant memory.

Here, trifles had their day.

You could see it in the little book kept over the years that recorded

suggestions and criticisms of meals served at High Table. Hardy had
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horn fritters ought never appear again on the menu. Later, he and Lit-

tlewood defended plum pudding with wine and camperdown sauce

against those who would see it blacklisted^ over the days and weeks

,

alliances were built around the issue, compromises forged. At another

point, Hardy was embroiled in a battle over whether fruit pies should be

served hot, subscribing to the view that, as another fellow put it, "a man
who will eat a hot fruit pie is unfit for decent society."

It was good fun, evenings of camaraderie that eased days of hard

^v.n*. j ^
} , ~~.v^~ -~

for the army. So did Neville. So, of course, did Hardy, for whom High

Table, with its light, frothy repartee, was his natural terrain. During the

war, officers attached to the hospital unit or quartered at the college

showed up. So may have a few Indians. But not Ramanujan. For him,

dinner in Hall was a slice of Trinity life from which he was excluded.

"K/fiit-tnn eir? R<=^f cir?" tli^ \A/aitf»r<; wnnlH huetlf» arnnnrl tYit* nnicv*.^ U»V .., . - ~ — — -
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hall. That was the problem.

Ramanujan was a vegetarian unusually strict in his orthodoxy—if not

for South Indians generally then at least for those in England. In crossing

the seas he had defied Brahminical strictures. He had forsaken his tuft.

He mostly wore shoes and Western clothes. But as he had promised his

mother, he clung fiercely to the proscriptions most central to Brahminic

life, on food.

The story is told of a hungry Brahmin who requests food from a man
he meets along the road. He knows nothing of the man's caste, or char-

acter, but he is too hungry to ask. Belly full, he sets out again and, after

a few minutes, reaches the house of a Brahmin, who puts him up for the

night. That evening, he spies a gold statue in the house, aches to have it,

and under cover of night, spirits it away. All the next day, his guilt

mounts. Finally, shaken by remorse, he returns to the house to give it

back. "Oh, I knew you would steal something," says the host. "You see,

I saw you take food from that man yesterday, and I knew he was a thief."

It was this spirit that was built into Brahminic food prohibitions—that

from whom you take your food matters-. In accepting food from just any-

one, who knows what sins he has committed in this or a former life?

Brahmins varied, naturally, in the details of their observance. Some

forswore onions and garlic on the theory that these foods raised sexual

appetites, while others extended the prohibition even to cabbage and
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potatoes. Remembered details differ on what Ramanujan would and

would not eat. One friend has him eating eggs, another not. Some said he

refused onions, or even tomatoes. But all recall the absolute rigidity with

which he clung to his observance.

Early in his stay, he had once or twice ordered fried potatoes from the

college kitchen. Fried in lard, joked another Indian, also a Tamil Brahmin,

trvinor fn ff^t hi\ anal was all if fnnk Wh^fh^r trite- nr tint Ra." } — 0~* O ' ~ "

manujan never again ordered anything from the college kitchen.

Instead, he cooked in the tiny, small-windowed alcove, equipped with

electricity and a little gas stove, just off his sitting room. When he could

get the ingredients, he ate what he'd eaten back in India—rice, yogurt,

fruits, rasam, and sambhar, a thick, spicy, potato-laced vegetable stew.

His friend Mahalanobis recalled him standing over that little stove, stir-

ring vegetables over the fire. But it was something he did much more

often alone.

Frnm his: winHfiw Ramaniiian rnn 1H 1 nnlr nut nwr rnnf nr

adjacent building to the spired steeple atop the college Hall. There, at

High Table during the long winter evenings of 1916, the candles flick-

ered, the conversation hummed. But of all that, Ramanujan never shared.

2. AN INDIAN IN ENGLAND

Ramanujan was not the first Indian to come to England for an education

and feel isolated from the alien world around him. Mohandas K. Gandhi,

the future apostle of nonviolence and leader of the Indian independence

movement, arrived in England in 1887, the year of Ramanujan's birth.

He wrote later:

I would continually think of my home and country. My mother's love

always haunted me. At night the tears would stream down my cheeks, and

home memories of all sorts made sleep out of the question. It was impos-

sible to share my misery with anyone. And even if I could have done so

where was the use? I knew of nothing that would soothe me. Everything

was strange—the people, their ways, and even their dwellings. I was a

complete novice in the matter of English etiquette and continually had to

be on my guard.

Between 1892 and 1906, Cambridge University admitted about twenty

Indians per year, during Ramanujan's time a little more. At any one
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moment, something like a thousand Indians were scattered among En-

glish colleges. In any case, their numbers and the magnitude of their

problems in adjusting to English life were enough to spur government

studies of them in 1907, in 1922, and again in later years. And the

recurring theme of these studies, which is ubiquitous, too, in stories told

by Indians over more than a century, was the maddening reserve, the

unfathomable distance, of the ordinary Englishman.

Sometimes, to be sure, Indians experienced downright racial preju-

dice; it was common enough, for example, that ugly rumors of it reached

Ramanuian's mother in India. But more often, it was the Deculiar shv-

ness of the English that left Indians feeling so adrift. "We think it must

be admitted," concluded a report by the Lytton Committee on Indian

Students in 1922, "that the British and the Indian student each has his

racial characteristics which imposes an initial barrier to intimacy."

Whereas the Indian, for his part, tended to be oversensitive to any hint

of Datronaffe. "the British has a reserve which causes him to be slow in

making friends even with his own countrymen, and he is apt to regard

with suspicion the first attempts of any stranger to cultivate his acquain-

tance."

Observed a student in a much later study: "The initial difficulty is to

break the extraordinary reserve of the English people, their correct but

cold behavior, formal, unemotional, courteous and decent to a degree,

but detached, both to take sides or involve themselves."

A still later student complained of having to stock a ready supply of

pleases and thank-vous. To him. it was iust crude barter: vou erive me
something, I give back a thank-you. Far worse, though, was English

indifference. Some Indians learned to accept, even embrace, it as "re-

spect for privacy," but most simply saw it as unfeeling and cold. The

conversational task of the Englishman, it could seem, was to be scrupu-

lously correct yet remain untouched and unmoved, taking care always to

convey the clear impression that, at bottom, he just didn't give a damn.

One Indian student would dream of dying, his body going undiscovered

for weeks, reeking and rotting all the while. Neville would read the fact

"that none of us, as far as I know, ever pressed [Ramanujan] for the true

reason for his initial refusal to come to England" in 1913 as typical of

"the reticence of his English friends."

Nowhere were these traits more prevalent, of course, than in the pa-

trician class. In the House of Lords just before World War I, one of their

number perceived a polite "detachment almost amounting to indiffer-
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members affected. One later visitor to England, the Indian Nirad Chaud-

huri, wrote how "One evening, when dining at a club, I tried in my
i nocerice to open a conversation across the table, and I admired the skill

with which the intrusion was fended off without the slightest suggestion

of discourtesy." Fended off, though, it was.

R^r"t VinmP Tnrll^ne rfr 1 1 \(*A n*»nnlp wrr\i 1 1 r\ rT\mp nr» t r\ \?r\i i c 1 1 AfWAtrt^"VJ- "w...~, iwv.u.-*^^, (-.^v^-w "vu.u "f' vV Jit u^.wx,

start talking, and in five minutes know all about you—whether you were

married, had children, where you were from, what kind of work you did.

Whereas in England, returning Indians advised their countrymen for-

mal introductions were de rigueur. One story, set in India, told of a

swimmer whose cries for help sent everyone rushing to his aid. Everyone,

that is, save the lone Englishman, who sat where he was, apparently

unmoved. "Oh," he replied when asked later why he'd not helped, "were

we introduced?"

riarn hriHorf* K/raCt*»rl ite num Kranrl r\i -j Irin fn^c c A Knnl" -j lm t*A 1 1 I n rl i -j n
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students in England told how even college porters went about their duties

"without the least concern about our new comer and with an air of

indifference." And a student of Ramanujan's tutor, E. W. Barnes, once

set Barnes apart from most other Cambridge dons who, he said, gave

"the impression that they were not greatly interested."

Laurence Young, the son of two mathematical contemporaries of

Hardy and Littlewood at Cambridge, told how when Littlewood, as an

old man, visited him in Wisconsin he would row him out on to the lake

to view the sunset. Littlewood never said a word, and Young, m time,

surmised that he was bored. But when one day Young suggested that the

water might be too rough for their excursion, "his face dropped . . . and

I quickly looked again at the lake and pronounced it smooth. This is

typical of Cambridge—what you admire, you merely do not speak of."

Littlewood himself would remark that "When you make your speech at

a Trinity Fellowship Election, do not expect them to break into irrepress-

ible applause; no one will blink an eyelid."

It was a wall erected around one's feelings, a great silence of the

emotions. In Cambridge, the emphasis was on ideas, events, things,

work, games

—

anything, it seemed, but the deeply personal.

At first Ramanujan may have marveled at these peculiarities of the

English, much as Western tourists do the sight of untended cattle on the

streets of Delhi or Madras. But he was not one to eagerly embrace foreign

ways; rather, he was apt to stand apart from them. Stubborn, self-driven,
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sclf-Willcu, he Was cvciy bit the pioduct of his country and its customs.

Unlike some Madrasi intellectuals, he'd never lived a Westernized life in

India; he was too much, and too recently, a son of Kumbakonam. He
wh'-t^ftat'^MAsJ ^" T«s4« A«'r» ^Iaa-m F™] * .-.a fA tka uiickar Uip <t-tl**£»*tt~i? Ua's-I
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cried when his kutumi was cut off. In England, he remained steadfastly

vegetarian, kept a poster of an Indian deity in his room, and each morning
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ritually pure dhoti, applied the namam caste mark on his forehead, performed

his devotions, then wiped it off. Only then, if he were going out, would he

don Western clothes.

Even if he didn't always let his mind wander back home, there were

times when the small, familiar things of South Indian life insinuated their

way into his awareness. The smells of his mother's cooking on Saranga-

pani Sannidhi Street, or of burning cow dung in the streets of Madras.

The bright colors of religious festivals parading down the streets ofKum-
uuAuiiain^ a^LiViu j-*ciiiiv*a uy liiv^ on uinuiiug unu jijigiiug k/l iiiu 111 uoi^.iaiu.

The reds and oranges of sari-clad women along the banks of the Cauvery,

white dhotis setting off the dark brown skin of laborers in the fields. The

vibrant greens of the vegetables, the coconuts and bananas and mangos

sold down by the market near the river. And always, the bright blue sky

and high overhead sun.

Among the English, Ramanujan could not long forget his foreignness.

His musical accent was alien to their ears. His skin was darker by many

shades than theirs—which, the winter chill bringing color to their cheeks,

Ufic mnrp 1 met; r\i -r-i L- fkin Onirl-Uinrr i/aii /-»jr^n1/^ 0 1 1 '^ixrViif** " 17
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were churches and chapels, Christian crosses, and Jesus Christ. Here, in

this strange land, families scattered, children paying parents nothing like

the respect that was a law of social life in India. Meanwhile, all Cam-

bridge resounded to the sound of tramping feet bound for an alien war.

Even the prevalence of body odors among the English mystified him

—

until, the story goes, one day he was enlightened about it at a tea party.

A woman was complaining that the problem with the working classes was

that they failed to bathe enough, sometimes not even once a week. Seeing

rliemicf urnt 1 o rcrt* /-in P iminniin'c f-» f*f* ch#» Tmr\\7f±t\ tr\ r&n c c i irp him fh o t

the Englishmen he met were sure to bathe daily. "You mean," he asked,

"you bathe only once a day?"

Ramanujan was not the kind of chameleonlike figure who does well at

the tough job of reshaping himself to fit a foreign culture; he was not

flexible enough, could not sink down effortlessly into his new English life.
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Nor couid he long be immune to that succession of subtle, slight rebuffs

the ordinary Englishmen dispensed, with scarcely a thought, every day.

He would have needed to experience few incidents of aloofness and re-

serve to damp his sunny openness and send him running back to the cozy

den of his mathematical research.

And that, it seems, is what he did: He withdrew. "I remember him

during those years, though I never spoke to him," recalled B. M. Wilson

later. "He was in fact very rarely seen." For long stretches, he scarcely

left his room. Back in India, he liked to work in the cool of the night, the

better to escape the midday heat. Now, even without the heat, he worked

at night, alone.

Ramanujan was not the first foreigner to retreat into his shell in a new

country; indeed, his was the typical response, not the exceptional one.

One later study of Asian and African students in Britain observed that a

sense of exclusion "from the life of the community . . . constituted one of

the most serious problems with which they were confronted . . . [and

had] a serious psychological effect" upon them. Another study, this time

of Indian students in particular, reported that while 83 percent of them

saw friends more or less every day back in India, just 1 7 percent did while

in England.

During the Easter Term of 1916, Hardy was a member of the Trinity

Sunday Essay Society. So was E. H. Neville. So was Bertrand Russell.

Ramanujan was not. While Hardy played tennis or whatever cricket could

still be had in wartime England, Ramanujan remained steadfastly sedentary.
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society (where, it has been said, "succeeding generations of scions of Indian

aristocracy picked up their nationalism and radicalism"), Ramanujan did

not. When Ramanujan's paper on a type of Diophantine equation was

read to the Cambridge Philosophical Society on October 30, 1916, it was

Hardy who read it, not Ramanujan. When Hardy read a joint paper at a

meeting of the London Mathematical Society on January 18, 1917, Little-

wood was there to hear it, and so was Neville, and so was Bromwich—but

not Ramanujan.

There, in Bishop's Hostel, Ramanujan was a shut-in.

From the small west window of his sleeping alcove, the Gothic win-

dows and stone walls ofNew Court loomed just a few feet away. The east

window got whatever morning sunlight wasn't blocked by the building

across the way. But there usually was not much sun to block. The English

skies were notoriously overcast. And around Christmas, Cambridge

—
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which is as far north as Labrador—would be mostly dark by four in the

afternoon. Even the long summer days were, by Madras standards, sun-

less; a typical July brought rain a dozen days a month.

The war only made things worse. Cambridge and surrounding East

Anglia, which projected out into the North Sea toward the Continent,

were particularly exposed to zeppelin raids. In part to protect King's

College Chapel, streets were kept dark at night. Cambridge, someone

would remember, "was wrapped in a medieval gloom for some three

years and men had to grope their way about the streets as best they

could." If the England streetscape was normally gray and drear, now it

was black, fairly pressing you back inside.

In South India, the boundaries between inside and outside were not so

fixed and immutable as they were in England, where you were forever

trying to escape the chill. Walls and windows were more permeable.

Insects, smells, and sounds brought outside inside. Chipmunks and liz-

ards scampered through window shutters. Whereas in Cambridge,

amidst the stony, solid permanence of its five-hundred-year-old walls,

there was an ever-present sense of demarcation and division.

So that in the winter, especially, Ramanujan's apartment could feel

like a prison. A plush-lined prison, perhaps, but a prison nonetheless.

And while driven back into it by the English reserve, the winter chill, and

the dark streets and wartime gloom, he was lured back into it by the

delight he got from his work with Hardy.

3. "A SINGULARLY HAPPY COLLABORATION"

Mathematician Norbert Wiener would one day note how, in one sense,

number theory blurs the border between pure and applied mathematics.

In search of concrete applications of pure math, one normally turns to

physics, say, or thermodynamics, or chemistry. But the number theorist

has a multitude of real-life problems before him always—in the number

system itself, a bottomless reservoir of raw data. It is in number theory,

wrote Wiener, where "concrete cases arise with the greatest frequency

anu vvin,i l »li y pi lliol piuuiLino vv iiiv.ii a.i v, y iu ivji 1 1 1 uiaiL mixy ui,"

mand the mathematician's greatest power and skill to resolve."

In 1916, one such problem lay in the area of number theory known as

"partitions."

On the surface, the problem was so simple it went back to almost the

first days of grammar school: 2 + 2 = 4. But that's just one way to add
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up numbers to get 4. There are others. Like 1+3. Or I + 1+2. Or

1 + 1 + 1 + 1. And, lastly, to be scrupulously complete about it, just plain

4 itself. These (aside from mere rearrangements of the same numbers)

are the only ways of adding up integers to get 4. Count them up, and you

get five different ways, or "partitions." Mathematicians say that the

number of partitions of 4 is 5. Or,

p(4) = 5

More generally p{n), read "p of n," represents the number of partitions of

any number, n, and is known as the partition function. What, the math-

ematician wonders, can be said about it? How could we evaluate it for

any n?

In principle, it's not difficult to go through all the possibilities for a

given number and add them up. In principle. The problem is that the

number of partitions rises very fast. The number of partitions of 3,/>(3),

is just 3 (3, 1 + 1 + 1, 1+2). But by the time you get up to 10, p{\0)

= 42. And p (50) = 204,226. Two hundred four thousand, two hundred

twenty-six different ways of adding up the integers. Just listing them all,

one every five seconds, would take two weeks. And that's just for n — 50.

So the question is, can you find a formula for p(n) that sidesteps the awful

arithmetic and spits out the number of partitions for any number you

please?

As usual, it was Euler who made the first real dent in the problem.

Working from an area of mathematics which later became known as

elliptic modular functions, Euler detoured around the problem to con-

struct what is known as a generating function. In theory, a generating

function supplies not just a particular answer to a particular problem but

all the answers to all related problems; it generates answers as fast as the

numbers can be plugged in. With it, you step off into new mathemat-

ical terrain where the object of attention seems no longer to be p(n),

but some new function, J{x). Except that with^x) in hand you can go

back and get what you really want, p(n). In this case, Euler's gener-

ating function gave rise to a "power series," which is just a series of

terms each of successively higher powers and each multiplied by some-

thing, some coefficient:

fix) = 1 + 2p(n)xn
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which means:

f(x) = 1 + p(l) x
1 + p(2) x

2 + p(3) x
3 + . . .

It was those coefficients, p{ 1 ) and so on, that potentially supplied the

answers. Because if you could actually evaluate the power series, the

coefficients would turn out to be not any old numbers, but just the p{n)

desired. In Euler's scheme, ifyou wanted, say,/?(50)—which is 204,226

—

you'd just head out to the fiftieth term of the series, where you'd note the

coefficient of*50 . So if you had done it right, that part of the series would

read:

. . . + 204,226 x
30 + . . .

Now. this was not iust black maeric. It was natural that the ffeneratiner

function for partitions be a power series, because powers combine by

addition. Thus 4 X 8 = 32 can be written as:

2
2 x 2

3 = 2
5

Their exponents add up. And adding things up is just what you do in

partitions. ("A moment's consideration shows that every partition of n

contributes just 1 to the coefficient ofx
n
," Hardy would observe in tracing

the algebraic links between power series and partitions.) Squint, then,

and even without following the logic in detail, you can roughly discern

the route between the two seemingly unconnected realms.

This, at any rate, was how Euler set up the problem. But Euler didn't

solve it, didn't say how to use his generating function to actually churn

out the desired power series. He offered a strategy for arriving at p{n), but

little more. As Hardy and Ramanujan would write in their big paper in

the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, "we have been unable to

discover in the literature of the subject any allusion whatever to the

question of the order of magnitude of/>(«)." No one, in other words, had

a clue.

The seeds for the attack Ramanujan and Hardy were to take came in

Ramanujan's first letter to Hardy in January 1913. There, on page 7, he

gave a particular theta series—a power series of a certain kind, contain-

ing only terms with squared powers, like x
1

,
x
4

, and x
9—and claimed that
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to determine its coefficients one had but to evaluate the mathematical

expression he furnished and select the integer closest to it.

This was not quite right. "The function," Hardy would write, "is a

genuine approximation to the coefficient, though not at ali so close as

Ramanujan imagined." And yet, he went on, "Ramanujan's false state-

ment was one of the most fruitful he ever made, since it ended by leading

us to ali our joint work on partitions"; indeed, Ramanujan's function

from 1913 bore a strong family resemblance to the problem's ultimate

solution, which came only in 1937.

In the course of their work, Ramanujan and Hardy were led to what

would come to be known as the circle method. The circle method made

use of Cauchy's theorem, which might seem at first as inappropriate for

the job as anything you could imagine. Cauchy's theorem lay in the

domain of "analysis," the broad area of mathematics that includes cal-

culus and deals with "continuous" rather than "discrete" quantities;

how long you've been pregnant is a continuous quantity, how many

children you have a discrete one. Partitions were a discrete quantity; you

couldn't have 6.719 partitions just as you couldn't have 6.719 children. It

had to be 6, exactly, or 7.

But Cauchy's theorem had a history of being applied to such problems

by now, and Hardy could be thanked for it; he was foremost among

twentieth-century mathematicians in pioneering the "analytic theory of

numbers," which took the powerful tools developed over more than two

centuries for continuous quantities and, through feats of mathematical

legerdemain, applied them to the integers of number theory. In an ac-

count of his work with Ramanujan, Hardy noted that "the idea [of using

Cauchy's theorem had become] an extremely obvious one: it is the idea

which has dominated nine-tenths of modern research in the analytic

theory of numbers; and it may seem strange that it should never have

been applied to this particular problem before." It hadn't, he went on, in

part because of "the extreme complexity of the behavior of the generating

function^*) near a point of the unit circle."

Hardy referred to the fact that the integral at the heart of Cauchy's

theorem couldn't be evaluated as it stood, because the "contour" over

which it was to be integrated held impermissible points, where its value

wasn't defined. So they would have to find an alternative path close to the

forbidden "unit circle," systematically dissect it, make approximations as

they went along. This was the new strategy.

Basing a result on a series of approximations seemed to guarantee that
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it would itself be an approximation. But should they expect anything

better? Hadn't prime numbers resisted all efforts at exact calculation,

forcing mathematicians to be content with no more than a rough esti-

mation that grew relatively more accurate as n increased? Hadn't all Ra-

manujan's attempts to make the prime number theorem exact run afoul

of mathematical pitfalls? Surely partitions would prove similarly intrac-

table, making them happy with almost any decent approximation.

To see how far off they were—to check the worth of their approxima-

tions by how close they came to the precise result—they put Major

MacMahon to work.

The son of a brigadier general, Percy Alexander MacMahon was a

sixty-one-year-old mathematician who had served in the Royal

Artillery—including a stint in Madras back in the 1870s—before seri-

ously taking up mathematics. "With his moustache, his 'British Empah'

demeanor and worst of all his military background," it was once written

ofhim, "MacMahon was hardly the type to be chosen by Central Casting

for the role of the Great Mathematician." But after leaving the army, he

had gone on to become a professor at Woolwich, the army school, and

since 1904 had been associated with Cambridge's St. John's College. His

expertise lay in combinatorics, a sort of glorified dice-throwing, and in it

he had made contributions original enough to be named a Fellow of the

Royal Society in 1890. MacMahon was a whirlwind of a calculator.

Sometimes, in fact, he would take on Ramanujan in friendly bouts of

mental calculation—and regularly thrash him.

But now, MacMahon was putting his calculating skills to good use

and, using a simple formula that led directly from Euler's earliest work in

partitions, had arduously hand-calculated, in impossible, endless streams

of numbers, the values for the first two hundred p{n). By the roughest of

analogies, he was adding up 29 + 29 + 29 + . . . 1,000,001 times to get

29,000,029, while Hardy and Ramanujan sought a way to simply mul-

tiply 29 by 1,000,001. But they didn't have it yet, and MacMahon's

tedious efforts supplied a benchmark against which to test it when they

did.

When they tried it early in their work, with their approximation strat-

egy still relatively primitive, they were already encouragingly close; for

/>(50) andj(?(80), the error stood at just 5 percent. Further refinements,

with correspondingly smaller errors, reinforced their conviction that they

were on the right track.

Then, in December 1916, the two men, perhaps having gone their
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separate ways until the start of Lent term in January, came a big step

forward. Ramanujan wrote Hardy a postcard, squeezing into the tight

space one more contribution to their continuing mathematical dialogue:

It therefore appears that in order that p{n) may be the nearest integer to the

approximate sum, S need not be taken beyond £J Vn / log n and cannot be taken below

ol \/n / \ae n I hone von can easilv nrove these. Then the nrohlem is- - 0 , j -- j i— - - - - — —
i
— —

completely solved. Major MacMahon was kind enough to send me a type-

written copy of the 200 numbers. The approximation gives the exact num-

ber. I think you knew this already from him.

Ramanujan alluded to a way of making the number of terms of the

series they used to approximate p(n) itself depend on n. This, as Little-

wood wrote later, was "a very great step, and involved new and deep

function-theory methods that Ramanujan obviously could not have dis-

covered by himself." What it seemed to mean, as Hardy and Ramanujan

would write, was that "we may reasonably hope, at any rate, to find a

formula in which the error is of order less than that of any exponential of

the type e
an

\ of the order of a power of n, for example, or even bounded."

A bounded error, an error they could fix within set limits: they would

have been happy with that. But their results were better still: When

we proceeded to test this hypothesis by means of the numerical data most

kindly provided for us by Major MacMahon, we found a correspondence

between the real and the approximate values of such astonishing accuracy

as to lead us to hone for even more. Takinff n = 100. we found that the first

six terms of our formula gave

190568944.783

+ 348.872

-2.598

+ .685

-.318

+ .064

190569291.996

while p(100) = 190569292;

so that the error after six terms is only .004.

Similar precision applied to /»(200). Their method was supplying an

answer whose error was not just "bounded"—which could, after all,
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mean bounded but targe—but small enough to round off to the nearest

integer. "These results," wrote Hardy and Ramanujan, "suggest very

forcibly that it is possible to obtain a formula for p(n), which not only

exhibits its order of magnitude and structure, but may be used to calcu-

late its exact value for any value of

This was the shocker. Nothing in the history of this problem, nothing

in the work with primes, had prepared them for anything like it. What

they had done with partitions was just what Ramanujan had thought

he'd done with primes but, Hardy showed him, hadn't. What was more,

the uncanny accuracy of their results attested to the power of the ap-

proximating technique they had used to get them. The circle method it

would be called, from how it let you draw oh-so-near, but never actually

touch, the forbidden circular path. So subtle and inspired were the ap-

proximations it permitted that it went beyond approximation to promise

exactitude. Two decades later, sure enough, Hans Rademacher came up

with the missing piece of the puzzle and made the formula exact.

Did Ramanujan suspect there was an exact solution all along? That's

what the eminent Norwegian number theorist Atle Selberg has suggested.

Selberg, in fact, argues that Hardy's insistence on certain methods of

classical analysis actually impeded their efforts; and that lacking faith in

Ramanujan's intuition he discouraged a search for the kind of exact

solution Rademacher produced twenty years later.

In any case, their partitions solution was big news, the circle method

they'd used to come up with it a stunning success. In late 1916, Hardy

dashed off an early account, under his own name but offered "as the joint

work of the distinguished Indian mathematician, Mr. S. Ramanujan, and

myself," to the Quatrieme Congres des Mathematiciens Scandinaves in Stock-

holm. Early the following year, a brief joint paper appeared in Comptes

Rendus, as "Une Formule Asymptotique Pour le Nombre Des Partitions

De n." And a one-paragraph reference to the French journal article ap-

peared in Proceedings ofthe London Mathematical Society in March. The forty-

page paper setting out their work in full detail didn't appear until

1918.

Ramanujan and Hardy: as a mathematical team, they would remind Penn-

sylvania State University mathematician George Andrews of the story of

the two men, one blind and the other lacking legs, who together could do

what no normal man could. They were a formidable pair. On the strength

of their work on partitions alone, which by itselfjustified Ramanujan's
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trip to England, their names would be linked forever in the history of

mathematics.

Cambridge mathematician Bela Bollobas has observed that while

Hardy furnished the technical skills needed to attack the problem,

I believe Hardy was not the only mathematician who could have done it.

Probably Mordell could have done it. Polya could have done it. I'm sure

there are quite a few people who could have played Hardy's role. But

Ramanujan's role in that particular partnership I don't think could have

been played at the time by anybody else.

Whatever the proper assignment of credit, "We owe the theorem,"

Littlewood would write, "to a singularly happy collaboration of two men,

of quite unlike gifts, in which each contributed the best, most character-

istic, and most fortunate work that was in him. Ramanujan's genius did

have this one opportunity worthy of it."

For Ramanujan, it was all deiiciously addictive. A decade before, his

discovery ofCarr had left him so single-mindedly devoted to mathematics

that he no longer could function as an ordinary college student. Now,

something like that was at work again, only worse. For now it was not

only his own delight in mathematics that spurred him on, but the en-

couragement he got from Hardy. Hardy, this embodiment of all that was

highest and best in the Western mathematical tradition, with his im-

mense technical prowess and rich knowledge of the whole mathematical

world of England and the Continent, was all Ramanujan could want in

a colleague and mentor. And that he saw such breathtaking originality in

him could do nothing to restrain Ramanujan's eagerness to get on with

their work.

"A character so remarkably free from the petty meannesses of human

life . . . the most generous of men." That's what C. P. Snow once said of

Hardy. Another time, he called him "freer from the emotion [of envy]

than any man I have ever known." Indeed, though Hardy deemed Ra-

manujan's natural mathematical ability superior to his own, no hint

survives of so much as a wisp of envy tainting his relationship with him.

Despite any private twinges, he seems always to have been Ramanujan's

unalloyed friend and supporter. All his life he championed him, hailed his

gifts. Recognizing Ramanujan's genius, he wanted only to push it toward

its limits.

And that, if anything, was just the problem.

Hardy was in many ways the best and truest friend Ramanujan ever
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had. He was considerate, loyal, and kind to him. And yet in at ieast one

way, unintentionally, he probably did Ramanujan harm. For in the ar-

dent hopes he had for him, in his unbridled wish to see that he lived up

to his potential—in keeping him to the mark, driving him—Hardy only fed

Ramanujan's addiction.

He couldn't keep Ramanujan from deepening the hole he was digging

for himself. He may even have helped him dig it deeper.

4. DEEPENING THE HOLE

Hardy was an aristocrat of the intellect, raised to value high achievement

and dismiss anything less. As a mathematician, he was all Ramanujan

could want. But he was also a formidable and distant figure who de-

manded always, and only, the best from him. "His sense of excellence

was absolute; anything less was not worthwhile," remembered an Oxford

economist, Lionel Charles Robbins, who knew Hardy later. "What Dr.

Johnson said of Burke applied exactly to Hardy: his presence called forth

all one's powers."

J. C. Burkill, a Cambridge undergraduate beginning in 1919 who later

himself became a prominent mathematician, remembers feeling always

intimidated by Hardy—always "below him," as he puts it. Whereas

Littlewood, say, came across as thoroughly human and accessible, chat-

ting away amiably in Hall, Hardy was busy being brilliant. "When he

was conversing," says Burkill, "he felt he had to be on a high plane." The

great Hungarian mathematician George Folya told how Hardy once ex-

pressed disapproval of Polya's failure to pursue a promising mathemat-

ical idea. The two of them, with a third mathematician, were visiting a

zoo. At one point, Polya recalled, a caged bear "sniffed at the lock, hit it

with his paw, then he growled a little, turned around and walked away.

'He is like Polya,' remarked Hardy. 'He has excellent ideas, but does not

carry them out.'
"

You didn't turn to G. H. Hardy for an unjudging shoulder to cry on.

Once, when the mathematician Louis J. Mordell wrote him, complaining

that his papers were getting picked apart by the editors of a mathematical

journal because ofminor stylistic faults, Hardy refused to indulge him. "I

know I have spent over three hours over the journal proofs of a note of

yours," he wrote back, "and have made over thirty corrections on a page.

All 'trivialities'—so trivial that you have never noticed them, or at any

rate commented on them: but a morning's work gone west." The remain-
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der of Hardy's eleven-page letter showed similar irritation. Don't be so easy

on yourself, it said.

Hardy, in short, was a stern taskmaster. His was a personality of

expectations, of high performance. From him, Ramanujan could get en-

couragement and, in those ways in which Hardy could express it,

friendship—but little in the way of pure, uncritical nurturing.

Hardy's reply to Ramanujan's first letter from India showed that same

holding-to-account

—

Prove it—and he never let up once Ramanujan was

in England. At one point, writing to Ramanujan, who was then in the

hospital, about their current work, his eagerness for the mathematical

fray plainly warred with his concern for his friend's health: "If I get out

any more I will write to you again. I wish you were better and back

here—there would be some splendid problems to work at. I don't know

if you feel well enough to think about such difficult things yet." Then, a

postscript: "At present you must do what the doctors say. However you

might be able to think about these things a little: they are very exciting."

As maddeningly equivocal as the letter was, Ramanujan would have been

obtuse indeed to miss its message: The work awaits you.

And so, if any part of Ramanujan wanted to relax, pursue his pet

philosophical notions, investigate the psychic theories of the English

physicist Oliver Lodge that so intrigued him, take the train into London

to visit the zoo, as he did once or twice, or otherwise stray from mathe-

matics, it got scant support from Hardy.

Hardy's urgings, to be sure, found fertile soil in Ramanujan's own

obsessive bent. Later, he would write Hardy that while the hospital in

which he was then a patient was uncomfortably cold,

the bath rooms are nice and warm. I shall go to the bath room with pen

and paper every day for about an hour or so and send you two or three

papers very soon. This thought did not strike me before. Else I would have

written something already. In a week or so I may perhaps have a complaint

against me from the doctor that I am having a bath every day. But I assure

you beforehand that I am not going to bathe but to write something.

Ramanujan, sick and in the hospital, was apologizing to Hardy for having

failed to do more mathematics!

His marriage in 1909 had induced Ramanujan to stitch himself back into

the wider social world. Now, in England, the threads of connection were

once again severed. By early 1917, he was a man on a mission, propelled
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toward his destiny, oblivious to all but mathematics. After three years in

Cambridge, his life was Hardy, the four walls of his room, and work. For

thirty hours at a stretch he'd sometimes work, then sleep for twenty.

Regularity, balance, and rest disappeared from his life.

He was not the first man to sacrifice his health on the altar of math-

ematics. Jacobi gave this retort to a friend who worried that excessive

devotion to his work might make him sick: "Certainly I have sometimes

endangered my health by overwork, but what of it? Only cabbages have

no nerves, no worries. And what do they get out of their perfect wellbe-

ing?" And before Jacobi, there was Newton himself. "Never careful of his

bodily health," E. T. Bell wrote of him, "Newton seems to have forgotten

that he had a body which required food and sleep when he gave himself

up to the composition of his masterpiece. Meals were ignored or forgot-

ten."

In Hardy, Ramanujan had the intellectual companionship he'd long

missed. In Cambridge, with its stately stone chapels and quiet courts and

great libraries, he had before him all the riches of Western civilization.

Yet now he went without much else that had sustained him, perhaps

without his realizing it, in India. He went without family. Without dark,

familiar faces and open, sunny Indian smiles. Without the sound of

friendly Tamil. Now those hidden props to identity and self-esteem, so

easy to take for granted or dismiss, had been pulled out from under him.

Now there was no one even to prepare meals for him. No one, as Janaki

and his mother had done, to place food into his hand as he worked. No
*. u: * i xt_ i r„.. i 1 : :»u _ * uuuc iaj icmiuu mm iu siccp. mu unc iu cuui ins icvcicu uicuu wiui a iouui,

or a sexual embrace. No one to counsel moderation, to urge him, as it

were, to come in out of the rain. Ramanujan was like a balky thorough-

bred with no one to groom or feed it. And by early 1917, there had been

no one since the day he'd stepped aboard the Nevasa three years before.

Intellectually, he had come home. But Ramanujan was more than a

mind; he was a body, a complex of muscle and tissue, hormones and

neurochemicals. And his body had needs that his mind scarcely knew.

A ( :,,„ u „c :„ i onn „ n u__i, „ : j „*. t„ j :„„ „*..j „
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entitled Four Years in an English University, was published in Madras. Its

author was S. Satthianadhan, a professor of logic and moral philosophy

at Presidency College in Madras. Apparently based on Satthianadhan's

experiences as a student at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, the book

purported to tell Indian students what life at Cambridge was really like,
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and what Indians could learn from it. And one point it conveyed with all

the force of fresh revelation was the English emphasis on sports and

recreation.

A Cantab [from the medieval Latin for Cambridge] never fails to take

his two hours' exercise per diem in one way or another. Seldom does one

find a student in his rooms in the afternoon, however passionately fond of

study he may be. One who does so and keeps to his books the whole day

long will be looked upon as an abnormal character and be snubbed by the

other students of the College. Alens sqjio, iu coTpote sqho
}—a sound mind in a

sound body,—is a maxim of universal and practical application. These

young Englishmen, who pay as much attention to their bodily as to their

mental development, are in no way worse ofTas students. These men, who

can walk twelve miles a day or row sixteen, without being tired in the least

are just as hard-working as the German students; and it is these strong,

healthy, muscular young men who turn out Wranglers and First Class

Classics.

If there is one lesson which our students in India must learn from

English students, it is this— to pay as great an attention to their bodily as

to their mental development.

Ramanujan, it need hardly be stated, did not. He had no interest in

sports; if Hardy tried to interest him in cricket it didn't take. He had

always been fat, largely oblivious to his body, almost pathologically sed-

entary. Still, he was not yet Satthianadhan's vision of the typical Indian

student: "A study-worn, consumptive-looking individual, without any

energy, appearing twice as old as he really is, fit rather to be an inmate

of the hospital than a frequenter of the lecture room."

It was as hospital "inmates" that not a few Indian students in England

ultimately found themselves. When the Lytton Committee on Indian

Students went around the country in 1921 and 1922 it heard one Oxford

man observe that the health of Indian students tended to break down

toward the end of their second year, almost as if in obedience to natural

law. A Darwinian streak that ran through much committee testimony

suggested why: in their own country, Indians had adapted to their en-

vironment, in particular the hot sun and spicy food. Now, in England, the

thinking went, they were faced with alien conditions. The less fit failed to

adapt, and so were struck down.

Whatever the scientific validity to such a view, it was true that national
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identities were less blurred in those days, making for more to adapt to;

India was more inviolably India, England more England. There were

not, as there are today, Indian restaurants and food stores littering the

streets of London and Cambridge. As for the climate, there was no air-

conditioning or central heating to moderate its extremes. You either

endured it or got out. That was why well-heeled Englishmen journeyed

to Italy or Spain during the winter; or why, in India during the worst of

the summer heat, they visited hill stations like Simla in the North, or

Ootacamund in the South. Those who could not escape, meanwhile,

faced the full force of the heat, eased only by feeble fans or, midst the

damp and chill of English winters, were left to the mercies of ineffectual

coal fires.

Indians come to study in England, of course, could not escape the alien

and hostile climate and so, it was believed, risked their health. The

director of the University of Edinburgh's Indian Student Hostel told the

committee that the health of Indian students there was generally good,

"except perhaps," he said, "in the case of those coming from the southern

parts of India who suffered rather from the severity of the climate and

were inclined to develop tuberculosis and disease of the chest." The

president of the Royal College of Physicians in Edinburgh commented

that among Indian students tuberculosis was common, it being aggra-

vated by the climate and, in the words of the report, "the fact that the

more religious of the Indian students insisted on keeping to the diet of

their cult—a regime unsuited to the conditions under which they found

themselves."

Ramanujan did indeed keep to the diet of his "cult," and from even his

first days in England, before the war, doing so had posed problems for

him. In a letter to a friend soon after his arrival, he complained about

"the difficulty of getting proper food. Had it not been for the good milk

and fruits here I would have suffered more. Now I have determined to

cook one or two things myselfand have written to my native place to send

some necessary things for it." In other letters, he asked that certain

provisions be sent him or no longer sent him, gave accounts of shipments

gone astray or arriving in poor condition, expressed thanks tor those that

did arrive intact. Monthly, Narayana Iyer sent him powdered rice in

tin-lined boxes. Others sent him spices or pickled fruits and vegetables.

Back in India, Janaki later recalled, Ramanujan would sometimes

abruptly stop eating, or else hurry through it, to pursue a mathematical
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thought; meals were something to be dispensed with. But now, with no

one to cook for him, they had become an awful bother. Preparing from

scratch South Indian meals—assembling the ingredients, soaking and

grinding lentils, cutting vegetables, boiling rice, and so on, all the way

through the final cooking—took time. And time, while working on what to

him were the most seductively challenging problems in the world, he

resented having to give up. So, as Neville's wife, Alice, for one, would

report, Ramanujan sometimes cooked only once a day, or sometimes only

once every other day, and then at weird hours in the early morning.

The simplest "solution," of course, was a species of asceticism. Back in

Madras, he had enjoyed mango, or banana, or jackfruit with his rice and

yogurt. And there was brinjal, prepared that special way his mother did

it, and . . . But the great days of good South Indian meals were gone. He

had written Subramanian in 1915, "I am not in need of anything as I

have gained a perfect control over my taste and can live on mere rice with

a little salt and lemon juice for an indefinite time.
5 '

For a time, certainly, he could. But not indefinitely. Ramanujan's strict

vegetarianism had cost him, in High Table, a social outlet that might

have helped keep him on a more even keel. Now, during wartime, it

risked his health, too.

5. "ALL US BIG STEAMERS"

The streets were dark. The mood was black. The war dragged on.

When Ramanujan became a research student at Trinity College in

1914, he was entered in the same thick Admissions Book as all other

Trinity men. He signed his name on page 8 of a volume begun just the

previous year, then filled in columns running all across the page with his

place of birth, father's name, school, and other such routine information.

But examine that book today, and you find that on the next page after

Ramanujan's, the stately march of densely filled columns comes to a

chilling halt. Suddenly, for the first time, gaps appear in the record, blank

spaces. The name ofJohn de Vere Loder appears, but not his signature.

Isiay Makimmon Campbell's admission is listed; but he never signed

either. Both were young men who, though admitted to Trinity, had taken

their places at the front and never reached Cambridge. The next page is

worse, like a mouthful of teeth half ofwhich are missing, or a bombed city

with every other house reduced to rubble.
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beside many names appears turther information: Charles Jervoise

Dudley Smith, "killed 16 June 1915." Donald Holman, "killed 8 Aug

1918." John Brerton Howard, "died of wounds 6 Sept 1918." For twenty

pages, it goes on like that, white spaces in the Trinity Admissions Book

like white marble headstones of the men who died in Flanders and in

France.

The university stayed open, but it was only a ghost ofwhat it had been.

Trinity was depopulated, its enrollment plummeting from almost six

hundred before the war to forty-seven in October 1916. By that time, as

one young officer training in Cambridge wrote, "the pulse of the Uni-

versity had almost stopped beating; there were very few undergraduates

in residence except boys under military age, Asiatics, and the physically

unfit ('infants, Indians and invalids')." It was true: those taking the

mathematical Tripos in 1916, for example, included names like Tripathi,

Mahindra, Prosad, and Saravanamutti.

The war, entered upon with such patriotic fervor, did not end soon, but

grew grimmer in its ceaseless toll. The early optimism faded. Deadly

static trench warfare replaced sweeping battlefield maneuvers. To gain a

hundred yards of machine-gun-swept mud might cost a thousand lives.

The sad, stupid reality of the conflict, fed by the awful casualty reports,

fell like a pox-ridden blanket across Britain. It must have particularly

galled Hardy that when the First Eastern General Hospital moved from

Nevile's Court in March 1915, it was to a temporary hospital built,

behind King's and Clare Colleges, on a cricket ground. All its eleven

acres ultimately quartered the sick and wounded.

The war touched everything. "Military Field Boots, Made to Order,"

read an advertisement in the Cambridge Magazine. "Best Quality March-

ing Boots Kept in Stock." Food prices rose. Shortages set in. By May
1916, the crisp brown stock gracing the cover of the Gazette of the First

Eastern General Hospital had given way to flimsy blue paper. By Octo-

ber, with the hospital having already treated thirty-three thousand ca-

sualties, the cover was the consistency of toilet paper.

"Never have we had to chronicle so terrible a list of losses as this week's

number [issue] contains," wrote the editors of the Cambridge Magazine in

its issue of October 14, 1916. "Scarcely a day has passed but names

familiar to many still in residence have appeared in the official lists."

Then, college by college, it recorded the toll: Hopgood, Hudson, Johnson,

Keeling, Knight . . .

"It is our pride and sad privilege," said Sir Joseph Larmor two weeks
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later in addressing the London Mathematical Society after two years as

its president, "to recall the names of the cultivators of our science who,

in response to their country's appeal in time of national peril, have al-

reauy laiu uown men lives on nei ucnan. in lj. iy. vvaxcjoiu, ocnuiar ot

Trinity College, Cambridge, not a few of us had recognized a future

leader in geometrical science."

Rarnanujari's tutor, E. W. Barnes, cast a colder, more bitter light on

such losses. In a sermon toward war's end, he declared: "Ofmy pupils at

Cambridge at least one-half, and practically all the best, have been killed

or maimed for life; the work thai I did [teaching mathematics over the

years] has been for the most part wasted."

Sometimes it seemed everybody died. The proprietor of a grocery back

in Hardy's hometown, Robert Collins, died.

So did artillery battery commander W. Graham, who five years before

back in India, had been among those in the Madras administration to

contribute to the debate on Ramanujan's merits.

Later, at Winchester College, a War Cloister honoring Wykehamists

who fell during the war would rise on a site near where Hardy had played

soccer in the 1890s. It was engraved with the names of five hundred of

them.

What Barbara Wootton, writing in In a World I Never Made, best re-

membered was

an endless succession ofmemorial services in college chapels or Cambridge

churches. In a way, what distressed me most . . . was the unashamed

public grief of the fathers of the young men. . . . According to the standards

of our family circle, tears were to be shed only by children. Very occasion-

ally, women perhaps might weep—but grown men never. . . . The sight of

distinguished professors and famous men whom I had been brought up to

regard with awe openly crying in church disturbed me profoundly.

"Things here are sad and sorrowful," Trinity vice-master Henry Jack-

son wrote on January 25, 1917. He was cheered a little, ardent militarist

tk-^ u~ k,, 4a *—™« „r ^i^:u-„„ :„ i\t«,,:i„>„ r* * „nc—

„

issuing commands, men marching in formation. But: "Many friends are

dead. Few are left here. I am anxious about the home people. Gout and

rheumatism punish me. Deafness incapacitates me. And there is always

the war, the war."
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In February 1915, Germany had imposed a submarine blockade of the

British Isles. In October 1916, it was intensified; now ships would be

sunk without warning.

BRITISH SHIPS SUNK
BY SUBMARINES

10,000 TONS LOST

read an unexceptional headline in The Times of London on February 17,

1917. The same edition carried word that ports in America, which had

not yet joined the war, were under virtual blockade. Four million bushels

of export wheat were locked up in silos in Minneapolis because East

Coast ports were clogged with grain that couldn't be loaded.

On the eve of the war, Britain depended on imports to the tune of

two-fifths of her meat, four-fifths of her wheat. Rudyard Kipling had

written:

For the bread thatyou eat and the biscuits you

nibble,

The sweets that you suck and the joints that

you carve,

They are brought to you daily by all us Big

Steamers—
And if any one hinders our coming you'll

starve/

Now many of the Big Steamers weren't getting through. And some En-

glishmen began to starve. There was, it was said, one sure way to tell rich

from poor in England. You had only to look at them; the poor were

shorter, less physically developed, bore the stigmata of undernourish-

ment. Now poor nutrition became more widespread. Bertrand Russell's

second wife Dora, writing in The Tamarisk Tree, recalled how "people

began to feel the effects of the loss of essential fats and other necessities.

When I saw my two clergyman uncles in the latter stages of the war, I

was shocked to see how these rosy, well-covered men had shrunk."

Food was rationed. Prices rose; by 1916, the food bill for a working-

class family had climbed 65 percent compared to before the war. By early

1917, severe shortages had set in. "The usual week-end potato and coal

scenes took place in London yesterday," the Observer noted on April 8th.
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At Wrexham a big farm-wagon laden with potatoes already weighed into

shillingsworths was brought into the square by the agriculturalists who at

once proceeded to sell them to all comers. The wagon was surrounded by

hundreds of clamouring people, chiefly women, who scrambled on to the

vehicle in the eagerness to buy. Several women fainted in the struggle, and

the police were Sent for to restore order.

Even High Table felt the shortages. "We are virtuously obedient to the

controller of food," wrote Jackson on March 26, 1917: "fish and potatoes

but no meat on Tuesdav and Fridav: meat but no Dotatoes the rest of the

week: bread rolls half their old size: portions strangely dwarfed." But if

for Englishmen it was hard getting potatoes and sugar, what of the

specialty foods Ramanujan craved that were hard to come by even in

peacetime? In June 1914, he had written that the easy availability of

"good milk and fruits" had helped ease his food problems. Now, all fruits

and vegetables were difficult to Drocure.

The war had reached Ramanujan.

The food shortages coupled with his irregular eating habits could

hardly have fortified him against any diseases to which isolation, over-

work, and climate may have predisposed him. In his third year in En-

gland, he embodied the distinction some physicians today make between

being well and merely not being sick. He was an illness waiting to hap-

pen.

W. G. Wingfield, medical superintendent of one famous English san-

atorium, would observe that the disease with which he was most fa-

miliar, tuberculosis, was brought on, or aggravated, by faulty modes of

life, which he defined as "overwork, overplay, overworry, undernour-

ishment, lack of necessary sunshine and fresh air, or chronic intemper-

ance in any form."

Except, perhaps, for "overplay," Ramanujan was guilty of all of them.

6. THE DANISH PHENOMENON

u^fK a. u;„ i;r~ -,a^,.^wJ u ,.,„r. „ — » . ^iiuiii uuiiug mo mi^ auu ai i<„ i vvaiu, n vveio a. maiici wi suinc u i y .3 cc i y Juoi

what laid Ramanujan low. But something, in the spring of 1917, did. In

May, Hardy wrote the University of Madras with news that Ramanujan

was sick—afflicted with, it was thought, some incurable disease.

Was this the time to send him back to India? The idea was broached.

But many Indian physicians were on war duty; getting him adequate
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meaicai care, it was tnougnt, mignt De impossiDie. i nen, too, ne mignt

never reach Indian soil; the U-boats made ocean travel perilous. The

future Dora Russell in August 1917 accompanied her father, a high Ad-

miralty official, to New York. "My father had an able personal assis-

tant," she wrote, "but in view of the submarine menace he felt that he

could not press her to accompany him." So he asked Dora instead. "We
travelled in convoy and were never allowed to be one moment without

our lifebelts beside us." The war had denied Ramanujan access to math-

ematicians with whom he had been brought to England to work. It had

undermined his nutrition, perhaps priming him for disease. Now, sick, it

helped keep him in England.

It was an anxious time. He was admitted to a "nursing home"

—

actually a small private hospital catering to Trinity patients—on

Thompson's Lane, overlooking the Gam across from Magdalene College,

and within a stone's throw of the Neville house. He was very ill. The
u __i i *i * rTJ-^.. r_„ i_~t„ :_jjiugnuMs was su jjuui mat naiuy asAcu mc masici ui j. unity iui Jicip m

getting word to Ramachandra Rao in India by special dispatch. Later,

when Ramanujan seemed a little better, he asked Subramanian to con-

tact Ramachandra Rao and allay any fears the earlier report had raised.

By that time, Ramanujan was out of the hospital, perhaps back in

Bishop's Hostel. There is some evidence that Hardy himself nursed him

for a while. But whoever did, it couldn't have been easy. Because Hardy's

letter to Subramanian already bore the stamp of what was to complicate

all efforts to restore Ramanujan's health: "It is very difficult to get him to

—„ ^ri,:^^ir» u..
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was a terrible patient.

Not that this was anything new. Back about 1910, when Ramanujan

got sick while living in Madras, his friend Radhakrishna Iyer put him up

for a while. "As a patient," he recalled later, "Ramanujan was not ex-

emplary; he was obstinate and would not drink hot water and insisted on

eating grapes which were sour and bad for him." Radhakrishna called in

a doctor who examined him and, mercifully, ordered that Ramanujan be

sent back to his parents in Kumbakonam.
r\ S\ t /'Inn nra/4 i « Ca^iin i. rC n 't 1 1 tVi rs-\ i nrVi Vii c r>r* xinO -»
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plague on his caregivers. "A difficult patient always inclined to revolt

against medical treatment," is the way two of his Indian biographers

would describe him. "Difficult to manage," is what Hardy had to say.

"Whenever he started with a doctor he was full of confidence, faith and

hope," says Bela Bollobas, a Trinity College mathematician who was a
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life. "[But] when he realized the doctor couldn't help him, he went to the

other extreme and he saw that this doctor was no good at all. 'I fell into

his trap how how can I get away from him?'
"

Ramanujan was picky about his food, wouldn't do what he was told,

forever complained about his aches and pains. Self-willed as ever, he had

Ramanujan in their nursing homes," it would be said of him, "and fewer

still who would bother with humoring Ramanujan's palate."

Ramanujan's pigheadedness, along with the uncertainty surrounding

his diagnosis, led him to see at least eight doctors and enter at least five

English hospitals and sanatoriums over the next two years. Probably

around October, he became a patient at the Mendip Hills Sanatorium at

Hill Grove, near the city of Wells, in Somerset. There he came under the

care of Dr. Chowry-Muthu, an Indian doctor who, as it happens, had

accompanied Ramanujan on the Nsvdsa three years before. Dr. Muthu

was a tuberculosis specialist.

The earliest diagnosis of Ramanujan's ailment was a gastric ulcer, sup-

port for which waxed and waned all through his treatment; at one time,

exploratory surgery was considered.

One doctor held that Ramanujan's hydrocele operation back in India

had, in fact, been to remove a malignant growth, and that the cancer was

now spreading; but since Ramanujan's condition didn't deteriorate, most

doctors dismissed the idea.

Blood poisoning was another possibility; an idea heard later was that,

perhaps overly impressed with their presumed sterility, Ramanujan

would eat canned vegetables whose labels gave assurance of their purely

vegetarian origin. Bypassing proper pots and pans, the theory went,

Ramanujan would cook them right in the cans, over the gas flame in his

room, perhaps contracting lead poisoning from the soldered lids.

It was tuberculosis, though, for which Ramanujan was treated at Men-

dip Hills and for which he would most consistently be treated in the

mmincr vparc anrl fnH^rrn Jnei c rnncnmnhnn r\h tti i c i c tY\f* \\>Vi l tf*
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Plague—which remains the most likely candidate today.

TB accounted for as many as one in three deaths in European cities

during the midnineteenth century and, by the early twentieth, after half

a century of decline, still caused one in eight deaths in Britain. In 1882,

Robert Koch showed that the disease stemmed from infection by a par-
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ticular microorganism , the slow-reproducing bacillus Atycobactsrium tuber-

culosis. The bacillus could infiltrate most any bodily tissue, causing

lesions, little granulous pockets, in the spine, the eyes, the bones, the

lrirlnpi/c nr thp lumnli nnrlpc Kut" mnct tvni ralK/ in trip limorc PVvpr n i rrh f
* w
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sweats that left the patient drenched by morning, cough, difficulty breath-

ing, spitting of blood, and weight loss were typical symptoms—but not

invariant" nnpc Tliaornncic lAiac alwai/c trirlfi/ OfYpn thp rliepa«:p frillnwprl
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a peculiar course. Sometimes it took an abrupt, violent turn; this was the

feared "galloping consumption." Often it lay low for years, only to recur.

Snmphmpc cpptyi i n <tK/ aHuanrpH racpc rprnvprprl ennnlaripniKlv~ „ ~ -r - J.

To get tuberculosis you must, in the first place, be infected with the

tubercle bacillus. But many people, probably most, in India as well as in

England, got infected, yet never came down sick; their immune systems

successfully warded off the attack. Heredity clearly played a role in who

got sick. But so, too, almost certainly, did what today might be called

"lifpcfvlp" farfnrs Wriilp rntupntns nn fhpir inflnpnrp pIhHp<5 flip rpeparrh
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community, the evidence gives strong credence to Dr. Wingfield's im-

pression that "overwork, overplay, overworry, undernourishment [and]

lack of necessary sunshine and fresh air" help transform otherwise failed

bacterial attacks into successful ones.

For one thing, a formidable body of research now points to close ties

between the nervous system and the immune system, and between stress

and illness. The spouses of breast cancer victims, aching with worry and

despair, come down sick more than controls. Neurotransmitter receptors

occupy sites on cells of the immune system, making for a natural com-

munications link between the two systems. Stress—overwork? worry?

loneliness?—the evidence powerfully suggests, can weaken the immune

system and offer a ripe field for disease. One study found that Filipino

sailors serving in the American navy—typically away from home for

years at a time, and for much longer than other sailors—were more

TB-prone than other sailors. Researchers concluded that "emotional

stress associated with separation from family and friends"—simple

loneliness—may well have contributed.

Could Ramanujan's vegetarianism, made harder to nutritionally main-

tain by chaotic eating habits and food shortages, have set him up for the

disease? Here, again, evidence is suggestive, with the Danish phenome-

non giving the notion a powerful boost.

In 1908, Dr. H. Timbrell Bulstrode submitted his Report on Sanatoriafor

Consumption and Certain Other Aspects of the Tuberculosis Question to Parlia-
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ment. In it. he included a chart showiner a comfortinerlv steadv decline in

the tuberculosis death rate in England and Wales, from close to 300

deaths for every 100,000 population around 1850 to 120 by 1904. Similar

declines were being recorded during this period in Switzerland and Ger-

many, in Denmark and the United States.

Then came the Great War.

With it came a wild spasmodic leap in the death rate. In Prussia,

tuberculosis deaths shot up from about 150 per hundred thousand to 250.

The same in Belgium, Italy, and the other belligerent countries. England

recorded a less dramatic, if equally unambiguous jump, 17 percent be-

tween 1913 and 1917—erasing, in two years, twenty years of steady

decline.

But why did Denmark also show a precipitous 30 percent rise? Denmark

was neutral, untouched by war or civil strife. Moreover, why did the

Danish figures resume their downward course beginning in 1917, two

years before the other countries?

As it happens, Denmark shipped large quantities of meat and dairy

products to England and other belligerents during the first two years of

the war. Prices rose dramatically at home, but wages failed to keep pace.

Danish per capita consumption plummeted. But with the resumption of

unrestricted submarine warfare around 1917, Danish food piled up in

Denmark. Consumption on the home front rose—and with it, apparently,

TB resistance. "There is ample evidence, accepted by virtually all au-

thorities," wrote the English physician R. Y. Keers in explaining the

war's impact on tuberculosis deaths, "that the main factor in the pro-

duction of this increased mortality was malnutrition—a view supported

by the figures from Denmark."

What was the crucial missing nutrient that meat or dairy products

supplied? Quite possibly vitamin D—a deficiency of which may have left

Ramanujan, among thousands of others, more vulnerable to the tubercle

bacillus.

It was not until 1920 that vitamin D's role in the prevention of rickets,

a bone disease, was discovered. Much recent research, however, links it

also to the immune system. And in what has been called a piece of

"admirable epidemiological detective work," Welsh physician P. D. O.

Davies in 1985 showed how vitamin D deficiency could explain, through

its immune system effects, the much higher TB rate among immigrants to

Britain from the Indian subcontinent.

Davies noted that the disease was thirty times higher in this group than
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among native Britons) that studies showed more than a third ofthem had

vitamin D deficiency; that vitamin D clearly played a role in marshaling

monocytes and macrophages—key immune system players. "A Possible

I inL- RpM*rppr« Vitamin T) Flpfiriprmv anrl TmnairpH Hfi(t Flpfpnrp tn A/fv-"-^w" ~-~»t.^v" » - ^ ~ " '— 1 ~ -~ - s
cobacterium Tuberculosis" Davies titled his paper in Tubercle, the British

tuberculosis journal. "Can this complex [biochemical] pathway really

explain the incidence of tuberculosis in dark-skinned immigrants to the

United Kingdom and the cure of skin tuberculosis by vitamin D treat-

ment?" asked another medical researcher, Graham A. W. Rook, in eval-
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Prime sources of vitamin D include egg yolks, organ meats, and fatty

fishes. Indeed, cod liver oil was used as early as the eighteenth century to

treat tuberculosis. With the possible exception of egg—the evidence here

is contradictory—Ramanujan ate none of them.

Another source of vitamin D today is milk specifically fortified with it.

But fortified milk wasn't available in Ramanujan's day.

There is another prime source of vitamin D, one that explains why

Indians back in India, for example, unlike those in Britain, have normal

levels of the vitamin: the sun. The sun gives off not just visible light but

ultraviolet radiation, and ultraviolet rays activate cholesterol in the skin

to make vitamin D.

Ramanujan got little sun. In Cambridge, high up near the Arctic

Circle, there wasn't much to begin with. And the English cloud cover

blocked most of the rest. Then, too, Ramanujan didn't leave his rooms
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sunny window would have done no good: ordinary window glass absorbs

the ultraviolet rays that make vitamin D.

In the fifth edition of his classic Principles and Practice of Medicine, pub-

lished in 1902, the great physician William Osier, referring to the sheer

capriciousness with which infection by the tubercle bacillus ended in

disease, observed:

There are tissue-soils in which the bacilli are, in all probability, kilted at

once

—

the seed hasfallen by the way-side. There are others in which a lodgment

is gained and more or less damage done, but finally the day is with the

conservative protecting force

—

the seed hasfallen upon stony ground. There are

tissue-soils in which the bacilli grow luxuriantly; caseation and softening,

not limitation and sclerosis prevail and the day is with the invader

—

the seed

has fallen upon good ground.
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Both the common medics! wisdom of his own day and scientific evi-

dence from our own suggest that Ramanujan, during his first three years

in England, had become fertile ground indeed for the growth of M.

tuberculosis

.

In the years between 1899 and 1913, Mendip Hills Sanatorium claimed

hundreds of "cures." And five other sanatoriums within a twenty-mile

radius apparently also found the country just across Bristol Channel and

the Severn River from Wales conducive to recovery. Still, geography and

cure rate notwithstanding, something didn't take for Ramanujan at Men-

dip Hills; he was there but briefly, and soon, in about November, he was

transferred to Matlock House Sanatorium in Derbyshire. There, off and

on for the best part of a year, he was treated by at least three doctors and

ran up bills of at least £240, the equivalent today of perhaps $20,000.

Early in his stay, he wrote Hardy:

I have been here a month and I have not been allowed fire even for a single

day. I have been shivering from cold many a time and have not been to

take my meals sometimes. In the beginning I was told that I could not

possibly have any except the welcome fire I had for an hour or two when

I entered this place. After a fortnight of stay they told me that they received

a letter from you about one and promised me fire on those days in which

I do some serious mathematical work. That day hasn't come yet and I am

left in this dreadfully cold open room.

The Matlock staff wasn't being flinty eyed or cruel in denying R_a-

manujan the warmth of a fire; it was just that cold open rooms like the

one Ramanujan endured were, during this period, the most accepted

treatment for tuberculosis.

Physicians facing TB today take their pick from a variety of drug

regimens to suit considerations of cost and possible side effects. In de-

veloped countries at least, the disease has been largely wiped out. But it

wasn't until the 1950s that the first effective drug, streptomycin, came

along. Until then, tuberculosis remained the great White Plague, resis-

tant to all that medical science could throw at it. Koch, discoverer of the

bacillus, had trumpeted a vaccine—which didn't work. There was sur-

gery, involving the opening, treatment, and draining of tubercle ab-

scesses. There was the artificial pneumothorax vogue, in which the

tuberculous lung was collapsed, by injecting it with a gas, and allowed to

"rest," presumably leading to healing; one of Ramanujan's doctors, the
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ton Hospital, would a few years later be among those to remark on this

treatment's rise to popularity. Gold salt injection had its proponents. So

did patent medicines like "Tuberculozyne," taken with milk three times

a day, and "Crimson Gross Fever and Influenza Powder for the Cure of

Consumption."

But most widely accepted of all during Ramanujan's time was the

open-air treatment pioneered in the late nineteenth century, and calling

for bed rest, typically in open lodges exposed to the fresh air, lots of food,

and measured amounts of light exercise.

"Open-air treatment for tuberculosis had preceded the bacteriological

revolution in origin and was little influenced by it," Linda Bryder has

observed in Below the Magic Mountain, her study of tuberculosis treatment

in England. Tuberculosis was bred in urban slums? The great outdoors

were linked to health? Then open air, far out in the countryside, was what
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treatment rationale.

Launched in Germany, the open-air strategy heavily influenced British

practice, especially in the years around the turn of the century. Indeed,

one of the most influential of the early German sanatoriums, at Nordrach,

in the Black Forest, lent the weight of its name to one of those near

Mendip Hills. It was known as Nordrach-upon-Mendip. There was a

Nordrach-on-Dee, too.

It was no longer possible, Bulstrode observed in his 1908 report, to

meaningfully distinguish sanatoriums from ordinary hospitals, "seeing

that practically all hospitals for consumption have now made some at-

tempt towards carrying out the 'open air' treatment." And by 1913, there

were at least fifty-two British sanatoriums embracing it. Mendip Hills

was one of them. So was Matlock, though as a more recent convert; it had

earlier served as a hydropathic establishment specializing in heat

therapy.

By Ramanujan's time, being left to the mercies of the cold was the

treatment of choice. "Wide-open windows and cure on outside balconies

were the order, bleak and cold as the night or day might be," R.ene and

Jean Dubos wrote in The White Plague. "The art of wrapping oneself in

blankets became an essential part of the cure, almost a ritual." Architects

competed to find new ways of bringing fresh, cold air to patients. Some

sanatoriums had open-air chapels. More typically, patients lay on beds

lined up in long, wide open corridors; Liegehallen, the Germans called
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them. Sometimes, sanatoriums were wholly unheated. Even children

were not exempt; one school for consumptive children in Northumber-

land recorded a temperature of thirty degrees Fahrenheit in November

1915. At another sanatorium, just after the war, a girl described what

amounted to a hut on top of a hill in which her consumptive sister stayed.

"There was no door, no glass in the windows; the window and the rain

blowed [sic] through."

In misery at Matlock, Ramanujan was not alone.

But there were other reasons why Ramanujan was—and had been, and

would be—unhappy during the period of his care.

In September 1917, Hardy had written Subramanian of Ramanujan's

seemingly improved prospects. In his letter, he'd noted that "it was only

a few months ago—when he was for a time in a Nursing Hospital here

—

that we discovered that he was not writing to his people nor, apparently,

hearing from them. He was very reserved about it, and it appeared to us

that there must have been some quarrel."

There is a certain shock of revelation here, a sense almost of having

been caught napping. We discovered . . . apparently . . . it appeared . . . some

quarrel. The vagueness is distinctly un-Hardylike. And in the way Hardy

attributes his ignorance to Ramanujan's reserve, there is even a trace of

defensiveness.

A little later, another hint: writing Hardy from Matlock, Ramanujan

seems to be acquainting him for the first time with some of the most

rudimentary facts of his personal life:

It is true that I promised my mother that I was going home at the end of

2 years; I wrote them several letters VA years ago that I was coming over

there for the long vacation; but I had many letters of protest from my

mother to the effect that I ought not to come to India till I took my M.A.

degree. So I gave up the idea of going there.

It is not true that I am getting letters from my wife or brother-in-law or

anybody. 1 had only a few formal letters from my wife just explaining to me

why she had to leave my home. . . .

The initial S. in my name stands for Srinivasa which is my fathers name.

I haven't got a surname, really speaking.

Ramanujan had not returned home in 1916 because his mother had

implored him not to? His wife was not writing him? She had left his

family's home? And Ramanujan had no real first name?
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There was, indeed, trouble back home; "quarrel" was scarcely the

word for it. And it had reached across the waters to upset Ramanujan in

England. Making matters worse. Hardv had known nothinar of it. and so

could hardly have done much to ease his distress.

Sometime in early 1917 something had gone badly wrong with Ra-

manuian's bodv: he had come down sick. But bv the end of the vear, it

was not only his body that was troubled, but his mind. By then, certainly,

he was not a happy man. Happy men do not try to kill themselves.

7. TROUBLE BACK HOME

Ramanujan got no letters from Janaki not because she didn't write them

but because his mother intercepted them.

One time, with a package destined for Ramanujan prepared for pickup

and her mother-in-law out of the house, Janaki slipped into it a brief note.

But Komalatammal returned early, spied the note, opened it, read it,

dismissed it as childish or silly or stupid, and refused to send it. Janaki

was upset. But what could she say? Or do? She was a girl of seventeen,

and her mother-in-law was, well . . . her mother-in-law. So she said

nothing, consoling herself that that was just how things were.

That was just how things were in the Indian extended family. Mother-

in-law and wife troubles were a given in many Indian households, per-

haps most. They were the stuff of jokes

—

and, as usual, the butt of

moralistic opprobrium from Western observers, whose sensibilities were

offended by so much of what they saw in India. T he institution of child-

brides, wrote Herbert Compton in 1904, was abomination enough, but

the girl's customary fate in her new home was, if anything, even worse.

It is pitiable for the child-wife, torn from a home that contained all she

knew of happiness, to be obliged to submit herself to the temper, caprice,

and often tyranny of her husband, but when to this is added the despotism

and cruelty of several elderly women, who often avail themselves of her

helplessness, and if she fails to find favour in her husband's eyes, almost

invariably take their cue of unkind conduct from him, her lot may be better

imagined than described. She has absolutely no place to go to for comfort

and sympathy if it is not to be found in her new home. There is no escape,

and no matter what her sufferings, her parents' home is closed to her. An

appeal to them meets with a rigid command to submit herself to her

husband.
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Indian culture against such criticism. "The tyrannical mother-in-law," it

argued, "is not the rule in Hindu society; and even she is not so black as

she is painted. Nor is she so persistent and unchanging in her cruelty to

the girl-wife." In its very defensiveness, of course, the editorial spoke

some kernel of truth.

An Indian marriage was a mating—or a clash—of families. The wife,

a newcomer to her husband's family, was apt to be deemed an interloper,

a threat to the household sway long held by her mother-in-law. Besides,

she was just a child. Her mother-in-law, who had undergone the same

trials when she was a bride, was there to shape her, just as the hard-bitten

drill sergeant does new Marines. But here "boot camp," as it were,

extended over years—until the wife bore her own children and then, in

the course of time, became a mother-in-law herself. Only then might she

take a dominant place in the household. In the meantime, her husband

normally acted toward her, at least publicly, with a species of indiffer-

ence. The wife's lot was to defer, unquestioningly, to her mother-in-law

and the other older women of the house. In some homes, she would not

even hand something to her husband without giving it to her mother-in-

law first, who in turn would pass it to him.

Plainly there were seeds of domestic tension in such a situation. And in

the case of Ramanujan's family, they grew in more than usually fertile

soil. For one thing, Komalatammal's identification with her son—his

birth long sought and the object of fervent prayers—was particularly

strong. And while young Indian men were often more attached to mother

than to wife, Ramanujan was more than usually so; he looked like her,

thought like her, shared the ardency of her temperament. Then, too,

Komalatammal, close to fifty by now, was a formidable figure of a

woman, by one account "insanely jealous" of her son, while Janaki was

a meek and callow teenager.

Seven decades later, Janaki, eighty-eight years old, was a stooped old

woman, living in Triplicane, Madras, with her forty-five-year-old

adopted son, Narayanan, his wife and three children. Their modest house

stood behind a low wall with an iron fence, a few feet back from a busy

street accented by coconut palms heavy with fruit. Inside, wrapped in a

burgundy sari, Janaki sat on a bare wood bench against a wall, where she

had only to look up to see a bronze bust of her late husband, garlanded

with flowers, the gift of his admirers from around the world. Her skin was

glossy, stretched over bones barren of fat. Hunched and frail, she got
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tioned as a walker. Nearly deaf, she could hear Narayanan only when he

shouted through a rolled-up magazine into her ear. As she replied, in

loud staccato bursts, to questions asked her, her face would sometimes

grow contorted with the effort of simply listening and speaking. At other

times, it would break out into a broad, captivating smile.

According to some who knew her, Janaki was more confident and

assertive now than in years past. And yet, such was a daughter-in-law's

place as she had been brought up to accept it that even now, nearing

ninety and known to be bitter about her treatment at Komalatammai's

hands, she took pains to show respect for her long-dead mother-in-law.

Through Narayanan, she expressed gratitude to her for the opportunity

to marry Ramanujan. And she asked that certain difficulties in their

relationship be couched in properly respectful circumlocutions; that it be

said, for example, that they were simply "not able to see eye to eye"; and

that she fled the household at one point merely because she "wanted to

change the atmosphere."

Those close to Janaki, however, suggested some of the basis for her

resentment. While Ramanujan remained in India, Komalatammal ap-

parently kept them from sleeping together as husband and wife. Once he

had left for England, Janaki was given only the coarsest material for saris.

She got no money of her own, but depended on her mother-in-law for the

merest trifle. She was made to trek across town to the banks of the

Gauvery for water with never a word of thanks. She was the butt of her

mother-in-law's abusive language. Finally
5
of course, her letters to Ra-

manujan were intercepted, as his were to her. At one point, apparently,

Ramanujan wrote his mother asking that she have Janaki join him in

England. His mother, not telling Janaki, wrote back that it was out of the

question.

Komalatammai's side of the conflict does not come down to us, except

that, by some accounts, she blamed Janaki, on the basis of her horoscope,

for Ramanujan's ill health; had he married someone else, she was certain,

he would not have gotten sick. It may be, however, that she bore toward

Tanaki no SDecial animositv at all. but merelv wrote her off as the child

she still was. Almost forty years her senior and used to having her way

around the house

—

and with Ramanujan—she could scarcely be expected

to give Janaki much voice or autonomy until she grew up. It demands

little imagination, then, to see her dismissing with scarcely a wave of her

hand Janaki's pleas and protestations.
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Whatever the precise family dynamics, it was a scene rife with hard

feelings and harsh words. Things were so bad that, at one point, even

Ramanujan's half-blind father, who had at first opposed the marriage of

Janaki to his son and scarcely ever figures in accounts of family life, stood

up for her against his wife.

Finally, Janaki found an excuse to get away. Her only brother, Srini-

vasa Iyengar, then working in Karachi, in what is now Pakistan, was

getting married. The wedding would be back in her hometown of Ra-

jendram, where she and Ramanujan had been wed. Obviously she would

have to go. Through mutual friends in Kumbakonam, her parents had

known something was amiss, and it may have been their idea to use the

wedding as pretext to get Janaki out of KomalatammaFs clutches.

A little later, Janaki, now at her brother's house in Karachi, wrote

Ramanujan, and this time the letter got through. Could he send her some

money for a new sari and for a wedding gift for her brother? Dutifully,

R.amanujan sent the money. But by now bitter at the long silence from his

wife and knowing only what he heard from his mother, he let no warmth

or feeling slip into his reply.

The trouble at home had overflowed its banks, distorting Ramanujan's

relationship with his whole family. His letters home first dropped off,

then stopped altogether. In 1914, Ramanujan had written home three or

four times a month. By 1916, sometimes two or three months passed

before he wrote. During 1917, the family heard from him not at all.

For a long time, perhaps shamed at feeling abandoned by his own

family, Ramanujan kept silent about it. But finally, while in the Gam-

bridge nursing home, he could hold it in no longer. He told Hardy. And
he told his friend Chatterji. Visiting him one day, Chatterji found him

looking unhappy. "What's the matter?" he asked.

"Oh, my house has not written to me," Ramanujan replied, using a

common South Indian idiom for "my wife."

"Well," joked Chatterji, though familiar with the idiom, "houses don't

write."

The "quarrel" disturbed Ramanujan's equanimity, made for a tangled

snag in his emotional lifeline back to India. That was bad enough. But

that Hardy knew so little of his personal side at this late date, three and

a half years after he came to England, testified to something more—and,

perhaps, worse. Presumably, Hardy was his best friend in England. At

least before he got sick, the two had seen each other almost every day.
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the strain of his adjustment to England, and of the winds of loneliness

that sometimes blew through him—Hardy had, at least until recently,
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Why, if they were bosom friends, hadn't Ramanujan been able to tell

him long before?
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India. He was cut off from the English. And, by a chasm of personality,

culture, and circumstances, he was cut off from Hardy as well.

8. THE NELSON MONUMENT

For one thing, as keen an interest as Hardy took in Ramanujan, he had

other things on his mind. He was an international mathematical figure.

He was involved in many areas of mathematics other than those Ra-
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four were collaborations with Ramanujan, though others were influenced

by their joint work. Hardy was active in. the London Mathematical So-

ciety, attended its meetings, served as officer, sometimes took on seem-

ingly petty "journalistic" chores for it; in January 1917, for example, he

undertook to draft a leaflet advising authors on the writing of their pa-

pers. In the Cambridge Philosophical Society, too, he was active. In

1917, he campaigned for splitting the society's Proceedings into two sepa-

rate journals, thereby presumably upgrading the pure mathematics one

Hardy was deeply involved in the world outside mathematics, too, in

particular against the war. When Tresilian Nicholas, a young Fellow of

Trinity briefly back from war service, showed up in Cambridge in 1915,

he found himself seated next to Hardy in Hall. Surprised Nicholas knew

nothing of some recent college business, Hardy asked him, "Whatever

have you been doing?" "When I said I had been on war service in the

Mediterranean," Nicholas recalled, "he gave me a look of extreme dis-

approval and talked to his other neighbor for the rest of the dinner."

From its onset the war had divided Cambridge Cj E. IVloore philo™

sophical guru of the Apostles and Hardy's "father" from fifteen years

before, agonized over his stance on it. And Hardy, as Paul Levy writes in

his biography of Moore, "soon became one of the people whose opinions

on the war most interested [him]." For two years Hardy's views ap-
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wrote on September 25, 1914, "thinks we ought to make peace as soon as

France and Belgium are safe." (They never were.)
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The leading mathematical philosopher of his day, Russell had already

become the impassioned antiwar campaigner he would remain on into
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fellows who now, with the junior fellows at the front or otherwise involved

in the war, ran Trinity. In April 1916, a schoolteacher named Everett, a
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called up for service in the noncombatant corps; he refused, was court-

martialed, and sentenced to two years hard labor. Russell, active in the

Non-Conscription Fellowship, came to his defense in a leaflet, and went

on record as its author. He was convicted for making statements preju-

dicial to recruitment and discipline, and stiffly fined.
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"Trinity in Disgrace," ran a headline in the Cambridge Magazine lament-

ing the college's action. Hardy, who later chronicled the affair in Bertrand

Russell and Trinity, was among those fellows—Littlewood, Barnes, and

Neville were others—who protested the action. (Hardy's "little book,"

one review said of it, "is a reminder of a way of life where the participants

did their best to hurt each other by day and dined together by night.")

When, on May 5, 1917, Cambridge Magazine carried a small ad for the

Cambridge Branch of the Union of Democratic Control—billed as "an
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policy and the settlement after the War"—readers were informed they

might seek "further information from G. H. Hardy, Trinity College."

Earlier, Hardy had helped keep at least one mathematician out of the war

by building a case for the importance of his work to the national interest.

And later, in 1918, he would protest the firing, because of his antiwar

views, of an otherwise competent university librarian. "It is not, so far as

I know, that Dingwall has done anything," Hardy would write. "It is

purely and simply that he holds views which are held to be obnoxious . . .

Russell's case (bitterly as I resent the Council's action) was quite differ-

ent: he had done things, right or wrong, but at any rate perfectly tangible

and definite."

Hardy, in short, was busy, busy with matters that siphoned off time and

energy from his relationship with Ramanujan. As closely as the two men
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than Hardy was of Ramanujan's.
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stood in the way of real intimacy between the two men.

Some years later, the English mathematician Alan Turing would com-
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was spending the year at Princeton, and Turing found him "very stand-

offish or possibly shy. I met him in Maurice Pryce's rooms the day I
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as Turing's biographer, Andrew Hodges, observes, "although 'friendly,'

the relationship was not one that overcame a generation and multiple

layers of reserve"—this though Hardy "saw the world through such very

similar eyes."

Hardy and Ramanujan, who saw the world through such very dissim-
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Whatever its psychosexual roots, Hardy had lowered about himself a

lovely, lacy veil of personal defenses that was even more formidable than

that of the ordinary Englishman's. An Indian admirer of Hardy would

remark on his "parental solicitude" toward Ramanujan. It was an apt

choice of words; their relationship was marked by distance, not com-

radely intimacy. Ten years older than he, Hardy remained always the

parent, a kind and obliging parent, perhaps, but forbidding, demanding,

and remote, too.

If you stand in the middle of London's Trafalgar Scjuare, which com-

memorates Admiral Nelson's defeat of the French in 1805, at the base of

the Nelson Column you'll see, up close, sculpted depictions of his various

naval campaigns. But as you lift your gaze to the top of the great 167-

foot-tall fluted column, Nelson himself is just a cloaked figure in a three-

cornered admiral's cap, too high to make out even the bare outline of his

features. One day, offered the hypothetical choice between being com-

memorated by such a statue, glorious but distant, and a lower, more

approachable one, Hardy would choose the former. He preferred the safety
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The ultimate barrier to their relationship, of course, was, as Hardy

would write, that "Ramanujan was an Indian, and I suppose that it is

always a little difficult for an Englishman and an Indian to understand

one another properly." It was Kipling's verse all over again: "East is East
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and West is West and never the twain snail meet." For the English, India

was impenetrable, scarcely possible to understand. But ensuring that the

cultural gap blocked a closer friendship between them was that Hardy

scarcely tried to bridge it.

Hardy, G. P. Snow once said of him, "would have been the first to

disclaim that he possessed deep insight into any particular human be-

ing." The untidy contours of human personality were not his home turf.

Yes, he might ask Ramanujan about his knowledge of art or philosophy

—

the European kinds of things that one might brilliantly discuss with

advantage at High Table. And he knew something of Ramanujan's tastes

in literature and politics. But he talked to him scarcely at all about his

family, or South India, or the caste system, or the Hindu gods. He didn't

probe, he didn't pry. "I rely, for the facts of Ramanujan's life, on Seshu

Iyer and Ramachandra Rao," Hardy began an account of him later

—

not

facts he'd gleaned from Ramanujan himself

Even so safely neutral a matter as Ramanujan's mathematical influ-

ences in India never profited from Hardy's questioning. "Here I must

admit that I am to blame," Hardy would write, "since there is a good

deal which we should like to know now and which I could have discov-

ered quite easily. I saw Ramanujan almost every day, and could have

cleared up most of the obscurity by a little cross-examination." But he

never did, never stepped past the mathematics of the moment, "hardly

asked him a single question of this kind. ...

I am sorry about this now, but it does not really matter very much, and it

was entirely natural. [Ramanujan] was a mathematician anxious to get on

with the job. And after all I too was a mathematician, and a mathematician

meeting Ramanujan had more interesting things to think about than his-

torical research. It seemed ridiculous to worry about how he had found this

or that known theorem, when he was showing me half a dozen new ones

almost every day.

Mathematics, then, was the common ground of their relationship

—

perhaps the only one other than their mutual pleasure in having found

one another. Like many an Englishman, Hardy hid behind his reserve,

disdaining any too-presumptuous an intrusion into Ramanujan's

private life. He was not ideally suited to draw out a lonely Indian, to

ease his adjustment to an alien culture, to shelter him from the English

chill.
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9. RAMANUJAN, MATHEMATICS, AND GOD

Exemplifying the distance between the two men was Hardy's refusal to

v*e\v Ramanujan in matters of religious belief, as any different from the

usual run of atheists, agnostics, and skeptics he knew among Cambridge

intellectuals; or indeed, to see his mind as flavored by the East at all.

In the 1930s, E. T. Bell would remark that Ramanujan had broken the

rules by which mathematicians evaluate their own. "When a truly great

[algorist, or formalist] like the Hindu Ramanujan arrives unexpectedly

out of nowhere, even expert analysts hail him as a gift from Heaven," he

wrote, crediting him with "all but supernatural insight" into hidden

connections between seemingly unrelated formulas.

Supernatural insight.

A giftfrom Heaven.

It is uncanny how often otherwise dogged rationalists have, over the

years, turned to the language of the shaman and the priest to convey

something of Ramanujan's gifts. Hardy was the first Western mathema-

tician to thoroughly examine Ramanujan's notebooks, but over the next

seventy-five years many others would, too. And repeatedly they have

been reduced to inchoate expressions ofwonder and awe in the face of his

powers, have stumbled about, groping for words, in trying to convey the

mystery of Ramanujan.

"We have no idea how he did the marvelous things he did, what led

him to them, or anything else," says mathematician Richard Askey, a

Ramanujan scholar at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. Says

Bruce Berndt, after years of working through Ramanujan's notebooks: "I

still don't understand it all. I may be able to prove it, but I don't know

where it comes from and where it fits into the rest of mathematics." He

adds at another point, "The enigma of Ramanujan's creative process is

still covered by a curtain that has barely been drawn."

Something of this same enigmatic flavor makes its way into Little-

wood's account of Ramanujan's work with partitions. Attempting to trace

the progress of Ramanujan's thinking, he ultimately throws up his hands,

frustrated and perplexed:

There is, indeed, a touch of real mystery [here]. If only we knew [the result

in advance], we might be forced, by slow stages, to the correct form of

But why was Ramanujan so certain there was one? Theoretical insight, to be

the explanation, had to be of an order hardly to be credited. Yet it is hard
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to see what numericai instances could have been available to suggest so

strong a result. And unless the form of^ was known already, no numerical

evidence could suggest anything of the kind—there seems no escape, at

least, from the conclusion that the discovery of the correct form was a singie

stroke of insight.

Ramanuian. in the laneruaere of the Polish emigre mathematician Mark

Kac, was a "magician," rather than an "ordinary genius."

An ordinary genius is a fellow that you and I would be just as good as,

ifwe were only many times better. There is no mystery as to how his mind

works. Once we understand what he has done, we feel certain that we, too,

could have done it. It is different with the magicians. They are, to use

mathematical jargon, in the orthogonal complement of where we are and

the working of their minds is for all intents and purposes incomprehensible.

Even after we understand what they have done, the process by which they

have done it is completely dark.

Mystery, magic, and dark, hidden workings inaccessible to ordinary

thought; it is these that Ramanujan's work invariably conjures up, a

sense of reason butting hard up against its limits.

But at reason's limits does something else take over? Do we here flirt

with spiritual or supernatural forces outside our understanding?

It's an unlikely, anachronistic, even heretical notion today, with sci-

ence and Western rationalism everywhere triumphant. But there is scant

reason to doubt that Ramanujan himself thought so. South Indians of

otherwise presumably rationalist bent—accountants, lawyers, mathema-

ticians, professors—recall him as wholly at ease in the spiritual world to

which his mother and grandmother introduced him as a child, and ready

to see in it a source of mathematical inspiration.

T. K. Rajagopolan, a former accountant general of Madras, would tell

of Ramanujan's insistence that after seeing in dreams the drops of blood

that, according to tradition, heralded the presence of the god Narasimha,

the male consort of the goddess Namagiri, "scrolls containing the most

complicated mathematics used to unfold before his eyes."

R. Radhakrishna Iyer, a classmate at Pachaiyappa's College, recalled

one day asking Ramanujan about his research only to have him reply, in

Radhakrishna's words, "that Lord Narasimha had appeared to him in a

dream and told him that the time had not come for making public the

fruits of his research."
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And it was on a day about a year before he left for Engiand, in 191 2 or

early 1913, that Ramanujan, showing his work to mathematics professor

R. Srinivasan, made the statement in which he pictured equations as

products of the mind of God.

Ramanujan's friends invariably noted his interest in astrology and his

penchant for interpreting dreams. His boyhood friend Anantharaman

would tell how once, when his brother had a dream, Ramanujan read it

as foretelling a death in the street behind their house. (There was.)

K. Gopalachary, a friend of Ramanujan from Madras days, said that

Ramanujan even attributed his early interest in mathematics to a

dream—a dream about, of all things, a street peddler hawking pills.

Ramanujan's belief in hidden forces and the powers of the supernatural

was never, at least back in India, something about which he felt the need

to apologize or keep quiet. It was no mere matter of private conviction to

him, consigned to the periphery of his life, or some pet theory about

which he merely liked to speculate. Time and again, he acted on it.

Thus, in the hectic year before he left for England, he found time to

prepare astrological projections, fixing auspicious times for religious func-

tions for relatives and friends. He was convinced, from studying the lines

on his palm, that he would die before he was thirty-five, and told his

friends as much. Anantharaman would record that he attributed to a

temple near Trichinopoly the power to cure mental ailments and advised

sufferers to go there. And while still at Pachaiyappa's College, Ramanu-

jan dreamed of a family whose child was near death, went to its parents,

and in obedience to the dream, asked them to move the child to another

house. "The death of a person can occur only in a certain space-time-

junction point," he said.

One evening before he left for England, Ramanujan returned to his

house in Triplicane in an electric streetcar (which had been introduced

to Madras in 1895, years before anywhere else in India). The driver,

enjoying himself, was alternating sudden stops with sharp accelerations,

jerking his passengers around unmercifully. Said Ramanujan, sitting with

a friend on the long bench behind the driver: "That man imagines he has

the power to go slow or fast at his pleasure. He forgets that he gets the

power through the current that flows in the overhead wires. . . . That,"

he said, invoking the Hindu term for the illusion, or vanity, thought to

deflect humans from God, "is the way maya works in this world."

Ramanujan, then, was steeped in the belief system of his culture. So

many stories, from so many quarters, taking so many forms, over so many
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years, add up to nothing iike the skeptical rationalist Hardy imagined,

nothing like a man mechanically adhering to the quaint orthodoxies of his

family and his caste.

Yet that is indeed what Hardy insisted. "I do not believe in the im-

memorial wisdom of the East," he would one day declare in a lecture

devoted to Ramanujan,

and the picture which I want to present to you is that of a man who had

his peculiarities like other distinguished men, but a man in whose society

one could take pleasure, with whom one could drink tea and discuss pol-

itics or mathematics; the picture in short, not of a wonder from the East,

or an inspired idiot, or a psychological freak, but of a rational human being

who happened to be a great mathematician.

Ramanujan's religion, Hardy insisted, "was a matter of observance and

not of intellectual conviction, and I remember well him telling me (much

to my surprise) that all religions seemed to him more or less equally

true."

He was sure, Hardy wrote on another occasion, that "Ramanujan was

no mystic and that religion, except in a strictly material sense, played no

important part in his life."

For years, C. P. Snow would keep a large photo of Hardy in his

otherwise almost bare study and otherwise respected him in every way.

But from Hardy's insistence that Ramanujan "did not believe much in

theological doctrine, except for a vague pantheistic benevolence, any

more than Hardy did himself," Snow took care to distance himself. "In

this respect," he wrote, "I should not trust his insight far."

Still, taking their cue from Hardy, most Western observers, and some

Indians, have wholly detached Ramanujan's mystical streak from his

mysterious ability to forge new mathematical linkages. Hailing the one,

they've dismissed the other, and written off his credulousness—his weak-

ness for astrology, his arrant superstitions, his devotion to Namagiri—as

an unfortunate eccentricity peripheral to his mathematical inventiveness

but which has somehow to be stomached for the sake of it.

For Ramanujan, though, the split was not so sharp. The man whom
Hardy met in England in April 1914 was a man still of South India, who

had grown up on the Indian gods and the relaxed fluidity of Hindu belief.

In him, the natural and the supernatural, Jacobi and Namagiri, Number
and God, found a common home, stood in something like an easy inti-

macy.
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Bid Rarnanujan's religious belief bestow on him his mathematical gift?

Certainly not, since otherwise all those with kindred beliefs would share

it. Nor did he necessarily gain mathematical insights through anything

like the means he thought he did and to which he assigned credit. Nor,

to state the obvious, does the fact that Ramanujan believed what he

believed mean that what he believed is so. On the other hand, in how the

mystical streak in him sat side by side, apparently at perfect ease, with

raw mathematical ability may testify to a peculiar flexibility of mind, a

special receptivity to loose conceptual linkages and tenuous associations.

Despite his emphasis on rigor, G. H. Hardy was not blind to the virtues

ofvague, intuitive mental processes in mathematics. Bromwich, he would

write, for example, "would have had a happier life, and been a greater

mathematician, if his mind had worked with less precision. As it was,

even the best of his work is a little wanting in imagination. For mastery

of technique in a wide variety of subjects, it would be difficult to find his

superior, but he lacked the power of 'thinking vaguely.' " And some such

extraordinarily developed ability to "think vaguely" may have been

among Rarnanujan's special gifts.

Rarnanujan's belief in the Hindu gods, it stands repeating, did not

explain his mathematical genius. But his openness to supernatural influ-

ences hinted at a mind endowed with slippery, flexible, and elastic no-

tions of cause and effect that left him receptive to what those equipped

with more purely logical gifts could not see; that found union in what

others saw as unrelated; that embraced before prematurely dismissing.

His was a mmd, perhaps, whose critical faculty was weak compared to its

creative and synthetical.

It is the critical faculty, of course, that keeps most people safe—keeps

them from rashly embracing foolishness and falsehood. In Ramanujan, it

had never developed quite as fully as the creative—thus giving him the

credulousness, the appealing innocence, upon which all who knew him

unfailingly remarked. Without that protective screen, as it were, he risked

falling prey to the silly and the false—as many, over the years, would view

his belief in palmistry, astrology, and all the rest of the esoterica to which
Uka t> i Vn r« a/4

And yet, without that screen did he thus remain more open to the

mathematical Light?

Hardy was not, to say the least, at home in this mental universe.

"I have always thought of a mathematician as in the first instance an
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observer," he said in a Cambridge iecture in 1 928, "a man who gazes at a

distant range of mountains and notes down his observations."

His object is simply to distinguish clearly and notify to others as many

different peaks as he can. There are some peaks which he can distinguish

easily, while others are less clear. He sees A sharply, while of B he can

obtain only transitory glimpses. At last he makes out a ridge which leads

from A, and following it to its end he discovers that it culminates in B. B

is now fixed in his vision, and from this point he can proceed to further

discoveries. In other cases perhaps he can distinguish a ridge which van-

ishes in the distances, and conjectures that it leads to a peak in the clouds

or below the horizon.

But about the veiled process by which one might come to discern those

peaks in the first place, Hardy remained largely silent. Indeed, rarely in

a long iife of doing mathematics and writing about it did he choose to

discuss the creative process behind it, not even in his Mathematician's

Apology, otherwise so rich with his insights into the mathematician's

world. Always it was the product of that process, the theorem itself, that

interested him. He might want to establish, through proof, whether or not

it was true. Or, perhaps, to evaluate its place in the mathematical fir-

mament; in the Apology, for example, he speaks of theorems almost as an

art critic might the works in a gallery show, evaluating them by this or

that yardstick of mathematical beauty.

Almost the only time he did write about mathematical creativity came

many years later, near the end of his life, in a review of a book by Jacques

Hadamard, The Psychology of Invention in the Mathematical Field. What phi-

losophers or poets could say about the creative process in mathematics,

Hardy felt, was next to nothing. But Hadamard was a mathematician,

and a great one. He had run up the highest score ever recorded on the

entrance examination to the Ecole Polytechnique, France's premier

school of science. He had, with the Belgian Charles J. de la Vallee-Poussin,

proved the prime number theorem. What he had to say about "invention

in the mathematical field" was worth listening to.

Hardy agreed with Hadamard that

unconscious activity often plays a decisive part in discovery; that periods of

ineffective effort are often followed, after intervals of rest or distraction, by

moments of sudden illumination; that these flashes of inspiration are ex-
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plicable only as the result of activities of which the agent has been

unaware—the evidence for all this seems overwhelming.

But beyond this, Hardy seemed to say in every word of his review, he

thought it best not to venture. Too soon are we thrust upon the Unknow-

able; it was better to meekly sidestep the issue than mire our explanations

in foolishness. Indeed, he lauded Hadamard for being "wisely diffident

and tentative in his conclusions."

How unconscious activities "are related to those of a more normal [sic]

kind, to fully conscious work or reflection on the fringe of consciousness,

how they function and what is the proper language in which to describe

them, are terribly difficult questions," Hardy wrote. When Hadamard

did offer a tentative explanation for what Hardy called "the most puz-

zling question" of all—how you seize one from among the welter of ideas

your unconscious serves up—Hardy made explicit how he felt: "It may

be so," he wrote, "though I cannot say that I find it very convincing; but

I am no psychologist, and my distaste for all forms of mysticism may be

prejudicing me unduly."

At one point, Hardy admitted that, quoting Hadamard, " 'the uncon-

scious is not merely automatic, it has tact and delicacy,' even that 'it

knows better how to divine than the conscious self, since it succeeds

where that has failed.' But I do not like this kind of language," Hardy

went on; to him it verged on nonsense.

"It is something of a relief," he wrote in the most revealing admission

of ail, "to pass to the iater chapters, which are full of interesting and less

controversial matter."

This soft, ineffable region of unconscious processes, of vague, hazy

connections and suddenly appearing insights, of loose ties and nameless

links, was not, Hardy's remarks suggest, any place where he himself liked

to dwell. He was uncomfortable discussing it, uncomfortable thinking

about it. That mathematics was a "creative" activity was not the ques-

tion; it was among the most creative. But as to its source—there he didn't

care to delve. Certainly, then, any resort to Eastern mumbo jumbo to

explain Ramanujan's mathematical gifts would not have drawn from him

a warm reception.

But it was Hardy, the dedicated atheist, who represented the extreme

position, and Ramanujan who was more in line with the large body of

belief and conviction, within the Western tradition as well as that of the
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East, that perceived links between creativity and intuition on the one

hand and spiritual forces on the other.

The Greeks, for example, invoked the muses—goddesses to whom po-

ets looked for inspiration. Both the English and French languages speak

of "divining" the truth. Hadamard himself noted that the sheer inacces-

sibility of unconscious thought had, to thinkers over the centuries, en-

dowed it with higher powers.

That unconsciousness may be something not exclusively originating in

ourselves and even participating in Divinity seems already to have been

admitted by Aristotle. In Leibniz's opinion, it sets the man in communi-

cation with the whole universe, in which nothing could occur without its

repercussion in each of us; and something analogous is to be found in

Schelling; again, Divinity is invoked by Fichte; etc.

Even more recently, a whole philosophical doctrine has been built on

that principle in the first place by Myers, then by William James him-

self . . .
,
[in which] the unconscious would set man in connection with a

world other than the one which is accessible to our senses and with some

kinds of spiritual beings.

Just as India was not alone in attributing creative insights to divine

influence, Ramanujan was not alone among mathematicians in holding

strong religious beliefs. Newton was an unquestioning believer, felt hu-

mility in the face of the universe's wonders, studied theology on his own.

Euler, in E. T. Bell's words, "never discarded a particle of his Calvinistic

faith," and grew more religious as he grew older. Gauchy was forever

trying to convert other mathematicians to Roman Catholicism. Hermite

had a strong mystical bent. Even Descartes, that father of Enlightenment

rationality, answered the call of the spirit: "His religious beliefs were

unaffectedly simple in spite of his rational skepticism," writes Bell. "He

compared his religion, indeed, to the nurse from whom he had received

it, and declared that he found it as comforting to lean upon one as on the

other." (Adds Bell, wisely: "A rational mind is sometimes the queerest

mixture of rationality and irrationality on earth.")

Even among mathematicians not religiously minded, one finds evi-

dence of at least respectful allusion to the dark terrain between faith and

reason. Gauss, for example, once proved a theorem, as he wrote, "not by

dint of painful effort but so to speak by the grace of God." James Hop-

wood Jeans, Hardy's Cambridge classmate and a famous applied math-

ematician, wrote: "From the intrinsic evidence of his creation, the Great
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Architect of the Universe now begins to appear as a pure mathemati-

cian." Even Littlewood, commenting on an incident in which "my pencil

wrote down" the solution to a particularly bedeviling problem, could

write, "If we may reject divine bounty, it happened exactly as if my
subconsciousness knew the thing all the time." Littlewood's, of course,

was the usual safe, ironic Cambridge skepticism, perhaps no more than

a stylistic device—just as the other statements may be seen as no more

than metaphor. Yet each contained the barest breath of ambivalence or

humility in the face of the mysterious origins of human creativity.

Hardy, though, did not admit to such ambivalence. For him, the whole

spiritual realm was just so much bunkum. He knew—this was his faith

—

that wherever Ramanujan's genius came from, there was something

straightforward to explain it. He would write:

I have often been asked whether Ramanujan had any special secret;

whether his methods differed in kind from those of other mathematicians;

whether there was anything really abnormal in his mode of thought. I

cannot answer these questions with any confidence or conviction; but I do

not believe it. My belief is that all mathematicians think, at bottom, in the

same kind of way, and that Ramanujan was no exception.

Ramanujan's mathematics, he was saying, was the product of the rea-

soned working of a reasoning mind, and nothing more needed to be said.

Someone would later observe that "Hardy's deep reverence for math-

ematics and for all things of the mind was precisely of the same kind as

impels other people to the worship of God; the only enigma about Hardy

was that this never seemed to occur to him." And at least for public

consumption, it never did. Had Ramanujan scoured the British Isles, he

could have found no one less sympathetic to his spiritual side, no one

who, in this one realm, could appreciate him less.

In defending his belief in Ramanujan's lack ofgenuine religious feeling,

Hardy would argue that "if a strict Brahmin like Ramanujan told me, as

he certainly did, that he had no definite beliefs, then it is 100 to 1 that he

meant what he said." No matter that Ramanujan's statement was, in the

context of the relaxed tolerance of Hinduism, by no means incompatible

with strong religious feeling. Hardy concludes that "if Ramanujan's

friends assumed that he accepted the conventional doctrines of [Hindu-

ism] . . . and he did not disillusion them, he was practicing a quite

harmless, and probably necessary, economy of truth."

A harmless economy of truth was indeed what Ramanujan was per-
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petrating but, almost certainly, it was Hardy who was its object. Ramanu-

jan probably wasn't long in England before Hardy let him know, perhaps

without even realizing it, that invocations ofNamagiri were not apt to be

well received. Faced with a man once described as "an atheist evangel-

ical," and hardly wishing to provoke his benefactor and friend on what

was such touchy ground, Ramanujan simply never revealed to him the

richness and extent of his inner spiritual life.

And tfiat was the problem: with Hardy, Ramanujan could not let his

hair down—had to dissemble, could not be himself. There remained

between the two men a great, unbridgeable gap. Even after working with

him for several years, the conclusion is inescapable, Hardy never really

knew Ramanujan—and thus could be no real buffer against the profound

loneliness Ramanujan felt in England.

10. SINGULARITIES AT X = 1

Three-quarters of a century later, in 1989, the black dean of an all-black

women's college in Georgia recalled her stint as an administrator at a

mostly white college up north. "The black students I knew at Haverford

may have done well," she said, "but I never got the feeling they were

happy"—because they couldn't be themselves, couldn't be black. And

just such a split applied to Ramanujan in Cambridge. He had, under

Hardy's guiding hand, done well; but he was not happy.

He may not have even realized it himself; Ramanujan was not someone

closely attuned to his own feelings. It would have been perfectly possible

for him to exult in mathematics, to derive enormous satisfaction from his

intellectual dialogue with Hardy, to be to all outward appearances

content—indeed, to call himself content—and yet, for other needs he

could scarcely name and only dimly sense, feel incomplete.

Seasoned travelers invariably note how adjusting to another culture

demands flexibility, a willingness to assume the coloration of the new

country. The experiences of expatriates, immigrants, and visiting stu-

dents all attest to the same thing. But flexibility was one trait Ramanujan

did not possess in great measure. It took enormous energy to cast off the

old and take on the new, not to mention the will to do so. And Ramanu-

jan put all his energy into mathematics. He did not flex as the raw

English winds blew around him.

So he broke. First in body, then in mind.

* * *
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In 1916, Ramanujan's tutor Barnes had written the University of Madras

that, given Ramanujan's achievements, it seemed likely he would be

elected a Fellow of Trinity College the following October. But October

1917 came and went without Ramanujan's election. At the time, the

college was wracked with dissension over the Bertrand Russell affair, and

Ramanujan's champion, Hardy, was squarely in the out-of-favor camp.

Then, too, it seems certain, in light of future events, simple racism was a

factor; Ramanujan, after all, was a black man.

The disappointment left Ramanujan's mood darker, the whole struc-

ture of his personality that much shakier.

It was around this time that he entered Matlock, which could hardly

have lifted his spirits. English sanatoriums were typically presided over

by stern, patriarchal figures, strict disciplinarians who ruled with an iron

hand. And Matlock was in the mold. A friend would later recall that

Ramanujan was "cowed down by Dr. Ram, who seems to have told him,

'As long as you are a patient and not well you are not free and the doctor

has control over your movements.'
"

Matlock was typical of English sanatoriums in at least one other re-

spect: it was out-of-the-way geographically. "There is much evidence to

suggest," writes Bryder in her study of British tuberculosis care, "that

inmates of sanatoria felt estranged from the outside world. Not only did

their geographical isolation make visits difficult and therefore infrequent,

but social attitudes accentuated that isolation." At Matlock, located

about 150 miles northwest of London, in the Peak District of Derbyshire,

Ramanujan enjoyed no steady stream of visitors. Getting there was not

easy. The following year, a friend who did make the trip, A. S. Ramal-

ingam, would write of the "cold weary journey" on the night train he'd

had to endure. Hardy was almost certainly thinking of the Matlock pe-

riod when he wrote, a few months after Ramalingam's visit, of Ramanu-

jan's "long illness and the spells of comparative solitude" influencing his

mental state.

At Matlock, Ramanujan was cold and miserable much of the time. The

Trinity fellowship rejection rankled. And he was too sick to be productive
»i, . .u-„u _t~„ i u: rru _ j „^ _ ^ u:
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He couldn't get food to eat and the food he could get he didn't like;

sometimes he craved the hot dosai, a kind of pancake, that Ananthara-

man's mother would cook up for him back in Kumbakonam. Finally, he

was getting little in the way of nurturing and emotional support from

home. And he wasn't getting it from Hardy, either.
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He grew profoundly depressed. At one point, he had nightmares in

which he was visited by images of his own abdomen as a kind of math-

ematical appendage with "singularities," points in space marked by in-

definable mathematical surges like those he and Hardy had explored in

their partitions work. Intense pain might show up at x = 1, half as much

pain at x — — 1, and so on. The nightmares recurred.

Ramanujan was at a low ebb, balanced precariously on the edge of

mental instability.

Undeterred by the Trinity rebuiTand hoping to boost Ramanujan's mo-

rale, Hardy set about trying to get his friend the recognition he felt he

deserved. On December 6, 1917, Ramanujan was elected to the London

Mathematical Society. Then, two weeks later, on December 18, Hardy

and eleven other mathematicians—Hobson and Baker were among them,

as were Bromwich, Littlewood, Forsyth, and Alfred North Whitehead,

Bertrand Russell's collaborator on Principia Malhemalica—together put

him up for an honor more esteemed by far than any fellowship of a

Cambridge college: they signed the Certificate of a Candidate for Election

that nominated him to become a Fellow of the Royal Society.

The Royal Society was Britain's preeminent scientific body, going back

to 1660 when Christopher Wren and Robert Boyles helped found it.

There were, at about the time Hardy put up Ramanujan, 39 foreign

members, including the Russian Ivan Pavlov, the American Albert Mi-

chelson (of Michelson-Morley experiment fame), and 6 other Nobel Prize

winners. The Royal Society counted in ail 464 members in physics, chem-

istry, biology, mathematics, and every branch of science. Being an F.R.S.

meant that forevermore those three little letters would be appended to

your name, appear on your own scientific papers, and on letters ad-

dressed to you. It was the ultimate mark of scientific distinction. Younger

scientists lusted after it, older scientists lamented their lack of it.

C. P. Snow tells the story of H. G. Wells, author of War of the Worlds,

The Time Machine, many other scientific romances, and serious works of

history and social comment as well. But while famous and the recipient

of numerous honors, "there was," as Snow would write of him, "precisely

one honor he longed for. It went back to his youth, when he day-dreamed

about being a scientist. He wanted to be an F.R.S. And this desire,

instead of becoming weaker as he got older, became more obsessive." He
never received it, because though he had studied science in school and

had, in Snow's words, "been the prophet of twentieth century science
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more effectively than any man alive," he had not himself actually made

original research contributions.

It was this signal honor Hardy sought for his friend and for which he

set out Ramanujan's "Qualifications" in his distinctive calligraphic hand:

Distinguished as a pure mathematician, particularly for his investigations

in eiliptic functions and the theory of numbers. Author of the following

papers amongst others: "Modular Equations and Approximations to Pi,"

Quarterly Journal, vol. 45; "New Expressions for Riemann's Functions £(s)

and H(t)," ibid, vol. 46; "Highly Composite Numbers," Proc. London Math.

Soc, vol. 14 . . . Joint author with G. H. Hardy, F.R.S., of the following

papers: "Une formule asymptotique pour le nombre des partitions de w,"

Comptes Rendus, 2 Jan. 1917 . . .

Thus it continued, listing Ramanujan's papers, and ending with perhaps

the most important of all
—

"Asymptotic Formulae in Combinatory Anal-

ysis," the big partitions paper still awaiting publication in the Proceedings

of the London Mathematical Society.

On January 24, 1918, the names of Ramanujan and 103 other candi-

dates were read out at a meeting of the society. If past experience applied,

only a few of them would be elected.

There was no question in Hardy's mind, or Littlewood's, or anyone

else's, that Ramanujan merited the honor. Still, few candidates made it

the first time out, and by normal practice his nomination was premature.

Hardy had been thirty-three years old when elected in 1910. Littlewood

himselfhad made it only the previous February, also at age thirty-three

—

more than a decade, and dozens of notable mathematical papers, beyond

his early glory as a Senior Wrangler. Ramanujan, still twenty-nine at the

time of his nomination, had contributed to European mathematics for

just a few years and still had a modest publication record, at least in

number.

But Hardy's concern for Ramanujan's health moved him to press his

claim with unusual urgency. J. J. Thomson, discoverer of the electron,

winner ui uic inuuci rnze in iyuu, anu men president oi me ivoyai

Society, had asked him to outline the circumstances surrounding Ra-

manujan's candidature. "If he had not been ill I would have deferred

putting him up a year or so," Hardy admitted: "not that there is any

question of the strength of his claim, but merely to let things take their

ordinary course. As it is, I felt no time must be lost."
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Kamanujan might not make it to the next election, he was saying, and

the society would have to live forever with its failure to honor him. "I am
nervous about trying to rush him," Hardy continued,

and I am aware that for the time being I am not an ideal supporter. And

I realize that the R.S. has many other things to consider. But there is no

doubt that (especially after his disappointment in the Fellowships) any

striking recognition now might be a tremendous thing for him. It would

make him feel that he was a success, and that it was worth while going on

trying. It is this much more than the fear of the R.S. losing him entirely

which seems to me important.

I write on the hypothesis that his claims are such as, in the long run in

any case, could not be denied. This is to me quite obvious. There is an

absolute ^//"between him and all other mathematical candidates.

Hardy's letter suggested another reason for Ramanujan's mental an-

guish: it would make him feel that he was a success. For ail Hardy's encour-

agement, Ramanujan had come to understand how great a price he'd

paid for his isolation in India. From the moment he'd stepped off the boat

he'd been confronted, through Hardy, with how much he hadn't known,

learned, or appreciated before—with function theory, with Cauchy's in-

tegral theorem, with so much else that was common knowledge in the

West and which, by rights, he should have learned ten years before.

"It is perhaps useless to speculate as to his history had he been intro-

duced to modern ideas and methods at sixteen instead of twenty-six,"

Hardy would write after Ramanujan's death. "It is not extravagant to

suppose that he might have become the greatest mathematician of his

time."

Of Ramanujan's work in India, Hardy would observe that it was

inevitable that much had been anticipated, since Ramanujan labored

under "an impossible handicap, a poor and solitary Hindu pitting his

brains against the accumulated wisdom of Europe."

And this was what he had to say of the period between when Ramanu-

jan left Government College and when he joined the Madras Port Trust:

"The years between eighteen and twenty-five are the critical years in a

mathematician's career, and the damage had been done. Ramanujan's

genius never had again its chance of full development."

Given his relentless honesty, could Hardy have failed to convey such

sentiments to Ramanujan? And could Ramanujan have failed to have

been wounded by them?
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Ramanujan may have known nothing of Hardy's efforts to have him

named an F.R.S.; but if he did know of them, by now he doubtless

assumed they would come to nothing, could lead only to the kind of

humiliating blow he had suffered when Trinity turned him down in

October.

On February 1 1, ending a period of silence that had extended over more

than a year, Ramanujan wrote his family in India. About this same time,

perhaps a little earlier, during a period when he was briefly away from

Matlock, he tried to kill himself.

Today in London, you can buy T-shirts, posters, mugs, and other

souvenirs emblazoned with the great labyrinthine grid that represents the

London Underground, with its dozen or more distinct lines and hundreds

of stations. One day in January or February of 1918, it was at a station

somewhere in this network, then smaller and newer, that Ramanujan

threw himself onto the tracks in front of an approaching train.

What happened next would be easy enough to read as a miracle. A
guard spotted him do it and pulled a switch, bringing the train screeching

to a stop a few feet in front of him. Ramanujan was alive, though bloodied

enough to leave his shins deeply scarred.

He was arrested and hauled off to Scotland Yard. Galled to the scene,

Hardy, marshaling all his charm and academic stature, made a show of

how there, before the police, stood the great Mr. Srinivasa Ramanujan,

a Fellow of the Royal Society, and how a Fellow of the Royal Society

simply could not be arrested.

In fact, Ramanujan was not an F.R.S. He would hardly have been

immune from arrest in any case, and the police were not fooled for a

minute. But they investigated, learned Ramanujan was indeed reputed to

be an eminent mathematician, and decided to let him go. "We in Scot-

land Yard did not want to spoil [his] life," the officer in charge of the case

said later.

Just what triggered Ramanujan's desperate bound onto the tracks

doesn't come down to us. Certainly, though, if the mere refusal of his

dinner guests to accept a third helping could foment such a storm of

shame in him that he had to get up and leave, deeper humiliation might

spark action more precipitous still. And in 1917 he had certainly expe-

rienced his share of it. Rejected by Trinity. Seemingly abandoned by his

wife. Left sick and dependent in the sanatorium, helpless even to com-

mand the food he wanted. Unable to produce the work he felt his friends
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expected ofhim. Confronted by the knowledge that much of his past work

had been rediscovery and, viewed blackly enough, a waste of time.

And for the feelings all this stirred in him, there was no safety valve, at

least not amon? his English friends. Littlewood was ffone. So was Neville:0 -_ _ . 0 _ _ — . 0 - ._ _
j

he'd lost his Trinity fellowship in 1917, probably due to his antiwar

views, and was off in London. Hardy, meanwhile, was no one with whom
he felt relaxed enough to bare his soul.

More than likely, he did not deliberately set out to kill himself. It was

doubtless a rash act, spurred by some new humiliation, unknown to us

toHav. oiled on too of all the others. Once affain. Ramanuian had acted
j j i~

— - I- <j > j

impetuously when overcome with shame.

Late in February, back at Matlock, Ramanujan learned of his election, on

the eighteenth, to the Cambridge Philosophical Society. This was not so

much an honor as just one small legitimization of his stature in the

scientific world.

About ten days later, he received a telegram from Hardy, sent from

Piccadilly in London.

He read the telegram once.

He read it a second time.

He read it again, the words still congealing in his mind, making no

sense: Hardy was advising him of what he already knew, that he had been

elected to the Philosophical Society. Which was fine, of course. But he

already knew as much. What was Hardy's point in wiring him?

Once more he read the teleerram. and this time, finallv. a new word

exploded from the page. It was not the Philosophical Society to which

Hardy was advising him he had been named a fellow, but the Royal

Society.

Of 104 candidates for election that year, he was 1 of just 15 elected.

"My words are not adequate to express my thanks to you," he wrote

Hardy. "I did not even dream of the possibility ofmy election." In May,

he would become S. Ramanujan, F.R.S.

India, which soon heard the news, was thrilled. On March 22, the

Madras members of the Indian Mathematical Society wrote Hardy in

thanks "for the aid and guidance you have been extending to Mr. S.

Ramanujan in his work." In a postscript, P. V. Seshu Iyer added his

personal thanks for the "care you have been bestowing on him during

these months when his health has not been good."

By May, Ramanujan's health was still poor. He wrote the Royal So-
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travel to London for his formal admission into the society.

Around this time, he heard from A. S. Ramalingam, the South Indian

engineer he'd met, just off the boat from India, at the Cromwell Road

reception center. Soon after the declaration of war, Ramalingam had

joined the army and in early 1916 had begun work at a shipyard in

Jarrow, in the north of England almost in Scotland. Since 1914, the two

men had not been in touch. But now, perhaps learning of the Royal

Society election, he wrote Ramanujan through Hardy. Hearing nothing

in reply, he wrote Hardy directly, learned of Ramanujan's condition, and

wrote Ramanujan at Matlock. Ever the engineer, Ramalingam was noth-

ing if not persevering.

So, apparently, was his whole family. In one of his letters home he had

mentioned food rationing. That was all it took. For two months, they had

been showering him with South Indian food. Finally, he cabled home,

"Stop sending food." By now he had parcel upon parcel of it, all piled up.

Maybe, he wrote Ramanujan now, he might like to share in the booty?

Ramanujan wrote back asking for some ghee, the special butter, clar-

ified by boiling to resemble oil, and some spicy Madras-style foods. These

Ramalingam promptly sent. One thing led to another, and soon, on

Sunday, June 16, Ramalingam was visiting him at Matlock, where he

stayed until after lunch on Tuesday. For three days they talked—of the

war, of Christian missions, of conditions in India, and of much else.

Ramalineram had heard Ramanuian's mental state was irrmaired. buto - " J — " - - . . . . - r - - - 3

saw no evidence for it now.

His physical state, though, was another story. "I was shocked and

horrified," he wrote Hardy after returning to Jarrow a few days later, "to

find him in the thin, weak and emaciated state I found him in." His

illness, the suicide attempt, his food problems at Matlock, had taken their

toll.

Ramalingam's letter went on for twelve large lined pages documenting

Ramanujan's condition, recording the views of his doctors, detailing his

meal schedule, and sufferestiner imorovements to his care. But in all its

length, there is nothing like "As you are doubtless aware . . . or

"As Ramanujan may have told you . . . or "As you may have learned

from Ramanujan when you saw him last. ..." Nothing he'd learned from

Ramanujan during the three days gave Ramalingam reason to abridge

his letter in the slightest, or to intimate that anything in it might already
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be known to Hardy. Rather, it reads like a middle manager's report

intended for a high executive presumed to lack all detailed knowledge of

the subject.

Ramalinnam'Q lf»rt#»r Inner a c it Was haH a r1f»ar frinic "Tf is wi rVi
• — o ~ — j " v "ft> "— ' " ~ — - ~*J ' - - —

regard to food that I have to write somewhat harshly and tersely and at

a good length," Ramalingam wrote. Ramanujan, he as much as said, was

Irillinor rumcf»1f ht\r slnw utarvahnn
"J —

Diet was a big part ofany sanatorium "cure." Tuberculosis patients were

called "consumptives" because the disease consumed them. Almost invari-

ably, weight loss went with it, and one prevalent notion held that fatten-

ing up the patient could slow or reverse the disease's course.

For breakfast, Matlock tried to feed Ramanujan scrambled eggs on

toast, with tea. For lunch, rice, chilies, and mustard fried in butter,

cucumber and lemon and, sometimes, green peas. Whatever it was, it was

awful, the cooks regularly botching things. Ramanujan wrote Ramalin-

gam the day after his friend left, complaining that the new cook had

ruined the appalappu, rice flour fried in oil or ghee; she'd burned some,

while leaving others raw. "The curried rice," he complained, spelling out

the word in Tamil, "was just like akshata"—raw rice, used only on ritual

occasions, and not meant to be eaten. Boiled rice: the poor woman
couldn't even get that right.

Despite its priority claim on rationed foods, the sanatorium couldn't

seem to procure some foods Ramanujan liked. Like bananas. Or cheese,

for the macaroni and cheese he enjoyed; R.amalingam later sent him

some. Butter, meanwhile, was so expensive in the wake of wartime price

hikes that the Matlock administration grumbled about frying his pota-

toes in it.

Something, Ramalingam could see, had to give. While at the sanato-

rium, he asked if he could cook something for his friend. "No, you can't

go to the kitchen," he was told. Could he write out a recipe and have the

cook follow it? This suggestion, too, met resistance.

Sanatoriums, of course, were used to food complaints and typically

dismissed them as manifestations of disease. Tuberculosis patients were

supposed to be especially finicky. One whose complaint reached the

Ministry of Health, for example, was written off as suffering from "the

warped temperament occasionally found associated with his malady

which makes him impatient and discontented with institution discipline."

The real problem, Ramalingam could see, was Ramanujan's stubborn-
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ness. "He is thinking of his vegetarianism even at the expense of his

health and life," he wrote Hardy. "But one cannot but think of him as

cranky and headstrong when he refuses cream and, say, plums on it."

Writing to Ramanujan the same day, he minced no words:

I will have to be a bit harsh with you. Both from my talk with Dr. Ram and

after my second thoughts, I am impressed with your being so particular

about your palate. Well, you will have to choose between . . . controlling

your palate and killing yourself. You must try and get yourself to like

porridge or oatmeal, cream, etc. My friends have strongly advised me not

to let you indulge in pickles and chillies. . . .

I am not going to the extremes and asking you to take beef tea or Bovril

[trade name of a concentrated beef extract] though considering your life,

my asking you to take such a thing is quite excusable, nay desirable, and

even unavoidable. Be reasonable and don't be bigoted.

If there was a time to relax his vegetarianism, this was it. Orthodox

Jews, who also proscribe certain foods, may relax the laws ofkashrut when

otherwise health would be impaired. But Brahminical practice makes no

such dispensation, and Ramanujan was not about to make one either.

Sometime before, probably even before entering Matlock, Ramanujan

was enjoying one of his occasional spells out of hospital and staying at a

lodging house catering to Indians in London. At breakfast, he drank a

commercial beverage, Ovaltine, represented to him as vegetarian. Later

that day, idly examining the can, he saw listed among its ingredients

some trace ofanimal product. Mortified, he had to get out ofthere. Abruptly,

he packed his bags and was out the door; it was Vizagapatnam and the

Chatterji dinner all over again.

This time, as he neared Liverpool Street Station to catch the train for

Cambridge, tons of bombs from silent, high-flying German zeppelins

came raining down on the city. This was likely the raid of October 19,

1917, in which twenty-seven people were killed. One bomb fell behind a

row of working-class cottages, destroying three of them, killing four

women and eipht children. Yet Ramanuian felt he was heinp foersnnalh

punished for drinking the Ovaltine. Later, writing the landlady to explain

his precipitous departure, he pictured the raid, in the words of a friend

who heard the story later, as "punishment meted out to him by God for

having partaken of anything non-vegetarian."

If anything, Ramanujan had become even more finicky. At one point
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he'd been on a diet lamelv of bread and milk: now he would no longer

eat them. Nor would he eat Matlock's porridge. He demanded only South

Indian food.

"Be reasonable." Ramalineram had written him. But anv temDtation to

be "reasonable" ran hard up against the unsavory reality of English

cooking. Even those of Ramanujan's Indian friends less particular than

he, or who had forsaken vegetarianism altogether, could have told Ra-

manujan what all Europe knew—that English food was heavy, ill pre-

pared, maddeningly bland, and monotonous. When Gandhi, also a

vegetarian, came to England a generation earlier, he wrote that "even the

dishes that I could eat were tasteless and insipid." As for Ramanujan,

Neville would recall: "I have known him ask with unaffected apologies if

he might make his meal of bread and jam because the vegetables offered

to him were novel and unpalatable."

After his Matlock visit, something Dr. Kincaid had said gnawed at

Ramalingam's composure. Ramanujan, the doctor assured him, could

eat anything he liked, even spicy pickles and chilies. Yet it was Ramal-

ingam's understanding that tuberculosis patients should not get foods

like that—unless, that is, they were dying. He wrote Hardy:

When the patient has gone too far to be remedied, and when it is a question

of only a few weeks or months, it matters little [what he eats], as long as the

patient feels happy and comfortable in the last days of his life. In permitting

me to give anything to Ramanujan to eat, is this the object of Dr. Kincaid?

It is anguishing and breaking one's heart to feel that Ramanujan, with

his wonderful capabiiities and valuable contributions, should be given up

for such as hopeless. War with all its horrors might have made us callous

to the whole-sale slaughter and loss of lives but surely should Ramanujan

be given up?

11. SLIPPED FROM MEMORY

In the fall of 1918, Ramanujan's name was once again put in for a Trinity

fellowship. Hardy, apparently too closely identified with Ramanujan by

now and long embroiled in Trinity politics, was this time discouraged

from putting up his name. So Littlewood (who was for a time back in

Cambridge, done in by overwork and a concussion) did instead. The

racial issue flared. One foe of Ramanujan's candidacy, Littlewood wrote

later, "went about openly saying that he wasn't going to have a black

man as Fellow."
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opponents seized on it. Didn't the college bylaws expressly require good

mental health? And wasn't a suicide attempt evidence that Ramanujan

lacked it;? "Grave rl qij htg were being felt about his mental state," Little-

wood's friend and former Tripos coach, R. A. Herman, told him.

So Littlewood, who was himself too ill to show up in person, wrote a

report taking on the rumors and furnishing two medical certificates to the

effect that Ramanujan was indeed mentally sound.

"This evidently shocked the moderate members of the Election Com-

mittee," Littlewood wrote later, "and it was moved and passed that they

be not read." The election could now proceed on the merits of Ramanu-

jan's case. Of course, Ramanujan had a most emphatic argument in his

favor—the three letters that now graced his name. For a Fellow of the

Royal Society to be denied a Trinity fellowship would be a scandal. "You

can't reject an F.R.S.," Littlewood told Herman, who opposed Ramanu-

jan. "Yes," Herman replied, "we thought that was a dirty trick." Lit-

tlewood, we may imagine, just smiled.

By now, Ramanujan was out of Matlock. Ramalingam had written

Hardy of Ramanujan's wish to leave it and go to London, where he could

get Indian food more easily and, perhaps, receive visitors more conve-

niently. Ramalingam didn't think that was a good idea. What about the

air raids? He suggested instead that Ramanujan go to southern Italy, or

the south of France, where the climate might do him good, or at least

some place in England less prone to attack.

But R.amanuja.n got his way and now, learning of the Trinity fellow-

ship, was a patient at a small hospital overlooking a perfectly propor-

tioned little square in the heart of London, on which George Bernard

Shaw had lived in the 1890s and Virginia Woolf for four years until 1911.

Fitzroy House was a grand five-story townhouse with an oval winding

staircase punched up through its center and a massive front door remi-

niscent of a castle gate. While there, Ramanujan saw several specialists,

but his diagnosis remained as uncertain as ever. Bouts of high fever still

came in irregular bursts. He had pain no one could trace. He was on tap

for a tooth extraction around this time, and one doctor even attributed all

his pain to that.

"My heartfelt thanks for your kind telegram," Ramanujan wrote

Hardy from Fitzroy House when he got the good news. "After your

success in getting me elected by the Royal Society my election at Trinity

probably became very much less difficult this year."
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He wrote that letter on a Friday, probably October 18. The following

Monday, still elated, he wrote Hardy: "Please tell Mr. Littlewood and

Major MacMahon that I thanked them very much. Had it not been for

your pains and their encouragement, I would be neither the fellow of the

one nor that of the other." Then he asked for some details about his

fellowship.

That was paragraph one. Paragraph two began: "I have considered

more or less exhaustively about the congruency of p(n) and in general

that ofpr
{n) ... by four different methods"—the first of which bore on a

result that, he added, "you are publishing now. . .

."

As Hardy had foreseen, the honors accorded him, especially the F.R.S.,

had lifted Ramanujan's spirits—leading to what Neville would term "a

brief period of brilliant invention" beginning about the spring of 1918.

The paper Ramanujan mentioned, delivered to the Cambridge Philo-

sophical Society two weeks before,, represented its fullest flowering.

"A recent paper by Mr. Hardy and myself," it began, referring to their

joint work on partitions published earlier that year

contains a table calculated by Major MacMahon, of the values ofp{n), the

number of unrestricted partitions of n, for all values of n from 1 to 200. On

studying the numbers in this table I observed a number of curious con-

gruence properties, apparently satisfied by p{n). Thus

(I) p(4),p(9), p(14), p(I9), ...s0 (mod 5),

/9\ nt^ n(\Q\ n/9K\ - n f™„A 1\
v*-y /> r\ "-/) f fx^^n • • • — " ,

and so on, right down the page.

The paper was entitled "Some Properties of/>(«), the Number of Par-

titions of and what made it important was that until now most "prop-

erties" of the partition function had eluded discovery. The number of

partitions, p(n), recall, refers to how many ways you can add up numbers

to get n. But of even such basic facts as, for example, whether the parti-

tion function was odd or even for a particular n, mathematicians re-

mained ignorant.

The table to which Ramanujan referred was a long, dry list of numbers,

the product of laborious hand-calculation, that MacMahon had prepared

two years before; these were the values, all the way up to/?(200), that

Ramanujan and Hardy had used as benchmarks against which to check

their general formula for p(n). But then Ramanujan had looked deep into
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MacMahon's sterile list and made one of those leaps of the imagination

that would astonish mathematicians over the years.

To say what he saw, Ramanujan used the language of congruences,

which expresses facts about divisibility. Two numbers are congruent

when they can be divided by the same number, and leave the same

remainder (which may be 0). Take, for example, this straightforward

case of division:

14/? = 2

In the special language of congruences, you say

14 = 0 (mod 7),

which means that you can divide 14 by 7, the "modulus," with zero left

over. And

15= 1 (mod 7)

means that 15, divided by the modulus 7, leaves a remainder of 1. The

number 22 is congruent to 15 because it, too, when divided by 7 leaves 1.

"Congruences are of great practical importance in everyday life,"

Hardy with coauthor E. M. Wright would point out in An Introduction to

the Theory of Numbers. "For example, 'today is Saturday' is a congruence

property (mod 7) of the number of days which have passed since some

fixed date. . . . Lecture lists or railway guides are tables of congruences;

in the lecture list the relevant moduli are 365, 7, and 24."

What Ramanujan had found in MacMahon's table were certain per-

sistent and intriguing patterns best expressed in this simple language. For

example, he found that

p(5m + 4) = 0 (mod 5)

Make m anything you like and, whatever you picked, the number of

partitions would, Ramanujan showed, always be exactly divisible by 5.

For example, let m = 0. Then 5m + 4 is just equal to 4. How many
partitions are there of 4? The answer is 5. Is 5 exactly divisible by 5?

Why, yes. You could make m = 1,000,000 and ask what /?(5,000,004) was

and, with not a clue as to what this astronomical number might be, you

could say with absolute confidence that it could be divided by 5. Ra-

manujan also came up with a similar identity that said p(7m + 5) was
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divisible by 7. Now, in his Cambridge Philosophical Society paper, he

proved these results, and conjectured others, one of which would suc-

cumb to proof later that year.

On the same day it got Ramanujan's congruences paper, the Philosoph-

ical Society received another from him, one that brought Ramanujan's

work in England full circle and testified to both the genius and lost

potential in his mathematical life.

This second paper went back to two striking identities he had discov-

ered sometime before 1913 and later shown to Hardy. (An identity is an

equation true for all values of the variable. So that whereas x — 2 = 3 is

an ordinary equation, true only for x~5, (x — 2) (*+2) = jc
2 — 4 is true

for every value of*.) One of them was

1 + +
/ i _w i _2-\-qA i -q )

+
f i _ \ / i _2\ / i 3\ +

(l-q)(l- q
4)(l- q

6)(l-q9)(l-q n )(l-q l4)(l-q I6)(l-q 19
)

The other took a similar form. And sometime after Ramanujan's arrival

in England, probably in 1915, MacMahon saw in them something Ra-

manujan had not—something that bore, once again, on partitions.

Students of the additive theory of numbers, which is the formal name

for the field, took an interest not only in partitions generally but in certain

classes of them. Take the number 10. The number of its partitions—or to

invoke a precision that now becomes necessary, the number of its "un-

restricted" partitions—is 42. This number includes, for example,

1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1=10

and

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 +2 + 2 + 2= 10

But, one might ask, what if you excluded partitions such as these by

imposing a new requirement, that the smallest difference between num-

bers making up the partition always be at least 2? For example,
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8 + 2=10

and

6 + 3+1 = 10

would both qualify, as do four others, making for a total of six. All the

other thirty-six partitions of 10 contain at least one pair of numbers

separated by less than 2 and are thus ineligible.

That's one class of partitions. Here's another, formed by a second,

quite distinct exclusionary tactic: What if you only allowed partitions

satisfying a specific algebraic form? For example, what if you restricted

them to those comprising parts taking the form of either 5m +1 or

5m + 4 (where m is a positive integer)? If you do that, the partition

6 + 3 + 1 = 10

fails to qualify. Why? Because not all the parts, the individual numbers

making up the partition, satisfy the condition. The part 6 does; it can be

viewed as 5m +1 with m=\. So does 1, which can be viewed as

5m + 1 with m = 0. But what about 3? Make m anything you want and you

can't get a 3 out of either 5m + I or 5m + 4 (which together can generate

only numbers whose final digits are 1, 4, 6, or 9).

One partition that would qualify is

6 + 4= 10

Another is

4+1+1+1+1+1+1=10

Each satisfies the algebraic requirement. In all, qualifying partitions

come to six.

Now six also happens to be the number of partitions that fit the first

category. Except that it doesn't "happen to be." It always turns out that

way. Pick any number. Add up all its partitions satisfying the "minimal

difference of 2" requirement. Then add up all its partitions satisfying the

"5m + 1 or 5m + 4" requirement. Compare the numbers. They're the

same, every time.
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This is what Ramanujan's identity, suitably interpreted, revealed: two

seemingly distinct mathematical subworlds fused together in a single

unifying relationship. In volume 2 of his book Combinatory Analysis, which

came out in 1916, MacMahon devoted to it and the other identity a whole

chapter, "Ramanujan's Identities." He verified it by reams of hand-

calculation as far as any reasonable person could, "so that there is prac-

tically no reason to doubt its truth; but," he added, "it has not yet been

established" through formal proof.

But it had been, in a paper twenty years before.

One day in 1916 or 1917 Ramanujan was rummaging through the 1894

volume of the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society when there, near

the bottom of page 318, he saw it. It was entitled "Second Memoir on the

Expansion of Certain Infinite Products," and two of those infinite prod-

ucts were just the identities he thought he had discovered. Before Mac-

Mahon's book came out, Hardy had shown Ramanujan's identities

around. Did anyone know proofs for these marvelous theorems? Could

anyone furnish any? No one could. Yet here, in black and white, like a

specter from the past, was evidence that someone already had.

"I can remember very well his surprise, and the admiration which he

expressed" for the older work, Hardy would say of Ramanujan. As for

any loss, or even bittersweet ambivalence, that he may have also felt,

Hardy said nothing.

The man who anticipated Ramanujan was Leonard James Rogers, a

remarkable character if ever there was one. Born in 1862, in Oxford,

where his father was an economist, he had not only done well on the

Oxford equivalent of the Cambridge mathematical Tripos, but had

earned a bachelor of music degree in 1884. He was a fine pianist, an

exceptional mimic, liked to affect a broad Yorkshire accent. He knitted.

He skated. He gardened. He was a natural linguist. "Surely," it was said

of him,

no position in diplomacy would have been unattainable to one endowed

with his easy mastery of languages, his quick intelligence, his sparkling wit,

his fine presence, his athletic grace, his courtly charm that no woman could

resist. Yet of what the world counts success he achieved practically noth-

ing.

Rogers was, in spirit, a gifted amateur who, despite his abilities, never

pursued his mathematical career with the single-minded devotion so

necessary, then as now, to establish a big name: "He did things, and did
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them well, because he liked doing them, but he had nothing of the pro-

fessional outlook, and his knowledge of other people's work in mathe-

matics was vague. He had very little ambition or desire for recognition."

Even in the years before Ramanujan rediscovered him, he wasn't quite

the mathematical nonentity his obituaries presented him as; for years a

mathematics professor at what became the University of Leeds, he had

cjuite a few published papers to his credit. Still, he possessed something

of a knack for making notable contributions that were promptly forgot-

ten, at least in the short run. Just three years earlier, for example, the

Proceedings of the London Aiathemo.tica.1 Society had run this correction:

Prof. Rogers, in his paper "On the Quinquisectional Equation" (Proc.

London Math Soc, Vol XXXII, pp. 199-207), gives the equation in explicit

form. I regret very much that Prof. Rogers's work, which I must have seen

at the time of [its] publication, had entirely slipped from my memory, so

that I was led to state that the problem had not been dealt with since

Cayley's paper in Vol. XII.

In the case of what later became known as the Rogers-Ramanujan

Identities, Hardy suggested later, the Rogers originals appeared "as cor-

ollaries of a series of general theorems, and possibly for this reason, they

seem to have escaped notice, in spite of their obvious interest and beau-

ty." Then, too, the proofs were tortuous; Rogers's aesthetic sensibilities

didn't extend to the written word.

Still, there they were.

A correspondence ensued. In the book to which he'd put the finishing

touches in April 1916, MacMahon had said Ramanujan's identities were

yet unproved. Now, with the falsehood enshrined in black and white,

MacMahon wrote Rogers, as Rogers recalled a little later, "regretting

that he had overlooked my work before it was too late." In October 1917,

Rogers wrote MacMahon with a new, simpler proof. In April 1918,

probably while at Matlock, Ramanujan wrote Hardy with his own.

On October 28, 1918, the two proofs, along with Ramanujan's impor-

tant congruences paper, were read at the annual general meeting of the

Philosonhical Societv.

Two weeks later, the war ended.

The Bolshevik Revolution had led to a collapse of the Russian armies

facing the Germans. Germany had withdrawn all but a million men from

the eastern front, rushed them across central Europe and sent them
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breached the Marne. Once again they came within sight of Paris. But this

time, there was a difference. A million fresh American soldiers had ar-

rived in France. The Germans, exhausted by years of war, rolled back,

and soon had to sue for peace. The armistice was declared on November

11, 1918.

Very shortly, in the words of the GcLmbxidgs Review
, "there was a. very

creditable pre-war bonfire in the Market Place, fed chiefly with packing

cases round which there was dancing; but not all the dancers performed

with two sound legs," By one o'clock that afternoon, some Girton College

women, normally sequestered in their own campus on the fringes of town,

had joined the afternoon revels. At five that evening, many went to the

Thanksgiving Service at King's College Chapel. ""As we stood in the dim

candlelight of that wonderful chapel," one of them wrote, "it seemed as

if Earth and Heaven were no longer divided, and as ifTime and Eternity

were one."

On November 26, Hardy wrote Francis Dewsbury in Madras with

word on Ramanujan. "I think it is now time," he wrote, "that the ques-

tion of his temporary return to India and of his future, generally, should

be reconsidered."
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CHAPTER EIGHT

[From 1918 on]

1. "ALL THE WORLD SEEMED YOUNG AGAIN"

Ramanujan seemed better and, Hardy wrote Dewsbury, "on the road to

a real recovery." He had gained almost fifteen pounds. His temperature

had steadied. The doctors now favored blood poisoning as the source of

his ills, and this, it seemed, had "dried up."

Was it not time, then, that Ramanujan return to India? The reasons

against doing so had disappeared. The sea lanes were safe. He had

achieved all he had set out to in England. His Trinitv fellowshio imnosed_. . _ _ . . _ . 0 j . . _ _r —
J

no residency requirement. He need not stick around while his Royal

Society candidacy was up in the air; it no longer was. So, the thinking

went, with Ramanujan on the mend why retard his recovery by keeping

him in England any longer?

Of course, more was going on behind the scenes. "He has apparently

been approached (with a view to return) directly by several friends,"

Hardy wrote. "It is possible, I think, that the suggestion has not been

made in the most tactful way possible; at any rate, it seems to have turned

him rather against the idea of ffoiner": something thev said had Dushed

one of Ramanujan's numerous buttons. Mindful of Ramanujan's sensi-

tivities, and of no mind to trespass on them, Hardy advised Dewsbury

that "the suggestion would best be made more or less officially and by

letter simultaneously to him and to me." Offer Ramanujan a university

position that left him free to do research and occasionally visit England
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j>nd Kg Hardy would favor his return and Ramanujan he felt sure,

would, too.

Hardy's letter bore a reminder that the emotional malaise that had

nnti-i t\~\e* cnh\*ra\/ trarlfC f»arliF>r tViat" vcar wac rtrxt~„v«r— """j"" ^"vV " J ^ - ; —"

wholly cured. "He will return to India with a scientific standing and

reputation such as no Indian has enjoyed before, and I am confident that

India will regard him as the treasure he is. Hss natural simplicity and

modesty has never been affected in the least by success—indeed," he

added, "all that is wanted is to get him to realize that he really is a

success.

"

Ramanujan still didn't think he was? In November 1918? With close to

twenty major papers appearing in the past four years? With an F.R.S.

appended to his name? And a fellowship at Trinity College? All this did

not convince him? In public, Ramanujan affected a South Indian brand

of aw-shucks modesty. But inside, he still wanted something more.

Wanted it from Hardy? Was Hardy, on whom the war had made R.a-

manujan so dependent, in private more niggardly in his encouragement,

more aloof and detached, than he was in public?

In any case, the wheels were being set in motion for Ramanujan's

return to India the following year. But was he going back because he was

really better? Or because he was worse, his chances for recovery in En-

gland seen as remote? That, at least, is what one of his Indian biogra-

phers implied later. "Mr. Ramanujan's disease had assumed serious

proportions by the Christmas of 1918," wrote P. V. Seshu Iyer, referring

to a time only 3. month removed from Hardy's letter to Dewsbury, "and

caused such grave anxiety to his doctors in England, that, hoping to do

him good, they advised him to return to his native home in India."

Whatever was physically wrong with Ramanujan, his progress, or de-

cline, was glacially slow—making it easy to read slight day-to-day fluc-

tuations in his condition any way you liked. So it may have been no great

change in his health to which his return to India was really due but, more

simply, the end of the war.

The weeks and months iust after the armistice were a time of endings and------- j— ._. 0 _._
beginnings, of vast relief all across the blood-drenched soil of Europe.

Streetlights blazed again. On December 7, Britons were restored the right

to make cakes and pastries and to smear them with chocolate to their

hearts' content. Rationing continued, as it would for some products into
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New Court, Trinity College,
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1920, but a double meat ration was announced for Christmas 1 91 8. On
December 9, demobilization began.

During the war, 2162 Cambridge men had been killed, almost 3000

wounded—altogether about a third of all who served. Some 80,000

wounded had come in through the rail station over the four years. But

now, within months of war's end, the university was already returning to

something like its prewar proportions.

The Nevasa, the British India Lines ship that had carried Ramanujan

to England in 1914, went back to carrying travelers and tourists. She had

become a troop ship early in the war. Then, her funnel painted yellow

and a broad band painted around her white hull in green, she was made

over into a hospital ship, with 660 beds, which for two years bore the sick

and wounded between Suez, Basra, and Bombay. Later, a troopship

again, she carried American soldiers to France, at least twice having to

outrun U-boats. Now, in 1919, she was a passenger ship once more.

Hardy's friend, the historian G. M. Trevelyan, returned to England

"to get on with writing history books again. I had no other ambition in

life. The delightful delusion that we had done with total war at least for

a generation, perhaps for ever, gave a zest to domestic and personal

happiness. I shall never forget the exhilaration of a Cornish holiday with

my wife and girl and boy at Easter 1919, when all the world seemed

young again, and the sands and rocky headlands rejoiced."

About the time of the armistice, Ramanujan had left Fitzroy Square for

another nursing home, this one in the suburb of Putney, a few miles

southeast of London on the south bank of the Thames.

It was called Colinette House. From the outside it was a big, boxy,

undistinguished structure, in plan almost square, part of an early sub-

urban development of freestanding brick houses built in the 1880s; Leon-

ard Woolf had lived in one of them on his return from Ceylon a few years

earlier, finding it something of a comedown from the Anglo-Indian lux-

ury to which he had become accustomed. The interiors were more im-

pressive, though, laced as they were with elaborate moldings, stained

glass, grandly scaled rooms and handsome winding staircases. During

Ramanujan's time, the eight-bedroom house at 2 Colinette Road had

been made into a small nursing home presided over by one Samuel

Mandeville Phillips.

Compared to Matlock, Ramanujan was much more accessible here,
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and Hardy (whose mother had died in Cranleigh a few weeks after the

armistice) could visit him more easily; beyond the usual two hours on the

train into London, Putney was just a cab ride away. Once, in the taxi

from London, Hardy noticed its number, 1729. He must have thought

about it a little because he entered the room where Ramanujan lay in bed

and, with scarcely a hello, blurted out his disappointment with it. It was,

he declared, "rather a dull number," adding that he hoped that wasn't a

bad omen.

"No, Hardy," said Ramanujan. "It is a very interesting number. It is

the smallest number expressible as the sum of two cubes in two different

ways."

Finding numbers that were the sum of one pair of cubes was easy. For

example, 2
3 + 3

3 = 35. But could you get to 35 by adding some other pair

of cubes? You couldn't. And as you tried the integers one by one, it was

the same story. One pair sometimes, two pair never— never, that is, until

you reached 1729, which was equal to 12 3 + I
3
, but also 10 3 + 93

.

How did Ramanujan know? It was no sudden insight. Years before, he

had observed this little arithmetic morsel, recorded it in his notebook

and, with that easy intimacy with numbers that was his trademark, remem-

bered it.

While Ramanujan was at Golinette House, he got some good news. All

through the war, the authorities in Madras had kept up with him through

Hardy, periodically extending his leave ofabsence from the Port Trust and

his fellowships from the university. In 1917, Ramanujan's mother had

come to Madras and learned that her son would be named University Pro-

fessor, earning at least 400 rupees per month—six times what he made as

a research scholar before he left. Now, in the wake of his F.R.S., the

Madras authorities were fairly falling all over themselves to see what they

could do for him. And in late December 1918 or early in the new year, he

learned the university had granted him a 250-pound-per-year fellowship.

This was on top ofa like amount awarded him by Trinity. And it was good

for six years. And it permitted him periodic trips back to England.

Ramanujan too well remembered the days in Kumbakonam when he'd

lost his scholarship and had to drop out of school; and the period in

Madras when he'd scraped by on Ramachandra Rao's patronage and the

few rupees he made from tutoring. Besides, he was embarrassed by his

comparative lack of productivity over the past year and a half. And so, on

January 11, 1919, he wrote to Dewsbury:
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Sir,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 9th December 1918,

and gratefully accept the very generous help which the University offers

me.

I feel, however, that after my return to India, which I expect to happen

as soon as arrangements can be made, the total amount of money to which

I snail be entitled wiii be much more than I shaii require. I should hope

that, after my expenses in England have been paid, £50 a year will be paid

to my parents and that the surplus, after my necessary expenses are met,

should be used for some educational purpose, such in particuiar as the

reduction of school-fees for poor boys and orphans and provision of books

in schools. No doubt it will be possible to make an arrangement about this

after my return.

I feel very sorry that, as I have not been well, I have not been able to do

so much mathematics during the last two years as before. I hope that I

shall soon be able to do more and wiii certainly do my best to deserve the

help that has been given me.

I beg to remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

S. Ramanujan

About a month later, on Monday, February 24, Ramanujan was well

enough to tend to the business of getting his passport. "Age: 30," the

clerk recorded the information. "Profession: Research Student." Sitting

for his passport photo, he held his head, with its full shock of straight

black hair, cocked a little to one side, and, with luminous eyes, peered

slightly up at the camera, The resulting Hollywood-handsome image was

not the Ramanujan his friends knew back in India, nor the Ramanujan

Hardy knew in 1914, but that of an ill, much thinner man. His shirt,

buttoned to the top, was loose around the neck. Layers of fat no longer

pressed against his jacket which—now ill fitting in the other direction

—

was two sizes too big around his neck and shoulders.

About two weeks later, on March 13, 1919, two short notes by Ra-

manujan appeared in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society", in

them, he revealed new congruence properties of the partition function

and a new link between the first and second Rogers-Ramanujan identi-

ties. That same day, lightened by notebooks and other papers he had left

with Hardy, but encumbered with, among other things, at least a dozen
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books, a box of raisins for his younger brothers, and a big leather trunk

filled with papers, he boarded the Pacific and Orient Lines ship Nagoya.

The Nagoya, of the same recent vintage as the Nevasa only a bit smaller,

was steaming for Bombay.

The India to which Ramanujan was returning had not gone unscathed by

the conflict that had bied Europe. Indeed, Madras itself had become a

battleground. Immediately upon the declaration of war, the German

light cruiser Emden had struck sea lanes in the Indian Ocean, taking

prizes and destroying merchant ships. One night she appeared outside

Madras. Wartime or not, the harbor lights burned brightly, illuminating

the red-striped white tanks of the Burma Oil Company. Mistakenly ad-

vised of the Emden's sinking, British officials were at a dinner party cel-

ebrating when the German marauder began to shell the harbor, setting

fire to the oil tanks. Later, from ninety miles out at sea, the night sky was

still agiow from the fires ashore.

The attack had little strategic impact, but it struck terror in the local

citizenry, which may have included Ramanujan's parents and wife. Many
natives, fearful of the Emden's return, fled the city.

The war purged India of all but about fifteen thousand British troops.

A volunteer Indian army of more than a million men had been raised,

many of whom, at least in Madras, were untouchables; local recruiters

promised them, "When you wear the King-Emperor's uniform, you will

be able to walk through the Brahmin quarter and spit where you like."

Politically, it was a time of great new strides toward independence. In

1915, Annie Besant, English social reformer and president of Madras's

Theosophical Society, began agitating for Home Rule with the publica-

tion of her daily newspaper, New India, and the formation of the Home
Rule League. In the same year, Gandhi, already famous for the nonvi-

olent methods of civil disobedience he had forged for the defense of

Indian immigrants in South Africa, returned to India, where he began

using his new social weapons to form a mass movement; five years later,

he would become head of the Indian National Congress.

Change—a chafing at the bonds of the caste system, an awakening of

the Indian masses, a resurgent Indian nationalism, a rediscovery of in-

digenous Indian ways—marked the years Ramanujan was away. All

across the subcontinent, the giant was feeling its strength.

Intellectual India, too, felt it. In late December 1916, the Indian Math-
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ematical Society held its first conference, in Madras. Lord Pentland him-

selfopened the proceedings, being met on the steps of Presidency College

by R. Ramachandra Rao, the society's fourth president. "At the present

time," Lord Pentland told the conference, "a young Indian student, Mr.

S. Ramanujan"—cheers erupted from the audience
—

"is studying at

Cambridge whose career we in Southern India are watching with keen

interest and high anticipation. You know the story of the discovery of his

unusual talent and all here will be glad to hear how entirely he is justi-

fying the efforts which were made to give it full scope."

Everyone knew the story by now. Back in May 1914, the Nevasa having

borne him away barely two months before, Ramanujan was already

being heralded in the Madras papers.

Mr. S. Ramanujan of Madras, whose work in Higher Mathematics has

excited the wonder of Cambridge, is now in residence at Trinity. He will

read mainly with the two Fellows of the College—Mr. Hardy and Mr.

Littlewood. They are going through masses of work he has already done,

and are making some surprising discoveries in it!

When he received his degree, they heard about it back home. When he was

named an F.R.S., Madras rolled out the red carpet for him in absentia, in

the form of a meeting to honor him at Presidency College. One classmate

ofhis from Pachaiyappa's College days, K. Chengalvarayan, later recalled

how when he met old school friends during these years, "the emergence of

Ramanujan into fame was usually one of the topics of talks."

Ten weeks before Ramanujan's arrival in Bombay, the Indian Math-

ematical Society met there for its second conference. Ramanujan's "bril-

liant career," his "very humble origin," and his elevation to the Royal

Society were on every speaker's lips. He was returning at a bad time,

though, at the height of a flu epidemic that would kill ten million people;

among the mathematical society's small membership alone, it had

claimed five lives already. Others who had died during Ramanujan's

time abroad were E. W. Middlemast, the Presidency College mathemat-

ics professor who had given him one of his earliest recommendations;

and, at the age of forty-two, Singaraveiu Mudaiiar, his mathematics

professor at Pachaiyappa's College.

Now the lead page of the society's Journal, dated April 1, 1919, bore the

news of Ramanujan's return. But he was coming back, it advised, "in

somewhat indifferent health."
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2. RETURN TO THE GAUVERY

"Where is she?" asked Ramanujan of his mother as he stepped off the ship

into the maw of Bombay on March 27, 1919. She was Janaki. His mother

was there, and his brother Lakshmi Narasimhan; the two of them

had set out for Bombay on the twenty-first. But not his wife. Why fret over

Janaki? sniped Komalatammal. Scarcely off the boat, Ramanujan had

dropped into the family snake pit. Domestic conflict had sabotaged his last

three years in England. Now they dampened his arrival in India.

In fact, the two sides of the family had been out of touch for more than

a year. No one knew just where Janaki was. Perhaps back in Rajendram.

Or, if she had learned of Ramanujan's arrival, maybe with her sister in

Madras. So, Lakshmi Narasimhan was dispatched to write two identical

letters to Janaki asking that she come meet Ramanujan in Madras.

She was back in Rajendram, it turns out, where she'd gone for her

brother's wedding more than a year before. She did know ofRamanujan's

return—but only thanks to the Madras papers, not because her mother-

in-law had bothered to inform her. Her brother, R. Srinivasa Iyengar,

had advised her not to rejoin the family in Madras. Komalatammal hated

her; why place herself within the tiger's jaws once again? But then the

letter came from Lakshmi Narasimhan. Ramanujan, it said, wanted her.

That was all it took. She and her brother set off.

"When I go back I shall never be asked to a funeral," Ramanujan had

told Neville before he left. It was one form of the taint he expected to

bear, in the eyes of strictly orthodox Brahmins, lor going to England. To

help remove it, Komalatammal had planned to take her son directly to

Rameswaram, for purification ceremonies in the great temple to which

the whole family had gone for a pilgrimage in 1901. But now, in Bombay,

one look at him decided her against it; Rameswaram, all the way south

almost to Ceylon, was another five hundred miles and another hard day

on the train beyond Madras. He was just too sick. And so, after a few

nights in Bombay, Ramanujan, his mother, and brother boarded the

Bombay Mail for the overnight trip to Madras.

"When I met him alighting from the railway train," Ramachandra Rao

would recall of Ramanujan's arrival in Madras on April 2, "I foresaw the

end." He looked awful. Making things worse, there was still no Janaki.

Why? he asked his mother. This time Komalatammal said something

about Janaki being off to tend her father, who was unwell.
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Ramanujan was bundled on to a jutka, a. two-wheeled, horse-drawn

vehicle, which soon pulled away from the bustling area around Central

Station. His old friend K. S. Viswanatha Sastri, one of those who'd seen

him off from Madras five years before and whom Ramanujan had once

tutored in math, followed on behind by bicycle. About three miles south

of the station, they reached a large, lovely bungalow on Edward Elliots

Road owned by a wealthy trial lawyer. When Viswanatha Sastri got there

a little later, Ramanujan was already eating yogurt and sambhar. "If I

had this in England," said Ramanujan, "I would not have gotten sick."

The weekend before his arrival in Madras, the local papers carried an

account of his life prepared by Dewsbury's office. "This," Sir Francis

Spring scrawled on an interoffice memo, "does not seem to go far enough

in satisfying legitimate public interest in a man whose mathematical

genius may yet do great things for the world and has already." He
directed Narayana Iyer to rummage through the Port Trust's Ramanu-

jan files and assemble a much fuller biography. This appeared on April

6. "Mr. S. Ramanujan is a native of Kumbakonam in the Tanjore Dis-

trict of Madras Presidency. He was born in 1888 [sic] of poor and, so far

as English goes, illiterate parents of the Vaishnava sect ofBrahmins. . .

."

Ramanujan was offered a university professorship, which he said he

would accept when his health improved. Madrasi notables trooped by to

visit the convalescing genius, South India's conquering hero of the intel-

lect, who had shown the Britishers the stuff of which South Indians were

made. Now and over the next year, they rushed to pick up his medical

and other expenses. They offered him their homes. Top people from the

Hindu came by. So did Ramachandra Rao, of course, and Sir Francis

Spring, and Narayana Iyer.

To shield him from visitors a little, Ramanujan's doctor, M. G. Nan-

junda Rao, had him moved a half mile or so south to a place called

Venkata Vilas on Luz Church Road, named for a nearby Portuguese

church (known locally as Kattu Kovil, or Jungle Temple). Now, far from

the teeming Triplicane and Georgetown of his youth, he was in the very

heart of cultured Madras, peopled by high-born Brahmin intellectuals,

lawyers, and scholars, who lived in large compounds, luxuriant with

banana trees and betel gardens. It was here, finally, on April 6, that

Janaki and her brother caught up with him, followed, about a week later,

by Ramanujan's father, grandmother, and younger brother, from Kum-
bakonam.

Later that month, on the twenty-fourth, Ramanujan wrote Dewsbury
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asking for an account of his expenses in England and the trip back and

requesting payment of his fellowship in monthly installments. He was

settling in for the long haul.

For three months Ramanujan stayed at the bungalow on Luz Church

Road. And here, he and Janaki began to forge something like a real

relationship. Janaki had been just thirteen when he left. Now she was

eighteen. As they never really had before, they began to talk, perhaps now

each coming to discover how Komalatammal had intercepted their let-

ters, perhaps finding time for physical intimacy as well.

But the man Janaki, his family, and friends saw was much changed

from the man they had known. There were the small superficial changes,

of course. He drank coffee now, which he hadn't much before despite its

popularity (more than tea) in South India. His tuft was gone. He was a

bit lighter in complexion. He was much thinner; Janaki, seeing him so

emaciated and coughing up phlegm, only now realized how sick he was.

But it was the change in his personality that upset his friends most. K.

Narasimha Iyengar, with whom Ramanujan had lived for a time in

Madras around 1912, had been there to greet him at the train platform.

"I found him not a cheerful, chummy and affectionate Ramanujan," he

said later, "but a thoroughly depressed, sullen and cold Ramanujan, even

after seeing me, a close and affectionate friend." Recalled Ananthara-

man, who visited him at Luz, bearing a bunch ofKumbakonam bananas:

"He was not the original Ramanujan. He could [scarcely] speak and his

illness had made him peevish." He was bitter, impatient, sour. His faith

was tarnished, too. Once, Anantharaman's older brother, Ganapathy,

said something about gods and temples, and Ramanujan snapped back

that "it was foolish talk, and they were only devils."

Janaki was not immune from his wrath and found him quick to jump

on her when disturbed while working. In his passport photo, she thought,

he seemed troubled, and the same look crossed his features often over the

next year. Other accounts have him yelling at his brother for wasting

money, or impetuously scattering things around the house, or even chew-

ing on thermometers placed in his mouth.

The family's own record of events in Ramanujan's life, reconstructed

after his death (probably by his brother Lakshmi Narasimhan) is over

the next year often ambiguous, its cryptic scrawl bearing fragmentary

references like "Tamil books," and "paradox about points," and "rumor

that he was mad." It records the comings and goings of family members,

visits to the house, the receipt of letters, and much other daily minutiae,
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most of it not fleshed out enough to reconstruct today. But one notation,

recorded over and over during the year, leaves little ambiguity: quarrel.

Sometimes the quarrels were between Janaki and Komalatammal, some-

times between Janaki and R.amanujan's grandmother. Sometimes the

antagonists went unrecorded. Twice during April the family scribe men-

tioned quarrels, twice again in July, another time in August, again in

September, again in October, and at other times later.

For much of the year, during which the family moved repeatedly, the

household was a hellhole of simmering resentment. Once, a battle ap-

parently broke out over whether Raman ujan should go to a sa.natorium,

another time over some donation or another. Ramanujan's letter from

Colinette House, suggesting that some of his fellowship money go toward

scholarships, was another irritant; Komalatammal preferred that her son

shower more of his new affluence on the family, not strangers. Janaki was

probably no more immune to money's allure than Komalatammal; years

later she recalled how Ramanujan, in his final days, "said he had five thou-

sand rupees in his savings to buy me diamond eardrops and a gold belt."

With the approach of the Madras summer and its daytime temperatures

over a hundred degrees, Ramanujan's doctors advised him to head in-

land to escape the heat and humidity. One possibility was Coimbatore,

a city about the size of Kumbakonam located in hill country most of the

way west across the southern spine of the Indian subcontinent. Coim-

batore would be drier, and ten degrees cooler. But Ramanujan's mother

onted instead for Kodumudi a sleenv little town of a few thousand neonle
"J " " " 7 JT / - - - I I

known for its Magudeswara temple, which was unusual in offering com-

mon worship to Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. Kodumudi formed one ver-

tex of a twenty-mile-wide triangle of which Namakkal and Erode,

Ramanujan's birthplace, were the other two. For Komalatammal's side

of the family, especially, Kodumudi was like going home.

The district comprising Kodumudi, with rainfall only half as heavy as

that of Madras, was mostly brown and bare. But the town itself, occu-

pying a site on the southern bank of the Cauvery, was green. The river,

beside which a fertile levee had built ud over the vears. was broad here,

a line of palm trees on the north shore distant enough to savor of a foreign

country.

Through arrangements made by the university, Ramanujan was stay-

ing in a house located on East Agraharam Street, near the town regis-

trar's office; agraharam meant the Brahmin quarter. Crossing the T of
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Agraharam Street was a street that dropped down to the Cauvery at a

spot where men and women came to wash clothes and bathe. And there,

on August II, 1919, at the time of the Sravanam ceremony that marked

the annual chaneriner of the sacred thread. Ramanuian onenlv rebelled
" " o tz>

" —
. -- , -j i

-.
j

against his mother.

Trouble had been brewing for weeks between the two of them, from

even before thev'd arrived in town: Ramanuian had wanted to travel first

class, but his mother had insisted on second or third class. Now, Ra-

manujan was heading down to the river to bathe, as part of the Sravanam

rites. Tanaki wanted to &o with him. Ramanuian said ves. Komalatam-

mal said no.

And Ramanujan insisted, yes.

It was a turning point. All the hostility pent up over the past few years,

the diverted letters, the endless quarrels—and now this. He spoke re-

spectfully, but firmly: Janaki was going with him.

After that. Tanaki beeran to occudv a larerer Dlace in her husband's life.

He grew freer in her company. He told her, more than once, "If only you

had come with me to England perhaps I would not have fallen ill." On
Friday afternoons, he would sometimes watch her oil and wash her hair,

shaking it out and letting it dry in the sun. The sight gave him great

pleasure, sometimes enough to draw him away from his work. In coming

months, it would be Janaki who, increasingly, would care for him during

the day, give him his medication, nurse him at night. When, at one point,

his mother urged him to send Janaki packing, back to her parents, Ra-

manujan refused.

For two months Ramanujan stayed in Kodumudi. Every Sunday the

doctor visited—a G. F. Fearnside, Divisional Medical Officer. And it may

only have been now, in questioning him, that Komalatammal grasped

the full extent of her son's condition. At one point Fearnside suggested

that Ramanujan go to Coimbatore. At another, Thanjavur, near Kum-
bakonam, was the recommendation. (Ramanujan would not hear of it.

"They want me to go to Tan-savu-ur," he said, punning on the word's

Tamil components, "the place-of-my-death.") But with the worst ofsum-

mer over, the pressure was strong to go somewhere less out-of-the-way.

Komalatammal decreed that it be Kumbakonam.

In late August, perhaps grateful to get away from a domestic situation

that had turned against her, she went on ahead to look for a house, the

family home on Sarangapani Sannidhi Street apparently being deemed

inappropriate for her son's care. On September 3, Ramanujan and the
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rest of the family left Kodumudi and, around dusk of the following day,

arrived in Kumbakonam.

The surroundings of his childhood and adolescence may have mel-

lowed Ramanujan a little because stories from this period bear a softer

quality, even a nostalgic tinge. One of Ramanujan's former classmates

told how "he insisted on seeing my aunt, who is an old widow on the

wrong side of 70, whom he knew while at school some 20 years ago." Old

friends dropped by. Balakrishna Iyer, one of those Ramanujan had ap-

proached for a job around 1910, sent him dried brinjal slices. Rad-

hakrishna Tver, the Pachaivaooa's College classmate who had nursed_ j _ j _ . _ . v r . - o - - - - -

him while he was sick in 1909, recalled Ramanujan as just "a bundle of

bones," lying on his cot. "Ramanujan had powerful and penetrating eyes.

For a moment his eyes flashed a look of recognition," and he mumbled

Radhakrishna's name.

Ramanujan had a new doctor now, P. S. Chandrasekar, brought down

from Madras esneciallv to rare for him. Hardv. through the Roval Soc.ietv._ - -
1 /

— ___ __ . —0 — - -- j -
/ ?

had approached the authorities in Madras. The surgeon general had

turned to Chandrasekar, fifty, a professor of hygiene and physiology at

Madras Medical College and a prominent tuberculosis specialist. At one

point, Chandrasekar accompanied one of Ramanujan's oldest friends,

Sarangapani (the boy who had once bested him in an arithmetic exam)

to the house on Bhaktapuri Street where Ramanujan lay sick. For more

than an hour Chandrasekar examined him. It was tuberculosis, he was

sure, notions of blood poisoning notwithstanding. "I have a friend who

loves me more than all of you. who does not want to leave me at all,"

Ramanujan told Sarangapani later. "It's this tuberculosis fever."

When Ramanujan boarded the Nagoya to return to India early that

spring, hopes for recovery, at least in Hardy's estimation, had been high.

But the kind of sanatoriums treating him for the past two years had one

essential failing: they didn't cure tuberculosis. Of those discharged from

English sanatoriums, one study found, between one- and two-thirds were

dead within five years, most of them within the first two. In Ramanujan,

Chandrasekar now concluded, the disease had reached an advanced

stage. His fate lay more with God than in anything medicine could do.

Since coming down sick two and a half years before, Ramanujan had

been through the wringer. In England, he'd seen many doctors, heard

countless conflicting diagnoses, been shuffled around to numerous hos-

pitals and nursing homes. Now in India, it was the same thing. Two
places in Madras. Kodumudi. Perhaps briefly in Coimbatore. Kumha-
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Ico Mtim . All in nine months N^lore doctors. N»ore examinations. More

diagnoses. Through it all, his condition grew gradually worse. Now, in

Kumbakonam, the downward slide accelerated.

Ramanujan's accounts, Dewsbury added: "He is still in very bad health

and difficult to deal with, living up country with his family. Mr. Ra-

machandra Rao is doing what he can for him, but Mr, Ramanujan

himself will not consent to live in a suitable environment under proper

treatment. It is a great pity." By one account, he refused to be further

treated, by another he had simply given up the will to live. It was like

pulling teeth even to get him to go to Madras, where Chandrasekar

wanted him. It was the coolest, most pleasant time of the year; the heat

that had originally driven him to Kodumudi had given way to daytime

temperatures in the eighties. Finally, Ramanujan relented.

Sometime probably a little after the first of the year, Ramanujan, his

mnfhpr wiff* a n r] Virntli *»r-i n-1 aw ^nnivasa c*»t nfF fnr lVTarlrac rnif fnr... ..v-, — - v ^ - --. - — .j^. ^ -v- - •—— —~ --— 5 "

the moment, got only as far as the railway station. They had missed the

train, the next one not due for another six or seven hours. Rather than

subject Ramanujan to another bumpy, two-mile ride to Bhaktapuri

Street, only to turn around a few hours later, they camped out at the

station on the edge of town. Periodically, Janaki and Komalatammal

returned to the house for food or other provisions.

The train ultimately came, of course, and they reached Madras. On
January fifteenth, when Dewsbury wrote Hardy again, he gave Ramanu-

jan's address as "Kudsia," Harrington Road, Chetput, Madras.

3. THE FINAL PROBLEM

Ramanujan was living in one ofa group of substantial stucco houses built

for the British around the turn of the century in a western suburb of the

city. Given names like Sydenham, Ravenscroft, and Lismoyle, and some-

times supplied with tennis courts, they were popular with middle-rank

Indian Civil Service officers and company officials. Several dozen of them

had gone up along a lane perpendicular to Harrington Road, how called

Fifteenth Avenue, but during Ramanujan's time unnamed. "Kudsia" was

one of them, though apparently Ramanujan didn't stay there long. For a

time, he was installed in a considerably larger one, "Crynant," in a cul-

de-sac at the end of the dusty lane. Ultimately, he would be moved to an-

other, known as "Gometra."
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It was from one of these houses that on January 12, 1920, Ramanujan

wrote Hardy for the first time in almost a year.

I am extremely sorry for not writing you. a single letter up to now, , , , I

discovered very interesting functions recently which I call "Mock" theta

functions. Unlike the "False" theta functions (studied partially by Prof.

Rogers in his interesting nanerl rhev enter into mathemarir.s as heauhfnllvo — o i— i
/ j — - - - - ---

i

as the ordinary theta functions. I am sending you with this letter some

examples.

In how it would excite the active interest of mathematicians up until the

present, it was a letter much like the one Ramanujan had written Hardy

seven years earlier almost to the day. By one estimate, it represented "one

of the most original pieces of mathematics, and in some ways the very

best, which Ramanujan did."

As with so manv other subiects that interested Ramanuian. theta funo

tions could be represented as infinite series. Strict rules governed the

formation of these series, and so long as you observed them, they always

had particularly intriguing properties. For example, they were "quasi

doubly periodic" and they were "entire functions." Over the years since

Jacobi had first studied them, theta functions had come to exert a pro-

found impact on fields ranging from mathematical physics to number

theory. Books devoted to them typically wound up bridging vast terrain,

yielding connections to fields to which at first they might seem wholly

unrelated.

But theta functions were fragile. The properties that made them so

intriguing to mathematicians vanished if, in trying to construct them,

you departed even slightly from their canonical form—for example, by

merely changing the signs of some of the terms; at a glance, they might

seem indistinguishable from theta functions themselves, yet they lost

most of their interesting properties. True, certain "false theta func-

tions" explored by Ramanujan's intellectual cousin, L. J. Rogers, in a

paper a few years before, held some interest; later study would apply

them, for examole. to Dartitions. But comDared to the real, or "classi-
' 1 ' j> x *

cal," theta functions that mathematicians found so rich with meaning,

they were pale substitutes.

Now, in his letter to Hardy, Ramanujan was telling how a new class of

functions could be constructed that were not theta functions but bore

crucial similarities to them and were just as interesting. They were not
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"false" theta functions, like those Rogers had investigated, but what

Ramanujan termed "mock" theta functions.

Classical theta functions could be put into a variant "Eulerian" form,

in which terms like ( 1 — a) or (\ — a
3

) aooeared in the denominator. That—
v _ 7/ "i- 1- - — - - - -

meant that when q~\, say, or q
3 ~ 1, the functions were mathematically

undefined and had to be explored in alternative ways (in a way loosely

analogous to how Ramanujan and Hardy had explored the partition

function through their "circle method"). Offering two theta functions as

examples, Ramanujan noted that at such "singularities"—at the points

demanding snecial studv—"we know how beautifullv the asvmntotic
• - - --- 0 -j— / - - - - — - - / -

/ r

form of the function can be expressed in a very neat and closed expo-

nential form."

All this was spadework, with which Hardy was familiar. But now

Ramanujan ranged beyond it:

Now a very interesting question arises. Is the converse of the statements

concerning the [two theta functions] true? That is to say: Suppose there is

a function in the Eulerian form and suppose that all or an infinity of points

are exponential singularities, and also suppose . . .

and on he went like this, fashioning his function before Hardy's eyes.

When it had satisfied a host of such special conditions it was, he said, a

"mock theta function." Then he went on to offer a whole slew of them

—

four third-order mock theta functions, ten fifth-order functions, and so

on.

"The first three pages in which Ramanujan explained what he meant

by a 'mock theta function' are very obscure," G. N. Watson, one of the

first of those to study them, would allow. But hazy and poorly expressed

as they were, they held within them profound mathematical truths that

became the subject ofWatson's presidential address to the London Math-

ematical Society sixteen years later and would keep other mathemati-

cians busy for years. Wrote Watson:

Ramanujan's discovery of the mock-theta functions makes it obvious

that his skill and inerenuitv did not desert him at the oncoming- of his

untimely end. As much as any of his earlier work, the mock-theta functions

are an achievement sufficient to cause his name to be held in lasting re-

membrance. To his students such discoveries will be a source ofdelight and

wonder until the time shall come when we too shall make our journey to

that Garden of Proserpine where
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Pale, beyond porch and portal

Crowned with calm leaves, she stands

Who gathers all things mortal

With cold, immortal hands.

In 1893, Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of Sherlock Holmes, wrote a

story in which the famous detective, grappling with his archfoe Professor

Moriarty at Reichenbach Falls in Austria, plunges to his death on the

rocks below—or so Holmes's friend, Dr. Watson, is led to believe. Now,

four decades later, discussing Ramanujan's surge of mathematical cre-

ativity in the months before his death, this other Watson, the mathema-

tician, resurrected the title Conan Doyle had used for Sherlock Holmes's

last case. Mock theta functions, he said, were Ramanujan's "Final Prob-

lem."

All that year in India Ramanujan worked on mock theta functions,

"q-series," and related areas, filling page after page with theorems and

computational fragments and infinite series going off in every direction,

by one reckoning about 650 formulas in all. When the American math-

ematician George Andrews began poring through them half a century

later, he was stunned by their richness, the surprises they offered, was

left mystified over how anyone could think them up. "It is very difficult

even for somebody trained in mathematics, but not an expert, to tell

them apart," he would say. Among one group of five superficially sim-

ilar formulas, "the first one took me fifteen minutes to prove, the sec-

ond an hour. The fourth one followed from the second. The third and

fifth took me three months."

Ramanujan's work during the year before he died could be seen to

support an old nostrum of the tuberculosis literature—that the tubercu-

lous patient, as he succumbed, was driven to an ever-higher creative

pitch; that approaching death inspired a final flurry of creativity impos-

sible during normal times. The idea has been soundly trounced by mod-

ern scholars quick to cite artists and other creative workers whose greatest

work long preceded their illness and whose deathbed productivity was

nil. Still, during Ramanujan's time, the idea had a following. And at least

one account of Ramanujan's last days, by P. V. Seshu Iyer, bore its

flavor: "There are no papers and researches of his more valued nor more

intuitive," he wrote, "than those which he thought out during these

fateful days. His physical body was failing no doubt, but his intellectual

vision grew proportionately keener and brighter."
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But George Andrews, for one, could explain Ramanujan's remarkable

productivity in more prosaic, if doubtless sounder, terms. "He had the

full power of his collaboration with Hardy behind him and the sort of

wild eccentric genius of his youth behind him," too. Ramanujan, in other

words, shouldhave been at the height of his powers. "And this notebook,"

said he of the product of that final year, "bears it out."

Sometime during late winter or early spring of 1920, while staying in

"Crynant," Ramanujan complained to his mother that the "cry" of that

name seemed inauspicious, Komalatammal went to Namberumal Chetty,

owner of the bungalows (as well as of a small railroad) and a friend of Sir

Francis Spring. Omitting Ramanujan's real reasons, Komalatammal told

him her son needed a quieter place. Namberumal obliged, and Ramanu-

jan was moved a little down the road to "Gometra," which means some-

thing like "Friend of Cows," a reference to Krishna.

It was a house full of doors. There were banks of doors everywhere,

doors leading back outside to an arched portico, doors to an interior court

where the cooking was done in a separate outbuilding, literally dozens of

doors ranging over the house. When they were all open, the inside of the

house, with its floor of large granite slabs, was like a cool, shaded glen

open to any stray passing breeze. You'd enter through what from the

street seemed a side entrance but which, leading you under one of several

arches, actually brought you into the center of the house. There stood a

stairway, its banisters fashioned from Burma teak, that led up to the

second floor. To your right, toward the front of the house, was a large

living room. Ramanujan may briefly have stayed there, but in time he

was shifted to a small corner room on the other side of the stairs at the

back of the house.

Enhancing its sense of openness was the bungalow's scant furniture.

Ramanujan's bed was a mattress and a pillow laid out upon the bare

granite floor. He scarcely budged from it. Lying there, he could look up

and see a massive wood beam, from which, like a spine, the second floor

was supported, spanning the length of the room. It was quiet back here

away from the street. Visitors moved silently so as not to' disturb him.

Tirunarayanan, who fondly recalled his older brother horsing around

with him, telling him stories and carrying him on his shoulders, now

found access to him jealously guarded, with no one allowed to bother

him.

Still, Ramanujan could scarcely have gone unaware of the tensions that
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And that he was sick, miserable, angry, and prone to sudden outbursts

did nothing to ease matters. Again and again, Janaki and Komalatammal
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jan's care. Now, moreover, the contest was not so unequal as before.

Janaki was twenty, enjoyed a new and stronger position in the household,
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Around March, Komalatammal appeared at the door of G. V. Nara-

yanaswamy Iyer, a former student of mathematician P. V. Seshu Iyer,

Ramanujan s long- time* friend and champion; whose note of introduction

she now bore. Narayanaswamy Iyer was a high school teacher in Tri-

plicane, but it was not for his pedagogic abilities that Komalatammal

wanted to see him. He was also a noted astrologer.

Narayanaswamy Iyer asked for a copy of the horoscope she wanted

read. Komalatammal dictated it from memory. This, he said after study-
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apt to die at the height of his fame, or one who, if he did live long, would

remain obscure. "Who is this gentleman? What is his name?" he asked.

It was, of course, Ramanujan, and Komalatammal, in tears, replied

that she had drawn the same inference from his horoscope.

Narayanaswamy backpedaled. Ramanujan! "I am sorry I was so hasty,"

he said. "Please do not carry what I said to any of his relatives."

"I am the mother of Ramanujan," she replied.

Groping for a way out of the uncomfortable scene, Narayanaswamy

auggcaicu uiai uiayuc mo win, a iiyiua^-upv, uugiii jiin.iga.n- liil ijou hl w

o

.

"Can you bring her horoscope next time?" he asked. A separate visit was

hardly necessary: Komalatammal rattled it off for him.

The astrologer looked for something—anything—by which to inspire

hope. But after half an hour's study of the two horoscopes, laid side by

side, he was reduced to nothing beyond suggesting that perhaps Ra-

manujan and Janaki might wish to live apart for a while.

That, of course, was just what Komalatammal wanted to hear. "I have

been . . . pleading with my son to send her away to her parents' house,"

r.Ka n-^'iA "Tli.* —111-. tin , 1 J-farli, raft mac* Uo l-l -i L- Uaan tK.i-imt -i »-> n\~mA i an f
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son. But in this matter, his obstinacy is unbreakable."

Did Ramanujan now know he was dying? According to another of those

enduring myths that surrounded tuberculosis, the victim was the last to

realize his approaching death. "Buoyed up by spes phthisca, a delusive
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hope of recovery," one student of tuberculosis, Nan Marie McMurry,

recounts, "the consumption patient was supposed to anticipate a return

to health on the deathbed."

But Ramanujan suffered no such delusions and often during his final

months told his doctor he had lost the will to live. Earlier, it is true, he

had said he would accept a university position offered him once he had

recovered his health. And as recently as January, around the time he

wrote Hardy about mock theta functions, he expressed interest in sub-

scribing to new math journals. But the dark superstitious side of him saw

things more blackly—and, as it happens, more accurately. He had long

before read his own horoscope as predicting his death before age thirty-

five. And brought to Harrington Road, he punned on the name of the

Madras suburb, Ghetput, in which it was located; "chat-pat," in Tamil,

meant "it will happen soon."

During his last months, Ramanujan drew closer toJanaki, with whom,

when he wasn't exploding at her in a fit, he now had a warmer, more

relaxed relationship. "He was uniformly kind to me," Janaki recalled.

"In his conversation he was full of wit and humor," was forever cracking

jokes. As if trying to cheer her up, he plied her with tales of England—of

his visits to the British Museum, and the animals he'd seen there, of the

time in Cambridge when an English guest eating a South Indian dish he

had prepared chomped down on a piece of hot pepper . . .

His life came down a little from the heights of mathematics to small

things, human things. He would summon Janaki with a little bell, or
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Rao's son-in-law, how much he craved the rasam he had enjoyed almost

a decade before in those destitute days of 1910 at Victoria Hostel—and

loved it when somebody brought him some.

Still, it was not an easy death. Whatever cheerfulness or equanimity he

could muster—and some of his friends preferred later to remember him

that way—papered over a grim despair. He was sullen and angry much

of the time. His mood was volatile, resting on a hair trigger. Janaki felt

later—so had Hardy in England, and so did many of his friends in

t „ : „ tU„ t u:„ :n , „ u
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one thing or another. There was a tray kept nearby with lentils, spices,

and rice, and once, in a fit of anger and pain, Ramanujan pounded it all

together with a stick. Narasimha Iyengar, hurt at finding Ramanujan so

sullen and cold when he greeted him at the Central Station, visited him

now again on Harrington Road. "I found to my great grief that though
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dear friends."

Toward the end, "he was only skin and bones," Janaki remembered

later. He comnlained terriblv of the nain. It was in his stomach, in his leff.

When it got bad, Janaki would heat water in brass vessels and apply hot

wet towels to his legs and chest; "fomentation," it was called, standard

theraDv at the time. But throuerh all the Dain and fever, through the

endless household squabbles, through his own disturbed equanimity,

Ramanujan, lying in bed, his head propped up on pillows, kept working.

When he reauested it. Tanaki would erive him his slate: later, she'd ffather

up the accumulated sheets of mathematics-covered paper to which he

had transferred his results and place them in the big leather box which he

had brought from England. "He wouldn't talk to anyone who came to the

house," said Janaki later. "It was always maths. . . . F^ur days before he

died he was scribbling."

Eaiiv on AdHI 26. 1920. he laDSed into unconsciousness. For two hours.
/ i * i *

Janaki sat with him, feeding him sips of dilute milk. Around midmorning

or perhaps a little earlier, he died. With him were his wife, his parents,

his two brothers, and a few friends. He was thirty-two years old.

At the funeral later that day, most of his orthodox Brahmin relatives

stayed away; Ramanujan had crossed the waters and, too sick on his

return to make the trip to Rameswaram for the purification ceremonies

his mother had planned, was still tainted in their eyes. Ramachandra Rao

arranged the cremation, through his son-in-law and Ramanujan's boy-

hood friend. RaiaeroDalachari. At about one in the afternoon, his emaci-

ated body was put to the flames on the cremation ground near Chetput.

The next day, assigning it Registration No. 228, a government clerk

officially recorded his death.

4. A SON OF INDIA

The astrophysicist Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar grew up in Lahore, in

what was then northern India, moved to Madras when he was eight,

attended Presidency College there, then Cambridge's Trinity College

(where he met Hardy), went on to propose the theoretical underpinnings

for black holes, and was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1983. In 1920, he

was just nine years old, but he well recalls how one day in late April of

that year his mother, reading about it in the newspaper, told him of the

death of Ramanujan. "Though I had no idea at that time of what kind of
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meant," Chandrasekhar would tell an American audience almost seven

decades later,

I can still recall the gladness I felt at the assurance that one brought up

under circumstances similar to my own could have achieved what I could

ft' "»f

The fact that Ramanujan's early years were spent in a scientifically

sterile atmosphere, that his life in India was not without hardships, that
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miraculous, he had gone to Cambridge, supported by eminent mathema-

ticians, and had returned to India with every assurance that he would be

considered, in time, as one of the most original mathematicians of the

century— these facts were enough, more than enough, for aspiring young

Indian students to break their bonds of intellectual confinement and per-

haps soar the way that Ramanujan had.

In the India of the 1920s, he would say at another time, "We were

proud of Mahatma Gandhi, of Nehru, of [the Nobel Prize-winning poet

Rabindranath] Tagore, of Ramanujan. We were proud of the fact that

anything we could do would equate to anything else in the world."

Within Indian mathematics, of course, Ramanujan's influence extended

correspondingly deeper. "I think it is fair to say," Chandrasekhar would

observe, "that almost all the mathematicians who reached distinction

during the three or four decades following Ramanujan were directly or

indirectly inspired by his example." (One brilliant young mathematics

student at Madras's Presidency College, T. Vijayaraghavan, deliberately

neglected his studies and failed his examinations, the more perfectly to

follow in Ramanujan's footsteps.)

Such was Ramanujan's impact on India during the years after his

death. But back in the family, preoccupied by the daily cares of life and

filled with painful memories of the last difficult years, his death left a

wake much smaller, yet just as keenly felt.

In the 1930s, Cha.ndrasekar, the tuberculosis expert who had

treated Ramanujan in his final months, was asked by an old Madras

friend of Ramanujan whether anything could have been done to save

him. Yes, he replied, flying into a rage, Ramanujan could have been

saved, should have been, and his mother and wife were to blame, at least

in part. The day after Ramanujan died, he wrote in his diary:
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If he had been allowed to follow my instructions, this double tragedy need

not have taken place. The neglect of Ramanujan during his early phase

—

perhaps partly due to the ignorance of his contemporaries, as well as his

relatives' (mother's and wife's) contributory (I almost feel like using the

stronger word "criminal") negligence have contributed to this double

tragedy—a tragedy which is too deep for tears.

Chandrasekar (who had lost his most illustrious patient, and so may

have had his own axe to grind) pictured both wife and mother wallowing

in the mire of materialism. But both before Ramanujan's death and now,

after it, they were scarcely in a position to ignore the economic facts of

their lives. Whatever else he was, Ramanujan was, through his ample

fellowships, a breadwinner. Now he was gone, and yes: there was a

grappling for what seemed might be the spoils.

On April 29, with Ramanujan's ashes scarcely cold, his eighteen-year-

old brother, Lakshmi Narasimhan, wrote Hardy with the news of his

death (which Hardy had doubtless already heard). Using language ap-

propriate to a battle dispatch, Lakshmi Narasimhan complained that

Ramanujan's books and papers were "entirely under the control of his

wife here." He had heard through Ramachandra Rao's son-in-law, he

said, that the government would be providing Janaki a small monthly

stipend. "I am very sorry that such an arrangement was not made for my
family." Janaki, plainly enough, was not part of the family.

It was a pathetic plea, and one that hinted at the pressures Ramanujan

had withstood as a young man in order to pursue mathematics rather

than establishing himself in a good job. His father had gone blind about

when Ramanujan left for England, said Lakshmi Narasimhan. His grand-

mother was lame. "Besides these," said the young man in whose hands

the family's fortunes now rested, "1 have got a corpulent mother who

resembles my brother in all his physical features." As for himself, he had

suspended efforts on his own behalfover the past year, in order to help his

brother.

I have no uncles or cousins to protect me. We have no property, as you

mi?ht have known verv well. I have a great desire to studv and I wish "to

neglect worldly ends, all dedicated to closeness and the bettering of my

mind" (Tempest). I have no taste, sorry to say, for Mathematics. I like to

read Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Tennyson, and wish to travel in the fairy

land "half flying half on foot." I do not know how to feed them. Therefore,

I humbly request you to write to the Madras University to give a monthly
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from the Cambridge University.

In short, I am a young man. One day passes with great difficulty. I do

not know how to protect them Unless any arrangement is made to support

us, we have to go a-begging from door to door. I entrust the whole case into

your hands. It is your bounden duty to protect us.

There is no reason to think Hardy did anything of the kind, and the

family drifted back into something like the obscurity that was, save for

the accident of Rarnanujan's birth, its natural lot.

A few months after Rarnanujan's death, his sixty-five-year-old father

got sick and was brought to the Pycroft's Road house of Narayana Iyer.

There, Komalatammal and Narayana Iyer's wife looked after him until,

in November, in the house where Ramanujan and Narayana Iyer had

stayed up late doing mathematics, he died.

Komalatammal, meanwhile, never recovered from her son's death.

"She lost her optimism and became very often sullen," said one old friend

of the family, K. Srinivasa Raghavan, who had become a college profes-

sor. After making no effort to contact him for the past seven years, in

August 1927 she wrote Hardy, invoking the help of a scribe or family

friend to cast her Tamil into lucid English. Her son Lakshmi Narasim-

han, she reported, had passed his Intermediate examination (the new

name for the F.A. exam Ramanujan had always failed) and now worked

for the post office in Triplicane. Tirunarayanan attended Presidency Col-
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Most of the rest of the three-page letter outlined the family's fragile

economic footing, detailed the meager pensions it received, and recounted

her troubles. "I sent my son to England in 1914 thinking that my family,

ever wedded to poverty, would become rich, and that my son would

become famous. Like Achilles, he won everlasting fame; like Achilles, he

died young." Now, she asked Hardy to intercede on her sons' behalfwith

the government and with the India Office in London. She wanted for

them high positions in the post office department—the better-educated

Tirunarayanan as probationary superintendent of post offices, and Lak-

shmi Narasimhan as inspector of post offices in Madras. Whether or not

Hardy interceded, Tirunarayanan did become assistant postmaster. The

more flamboyant Lakshmi Narasimhan died while still young.

Long-time family friend Anantharaman, at whose house Ramanujan

ate often as a boy, had been in bed recovering from a leg operation
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when his uncie toici him of Ramanujan's death. It came as a great

shock. Later, during the late 1930s, Komalatammal would visit him

and his family in Triplicane and, he would recall, "console herself by

seeing us, and say she was feeling as though she were seeing her son

Chinnaswami himself."

Janaki, meanwhile, had gone her own way. Ramanujan had worried

about how she'd be treated by the family after his death. She was a

twenty-year-old widow, and widows were virtually an oppressed class in

India, apt to be ill-treated and despised. She had no education, no skills.

Her brother and mother, who had arrived in Chetput two days before

Ramanujan's death, figured she could expect no help from Komalatam-

mal and the rest of Ramanujan's family.

So after the cremation she returned with her mother to Rajendram.

Then, for the next six years she lived with her brother, who became an

income tax officer, in Bombay. When she learned of the twenty-rupee-

per-month pension awarded her by the university in return for her rights

to Ramanujan's papers, she returned to Madras, briefly staying with her

sister in Triplicane. Soon she found her own place—a house on Hanu-

mantharayan Street two doors from where she and Ramanujan had lived

before he'd left for England. There she stayed for most of the next half

century.

She had learned to embroider and work a sewing machine in Bombay,

and so now she scratched out a living making clothes and teaching tai-

loring to girls. In 1937, S. Chandrasekhar, the astrophysicist, asked by

Hardy to try to find a good photograph of Ramanujan next time he was

in India, tracked her down in Triplicane. She was, Chandrasekhar re-

ported back, "having a rather difficult life, some of her unscrupulous

relatives having swindled her out ofsuch financial resources as Ramanu-
jan] had left her," and unable even to get hold of a copy of her husband's

Collected Papers, published a few years before.

Around 1948, Janaki began taking care of a small boy, Narayanan,

whose mother was in the hospital and who himself suffered from typhus.

She visited him in the hospital, nursed him there, brought him books for

school. Later, both his parents died, and Narayanan went to live with

her. When she couldn't both take care of him and support herself as a

seamstress, he briefly left to attend a residential school. But when he was

about fifteen, he came back to live with her for good, and she adopted him

as her son.

* * *
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At the time of Ramanujan's death in April 1920, the editor of the journal

of the Indian Mathematical Society had fallen so far behind his publication

schedule that the issue bearing the news was dated December 1919. Into

copies of that issue, small olive green slips of paper, bordered in black,

were inserted:

THE LATE MR, S. RAMANUJAN

We deeply regret to announce the untimely death of Mr. S. Ramanujan,

B.A., F.R.S., on Monday, the 26th of April 1920, at his residence at

Chetput, Madras. An account of his life and work will appear in a subse-

quent issue of this journal.

Seven months later, the journal carried two obituary notices. One, by

P. V. Seshu Iyer, furnished the facts and dates; it may have been at his

request that Lakshmi Narasimhan had assembled the family record of
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other magazine, was more lyrical: "And he is no more," it began

—

He whose name shed a lustre on all India, whose career is understood as

the severest condemnation of the present exotic [sic] system of education:

whose name was always appealed to, if any one forgetful of India's past

ventured to doubt her intellectual capabilities.

There was something endlessly appealing about Ramanujan's life to

Indian sensibilities. Some might see his early school failures, as Hardy
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by an inefficient and inelastic educational system." To others among the

English, his life might seem the stuff of cinema, a rags-to-intellectual-

riches story. But to many Indians, it was the idea of the luminous light

of his intellect lurking behind the rags that was so compelling, his seem-

ing disdain for the shallow plaudits of the world. "Even when two Con-

tinents were publishing his results," wrote Ramachandra Rao,

he remained the same childish man, with no style in dress or affectation of

manner, with the same kind face, with the same simplicity. Pilgrims came

to Ramanujan's chambers and wondered if this was he. ... If I am to sum

up Ramanujan in one word, I would say, Indianality.

Even before his death, he was being seen as a boon to emerging Indian

identity: "By his unique mathematical talents and by the amount of

useful and original work [he has performed]," the Journal of the Indian
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li^dthctrKiticdl Society said of" him "he has raised India in the estimation of*

the outside world." S. Ghandrasekhar would observe, accurately enough,

that "Ramanujan represents so extreme a fluctuation from the norm that

his being born an Indian must be considered to a large extent as acci-

dental." And India could take pride in many others among its country-

men who had made it in the West, or upon the great stage of the world

generally. Still, at least among its scientists, few were more "Indian"

than Ramanujan.

India was a shapeless mass of poverty, of ceaseless struggle for the
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order to work, shared in that struggle.

India was the Essential East, standing apart from, and independent of,

the West? Ramanujan had spent his formative years, and done much of

his most individual work, within a day's rail journey of his hometown. He

had lived a life almost untouched by the seductive charms of the West,
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came that he did, he bristled at his transformation into an English gen-

tleman.

India was a place of spiritual values triumphant? Ramanujan, at least

up until the very end of his life and perhaps even then, never forsook the

Indian gods. He invoked the name of the goddess Namagiri. He was

steeped in, and accepted, most of the values, beliefs, and ways of life of

South India.

The Indian psychologist Ashis Nandy has made a similar point in his
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and plant physiologist J. C. Bose. Bose, he wrote, was ever troubled by

the split within him between East and West, while Ramanujan, the more

autonomous of the two, was not. "In his nationalism, as much as in his

Westernized modernity, [Bose] was far more deeply bound up with the

West, both in admiration and in hatred." Ramanujan, on the other hand,

was who he was—a South Indian Brahmin through and through. Less

than many other Indians was Ramanujan's head turned by the West and

its ways.

Not through anything he professed but in the very model of his life and

his achievements, Ramanujan lived on in the soul of India. "The British

thought Indians were inferior, and Ramanujan showed otherwise," says

P. K. Srinivasan, a Madrasi mathematics teacher who has compiled a

book of reminiscences about Ramanujan. "He boosted our morale." In

E. H. Neville's view it was the particular playing field on which Ramanu-
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his impact. In 1941, Neville wrote out a radio lecture on Ramanujan. His

talk was broadcast but, whether due to constraints of time or politics, he

these:

Ramanujan's career, just because he was a mathematician, is of unique

importance in the development of relations between India and England.

India has produced great scientists, but Bose and Raman were educated

outside India, and no one can say how much of their inspiration was

derived from the great laboratories in which their formative years were

spent and from the famous men who taught them. India has produced

great poets and philosophers, but there is a subtle tinge of patronage in all

commendation of alien literature. Only in mathematics are the standards

unassailable, and therefore of all Indians, Ramanujan was the first whom

the English knew to be innately the equal of their greatest men. The mortal

blow to the assumption, so prevalent in the western world, that white is

intrinsically superior to black, the offensive assumption that has survived

countless humanitarian arguments and political appeals and poisoned

countless approaches to collaboration between England and India, was

struck by the hand of Srinivasa Ramanujan.

In London, at a meeting of the Mathematical Society on June 10, 1920,

according to its minutes, "The President referred to the loss that the

*a n i n -» n anA Aft o i^-ir- AAir*-

Mahon spoke on the subject of Mr. Ramanujan's mathematical work."

Hardy, after so recently getting the seemingly upbeat letter on mock

theta functions, was shocked to learn that Ramanujan had died. He wrote

a briefobituary for Nature, to which Neville added more information some

months later, then a much longer one for the Proceedings of the London

Matliematical Society.

In America, the American Mathematical Monthly, expanding the section it

normally reserved for dry accounts of papers appearing in foreign jour-

nalc a^t\Tf* QiTinlo r\\i\t tr\ t h rnrvunhr ctnrv r\f T? im i n iiiqn ' c A i c er\\tf*r\/

even down to his physical appearance: "In conversation he became an-

imated, and gesticulated vividly with his slender fingers."

Ramanujan's papers had somehow wound up with the University of

Madras; Janaki later charged Seshu Iyer with spiriting them away during
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the funeral itself. A few years later, on August 30, 1923, Dewsbury sent

all but the original notebooks to Hardy.

In 1921, Hardy brought out the last of Ramanujan's papers, and the

same year, he began to take up Ramanujan's work in papers of his own.

The early 1920s saw others do so as well. In 1922, Mordell came out with

"Note on Certain Modular Relations Considered by Messrs. Ramanu-

jan, Darling and Rogers." The following year, B. M. Wilson's "Proofs of

Some Formulae Enunciated by Ramanujan" was published in the Pro-

ceedings of the London Mathematical Society.

Soon after learning of Ramanujan's death, Hardy had written Dews-

bury: "Is it possible that Madras would consider the question of pub-

lishing the papers in a collected form? There should be some permanent

memorial of so remarkable a genius; and this memorial would certainly

be the most appropriate form." Finally, in 1927, after protracted corre-

spondence, Cambridge University Press came out with Ramanujan's

Collected Papers, 355 pages with almost everything he had ever published.

The early Indian work was there. So was the partition function, and

highly composite numbers, even questions he had posed readers of the

Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society and the mathematical parts of his

letters to Hardy.

And with its publication, as the wider mathematical world took notice

of Ramanujan's work, the floodgates opened. Over the next few years,

paper followed paper, dozens and dozens of them, with titles like "Two
Assertions Made by Ramanujan," and "Note on a Problem of Ramanu-

jan," and "Note on Ramanujan's Arithmetical Function t(tz)." In 1928,

Hardy handed over to G. N. Watson Ramanujan's notebooks along with

other manuscripts, letters, and papers, and he and B. M. Wilson set out

on the mathematical adventure—editing the notebooks—that was to con-

sume Watson until the eve of World War II and would result in more

than two dozen major papers.

So far as the mathematical community was concerned, Ramanujan

lived.

"During our generation no more romantic personality than that of

Srinivasa Ramanujan has moved across the field of mathematical inter-

est," wrote American number theorist Robert Carmichael in 1932. "In-

deed it is true that there have been few individuals in human history and

in all fields of intellectual endeavor who draw our interest more surely

than Ramanujan or who have excited more fully a certain peculiar ad-
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miration for their genius and their achievements under adverse condi-

tions."

Writing in a kindred vein a few years later, Mordell wrote that "few

other mathematicians for some generations past have been so full of

human interest. The story of his life is that of the rise of an obscure Indian

in the face of the greatest difficulties to the position of the most famous

mathematician that India has ever produced and of his eariy death just

after he had won the most coveted distinctions."

But if Ramanujan's life exerted a peculiar hold on mathematicians,

much more so did his work. In Hungary, in 1931, an eighteen-year-oid

University of Budapest prodigy, Paul Erdos, had written a paper on

prime numbers. His teacher suggested he read a similar proof in Ra-

manujan's Collected Papers, "which I immediately read with great inter-

est." Then, the following year, he saw a Hardy-Ramanujan paper

concerned with the number of prime factors in an integer.

Some numbers, recall, are more composite than others, a subject Ra-

manujan had explored in his longer paper on highly composite numbers.

A number like 12 = 2x2x3 has more prime factors, three, than a

number like 14=7x2, which has only two. The number 15 has two,

while 16 has four. As you test each integer, the number of its divisors

varies considerably. Well, Hardy and Ramanujan had said, we will ex-

amine not how this number varies but seek its average value—in the same

way that you cannot predict the next throw of the dice yet can predict, on

average, how often particular dice combinations will appear. Their re-

sult, loosely speaking, was that most integers have about log log n prime

factors: note «, take its logarithm, then take its logarithm, and you wind

up with a crude estimate that improves as n increases. But as rough as the

result was, it beat anything anyone had before, and took twenty-three

pages of close-grained mathematical reasoning to prove it.

For almost twenty years, Hardy later told Erdos, their theorem seemed

dead in the water, no progress being made in improving it. Then, in 1934,

the problem was resurrected, and in 1939 Erdos and Mark Kac were led

to a theorem that took it much further. It was only then that mathema-

ticians could look back and pronounce the Hardy-Ramanujan paper of

1917 the founding document of the field that became known as probabi-

listic number theory.

In Norway, in 1934, a schoolboy named Atle Selberg, who was to become

one of the world's most famous number theorists, came upon an article
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about Ramanujan in a Norwegian mathematical journal. The article

termed Ramanujan "a remarkable mathematical genius," but as Selberg

told an audience in Madras years later, the Norwegian word most aptly

translated as "remarkable" also had connotations of "unusual and some-

what strange."

The article, with some of the results it included, "made a very deep and
: _„ i r u a ti c_i

lasting impi csmuu on me anu . . . lasciuaicu me vci y mucii. 1 iicii oci-

berg's brother, also flirting with mathematics, brought home a copy of

Ramanujan's Collected Papers. To Selberg, this was "a revelation—a com-
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ever seen—with much more appeal to the imagination." Over the years,

it retained its excitement and air of mystery. "It was really what gave the

impetus which started my own mathematical work."

Later, his father gave him as a present his own copy of the Collected

Papers which, as he told the Bombay audience, he carried with him still.

In England, in 1942, Freeman Dyson, a second-year student at Hardy's

alma mater, Winchester, won a school mathematics prize and selected a

book on the theory of numbers by Hardy and E. M.Wright. "The chapter

in Hardy and Wright which I loved the most," he would recall many

years later, "was chapter 19 with the title 'Partitions,' " and featuring the

congruence properties of the partition function discovered by Ramanu-

jan. Dyson was intrigued, speculated on what the congruence properties

might imply, and conceived the notion of "rank." The rank of a partition,

u - j„c j : t- : t-„ — * „ t : .u„ c <.„ tu
aa nc uciincu it, was its gicatcsi pai t luinus uic jiuiuuci ui ns jjai ls. i. nus,

one partition of 9 is

6 + 2 + 1 = 9.

Its "rank" is 3—the largest part, 6, less the total number of parts, 3.

What Ramanujan's congruence properties implied, speculated Dyson,

was that certain partitions broke down neatly into equal-sized categories

based on their rank.

"That was the wonderful thing about Ramanujan," he would say later.
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other people to discover. In the forty-four years since that happy day, I

have intermittently been coming back to Ramanujan's garden. Every

time when I come back, I find fresh flowers blooming."

Two years later, Dyson was working for the Royal Air Force Bomber

Command as a statistician, where he saw up close, as all the Allied
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propaganda could not deny, the staggering losses over Germany. "It was

a long, hard, grim winter," he wrote later. In the evenings, he corre-

sponded with another mathematician on ideas first advanced by Ra-

manujan. "In the cold dark evenings, whiie I was scribbling these

beautiful identities amid the death and destruction of 1944, I felt close to

Ramanujan. He had been scribbling even more beautiful identities amid

the death and destruction of i9i7."

Over the years, then, Ramanujan was never forgotten. A 1940 listing

noted i 05 papers devoted to his work since his death. In the late 1950s,

when Morris Newman delivered a paper at an Institute in the Theory of

Numbers conference at the University of Colorado at Boulder, he began:

"As with so much in analytic number theory, the study of congruence

properties of the partition function originated with Ramanujan," and

used Ramanujan's early papers as a jumping-ofF point. And certainly by

the time of the centennial of his birth in i 987, Ramanujan's reputation

was secure.

In his Introduction to the History of Mathematics, Howard Eves fashioned

an outline chronicling the seminal moments in mathematics through the

ages. The year 1906, for example, marked the work of Frechet, the year

1907 that of Brouwer. Then, by Eves's reckoning, came a long dry spell,

with nothing, for nine years, that in the sweep of mathematical history

ranked sufficiently high to include. In 1916, the dry spell was over with

Einstein's general theory of relativity. Then, for 1917, came Eves's next

entry:

Hardy and Ramanujan {analytical number theory)

Still, through most of the middle years of the century, a sense of trag-

edy and unfulfilled promise clung to Ramanujan's name, of regret that he

had not been greater still. Hardy himself set the tone, pointing to how

Ramanujan had inhabited a mathematical desert for so many years. "He

would probably have been a greater mathematician if he had been caught

and tamed a little in his youth," he wrote; "he would have discovered

more that was new, and that, no doubt, of greater importance." Little-

wood echoed that sentiment in reviewing the Collected Papers in 1927:

"How great a mathematician might Ramanujan have been 100 or 150

years ago? What would have happened if he had come into touch with

Euler at the right moment?"

But he hadn't, of course; it was a shame, and that was that.
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For some years, his work went into eclipse, as new areas of mathemat-

ics, wholly distant from those Ramanujan had pursued, became fashion-

able. The Collected Papers, while it had its disciples, was no best-seller,

even by scholarly standards. Just 42 books were sold the first year, 209

the second, and an officer of Cambridge University Press predicted in a

letter to Hardy late in 1929 that it would be another ten years before the

first printing, of 750, was sold out. "When I came to the United States

[after World War II]," Freeman Dyson would recall, "I was all by myself

as a devotee." To the mathematical avant-garde of the day, Ramanujan's

work was no more than a. "backwater," a vestige of the nineteenth cen-

tury.

But that, in time, would change.

5. RAMANUJAN REBORN

One milestone came in the late 1950s. S. Ramaseshan, whose father had

known Ramanujan, was visiting friends in Bombay, when he was taken

to an inner room of their printing plant. There, he was

shown a stack of browned old paper with magic squares and beautiful

mathematical formulae systematically written in an elegant hand. I could

not believe that I was face to face with Ramanujan's notebook, the one I

had heard about first from my father in 1937, the famous "frayed note-

book" of Ramachandra Rao. I ran the tips ofmy fingers gently over the old

paper—to feel the sheets which Ramanujan himself had filled with a smile

on his face when he was without a job and everything else in his life seemed

so bleak.

His friends at the Commercial Printing Press had been given "one of

the most exciting jobs they had ever undertaken." It was 1957 and the

Tata Institute ofFundamental Research, in a publishing venture financed

by the Sir Dorabji Tata Trust, was bringing out Ramanujan's notebooks

in a facsimile edition of two physically daunting volumes that together

weighed in at more than ten pounds.

Until then, only Ramanujan's published papers, along with his letters

to Hardy, had been published. But those led Littlewood to think, when

he reviewed them in 1929, that "the notebooks would give an even more

definite picture of the essential Ramanujan." The published papers

mostly showed Ramanujan burnished by Hardy's editing, his work all
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Ramanujan in the raw.
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Mallikeswarar Temple, at the northern end of Linghi Chetti Street, in

Madras's Georgetown district, whose streets Ramanujan had walked half

a century before Here, m the shadow of the temple's ornate gopuram,

P. K. Srinivasan, a mathematics teacher at Muthalpiet High School,

brought his friends together to launch a project. He had first read about

Ramanujan twenty years before. Ever smce he had tried to inspire stu-

dents with his example. Then, eight years before, a friend had taken him

to meet Janaki and Tirunarayanan, Ramanujan's surviving brother.

Now, as the seventy-fifth anniversary of Ramanujan's birth approached,

he was determined to bring out a memorial book, filled with letters and

reminiscences, to honor him.

Recruiting the high school's alumni, or "old boys," to help him, he

placed ads in local papers, interviewed people who had known Ramanu-

jan, gathered letters. When he'd get some flicker of interest from an ad or

contact, he'd immediately follow up. Often, he found himself just pa-

tiently sitting there, while someone rummaged around in an old trunk for

some half-remembered letter. Sometimes he'd bring in a stenographer,

skilled in both English and Tamil, to record the conversation.

Ramanujan's seventy-fifth birthday was observed across South India.

Town High School, in Kumbakonam, named one of its buildings after

him. A. stamp was issued m his honor j two and a half million copies of his

passport photo, reduced to inch-high form, colored sienna, and valued at

fifteen new paise, sold out the day they were issued. In Madras, around

the time of the anniversary, a birthday celebration was held in his honor,

and many of those who had been close to him or his family were in town.

Srinivasan exploited the opportunity, stationing old boys at the entrance

of the hall to solicit comments, correspondence, and reminiscences.

At another point, he visited Ramanujan's old house in Kumbakonam;

Tirunarayanan had given him permission to look through the almirah, a

sort of wardrobe, kept in a separate locked room of the house. In the

presence of the tenant, Srinivasan unlocked the room. When he opened

the almirah, which was covered with dust and cobwebs, cockroaches

swarmed out. But in it, despite Tirunarayanan's assurance that any such

find was unlikely, he found a letter Ramanujan had written his father

from England.
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P. K. Srinivasan's compilation of letters and reminiscences came out in

1968. Brief biographies of Ramanujan appeared, in English, in 1967,

1972, and 1988; in Tamil in 1980 and 1986; and in Hindi, Kannada,

Malayalam, among other Indian languages.

Then, in 1974, Deligne proved the tau conjecture.

AJmrvsf civfv vpsrc hpfnrp in lQlfi Ramannian had nnhJisherl a nsnpr
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with the unprepossessing title, "On Certain Arithmetical Functions." An
arithmetical function is one that originates in trying to learn certain

properties of numbers; pi (»), the number of prime numbers, and p(n),

the number of partitions, both problems on which Ramanujan worked,

were two of them. The tau function, t (h), was another.

"Let cr
f
(«) denote the sum of the sth powers of the divisors of Ra-

manujan had begun. If n = 6, for example, its divisors are 6, 3, 2, and 1.

So that if, say, s = 3, "the sum of the sth powers of the divisors," cr
3 (6),

is just 6
3 + 3

3 + 2
3 + l

3 = 252. But how calculate (T
r(«) generally? That

question led Ramanujan, after fifteen pages, to the tau function, whose

properties, Hardy would write twenty years later, "are very remarkable

and still very imperfectly understood." As in so much ofanalytical number

theory, stepping through the open door of a simple-seeming problem had

led into a mathematical labyrinth of formidable complexity.

Ramanujan's hypothesis, as Hardy called it, or the tau conjecture as it

became more generally known, did not offer an explicit formula for t (n).

Rather, it merely stated that t (n) was "on the order of. .
." something.

In other words, like the prime number theorem, it was a kind of approx-

imation. "There is reason for supposing," Ramanujan wrote, "that t (n)

is of the form 0 The notation was a way of saying that its value,

whatever it actually was, was always less than something. What was

"something"? Leaving out constants, it was, at most, n to some power

only slightly greater than uh (which means the square root of n to the

eleventh power).

Ramanujan's conjecture, in the words of S. Raghavan of the Tata

Institute ofFundamental Research in Bombay, "kept at bay a whole gal-

axv of distinguished mathematicians for nearlv six decades." remaining

one of the major open problems in number theory. An account by Hardy

in 1940 hinted at both the interest it generated and its resistance to solu-

tion. Ramanujan himself, he reported, had proved that t (n) — 0(w
7

);

but 7, the power of n here, was much more than n
/2, and so still far short

of proving the tau conjecture. Two years later, Hardy himself cut a
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Salie closer still in 1933. The Scottish mathematician Robert Rankin, a

student of Hardy's, proved in 1939 that t (n) = 0(n
D/

*).
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house on Union Street numbered less than 2170; then, that the house

number was less than 2160; then, less than 2158 .. . And yet still you

couldn't prove he lived at 2155, which is where your prime suspect lived.

It was only in 1974 that the Belgian mathematician Pierre Deligne, in

what would be described as "one of the celebrated events of 20th century

m o th f*m otirc " nrnirprl th*» rnniprtnrp ncinrr rn-HArfffi it n#»\*r tnnlc ciinnti^rl

by the field known as algebraic geometry. Deligne was subsequently

awarded the Fields Medal, the mathematical community's counterpart

to the Nobel Prize, for his triumph.

And when he did it, it helped solidify Ramanujan's reputation all the

more.

In 1988, looking back upon the fall and rise of Ramanujan's reputation

over the years, Bruce Berndt compared him to Johann Sebastian Bach,

who remained largely unknown for years after his death in 1750. For

Bach, the big turnaround came on March 1 1, 1829 with Felix Mendels-

sohn's performance of the St. Matthew Passion. For Ramanujan, suggested

Berndt, the roughly analogous event was George Andrews's discovery of

the Lost Notebook in 1976.

In late April of that year, Andrews was a young University of Wis-

rnncin vi ci 1 1n rr nmfpccnr Knn n r\ fr\r a nnp-uj^pl' rnnfprpnrp in Franrp T"li*=»" & I
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airline fare structure made it cheaper to go for three weeks than one, so

he looked for something to keep him, his wife, and his two daughters

occupied during the extra time. A side trip to Cambridge? A colleague

there had suggested he might be interested in rummaging through some

papers left behind by G. N. Watson at his death in 1965. So Cambridge

it was.

Watson, who had worked on Ramanujan's papers for many years

before World War II, was a major classical analyst from the prewar

period and a Fellow of the Royal Society, When he died, the society asked

J. M. Whittaker, son of one of Watson's collaborators, to write his obit-

uary. Whittaker wrote Watson's widow: could he come see his papers?

She invited him to lunch, then took him upstairs to the study. There,

Whittaker recalled, papers
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covered the noor of a fair sized room to a depth of about a foot, aii jumbied

together, and were to be incinerated in a few days. One could only make

Jucky dips [into the rubble] and, as Watson never threw away anything,

the resuit might be a sheet of mathematics but more probably a receipted

bill or a draft of his income tax return for 1923. By an extraordinary stroke

of luck one of my dips brought up the Ramanujan material.

This "material," all 140 pages of it, was part of a batch of papers Dewsbury

had sent Hardy in 1923 that had later gone to Watson. After his "lucky dip,"

Whittaker passed them on to Robert Rankin, who in 1968 handed them to

Trinity College.

Whittaker and Rankin, both professional mathematicians of high

standing, but whose backgrounds ill-suited them to distinguish this ma-

terial from what had already appeared in the published notebooks, had

failed to see in it what Andrews saw now. Within a few minutes, he

realized that some of it bore on mock theta functions, the subject of his

own Ph.D. thesis, and related subjects. Which meant these were papers

Ramanujan could have generated only during the last year of his life in

India.

He was thrilled, "extremely excited that I had my hands on something

spectacular." But what now? Get the papers photocopied, of course.

The interior of the Trinity College library is a visually arresting place

that owes its beauty to the great English architect Christopher Wren.

After its completion in 1695, someone said of the Wren Library that it

"touches the very soul of any one who first sees it." Everywhere are

delicate woodcarving, stained-glass windows, and statues filling apses on

the wall. Busts of Cambridge greats are arrayed along it length, and

Thorwaldsen's statue of Lord Byron stands at the far end. It is at a long

table behind the Byron statue that library staff seat scholars studying

medieval manuscripts, or the papers of Newton, or the poems of Milton.

And in 1976, George Andrews was one of them. To him, the Wren was

"a shrine, with busts of Newton glowering down on you. The idea of

going up to the desk and having something xeroxed terrified me."

He mustered up his courage and told them what he wanted. "That will

be about seven pounds" for airmail postage to the United States, they

warned him. "Will that be all right?"

It would be fine, he assured them. "I was ready to take a second

mortgage on my house to get it."
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in a paper appearing soon after he had unearthed it, Andrews styled

his find "the Lost Notebook." Its discovery, mathematician Emma
Lehmer was moved to say, was "comparable to the discovery of a com-

plete sketch of the tenth symphony of Beethoven."

But the appellation ruffled feathers in Britain. Robert Rankin pointed

out, for example, that it was not a "notebook" but loose papers; and

thai, pristinely secure within the walls of the Wren Library, it had

never been lost. Still, as Andrews observed later, "the manuscript and

its marvelous results disappeared from any mention or account by the

mathematical community for more than 55 years." In that sense, they

had indeed been "lost." His contribution lay "not in saving them from

oblivion as [Whittaker and Rankin] did," but in recognizing them for

what they were.

Sometime before, in January 1974, Bruce Berndt had been on sabbat-

ical at the Institute for Advanced Study and came upon papers bearing

upon his own work of two years before that proved some formulas in

Ramanujan's notebooks. The institute library had no copy of the facsim-

ile edition, but neighboring Princeton's did. In it, he found a slew of

related formulas that seemed similar to the others but that, try as he

might, he couldn't prove. "And that," he recalled, "bothered me." He set

an informal task for himself—to prove all the results in chapter 14. That

took him a year. Later, Andrews visited Illinois and mentioned that

Watson and Wilson had spent years trying to prove the theorems in the

notebooks, and that their own notes were still around. Ever since, begin-

ning in May 1977, Berndt has worked on editing Ramanujan's note-

books, "and I haven't done anything else since."

For the decade ending in 1988, a computer search of the literature

revealed, some three hundred papers referred to Ramanujan in their titles

or their abstracts. Ties and cross-links to other areas of mathematics,

what Freeman Dyson calls "connections to deep structure and more

general abstract notions," were showing up everywhere. Over the past

twenty years or so, Dyson says, "It has become respectable again to take

Ramanujan seriously. So much that he conjectured was not just pretty
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manujan's work sent its roots down deep and far.

He had planted it for himself, not to better the material condition of

India or of the world. And yet, its underground tendrils ranged into fields

far distant from pure mathematics—and into applications which, Hardy

might have cringed to learn, were by no means "useless."
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6. BETTER BLAST FURNACES?

"If I am asked to explain how, and why, the solution of the problems

which occupy the best energies of my life is of importance to the general

life of the community, I must decline the unequal contest," wrote Hardy,

just after the guns of World War I had stilled.

I have not the effrontery to develop a thesis so palpably untrue. I must

leave it to the engineers and the chemists to expound, with justly prophetic

fervour, the benefits conferred on civilization by gas-engines, oil, and ex-

plosives. If I could attain every scientific ambition of my life, the frontiers

of the Empire would not be advanced, not even a black man would be

blown to pieces, no one's fortunes would be made, and least of all my own.

A pure mathematician must leave to happier colleagues the great task of

alleviating the sufferings of humanity.

Whether and how the engineers and chemists miffht indeed annlv— - - O - -- - -o - T JT J

Ramanujan's work to the common purposes of life strikes a sensitive

chord in India, beset as it is by practical problems of great urgency and

less naturally inclined to trust in research whose rewards may accrue only

decades or centuries later. "Several theorems of Ramanujan are now

being widely used in subjects like particle physics, statistical mechanics,

computer science, cryptology and space travel in the United States

—

subjects unheard of during Ramanujan's time," The Hindu assured its

readers in its December 19, 1987 issue. But efforts to justify Ramanujan's

work on utilitarian grounds &o back almost to his lifetime.

At the Third Conference of the Indian Mathematical Society, held in

Lahore soon after his death, Ramanujan's life and work were on every

speaker's lips. "Mention of Ramanujan's name," declared the society's

president, Balak Ram, "suggests the question of the organization and

endowment of scientific research in India," in particular the balance

between applied and pure. The engineer might be rewarded for his in-

ventiveness, become rich the way Edison did. But what of learning for

learning's sake? Ought society reserve a place for it? Yes, he insisted.

Every settled community is sub-consciously or consciously convinced that

attempts at progress are apt to be wasteful unless guided by thinkers and

teachers who have leisure to think and teach clearly; therefore, we find

these communities giving special protection and advice to learned men and

thus providing them with leisure and the psychological incentives which

replace the missing pecuniary reward.
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If India was to be assured of "progress," he was saying, it had to allow

for its Ramanujans. In the long run, it would pay off.

When the Ramanujan stamp came out in 1962, the Indian postal

service took pains to point out the potential applications of his work: "His

work and the work of other mathematicians on Riemann's zeta function,

done in another context, has now been geared to the technological mill.

It has been applied to the theory of pyrometry, the investigation of fur-

naces aimed at building better blast furnaces." And his work on mock

theta functions, modular equations, and in other realms was being stud-

ied for its possible application to atomic research.

Down through the years, Ramanujan's mathematics has indeed been

brought to bear on practical problems, if sometimes tangentially. For

example, crystallographer S. Ramaseshan has shown how Ramanujan's

work on partitions sheds light on plastics. Plastics, of course, are poly-

mers, repeating molecular units that combine in various ways; conceiv-

ably, you might have one that's a million units long, another of 8251,

another of 201,090, and so on. Ramanujan's work in partitions—on how

smaller numbers combine to form larger ones—plainly bears on the pro-

cess. As it does, for example, in splicing telephone cables, where shorter

subunits, of varying lengths, again add up to make a whole.

Blast furnaces? Plastics? Telephone cable?

Cancer?

At a meeting of the southeastern section of the American Physical

Society in Raleigh, North Carolina, in November 1988, three University

of Delhi researchers presented a paper entitled "A Study of Soliton

Switching in Malignancy and Proliferation of Oncogenes Using Ramanu-

jan's Mock-Theta Functions." They were using Ramanujan's mathemat-

ics to help understand cancer, if only as a small, tangential contribution

to a vast and complex subject. When the Hindu noted the paper, however,

it assigned the headline "Ramanujan's Maths Help Fight Cancer."

In other fields, Ramanujan's mathematics has played a more decisive

role—as in, for example, string theory, which imagines the universe as

populated by infinitesimally short stringlike packets whose movement

produces particles. Grounded in the real world or not—the jury is still

out—the mathematics required to describe these strings demands twenty-

six dimensions, twenty-three more than the three on which we manage in

everyday life. Partition theory and Ramanujan's work in the area known

as modular forms have proved essential in the analysis.

An important problem in statistical mechanics has also proved vulner-
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example, how liquid helium disperses through a crystal lattice of carbon.

As it happens, the sites helium molecules may occupy in a sheet of

site is surrounded by six neighbors in a hexagonal array, once it is filled,

the six around it define an unbreachable hexagonal wall. Reviewing in
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seven years earlier, R.J. Baxter of the Australian National University in

Canberra set out the thinking behind his "hard hexagon model." Math-
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And "these series," he observed, "are precisely those that occur in the

famous Rogers-Ramanujan identities" (though he hadn't realized it back

in 1979 when he'd found them on his own). Based on them, he found a

way to determine the probability that any particular site harbored a

helium molecule; predictions borne of the model agreed closely with

perhaps not so remote from 'ordinary human activity' as Hardy would

have liked!"

Computers, scarcely the dream of which existed in 1920, have also

drawn from Ramanujan's work. "The rise of computer algebra makes it

interesting to study somebody who seems like he had a computer algebra

package in his head," George Andrews once told an interviewer, referring

to software that permits ready algebraic manipulation. Sometimes in

studying Ramanujan's work, he said at another time, "I have wondered
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SCRATCHPAD or some other symbolic algebra package. More often I

get the feeling that he was such a brilliant, clever and intuitive computer

himself that he really didn't need them." Then, too, a modular equation

in Ramanujan's notebooks led to computer algorithms for evaluating pi

that are the fastest in use today.

"Hype," Freeman Dyson calls some of what he deems undue fanfare for

practical applications ofRamanujan's work. To apply his mathematics to
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Ramanujan to do string theory." It was all true enough, and completely

valid as far as it went—but peripheral, if not irrelevant, to most mathe-

maticians.

What makes Ramanujan's work so seductive is not the prospect of its

use in the solution of real-world problems, but its richness, beauty, and
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mystery—its sheer mathem<*tic<*l liveliness. Hardy was enraptured by it.

And Dyson was, and Selberg, and Erdos, and many, many others. "The

best seem to appreciate Ramanujan early," says Richard Askey, a Uni-

versity of Wisconsin mathematician deeply involved in Ramanujan s

work. "The rest of us have to need some of his work before really appre-

ciating it." George Andrews once told an interviewer how, as a young
^ '\^a u , \^ ^ u M „ ; „ u ..j , , „ ..f

;
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was stunned the first time I saw this formula. I could not believe it. And

the experience of seeing it explained, and understanding how it took

shape . . . convinced mc that this was the area of mathematics I wanted

to pursue."

Because it lies on a cool, ethereal plane beyond the everyday passions

of human life, and because it can be fully grasped only through a lan-

guage in which most people are unschooled, Ramanujan's work grants

direct pleasure to only a few— a few hundred mathematicians and physi-

/'irtc v ^, 1 1 t> rl fl-\£k w ~i *-\ c* 1 faiir * l-» j-i i r- v-1 ' i '\-\ ji raff » r< n\nAf +

sit on the sidelines and, on the authority of the cognoscenti, cheer, or else

rely on vague, metaphoric, and necessarily imprecise glimpses of his

work.

Some Ramanujan experts have resorted to the language of other, more

accessible realms of knowledge to suggest his hold on the mathematical

imagination.

Emma Lehmer, recall, likened The Lost Notebook to a Beethoven sym-

phony.
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ical Society in 1937 by saying that one Ramanujan formula gave him "a

thrill which is indistinguishable from the thrill which I feel when I enter

the Sagrestia Nuova of the Capelle Medicee and see before me the austere

beauty of the four statues representing, 'Day,' 'Night,' 'Evening,' and

'Dawn' which Michelangelo has set over the tombs" of the Medicis.

Berndt compared Ramanujan to Bach and, alluding to Ramanujan's

devotion to mathematics, quoted from Shelley's "Hymn to Intellectual

Beauty":

/ vowed that I would dedicate my powers

To thee and thine; have I not kept the vow?

For the layman, to be sure, this is an ultimately unsatisfying way to

confront Ramanujan's mathematics, for it keeps us at several removes
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from what he did, leaves us having to take others' word for it, looking at his

mathematical achievements through a blurry film of metaphor, poetry,

and, yes, ignorance. True, the composition of a sonata may be equally

mysterious; but the result more intimately involves the five senses.

What Ramanujan did will live forever. It will not, to be sure, live in the

hearts of the masses of men, like the work of Gandhi, Shakespeare, or

Bach. Still, his ideas and discoveries, percolating through those few minds

tuned to them, will mingle with the intellectual energy of the cosmos, and

thence into the deep, broad pool ofhuman knowledge. "What we do may

be small, but it has a certain character of permanence," wrote Hardy of

the work of pure mathematicians, "and to have produced anything of the

slightest permanent interest, whether it be a copy of verses or a geomet-

rical theorem, is to have done something utterly beyond the powers of the

vast majority of men."

By the time of the centennial of his birth in 1987, Ramanujan's reputation

shone with a new luster. In India, he was compared to Nehru and Nobel

Prize-winning physicist C. V. Raman, both of whose centennials were

being celebrated at about the same time. Three Indian films were made

about his life. A Ramanujan Mathematical Society, started in 1986, pub-

lished the first volume of its journal.

Celebrations were held all across South India. Andrews, Askey, and

Berndt, the three American mathematicians who had most contributed

to the restoration ofRamanujan's name, were kept busy shuttling all over

the country, giving lectures at Anriamalainagar, and Bombay, and rune,

and Gorakhpur and Madras.

In Madras, when the Narosa Publishing House issued The Lost Note-

book, Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi was there to sign the first copy and

present it to Janaki.

In Kumbakonam, the framed and garlanded poster-sized portrait of

Ramanujan, fat again and wearing the mortarboard he wore when he

received his Cambridge degree, was borne through the streets atop a

gaily decorated elephant, to the accompaniment of traditional street mu-

sicians. The National Cadet Corps was there, and girl scouts in pink

blouses and rose-colored skirts, and traditional dancers, all of them show-

ered with flower blossoms as they paraded down the street in front of

Ramanujan's house. Loudspeakers shouted praise of Kumbakonam's fa-

vorite son to the assembled throngs in the street.

At Anna University, which named its computer center for Ramanujan,
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Andrews, his voice choked with emotion, presented Janaki with a shawi.

It was she who deserved the credit for the Lost Notebooks, he said, since

she had kept his papers together while he lay dying.

After World War II, the university had noticed that Janaki's 20-rupee-

per-month pension no longer went very far and raised it to 125. Janaki

financed her son Narayanan's way through college. He later got a job

with the State Bank of India, married, and had three children. Recently,

he retired from the bank job he held for twenty-five years and began to

spend more time caring for his mother.

After a hard life and years ofanonymity, Janaki herselfbegan to garner

attention as her husband was rediscovered. Along the way, she grew

more outspoken. At one point, presented a pension by the University of

Madras, she remarked that while the cash was fine, it would have done

her more good sixty years earlier. A little earlier, in 1981, she had told an

Indian newspaper reporter, "They said years ago a statue would be

erected in honor of my husband. Where is the statue?"

Dick Askey learned of Janaki's lament. "If she wants a bust of her

husband," he thought, "we owe that much to Ramanujan, and to her."

We meant the mathematicians of the world. Askey knew the Minnesota

sculptor Paul Granlund, from whom he had bought some works, and

contacted him. Granlund agreed to do it, provided at least three busts

would materialize from the project. (Ultimately, ten did.) Askey and his

wife would buy one. So would Chandrasekhar, the astrophysicist, to

whom Askey had written about the idea. But where would the $3000

come foi Janaki's? Askey got some of it from institutions, including Trin-

ity College. But most came in individual $25 contributions from mathe-

maticians around the world. Today, Granlund's bronze bust of

Ramanujan, based on the passport photograph, stands on a pedestal in

Janaki's house in Madras.

With the approach of the centennial, the house became a pilgrimage

site. Mathematicians passing through Madras paid her homage. She

appeared in a British television special about Ramanujan, Lettersfrom an

Indian Clerk, later shown in America as well. In August of the centennial

year, a foundation presented her with a purse of twenty thousand rupees

and a monthly pension ofone thousand rupees; she asked that a Srinivasa

Ramanujan Trust be created for awards and scholarships to bright young

mathematics students. Early the following year, Trinity College made its

own gesture, its council in February 1988 agreeing to "a grant of £2,000

a year until further notice."
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As the centennial approached, T. V, Rangaswami, a Tamil language

journalist in Madras, set out on what became a thirty-one-part series of

articles on Ramanujan. He spent months collecting letters, documents,

and nhntncrranhs and interviewing Tanaki. who lived near him in Trin-
I O- —J ' O -J ' "--

JT

licane. Each afternoon they would meet and talk. One afternoon, he

showed her a photograph of "Gometra," the house off Harrington Road

where she had nursed Ramanujan and in which he had died. The wrin-

kled old woman, removed by more than sixty years from the events that

took place there, broke down and cried.

7. SVAYAMBHU

A bittersweet tang sometimes slipped into the encomiums India lavished

on Ramanujan over the years, sad reminders of the poverty, bureaucracy,

and institutional rigidity that almost crushed him in 1905. Ramanujan

was an inspiration to India, yes—but also a rebuke. How could India let

him come so close to being lost to the world? Why hadn't he gotten more

encouragement? Why was it left to foreigners to make him famous?

J. B. S. Haldane, the distinguished English biologist who lived in India

toward the end of his life, in the early 1960s complained that

today in India Ramanujan could not get even a lectureship in a rural

college because he had no degree. Much less could he get a post through

the Union Public Service Commission. This fact is a disgrace to India. I

am aware that he was offered a chair in India after becoming a Fellow of the

Royal Society. But it is scandalous that India's great men should have to

wait for foreign recognition. If Ramanujan's work had been recognized in

India as early as it was in England, he might never have emigrated and

might be alive today. We can cast the blame for Ramanujan's non-

recognition on the British Raj. We cannot do so when similar cases occur

today. . . .

On his birthday in 1974, a Professor Srinivasa Ramanujan Interna-

tional Memorial Committee published a commemoration volume littered

with advertisements exDressine "resnectful homage" and like sentiments
- - 1 U J o

by every little South Indian company that wanted to briefly bask in

Ramanujan's reflected glory, from Madras Aluminum Co. in Coimbatore

to Smart Dresses on Ranganathan Street in Madras. Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi wrote from New Delhi that Ramanujan's "untutored ge-

nius" dazzled science and that "his achievement will inspire successive
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not Free India lose sight of her living Ramanujans, languishing in ob-

scurity."

J.at!jJiiishitig in ohsciLTXty . There was another side to Ramanujan's service

as symbol of India and, in 1946, Nehru himself had referred to it in his

Discovery of India:

Ramanujan's brief life and death are symbolic of conditions in India. Of

our millions how few get any education at all; how many live on the verge
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1
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healthy conditions of living and education and opportunities of growth,

how many among these millions would be eminent scientists, education-

ists, technicians, industrialists, writers, and artists, helping to build a new

India and a new world?

cw-j n -j t li -j n -j larer K^arlmactpr nf T? am a n ni a n 'c alma mater

Town High School in Kumbakonam, would insist that, given the re-

sources, he could turn out many Ramanujans. Taken literally, he was

quite wrong; all the wealth of the British Empire, all the rich intellectual

tradition of Europe, all the freedom and opportunity of America, have

made for but a handful of Ramanujans through the centuries. Still,

Viswanathan had expressed a larger truth—that India held vast stores of

talent and ability denied the means to develop fully. Ramanujan repre-

sented his country's intellectual and spiritual strengths—but also its un-

t annprl nriren rial—rl r .

But didn't Ramanujan's story prove, quite to the contrary, that genius in

the end overcomes? If Ramanujan, with all his disadvantages, could

command the attention of the world and leave so indelible a mark on it,

couldn't anyone endowed with special gifts do it, too?

Not so. So long did Ramanujan languish, so many times did his future

hang on a knife edge, so close did he come to dying unknown—and so

plainly was his full promise never realized—that his life's lesson bears as

mnrh nn thp srnmhlincr hlnrks he fared as nn his snrreec Snrh as if was~ — - , — - —

,

in overcoming them.

Ramanujan had much more going for him than millions of others in

India did. His family was poor but hardly destitute. He was a Brahmin,

part of a culture that encouraged learning. His mother was tolerant of his

whims and forceful in advancing his interests. His innocent charm won
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over those his eccentricities might otherwise have put off. And he enjoyed

a peculiarly stubborn faith in himself and his powers.

What, one must ask, if he had had none of these? What if he had been
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mother had been a little less supportive? Or he had been the barest bit

less likeable or less sure of his abilities? Doubtless he would have wound
1 1n IiL-r hrr^hf»r« an annnvmnm anvprnm^n t hi i r*f»a nrra t dr ntfiprw/KP~f — & ~ , ^ ~, — ~-

consigned to obscurity. For those who have biographies written about

them, the System by definition works; the measure of its failure lies in

those who never bask in the warm glow of the world's acclaim. Those you

never hear about.

Ramanujan, then, was an embarrassment to India as well as an inspi-

ration, a reminder of the gauntlet India's other Ramanujans must run in

order to achieve anything. As symbol of South Indian genius, he was a

delight to contemplate. In the sometimes harsh reality of his life, much

less so.

When in November 1968, on receiving the Srinivasa Ramanujan Medal

of the Indian National Science Academy, S. Chandrasekhar revealed that

Ramanujan had tried to commit suicide, his comments sparked a furor.

"I was shocked and surprised," he wrote later, "that I was accused by

several [including his uncle, C. V. Raman] of defaming Ramanujan's

name." Someone charged him with trying to enhance his own reputation

at Ramanujan's expense. Chandrasekhar had sinned: he had torn down

Ramanujan as icon, replaced him with Ramanujan the man.

Today, as in Ramanujan's day and in all the years in between, many

of India's best minds leave to go overseas, where they are nourished by

Western ideas and sidestep the sort of "inefficient and inelastic" educa-

tional system that stifled Ramanujan. India, a poor country, can lavish

praise on the long-dead Ramanujan more easily than it can lavish re-

sources on finding and nurturing new Ramanujans.

In 1951, a wealthy merchant and patron of higher education, Ala-

gappa Chettiar, founded the Ramanujan Institute. After his death, the

institute faced severe financial problems and almost shut down. In 1957,

it was absorbed by the University of Madras, where it became the Cen-

tre for Advanced Studies in Mathematics. In 1972, it moved into a low-

slung modern building just across a little concrete bridge spanning the

Buckingham Canal from the main university campus. The institute,

with nineteen teachers, lecturers, and research students, remains there

today. But it does not specialize in areas of mathematics Ramanujan
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pursued, nor does its name bear anything like the luster of its name-

sake.

Even the centennial festivities were marred by reminders of the limited

opportunities India offered its Ramanujans and the obstacles it placed in

their way. Why, some wondered, were Ramanujan's research reports

from 1914 lost while in Indian care? Why was it left to American, more

than Indian, mathematicians to restore Ramanujan's reputation? "I want

you all to sit back and think about this," one speaker, S. Ramaseshan,

asked his listeners at a centennial event in Kumbakonam:

How many registrars in this country today, or for that matter how many

vice chancellors of today, 100 years after Ramanujan was born, would give

a failed pre-university student a research scholarship ofwhat is now equiv-

alent of Rs. 2000/- or Rs. 2500/- today? This is after 40 years of indepen-

dence, when we can no longer blame a colonial power for not encouraging

Indian talent.

A writer for the Illustrated Weekly of India, referring to Ramanujan,

suggested that "perhaps the luminescence of his mind is too harsh for

Indians in this age of their intellectual bleakness. . .
."

Ramanujan as inspiration. Ramanujan as rebuke. Ramanujan as ... ?

Ramanujan's life can be made to serve as parable for almost any lesson

you want to draw from it. At an early Indian Mathematical Society

conference, his name was invoked to point up the society's meager re-

sources: "When the famous mathematician, Mr. Ramanujan. F.R.S.,

sought some modest help from our Society to enable him to devote his

attention to mathematical studies and research, our bankruptcy was

made manifest. . .
." In the 1950s, a library director recounted Ramanu-

jan's story for readers of Wilson Library Bulletin, emphasizing the impact

on him of Carr's Synopsis. Ramanujan's life, he was saying, was a testi-

monial to the books that had nurtured him. All across the years and up

to the present, it was like that—Ramanujan invoked as model, inspira-

tion, warning, or instructive case history. Ramachandra Rao had done it.

Hardv had. Nehru had._ j ...

Gut cruelly short, Ramanujan's life bore something of the frustration

that a checked swing does in baseball; it lacked follow-through, round-

edness, completion. It never had a second half to give it shape. So we

continue to give it shape now, years after his death.

His life was truncated, like a cone sliced off short of its vertex. Or like
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an economic graph that stops with the prcscn t, leaving" forecasters to fill

in a vast and uncertain future. Ramanujan's life, littered with what-

might-have-beens, was like that: it was so easy to see in it what you

wan lcu iu cilc: . i lj uaic laLis lan i y lhv>u uui in li_.i pi nouuii.

Was his failure in school testimony to India's failure to nurture its

own? Or was his rescue by Ramachandra Rao and Narayana Iyer proof

inai, 111 nit. cuu. inuia i ni/j^ti anu ayjyji n.ian,u iiini,

Was he an example of the oppressiveness of the raj, a case of native

genius nearly quashed—then making its contribution, when it did

^111^1 gbj t vj ungiioii iiiauiLiuaiiu v^i vv aj nu uuwvu j ci iloiuiuliu iu

British beneficence?

Would he have achieved more had he found mentors early on? Would

he have become the next Gauss or Newton? Or did working on his own,

under less than ideal conditions, make him more mathematically re-

sourceful, even contribute to his stunning originality?
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degree from other brilliant mathematicians? Or was it steeped in some-

thing of the mystical or the supernatural?

Was Ramanujan's life a tragedy of unfulfilled promise? Or did his five

years in Cambridge redeem it?

In each case, the evidence left ample room to see it either way. In this

sense, Ramanujan's life was like the Bible, or Shakespeare—a rich fund

of data, lush with ambiguity, that holds up a mirror to ourselves or our

age.

There were no mathematicians in Ramanujan's family, no strain of un-

usual mathematical aptitude. So where did he come from?

Legion are those who have taken credit for discovering Ramanujan or

for otherwise figuring largely in his life. Ramaswami Iyer would later say

he was proud of two things—starting the Indian Mathematical Society

and discovering Ramanujan. Narayana Iyer's family today points with

pride to its patriarch's role in rescuing Ramanujan from oblivion, and

numberless people later claimed credit for convincing him to go to En-
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two of them, plainly, were made from the same cloth, and her heart was

bound up in his success.

Among the English, Hardy was not alone in savoring his role in Ra-

manujan's life; Neville, too, would sweetly recall his days with him in

Madras a quarter century before, and point out that had he "failed to win
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the confidence of Ramanujan and his friends," Ramanujan might never

have reached England. But Hardy remains the prime candidate. Paul

Erdos has recorded that when Hardy was asked about his greatest con-

tribution to mathematics, he unhesitatingly replied, "The discovery of

Ramanujan." At another time, indeed, Hardy went on record as calling

him "my discovery."

In a sense, of course, he was. But a more satisfying way to explain

Ramanujan's emergence as a figure on the world mathematical stage was

given in an article appearing in India during the centennial, by a writer

ioi me luumraiea weekly uj inaia Known oniy as ivvjiv. jxaiiituiujaii, nc

suggested, was svayambhu—"self-born." He had sprouted up out of the

soil of India of his own accord. He had created himself

You cannot say much about Ramanujan without resorting to the word

self. He was self-willed, self-directed, self-made. Indeed, some might con-

ceivably label him "selfish" for his preoccupation with doing the math-

ematics he loved without any great concern for the betterment of his

family or his country.

Ramanujan did what he wished to do, went his own way. It was only

later, after he had indulged in an orgy of mathematical creation, that he

might wake up and realize how far he had strayed from the common run

of human intercourse. Only then might he begin to care, sometimes

painfully much, how others thought of him.

When he was a teenager, he lent support to the local crazy man,

though the whole rest of Kumbakonam dismissed him as a crank. He
gave himself over to mathematics, throwing aside everything else, even

the degree-as-meal-ticket his mother so much wanted for him. He
knocked on doors all over South India, introducing himself to one math-

ematician after another. Then, when he had exhausted the mathematical

resources of India, he turned to England. He wrote Baker. He wrote

Hobson. He wrote Hardy.

Hardy discovered Ramanujan? Not at all: a glance at the facts of 1912

and 1913 shows that Ramanujan discovered Hardy.

And what of the dream of Namakkal, when the goddess Namagiri
„..™„ui.. L ui : r_„ l:„ ^ c iA7U„/ cpi c;> uiuauiy geivc nci uicaaing iui ma ti ijj iu uugieiiiu: num ncicc uuvc

to live out his other, truer "dream" did Ramanujan need to contrive,

subconsciously, that it turn out as it did?

Ramanujan was a man for whom, as Littlewood put it, "the clear-

cut idea of what is meant by proof ... he perhaps did not possess at

all"; once he had become satisfied of a theorem's truth, he had scant
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interest in oroviner it. to others. The word hronf: here, annlies in its math-
. r _ . - 0 --_ r . - -j , - - , y j

ematical sense. And yet, construed more loosely, Ramanujan truly had

nothing to prove.

He was his own man. He made himself,

"I did not invent him," Hardy once said of Ramanujan. "Like other

great men he invented himself." He was svayambhu.

lust what did Ramanuian want?
•j — — — -. — -j - -

--

He wanted nothing—and everything.

He sought no wealth, certainly none beyond what he needed to carry

out his work, and to cave to his familv what he felt was exnected of him.— __ , . _. _ 0 _ -/ - - - ---j

He did crave respect, understanding, perhaps even a favorable judg-

ment from history.

But what Ramanujan wanted more, more than anything, was simply

the freedom to do as he wished, to be left alone to think, to dream, to

create, to lose himself in a world of his own making.

That, of course, is no modest wish at all- He wanted "leisure," And he

got it.

In South India today, everyone has heard of Ramanujan. College

professors and bicycle rickshaw drivers alike know his story, at least in

sketchy outline, just as everyone in the West knows of Einstein. Few can

say much about his work, and yet something in the story of his struggle

for the chance to pursue his work on his own terms compels the imagi-

nation, leaving Ramanujan a symbol for genius, for the obstacles it faces,

for the burdens it bears, for the pleasure it takes in its own existence.
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By the time he learned of Ramanujan's death, Hardy had already left

Trinity.

In December 1919, about when Ramanujan, at his doctor's insistence,

prepared to leave Kumbakonam for Madras, Hardy was writing J. J.

Thomson, master of Trinity College, with the news that he had accepted

the Savilian Professorship at Oxford. "The post carries with it a Fellow-

ship at New College, the acceptance of which will vacate my Fellowship

here automatically," he wrote. One reason for the move was the increas-

ing load of administrative responsibility he bore at Cambridge. "If I wish

to preserve full opportunities for the researches which are the principal

permanent happiness of my life," he had decided, he would need a po-

sition offering "more leisure and less responsibility." At Oxford, he'd

been assured, he would get that.

Unmentioned in the letter but probably weighing more on him than

administrative chores were the hard feelings left over from the war, the

infighting that surrounded the Russell affair, and the departure of Ra-

manujan. "If it had not been for the Ramanujan collaboration, the 1914-

1918 war would have been darker for Hardy," wrote Snow. "It was the

work of Ramanujan which was Hardy's solace during the bitter college

quarrels." Now Ramanujan was gone. Trinity, his home for thirty years,

had grown ugly to him. He scarcely spoke with some of his colleagues.

Earlier, he had urged W. H. Young, an older mathematician who had

spent much of his professional life abroad, to apply for the Savilian chair,

only to ask him to withdraw his name, which Young did. "Hardy," recal-

led Young's son, Laurence, also a mathematician, "felt he must get away."

Oxford was the other great English university, less than a hundred

miles away. In Camford Observed, Jasper Rose and John Ziman tried to

bring it and Cambridge within the compass of a single account: "Oxford
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is a citv of wide and noble thoroughfares, the Hiffh. the Broad. St. Giles:

in Cambridge all the streets straggle. The great buildings of Oxford face

the streets, tall and imposing, and form a series of breathtaking vistas.

The great buildiners of Cambridere are more isolated, less emDhatic. moreo o "J ' i '

secretive, giving on to college courts and gardens. Oxford is more coher-

ent; Cambridge more diffuse. Oxford overwhelms—Cambridge be-

guiles." Academicallv. Cambridere tiDDed slierhtlv more toward the

sciences, Oxford toward the classics.

New College was one ofOxford's two dozen or so distinct colleges. The

place was like a walled city, with medieval battlements, pierced by tall,

narrow slots through which archers could fire their bows, still enclosing

two corners of it and forming a backdrop to the shrubs, trees, and bushes

of the College Garden. In moving to New College, Hardy was coming full

circle. The college was founded by William of Wykeham in 1379, eight

years before he founded Winchester as a feeder to it. It had been the

destination of many of Hardy's abler Winchester classmates twenty-five

years before and would probably have been his as well had he not, his

head turned by that St. Aubyn book, opted for Trinity instead.

Hardy had been in Oxford just a few months when he received the

news from Madras:

By direction of the [University] Syndicate, I write to communicate to you,

with feelings of deep regret, the sad news of the death of Mr. S. Ramanu-

jan, F.R.S., which took place on the morning of the 26th April.

"It was a great shock and surprise to me to hear of Mr. Ramanujan's

death," Hardy replied in a letter to Dewsbury. But was there, in what he

wrote next, the barest breath of defensiveness?

When he left England the general opinion was that, while still very ill, he

had turned the corner towards recovery; he had even gained over a stone

in weight {at one period he had wasted away almost to nothing). And the

last letter I had from him (about two months ago) was quite cheerful and

LUH Wl IIIUlll^lliaLI^Ji

Ramanujan had, after all, been entrusted to Hardy's care. Was Hardy

—

in a not uncommon sort of response to a loved one's death—now trying

to assure himself that Ramanujan's final decline had come only after he

had been placed safely aboard the ship to India?
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About the imDact of Ramanuian's death on Hardv there can be no

doubt:

For my part, it is difficult for me to say what I owe to Ramanujan—his

originality has been a constant source ol suggestion to me ever since I knew

him, and his death is one of the worst blows I have ever had.

At Oxford, the specter of the Great War still hung heavily over Hardy,

as it did all across Europe. Feeling against Germany ran deep. "Let us

trust," one English scientist had written Nature in the closing months of

the war, "that for the next twenty years at least all Germans will be

relegated to the category of persons with whom honest men will decline

to have any dealings." Mathematicians were not immune to the bitter-

ness; many in England and France felt that Central European mathe-

maticians should be banned from international mathematical congresses.

Hardy had been revolted by the war's stupid savagery, hated the whole

idea of old men sending boys off to die. and felt cruelly cut off from his

mathematical friends on the Continent. Now, the war over, he tried to

heal the wounds. He wrote the London Times protesting some of the

vengeful imbecilities being bruited about. He cooperated in the peace-

making efforts of G6sta Mittag-LefHer, long-time editor of Acta Mathemat-

ica, a Swedish mathematical journal founded in 1882 midst similar

tensions among mathematicians following the Franco-Prussian War. He
wrote with his views of the war to the great German mathematician

Edmund Landau; his own views, Landau wrote back with a mathema-

tician's touch, had been the same—except "with trivial changes of sign."

While visiting Germany in 1921, Hardy wrote Mittag-LefBer: "For my
part, I have in no respect modified my former views, and am in no

circumstances prepared to take part in, subscribe to, or assist in any

manner directly or indirectly, any Congress from which, for good reasons

or for bad, mathematicians of particular countries are excluded." He had

boycotted one such congress in Strasbourg in 1920 from which Germans,

Austrians, and Hungarians had been kept out, and he would boycott

another in Toronto four years later.

The armistice, the departure of Ramanujan, his own move to Oxford,

and Ramanujan's death had all come within eighteen months. But by all

accounts, Hardy fell in easily at New College, felt at home there in a way

he never had in Cambridge. It was, Snow tells us, "the happiest time of

his life." He was accepted. His new Oxford friends made a fuss over him.

His conversational flamboyance found new and appreciative ears. Some-
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times, it seemed, everyone in the Common Room—the Oxford term for

what back at Cambridge was the Combination Room—waited to hear

what Hardy was going to talk about.

Meanwhile, his collaboration with Littlewood, conducted largely by

mail, continued. He was at the height of his mathematical powers, the

zenith of his fame. Mary Cartwright would recall how her bare mention

of "Professor Hardy's class" to a college porter drew a response revealing

"a far greater respect for Hardy than the customary deference of those

days of any college porter to any don."

For the academic year 1928—1929, Hardy exchanged places with Prince-

ton's Oswald Veblen and spent the year in the United States, mostly at

Princeton University. While in America, he kept up a busy lecture sched-

ule; he spoke at Lehigh University, for example, on January eleventh, at

Ohio State on the eighteenth, at the University ofChicago on the twenty-

first. During February and March, he was in residence at California

Institute of Technology, At the end of the year, Princeton's president

asked him to stay a bit longer. Hardy wrote back that though he'd had

"a delightful time," his duties at Oxford demanded his return.

On this or one of his other trips to America, he developed a taste for

baseball. Babe Ruth, it was said of him, "became a name as familiar in

his mouth as that of the cricketer Hobbs." One time, he was sent a book,

inscribed by "Iron Man" Coombs, stuffed with problems in baseball

tactics. "It is a wonderful book," he wrote a postcard saying. "I try to solve

one problem a day (e.g. I out, runners at 1st and 2nd, batsman [the

cricket term] hits a moderate paced grounder rather wide to 2nd base-

man's left hand—he being right handed. Should he try for a double play

1st to second or 2nd to first? I think the former.)"

His love of cricket and tennis, of course, continued unabated. In tennis,

he steadily improved his game. In one snapshot taken while Hardy was

at Oxford, it is a bright, sunny day in late spring or early fall and Hardy,

looking absolutely smashing in his white tennis gear, stands midst a

group of about a dozen other players. They are Beautiful People, ca. 1925

or so, and Hardy, clutching his racket, wearing long-legged tennis togs

and a heavy shawl sweater under a jacket, is one of them.

Though happy at Oxford, by 1931 Hardy was back in Cambridge, as

Sadleirian Professor, following the death of E. W. Hobson; Cambridge

was, after all, still the center, far more than Oxford, of English mathe-

matics, and he was now being offered its senior mathematical chair.

Another reason, according to Snow, was that the two universities had
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his rooms at sixty-five, at Trinity he could occupy them until he died.

For a time, Hardy would periodically return to Oxford for a few weeks
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And, of course, he was always there at Lord's for the annual match

between Cambridge and Oxford. "There he was at his most sparkling,

, „. Jto, , r^T- " ,> rr^a C„„,. r
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;

he was quite released from shyness; he was the centre of all our attention,

which he by no means disliked; and one could often hear the party's

1 '-iiiiTrtatiiT"' r*--*m i ninrfor t\~ia *m.t**\t rr\ i in rl f" rrr*-* 11 « jA
"
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Hardy's formerly unpopular antiwar views were now, when not for-

gotten, actually applauded. The young Cambridge mathematicians,

Snow records, "were delighted to have him back: he was a real mathe-

matician, they said, not like those Diracs and Bohrs the physicists were

always talking about: he was the purest of the pure." It was, as Laurence

\7Aimrr nnrfni/^rl if littfr rr r\ ifro r^.f f*^. 1 *v* \\ t-i A rro. wi f Vi^rvi -» f 1 r*c "Cnir.

itually and intellectually, Cambridge was suddenly at least the equal of

Paris, Copenhagen, Princeton, Harvard, and of Warsaw, Leningrad,

Moscow." A sprinkle of foreign visitors to Cambridge had now, as Jews

and others sought escape from Hitler's Germany, become a torrent.

Beginning around 1933, Hardy, in cooperation with the Society for the

Protection of Science and Learning, used his influence to get Jews and

others driven from their jobs to England and other safe havens. Mathe-

maticians of the stature of Riesz, Bohr, and Landau were among those

r\A\\! " A V Hill

wrote, "but in his deep solicitude for the dangers and difficulties of his

colleagues he showed not only a broad humanity but a fine and resolute

loyalty to the universal integrity and brotherhood of learning."

Hardy resigned from at least one German organization of which he

had been a member—not because it was German, but because of what

it did. "My attitude towards German connections of this kind," he

wrote Mordell in the early Nazi period, "is that I do nothing unless I

am positively forced to; but if anti-Semitism becomes an ostensible part

of the programme of any periodical or institution, then I cannot remain

in it."

In 1934, Hardy wrote to Nature responding to a University of Berlin

professor who purported to show the influence ofblood and race upon cre-

ative style in mathematics. There were, it seems, "J-type" and "S-type"

mathematicians, the former of good Aryan stock, the latter Frenchmen
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a show of seeking ground on which to excuse them, finally found himself

"driven to the more uncharitable conclusion that he really believes them

11 ut,

Hardy's sympathies lay invariably with the underdog, and his polit-

ical views were decidedly left-wing. Until about 1927, he was active in

TVUf tt«;„« „r c,^:~„*:g~ w^i^™ *>,r~«
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speeches on its behalf. In one, as J. B. S. Haldane paraphrased it later,

he said to his audience of scientists "that although our jobs were very
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capitalists. At least we and the miners were both skilled workers, not

exploiters of other people's work, and if there was going to be a line-up

he was with the miners." Visitors to Hardy's rooms often noted that on

his mantelpiece stood photographs of Einstein, the cricketer Jack

Hobbs—and Lenin.
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their camp stood squarely in the Establishment. English mathematicians,

Hardy wrote in 1934, no longer labored under "the superstition that it is

impossible to be 'rigorous' without being dull, and that there is some

mysterious terror to exact thought." The revolution he had helped usher

in a quarter century before had won the day. Indeed, some would grum-

ble later that it had actually impeded progress in such fields as algebra,

topology, functional analysis, and other topics within pure mathematics.

By the 1930s, in any case, Hardy was seen as part of the older generation.

n.inner tK^cp «Porc nnnrc lirnria inrl cm-ill m\ 1 in TV/f '» rr»h

6, 1929, the one-hundredth anniversary of the death of the great Norwe-

gian mathematician Abel, Hardy, in the presence of the king of Norway,

received an honorary degree from the University of Oslo.

On December 27, 1932, he got the Chauvenet Prize, awarded every

three years for a mathematical paper published in English, for his "An

Introduction to the Theory of Numbers."

On February 29, 1934, he received a letter, on the hammer-and-sickle

embossed stationery of the Soviet Union, from J. Maisky, the Soviet

ambassador to Britain, congratulating him on his election as an honorary

member of the Academy of Sciences in Leningrad.

The universities of Athens, Harvard, Manchester, Sofia, Birming-

ham, and Edinburgh awarded him degrees. He received the Royal

Medal of the Royal Society in 1920, its Sylvester Medal in 1940. He
was made an honorary member of many of the leading foreign scientific
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academies. Without a doubt, he was the most distinguished mathema-

tician in Britain.

To this period, his prime, much Hardy lore is owed. One year, Hardy's

New Year's resolutions were to:

1. Prove the Riemann hypothesis.

2. Make 21 1 no out in the fourth innings of the last test match at the Oval

[which was something like hitting a grand slam home run while behind

by three runs in the ninth inning of the World Series' final game].

3. Find an argument for the nonexistence of God which shall convince the

general public.

4. Be the first man at the top of Mt. Everest.

5. Be proclaimed the first president of the U.S.S.R. of Great Britain and

Germany.

6. Murder Mussolini.

Another story neatly combined his love of cricket, his pleasure in the

sun, his warfare with God, and his madcap bent. One of his collabora-

tors, Marcel Riesz, was staying at the place Hardy shared with his sister

in London. Hardy ordered him to step outside, open umbrella clearly in

view, and yell up to God, "I am Hardy, and I am going to the British

Museum." This, of course, would draw a lovely day from God, who had

nothing better to do than thwart Hardy. Hardy would then scurry off for

an afternoon's cricket, fine weather presumably assured.

In long talks with Hardy beginning in 1931 and extending over the

next fifteen or so years, G. P. Snow came away steeped in Hardy's "old

brandy" sensibilities. By old brandy Hardy meant any "taste that was

eccentric, esoteric, but just within the confines of reason." For example,

he once wrote Snow that "the half-mile from St. George's Square to the

Oval [in London] is my old brandy nomination for the most distin-

guished walk in the world." Old brandy was a sort of studied

eccentricity—youthful foolishness transformed into a "mature" form,

made a little self-conscious, ossified , . .

And that, indeed, is what had happened to Hardy. Somehow, he had

become an old man. Even by the fall of 193
1

, when he was fifty-four, you

could see signs of it. Back in Cambridge for the year, Norbert Wiener

noticed that "by now, Hardy had become an aged and shriveled replica

of the young man whom I had met in Russell's rooms" twenty years

before. Hardy knew it, too. On his return to Cambridge, he was dis-

tressed by all the new, young faces he saw among the mathematicians.
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"There is," he wrote, "something very intimidating to an older man in

such youthful quickness and power."

One day in 1939, while dusting his bookcase, Hardy had his first heart

attack. He was sixty-two at the time. In its wake, he could no longer play

tennis, or squash, or cricket. His creativity waned. One listing of his most

important papers (it included every one of those on which he had worked

with Ramanujan) included none beyond 1935. Now, his output declined

by even a crude quantitative yardstick—from half a dozen or so per year

in the late 1930s to one or two per year.

His waning mathematical powers depressed him. So did the new war

with Germany. But around 1941, when young Freeman Dyson came up

to Cambridge from Hardy's old school, Winchester, and for two years

attended his lectures, Dyson couldn't see it. To him Hardy was still a

god. He and three other advanced students all sat around a table in a

small room in the old Arts School, listened, and watched Hardy from

a few feet away:

He lectured like Wanda Landowska playing Bach, precise and totally

lucid, but displaying his passionate pleasure to all who could see beneath

the surface. . . . Each lecture was carefully prepared, like a work of art,

with the intellectual denouement appearing as if spontaneously in the last

five minutes of the hour. For me these lectures were an intoxicating joy,

and I used to feel sometimes an impulse to hug that little old man in the

white cricket-sweater two feet away from me, to show him somehow how

desperately grateful we were for his willingness to go on talking.

Hardy retired from the Sadleirian Chair in 1942.

The year before, a photographer for the British magazine Picture Post

snapped his picture at a rugby match. There he was on a chilly winter

day, cigarette in hand, all rolled up in flannels, watching Cambridge

defeat Oxford, 9 to 6. The photograph later appeared in one of the

volumes of his collected papers. His sister didn't like it. "It makes him

look so old," she said.

r> ^ i i juui ue was oiu.

By 1946, he was virtually an invalid. Snow pictured him as "physically

failing, short of breath after a few yards' walk." His sister came to nurse

him (though the Trinity rules were so strict that she had to leave his

rooms at night).

In early 1947, he tried to kill himself by swallowing barbiturates. But
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he took so many that he vomited them up, hit his head on the lavatory

basin, and wound up with an ugly black eye for his trouble.

Later that year, the Royal Society notified him that he was to receive

its highest honor, the Copley Medal. "Now I know that I must be pretty

near the end," he told Snow. "When people hurry up to give you hon-

orific things there is exactly one conclusion to be drawn."

On November 24, Snow wrote his brother Philip: "Hardy is now dying

(how long it will take no one knows, but he hopes it will be soon) and I

have to spend most of my spare time at his bedside."

It was soon. Hardy died on December 1, 1947, the day he was to be

presented the Copley Medal. He left his substantial savings and the

royalties of his books, once having provided for his sister, to the London

Mathematical Society. "His loss," wrote Norbert Wiener, "brought us

the sense of the passing of a great age."

The 1939 heart attack began the long physical and emotional slide that led

to his suicide attempt. And it was in its wake, about a month after France

fell to the Nazis, that he put the finishing touches to A Mathematician's Apol-

ogy, his paean to mathematics. Snow saw the Apology "as a book of haunt-

ing sadness," the work of a man long past his creative prime—and

knowing it. "It is a melancholy experience for a professional mathemati-

cian to find himself writing about mathematics," wrote Hardy. Painters

despised art critics? Well, the same went for any creative worker, a math-

ematician included. But writing about mathematics, rather than doing it,

was ail that was left him.

And yet, the sadness is at the prospect of a rich, full life nearing its end,

not bitterness at a life ill-spent. Pride runs through the Apology, too, and

pleasure, and deep satisfaction.

I still Say to myself when I am depressed, and find myself forced to listen

to pompous and tiresome people, "Well, I have done one th'mgyou could

never have done, and that is to have collaborated with both Littlewood and

Ramanujan on something like equal terms."

Ramanujan. All these twenty years later, Ramanujan remained part of

him, a bright beacon, luminous in his memory.

"Hardy," said Mary Cartwright, his student during the 1920s and

whom Hardy would describe as the best woman mathematician in En-

gland, "practically never spoke of things about which he felt strongly."

Yet at one remove from his listener, on the printed page, he became a
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little freer. And there he revealed Ramanujan's hold on him: "I owe more

to him," he wrote, "than to any one else in the world with one exception

[Littlewood?] and my association with him is the one romantic incident

in my life.
55

In the years after his death, Hardy began rummaging through Ra-

manujan's papers and notebooks. That, as many other mathematicians

were to learn, could be tough going. After arriving in Oxford, Hardy

wrote Mittag-Leffler that he had prepared a short paper from Ramanu-

jan's manuscripts, "but it was hardly substantial enough for the Acta [the

journal Mittag-Leffler edited]. I am now trying to make a more impor-

tant one. But it is not possible to do it very rapidly, as all of Ramanujan's

work requires most careful editing."

By 1921, he had culled from Ramanujan's papers enough to prepare a

sequel to Ramanujan's work on congruence properties of partitions. The

manuscript from which he was working, Hardy wrote in a note appended

to the paper, which appeared in Mathematische Zeitschrift, "is very incom-

plete, and will require very careful editing before it can be published in

full. I have taken from it the three simplest and most striking results, as

a short but characteristic example of the work of a man who was beyond

question one of the most remarkable mathematicians of his time."

Hardy's own papers over the years were fairly littered with Ramanu-

jan's name: "Note on Ramanujan's Trigonometrical Function c
q
(n) and

Certain Series of Arithmetical Functions" appeared in 1921; "A Chapter

From Ramanujan's Notebook" in 1923; "Some Formulae of Ramanu-

jan" in 1924. Then more in the mid-1 930s: "A Formula of Ramanujan in

the Theory of Primes"; "A Further Note on Ramanujan's Arithmetical

function t(k)." Hardy appreciated the debt he owed Ramanujan and

Littlewood: "All my best work," he wrote, "has been bound up with

theirs, and it is obvious that my association with them was the decisive

event of my life."

Hardy was thirty-seven when he met Ramanujan, living out his boy-

hood dream as a Fellow of Trinity, already an F.R.S. But his collabora-

tion with Littlewood had only just begun, and he would come to view his

early contribution to mathematics, though formidable by standards other

than his own, as unspectacular.

Then, abruptly, Ramanujan entered his life.

Ramanujan was, if nothing else, a living, breathing reproach to the

Tripos system Hardy despised. Sheer intuitive brilliance coupled to long,

hard hours on his slate made up for most of his educational lacks. And he
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was so devoted to mathematics that he couidn't bother to study the other

subjects he needed to earn a college degree. This "poor and solitary

Hindu pitting his brains against the accumulated wisdom of Europe," as

Hardy called him, had rediscovered a century of mathematics and made

new discoveries that would captivate mathematicians for the next cen-

tury. (And all without a Tripos coach.)

Is it any wonder Hardy was beguiled?

From then on, over the next thirty-five years, Hardy did all he could to

champion Ramanujan and advance his mathematical legacy. He encour-

aged Ramanujan. He acknowledged his genius. He brought him to En-

gland. He trained him in modern analysis. And, during Ramanujan's life

and afterward, he placed his formidable literary skills at his service.

"Hardy wrote exquisite English," the Manchester Guardian would say of

him, citing especially his obituary notice of Ramanujan as "among the

most remarkable in the literature about mathematics." To mathemati-

cian W. N. Bailey, it was "one of the most fascinating obituary notices

that I have ever read." And it was Hardy's book on Ramanujan, more

than anything he knew about him otherwise, that convinced Ashis Nandy

to make Ramanujan a prime subject of his own book. Hardy's pen fired

the imagination, shaping Ramanujan's reception by the mathematical

world.

It began in 1916, when Hardy reported to the university authorities in

Madras on Ramanujan's work in England; one look at it and they asked

that it be prepared for publication. In it, Hardy wrote of the "curious and

interesting formulae" Ramanujan had in his possession, ofhow Ramanu-

jan possessed "powers as remarkable in their way as those of any living

mathematician," that his gifts were "so unlike those of a European math-

ematician trained in the orthodox school," that his work displayed "as-

tonishing individuality and power," that in Ramanujan "India now

possesses a pure mathematician of the first order." This was scarcely the

sort of language apt to pass unnoticed among mathematicians, Indian or

British, accustomed to the sort of flat, gray prose normally appearing in

their journals. Someone once said of Hardy that "conceivably he could

have been an advertising genius or a public relations officer." Here was

the evidence for it.

Hardy's long obituary of Ramanujan appeared first in the Proceed-

ings of the London Mathematical Society in 1921, a little later in the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society, then again in Ramanujan's Collected Papers

in 1927. In it, he told Ramanujan's story. He invested it with feel-
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ing. His language lingered in memory. "One gift [Ramanujan's work]

has which no one can deny," he concluded
—

"profound and invincible

originality."

He would probably have been a greater mathematician if he had been

caught and tamed a little in his youth; he would have discovered more that

was new, and that, no doubt, of greater importance. On the other hand he

would have been less of a Ramanujan, and more of a European professor,

and the loss might have been greater than the gain.

Snow, who first met Hardy in 1931, revealed that for all Hardy's

shyness, "about his discovery of Ramanujan, he showed no secrecy at

all." Mary Cartwright recalled that "Hardy was terribly proud, and

rightly, of having discovered Ramanujan." Ramanujan had enriched his

life. He didn't want to forget Ramanujan, and he didn't.

On February 19, 1936, Hardy wrote S. Chandrasekhar from Cam-

bridge: "I am going to give some lectures (here and at Harvard) on

Ramanujan during the summer." They would become the basis for Ra-

manujan: Twelve Lectures on Subjects Suggested By His Life and Work. "A labor

of love," one reviewer called it.

The Harvard lecture was part of the great university's celebration of

the three-hundredth anniversary of its founding. The bash culminated in

three grand Tercentenary Days, from September 16 to 18. Harvard Yard,

now a great outdoor theater with seventeen thousand seats, was awash

with silk hats, crimson bunting, and colorful academic costumes. On the

second evening, at 9:00 p.m., upward of half a million people lined both

banks of the Charles River for two hours of fireworks.

The following morning, under a steady drizzle and dark, brooding

clouds (the leading edge of a hurricane moving up the Atlantic Coast),

sixty-two of the world's most distinguished biologists, chemists, anthro-

pologists, and other scholars received honorary degrees. They marched

in a procession from Widener Library and took their places on stands

erected in front of the pillars of Memorial Church at the yard's north end.

Psychoanalyst Carl Jung was among them. So was Jean Piaget, the pi-

oneer student of child development. So was English astrophysicist Sir

Arthur Eddington. So was Hardy. The citation honoring him, slipped

within the red leather presentation book stamped with Harvard's Veritas

seal, called him "a British mathematician who has led the advance to

heights deemed inaccessible by previous generations."

During his stay at Harvard, Hardy was put up at the house of a
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and his host, according to one account, were worried: whatever would

they talk about? "The lawyer was no better prepared to discuss Zeta

iuhvjIiuuo uiaii vniv ixiuti uiaii^ian iu nunv. in. u jj\jii lhv> i uil in liiiliil v i3

case." So they seized on their common enthusiasm—baseball. The Red

Sox were in town, and Hardy was at Fenway often to watch them.
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Arts and Sciences brought to Harvard more than twenty-five hundred

scholars for lectures under broad rubrics of knowledge like "The Place

-i ^ A I?iin/<hnn[! s-*f A . . t Vn-»r-i li, " infl "T'Vi fi A r\rA i r»~> ti nf PLic^il fkom _uiiu x uii^uvuj ^ *milvi i v y ,
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1

istry to Biology." Einstein's wife was ill, so he sent word that he couldn't

come. Nor could Werner Heisenberg, author of the uncertainty principle,

who was advised at the last minute that he was needed for eight weeks'

service in Hitler's army. Their absence notwithstanding, it was an august

group, including no fewer than eleven Nobel Prize winners. "Highbrows
, I-f1 t-t r i tv-J " TVa c Aj.aivai.Uj j. bum nisciu^u x to a unt> xn\^ t> j. i/# ri, j: ttj \-<vj v n_i jv/iiivj

of the public lectures, including Hardy's.

At about nine in the evening of the conference's first day, Hardy

—

wizened, gray, and almost sixty now—rose before his audience in New
Lecture Hall. "I have set myself a task in these lectures which is genu-

inely difficult," he told them, in the measured cadences that were the

mark of his speech and of his prose.

and which, ifl were determined to begin by making every excuse for failure

I might represent as almost impossible. I have to form myself, as I have

never really formed before, and to try to help you to form, some sort of

reasoned estimate of the most romantic figure in the recent history of

mathematics; a man whose career seems full of paradoxes and contradic-

tions, who defies almost all the canons by which we are accustomed to

judge one another, and about whom all of us will probably agree in one

judgment only, that he was in some sense a very great mathematician.

And then Hardy, the memory still fresh of the day a quarter century

before when an envelope stuffed with formulas arrived in the mail from

T ri rl i -i Vi*.nr-»« 1 1 \ ^hnnt hie Vrif*-n/^ -i r-v^i 'lnnl-in
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I have supplied notes for most quotations and for most statements of fact that the

inquiring reader might be moved to question.

I have not usually supplied citations for amply documented historical events, such

as World War I. Information about South Indian towns and regions, population,

geography, climate, temples, agriculture, literacy statistics, and the like is largely

drawn from standard gazetteers, published both in Ramanujan's time and in the

years since, including the Imperial Gazetteer, Madras Presidency, 1908, and various

district gazetteers.

For many of the book's supporting characters, I have not usually cited biographical

information from the Dictionary of National Biography, from the series of published

biographical memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society, or from similar standard

biographical references.

In the case of unpublished letters, I have tried to note the college or other insti-

tution in whose files they may be found, or the person who supplied them to me.

References to Hardy's Collected Papers are to volume 7 unless indicated otherwise;

those to P. K. Srinivasan are to volume 1 of Ramanujan Memorial Number, unless

indicated otherwise. Those to Ragami, the pen name of T. V. Rangaswami, carry no

page number but are based on informal translations from the Tamil of his book

Ramanujan, the Mathematical Genius, by V. Anantharaman and his wife Malini, of

Baltimore. The "Reading Manuscript" refers to the original version of E. H. Neville's

broadcast talk on Ramanujan, now stored at the University of Reading, in England.

Much of the information contained in the Family Record is ambiguous, and I have

referred to it only when, in full context, the evidence seems clear.

Information drawn from written materials and personal interviews has been sup-

plemented by personal observation and informal conversation in England and India.

PROLOGUE

p. 1.
1

your wonderful countryman Ramanujan." S. R. Ranganathan, 80-81.

p. 7. "was near to religion.'" Oxford Magazine, 2 January 1948.

"a thought of God." S. R. Ranganathan, 88.
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CHAPTER ONE

p. 11. September 1887. Family Record.

And so widely observed. Slater, Southern India, 121.

"wet skull." Covfn.ba.tors District Gazetteer, 1966,

Teppukulam Street. Interview, T. V. Rangaswami.

p. 12. Smallpox incident. Family Record; Ragami; P. K. Srinivasan, Margosa is

also known as neem.

case study in the damning statistics. Births and deaths in Family Record,

p. IS. case of itching and boils. Family Record.

he scarcely spoke. Ragami

.

Atshara Abishekam. Ragami.

bristled at attending. Family Record,

Ramanujan wasfond of asking. Seshu Iyer, 81.

p. 14. crush him to pieces. Family Record.

shuffled between schools. Family Record.

arms folded in front ofhim. Ragami.

loan dispute. Interview, T. V. Rangaswami.

bounced back to his maternal grandparents. Family Record.

thefamily enlisted a local constable. Family Record.

Back in Kumbakonam by mid- 1895. Family Record,

p. 15. a small courtyard. Padfield, 14; Hemingway, Tanjore District Gazetteer.

Mahammakham festival. T. R. Rajagopalan, 34; Hemingway, Tanjore District

Gazetteer, supplies 1897 as a festival year.

three-quarters of a million pilgrims. Slater, Southern India, 117.

its water level was said to rise several inches. Urwick, 68.

p. 16. seventy-two-bed hospital. Imperial Gazetteer, Madras Presidency, 1908.

Rice growing. Interview, J. M. Victor. See also Hemingway, Tanjore District

Gazetteer.

little room in which to graze. Hemingway, Tanjore District Gazetteer.
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p. 17. Kumbakonam saris and silk. Interviews in Kumbakonam, especially with R.

Viswanathan, headmaster, Town School, and with cloth merchants.

two thousand small looms. Imperial Gazetteer, Madras, 1908.

could cost as much as a hundred rupees. Hemingway.

a year's income to many poorfamilies. For example, Compton, 164—165, pictures

five annas per day as a typical wage for unskilled labor (16 annas = 1

rupee). Fuller, 63, says field laborers could be hired for two or three pence

a day, the English pence being equal to an anna. A more recent South Indian

district gazetteer, looking back, gives the average agricultural wage between

1901 and 1912 as three rupees, eight annas per month, or again something

like three 2TI113.S per dsy IjTipcYi&l Ga^sitcBT^ 1 908 > elIso ves the ^oin^ r3.te for

unskilled labor at three annas per day (with skilled labor worth seven or

eight annas per day). Thus, if we figure three hundred working days a year

at, say, four annas per day, we get about seventy-five rupees as a represen-

tative year's income.

normally the husbands. Slater, Southern India, 119.
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Srinivasa was good at appraising fabrics . K. R. Rajagopalan, 4.

p. 18. Indian father's role. See Carstairs, 67-69.

"Very quiet." Bharathi, 51.

"weightless." Nandy, 102.

reminders to keep up the house. P. K. Srinivasan, 170.

Ramamjan wrote his mother. Ibid., 168.

Goats and Tigers. Interview, M. Vinnanasan, Kumbakonam. Janaki, in P. K.

Srinivasan, 171, says Ramanujan and his mother played the "15 points

game," another name for Goats and Tigers. A recent Salem District gazet-

teer refers to a game, called Pulikatlam, which may be the same thing.

manujan's mother and her family is derived from biographical material in

Port Trust File and interviews with S. Sankara Narayanan, K. Bhanumurthi,

Janaki, and others,

p. 19. managed a choultry. Interview, T. V. Rangaswami.

Komalatammal fed him his yogurt. This picture drawn largely from interview

with K. Bhanumurthi.

into the principal's office. P. K. Srinivasan, 85.

p. 20. "An exceptionally gifted lady." Ibid., 114.

Caste system. See Thurston; Mayo; Bhattacharaya; Fuller; Padfield; Comp-
ton; M. N. Srinivas.

p. 21. to secure divine grace. See, for example, Chopra et al.

21-22. Brahminfamilies . . . would pull over to the side of the road. Fuller, 147. Interview,

A. Saranathan.

p. 22. Hindu earing practices. Fuller, 147. Numerous interviews.

p. 23. that gavefood a reddish cast reminiscent ofblood. Interview, A. Saranathan, Kum-
bakonam. "If I see meat, I begin to vomit."
il
As the child learned . . Carstairs, 67.

a fastidiousness about Hindu life. See Carstairs, 80.

"Asceticism and mysticism . .
." In Singer, 8.

p. 24. "Simple living and high thinking." Interview, T. S. Bhanumurthy.

of 650 graduates of the University of Madras. Cited in M. N. Srinivas, 102.

p. 25. "a language made by lawyers and grammarians." Quoted in Slater, Southern In-

dia, 132.

distinct from . . . Hindi. G. Ramakrishna et al., 459.

boasted a verse form reminiscent of ancient Greek. Slater, Southern India, 136.

almost twenty million people. Thurston, 122.

11 percent of Tamil Brahmins literate. Cited by M. N. Srinivas, 179.

Town High School. Interview, R. Viswanathan, the current headmaster. See

also "History of Our School," in Centenary Celebration Souvenir,

p. 26. partial to impromptu strolls between classes. "My Reminiscences," R. Kan-

daswamy Moopanar, in Centenary Celebration Souvenir,

coming to him for help. S. R. Ranganathan, 61.

"But is zero divided by zero also one?" S. R. Ranganathan, 105.

Boarders. P. K. Srinivasan, 84.
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p. 27. Loney's Trigonometry. S. R. Ranganathan, 105. Most likely, according to

Richard Askey, this was only part 1 of the two-volume text.

learnedfrom an older boy. Madras Port Trust.

understand trigonometric functions. Seshu Iyer, 82.

to any number ofdecimal places. Ibid.

finish in half the allotted time. Ibid.

solve them at a glance. P. K. Srinivasan, 84.
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headmaster, R. Viswanathan, gives the number of students in the school at

about one thousand. N. Govindaraja Iyengar, quoted in P. K. Srinivasan,

puts the figure at fifteen hundred.

deserved higher than the maximum possible marks. P. K. Srinivasan, 121.

p. 28. Sarangapani Temple. See T. R. Rajagopalan, 36; G. Ramakrishna et al.,

258; Das, 135; Balasubrahmanyan, 196.

p. 29. temple built by Nayak kings. Das, 137.

p. 30. fall asleep in the middle of the day. Ragami, "Ramanujan, 'A Gift From Heav-

en,' " Indian Express, 19 December 1987.

p. 31. Once ayear during theyears he was growing up. Seshu Iyer, 82. Interviews, at the

temple, with S. Govindaraja Battachanar and P. Vasunathan. For more on

Uppiliapan Koil see Das, 143.

Sacred thread ceremony. Padfield, 63.

Moonlight walk to Nachiarkovil. S. R. Ranganathan, 66.

God, zero, and infinity. Ibid., 84.

p. 32. "Immensely devout." Ibid., 73.

"A true mystic" Ibid., 88.

p. 33. deity of the anthill. Whitehead, 15.

p. 34. "Brahminical Hinduism is here a living reality." Hemingway.

"as Westminster Abbey and St. Paul's are to the other churches ofLondon." Urwick,

72.

Rameswaram, See G, Ramakrishna et a!.. 383.

Hindu deities. See Das; Friedhelm Hardy, "Ideology and Cultural Contexts

of the Srivaishnava Temple," in Stein, 119; Fuller,

p. 35. One contemporary English account. Fuller, 160.

"fusion of village deities . .
." Chopra et al.

direct them toward something higher and finer. V. Subramanyam, a member of

Narayana Iyer's family in Madras, offers a delightful metaphor: Consider an

architect's drawing, whose arcane visual language might represent a mas-

terpiece. One ignorant of that language may, as he examines the drawing, be

unable to see the genius it embodies. And yet, he can appreciate the care and

reverence with which the drawing is unrolled, handled, and preserved, per-

haps be inspired to search out its hidden meaning. Likewise, a stone deity,

p. 36. to enter a trance. S. R. Ranganathan, 13.

a bizarre murder plot. P. K. Srinivasan, 98.

speak through her daughter's son. S. R. Ranganathan, 13.
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CHAPTER iWu

p. 39. It first came into his hands. Seshu Iyer and Ramachandra Rao, xii. But S. R.

Ranganathan, 19, says it was an "elderly friend."
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Tripos. See chapter 4.

p. 40. G. S. Carr. Hardy, Ramanujan, 3. Carr, iv. Cambridge University records.

from his desk in Hadley. Carr, x.

first statement on the first page. Ibid., 33.

p. 44. "/ have, in many cases ..." Ibid., iv.

p. 45. "his methods." Littlewood, Miscellany, 87.

"Through the new world thus opened to him ..." Seshu Iyer and Ramachandra

Rao, xii.

Government College. Hemingway, Tanjore District Gazetteer. Imperial Gazetteer,

Madras Presidency, 1908. Government College Calendar for 1975-76, part B.

bridge today spanning the river. T. V. Rangaswami, in an interview, claims that

during Ramanujan's time there was a feeble footbridge across the river,

perhaps constructed from palmyra palms. But Government College Calendar,

5, records the building of the bridge only in 1944, replacing a ferry service,

p. 46. a hostel for seventy-two students. Hemingway, Tanjore District Gazetteer.

"College regulations could secure his bodily presence." Neville, "Ramanujan" (Na-

ture 149), 292.

"He was quite unmindful."'? . K. Srinivasan, 122. See also S. R. Ranganathan, 20.

foreign-language math texts. P. K. Srinivasan, 106.

p. 47. left him to do as he pleased. Ibid., 122.

"ingenious and original." Seshu Iyer, 82.

Professor demanded book's return. P. K. Srinivasan, 122.

Seshu Iyer "indifferent." Ibid., 99.

"To the college authorities . . ."Neville, "Ramanujan" [Nature 149), 292.

went to see the principal. P. K. Srinivasan, 85.

Tuition was thirty-two rupees per term. Hemingway, Tanjore District Gazetteer.

p. 48. In early August 1905. Family Record.

two-thirds the load, at two-thirds the speed. Hemingway, Tanjore District Gazetteer,

could still take three weeks. Kameshwar C. Wali, Chandra ( University ofChicago

Press, 1990), 42.

p. 49. "When you get to the third-class railway carriage . .
." Compton, 27.

Vizagapatnam. Thurston, 40; Urwick, 83; Imperial Gazetteer, Madras Presi-

dency, 1908.

Fragmentary accounts. The scanty information available about Ramanujan's

flight to Vizagapatnam is drawn from Family Record; Suresh Ram, 10;

Seshu Iyer, 83; S. R. Ranganathan, 46, 94; K. R. Rajagopalan, 11. Also,
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probably by September. Family Record,

p. 50. Primary exam humiliation. P. K. Srinivasan, 106. Ragami.

he secreted the papers . . . in the roof of his house. Seshu Iyer and Ramachandra

Rao, xii.

"too sorry for his failure." P. K. Srinivasan, 27.

"An obligatory aspect ofshame ..." Wurmser, 52.
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p. 5i. "wince at ourselves in the mirror . .
." Ibid., 17.

"Hiding is intrinsic ..." Ibid., 29.

a "mental aberration." Quoted in Nandy, 108

"a temporary unsoundness ofmind.'" Madras Port Trust. See also Seshu Iyer, who
says that "being too sensitive to ask his parents for help" after his failure at

Government College, he left for Vizagapatnam.

he breathlessly inquired. S. R. Ranganathan, 7.7.

p. 52. Pachaiyanpa Mudaliar, Muthiah, 186,

modeled on the Temple of Theseus. Ibid., 185.

arrived at Egmore Station. Interview, T. V. Rangaswami, who says he heard it

from Janaki.

i o uppear ana succeea ... f uner, l / j.

halffailed. Fuller, 176.

p. 53. lived afew blocks . . . off the fruit bazaar. S. R. Ranganathan, 73.

bout of dysentery. Family Record.

at Pachaiyappa's College. Ibid., 66, 73.

show how to solve it. S. R. Ranganathan, 65-67.

Singaravelu Mudaliar. Ibid., 65.

Ramanujan's gifts. "Of the problems given in our textbooks in geometry,

algebra, and trigonometry," recalled a Pachaiyappa's classmate, Ramayana
Ratnakara T. Srinivasa Raghavacharya, "he used to remark, 'These are all

mental sums.' " S. R. Ranganathan, 75.

p. 54. "At the upper left-hand part of the stomach . .
." Foster and Shore, 17.

"Procure a rabbit" Ibid., 13.

a big, anesthetizedfrog. S. R. Ranganathan, 68.

"... the Digestion chapter." Ibid., 69.

He'd take the three-hour math exam. P. K. Srinivasan, 1 19.

December 1906. There is some disagreement here. For example, according to K.

R. Rajagopalan, Ramanujan did not take the F.A. examination in December

1906, but only the following year. And the Family Record has him taking an

"Intermediate Exam" in 1908. None of which much afFects the story: Ra-

manujan took exams, always failed them, and wound up credentialless.

p. 55. "fall far short of the multitude." Compton, 171.

Ramanujan's cap. P. K. Srinivasan, 117.

Agricultural workers in surrounding villages. See note for chapter 1, page 17.

an old woman . . . would invite him infor a midday meal. S. R. Ranganathan, 22.

Ramanujan fed dosai. P. K. Srinivasan, 96.

p. 56. Ramanujan tutors Viswanatha Sastri. Ibid., 89.

Tutor to Govindaraja Iyengar. S. R. Ranganathan, 62.

p. 57. "In proving one formula, he discovered many others ..." Neville, "Ramanujan"

(Nature 149) (1942): 292.

a succession ofhandwritten accounts. This is what I have called the Family Record.

"a peculiar green ink." G. N. Watson, "Ramanujan's Note Books," Journal ofthe

London Mathematical Society 6 (1931): 139.

p. 58. "Two monkeys having robbed an orchard. .
." Quoted by A. C. L. Wilkinson,

"Presidential Address," Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society, February

1919, 24.
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0/" iw would shrink." Lecture notes, B. M. Wilson. Trinity

College.

p. 64. William Thackeray. Madras Civil Servants (London: Longman, Orme, Brown,

and Co., 1839).

"very proper that in England." Quoted in Chopra et al., vol. 3.

p. 65. "into the icy water." Bell, 330.

to well-worn paths. For a kindred instance, consider Weierstrass: "The creative

ideas with which he fertilized mathematics were for the most part thought

out while he was an obscure schoolteacher in dismal villages where advanced

books were unobtainable. . . .Being unable to afford postage, Weierstrass

was barred from scientific correspondence. Perhaps it is wsl! that he was; his

originality developed unhampered by the fashionable ideas of the time. The

independence ofoutlook thus acquired characterized his work in later years."

Bell, 416.

"the carefree days" Neville, "Ramanujan" (Nature 14-9): 293.

Ramanujan warned the parents of a sick child. S. R. Ranganathan, 85.

p. 66. "the primordial God and several divinities." P. K. Srinivasan, 92.

Satyapriya Rao. S. R. Ranganathan, 85; P. K. Srinivasan, 90. "He was a

sturdy strong man and he taught the students native exercises
—

'Dandal,'

'Baski,' etc." Centenary Celebration Souvenir.

Theory of Zero and Infinity. S. R. Ranganathan, 82.

"spoke with such enthusiasm." Ibid., 83.

p. 67. he'd drop by the college. Ibid., 61.

legs pulled into his body. Ibid., 62.

"the Indian character has seldom been wanting." Hindu, 1 1 February 1889.

p. 68. "a blank and vacant look." Bharathi, 51.

"that time-tested Indian psychotherapy." Nandy, 109.
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p. 69. Ramanujan's marriage. Ragami; P. K. Srinivasan, K. R. Rajagopalan, 17-

18; Nandy; Suresh Ram; S. R. Ranganathan. Interviews with Janaki, Mr.

and Mrs. T. U. Bhanumurthy.

Thefamily had once been better off. Interview, Janaki.

p. 70. would not so much as glimpse his face. In an interview, Janaki confirms this

standard practice.

Father's response to word of son's marriage. Interviews, Janaki, Mr. and

Mrs. T. S. Bhanumurthy.

a family in Kanchipuram. Family Record.

ever sensitive to local custom. Compton, 117.

Mysore ban. Ibid., 119.

six months' income. Fuller, 143.

local usurers. Marvin, 102.

a double wedding. Interview, Janaki. Family Record,

p. 71. for three years. Family Record,

p. 72. Hydrocele. Interview, Jacek Mostwin.
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p. 72. Dr. Kuppuswami volunteered to do the surgeryforfree. P. K. Srinivasan, iOO; K. R.

Rajagopalan, 19; Family Record.

As chloroform administered. Seshu Iyer, 82.

the wound began to bleed. P. K. Srinivasan, 100.

p. 73. he would often have to depend. Interview, T. V. Rangaswami.

more than a week's pay. Compton, 27, puts the third-class fare (in 1904) at

about a farthing per mile. A farthing was one-quarter of a penny, and a

penny equaled an anna. Thus, a trip to Madras, about a four-hundred- mile

round- trip from Kumbakonam, would have been about a hundred annas, or

six rupees. Ramanujan's father made twenty rupees per month. Plainly,

getting around South India during this period must have represented a real
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at the house of a friend. S. R. Ranganathan, 87.

he stayed with Viswanatha Sastri. P. K. Srinivasan, 90.

p. 74. on the sufferance of two old Kumbakonam friends. S. R. Ranganathan, 69.

Narasimha squeaked by. P. K. Srinivasan, 108.

One day probably soon after this. S. R. Ranganathan, 74.

p. 75.
"
incorrigible idler." Neville, "Ramanujan" (Nature 149): 292.

had made him marry. S. R. Ranganathan, 24.

"Like regiments we have to carry our drums." Ghaudhuri, 101.

p. 76. never amount to anything. P. K. Srinivasan, 123.

"so friendly and gregarious. " Ramaseshan, 4.

"He would open his notebooks." P. K. Srinivasan, 123.

"such a simple soul" S. R. Ranganathan, 61.

puppet shows. P. K. Srinivasan, 97.

p. 77. "knew nothing of mathematics." S. R. Ranganathan, 22.

Sometime late in 1910 . . . S. R. Ranganathan, 23; P. K. Srinivasan, 99; Family

Record.

Everyone called him "Professor." K. G. Ramanathan, 20.

"/ was struck by the extraordinary mathematical results." P. K. Srinivasan, 129.

Not seen one another since 1906. Seshu Iyer, 83.

p. 78. "/ was not big enough." P. K. Srinivasan, 102.

Ramachandra Rao. Bhargava, Who's Who in India; Who's Who in Madras, 1934.

Ramachandra Rao meeting. P. K. Srinivasan, 86; Ramachandra Rao; S. R.

Ranganathan, 24, 74; Family Record; Seshu Iyer, 83. Neville, "The Late"

(Nature 106): 66.

p. 79. he probably didn't "work it out." Richard Askey supplied this insight,

p. 81. Fermat's leisure. Bell, 59.

p. 82. fifth-largest city in the British Empire. After London, Calcutta, Bombay, and

Liverpool. Lewandowski, 51.

Origins of name. Thurston, 2; Krishnaswami Nayadu, 1.

History of Madras. See Stater, Southern India; Urwick; Steevens; Lewan-

dowski; Srinivasachari; Lanchester.

p. 83. more than fifty feet above sea level. Lanchester, 90.

"hutments." Srinivasachari, 292.

the city had expanded horizontally. Lewandowski, 46.

large rural tracts. Singer, 142.
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n. 83. "Madras is more last in preen " Steevens. 299.r "
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p. 84. a Brahmin-run restaurant. Bharathi, 50.

spin occult stories. S. R. Ranganathan, 16.

84—85. a refreshing Gangasnanam. Ibid., 67.
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a letterfrom Ramaswami Iyer. Journal of the Indian Mathematical Society 1 1 (April

1919): 42-44.

Indian mathematics. See, for example, Eves, 161-183; M. S. Rangachari,

"The Indian Tradition in Mathematics," Journal of Indian Institute of Science

(Ramanujan Special Issue 1987): 3-9.

p. 86. "a mixture ofpearl shells and sour dates." Eves, 171.

p. 87.
"Ramanujan 's first love." Letter, Bruce Berndt to author,

p. 90. Ramanujan had stumbled on Bernoulli numbers. Madras Port Trust Archives, in

Askey.

"Some Properties of Bernoulli's Numbers." Ramanujan, Collected Papers, 1-14.

p. 91. By one reckoning. K. Srinivasa Rao, "Srinivasa Ramanujan: His Life and

Work," in Nagarajan and Soundararajan, 4.

"Mr. Ramanujan's methods were so terse and novel." Seshu Iyer, 83.

"by no means tight." P. K. Srinivasan, 131.

p. 92. "numerical evidence as sufficient." Mordell, Nature (1941); 645.

"they call you a genius." S. R. Ranganathan, 25.

p. 93. "a piece of thin string." Bharathi, 50.

on paper already written upon. S. R. Ranganathan, 76.

prevailed on him to copy it over. S. R. Ranganathan, 58. Here, "during this

period" means between early 191 1, when Ramanujan first came under Ra-

machandra Rao's influence, and early 1913, when he left for England.

"Paper, The Great Immortalizer." Bharathi, v.

For about ayear. Neville, "Ramanujan" {Nature 149), 292.

grew to bother him. S. R. Ranganathan, 26. "It was Ramanujan, unwilling to

be longer a burden, who brought to an end his dependence" by taking the

Port Trust job: Neville, Reading Manuscript.

a temporary job in the Madras Accountant General's Office. Family Record. Srini-

vasan, 176, puts the dates of the job as January 12 to February 21, 1912, but

there is some reason to doubt this. Conceivably, it was the previous year.

"a clerkship vacant." P. K. Srinivasan, 31.

p. 94. "quite exceptional capacity in Mathematics." Ibid., 49.

The port of Madras. See Thurston; Urwick; Srinivasachari; Lanchester; The

Port of Madras: Past, Present and Future; gazetteers. Interview, V. Meenak-

shisundaram.

p. 95. his own motorcar. Muthiah, 183.

Sir Francis Spring. See The Port of Madras: Past, Present and Future, 8.

Narayana Iyer. Interviews with his family in Madras.

Sir Francis relied on him heavily. "Whatever Narayana Iyer said," says S. San-

kara Narayanan, "he agreed."

"the most convenient dress." Hindu, 24 April 1896.

p. 96. late in 1912. P. K. Srinivasan, 172. Family Record.

a third of the city's population. Lewandowski, 46.
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p. 97. thTSS rupees pet month. Interview, Janaki.

"sinecure post." Ramachandra Rao, 87. Bharathi, 47.

"running to his office." Bharathi, 50.

Ramanujan's Port Trust routine. Interview, Janaki. "Since a year [after

taking his job at the Fort Trust] Ramanujan stiii found his clerkship a

bondage from which he craved release, he must have been applying himself

conscientiously to duties which his patron did not for a moment intend him

to take seriously": Neville, Reading Manuscript.

establishing cash balances. Interview, T. V. Rangaswami.

"pilotagefund clerk." Internal memo, 11 February 1913, Madras Port Trust.

Ramanujan's regular job was as a "bill clerk."

d. 98. browline for toackinv Mtoer. S. R. Ran?anathan. 76.

sternly regarding his aide. Ibid., 27.

slates propped on their knees. Bharathi, 48.

"You must descend to my level." Ibid.

Ramanujan as diamond. P, K. Srinivasan, 172.

p. 99. The British Raj and the Indian Civil Service. See Worswick and Embree;

Fuller; Compton.

"treason to our trust." Quoted in Worswick and Embree, 140.

two-thirds those of the British. Fuller, 276.

. 100. "Plato's ideal rulers." Worswick and Embree, 142.

"awakened by responsibility.''' Fuller, 276.

"regarded with awe, not affection." Urwick, 55.

"the English official is an incomprehensible being." Ibid.

An Englishman typically had his own washerman. Compton, 190.

brush andfold his clothes. Ibid., 246.

. 101. steward stooped to serve him tea. Ibid., 207.

"no assimilation between black and white." Ibid., 247.

Narasimha had introduced him to E. B. Ross. Family Record.

E. W. Middlemast recommendation. P. K. Srinivasan, 49.

"cunning and contentious in argument.'
3 Compton, 40.

. 102. "you can polish the Hindu intellect." Ibid., 171.

"constantly disconcerted." Fuller, 179.

"hardworking, docile and enduring." Urwick, 50.

. 103. at Ramachandra Rao 3

s behest. Family Record refers to a letter from Ramachandra

Rao to Griffith on 3 November 1912. See also Neville, Reading Manuscript.

"You have inyour office." P. K. Srinivasan, 50.

"If his genius is so elusive." Ibid., 51.

. 103-104. "He gives me the impression of having brains." Ibid., 52.

104. "/ think I was right in writing to Prof Hill." Letter, Griffith to Spring, 28

November 1912. Madras Port Trust.

Ramanujan hadfallen into some pitfalls. P. K.. Srinivasan, 53.

105. "evidently a man with a tastefor mathematics." Letter, Griffith to Hill, 7 December

1912. Madras Port Trust.

106. Many had advised Ramanujan to write to England. S. R. Ranganathan, 70;

P. K.. Srinivasan, 91.

as long as two weeks. Compton, 1 78.
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p. 106. letters drafted with the help. Hardy ("Obituary," 494) reports that Ramanujan

told him the personal introduction had been written by "a friend." And S. R.

Ranganathan, 32, argues that the letter was "largely worded for him by the

seniors who had helped him," Ramanujan presumably being too shy and
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I argue later, I don't think he was as humble as some think.

In Ramanujan's letter to Hardy ofJanuary 22, 1914, he claims that "all

letters written to you, except this one [and one other], did not contain my
language. Those were written by the superior officer mentioned before,

though the mathematical results and handwriting were my own." But there

is reason to believe (see chapter 5) that Ramanujan was dissembling. Besides,

Ramanujan was always scrupulous about acknowledging the help of others

and may have deemed any help from his friends to mean that the language was

not his "own." Finally, even this letter, the letter he acknowledges as his own,

was not so dramatically different from the rest. In short, I believe there was

invariably a large chunk of Ramanujan in any letter that bore his signature,

pp. 106-107. Baker and Hobson said no. Snow, Apology foreword, 33-34: "I men-

tioned that there were two persons who do not come out of the story with

credit. Out of chivalry, Hardy concealed this in all that he said or wrote

about Ramanujan. The two people concerned have now been dead, however,

for many years, and it is time to tell the truth. It is simple. Hardy was not

the first eminent mathematician to be sent the Ramanujan manuscripts.

There had been two before him, both English, both of the highest profes-

sional standard." But Snow went no further. In Alternative Sciences, 146-147,

Nandy reports that Littlewood identified them as "Baker and Popson." In

"Ramanujan—A Glimpse," 78, Bollobas corrects the error. In a letter to

Bruce Berndt, Indian mathematician K. Venkatachaliengar dismisses the

assertion that Baker was among those who ignored Ramanujan. But he

seems to do so solely on the basis that anyone who would, as Baker at one

point did, recommend not an Englishman but an Indian, G. Hanumantha
Rao, to a position at an Indian university couid scarcely have spurned

Ramanujan. Baker, writes Venkatachaliengar, was "a very sincere man of

upright conduct. . . . [He] would have acknowledged his error if it were so to

[Ramanujan] direct or through Hanumantha Rao." This assertion, how-

ever, is not enough to undercut our confidence in what comes down to us

directly through Littlewood who, according to Bollobas ("Ramanujan—

A

Glimpse," 78), "often chuckled over the embarrassment of his colleagues

who failed to recognize a genius."

CHAPTER FOUR

p. iu». ne . . . woks a oaoe oj cnree. ivncnaei noiroyu, ocracney: /i urazrai Diograpny,

vol. 1, The Unknown Years (London: Heinemann, 1967), 516, footnote.

Hardy was sometimes refused beer. Bollobas, Littlewood's Miscellany, 120.

His college rooms had no mirrors. Snow, Apology foreword, 16.

See also Alexanderson, 65.

"Red Indian bronze." Snow, Apology foreword, 9.
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Notes

p. 1 10. Hardy took six pages to attack the plan. Letter, Hardy to Jackson, 9 November

1910. Trinity College.

enthusiasms, peeves, and idiosyncrasies. Titchmarsh, 452.

"There's a match due to begin" Collins, 27.

leaving the benighted ^A. H A Newman in BBC obituary Trinity College

Sister read to him about cricket when he died. Snow, Apology foreword, 58.

Chapel incident. Ibid., 20.

"happiest hours of my life." Snow, Apology foreword, 21.

would not shake hands. Interview, Mary Cartwright.

p. 111. "strange and charming of men." Woolf, Sowing, 123.

"the most extravagant andfanatical kind." Hardy, Collected Papers, 532.

"the one great permanent happiness of my life." Letter, Hardy to Thomson, De-

cember 1919. Cambridge University.

He admitted the pro-God position was stronger. Interview, Mary Cart-

wright.

"what his real opinions were." Titchmarsh, 450.

pp. 111-112. "more delicate, less padded, finer-nerved." Snow, Apology foreword, 16.

p. 112. "a slightly startledfawn." Woolf, Sowing, 124.

"To sit that way." Alexanderson, 64.

"personal powers and capabilities." A. Ostrowski, in Experentia 5 (1949): 131

—

1 32.

p. 113. Middle-class schools. Cranleigh School Magazine, July 1887, 133, 198. See also

Megahey.

"the labourer's son." Megahey, 12.

55 were the sons of tradesmen. Minutes, Cranleigh School, 29 January 1880.

Isaac Hardy. Surrey Advertiser and County Times, 7 September 1901; The Cran-

leighan, 1901, 267-271; Surrey County School Register, 1872, 1; other Cranleigh

School records.

an extra fifty pounds peryear. Minutes, Surrey County School, 23 October 1874.

rich industrialists. Brandon, 97.

p. 114. Genealogy of Hardy's parents. Information furnished by Robert A. Rankin,

Glasgow.

"with more than a touch of the White Knight." Snow, Variety of Men, 204.

singing lessons. Surrey County School Register, Christmas 1872.

earnestly and sincerely mourned. Surrey Advertiser and County Times, 7 September

1901.

"rare and precious souls." The Cranleighan, 1901, 270.

Sophia Hall Hardy. Information furnished by Robert A. Rankin, Glasgow,

through D. H. J. Zebedee, Lincoln Diocesan Training College, 1862-1962.

to church two or three times. Interview, Mary Cartwright.

p. 115. taught piano. Minutes, Cranleigh School, 29 January 1890.
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Gertrude Hardy. References to her are scattered through St. Catherine's School

Magazine over more than thirty years.

"There is a girl I can't abide." Gertrude Hardy, "Lines Written Under Prov-

ocation," St. Catherine's School Magazine (October 1933), 575.
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p. 116. "a little obsessive." Snow, Apology foreword, 14.

Only "good" books. Titchmarsh, 447.

writing down numbers into the millions. Ibid.

Eustace Thomas Clarke. Cranleighan, June 1905, 18. Cranleighan, 1937, 120.

give wrong answers. Snow. Apology foreword. 14.

"He seems to have been born with three skins too few.'" Ibid., 15.

pp. 1 16-117. Gertrude "shy and diffident.'
1

St. Catherine's School Magazine, obituary, Au-

gust 1963, 6. "A teacher of outstanding ability, she combined keen interest in

her brighter pupils and, as I have good reason to remember, boundless pa-

tience with the slow. Her reproofs were astringent, but never undeserved. Her

scrupulous fairness gave that feeling of security which is so valuable to the

young."

p. 117. "/ was very shy.'" St. Catherine's School Magazine, October 1938, 229.

The clergyman and the kite. Stanislaw Ulam, Adventures of a Mathematician

(New York: Scribners, 1976), 60.

Gertrude the "Mohammedan." Letter, Marjorie Dibden to Robert A.

Rankin, 24 November 1983. Robert Rankin.

lost her eye as a child. Interview, Mary Cartwright.

Running it would be Mr. and Mrs. Hardy. School Minutes, 29 January 1880.
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are RG 792 97b schedule 153. Hardy is listed as "Godfred." The records

clearly indicate the Hardy house as "Mt. Pleasant," cottages that still stand.

However, school records refer to the twenty-four boys as "at Mr. Hardy's

house," which could only mean the much larger House. It is conceivable,

then, that Mr. and Mrs. Hardy actually lived, along with their children, at

the House, while maintaining official residence in the Mt. Pleasant cottage,

p. 118. ubiquitous in Surrey since the seventeenth century. Nairn and Pevsner, 14. See also

Jekyll, 4.

low-ceilinged sitting room. Tour of the house. My thanks to its current resident,

whose name I failed to record.
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to rent out sleeping space. It is unlikely that the servants mentioned in the census

records served the Hardy family. Megahey, 16, reports that an upper-middle-

class income of five hundred pounds per year was enough to hire three

servants. Isaac Hardy made less than one-fifth of that.

a thousand pounds a year. Megahey, 16.

second master made only a hundred. Ibid., 17.

"a typical Victorian nursery.*'
1

Titchmarsh, 447.

p. 119. little more than a mud track. Megahey, 20.

"Cranleigh boys may wander where they please." Ibid., 27.
11

enlightened, cultivated, highly literate." Snow, Apology foreword, 14.

a sixth-former who was twenty. Megahey, 3 1

.

reached the sixthform at twelve. He was placed in the third form at ten. Mega-

hey, 52.

pp. 1 19-120. Ward's assessment ofyoung Hardy. Granleigh School Register, Report

to the Council of the Surrey County School, 26 July 1889.
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p. 120. 137 boys competed. Sabben-Clare, 54.

Hardy placed first. Megahey, 52.

beginning to shed. Ibid., 44.

"Cornel" Register of Winchester School, courtesy Robert Rankin.

inninff anH ShparH 48.

"gentlemanly rebels and intellectual reformers" Bishop, 18.

p. 121. architectural details. Winchester College: A Guide, school publication, rev. and

repr. May 1984.

"notions." See, for example, Sabben-Clare, 144; Bishop, 26; Winchester College

Notions, "by Three Beetleites" (Winchester: P. & G. Wells, 1904).

thirty strokes, with a ground-ash stick. Sabben-Clare, 44.

"Morning Hills." Ibid., 151.

circled through the stone-arched walkways. Ibid., 152.

p. 122. "Mrs. Dick" Ibid., 45.

Cricket. John and Emma Leigh, of Cranleigh, assure me that a foreigner

possesses the essential knowledge of cricket when he fully understands the

following:

You have two sides. One out in the field and one in.

Each man that's in the side that's in goes out and when he's out he

comes in and the next man goes in until he's out.

When they are all out the side that's out comes in and the side that's

been in goes out and tries to get those coming in out.

Sometimes you get men still in and not out.

When both sides have been in and out including the not outs

That's the end of the game,

(with acknowledgments to the Marylebone Cricket Club)

Hardy saw Richardson and Abel. Snow, "The Mathematician," 67.

practices were sacrosanct. Megahey, 27.

"the village did much better." Cranleigh School Magazine, October 1888, 251.

p. 123. "a thing of personal art and skill." Neville Cardus, Play Resumed with Cardus
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"Canvassing, Clarendon type, and professional cricket.
1
' Records of Magpie &

Stump, 966th meeting, 3 June 1910. Cambridge University.

with walking stick and tennis ball. Woolf, Sowing, 124.

"one long game of cricket." Wykehamist, 20 June 1893.

"small, taut, and wiry." C. J. Hamson, text of a talk given in the Senior

Combination Room at Trinity, 24 November 1985, and published in Trinity

Review, 1986, 23.

Accounts of Hardy as athlete. Wykehamist, December 1895.

frustrating . . . a brilliant cricket career. Snow, Apology foreword, 48.

p. 124. crushed any artistic ability. Titchmarsh, 447.

so sick he almost died. Snow Apology foreword, 17

Hardy and mutton. Titchmarsh, 452. Bollobas, 120.

never returned to visit. Wykehamist, 18 February 1948.

Of twenty-six class hours. Bishop, 32. The figures are from 1900.

Richardson. Sabben-Clare, 62.

Duncan Prize. Winchester School records.
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d. 124. tohvsics on his own. The. Wvkehamisl. 18 February 1948.

a weaknessfor detective stories. Interview, Mary Gartwright. Hardy told her he

had once read thirty-six of them in a week. (His sister shared the weakness:

St. Catherine's School Magazine, August 1963, 6.)
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"Herbert was back again at Trinity." A Fellow of Trinity, Alan St. Aubyn (Lon-

don: Ghatts and Windus, 1892), 261.

p. 125. "a decent enoughfellow" Hardy, Apology, 146.

Wykehamists to Cambridge, Oxford. Wykehamist, December 1896.

"Congratulations are due." Wykehamist, December 1895.

p. 126. the school's annual Speech Day. Surrey Advertiser, 1 August 1896.

74 percent to Oxford or Cambridge. Ellis, 144.

p. 128. assigned a room in WhewelVs Court. Trinity College records.

Tripos. See "Old Tripos Days at Cambridge," by A. R. Forsyth, Mathematical

Gazette 19 (1935): 162-179; "Old Cambridge Days," by Leonard Roth, Amer-

ican Mathematical Monthly 78 (1971): 223-226 (both of these are reprinted in

Campbell and Higgins, vol. 1, 81-103); Rouse Ball; Littlewood, Miscellany,

and "Mathematical Life and Teaching"; Hardy, Collected Papers, 527-553.

p. 129. "the most difficult mathematical test." Roth, in Campbell and Higgins, 97.

in earliestform, to 1730. Rouse Ball, 11.

"wish them Joy of their Honour." Quoted in Oxford English Dictionary, entry for

"Wrangler."

p. 130. Wooden Spoon. Cambridge Folk Museum display.

"Ail-American, a Rhodes scholar, and Bachelor of the Year." Campbell and Hig-

gins, vol. 1, 81.

p. 131. "You, sir." Roth, in Campbell and Higgins, 98.

1881 Tripos results. Littlewood, "Mathematical Life and Teaching," 21.

Typical Tripos problems. See, for example, Forsyth, in Campbell and Hig-

gins, 86-89; Roth, in Campbell and Higgins, 97-98; Thomson, 56-60; Lit-

tlewood, Miscellany, 72-75.

Must be a trick. The future Senior Wrangler was Littlewood. He tells the story

in his Miscellany, 74.

excellent training—for the bar. Thomson, 58.

like a racehorse. Indeed, practically all who have written about the coaching

system employ this metaphor,

p. 132. two dozen of them. Forsyth, in Campbell and Higgins, 86.

"beyond the pale of accessible criticism." Forsyth, in Campbell and Higgins, 84.

handed over to R. R. Webb. Titchmarsh, 448.

"altogether too much like a crossword puzzle." Quoted in R. Clark, Life ofBertrand

Russell, 43.

p. 133. "without serious prejudice to his career." Hardy, Collected Papers, 537.

"the verdict of my elders." Hardy, Apology, 144.

Hardy's boyhood history of England. Titchmarsh, 447.

Hardy's essay impressed his examiners. Littlewood, "Reminiscences," 12.

Headmaster Fearon's treatment. Titchmarsh, 448.

p. 134. Love's suggestion. Hardy, Apology, 147.

"at last in [the] presence of the real thing." Hardy, Collected Papers, 722.
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p. 134. into two regions. See Ibid., 723.

p. 135. "that remarkable work." Hardy, Apology, 147.

"even the rebel Hardy." Littlewood, quoted in Young, 270.

"to take so much trouble and to learn no more." Hardy, Collected Papers, 530.

is a great triumph " Letter G. M Trevelyan to Hardy, 14 June 1898.

Trinity College.

"he ought to have won it." Snow, Apology foreword, 24.

p. 136. Shakespeare Society meeting. Minutes, 23 May 1901.

Hardy in Cranleigh. Surrey Advertiser and County Times, 7 September 1901.

p. 137. "final and irrevocable." Trinity College, records of clubs and societies.

The Apostles. See Deacon; Levy; Woolf, Sowing.

"a very nice scientist." Deacon, 33.

Hardy inducted. Levy, 195.

"tenacity of a bulldog." Woolf, Sowing, 148.

"his peculiar passionfor truth." Woolf, Beginning Again, 24.

p. 138. "Does Youth Approve ofAge?" Levy, 196.

"absolute freedom of speculation." Quoted in Deacon, 70.

"breathe the magic air." Quoted in Deacon, 59.

G. L. Dickinson. See Furbank, 59.

who once advised Hardy. Snow, Apology foreword, 31.

"Wall Whilmanesque feelings ofcomradeship." Levy, 227.

"The Higher Sodomy." Deacon, 55.

p. 139. "the womanisers pretend to be sods." Deacon, 62.

R. K. Gaye. Woolf, Sowing, 124; Cambridge University records.

"they were never seen apart." Ibid., 124.

"rumor ofa young man." Interview, Mary Cartwright.

"just another English intellectual homosexual atheist." Hodges, 117.

"his beloved John Lomas." Snow, "The Mathematician," 72. Deacon, 73, re-

ports that on one previous occasion Hardy tried to commit suicide, "the first

time following the death of a close male friend."

"a non-practicing homosexual." Interview, Beia Bollobas.

p. 140. Vote on "self-abuse." Levy, 207.

"school-boy affections." Ellis and Symonds, 39.

"relentlessly Victorian while it could." Hynes, 185.

p. 141. "frenetic sexual affairs.'' Himmelfarb, 42.

fathered a child. See chapter 5.

p. 142. "his knowledge of higher mathematics." Minutes, Shakespeare Society, 16 Feb-

ruary 1903.

26 percent never married. Ellis, 152. Writes Ellis: "A passionate devotion to

intellectual pursuits seems often to be associated with a lack ofpassion in the

ordinary relationships of life, while excessive shyness really betrays also a

feebleness of the emotional impulse."

Cranleigh teachers were men. Megahey, 38-39.

Winchester was the same way. Writes Bishop, 28: "The English boarding school

was not the only system in history to treat women and the family as poten-

tially subversive elements: it has even been argued that virtually every train-

ing establishment which has exalted direct service to the community has
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Notes

Turkish janissary corps and the Chinese commune, the British public school

has tacitly recognized that women 'are incapable of putting the interests of
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In writing the life of Ramanujan, I faced the barriers of two foreign cultures, a chal-

lenging discipline, and a distant time. As I am expert in none of these, I owe a debt of

gratitude to the many persons who have helped me surmount those barriers—who have

consented to interviews, spent hours explaining recondite areas of mathematics or In-

dian cultural life, guided me to out of the way documents in libraries and archives, read

and criticized early drafts, befriended me in England and India—and, back in Balti-

more, ofFered a supportive hand or word of advice. I am abashed at how much space

I require to simply say thank you, but it is an apt measure of my debt.

First, thanks are due Judy, who has borne more husbandly changes of mood than

any person should have to bear, and to whom I owe much in the way of nurturing,

encouragement, and support. Those intangibles are easy to take for granted when you

have them, but almost impossible to get along with when you don't.
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at a crucial point, I owe an approach to writing about the mathematics to which

otherwise I might not have turned.

Thanks go to Davy, whose Daddy was gone in England and India for three months

and then, for the year and a half it took to write this book, was too much in the office

and not enough with him. "So how's the Ramanujan book?" he asked me one day

when he was five. I hope that one day he'll read it and be able to answer for himself.

To my parents, Bea and Charles Kanigel, for leaving me fascinated equally by

words, numbers, people, and ideas.

To Michael, Kevin, and Jonathan, to Harry and Rachele, and to Elise and Liz—all

of them, each in their own way, irreplaceable parts of my life.
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To V. Viswanathan, of Madras, who made room for a confused American in an

already overstuffed auto-rickshaw. To him, his brother V. Meenakshisundaram of the

Madras Port Trust, to S. Sankara Narayanan and V. Subramanyam, and to the

many other members of his family who befriended me in Madras, I owe a debt of

kindness I cannot possibly repay.
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